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... Introduction ...
7HARDLY think that there can be any contradiction of the statement that
short waves have finally -arrived, - in every sense of the term.
While short waves have actually been with us since Heinrich Hertz
'
)in the late eighties discovered electro magnetic radiation, the short-wave end
of radio has not been exploited to a large scale until the past few years. The
years 1932 and 1933, especially, were marked by a tremendous increase in shortwave radio: with some 8,500 short-wave stations, now actually transmitting, in
every nook and corner of the entire world, it may be said that short waves have
actually conquered the earth, taking it by storm.
The short-wave industry has already been recognized as such: while dozens
of manufacturers are making either parts, short-wave sets, all- wave sets, or other
incidentals which are comprised by the new industry.
Already, the short-wave art has become so great that it must be subdivided
into many different branches. Up to this time, there has not been published a
single work which covers the entire short-wave art in all its branches. The present volume, the first of a series, is intended to repair this shortcoming.
In it
we have endeavored to cover all branches in every way possible; so that the
present and future student of short waves will not only look upon it as a historical work, but also use it for everyday purposes, wherever it may become
necessary to do so.
Without trying to make this volume unwieldly, we have incorporated in it
all the various branches of short-wave equipment, in such a manner as to cover
the best that has appeared during the past few years.
We have tried our best to avoid duplication whenever this could be done,
and to make the manual as live and up-to-date as it is possible to do so.
We
have had in mind particularly the newcomer to short waves—the student—as
well as the research man who may wish to look for certain short-wave data.
We have not forgotten the radio service man either, and for him we have
prepared an entire section showing practically every short-wave commercial set
which has been manufactured since the inception of the art.
It is intended to bring out a similar volume once a year; in other words,
aYear Book of Short Waves, to keep pace with this growing art.
HUGO GERNSBACK

New York, N. Y.
Winter, 1933-1934.
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4-Tube "M ASTER COMPOSITE"
By Clifford E. Denton
• THREE thousand S. W. fans cannot
be wrong. Results prove it, because
tests on the receiver whieh was voted
ideal by so many sure does the job 100
per cent. Stations all over the world at
loud speaker volume, law back-ground
noise, plus a very satisfactory degree
of selectivity, are the result.
Permit the author to express his

thanks to the manufacturers of the
components used. They have presented
material for use in this set that will
give maximum efficiency, highest gain
and
sturdy,
long-life
construction.
There are other manufacturers making
similar equipment that will give equal
results but the manufacturers listed in
the parts list are to be commended for
_

At two a. m. in the morre—and your arm is tired perhaps. from lifting the lid of a
receiver cabinet to change plug-in coils, you will give thanks for this method of
changing plug-in coils, incorporated in the "Master Composite" receiver here
described.

their vision and aid
equipment that will
short-wave reeeption.

in developing
permit " real"

Description of Receiver
Looking at the set from the front
one will note the new National 7 inch
straight line tuning scale. This is of
great assistance in logging stations and
makes ior easy tuning.
Note that the coils are plugged in
from the front—a real convenience for
the fellow who wants to change from
band to band quickly. It is possible to
place the set in a metal case for further shielding and still be able to
change coils without fuss or bother.
The tuning dial control is located at
the cer ter of the panel between the
two coi - hand-hole covers.
Starting from the left-hand side of
the front panel and looking at the bottom row of knobs, we find that the
first knob is the antenna potentiometer.
This is used as a volume control when
the set is used with a conventional
antenna. When a doublet antenna or a
Lynch transposed lead-in system is
used, then the leads from the potentiometer are disconnected so that the
primary winding of the antenna coil is
not grounded. This permits balanced
input conditions.
The second knob from the left controls the antenna compensating condenser and it "works like a charm."
The third knob controls the switching of the phones into and out of the
circuit.
When the phones are in use
no signal will come from the speaker
and when the speaker is in use, no signal will come from the phones.
The
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The " Master Composite" shortwave receiver, incorporating all
major features is here described
and illustrated. The set was designed and constructed under the
supervision of Clifford E. Denton,
well-known short-wave engineer,
who has described so many good
S- W
receivers

Features of the present set are—
only 4 tubes and therefore economical operation; together with
the latest method of changing
plug-in coils from the front of the
set; a non-detuning regeneration
control, and a powerful A.F. output stage, using the new 59 tube.

•

•

•

Photo at right shows rear view of the 4tube " Master Composite" S-W Receiver,
showing the shield cans, inside of which
are the plug-in coils. National 6- pin coils
with the R-39 low- loss forms are used.

The Ideal Receiver For You •

Bottom view of the " Master Composite" receiver, showing the
neat arrangement of the various resistors, R.F. chokes and
by-pass condensers.

phones are permanently connected to
the two binding posts provided on the
rear of the chassis.
Regeneration in the detector stage is
coati-oiled by the remaining or fourth
knob and is very smooth in action. The
potentiometer of 50,000 ohms gives a
noiseless variation of the voltage applied to the screen of the 58 type tube
used as the detector.
The action of
the 58 type tube, as far as regeneration is concerned, is superior to the
results obtained with a 57 type tube.
Of course, the two aluminum covers
marked ANT and DET mark the placing of the openings through which the
coils are inserted in their respective
coil sockets. It is well to note at this
time that the two coils used for any
particular band are identical in construction.
When looking down on the top of the
receiver it will be seen that the actual
chassis is small in size.
The tuning condensers are mounted
on the center line and are flanked by
the two coil shields. Directly back of
the coil shields are the two shields and
tube sockets for the 58 type tubes. The
shield te the left holds the R.F. amplifier tube and the shield to the right
holds the detector tube.
The special detector coupling impedance is mounted to the rear of the
detector tube and has the high inductance choke, coupling condenser and the '
grid coupling resistor mounted in the
can. This method of coupling is more
satisfactory than the standard resistance plate coupling so often used with
screen-grid detectors. The main advantages are higher gain and smoother
regeneration control.
On the right of the audio coupling

OFFICIAL

Schematic diagram

SHORT WAVE

of the " Master Composite" 4-Tube Short-Wave

unit is the first audio stage; a 56 type
tube is used here. The output of this
tube is resistance-coupled to the power
tube, which is a 59. This tube is more
satisfactory than a 47 for one important reason—less hum.
The 59 is a
cathode type ( heater) tube—which explains the hum reduction.

RADIO

MANUAL.

Receiver

Space is provided on the rear of the
chassis to the left for an output transformer if it is desired. The plate current of the 59 should not be allowed
to flow through a pair of phones or a
magnetic loud speaker as it will destroy
their efficiency.
On the rear of the chassis, the

7

phone bin ling posts are located in the
center anc they are flanked to the right
(under th 359 output tube) by the plug
and socket for the loud speaker connections. The remaining plug connection is for the power cable; five wires
are all that are necessary for these connections even though the designer used
a six- connector unit.
Note that the front panel is fastened
to the chassis mechanically in five
places, four by means of the threaded
brass rods and the fifth by the brass
collar usul under the end-section of
the tuning condenser.
The antenna volume control and the
antenna compensating condenser are
mounted on the front panel and the
phone-spcaker switch and the regeneration control are mounted on the chassis and are controlled from the front
panel by means of the flexible couplings
and the 5-inch long, 1/
4inch diameter
bakelite rods. This layout permits of
easy wiring and much shorter leads,
which improves the stability of the receiver ard its general operation.
Examination of the receiver from
underneath shows the layout of the
various by-pass condensers and resistors.
Three . 01 mf. mica condensers used
as by- pusses in the R.F. stage are
mounted by a single through bolt near
the R.F. tube socket. The two . 25 mf.
paper type condensers by-passing the
plate of the R.F. stage and the screen
of the d?.tector are mounted one above
the othe --, by means of small brass collars.
The small resistors, radio frequency

Picture wiring diagram, showing in A- B-C style just how to build the " Master Composite" short-wave receiver.
You
this set easy to build and also easy to tune—and speaking of a "hot" signal—wait till you hear it!

will find
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UNLESS OTMETVAASE. SPECIFIED ALL HOLES ARE NE. 59 DRILL

The two photos at left show the plate supply unit from the side and from the bottom. The diagrams at right show wiring diagram for the plate supply unit and lay- out of the metal subpanel.
chokes and mica condensers are held in
position by the wiring. Therefore be
sure to test every soldered connection
for mechanical strength.
The detector grid condenser and the
5 megohm grid- leak are soldered into
place before the coil socket of the detector tube is fastened into its shield.
Coil sockets are held away from the
ends of the coil shields by means of
1- inch long collars drilled and tapped
for a 6-32 thread.
Power Supply Unit
The power supply unit is simplicity
itself and should offer no problems to
the constructor, but a few words of

description, together with the photographs, may prove helpful.
Many set-builders are not equipped
to build the chassis. For that reason
two possible sources of supply have
been mentioned in the parts list. One
of the chassis makers builds his chassis
out of steel and the other uses aluminum.
If the chassis is obtained ready-drilled,
then the job of assembly and wiring
can be finished in " jig time."
Mount
the
power
transformer,
chokes, and electrolytic condensers on
the chassis and the voltage divider
(R), with the 180 volt by-pass condenser, under the chassis, as shown in

the
photographs
here
reproduced.
Place the rubber grommet in the
hole on the side of the chassis; this
will serve to prevent chaffing of the
power cable.
The power switch is mounted on the
side of the chassis near the power
transformer.
Wiring can be done in less than 20
minutes after the soldering iron is
heated.
Follow the pictorial wiring
diagram, if you are not familiar with
the regular wiring diagrams.
Solder all connections carefully and
be sure that there are no cold rosincore connections if you want the best
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COIL SOCKET CONNECTIONS FROM
BOTTOM Ow COIL SOCKETS.

The two drawings at left show respectively how to make plug-in coil handles and also how to wire up the "coil" sockets.
data for winding the National type plug-in coils for the " Master Composite" 4- tube receiver are shown at right.
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Those interested in band .spread coils
have a choice of the following coils:
Band
Coil Number
20 meter
No. 61A
40 meter
No. 63A
80 meter
No. 64A
160 meter
No. 65A
In the photographs showing the SW-C
"Composite" receiver the extra coils not
in use are placed in a neat metal coil
cabinet.
This offers a convenient way of
keeping the coils from being misplaced
and preventing damage when not in use.
The cabinet will hold 20 coila.

2 27 "

SHIELD WIRE
AND C.T. 2.5V.
7A. GROUNDED

World-wide reception can be obtained
under half- way decent conditions with an
ordinary
broadcast
antenna
at
loud
speaker volume. Nevertheless, it is recommended that one of the newer transposition
lead-in types of antenna be employed, such
as the system recommended by Arthur H.
Lynch in the article "Reducing Noise on
Short Wave Aerials," ( See SHORT WAVE
CRAFT for August, 1932, and " Good Antenna Design" in SHORT WAVE CRAFT for
September, 1932).
Tests with this receiver in a suburban
location shows marked improvement in the
noise level and signal strength when the
transposed lead-in was used with a 75
foot flat-top.

Speaker Considerations
Most every set builder has a dynamic
speaker on hand and for that reason the
choice of the loud speaker was left to the
individual. Be sure that the loud speaker
has a voice coil transformer with a primary
that will match the tube; this is 7,000
ohms when used as it is in this set. The
tube is used as a pentode for greater
power sensitivity. Do not connect a magnetic type speaker to the output terminals
of the set, without using an output transformer.
Generally the magnetic speaker
will not match the tube impedance and it
may be damaged by the strong plate current flowing through the speaker windings.

Construction and Wiring Hints
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Coils can be obtained ready wound to
cover the wavelengths from 9 to 850 meters
very efficiently. The following coils and the
ranges covered were tested in SHORT WAVE
Cammr's Composite Receiver and give the
maximum of efficiency for their respective
bands.
Coil Number
Range
( National)
9 to 15 meters
N
13.5 to 21. meters
No. 61
23 to 41 meters
No. 62
40 to 70 meters
No. 63
65 to 115. meters
No. 64
115 to 200 meters65
No.

Antenna Recommendations
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results.
Make sure that the solder flows
through the joint thoroughly.
The iron
must be kept clean, well tinned and hot!
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Details of chassis and other parts used in building the " Master Composite" Receiver.

So much has been written about the
construction of radio receivers that little
need be said at this time; study the photographs and the electrical circuit-then
go ahead and build. Use care in the construction and see that everything is fastened firmly in place.
Loose parts result
in noise and noise is especially to be
avoided in a short-wave receiver.
Make all connections in a direct manner. Da not have loops in the wiring and
be sure that every lead from the tuned circuits of the radio frequency and detector
are wired by connecting wires. Do not depend on. the chassis for common connections! This will increase the stability of the
receiver and result in smoother operation.

Conclusion
This receiver was designed in accord with
the vote:: of readers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT
and represents the majority opinion of the
readers.
Some of you may have wished
that the set were a super-het and many
may not like the method of regeneration
control ( for example) but the majority
wins. Sio, here is YOUR set.
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One Acratest Carbon Resistor, .5 Watt,
Two Blan—The-Radio-Man flexible cou300 ohms Cat., No. 5860 ( R2)
plings
One Acratest Carbon Resistor, .5 Watt,
Two 6 inch lengths of bakelite I/4 inch
2000 ohms Cat. No. 3500 ( R7)
in diameter
One Lynch Mfg. Co. .5 Watt resistor . 5
Four small brown knobs
meg. ( R9)
Four 5 inch lengths of 6/32 threaded
One Lynch Mfg. Co. . 5 Watt resistor . 1
brass rod
meg. ( R8)
One Lynch Mfg. Co. .5 Watt resistor 5.
Two Raytheon 58 type tubes ( R.C.A.)
meg. ( R11)
One Raytheon 59 type tube ( R.C.A.)
One Lynch Mfg. Co. 1. Watt resistor
One Raytheon 56 type tube ( R.C.A.)
2000 ohms. ( R5)
Wire, soldering lugs, machine screws, etc.
One Lynch Mfg. Co. 1 Watt resistor 3000
ohms ( R4)
One Frost 40 series potentiometer Cat.
Parts List of the Power Supply
No. 6182 ( R1) 3000 ohms.
One Jefferson Power transformer. Type
One Frost 40 Series Potentiometer Cat. 463-934. ( P.T.)
No. 6186 ( R3) 50,000 ohms.
Federated Purchaser Cat. No. 2532
One Wafer Socket Type 59, 7 prong ( V4)
Two Jefferson Filter Chokes, Type SA2071
One Wafer Socket 5 prong Type 56 ( V3)
Federated Purchaser No. 2503 ( CHI,
One Yaxley S.P.D.T. rotary jack switch
CH2)
(S)
Three Flechtheim Electrolytic CondensOne Wafer socket and male plug for
speaker
ers. 8 mf., 500 volts peak. Type JW800
(Cl)
One Eby Ant. Ground terminal strip
(T1, T2)
One Flechtheim Dry Electrolytic ConOne four- prong chassis mt'g plug and denser 8 mf., 500 peak volts Type KL800
socket cable connector Type 7A-11 and 11A
(C2)
(T5, T6, T7, T8)
One Korrol Mfg. Co. Steel, cadmium
Two Eby Insulated Binding Posts ( for plated chassis drilled and welded as drawphones') ( P)
One Micamold .0001 mf. Mica condenser
ings
One Steel Chassis drilled and folded to
(C15)
Aluminum chassis by Blan, The- Radiospecifications—Korrol Mfg. Co. or
One Micamold .00025 mf. mica condenser
Man
One
Aluminum
Chassis
drilled
and
folded
(C8)
One Federated Purchaser power switch
to specifications Blan-the-Radio-Man
One Flechtheim Tubular Condenser . 01
No. 4112 ( S)
NOTE—The builder has a choice of chasmf. ( CIO)
One Federated Voltage Divider Cat. No.
sis material
One Flechtheim Electrolytic Condenser
One Drilled panel.
Aluminum panel is 3915. 25,000 ohms with taps ( R)
Type LTI000 ( C11) 10 mf. 30 Vts.
One Five Wire Cable ( Use No. 16 wire
dipped and the steel panel is cadmium
Two Flechtheim .25 mf. Bypass condensin cable if possible)
plated.
ers ( C6, C7) Type GF25
One Rubber Grommet
Two Blan—The-Radio-Man, special aluOne Acratest Wire Wound Resistor, 5
One Four prong wafer socket. Marked
minum shields for the coils
Watt, 7000 ohms Cat. No. 5900 ( R6)
Two Blan—The-Radio-Man " Hand- Hole" 280 ( 80)
One Acratest Wire Wound Resistor, 5
Covers for the coil openings
One Raytheon 80 rectifier tube ( R.C.A.)
Watt. 400 ohms Cat. No. 5900 ( R10)

Parts List
One National Co. Type 2- SE 100 tuning
condenser ( Cap. 100mmf. each section).
(C2, C3.)
Two National Co. Short Wave Chokes,
Type 100, ( RFC1, RFC2) ( 2.5 M. H.)
One National Co. Radio Frequency Choke,
Type 90 ( RFC3) ( 90 M.H.)
One National Co. Screen Grid Coupling
Impedance Type S101 ( AF1)
Two National Screen Grid Clips ( V1,
V2) type 24.
Two National Coils Sockets, Isolantite 6
prongs for National Coils ( Li, L2)
Two National Isolantite Tube Sockets for
58 type tubes ( VI, V2)
One National Co. Antenna Compensating
Condenser, Type ST- 50 ( Cl) ( Cap. 59
mmf.)
One National Coil Cabinet ( optional)
Two National Co. Tube Shields Type
T58 ( VI, V2)
One pair of the following National S.W.
Coils, Nos. 61, 62, 63, 64, 65 ( L1, L2).
One National " Full Vision" Tuning Dial,
Type VKE
Three Micamold .01 mf. mica condensers
(C4, C5, C12)
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SKETCH above shows a very
clever design of band- change
switch, which any short wave
fan can easily build at an insignificant cost; it can he made
with as many poles as desired.

•

BOTTOM

VIEW

Band Switch
By
ANTHONY HOLTGREFE

13 "
46

SIDE /
12"+_ 3"

of A

• I AM sending herewith a
sketch of a band switch I
have designed and which has
worked in a very satisfactory manner.
By looking over the sketch
you will find that the switch

can be made very easily, with practically no cost, by simply using all
the old material that every radio or
short-wave " bug" has on hand.
Now for a few details about the
switch.
First you will notice that
the bolts used for contact points
have no nuts on them.
By drilling
the holes in the bakelite a little
smaller, the bolt can be turned in
to fit snugly and the wires from the
coils can be soldered direct to sanie.
By doing this I have saved on space.
By drilling the front panel for
two wood screws, one on each side
of the shaft it can be held in place
by running these screws through the
front panel into the front wood
piece on the switch.
By marking the shaft at each setting with an awl, at the face of the
front panel, the correct setting can
be determined with ease.
This switch can be used with the
"Best"
short-wave
converter This design of short wave bandchange switch has many good points
to ccinmend it.
For one thing, it is
a relatively easy matter to adjust
the
springs,
made
of
phosphor
bronze or German silver, so that
they will have even tension at all
positions of the switch.
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The DENTON
"ECONOMY
THREE"

e

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON

•

•

Here's a 3- tube short-wave receiver that you will derive a lot
of pleasure from—it is up to the minute, with all controls
mounted on the front panel, while switches change the wave
bands.

• THREE tube short wave receivers
are very popular today. The results
that can be obtained with a properly
designed and constructed set are the
reason for their popularity.
Most set builders use one stage of
radio frequency amplification and a
high-gain detector tube.
This is the
most satisfactory method of radio frequency amplification and detection.
If more than one radio frequency
stage is used, then the problem of adequate shielding runs the cost of the set
up so far that the average pocket-book
will not stand the strain. With ordinary equipment now available tuned
radio frequency below 20 meters will
not offer high enough amplification to
justify the cost.
A screen grid detector is used in the
"Economy-3" because it offers the maximum sensitivity, coupled with smooth
regeneration control, for the minimum
Cost.
As it is wise to have an audio stage
and the cost of the additional parts for
its construction is so little, a " high
gain" pentode type tube is used, the
output of which can be connected to a
loud speaker or used in conjunction
with phones, as desired. For the best
results with this tube, use high impedance phones so that greater signal
strength may be developed. If possible
use an output-matching transformer
for this purpose.
Circuit Description
In the outward appearance of the
circuit diagram the receiver will have

Another view of the Denton " Economy Three" which utilizes
the latest discovery in an efficient inductance-switching system
for changing the wave-bands, without resorting to plug-in coils.

Parts List
One Hammarlund Tuning Cond
Type
MCD-140-M ( 140 mmf. cap, per section).
(C2, C6)
One National Tuning Dial 4" Type VBD
One National R.F. Choke Type 100 ( RFC)
Three Bypase Condensers .25 mf. (C4. C5.
C8)
One Tubular Condenser .003 mt. ( C11)
One Tubular Condenser . 00025 mf. (CO)
One Tubular Condenser .015 mf. ( C10)
One 50,000 ohm potentiometer with power
switch ( R3, SW3)
One Aeratest Midget Condenser 25 inmf. rapacity (
C3)
Three Acratest 4 prong sockets
One Acratest 20,000 ohm, . 5 watt resistor,
One Acratest 1 meg. . 5 watt resistor ( R5)
One Acratest .25 meg., . 5 watt resistor ( R4)
One Acratest 5 meg. resistor . 5 watt ( R1)
One Acratest .0001 mf. mica Condenser ( C7)
Two Acratest Tube shields, type 7268 ( for
the coils)
Two I" diameter bakelite tubing 3% inches
long
One 1
/ pound spool No. 30 D.S.C. wire
4
One % pound spool No. 22 D.S.C. wire
Two Acratest Selector switches ( SW1, SW2)
One Eby Type 17 moulded twin-jack for
phone or speaker connections (
3, 4)
One Eby Antenna-Ground Type 223 Molded
twin-posts ( 1, 2)
One Man aluminum panel and chassis
One pair of Blan Brackets
Aeratest grid-leak clips, Type 3892
Two Acratest 1" diam. black knobs
One Acratest 6 wire cable.
(5, 6, 7, 8, 9)
One' Type 33 Output Pentode ( 33) Triad
One Type 34 R.F. Variable-Mu Tube ( 34)
Triad
One Type 32 S.G. R.F. Tube (32) Triad

a familiar look. After all, the old time
"tried and found good" are the best.
The problem is simply one of obtaining
the most for the capital involved.
The coils are home-made, in fact the
coils cannot be bought ready made for
this set at all. The set constructor will
have to follow the coil-winding directions as given in Fig. 2. There is no
great jolt in winding these coils and it
can be done in an hour; simply follow
the directions carefully.
By the use of the two taps it is possible to cover three wave-length ranges.
The first band will extend from 40-85
meters, the second band from 25-55
meters and the lowest band from 15-30
meters. Due to variations in the windings of the tuning coils when done by
hand, there will be some differences in
the bands covered, as well as differences in tuning condenser settings, due
to change in constants and electrical
values of the antenna and the detector
coil.
Ecperience in winding several
sets of these coils indicates that this
variation will not be so great that it
cannot be corrected very simply.
One way to bring the antenna and
detector coil circuits into alignment, so
that resonance will be obtained with
the single control dial tuning arrangement, is to spread the turns of windings L-1 and L-2 by prying them apart
until repeated tests show that resonance is established fairly evenly over
all of the bands.
If there is a very
great difference in the tuning range,
due perhaps to differences in the tube
shields used as coil shields, then it may
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This 3- tube short-wave receiver does away with the
necessity of removing and replacing plug-in coils;
it employs instead a newly
devised
switching
system, whereby the most used bands, the 20, 40 and
80 meter, can be tuned in by merely turning a pair of
switches.

•

01.11111)

be necessary to remove as much as a
single turn on L-3.
Due tests of the
set will enable the constructor to judge
the advisability of any coil correction.
After these corrections have been
made, it is wise to apply small amounts
of collodion, or some other high-grade
insulating material, which will hold the
windings.
The signals are led into the receiver
by means of the antenna connection to
the home-made antenna series condenser. This home-made antenna series condenser is familiar to all. It consists of
a simple two-inch long piece of busbar with No. 18 push-back wire wound
around it in the form of a spiral spring
and simply moved back and forth to
increase or decrease the capacity in the
antenna circuit.
Wave selection is given by means of
the two switches S.W.1 and S.W.2.
The input circuit to the first radio frequency tube has a tuned circuit, being
tuned by condenser
C-2, which is
ganged to condenser C-6, tuning the

r.

The plate circuit of the 32 type tube
which is used as the detector is bypassed to ground by means of condenser C-9 and the radio frequency choke.
The detector is resistance coupled into
the grid circuit of the 33 type tube,
which has given excellent results, especially as far as power sensitivity is
concerned. C-11 is used to equalize variation in the Pentode plate load impedance.

detector circuit.
This condenser- leak
method of detection is employed and
C-7 and R-1 form an exit to this circuit. The return of the grid in the detector tube is directly to the chassis.
A typical regeneration circuit is employed,—control of screen voltage being
the method whereby oscillation is controlled.
The plate winding or feedback coil is divided into three equal
windings of six turns each, interposed
between the No. 22 tuning coil winding,
so that satisfactory regeneration control can be had on all the bands with
the switch in any position. Of course,
with the switches S.W.1 and S.W.2 at
the bottom of L-1 in both the input
circuit and output circuit of the 34
R.F. tube, the receiver will tune to the
shortest wavelength band. By moving
the switch down to the tap N.L.2 this
will tune to the next shortest band, and
by moving still further so that the moving arm of the switch rests on an open
contact, indicated near L-3, the complete coil is in the circuit and the highest wave bands will be covered.

R-6 is mentioned, although it is not
shown in the actual set.
This is a 6
ohm rheostat used in series with the
"A" supply when two dry cells are used
in series, it being necessary to drop one
volt in the rheostat to supply the two
volts normal to the tubes in the receiver. If a 6 volt storage battery is to
be used, an additional resistance must
be inserted in the circuit so that the
current to the filaments will not exceed
the rated value.
In many cases sets of this type are
equipped with Eveready Air- Cell batteries, which will give steady performance
- ANTENNA
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for more than a year of steady use.
In some instances, when making tests
in different locations, it was noted that
improved results could be obtained with
the use of tube shields on the first R.F.
and detector tubes.
If the constructor
wishes to go to the expense, it would be
a very good idea to include the two additional tube shields on the 34 and 32
type tubes.
Experiments with the 34 tube in the
detector socket have been quite satisfactory, resulting in very smooth control of
regeneration, but with an apparent falling
off the sensitivity of the receiver, although the difference in sensitivity is not
enough to cause the person testing the set
to say that the 34 tube could not be used
in this position with satisfaction.
Operation
Place the 34 type tube in the R.F. socket,
a 32 type tube in the detector and 33 tube
in the output tube socket.
Connect the
ear- phones, connect up the battery cable
to the battery supply, adjust the filament
volts to exactly 2 volts, and leave this at
this point. The fact that these tubes work
best at 2 volts from an electrical standpoint also means that they will last the
longest at 2 volts from the standpoint of
life. Therefore, always keep tubes in this
2 volt class at the ra ed 2 volts for satisfactory long-life operation.
Set S.W.1 and S.W.2 to the same identical tap, so that both coils can be tuned
to resonance. Turn the regeneration control, which is mounted on the left-hand
side of the panel, to the right and see if
the detector tube will oscillate.
If the
detector tube will not oscillate reverse
the lead marked "X" in Fig. 1. If the tube
oscillates, slowly , turn the tuning dial
which drives condenser C-2 and C-6. Keep
the regeneration controls in position for
maximum sensitivity.
Vary C-3 for the
maximum signal, as this condenser is used
to enable condenser C-2 and C-6 to track
throughout the band.
If the condenser
C-2 and C-6 does not track satisfactorily
by means of condenser C-3, it will then be
necessary to change the coils slightly so
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that the tuning characteristics of the
coils will coincide. If the 32 tube regenerates too quickly and not smoothly, vary
resistance R-1 and reduce the capacity of
condenser C-9, generally testing the value
between .0001 and .00025 for C-9 and start
at 5 megohms for R-1 and work down to 1
meg. if necessary.
Variations between
condenser C-9 and resistor R-1 are to be
so adjusted that the regeneration control
R-3 is about between 1
/ and % way over
4
to the right for maximum control of regeneration. An increase in size of R-2 or
variation in R-2 will change the portion
of the operating curve of R-3 for the
maximum convenience.
Most experimenters are familiar with
the problems to be encountered at thit
point and there should be no difficulty
with a few hours of final adjustment with
this receiver to obtain the smoothest operation possible. No set of this kind can be
thrown together, of course, and have real
satisfactory regeneration control right
off the bat without a great deal of luck.
Generally it takes time to get a set working smoothly.
Construction Pointers
There is little to be said about the construction, as the photographs clearly show
the placement of the parts as well as
most of the wires in such a manner that
the set should go together with very little
trouble.
Some mention should be made of the
method of supporting the coils within
their shields.
This is done in a simple
manner and although several methods
were tried out this works out the best.
Cut two pieces of brass or thin aluminum as shown in Fig. 3 and bend into
shape. Then spread a thin coat of PDQ
Plastic Metallic Solder on the metal surfaces that contact the inner wall of the
tube shield base; allow this coating to
harden for a short time and then place a
greater amount of the solder on the inside
of the shield socket and allow the bracket
to refit in place for as long a time as
possible.
It is a good idea to let the
solder harden all night, if possible.

13

Of course the tap-switch and the tube
shield socket have to be fastened to the
panel before this can be done.
If the
hardening process is left for 24 hours the
results will be perfect. No heat is necessary when using this solder.
Fasten everything in place. Those parts
mounted by means of pig-tail connections
should have good mechanical support
without the aid of soldering.
The best
operation, when it comes to short waves,
occurs when the set is free from noise.
Noisy sots will ruin reception and most
noise comes from loose connections.
Tighten up all nuts and bolts used to
hold the chassis in place. Loose nuts and
bolts here will cause noise.
Use care in soldering to the switch connections and do not permit soldering flux
to drop down between the contacts, as this
will cauJe losses; this is a common fault
of constructors when soldering to tap
switches
R2 is twenty thousand ohm resistor.

Top view of chassis.
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This unusual circuit devised by Mr. Reinartz reduces the interference from non-tunable sources,
such as static and line disturbances; it also permits two signals of different frequencies to be
received simultaneously through the same amplifier system.
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Fig. 2—Front- panel view of he receiver
that “laughs at static" and other interference.

• TO circumvent the disturbance caused
by static and other uncontrollable interference in the reception of radio has
been the goal of many experimenters.
A number of devices have been advocated that should help to reduce such
unwanted interference.
To date, however, no device is doing the job consistently or well.
For several years the writer has had
in use a circuit that does reduce the
interference from non-tunable interference such as static and line disturbances.
It also has the advantage of allowing

two signals of different frequencies to be
received at the same time through the
same amplifier system; that is, one can
listen to a signal in two of the amateur
bands at the same time and hear both,
or if desired the same frequency can be
tuned to in each half of the two parts
of this receiver, and advantage can then
be taken of its capability to balance out
such interference as static and other nontunable interferences.
The receiver had its inception during a
study of methods to reduce non- tunable
interference during reception of a signal,
the idea being to so adjust the receiver
that the non-tunable interference would
be allowed to enter the two parts of th..
receiver and when again combined at
the audio part of the system it would
cancel out, while the signal which was
desired would go through only one part
of the tuning system and then through

the audio and be heard in the regular
way, minus the interference which may
have been present. The result is so good
that many of you will wish to build such
a receiver, the description of which follows:
The circuit used ( Fig. 1) will be recognized by the old-timers as the one which
the writer has used for tie last ten years
and has found no good reason to displace.. especially on amateur frequencies.
The only difference is that there are two
of them, so connected that the audio system ttarts in one and ends in the other
of the two tuning systems. It is through
this connection that unwanted signals are
cancelled out, or that two signals of different frequencies can be tuned to at
the same time and heard through the
audio system.
One precaution which
must be taken is to keep the tivo systems
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at left, shows diagram of the Iteinartz interference eiiminntion receiving circuit for battery tubes* Fig. 3. at right,
shows the same circuit adapted for use ‘vith A.C. tubes.

Insulated from each other except through capacities.
If we wish to house them in cabinets
they must be insulated from each other.
For
the time being we will mount both parts of
the system on a bakelite panel 7 a 14 inches
in size, using a baseboard of the saine size to
mount the amplifier parts on at the same time.
A connecting .strip to connect our batteries to
is mounted on the baseboard.
Figure 2A and B shows the panel and baseboard respectively.
The large dials are the
two tuning dials, while the two small ones
are the regeneration control and the antenna
coupling condensers respectively, one set for
each tuning system.
We are going to use the type ' 30 tubes for
detectors and the amplifier, as we have to use
separate " B" batteries for all these tubes.
It
won't take as many as if we used the ' 31 or
the '33 type tubes, although you may use them
if you desire to.
An amplifying transformer
couples our detectors to the amplifier in suds
a way that energy from either detector enerIf the energies from the
gizes the amplifier.
two detectors are equal and opposite nt the
same time, no signal will lee transmitted by
the amplifier; this Is of course what we have
been after.
Now that we have all the parts properly
mounted we will make up a set of tuning coils.
Starting with the 80-nwter band we make two
coils of 10 turns each, about 2 inches in diameter and of No. 16 wire.
Then we make two
more of 20 turns each with a tap at 10 turns.
the diameter and wire size to be the saine.
The 10- turn coil connects between No. 1 and 2
and the 20- turn coil connects between Nos. 3.
4 and 5, the ends pf the coils being to the
right.
We are now ready to connect our " A" and
''B" batteries.
Each tube must have a separate " A" battery, so we connect two dry cells
to each of our three tubes through a proper
filament resistor and one 45- volt " B" battery
to each detector, being certain that we make
this important connection so that the negative
of the " B" battery goes to the filament of one
detector tube and the positive of the saine
"B" battery goes to the plate connection of
the other tube through the radio frequency
choke coil.
The amplifier batteries are connected in the usual manner.
Then we connect
the amplifying transformer between the two
positive connections of the two detector “ Ii"
batteries, the second connection going to the
grid of the amplifier with a grid bias battery
of minus 4.5 volts and a plate voltage through
our phones of 911

Now let's see what happens.
Our antenna
is connected through coupling condensers.
We
control our regeneration through the 100 mint.
regeneration condenser In each plate circuit
and tune our two receivers by the two 100
niait. tuning condensers.
Let us tune one receiver to some signal in the amateur band and
the other to a higher frequency signal in the
same band.
Detune them so that you obtain
a 500-cycle tone frequency from one and an
800-cycle tone frequency from the other.
Let us 1155W follow them through the system.
The signal from the left receiver goes through
the amplifying transformer to the plate of the
tube in the left receiver and the signal from
the right receiver goes through the amplifying
transformer in the opposite direction to the
plate of the tube in the right receiver.
Both
signals, because of the difference in tone frecluency, will he impressed on the grid of the
amplifying tube and we will hear them in the
phones, one a :ion- cycle signal and the other
an 800- cycle signal.
We will have lots of fun
tuning to two different frequencies at the saine
time and listening to tile conversations between two amateurs who are in contact with
each other, doing this without the necessity
of retuning for each signal, as we WOUill have
to do with our conventional tuners.
Now let us See what happens if we have
some non-tunable interference.
Su ms's,. we set
a buzzer going In the ricin,.
We tune to n
siznal with the left reeeiver and pull the tube
out of the right receiver.
The interference is
very bad.
Now we replace the tube in the
right receiver and tune to some signal.
We
find that we can hear the signal which before
was inaudible through the interference.
To
reduce the interference as much as possible,
we carefully adjust our antenna condensers
and regenerative feed back condensers until
the interfernce is' a minimum.
The two "tuning
condensers are adjusted as close to the desired
signal frequency as possible, one on one side
of the carrier and one on the other side of the
carrier, differing by an audio frequency which
is passed on through the amplifying transformer to the amplifier.
Signals that could not be copied with just
one of the receivers could be copied with no
trouble at all when using both receivers and
cancelling the interference at the amplifying
transformer.
It takes a little patience to make
the proper adjustments. but the results are
very worth while.
To be able to listen to two
frequencies in or out of the same amateur band
makes listening-in even more desirable.

Many amateurs will find in this receiver a
solution to their interference problems, and will
build one for general all-ar lllll id use.
Such
tubes as the '24 and '47 can be used. obviating
"A" batteries.
The circuit requirements for
these tubes must, of course, be observed.
To reduce interference between circuits, the
tuning coils should be turned at right angles
to each other.
When enclosed in a cabinet
this precaution need not be followed. The coils
themselves are so simple that no description is
necessary.
They can be made to suit conditions or can he found on plug-in forms to suit
the maker.
The radio frequency choke coil»
are wound with No. 30 wire on a 1- inch diameter cardboard tube 2 inches long and mounted
on corks glued to the baseboard.
What to remember when building this receiver : Unless you use the separate heater type
tubes you must use separate " A" batteries:
you must use separate " B" batteries for any
type of tubes; you must not ground the receivers directly, but through a . 1 inf. condenser.
You can ground the filament of the amplifier
tube.
You must be sure to make the plate
connections of the two receivers just as shown :
otherwise you undo what you have been trying
to do.
You can use as much amplification as
you may desire.
The connections for any
additional amplification are conventional
The present form of the receiver is as shown
in the photo, each half of the receiver being
in a section each side of the center section in
which is the amplifier.
This center section
also has mounted on the front of the cabinet
a two- section condenser by which the two
halves are balanced to the aerial, the rotating
part of the condenser being insulated from
the cabinet.
The two tuning condensers are
insulated from direct ground connection with
an insulating condenser mounted inside of the
respective sections.
This allows the tuning
condensers to be mounted directly to the cabinet without insulating bushings. The amplifier
tube is coupled to the two detector tubes
through a regular amplifying transformer. Type
'24 tubes are used throughout, and as they
ere of the separate heater type no separate
'A" batteries are required, one filament transformer supplying all three tubes.
The number of turns for this range. :1.500
to 4,500 ke., is: plate turns, 15 ; tuning turns,
15: grid turns, 25; for other bands this is
doubled or halved, the wire size being No. 24
B. & S. gauge.
The circuit connections are au
shown in the diagram.
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BAND SPREAD
Loud
Speaker Set

`15+"
22v.

eL
2.5 V, A C.

E
.
.

Rs • 100.000 0.0.5
Rik. 49 • 2 vita.
57 • 4.00,000
007
Re, • 20 00.4 ( CEVTER-TAP)
R 11 • 2,000 0.0..S.

Schematic wiring diagram of the 3- tube band spread receiver
here described.
The two condensers Cl and Cl are ganged.

The " C" clamps
here de- with a small vise.
scribed, a number of items were can be purchased in any hardware
taken into consideration. Among these store for about ten cents. It is adviswas that the receiver complete, includ- able to have the aluminum cut to size
ing coils and tubes but less power- when buying it rather than trying to
supply unit, should not cost more than cut it at home with a pair of tin snips.
twenty dollars. In order to maintain The cost of the aluminum cut to size
this low cost the set had to be of such as indicated in the drawing was only
design that the chassis or foundation $1.25, not including the front panel. If
could be made at home with the usual care is taken in measuring and bending
tools found in the experimenter's work- the material a very neat and sturdy
shop. The saving on this part of the chassis can be turned out.
set allowed the incorporation of many
Kind of Tubes Used
refinements that otherwise would have
As can be seen, this set uses a type
been impossible at this low cost.
The aluminum used for the base of 58 as the tuned R.F. amplifier and a
the receiver is of 1/32nd inch stock. type 57 as detector, with a 47 as audio
Material this thin would be far too amplifier, a 56 can be used instead of
weak if it were not for the particular the 47 if ear phones are to be used.
When using a stage of tuned R.F.
design used in forming the base and the
mounting of the two shields which form ahead of an autodyne detector it is
the compartments for the tuned R.F. absolutely necessary to have some sort
of R.F. gain control if overloading of
and detector stages.
the detector is to be eliminated. Therefore a type 58 is used in order to obtain
Metal Base and Shields
When bending the base and shields control of volume by the cathode
the only tools needed were two pieces method. This type of control is very
of wood and two " C" clamps together quiet in operation and has very little

• IN designing the receiver

e

As far as operation is concerned, nothing more
could be desired in the way of smoothness of control and over-all sensitivity of response. This
"high gain" 3-tube circuit, employing pentodes of
the latest type, makes the use of earphones unnecessary, as practically all received signals are
strong enough to operate a "loud speaker" directly! Although designed primarily for the popular
20, 40, and 80 meter "amateur bands," Mr. Shuart's
instrument is also a superlative receiver for " general" short-wave reception.
effect on the tuned circuit. As can be
seen in the diagram, the grid circuit
of the R.F. stage is decoupled by a
250,000 ohm resistor and a .01 mf. condenser. This helps to prevent the R.F.
stage from detuning the detector and
allows the full benefit of the shielding.
Screen grid voltage is obtained with a
100,000 ohm resistor which adds to decoupling and eliminates one wire in the
cable. Isolantite coil forms and sockets
and tube sockets are used because of
their low loss.
Coupling R.F. to Detector
A separate winding on the detector
coil form provides the R.F. coupling between the R.F. stage and the detector.
This is the most efficient means of
coupling and should be used when ever
high gun and stability are required.
Bypass condensers are used freely but
no R.F. chokes are shown because no
benefit was derived from them.
The type 57 was chosen as the detector because it oscillated much better
at the higher frequencies than any
other type. The detector circuit is of

•
Bottom view of Mr. Shuart's 3-Tube Band Spread receiver is shown at the left, while we have 2n excellent top view of the receiver
at the right.
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Rome, Pari s,
and London on
the loud speaker!
Yes Sir,
and with only 3
tubes! Thanks
to the ingenious circuit
here presented
by Mr. Shuart,
plus the utilization of three of
the latest style
tubes, this set
provides
unusually high amplification. This
is one of the
finest receivers
we have ever
had the pleasure of describirig to our readers; moreover,
it provides
"band - spread"
on any band.
T he receiver
can be built for
less than $20.00.
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By GEORGE W. SHUART
W2A114
01 -WiCBC

the electron-coupled type. This allows
the use of five prong coil forms and it
is also more stable when oscillating.
The feed-back coil is wound separate
from the grid coil and is spaced about
1
/
4 inch from it.
This method is preferred rather than tapping the grid coil
because it is not as critical and allows
better control of regeneration.
There is no spacing between turns
because distributed capacity was not an
important item; in fact the opposite
was desired. The total capacity across
the grid coils is 135 inmf. when the
condensers are tuned to maximum. The
coils are wound so as to have high " C"
(capacity) on any of the amateur
bands.
High " C" tends to make the
circuit more selective and this is needed

SNORT
ANT.

SHORT WAVE

krIG
(SEC)

in the amateur bands more so than for
general short-wave reception.
The R.F. plate coil is threaded right
along with the grid coil of the detector,
beginning at the ground end. The wire
for the R.F. plate coil, the tickler and
the antenna coil is No. 32_ silk covered.
The grid coils are wound with No. 28
silk covered wire. The coil forms are
Hammarhinds, intended for ultra short
waves. These coils are small but provide ample room for the windings for
all bands.
Regeneration Control Feature
Regeneration control is one of the
most important items in any short wave
receiver, and deserves careful consideration. To obtain smooth and noise-

R. F

58

TICK.

A.

K TO P

/.

•

•••1111r ,

less control of regeneration one must
bear in mind that when regeneration
is controlled by varying the screen grid
voltage with a potentiometer, the voltage across the potentiometer should be
only slightly higher than that required
to make the tube oscillate and that the
resistance of the potentiometer should
be large enough to allow a very fine
adjustment of this voltage. With the
number of tickler turns designated in
the coil table and 22 volts across the
potentiometer, which is of 100,000 ohms
resistance, it is possible to swing the
regeneration control all over the scale
without affecting the tuning of the detector circuit.
It takes a swing of
about one-half inch to bring the tube
completely in and out of oscillation. From

FTOF ( PRI)
TO K ( SEC )

A F.
47

DEI.
57

2.5V, A.0

A.

c,

Fl L.

LOUT
4F Et

CHASSIS
WO'

(180V.
84

(

84
22 V

B-

Picture wiring diagram drawn especially fer the benefit of the uninitiated reader, who may find the schematic wiring diagram
shown on the opposite page too difficult to understand. You should have no difficulty in following the wires connecting the various pieces of apparatus in this diagram.
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this it can be seen that it is possible to
get right on the edge of oscillation without a hair-splitting adjustment and receive phone signal with the same ease
that C.W. signals are received.
Then
again, it takes a large change in line voltage to have any effect on reception, which
means that one does not have to have.one
hand on the regeneration control all the
while phone signals are being received.
47 Tube Used for Output
A type 47 tube is used in the audio
stage because loudspeaker operation was
desired. Of course, if one expects to use
headphones it is suggested that a type 56
be used if the ears are valued at all.
Resistance coupling is used in the audio
stage because of its economy and the minimum of space it requires.
All necessary data are contained in the
diagram for drilling and placing the parts,
together with the plans for the construction of the chassis and the shields.
The two 35 mmf. midget tuning condensers are ganged with a flexible coupling. These condensers have to be mounted
on posts
in order to obtain height
enough for the mounting of the dial.
These posts can be made of 34 inch copper
tubing with machine screws run through
them to hold the condensers in place.
The R.F. stage is mounted in the lefthand shield.
The 100 mmf. tuning condenser and the R.F. volume control of this
stage are mounted directly on the front of
the shield itself. This layout is also used
in the detector stage. The R.F. decoupling resistor and condenser are mounted
on the bracket that supports the R.F. coil
socket. The grid leek and condenser are
mounted in th,e same fashion in the detector compartment.
The audio tube is mounted between the
two shields and directly behind the two
ganged 35 mmf. condensers. All parts are
mounted on the chassis before the panel
is attached, it only being necessary to
drill five holes in the panel and mount
it over the lock nuts holding the parts
to the chassis. This allows a space the
thickness of the nuts between the panel
and the shields which is a form of double
shielding and has been carried out extensively in this receiver.
It is necessary to have very, nearly the
same amount of capacity in the two tuned
circuits of the receiver, if the controls
are expected to track with any workable
degree and be able to utilize the full
tuning range of the two 100 mmf. tank
condensers. This would be impossible, of
course, if one of the tank condensers
were set at a much higher degree of capacity than the other.
Therefore, the
number of turns stated in the table must
be used if the two stages are expected to
tune through the band without getting
"out of resonance."
How to Tune Receiver
In tuning the receiver the two tank condensers are set at the approximate section
of the band on which one desires to receive and the tuning done with the two
smaller condensers which are controlled
by the main tuning dial.
This method
allows band spreading at any frequency
and still keeps the number of coils necessary to cover the usual short wave bands
down to the ordinary amount. For ease
in retuning to a previously recorded station, it is suggested that the two tank
condensers be calibrated as to their frequency response.

Coil Winding Data for Shuart 3- Tube Band-Spread Set.
In the receiver described it is usually
impossible to use the full gain of the
R.F. stage without overloading the detector so it is recommended that the volume
control be set at about half way on in
tuning in a station ana then bringin g
the " volume level" up as desired. With
the volume control set in this position
the selectivity of the set is as good as
the average short wave "super" and as
to volume, well, any foreign short wave
station that is received in this country
can be brought in on the loudspeaker, with
east".
List of Parts
1-7"x10"x1'." aluminum panel
2-5W•x21 1,rx114" sheet aluminum
for
shields
1-12"x10" aluminum for base
1—Type 58 tube Sylvania ( R.C.A.)
1—Type 57 tube Sylvania ( R.C.A.)
1—Type 47 tube Sylvania ( R.C.A.)
6—Hammarlund coil forms ( five prong)
"small" Isolantite
2-11ammarlund five-prong sockets Isolantite
2—Hammarlund six- prong sockets Isolantite
2-11ammarlund 100 mmf. tuning condensers
2—Hammarlund 35 mmf. tuning condensers
1—Hammarlund flexible coupling
1—National type " B" dial
1-100,000 ohm
Electrad
potentiometer
(Clarostat)
1--5,000
ohm
Electrad
potentiometer
(Clarostat)
2—Aerovox .5 mf. bypass cond. ( Polymet)
5—Aerovox .01 mf. fixed cond. ( Polymet)
1—Aerovox .005 mf. fixed cond. ( Polymet)
1—Aerovox .0001 mf. fixed cond. ( Polymet)
1—Aerovox .00025 fixed cond. ( Polymet)
2—Aerovox 250,000 ohm resistors ( Lynch)
1—Aerovox 100,000 ohm resistor ( Lynch)
1—Aerovox 15,000 ohm resistor ( Lynch)
1—Aerovox 2,000 ohm resistor ( Lynch)
1—Aerovox 300 ohm resistor ( Lynch)
2—Aerovox 2 megohm resistors ( Lynch,
1—Aerovox 20 ohm C.T. resistor ( Clarostat)
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of aluminum chassis used by Mr.
in building his 3-Tube BandSpread Receiver.

1—Eby five-prong socket
1—Hammarlund " Triple-grid" tube shield
1—Five- wire cable
1—Antenna binding post assembly
1—Speaker cord tip assembly.

THOSE HARMONICS AGAIN

M

ANY listeners who report the reception of short-wave signals from
certain American stations are informed,
much to their surprise, that these stations are not transmitting on the short
waves at all!
What they have picked up
are " harmonics" of the regular broadcast
waves.

Harmonics are secondary oscillations
or vibrations that appear in any o.iiilating system.
The harmonics you may
hear on a S.W. receiver are of higher
frequency ( lower wavelength than the
fundamental). Some types of radio transmitting circuits are more virulent pro-

ducers of harmonics than others; even
in the best systems, harmonics may be
create" as a result of the antenna's own
radiation.
Fortunately, most of the harmonics that appeal in the short-wave
bands are pretty weak, the strongest being heard between about 100 and 150
meters.
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C. W. TRANSMITTERS
A ONE-TUBE
Master Oscillator
Power Amplifier

TRANSMITTER
By A. J. SPRIGGS, W3GJ

Front pnnel appearance of the extremely well designed l-tube toaster oscillator- power amplifier tennetwitter. using n single UN:-S60 tube.

•

Mr. Spriggs, who holds an engineering position with Uncle Sam,
here presents a fresh new design of. improved transmitter for the
short-wave experimenter. This transmitter, here illustrated in pho-

tograph and diagram, is an experimental type suited to amateur
The original basic circuit is shown
frequencies and based upon the use of a UX-860 tube
in Fig. 1.
The filament, control grid,
and screen grid of the tube are so connected as to form, with the associated apparatus, an oscilcircuit and the frequency determining portion of the circuit,
lating circuit similar to the conventional Colpitts circuit.
which would otherwise exist due to the effect of capacity between the shield grid and the plate of the tube.
(The use of the Colpitts type of circuit is not strictly
essential, however, as any of several standard oscillator cirSince there is no electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling
cuits may be used.) The constants of the elements of this
between the frequency determining portion of the circuit and
circuit determine the frequency generated, except for slight
the output circuit, it is apparent that the radio frequency
variations which may be caused by effects external to this
power developed in the output circuit is due to the production
circuit. The output or load circuit is connected between the
of pulses of the plate current corresponding to the variations
plate and filament of the tube, and is carefully shielded to
of potential developed on the control and screen grids by
prevent electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling between the
oscillations in the frequency determining circuit. The means
plate or output circuit and the frequency determining circuit.
by which the oscillations in the frequency determining circuit
The purpose of the balancing condenser C is to permit neutralresult in the production of radio frequency power in the plate
ization of the small electrostatic coupling between the output
or output circuit has been called " electron coupling."
The

Fig. 7 ( left)

shows

rear Niel,' of Mr.

Spriggs 3101.A transmitter;

and

Fig.

6 Iright>

shows

top

Fig.
view

16 ( center)
of

shows

transmitter.

one

of

the

plug-in

inductances,
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over-all effect is similar to the action in a master oscillatorpower amplifier transmitter, the action of "the frequency determining portion of the circuit and the filament, control grid
and screen grid of the tube being similar to the action of the
master oscillator, and the action of the screen grid, plate, and
output circuit being similar to the action of a power amplifier stage.
In Fig. 2 is shown a somewhat different circuit arrangement in which the necessity for the use of the balancing condenser shown in Fig. 1 is eliminated by making use of the
shielding properties of the shield grid. In this arrangement
the shield grid is kept at zero radio frequency potential, with
respect to ground, and serves as an electrostatic shield between the plate and the frequency determining circuit. This
arrangement necessitates the use of chokes in the filament
leads, since the filament of the tube is at radio frequency
potential with respect to ground.
The basic principles of
operation of this circuit are identical with the principles involved in the circuit of Fig. 1.
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Frequency versus Voltage Changes
In connection with various tests which have been made of
File. 8— Drawing above shows front • few of Mr. Spriggs'
the operating characteristics of the circuit shown on Fig. 2,
single tube transmitter, which utilises the famous Dow circuit.
it has been found that under certain conditions variations of
The names of the control di ils and meters are given above.
the screen and plate potentials have effects upon the generated frequency of opposite sign. By suitable choice of the
operating voltages a condition can be established under which,
with the screen and plate voltages supplied from a common
source or from the same line, practically no change in frequency will result from variations of line voltage of as much
GRID LEAK
as 25 per cent. The curves shown in Fig. 3 show the effects
upon frequency of variations in screen and plate voltages
PLATE BLOC KING
CO NDE NSER
using a UX-860 shield grid tube, in a circuit similar to that
shown in Fig. 2. By choice of operating voltages for the
PLATE R.
F.
CHOKE
screen and plate corresponding to points on the curves where
the slopes are equal and opposite, it is apparent that variaPLATE TANK
TUNI NG
tions of line supply voltage will necessarily have minimum
CON DENS ER
effect upon the generated frequency.
FIL AM ENT
In addition to the very desirable characteristics of the
SRANaCORME R
circuit arrangement of Fig. 2 as regards frequency stability
PLAT E TANK
under varying line supply variations, this type of circuit has
IN DUCTANCE
other advantages as regards frequency stability. Tests show
that with this circuit, changes in the output circuit or loading
have only slight reaction upon the frequency as compared
with standard types of circuits. The small magnitude of this
reaction is to be expected, due to the fact that there is little
or no electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling between the
Fig. 9—Top view of the tranmanitter. miaowing. position Of
output circuit and the frequency determining circuit.
The
UX-S60 transmitter tube, 11,, gether with loentiom of various
effect of tuning of the output circuit upon the generated freinductances and condensers.
quency can be reduced to a practically negligible value, only a few
cycles per million, by tuning the output circuit to the second harmonic
of the frequency generated in the frequency determining circuit. When
operating in this manner, the amount of power obtainable in the output
circuit has been 25 to 50 per cent of the power obtained when working
straight through on the fundamental. Changes in the ambient temperature cause variations in frequency of about the same magnitude
as with conventional oscillator circuits. Changes of filament voltage
cause little change in frequency, provided the filament emission is
sufficient to produce saturation at the plate voltage used. In general,
variations of filament voltage of 5 to 8 per cent above or below normal
operating values will have negligible effect on the frequency generated.

Special Switches for Mercury Vapor Rectifiers
The circuit diagram of Fig. 4 and the photographs and sketches
shown in Figs. 5 to 11, inclusive, show various features of an experimental transmitter for amateur frequencies based uppn the use of a
UX-860 tube with the Dow circuit. The general arrangement of parts
and details of assembly are shown in the photographs of Figs. 5, 6
and 7, and the sketches of Figs. 8 and 9. The frame is constructed
of sheet aluminum and angle brass, well bolted and banded together.
Particular attention is invited to the circuit arrangement of the two
switches on the front of the transmitter panel ( Si and S2 of Fig. 4).
In order to provide for necessary time delay in application of plate
voltage to the mercury vapor rectifier tubes, the switches are so wired
that the left-hand switch lights the filaments of the oscillator and
rectifier tubes and the right-hand switch applies the plate voltage. The
plate voltage cannot be applied unless the filaments are lighted. The
necessity of providing a 15 to 30 second delay in applying voltage to
the rectifier tubes after their filaments are lighted is à responsibility
of the operator in manipulating the two switches.
Between transmissions the plate voltage can be removed by operating the right-hand
switch to provide a stand-by condition. Retaining the oscillator in a
lighted condition results in less drift of frequency when keying is
again resumed.
The inductance system used in the frequency determining circuit
utilizes a novel method of providing for operation of the filament of

Fig. 4—Diagram above shows complete circuit of Mr.
Spriggs' one- tube master oscillator - power amplifier
transmitter, together with diagram of power supply
*nit.
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the tube at a radio frequency potential above
ground potential, without the necessity of using
radio frequency chokes in the filament leads by
an arrangement similar to that shown in Fig. 2.
Each coil is wound with two separate No. 14 enameled wires, wound side by side on a bakelite tube
and arranged for plug-in connection in such a
manner that the low voltage A.C. filament supply
is fed through the two wires from the low potential

CYCLES

+120

Fig. 3. at left—The ell r• 4,1
here reproduced show the effects upon the frequency of
sari:MI..8am in screen and plate
suit:ages.
using
a
1" ,k-SII0
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tube,

in
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similar to that shown in Fig.
2, above at left.
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FILAMENT
TRANSFORMER

I

FREQUENCY VARIATION

inches spacing between the base
of the tube and the nearest
shielding.
The filament transformer is
80
located in the front compartment directly under the plate
120
tank tuning condenser. The secondary leads run directly to the
lower or grid end of the freSCREEN VOLTAGE
quency determining coil system.
360 400 440 480 500 560
PLATE VOLTAGE
In series with the primary of
800 800 1000 1100 1200 1300
the filament are two resistors,
one fixed and one variable. The
Es AT 350V. WHILE Ep VARIES.
Es AT 450V. WHILE Ep VARIES.
fixed resistor is located in the
Es AT 500V. WHILEEp VARIES.
front compartment just to the
Ep
AT 1000V. WHILE Es VARIES
left of the filament transformer.
Er,AT 1175 V. WHILE Es VARIES.
(See Fig. 9.) The variable reEp
INA
nT
.;
Alt_25FORVE
WHILEEsVARIES
QUENCY SETT I
N G
sistor is mounted on the under3992 KCS.
FIG.3
side of the subpanel and is not
shown in any of the figures. The
for the frequency determining circuit, one of 22
operating procedure includes an
turns tapped at the ninth turn, and one of 7 turns
initial adjustment of the variable rheostat to obtain correct
tapped at the third turn. For the lower frequencies, however,
filament voltage, after which no further adjustments are unI recommend a coil of 19 turns tapped at the eighth turn
dertaken except for excessive variations of line supply voltage.
instead of the 22-turn coil.
The radio frequency choke used in the plate circuit consists
The differences in voltage drop resulting from changing of
coils in the frequency determining circuit has been found to
of a winding of No. 30 double-silk- covered magnet wire 4%
be so slight that no readjustments of the filament circuit have
inches long on a Victron tube 5% inches long and % inch
in diameter. No choke was found to be necessary in the grid
been considered.
leak circuit because of the high resistance of the leak itself,
The plate tank and antenna coupling coils ate of conveni.e., 20,000 ohms.
tional design, 3% inches in diameter, each of 10 turns, and
It will be noted that the tube is located in a separate comwound of No. 8 solid wire With bakelite supporting strips.
partment, shielded from both the frequency determining and
The antenna coil is arranged to slide back and forth to prothe output circuit. This additional shielding is highly desirvide variable coupling. The antenna series tuning condenser
able to reduce to a minimum the possibility of electrostatié
is completely insulated from the shielding. By suitable shiftcoupling between the plate or output circuit and the freing of the taps on these coils it has been found possible to
quency determining circuit. Additional shielding to close comoperate satisfactorily on all three of the 3.5, 7 and 14 megapletely the tube compartment or the frequency determining
cycle band. By operating the frequency determining circuit
circuit compartment was found to be unnecessary.
on 14 megacycles and tuning the output to the 28 megacycle
Since the filament leads between the tube and the associated
band with a smaller output coil, good output can be obtained
coil system are at radio frequency potential, it is desirable
at 28 megacycles.
that there be wide separation between these leads and the
shielding, that the length of the leads be as short as possible,
The variable condensers used are Cardwell . 00045 mf., 3,000and that the leads he rigidly supported. The filament leads
volt transmitting condensers, and the condenser dials are
in the set are of No. 10 solid enamel wire and are rigidly
Velvet Verniers.
A condenser of somewhat larger spacing
supported about 1 inch apart, well clear of all shielding on
would be preferable for use in the plate tank circuit, as the
bakelite pedestals made for the purpose. The isolantite tube
condenser shown has a tendency to spark over on high power
socket is mounted in such a manner as to provide about 1%
in the 3,500 kc. band, and also in the 7,000 kc. band if the
- 40
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detuned. half the way from the low end; that is, the
shield grid voltage should be somewhat less
than half of the plate voltage.
The plate
current with the plate circuit out of tune is
considerably greater than when it is in tune,
although not high enough to be dangerous to
the tube.
The frequency determining circuit
oscillates at practically thé same frequency,
regardless of the tuning of the plate circuit.

The meters I used are Westons.
The 1.5.
ampere antenna ammeter is not of sufficient
capacity for use with a reasonable low resistance antenna.
A 2.0 or 2.5 ampere meter
would be preferable. The 15-ampere plate tank
meter is adequate unless the tank circuit losses
are substantially less than in the transmitter
described.
This meter can be dispensed with
by using the dip of the plate milliammeter for
tuning.
The plate milliammeter is an 0-200
ma. Weston.
For normal operation with maximum output,
the coil for the frequency determining circuit
should be plugged in with the section of the
coil with the larger number of turns in the
grid 'circuit.
Reversing this coil will reduce
the input and output by a large percentage.
No exact determination of the best ratio of
turns in tbe,grid to turns in shield grid section
of this coil has been made, but it appears that
about a 60-40 percentage is satisfactory.
The plate blocking condenser "C," Fig. 4,
has a capacity of .000007 inf.
When first placing the equipment In
tion the plate voltage applied should
over anout 1,500 volts. The tap on the
divider system which supplies voltage
shield grid should lie placed one-third

operabe not
voltage
to the
to one-
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amps.
Li—Frequeicy determining coil system.
L2—Plate funk circuit inductance

L3—Antenna coupling inductance. •
MA—Weston D.C. milliammeter, fa-200 milliamperes.
Ri— Grid leak Ward Leonard resistor, 00-watt,
20,000 ohms.
R2—Ward Leonard 00-watt, 100-ohm resistor.
It3—Variable resistor, fixed Ward Leonard 00List of Parts
watt, 300-ohm resistor in series with
20-ohm, 00-watt porcelain base variaAl—Weston R.F. ammeter, 0-15 amps.
ble resistor.
A2— Weston R.F. ammeter, 0-1.5 amps.
1'1, C2, C3, C4, C5—.01 mf., 2,500-volt San - R4—Ward Leonard 200-watt, 14,000-ohm fixed
gamo fixed condensers.
resistor.
r6—.0002 mf., 5,000-volt Sangamo fixed con- R5—Ward Leonard 200-watt, 11,000-ohm fixed
denser.
res:aitor.
C7—.00045 mf., 3,000- volt Cardwell variable SI — Filament switch, Cutler Hammer.
condenser.
S2—Plate power switch, Cutler Hammer.
C8—.002 mf., 5,000- volt Sangamo fixed conTl—Thordarson 80 va., 12-volt filament transdenser.
former.
CO—Two 5,000- volt Sangamo fixed condensers
in series, .0001 and . 0002 mf.. respec- T2—Thordarson rectifier filament transformer
for UX-866 tubes.
tively; net total capacity, .000067 mf.
C10-- 1
4
/
mt., 1,500- volt G. E. Co. fixed con- T3—Special home-made plate transformer, n1500-2000-2500 each side of center tap,
denser.
1,000 va.
C11, C12—Same as C7.
C13, C14-1 mt., 3,500 Potter filter condensers VI—TIX-RCO screen grid, 75- watt transmitting
tube.
C15-2 mt., 3,500 Potter Mter condenser.
F—High voltage fuse rated at 2,000 volts, . 75 V2, V3—-800 mercury vapor rectifier tubes.

The MONITOR—How to Build and Use It
By LEONARD VICTOR, W2DHN
type, may be used, by supplying the
proper fi ament voltage.
A little experimentation will determine the best
spot to pace the monitor, both to give
a healthy signal in the receiver and
have a fairly loud note from the transmitter.
The coils may have to be
changed by the " cut and try" method
in some cases so that adequate band
coverage can be obtained.
If an extra pair of earphones is not
available to use with the monitor at
all times, a resistance having approximately the same value as the phones
should he used in the monitor, when
tuning it in on the receiver. This will
minimize the unbalancing effect due to
the changing of the voltage on the
plate of the tube, which in turn shows
up in the grid tuning circuit.

It is possible to find out just where
the transmitter is working in the band
by tuning it in on the monitor and
then tuning the monitor whistle in on
the receiver. Obviously the procedure
can be reversed for placing the transmitter in any desired part of the band.
The unit is stmplicity itself and almost any changes necessary can be
made to adapt the monitor to the parts
available. All of the components should
be solidly placed so that the monitor
will hold calibration, i. e., return to
the same frequency at a given point
on the dial. This is a mechanical detail and should be given great consideration . on the part of the constructor.
The monitor shown in the picture
uses a 2-volt, 30 type tube, but any of
the small size tubes, such as the 99
Front

view of the

GRID COIL
G TOIL

monitor.

PLATE COiL
P-r0 F
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COIL

.00005/
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Both schematic and picture wiring diagrams are g•ven for the construction of the monitor— a onle-tube receiver built in a shield
box, so as not to pick up too strong a signal from the local transmitter.
A 2- volt tube is u cd and no antenna is required.
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Taking the
"Headaches"
out
of
Crystal
Control
Front view of 2 tube portable transmitter.

• DUE to the popularity of crystal
control among both amateur and
commercial stations, many new circuits
and tubes have been developed to increase the efficiency and stability of
radio transmission. The principal tube
adapted to crystal control was the type
47, which was originally intended as a
pentode. This increased the efficiency
and stability of crystal oscillatory circuits considerably, as most of us have
discovered.
However, the author has
discovered a new use for this tube
which has undoubtedly been overlooked.
The object of crystal control is obviously to obtain frequency stability.
However, good frequency stability has
only been obtained by the use of
temperature controlled crystals, or by
a very low-powered oscillator followed
by numerous amplifier stages to obtain
sufficient excitation for the amplifier
feeding the antenna. It can readily be
seen, therefore, that if the oscillator
output were increased, a few amplifier
stages could be eliminated. With the
average circuits the application of 500
volts to the plate of the oscillator tube
would undoubtedly wreck the crystal
or cause serious heating which would
result in frequency drift.
The Author's New Circuit Idea
For some time the author has been
using a circuit in which 500 volts can
be applied to the plate of the tube in
the crystal stage and in which there
is less heating and frequency drift than
in the usual circuit using in the neighborhood of 150 volts.
It has been overlooked that the type
47 will operate very efficiently with the
screen and control grids tied together
and connected through a radio frequency choke to a filament center tap.
This eliminates external grid bias of
any kind, and holds the plate current
to the order of 3 to 4 milliamperes at
500 volts.
This causes the tube to
have a very high amplification factor,
which results in comparatively large
output with a low input voltage. ( As
it creates a second harmonic only
slightly weaker than the fundamental
it is ideal when followed by a frequency multiplier.)
With the grids tied
together in this manner it is possible
to drive the current to 80 ma. and still
operate efficiently and with stability.
In the diagram is shown the type 47
in its role of oscillator and also class
"B" amplifier.
These tubes are both

By George W. Shuart
(WIAMN)
A nifty 2 tube portable transmitter is here described, which
employs crystal control in a
greatly simplified circuit, utilizing ' 47 type tubes and an ' 82
mercury vapor rectifier.
operated from a common power supply, as the amplifier has no detectable
effect on the oscillator, even when the
amplifier is being keyed.
Oscillator Plate Tank Condenser
The.plate tank tuning condenser of
the oscillator stage should not exceed
.00015 mf. in order to obtain full efficiency of the circuit, resulting in high
LC ratio.
The excitation lead to the
amplifier should be tapped at approximately one-third of the distance from
the low potential end of the oscillator
tank. Extreme care should be taken,
as this adjustment is very critical. The
recommended capacity for the excitation coupling condenser should be in
the order of . 0001 mf. or less. Neutralizing for this type of amplifier should
be done within the stage itself, as
shown in the diagram.
It has been
found that the amplifier stage would
not neutralize if the tuning condenser
was shunted across the whole coil, a
part of which is used in
neutralizing. Therefore,
the design of the amplifier tank coil and neutralizing coil should be
carefully followed.

Rear view of 2 tube transmitter
control.

with

crystal

the amplified tuning condenser, the remaining five being the neutralizing
coil.
The oscillator coil ( L3) has 20
turns and is wound in the same fashion
as the above.
From the description it can be seen
that much apparatus can be eliminated
from crystal controlled transmitters.
Therefore this would make an ideal
portable.
Following is a description
of the portable built by the author.
Portable Transmitter
The complete outfit, including the
oscillator amplifier portion and power
supply, is inclosed in a case 14 inches
high, 12 inches wide, and 7 inches deep.
An aluminum shelf through the center
separates the radio-frequency unit
from its power supply.
In the lower
compartment is mounted Ti as in the
diagram. The high voltage secondary
of this transformer supplies 500 volts
to the oscillator and amplifier, at approximately 150 ma. T2 is the filament
transformer suppling 2.5 volts to oscillator and amplifier filaments. However,
a transformer with two separate windings could be used in order to key the
amplifier at the filament center tap, i
the builder does not wish to key the
amplifier in the high voltage lead al
shown in the diagram.
The rectifier
problem is nicely solved by the use of

Details of Coil
The coils are wound
with No. 14 B. & S. enameled wire on 2 inch
forms, spaced approximately the diameter of
the wire. This is accomplished by winding string
along with the wire, then
removing the string, and
coating with clear Duco.
The antenna coil ( L1)
has 12 turns, and is
wound on the same form
as the amplifier tank
coil.
Spacing between
the two is one-half inch.
The amplifier plate coil
(L2) has 25 turns, 20 of
which are shunted by

al
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Wiring diagram

of Mr. Shuart's 2 tube portable transmitter
featuring crystal control.
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the type 82 tube, which is a full wave mercury vapor rectifier, capable of passing more
than sufficient current for the set.
In order
to obtain a pure D.C. note an 8mf. electrolytic condenser shunted directly across the output of the rectifier tube is all that was required. This combination gives fine regulation.
Separating the oscillator and amplifier is
an aluminum shield, through which only the
excitation leads pass.
All low potential wiring is done beneath the shelf.
The centertun filament resistors are mounted directly at
the base of the tubes, and it has been found
that filament by-pass
condensers
are not
needed with these short leads.
If a center
tapped filament transformer is used, by-pass
condensers must be located at the base of
the tubes where the resistor is shown in the
diagram.
Following the shield is the amplifier tank
condenser, next to which is the antenna tuning condenser.
As explained before the plate
and antenna coils are both wound on the
same form.
These are mounted directly behind the two condensers.
Behind the plate
coil is mounted the amplifier tube.
This is
the layout used by the author and will give
the reader a general idea of how these parts
can be mounted.
The grid chokes which are of the latticewound variety commonly used in broadcast
receivers are mounted as close as possible
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to the tube case.
The lead connecting the
choke to the grid terminal should be as short
as possible, the other end going to the aluminum shelf, which serves as a common connection for all negative leads.
The neutralizing condenser is of the variety manufactured
by Hammarlund, and mounted directly on the
amplifier tuning condenser with a small bakelite post.
This condenser is very small and
can be easily mounted, with no danger of
breaking down, due to its mica insulation.
This condenser, of course, must be adjusted
with an insulated screwdriver.
Once adjusted
this will need no further attention.
How Set Is Tuned
The tuning of this set is very simple. With
every thing connected and checked carefully
the builder should have no difficulty in getting the set to work.
The filament voltage
should be applied first, as these tubes take
comparatively long to heat.
Next is to plug
in the 0-100 milliammeter into the jack provided for it in the plate lead of the oscillator
tube.
Now the plate voltage is applied to the
entire set, providing the keying circuit of the
amplifier tube is open.
If the tube is not
oseillating the plate current will be extremely
low.
(From 8 to 5 ma.)
The plate turning
condenser should be swung slowly from zero
upward, watching the meter carefully.
When
the plate circuit approaches resonance with
the crystal the plate current will rise, and as
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resonance is passed the current will begin
to decrease.
Absolute resonance is the point
at which the plate current is the highest.
The valhe of the current will be between 80
and 80 ma.. depending on the quality of the
crystal.
The adjustment of the oscillator
should be left in this position.
Now to neutralize the amplifier.
Under no
consideration should the key of the amplifier
be close.] at this point, as it may damage the
tube.
Adjust the neutralizing condenser to
full
capacity,
swing
the amplifier tuning
condenser gradually from zero upward until
the point is reached, where there will be a
dip in the plate current of the oscillator.
At
this point the capacity of the neutralizing
condenser should be gradually reduced, and
the amplifier tuning condenser swung gently
back and forth till no dip occurs.
When this
point is reached the amplifier is sufficiently
neutralized.
The point at which the dip occurred is the approximate point of resonance,
and the circuit should be left tuned as near
as possible to that point.
The plate circuit
of the amplifier can now be closed, providing
the milliammeter has been plugged into the
jack provided for it in the circuit.
The amplifier tuning condenser should be adjusted
to a point where minimum plate current exists ( approximately 20 ma.).
The entire set
is now properly tuned and ready to be coupled
to the i.ntenna.

The "RT"
Beginner's
Transmitter
By
GEORGE W. SHUART
(W2AMN.W2CBC)

Here we have a fine view of the complete 45 push-pull Beginner's Transmitter and

power supply unit. Extra wave band coils are shown.

• THE transmitter described in this
article is primarily a low power,
low cost outfit for the beginner. Almost
any one aquainted with radio transmitters will admit that a push-pull arrangement is far superior to the single
tube variety. There is really no extra
cost in building a push-pull oscillator,
the only added expense is in the additional tube required. And for this reason the author cannot see why anyone
would build a transmitter and not incorporate a push-pull circuit.
Pushpull circuits are much more efficient,
this is proven by the fact that just
about every ultra short wave transmitter is of this type. If this type of circuit is more efficient on the higher frequencies, surely it should perform more
than satisfactorily on the lower frequency bands.
Uses 2-45's as Oscillators
The outfit shown in the photographs
uses two of the type 45 tubes as oscil-

lators. This tube was used because of
its low cost and the fact that it provides practically as much output as the
regular 210, at one third the cost. The
transmitter is divided into two sections
namely, the radio frequency oscillator
and power supply.
The oscillator is
mounted in bread-board fashion on a
7 by 15 inch plywood board which
should be thoroughly dried and given
a coat or two of shellac to prevent it
from absorbing moisture in damp
weather.
The circuit is of the type
using fixed-tune grid and tuned plate.
All grid coils are wound on one inch
bakelite tubing with fine wire, so that
their natural frequency response is
rear the center of each amateur band.
The frequency peak of this type of coil
is rather broad and for this reason the
entire band can be covered with the
plate circuit, without the two circuits
getting out of resonance.
This is a
i'esirable feature as any part of a given
band can be worked on, with the plate

Here is just the transmitter the beginner is looking for—it employs
two type 45 tubes as oscillators,
which yield practically as great an
output as the 10 type tubes, at far
less cost. Coil data is given as well
as specifications for building the
oscillator and also the power supply.

circuit being the only tuning control.
To facilitate the changing of grid coils
fur the different bands, each coil is
(quipped with three small plugs that fit
into sockets mounted on a strip of bakelite fastened to the baseboard.
The
construction of these coils can be clearly seem in the drawings, and the number of turns for each band is given in
the coil table.
Plate Coils of Copper Tubing
Next we have the plate circuit. The
plate coils for the 20, 40 and 80 meter
bands are constructed of one-quarter
inch copper tubing. The 160 meter coil
is of a different type. This coil is made
by winding No. 12 antenna wire ( solid
enameled) on a two and one half inch
bakelite tube four and one half inches
long. Wind 25 turns on this tube very
tightly and space the turns with string
of approximately the same size as the
diameter of the wire. This winding is
then covered with clear lacquer or some
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such material that is a good insulator.
The other coils are spaced so that they
just fit on the two stand-off insulators
which are four and one half inches
apart. A 500 mmf. receiving type condenser is used to tune the plate circuit
and is shunted directly across the plate
coil causing both rotor and stator to be
at high RF ( radio frequency) potential.
This will cause noticeable hand capacity effects to be present when the condenser is adjusted and allowance should
be made for this. Be sure to use a
knob or dial that does not have its set
screw exposed where the body will come
in contact with it, or else a nasty burn
will be the result.
Simplification Achieved
From the diagram it can be seen that
no grid or filament bypass condensers
are used and the familiar "RF" choke
is omitted from the plate circuit. No
benefit was derived from their use and
for that reason they were not used.
However there is no law against them;
should the builder wish to incorporate
them in the set, a .0005 mf. bypass condenser in the plate voltage supply lead
is all that was found beneficial.
The method of coupling the antenna
to the out-put circuit of the transmitter
may cause some to wonder whether or
not there is something wrong with the
diagram. This transmitter was built
with a pair of antenna coupling coils,
one coupled to each side of the plate
tank and tuned with a variable condenser, just to see whether or not there
was any difference in the out-put and
the character of the signal. First one
coil was eliminated and then both were
taken out and the antenna connected
directly to the plate coil with results
being the same in either case.
Wiring the high-frequency part of
the transmitter is done with regular
hook-up wire and all connections well
soldered, except the two leads connecting the plate coil to the tuning condenser; these leads are made of the same
size copper tubing as the coils.
The power supply to operate the above
transmitter delivers 400 volts at 150 mills
(m.a.) for the plates of the tubes and 2.5
volts for the filaments. A type 83 mercury
vapor rectifier is used because of its low
%-oltage drop, which provides very good
regulation.
A filter consisting of a 30
henry iron core choke with a 2 mf. condenser on either side, produces very good
"DC" signal from the transmitter.
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Power Supply unit diagram

The diagram above shows the hook-up of
the exceptionally few parts required in
constructing the " RT" Beginner's Trans.
mitter, which was especially designed by
Mr. Shnart so as to embody the simplest
possible construction at the lowest cost,
without sacrificing quality and efficiency.
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wrong connections have been made, connect the power supply to the oscillator
unit, inserting a 0-100 milliammeter in thc
positive plate voltage lead.
It is best tc
put a resistor in series with this lead alsc
in order to start adjustments with a reduced plate voltage because if the plate
circuit is not in resonance with the grid
circuit the plate current will be very high
and probably damage the tubes or meter.
Do all tuning without the antenna connected. Insert all tubes allowing them to
heat up sufficiently using the 80 meter coils
as a starter, close the key and be prepared
to tune the plate condenser immediately for
lowest plate current as indicated by the
meter. When this point has been reached
the resistor can be removed from the plate
circuit, allowing full plate voltage to be
applied to the tubes.
The plate current
should now be in the order of about 50
milliamperes with no antenna load.
All
that remains is to check the frequency in
the monitor, attach the antenna and we
are "on the air."
The antenna suggested for use with this
transmitter is the single wire feed Hertz,
which was described in September's SHORTW AVE CRAFT on page 311.
COIL DATA
Plate Coils
Band
Turns
Diameter
160
26
see text
80
12
2% in.
40
6
2% in.
20
4
2% in.
The 80, 40, and 20 meter coils—% in. copper tubing.
Grid Coils
Band
Turns
Size Wire
160
150
86 D.S.C.
80
78
36 D.S.C.
40
42
26 D.S.C.
20
16
26 D.S.C.
All grid coils wound on one- inch diameter
bakelite tube, with no spacing between turns.
List of Parts for "Oscillator"
1 Set of coils—see coil table
4 Bakelite tubes 1 inch Dia. 3 inches long
12 Banana type coil plugs
3 sockets for coil plugs
1 50,000 ohm resistor, 5 watts or over ( gridleak) Radio Trading Co.
2 4 prong isolantite sockets
1 . 0006 mf. variable condenser, ( receiving
type.)
3 double binding post strip, ( laminated) Radio
Trading Co.
3 midget stand-off insulators
1 baseboard, 7x15 inches
2 type 45 tubes

Putting the Transmitter on the Air
Getting the transmitter on the air is no
difficult task if a few pains are taken in
adjustment.
After all wiring has been
..hecked carefully to make sure that no

List of Parts for "Power Supply"
1 power transformer-2.5, 5, 400-0-400 Radio
Trading Co.
1 filter choke--30 henries, 160 milliamperes,
Radio Trading Co.
2 filter condensers-2 nit, 1000 volt rating,
Radio Trading Co.
1 4 prong socket
•
2 double binding post strips, ( laminated) Radio Trading Co.
1 baseboard, 7x15 inches

A Pyrex Glass Lead-in for Ten Cents
• Passing a store window advertising
Pyrex glass cups, about three and a
half inches in diameter, on salé at five
cents apiece and noting the resemblance
to the regular bowl shaped radio antenna lead-ins sold at quite a high
price, two of these were purchased to
see if a cheap but good lead-in could
not be made from them.
The principal thing to be done was
to drill a hole in the bottom of each
cup to take the assembly bolt.
This
was easily accomplished by cutting off
a few inches of At" copper tube from
an old automobile oil line, straightening and filling with -carborundum powder ground from a hand bench grinder
and mixed with turpentine, then placed
in a drill chuck Either a power or
hand drill can be used as but little pressure is required.
A disc of sheet iron was cut of a

diameter to fit near the bottom of the
cup, with a five-sixteenths hole drilled
in the center, to act as a guide for
starting the hole, being removed later.
A wood disc would do as well. Place
a couple of teaspoonfuls of turpentine
in the bottom of the Pyrex cup, set the
guide disc in place and start the drill,
held vertically of course. An annular
groove the size of the copper tube will
be formed in the glass due to the abrasive action of the carborundum powder;
if the grinding action ceases to be noticed, file off the end of the tube, as
this may have been worn round, place
more abrasive in the tube and in the
bottom of the cup and continue. Do not
apply much pressure, especially when
almost through the glass. When the
drill comes through, reverse the cup
and carefully grind through the other
Side.

How to use Pyrex glass cups to make a
first-class "lead-in."
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Phone Transmitters

Front view of the C.W. ( code) amateur transmitter, which is here described in detail by Mr. Victor, together with its power
supply unit.

Amateur
C. W. di Phone

e

TRANSMITTER

As far as DX is concerned, during cuit and the antenna.
The antenna,
the week the set was under test (which or "flat-top" as it is called, is tuned
was poor, owing to summer conditions) to the desired transmission frequency
more than two dozen perfect contacts by cutting it to a predetermined length.
were made from New York, with EngTRANSMITTER SPECIFICATIONS
land and Brazil as the furthest worked.
The outfit is divided into three
Ll and LS, plate and grid coils.
parts, the tube transmitter, the power Specifications given under the illustrasupply, and the antenna. This trans- tion of the coils.
Cl, 350 mml. ( 00035 m.f.) variable
mitter can be used with any four-prong
Any good receiving
tube, from a 30 with 90 volts of " B" tank condenser.
battery up to a 10 with 600 volts from condenser will do.
C2, 2000 nunf. (. 002 m.f.) fixed
an A.C. power pack.
For battery
operation a 71A or an 01A with 180 plate blocking condenser, mica, receivvolts will give very good results. The ing type.
C3, 2 2000 mmf. (. 002 m.f.) filamodel illustrated uses a 45 tube for the
oscillator and an 80 for the rectifier; ment by-pass condensers. Same as C2.
C4, 250 minf. (.00025 m.f.) grid bybecause both of these are receiving
type tubes which can be purchased pass condenser, mica, receiving type.
R.F.C., low resistance, high quality
very cheaply, but still will put out a
radio frequency choke, capable of passvery healthy, respectable signal.
Briefly, the transmitter operates as ing 100 ma. The one used is a Hamfollows. The power transformer steps marlund.
R1, 150 ohm center-tapped filament
up the alternating current, which is
rectified by the 80 tube and changed resistor, anything over 40 ohms can be
to a pulsating direct current.
This used.
R2, 50,000 ohm, 5 watt wire-wound
current is then led through the filter,
which consists of the filter choke coil resistor.
Si, 4-prong socket to which filament,
and the two filter condensers,
plate, and negative leads are lead.
The frequency on which a signal is Cable from power supply plug into this
sent is determined by the tank circuit socket.
L-1, C-1 ( diagram). The grid circuit
CONSTRUCTING THE SET
must be approximately in resonance
with the plate circuit for feed-back
There should be no difficulty about
and oscillation to take place.
constructing the set, using the wiring
It is possible to use a fixed grid coil diagram and the pictures shown with
for each amateur band, since one ad- the story.
justment is adequate over a considerThe base of the transmitter is a
able range of the plate tank tuning.
board 12 inches long by 7 inches wide.
The need for an antenna control is This should be sand-papered and given
eliminated by use of a single-wire, un- a coat of varnish so that its appearance
tuned feeder connecting the plate cir- is neat and workman-like. The board

By Leonard
Victor, WiDHN

is mounted on four ubber or mett.
tacks, one in each corner, such as are
used under the legs of chairs, to allow
clearance for the two filament wires
and prevent scratching of the table on
which the transmitter is placed.
The grid coils are wound with No. 30
double cotton covered wire on regular
coil forms. After the proper number
of turns has been determined, the coils
should be given a coat of eollodion or
clear varnish so they will retain their
characteristics.
The plate coils are wound of 14"
diameter soft copper tubing. Wind the
coil around a pipe or dry cell approximately 2%" diameter.
Flatten the
ends and drill them to fit over the
machine screws on the stand-off insulators.
The stand-offs behind the
tank condenser should be mounted 5"
apart between centers. .
The lay-out of the apparatus is selfexplanatory. The right-hand socket is
for the grid coil and just behind is the
grid leak and grid condenser ( R2, C4).
The socket next to the tank condenser is for the tube.
Behind the
tube, the three condensers in a row
are the two . 002 mf. filament by-pass
condensers and the plate blocking condensers, C2, C3. The plate lead of the
tube is connected to one side of the
condenser stator and the other side of
the stator goes to the insulator at the
extreme left.
The right-hand standoff is connected to the rotor of the cohdenser, the plate blocking condenser
and the R.F. choke. The socket at the
back is for the plug from the power
supply cable. The Fahnestock clips at
the right are for connection to the key.
All the parts are wired with reirular
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Details of C.W. "Code" Transmitter

X • 0-100 MA.
SCALE METER.
IN KEYING
OR PLATE
LEAD

POWER..

SUPPLY
SOCKET

The diagrams above show in schematic and also physical form how to wire the simple lay-out of parts comprising the C.W.
transmitter for amateur use, as here described by Mr. Victor. A 45 or a smaller tube may be used as the oscillator.

SWITCH

YELLOW -p-

YELLOW If
BLACKLACK
Xi

P+

5

.--

RED A.)
S

BOTTOM VIEW OF PLUG
X/ = POWER. TRANSFORMER.
CAPABLE OF GIVING 800V.,
CENTERTAPPEO, AT 100 MA.,
2/2V. AND 5 V., A C.
SW. • SWITCM IN A C. LINE TO
TURN SUPPLY ON AND OFF.

REO

ci =

YELLOW
k BLACK

C2 =
L. •

110 V.)
A.0
60 CYCLES

RL •

110 V. A.C, GO CYCLES

MF. 500V PEAK•ELECTROLYTIC
SAME. AS

30 HENRY

CI.
100 MA CHORE

15,000 01114 BLEEDER.
10 WATTS.
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The "power- supply" unit, using an 80 type tube for the rectifier, is shown in diagrammatic form above. It supplies 350 volts D.C.
for the plate and 2%. volts A.C. for the filament of the 45 transmitting tube.
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Top view of the C.W. transmitter, the construction of whlrh is fully descreed in the accompanying article
The set illustrated uses a 45 tube for the oscillator and an 80 for the rectifier.
square bus-bar, covered with spaghetti.
The connections to the plate of the
tube and the tank connections are made
of very heavy bus- bar to carry the high
current flowing in that circuit.
The
filament leads from the tube to the
power supply socket are run under the
board.
The 0-100 milliameter should
be connected in the keying eads. It is
usually most convenient to have it
right by the key.
The power supply is mounted on a
varnished board, 12" x 9". It is a conventional unit of the same type as is
used on receivers, supplying 350 volts
direct current and 21
/ volts A.C. for
2
the filament of the 45 transmitting
tube.
A standard " brute force" filter
is used, consisting of two 16-mf., 450
volt peak electrolytic condensers and a
30-henry, 150 milliampere choke coil.
Any suitable arrangement adaptable
to the parts at hand may be used for
the power supply unit and the plate
voltage may be anything available
from the transformer from 250 volts
up to 400.
A regular 80 tube is used as the
rectifier.
The filament and the high
voltage plus and minus leads are connected to the cable that runs to the
transmitter. A 10,000-ohm bleeder resistor is used between plus and minus
of the high voltage to afford good
eegulation and prevent a chirping note.
TUNING UP
After the transmitter is wired and the
antenna is up, the monitor is called into
play.
Suppose we intend to work in the
80- meter band, on 3,575 kilocycles.
We
have already cut our antenna according to
the measurement in the table for that
particular frequency.
Put the 80- meter
coils in the transmitter. Tune in the band
on your receiver and set your monitor
just
inside
the
low frequency
edge.
Usually there are some stations operating
right on the edge of the band, but always
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to be on the safe side, unless your mon- been obtained on the 80 meter band, the
itor is already accurately calibrated, set outfit can be put down on 40 and 20
it inside the first ten stations you hear.
ANTENNA DATA
Plug your earphones in on the monFeeder Length
itor and then press the key on the transfrom renter
mitter.
Turn the transmitter dial until
Yrequeney
Antenna Length
of aerial
KC
134 ft.
Is. 8.
the current goes down to its lowest point,
3800 KC
132 ft.
18' 5'
about 30 ( milliamperes).
Somewhere in
3700 KC
129 ft.
the portion of the dial where the trans"q00 KC
P"' 9'
n' ti•
1900 KC
122' 5'
17'
mitter draws minimum current, a whistle
For
meter aerials multiply the frequency by 2 and
should be heard in the earphones, signifydivide the aerial and feeder placement lengths by 2.
For
20 meters multiply and divide by four.
The bands are
ing that the set is operating O.K.
The
as folloos:
grid coils will probably be all right, but
80 m.
3500 to
1009 lue.
it may be necessary to add on or take
40 m.
7000 to
7e0 k..
20 m. 14000 to 14.1110 ice.
off a few turns until the transmitter
I7se good insulators. measure earldully, and › older the
draws least current ( without the antenna)
feeder on tightly.
at the low frequency end of the band.
Power Supply Parts List
Now clip the antenna on the tank coil,
1 Acratest power transformer ( T)
one turn for 20, two far 40 and five far 80
2
Eby
socket
4 prong ( SI
meters, from the " cold" or plate blocking
2 Dual 8-mf. Acratest electrolytic cond. ( C)
condenser end.
1 30- henry. 160 ma. choke ( S)
As the dial is turned through the fre1 10,000-ohm Bleeder resistor 50 watts ( R)
quency of the antenna, there should be a 1 Wooden lease board
1 4 wire cable
sharp rise in plate current, as showt on
1 4 wire socket plug
the milliameter.
The antenna should be
clipped as far up to the 'hot end" of the
Grid and Plate Coil Specifications
tank coil as is possible, without spoiling
Grid Coils
r80 m.-50 tut na
Wound on
the note, because for good reliable operaNo. 30 d.c.c. 440 m.-16 turns
coil form—
tion the note must be pure D.C.
The
wire
1,20 m.— 6 tur ns
1,4 " diem.
80 m.-14 turns
transmitter will work only on the fiePlate Coils 440 m.— 6 turna
copper
quency to which the antenna is cut, hence
1
20 m.— 4 turns
tubing
if a frequency well in the hand hais been
TRANSMITTER PARTS
chosen, there will be no worry about off
frequency operation. Always operate right
1 set of grid coils ( See spear.) L-2
1 set of plate coila ( See specs.) Li
on the peak of the antenna, although in
1 Acratest . 00036 mf. tuning cond., Cl
case of interference a shift can he made
3 . 002 mf. mica C2, Cs
up to 15 kc. each side of the peak. When
1 . 00,025 mi. mica C4
doubling the antenna, say using an 80
1 Hammarland R.F. Choke R.F.C.
meter antenna on 40 meters, the peak will
1 Acratest 150 ohm CT Resistor RI
be much broader.
Always keep the note
1 Acratest 5 watt resistor 50,000 ohms R2
3 Eby Sockets
pure d.c.
1 Wooden ba:e board 7"x13"
This set has been built to operate on
1 0-100 Readtrite milliammeter
the three most popular amateur bands, 20,
133 FT.
40 and 80 meters. Twenty is the big day
light DX band. Forty is usually goad for
about fifteen hundred mi'^s, although in
the early morning it is possible to work
47'11"
'7"..re-- SG
Australia and New Zealand.
However, the best band for the fellow
Diagram of typical anteing& for 3575 kc.
just breaking in the game is the 80- meter
Ant. of No. 14 solid enamelled copper
band. There are plenty of stations on all
feeder of heavy rubber covered lead-in
day and all night, and hundreds of good
wire. Use good insulators. Solder feeder
operators who 'will "pull up" and send
on carefully. Feeder at right angles to flat
slow for a newcomer. After experience has
top far first 30% of distance.
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-Complete short-wave station set-up, with S-W receiver at the left, together with the M.O.P.A. transmitter at the right.

Amateur Transmitters
How to Build, Install, and Operate Them
In this second article on Amateur Transmitters,
Mr. Victor explains at length how to build the
greatly desired Radio Frequency Amplifier for
use with the oscillator.
Among other advantages gained by the use of an
R.F. amplifier for transmitters are the steadier
signal and the greater percentage of modulation
which can be obtained.
• THERE are innumerable advantages the plate voltage may vary as much as
to be gained by the use of a radio- 25% without detrimental results.
Just as when an amplifier is used on
frequency amplifier, among which only
the major ones will be mentioned here. a receiver, greater power output is obUncle Sam, through the Federal Radio tained. With a grid input from the
Commission tas enacted regulations to tank of the oscillator of only 3 to 5
the effect that phone should not be used watts, outputs of the order of 15 to 25
on a self-excited oscillator—hence the watts can be obtained.
This particular arrangement of osneed for an R.F. amplifier. Modulating
an oscillator directly causes a broad, cillator and amplifier works excellently
mushy signal that eats up far too much on all bands and is admirably suited
space in our already over-crowded for future use as a phone transmitter.
As in the single-control transmitter,
"ham" bands. Likewise modulating an
oscillator on the 160 meter band will the buying cost is kept low, and the
inevitably cause complaints from unit is very simple to build and operate.
During tests with a station in Engbroadcast listeners in the neighborhood.
Oscillator modulation cannot be in- land, the power ( plate volts times
creased above 30% without bad distor- milliamperes) was gradually lowered
tion, whereas 100% modulation can be until we were finally putting signals
used on an amplifier. Since a ten watt, across the "big pond" with less than
100% modulated carrier is just as ef- 10 watts input! That is, we were acfective as a fifty watt, 30% modulated tually using less power to work 2,700
one, it will be seen that much less miles than would light a small electric
power gives far better results when an light bulb!
R.F. amplifier is employed.
Technical Description
An amplifier greatly increases staA radio frequency amplifier is very
bility, that is, gives a much steadier
signal, and, usually, a better note than much like an audio amplifier used in a
It has a grid input circuit
just a straight oscillator. Those who receiver.
have used self-excited, self-controlled which gives it push or excitation as it
outfits have probably noticed that when is called from the preceding stage ( in
the aerial moves in the wind, there is this case a self-excited, self-controlled
an annoying change in frequency. Like- oscillator).
A single tube of the 46 type is used;
wise any change in plate voltage or
load conditions brings about a corre- this tube is admirably suited to "ham"
sponding change in the frequency of use because of its relatively high effithe transmitter. Using an amplifier, ciency. It requires no battery bias for
there will be no noticeable shift in the good operation, which eliminates one
note even during a heavy storm, and of the nuisances in phone work. Like-

By LEONARD VICTOR
WiDHN, WiDPT

wise, because of the very high gain of
the tube, very little excitation is necessary. This allows running the oscillator
greatly underloaded and produces a
very steady note. This is likewise
highly desirable for phone work, as
with less excitation there will be less
intercoupling between oscillator and
amplifier.
The 46 has two grids between the
filament and plate. These are tied ( connected) toget11 ,.e, making a very high
impedance tube.
There is a tuned plate circuit which
uses the same size coil and condenser
as that employed for the oscillator,
(described in first article, last month.)
For code (C.W.) work it will be found
better to use coils with a few more
turns, and hence use less of the condenser capacity in tuning to the same
frequency. The less condenser and the
more coil used in a transmitter, the
higher the efficiency. However, the less
the condenser, the lower the dynamic
stability. A happy medium has to be
experimentally struck and is slightly
different for phone or code.
The customary by-pass condensers
are used in both the filament and plate
circuits. Plate voltage is fed at the
center of the tank coil as this is the
"cold spot" of the transmitter.
Also there is a midget variable condenser, called the neutralizing condenser, which cancels the grid-to-plate
capacity of the amplifier tube and prevents it oscillating of its own accord
on a different frequency than the pre-
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The neutralized amplifier and power- pack for use in conjunction with the Master Oscillator described
article by Mr. Victor. This power amplifier uses a 46 tubr and requires no external biasing

O

ceding stage, which should not occur.
The R.F. chokes used are very heavy
duty units which happened to be handy,
but almost any good choke can be used.
Test your chokes with a neon bulb.
There should be no glow at the "cold
end," but a pronounced glow at the
tank end of the choke.
Chokes for transmitting purposes
should be of low resistance and be
capable of handling heavy current. The
actual value of a choke can only be
proven under test..
Care should always be taken to use
good fixed condensers as this has a
great deal to do with the final performance of the set.
Likewise the variable tank condenser
should have very good insulation between the stator and rotor.
Building the Transmitter
Looking at the accompanying pictures and diagrams there should be no
trouble experienced in building the

in last month's
battery.

month, because the current drain is
much higher. Also, for voice ( phone)
work later it will be necessary to use
two power supplies. The power transformer is a substantial unit supplying
400 volts at 150 mills ( milliamperes).
5Z3, the successor to the 280, is used
as a rectifier tube. This tube has very
low voltage drop, and passes high current. A 4mf. electrolytic, a 30 henry
150 mill. ( M.A.) choke, and an 8 mf.
electrolytic condenser comprise the
filter circuit. A 20,000 ohm, 50 watt
resistor is used as the bleeder resistance.
The two power supply plugs, to
go to the oscillator and amplifier have
parallel plate and grid ( resilly plus and
minus) connections, but different filament supplies. A separate filament
transformer is used to afford better
regulation,• if the filament windings
were on the power transformer, their
Power Supply Details
voltage would fluctuate with the load
A different power supply is used this drawn from the high voltage circuit.

unit. The baseboard is 7" x 13"; sandpaper and varnish this board for a neat
appearance.
The three condensers
mounted in a row at the back of the
board are the .002 mf. filament and
plate by-pass condensers. The plug
from the power cable plugs into the 4prong socket at the rear right of the
transmitter.
What is normally the
cathode connection on a 5-prong socket,
and the grid connection, are soldered
together for the two grids of the 46.
Spacing between the stand-off insulators is five inches.
All tank connections are made with
tinned copper braid, and the filament
and choke connections are made of busbar covered with spaghetti insulation.
Extreme care should be taken with the
wiring, inasmuch as one poorly soldered
connection will inexplicably spoil the
operation of the transmitter.
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The same type of antenna, as was shown
last month, namely matched impedance,
single- wire voltage-feed, is used on the
amplifier.
The cold point, however, is now the
center of the coil, and the antenna is
clipped towards the plate end from this
point, until further advance spoils the
note.
The oscillator should be carefully placed
so it will receive no vibrations from anything in the room. Many an otherwise
perfect set has put out a miserable note,
merely because the key was too near the
oscillator and was shaking the tank coil!
Mount the oscillator board on a rubber
kneeling pad, or rubber sponges.

Tuning Up
1. Clip the excitation lead from the
.00025 mf. grid condenser about half- way
up from the " cold" end of the oscillator
tank, i.e. about two turna for 20, 31
2
/
for
40, and 7 for 80. This excitation adjustment should be increased until an increase does not bring greater output.
Never over-excite, as this will ruin the 46
tube.
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amplifier does
excitation.
Will answer
SHORT W AVE
tain stamped,

2. Have the 46 in its socket but remove one of the leads from the Fahne-

stock clips, to cut off the high voltage.
Now place a neon tube on the grid end of
the amplifier tank and turn it until R.F.
is shown by a reddish glow in the bulb.
Then turn the neutralizing condenser C4
until the glow goes out. This point is
usually found with the condenser almost
fully opened. Check this by again tuning
the amplifier tank and neutralizing any
slight
glow
remaining.
The
monitor
should be used as a final check of neutralization.
With plate current off the P.A.,
(power amplifier) it should be possible ta
tune the P.A. tank condenser through resonance without making any appreciable
change in the note from the oscillator as
heard in the monitor.
3. Now connect the meter and apply
voltage to the 46 tube. Tune the tank for
minimum current.
4. The antenna is used in the same
fashion as on the T.N.T. rig. However,
since a more stable unit is supplying
power, try for the highest possible output.
The transmitter is still keyed in the
center tap of the oscillator, as the 46

not draw current without
letters sent me in care of
Carr, provided they conself-addressed envelopes.

Amplifier
Parts List
1 Eby socket 4 prong socket
1 Eby socket 5 prong socket 46)
3 Acratest mica condenser .002 mt. ( Cl)
1 Acratest mica condenser . 00025 ( C2)
1 Acratest 10,000 ohm 5 watt resistor ( R1)
1 Acratest 50 ohm C.T. resistor ( 112)
2 Aerated stand off insulators
1 Acratest . 00035 mf. tuning cond. ( C3)
2 Hammarlund R.F. chokes type CH500 ( RFC)
1 Hammarlund .00005 mt. midget cond. ( neutralizer) type MC-50-S ( C4)
2 Fahnestock clips
1 Wooden baseboard 7" s 14'

Power Supply Parts List
1 Acratest power transformer. giving 500 volts
either side of center tap ( TI)
1 Acratest filament transformer (
2.5 volts) ( T2)
2 Acratest electrolytic filter condensers 4 mf. 1000
volts ( Cl, C2)
1 Acratest choke 150 M.A. 200 ohms D.C. ( CH)
1 Acratest voltage divider 10,000 ohms 50 watt
(R1)
2 Eby 4- prong socket
1 Wooden base- board 111,¡••X 11"

ADDING PHONE

In this photo we see the complete " Ham" transmitter, comprising the oscillator and amplifier described in the last two issues,
also power supply unit in upper right-hand corner; in the upper left-hand corner MO indicates the new modulator unit, described
this month, with hand mike "M."

How 100% Modulation Works
First, let us consider how an amplifier works when it is properly gridbiased for modulation ( biased so the
tube when tuned to minimum draws a
very low plate current without antenna load). When the voltage on the
plate of an amplifier is raised, the output is increased; conversely, when the
voltage is lowered the output goes
down. The function of the modulator
is to vary the instantaneous plate voltage in exact proportion to the sound
waves of the voice striking the microphone. To effect complete, or 100%
modulation, it is necessary to vary the
output from zero to twice the normal
amplitude. Commonly the power output is varied by varying the voltage
applied to the plate of the amplifier

tube that is being modulated.
Likewise for 100% modulation the output
of the modulator must be at least onehalf the value of the input to the radio
frequency amplifier for best results.
The plate input in watts is the plate
voltage multiplied by the plate current
in amperes; for example, 300 volts x 40
milliamperes (. 04 amperes) equals 12
watts.
The modulator is really an
audio output power-amplifier, using
the transmitter as a load resistance, instead of a loud-speaker.
The final requirement is that the
load resistance be correct for the particular modulator used. Every tube is
so designed that it is supposed to deliver its maximum power output to a
certain value of load resistance. The
particular amplifier used works into a
load resistance of 8000 ohms. but we

divide this in two, without losing any
appreciable power by coupling to the
center tap of the audio output transformer and to the plate of one speech
output tube instead of two. Hence we
have an impedance of 4000 ohms,
which works well into the 46 radio frequency amplifier. Here is a summary
of the steps necessary to apply modulation to a transmitter:
1. Determine the power output in
watts of the modulator ( in this case 6
watts) by referring to the data charts
supplied by the tube manufacturers,
for the particular type tubes being
used.
2. The plate power-input to the
R.F. amplifier is twice this value;
hence in our case it is 12 watts.
3. Ascertain the load resistance of
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modulator and make
sure it matches the
R.F. amplifier. In order
to find plate resistance
of the R.F. amplifier
divide the voltage by
the current in milliamperes. Formula is .
The load resistance of
both must be- approximately
matched
for
maximum power transfer from modulator to
R.F. amplifier.
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In this installment of
Mr. Victor's
se/ ies
describing Amateur Transmitters— How to
Build, Operate and Install them, the the )ry
and particularly the construction of a reas ) nably priced yet efficient "modulator" is lescribed.
Those interested in building an lipto- date " Ham" transmitter should study the

is the proper load
point, as the amplifier
is now drawing
12
watts; if the voltage
has been set at exactly
300.
The bias resistor on
the 46 tube should be
changed to 20,000
ohms, or better still,
use a 45 volt battery
as bias.
Connect the
plus of the bias batprevious articles which provide importa it
tery to B minus on the
power supply, and thE
data.
Changes for 160 Meters
B minus to the grid
There are only a few
R.F. choke, in place of
slight changes to be made in the trans- hook" is used. It should be a straight the res -stor.
If a battery is used,
mitter for 160 meter work. First, the piece of wire, somewhere in the neighslightly better results will be obtained;
coils: these are wound with bell wire,. borhood of 150 feet in length, includ- connect a . 002 mf. mica condenser becotton covered, No. 18 or 20.
The ing the lead-in and ground lead. Ten tween the plus and minus of the batoscillator coil is wound with 30 turns, feet more or less will make no real tery.
and the excitation tap is about one- difference.
The antenna is connected
third of the way up from the cold, or to the .00035 mf. aerial tuning conThe Modulator
plate-blocking end of the coil.
The denser, the other side of which is conexact turn must be determined experi- nected to the 25 turn coil. The other
A manulator is really an audio frementally, the idea being to keep it as end of the coil goes to ground.
Try quency amplifier, such as is connected
near the cold end as possible, with the to get a good solid ground to a cold
to any receiver after the detector.
amplifier tube drawing only a few or water pipe.
This antenna ground ar- However, for transmitting purposes
no milliamperes, without the aerial rangement is known as a Marconi the amplifier must be capable of deconnected.
The amplifier coil has 35 system.
livering 5 or 6 watts, which would be
turns, and is tapped at th center for
The antenna is coupled as follows: sufficient to run several large loud
the power supply clip. Both coils are Tune the amplifier tank to the point speakers.
The particular modulator
wound on five-inch lengths of three- where minimum current is drawn;
used is one which your author bought
inch diameter tubing. The antenna coil then slowly turn the aerial condenser a short while ago for " public address"
is wound on a three-inch piece of the until there is a rise in current. Retune
work. Et is an excellent unit, very low
same diameter tubing, with 25 turns. the tank for minimum again, which
in price, not running much over the
should be higher than before.
Con- ten dollar mark, including tubes. LikeThe Antenna
tinue this until the set draws 40 mills
wise the type of tubes used are easily
Next comes the antenna: For our
(milliamperes) with the tank tuning available and are very low in price.
purpose a very simple type of "sky- at the minimum current point.
This
This particular amplifier is a manuC2
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Fig. 1 shows block diagram with connection, of modulator unit
'modulator" unit here described. Fig. C shows possible methods
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400V. PAPER
CONDENSER

TO

13+

in the " Ham" transmitter set-up. Fig. B shows hook-up of the
of coupling a modulator to the A.F. stage. Fig. D, diagram showing method of tapping power supply to obtain exact voltage desired.
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factured outfit, but there are many similar
units available on the market at surprisingly low prices. For the fellow who prefers to " roll his own," a full description of
the amplifier follows. It can be very easily
built in " bread- board" form, and if the
power supply used for the transmitter is
good and husky, it might likewise run the
amplifier. However, in most cases it will
be advisable to build up a separate power
supply, such as was described in the first
article of the series, which appeared in the
September issue.
The amplifier is conventional in design.
A single- button microphone transformer is
fed into a type 56 tube. This is the later
model tube which replaces the 27 tube. If
27's are available they will work approximately as well. The first stage is resistancecoupled to another 56. This is transformer
coupled to two 45 tubes working in pushpull. We couple to the primary side of the
transformer with condensers.
These are
four microfarad units rated at 800 volts, although 600 volt units will stand up OK.
All the resistors in the set are one-watt
carbon units, except the 1000 ohm, 45 bias
resistor, which is of 5 watts rating, wirewound. The two 6 mf. filter condensers are
rated at 600 volts. The filter chokes are
rated at 30 henries, 150 M.A. each. A regular type 80 full- wave rectifier is used to
supply the high voltage direct current. The
gain control in the circuit of the first audio
stage is a 250,000 ohm potentiometer. A
constant- current choke is used in the plate
lead of the RF amplifier. The rating of
this choke is 30 henries at 150 milliamperes.
Extreme care should be taken that a wellmade, husky power transformer and modulation choke are used.
The microphone transformer has a primary input of 200 ohms, the same as the
resistance of most good standard singlebutton microphones. The amount of battery
used with the microphone depends on the
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unit itself. The particular mike used is an
RCA-Victor unit, which has been commonly selling for less than two dollars.
Ordinarily, 3 volts are used, but for higher
output, and to enable one to speak further
from the mouthpiece, as much as twentytwo and one-half volts may be used without
harming the " mike." A single- pole switch
should be used to turn off the mike current
"when listening to the other fellow."
There are several coupling arrangements
shown in the diagrams, which will cover the
problems arising with any type of amplifier used. Connect the transmitter power
supply minus to ground. Likewise run the
lead from the other side of the condenser
that goes to the center-tap of the push-pull
modulator output transformer, to ground.
If a voltage divider ( resistance) is used to
get the exact 300 volts, be sure the tap is
by-passed to ground by a one mf. 400 volt
condenser.

Tuning Up!
The transmitter is set up with the 160
meter coils in it.
Modulator, power supplies, ( or supply, if only one is used for
both oscillator and amplifier), and microphone are all hooked up. By means of the
monitor, tune the oscillator to the part of
the band in which operation is desired, tap
the excitation coil one-third of the way from
the "cold" end of the oscillator plate coil,
and neutralize the amplifier according to
instructions given in the previous issue.
While neutralizing, the modulator should
be on, but with the volume control turned
all the way off. Likewise be sure that the
antenna is off while neutralizing.
Next
tune the amplifier for minimum current, and
adjust the antenna coupling until the plate
meter reads 40 mills, ( MA.), or whatever
the proper value for the modulator is. As
an example, if a ten watt modulator were
used, the coupling would be adjusted until
the plate current registered approximately

MANUAL

67 mills ( M.A.) at 300 volts to obtain 20
watts of input power to the amplifier. With
the antenna coupled, run the gain all the
way up, and check with the monitor. At
zero beat, the voice of a person talking into
the microphone should be heard clearly and
distinctly.
If instructions and the rules
set down have been scrupulously followed,
and the proverbial grain of " horse- sense"
has been used, there will be no trouble encountered.
73's and if you do strike any
"snags," write to me and I will be glad to
do what I can to help clear them up. However, please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope, as last month's mail ate
quite a large hole in my pocketbook for
stamps, not to mention stationery.

Parts List
1—Acratest microphone transf. Xl.
1—Acratest push-pull input transf. X2.
1—Acratest push-pull output transf. X3.
1—Acratest power transformer 400-0-400 X 4
5V.-2%-2
3 30 henry 150 M.A. Acratest filter chokes
(L1, L2, LS).
Cl. 2-6 mt. 600 V paper or electrolytic condensers.
C2-1—Acratest . 01 mf. bypass condenser.
2-5 prong sockets.
3-4 prong sockets.
C3, 1-4 mf. 800 volt condenser.
R1-250,000 ohm variable potentiometer, Actatest.
R2-2500 ohm resistor, Lynch ( International).
R4, 1-75,000 ohm resistor, Lynon ( International).
R5, 1-1 meg, ohm resistor, Lynch ( International).
R6 & 7, 2—h meg, resistors, Lynch ( International).
1-1 watt carbon resistor—Acratest.
R8-1-1000 ohm 5 watt resistor.
R9-1-20 ohm CT ( center tap) resistor.
(Note: The complete modulator as shown in
the photograph and referred to by the author
is manufactured by Federated Purchaser.)
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TRANSMITTER
from a
The author with his transmitter constructed t
neUtrodyne receiver.

By LOUIS F. LEUCK
& lulls is the story of how an antiquated 5-tube, 3- dial neutrodyne type

old

Neutrodyne

the receiver were used except the detector coil and coil form. The two radio
frequency stages became the master oscillator and power amplifier. The audio
frequency system remained an audio system, the detector becoming the first amplifier and the original output tube being
elevated to the position of modulator.
The antenna series tuning condenser was
originally the detector stage tuning condenser. The master oscillator tube, coil
and tuning condenser was originally the
first R.F. stage.

of broadcast receiver was changed to a
low-power amateur phone and code transmitter of the master oscillator - power
amplifier type, employing two stages of
speech amplification and 100 per cent
modulation. From an obsolete, discarded
receiver to one of the most modern types
of transmitters surely is "reversed radio"
in my opinion. The type of receiver that
In making the conversion an attempt
was used may be found in many an attic
or purchased very reasonably. Sufficient was first made to trace all wiring careinformation is given below to enable the fully and so do the job with the fewest
reader to do a similar job of remodeling possible changes of wiring. This worked
out quite nicely as far as the filament
if he desires.
wiring was concerned, and also fairly
well for the balance of the changes in
Reversing Receiver Into Transmitter
In making the change the wiring was the audio frequency system. In fact, it
altered, but practically all the parts of is really important that the connections

to the audio frequency transformers remain poled as they were in the original
set.
If this is not observed there will
be a tendency to "howl" at some audio
frequency. If any such tendency exists
in the completed transmitter it can usually be cured by placing a resistor of
about 100,000 ohms across the secondaries
of each of the transformers. If the tendency still persists, lower resistances
should be used.
A telephone induction coil serves as a
modulation transformer. This was used
partly because it happened to be available and partly because there would actually have been too much gain if a
regular modulation transformer had been
used. If a regulation modulation transformer is used it is permissible to omit
one of the stages of speech amplification,
though the operator may have to raise
his voice a bit above normal. An automobile ignition coil may be pressed into
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Circuit stim‘e sh....s how 31,

h,,,,ked uji the microphone

and

tighleh then served him as a mhort-INove phone and code transmitter.

service as a modulation transformer if
no other is at hand, without introducing
appreciable distortion.
All three of the tuning coil forms were
removed and the detector coil form discarded. One of the others was then rewound with 30 turns, center-tapped, of
the original wire. This became the plate
and tickler coils of the master oscillator
(L1 and L2 in Fig. 1).
Twenty-seven
turns of No. 18 D.C.C. wire were wound
on another form, which serves as the
plate coil of the power amplifier. Eleven
turns of the original wire were wound
on as the tickler. These are designated
as L3 and L4 in the figure.
The grid
coils of this particular receiver each had
53 turns originally. If a receiver having
different size coil forms and a different
number of turns is to be remodeled, the
correct number of turns can be arrived
at by taking the same ratio of turns
for the various coils as was done in the
set described here. In order that the set

e

may be properly neutralized, L3 and L4
must be wound in the same direction.
Another way of saying it is that L3 and
L4 are essentially a tapped winding. The
connections of the master oscillator and
power amplifier plate coils to their respective plates should be made in the
same way.
For example, the plates
should be connected to the top ends of
the coils in both cases. If this is done
and both coils have been wound in the
same direction there will be no trouble
experienced in neutralizing. One of the
original neutralizing condensers is satisfactory if it doesn't happen to be too
small, as it was in this set.
Note that in a receiver the grid coil
is tuned, while in a transmitter the plate
coil is tuned. This makes it' necessary
to switch plate and grid connections on
both of the R.F. tubes. That is one of

key
Fig.

1

connections
2,

at

ELIM I
NATOR
.• • .• .• •

right,

the reasons why it is best to just cut all
wiring except filament leads away from
these two tubes and their associated coils
and rewire according to Fig. 1. This receiver happened to have two rheostats,
two jacks and two switches and so use
was made of all of them.
All that is
really necessary in this line is one filament switch ( SW1) and a single fixed
resistor which will handle five tubes.
With the arrangement shown the Heising
modulation system choke is short-circuited
when the key is pushed in the jack for
code work. A switch could be arranged
to do this if keying impacts proved to
be too noticeable with the choke in the
circuit.
Tubes and Voltages
Three of the tubes are '01A's, the
power amplifier is a ' 12A and the modulator is a '71A. With 135 volts on the
plate of the modulator tube, 22% on the
first audio tube and 90 on the remainder,
the whole outfit operates with rather high
efficiency. A consideration of the rated
output of the '71A and its plate resistance at j.35 volts, and also that of the
'12A at its operating voltage of 90, shows
that conditions are just about right for
100 per cent modulation without overloading or overworking the '71A.
The
load resistance relations between the two
tubes are just about ideal for the '71A
to do its most effective work as a modulator. An additional 45-volt battery serves
as a voltage booster for the modulator
tube.
Its positive is connected directly
to the plate of the ' 71A and its negative
is connected to the 90-volt plate lead
to the ' 12A on the plate side of the
Heising modulation choke. ( A " B" eliminator filter choke is used as a Heising
choke.)
A " B" eliminator may be used
as. a source of plate supply if desired.
This requires an additional 30-henry

s,

RIG .2

to

his

sho,,e4

revamped

neutrodyne

Connections

of " II"

re,e ls,,.

eliminator.

chcke and a couple of 0.25 to 1 mf. condensers. The connections are shown in
Fig. 2.
This transmitter was intended for low.
power work and for use in places where
it is necessary to use battery power. It
is easy on both the plate and filament
batteries.
Tuning and Neutralizing
The setting of the master oscillator
tuning condenser determines the wavelength. With the coils as given, the set
will tune down to the " 80-meter band"
also, but will not be operating with " high
C" which is desirable for stability of
frequency. The first step in the tuning
process should be to set the oscillator
frequency within an amateur band. With
the master oscillator tuning condenser
set at 50 the wavelength is around 160
meters
This may be checked approximately by listening to other transmitting
amateurs and comparing frequencies if
no frequency meter is available.
The next step is aciaroli:ation and
since this is something of a mystery until
one has once successfully accomplished
the feat, some pointers will be given.
The mason for the elaborate row of
Fahnestock clips along the rear of the
transmitter now becomes apparent. Since
the transmitter's power is low, it was
found advisable to use the D.C. plate
meter method of neutralization. In neutraliziv the power amplifier with this
method, its power should first be cut off
by removing the 90-volt lead at the clip.
A 25 ma. meter should then be connected
temporarily in series with the 90-volt
lead ta the master oscillator. When oscillating properly without load, its plate
current will be 6to 8 ma. Next the plate
circuit tuning condenser dial of the power
amplifier should be rotated back and
forth. When resonance with the master
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Two interesting photos of Mr. Leach's short- way.. phone and code transntitter conntructed from a once-famous neutrodyne
receiver, w
he hauled down out of the attic.

oscillator is passed, the needle of the
milliammeter will "kick." The neutralizing condenser should be adjusted until
the " kick" is absent, or nearly so. Twirling of the dial hack and forth should
alternate with adjustments of the neutralizing condenser until the desired "no
kick" position is found. The power amplifier is then neutralized. The milliammeter should then be changed to the plate
lead of the power amplifier and its plate
power applied. Its plate circuit must be
tuned to the same frequency as that of
the master oscillator.
There will be a
sharp downward dip of the milliammeter
needle at this point.
The Antenna
Now we have arrived at the point
where the radiating system should be
connected. A wavelength of 160 meters
requires an antenna approximately 120
feet in length.
The ground should bl
as short and direct as convenient. If it
has an appreciable length compared with that
of the antenna. the antenna should be shortened just the length of the ground lead.
If a

counterpoise is used in place of an antenna, it
should be the same length as given above for
the antenna and may extend lu any direction.
but the opposite direction is preferable.
The
radiating system is tuned to the transmitter
frequency by mea wit' of the antenna series tuning condenser.
There will be a aharp increase
of plate current to the power amplifier as the
radiating system i8 tuned through resonance.
If the plate current is high at all settings of
the antenna series condenser the coupling is
probably too close.
This means that the number of turns in use in the antenna pick-up coil
should be reduced.
if connecting the radiating
system and tuning it has no noticeable effect
on the plate current to the power amplifier,
the system is probably too long or too short.
Na antenna current indicator Is necessary.
It One is desired the filament of a deactivated
190 tube in series with the antenna will serve.
It will glow nt just about normal brilliancy
with the antenna current that this transmitter
can supply.
The silvery coating within the
tube may be evaporated by holding the end
of the bulb over a hot flame for a time and
sn making a "window" through which the filament may be more readily observed.
noes the set really work? Well, on the very
first test a station thirty miles away was
- worked."
who gave a very fine report.
Next

a station fifty miles away was " worked" and
similar report received, and this was followed by a report from a station nearly • a
hundred miles away.
Not had for daylight
work and the very first time on the air!
The
night range is much greater of course.
A
pleasant surprise was that duplex telephony
was possible with this transmitter.
On account of the low power it is possible to transmit and listen-in at the same time and in the
same band.

Tube Data Chart
Tube Type
No.in of
fly.1 Tube
1

201A

4
M

112A
201A
201A
171A

Tube Use
M. Ose.

Odd Bias

25,090
ohm g. 1.
P. Amp. —27
1st A. Amp. (-1)
2d A. Amp.
Mod.
—27

Plate Plate
Volt- Curt*.
aye
90

12

00
22 1A
00
135

14
0.5
2.5
17

With a completely battery operated set, all
the above values except plate, currents are predetermined.
The plate currents to the master
oscillator and the power amplifier are determined by adjustments and load. Antenna coupling, etc., should be varied until the above values
are approximated.
The above values are also
helpful when a "B" eliminator is used

Transmitter Plate Supply from Ford Coils
• FOR the fellow who has no A.C. net of the coil. The frequency then is
current at his elbow and has to re- adjusted by the little nut on the coil
ly on a bank of " B" batteries for the to a point where the vibrator has about
plate supply for his transmitter, a good
way to obtain the current is to use
the ordinary ignition coils taken from
an old Model "T" Ford car.
By using two of these coils with 12
to 18 volts on the primary, from three
to five hundred volts can be obtained.
I have been using two of these coils
with 12 volts on the primary and have
gotten fair " DX." The type of transTO mummer
or gaol-1.8MR
mitter I use is a series-feed Hartley,
*VIM ( nil! cae
'ago.
weLTAGIE
but any other type may be used with
519.4 MIMED
the sume results.
In about four
ore T.R
Sas Titial
months of operation with these coils all
but the 6th and 7th districts have been
worked on the 80 meter band. I always get fine reports on signal strength
Ova.° ... •
Su a - ta voi.rs ( 2 STORAGE SA elt.ili)
and generally get the report that my
s - coso SPA« 60.1.3
signals are "pdc" and sometimes I get
210
ems
v
a. MC MOO VOLT PUS* CO•ofes.$/tO
a report that my note is "xtal dc."
KEY
The vibrator on the coil must be
o - WON VOLT^Olt The ON CONJ
made to vibrate at a higher frequency
to get higher voltage. This is accom- How to use two Ford spark ( ignition) coi
plished by cutting a piece of postal to obtain high voltage for plate supply
card large enough to be doubled and of transmitter. The tube "V" rectifies the
secondary voltage.
put between the vibrator and the mag,,

a 500 cycle note which is pleasing.
A separate battery must be used for
the rectifier tube if it is one of the
filament type, such as the 280, which
is used at my station. A BH rectifier
may be used, however, if desired.
If the filament supply for the oscillator tube of the transmitter is gotten
from the same battery as the supply
for the coils the center-tap connection
on the filament leads to the oscillator
will have to be taken loose, because
this connection will already be made
at the battery when it is connected
The _keying is in one- of the leads to
the Ford Coils instead of at the transmitter proper as is generally the case.
The filter condenser is very essential
and if it is left out an A.C. tone will
result in the note of the transmitter.
If it is found to hold a charge large
enough to make the note of the transmitter hasve "tails" or a backwave on
it, which can be told by listening on
the monitor, a relay may be connected
so that when the key is pressed, the
lead to the plate of the oscillator tube
will be completed ana wnen rae Key is released it will break the circuit.
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Both schematic and picture diagrams are given above, showing how to build the crystal- controlled transmitter here described at
length by Mr. Victor.

HOW TO ADD CRYSTAL CONTROL

e

Even a self-excited oscillator is still
O.K. provided pure D.C. power supply
is used, and the frequency is carefully
checked, but the safest thing to do is
to get some other type of control that
guarantees absolute stability and assures that the frequency is well within the band.
Crystal-control is the
answer to this problem.
Provided a
good quartz crystal is used, the transmitter will operate only on the frequency of the crystal, and thus forever eliminate all worry about being
out of the band. Also with " xtal" it
is much easier to get a pure note, even
though little filter is used in the power
supply and the rig is maladjusted. Try
getting a good steady note with something " haywire" in a self-excited
xmittr. 'Null' sed!
Technical Description
The transmitter proper uses two
tubes, a 2A5 tube as the oscillator and
a type 46 tube as the amplifier. The
2A5 is one of the newer type tubes recently released. It is a pentode similar to the 47 tube but with an indirectly heated cathode. The efficiency
with this tube is very high and voltages
as high as 400 or even 450 can be used
without straining the crystal. The 46
is used as an amplifier because it has
several very good features. Firstly it
requires very little excitation to produce high output, as it is a high mu
tube. Likewise it needs no battery bias,
whioh is a great saving, and eliminates
one of the nuisances around an amateur station.
The 46 is an excellent
doubler tube, that is a tube to double
the frequency of the xtal for operation
on the higher bands, if it is ever desired.

Behind the 2A5 tube are • ounted the
40,000 ohm voltage dropping resistor,
the oscillator R.F. choke, and the voltage dropping resistor by-pass condenser.
In back of the oscillator coil is
the excitation coupling condenser, and
bias re s
istor for the 46. Plug-in jacks
are used for the amplifier because they
make e very neat arrangement and
facilitate changing bands quickly. Behind the amplifier tank condenser is
mounted the R.F. choke and by-pass
condeneer for that circuit. Along the
back edge of the set the parts are as
follows, reading from left to right: two
binding posts for oscillator milliammeter, four-prong plug for power-supply cabe, two binding posts for ampliThe Layout
fier mi=liammeter and the two binding
The transmitter is mounted on a posts for aerial and ground. Filament,
varnished board two foot by nine
plate and ground leads are run under
inches. The layout of the parts is exthe board to give a- neat appearance.
actly like the wiring diagram.
From
Parts
left to right the parts are: crystal
holder, 2A5 tube, oscillator tank conReceiving
type
parts
are
used
denser, oscillator coil, 46 tube, amplithroughout this transmitter, but care
fier tank condenser, amplifier and anshould be taken that they are of the
tenna coils, and antenna condenser.
best construction available. Make sure
the variable condensers have good
spacing and that all the fixed condenOSCILLATOR.
AMPLIFIER.
sers are of the mica type, rated at least
COILS
COIL
400 volts. The R.F. chokes play a very
tr.!
important part in this set and should
be of a type designed for transmitting
use, although some short-wave receiving chokes work very well.
The milliammeters need only be the cheap,
"less-than-a-dollar" type.
Both are
0-100 M.A. scale instruments. All the
451 FOR 160 miTeRs 241 FOR 160mETERS
IST. FOR EC/ARTERS
t2T
80 «
ST •• SO
resistars are one-watt carbons, but be
20*
50
DM. 18 WIRE
NS le WIRE
NE I5 WIRE
sure they are R.M.A. standard, as large
(CRAM)
( EMMA.)
( ENAIVI)
quantities of poor resistors have re( ALL COILS
CLOSE wOUNO )
cently been " dumped" on the market.

Power inputs to a 46 can be as high
as 30 or even 35 watts, especially
when there is no worry about frequency stability, which is taken care of
in this set-up by the xtal. This rig is
designed for the 80 and 160 meter
bands, which are the best,bands for the
fellow just getting up code speed, or
wishing to do " message handling." The
160 meter code band extends from
1715 kilocycles to 1825 kc. Those that
want to work both 80 and 160 meters
without using more than one xtal
should get one rated between 1755 and
1825 kc. Using a 160 meter xtal the
46 amplifier tube would be working
as a doubler on 80 meters.
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ULTRA SHORT WAVES

e

Portable 5 and 10 Meter
Transmitter,
»Receiver
By L. L. BOTSENPILLER
e

• IT is the purpose of this article to
present a combined phone transmitter and receiver, to be used as a
portable or as a complete " home station" working in the five and ten meter
band. It is contained in a five by nine
by six aluminum box and is readily set
up for operation. In a favorable location a hundred thirty-five to one hundred eighty volts is sufficient B power
to enable communication to be carried
on over distances up to ten miles.
When located on a high point, such as
a mountain top, or when communicating with a plane much greater range
can be expected however. To place in
operation all that is necessary is to
attach the antenna shown, apply proper
plate and filament voltages for the
tubes used. If operation is desired as
a receiver the selector switch located on
the front is turned to that position. To
RFC 2

ANT.

.--T

L3 i,

Photo at left—portable 5and 10 meter
combination "transmitterreceiver" in actual
operation in the
field. A telescopic
antenna is very desirable
for
the
purpose. Plate and
filament supply is
readily
obtained
from batteries.
Photo at right
shows top view of
the portable 5 and
10
meter transmitter- receive r.

change to transmitting the selector
switch is simply turned to that position.
Constructional Details
Insulation and careful layout are
much more important in ultra-short
wave work than in the customary short
wave band. Failure of five and ten
meter receivers and transmitters can
often be traced directly to poor insulation in one of the component parts.
All coil forms, condensers, and sockets,
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sh uId be constructed of Isolantite
or an equivalent material. The circuit
shown consists of a No. 30 or No. 37
arranged in a series tuned, series-feed,
Hartley circuit. When switched to the
transmitting position, the oscillator is
plate modulated by a No. 33 or No. 38
pentode. When receiving, a coil ( L4)
is introduced in the plate circuit of the
oscillator tube, together with ( L3)
these coils cause additional oscillations
to occur at 100 kcs. thus producing
super-regeneration. The pentode modulator is changed into an audio frequency amplifier which will give loudspeaker operation on most signals if
desired.
Either the two volt No. 30 series or
the six volt No. 37 series tubes may be
used with practically no change in the
wiring except the substitution of one
five prong socket. If the portable is to
be operated in an automobile or plane
it is suggested that the six volt tube
be used. Identical results will be had
with either series. It is recommended
that the new 45v. '
midget " B" batteries
be used. Due to their long life and
small size these batteries enable any
portable to compete on even terms with
a permanent station. Six of these batteries delivering 270 volts occupy the
same space as one standard 45 volt
battery.

Schematic wiring diagram for the combination transmitter- receiver is given above, together with details ol different styles of aerials and coil winding data.

The portable is built on a four and
three-quarter by eight by two inch
steel chassis. It slips into a five by
nine by six aluminum box. The tuning
condenser and selector switch is located
on the front panel. The filament switch
on the left side of the box with the
headphone and
side,
on the
right side.
Battery connections terminate at a six prong socket at the rear
of the chassis. The socket for the No.
38 or No. 33 pentode must be held fiveeighths of an inch below the chassis
to allow clearance for the top of the
tube. The socket for the coil must be
supported one-fourth inch above the
chassis.

•
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The antenna coil is supported by two,
one- inch isolantite insulators, located on
the back of the box, the ends of the coils
passing through the base of the insulators.
The interruption coil ( L3) ( L4) is
located to the right of the selector switch
when looking at the bottom of the chassis.
The size of grid leak used on the interruption coil is fairly critical and successful super- regeneration depends on this resistance and the choke r.f.c. No. 2. The
by-pass condenser shunted across the
phones is essential before oscillation will
occur , and should not be left out.
If the receiver does not oscillate over
the entire dial the fault probably lies in
the r.f. choke No. 1. By removing a few
turns from the choke and observing the
change in the dead-spot it can be determined whether more or less turns are
needed on the choke.

Operation
As stated previously the main factor in
the ultra- short wave transmission is the
location of the station. Often the signal
that cannot be heard, or may be poorly
heard at twenty foot elevation will be
heard R7- R8 at 30 or 40 foot elevation.
Due to the small physical size of a halfwave 5 meter antenna, it is very easy to
erect a 30 or 40 foot mast, suitably guyed,
and thus produce a satisfactory transmitting and receiving antenna at a reasonable cost. For the home station where
the transmitter is probably located in the
basement, the arrangement shown in A
(Fig. 2) is probably the best. All feeder
and transmission lines should be supported away from objects such as metal
guttering, trees, and buildings.
Right

The
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angle bends in the antenna should be
avoided. The antenna itself should be
constructed of new No. 12 or 14 enameled
wire.

Antenna Systems

A number of practical antenna systems
are shown in Fig. 2. However there are
any number of other systems that work
quite as well, although some are more
difficult to tune. Any antenna that can
be used in any of the amateur bands can
by proper tuning be used in the 5 or 10
meter bands.' For portable operation system ( B) ( C) are suggested. The parabolic
reflector shown in ( G) is highly recommended when conditions permit its use.
Ten meter antennas are shown in Fig.
2 and are very similar to those used on
5. The same attention must be given insulation and clearance of all wires. If
transmission is desired to a fixed point,
the signal may be increased considerably
by the addition of a few reflector wires
as shown in Fig. 2, producing a sharp
beam in the direction the system is
pointed.
To determine the length in feet of a
half-wave antenna multiply the wave
length desired by 1.56 except if operation
is desired on five and one-half meters the
length in this case would be ( 5.5) X ( 1.56)
= ( 8.58 feet).
System A is suitable for fixed location.
Systems ( B) ( C) are more desirable when
the transmitter can be located at the
antenna as in portable use.
System ( E) is used where an existing
transmitter antenna is already in place.
It may be operated very successfully in
the 5 or 10 meter bands by simply oper-
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ating it on the proper harmonic. A parabolic reflector ( 6) for use where transmission is wanted in a certain direction.
It is understood that systems A- B-C-E
may be either horizontal or vertical also
that any antenna that has an harmonic
following in the five meter band may be
used. Its length may be 8'-16'-32'-64'-138'.
The type of feeder, of course, depends on
the individual location. The transmission
line shown in Fig. A- E are the simplest
types of feeders.

List of Parts for Portable
2 .01 mf. by-pass condensers
2 . 0001 mf. mica condensers
1 .00025 mf. mica condenser
1 5000 ohm resistor, Lynch, ( International)
1 1800 ohm resistor, Lynch ( International)
1 . 1 megohm resistor, Lynch ( International)
1 10 megohm resistor, Lynch. ( Interbational)
2 5-prong sockets, National or Haramarlund
1 Audio transformer. National
1 Single-button microphone transformer
1 100 k.c. interruption coil, ( see coil table
Fig. 3)
1 20 mmf. Nammarlund midget cond.
1 National type "A" vernier dial
2 speaker terminal strips, Eby
1 S.P.S.T. switch
1 2- point 4 gang switch
1 6-prong socket. Eby
1 6-prong plug. Eby,
1 aluminum box-5x9x6 inches
1 steel chassis 4Xx8x2 inches
1 dial or condenser extension
2 1" insulators, National
2 ultra short-wave coil forms. Hammarlund
6-46 volt batteries
2 3 volt batteries
1 type 80 or 37 tube, Gold Seal ( Arco, Van
Dy ke)
1 type 38 or 88 tube, Gold Seal ( Arco, Van
Dyke)

"
BEARCAT•3" 50Meter

Super- regenerative

Receiver

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON
• CROWDED channels and the desire
to explore the little known ultra high
frequency regions has led to many interesting developments in the 5- meter
band. Increased activity on the part of
amateurs and other investigators has
resulted in a great rush to start things
in this band. Many interesting uses have
been found for two-way intercommunication over short distances. For instance,
two amateurs living in the same town
or city will find that reliable transmission and reception can be carried on with
a minimum of interference lind this tends
to relieve the congestion which exists
on the lower frequency channels.
An example of how two-way conversations can be carried on is indicated in
Fig. 1.
Stations A and B are located in the
same city, say, New York, and stations
C and D are located in some other town
about 150 miles from A and B. Let station A. transmit on the 80-meter band to
station C.
Station C listens to A and
at the same time feeds the output of
his 80-meter receiver into his 5-meter
transmitter. Station D picks up the signal from C on 5 meters and transmits
to station B on the 80-meter band. Thus,

station A can talk to stations B, C and
D at the same time.
Note should be
made of the fait that station A can
converse with station B through stations
C and D or direct on the 80- meter band.
A little thought will show that all
parties can hear the remarks of any one
station and can break in on the conversation without changing the adjustments of their receivers or shutting off
their transmitters. This is indeed a very
nice scheme and the beauty of it is that
several fellows use it and commend it
most highly.

Circuit Design
Three tubes are used in this design
and the 6-volt automotive type has been
selected as being the best for the purpose.
The detector tube, which is mounted
directly in back of the tuning condenser,
is one of the 37 type tubes. Note that
the plate potentiál applied to this tube
must pass through the resistance 13 and
serves the dual purpose of controlling
the regenerative action of the detector
and limiting the amount of energy fed
into the detector from the local oscillator.

The frequency of the signal fed to the
detector is determined by the size of the
coil 18 and the condenser 16.
The local oscillator, which supplies the
quenching frequency, derives its power
from the tap marked B-plus 67.5 and
the proper operation of the set will depend on the obtaining of the proper value
of this plate voltage.
Voltages from
22.5 to 90 should be tried, as different
tubes may have different characteristics
as far as power output is concerned.
Select the voltage giving the smoothest
control of resistor 13. With the circuit
as is, there is a compromise between the
exact operation point for maximum sensitivity of detector action and proper
voltage from the local oscillator.
The output of the detector is fed
through the transformer to the grid of
the pentode output tube. This raises the
power sensitivity of the set as a whole
and if a suitable coupling device is used
to couple the output of the 38 to the
reproducer, satisfactory quality will result.
Construction is a simple matter, as the
parts are not numerous and there is
plenty of room even though the chassis
is very small. Drill and fold the chassis
as per drawings. Many fans may want
to purchase a finished chassis, which can
be done.
Mount the tuning condenser in the center as shown in the photographs. It
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A GOOD 5-meter receiver is in big demand just now,
with hundreds of amateurs getting into operation with
their 5-meter transmitters. Not only must the 5-meter
receiver be selective, but it must also possess powerful
amplification properties. The " Bearcat-3" possesses
these qualities. Data are also given on the construction of the new antenna resonance coils which greatly
increase the signal strength.

would be wise at this time to check up
the drilling of the front panel, noting if
the shaft of the tuning condenser lines
up with the bushing of the tuning dial.
The sockets can be secured in place, as
well as the audio frequency transformer.
Most of the remaining parts, such as
the resistors, can be held in place by the
wiring.
It would be wise to bolt the
by-pass condensers to the under part of
the chassis so as not to place too great
a strain on the wiring.
The tuning dial, which is mounted on
the front panel, can be locked to the
condenser shaft and then the set can be
wired.
Wiring
Little need be said as to the wiring.
Do not use long leads in the detector
circuit.
There is a definite reason for
using the type of socket for the detector
—to insure short leads. Grid and plate
leads must be as short and as clear from
surrounding metal objects as possible. It
is not necessary to use the same care
with the balance of the set because the
frequencies involved are much lower.
Coil Data
The specifications for coils 4 and 5 are
given below:
No. of Wire
turns
size
Spacing
Coil 4 ......
7
14
1/16- inch
Coil 5 ......
7
14
1/16- inch
Coil 17.—Coil 17 consists of 650 turns
No. 36 double silk covered wire, wound
on a small bobbin 1
/2
inch in diameter
and closely coupled to the coil 18.
Coil 18.—The grid coil is number 18
and consists of 1,000 turns of the same
size wire used on 17. This is wound in

the same direction on the
same bobbin and due to
its small size can be bolted into place under the
chassis.
Radio Frequency Choke
No. 9.—This is a small
choke and care should be
used in building it. As the
frequency range to which
the receiver responds is
very high, it is necessary
that the distributed capacity of the winding be kept
Max Pearlman listening to the niysteries of the 5- meter
at a minimum.
A satis.hant" band as the waves roll in on the " Pt-arc:M-3."
factory choke can be made
by " jumble - winding" 30
turns of No. 36 double silk covered wire
done with care.
The band spread conon a bobbin %- inch in diameter.
denser ( 3) should then be adjusted so
A detail drawing is shown in Fig. 3 that the band required is spread over
and should be studied carefully.
Note
the tuning dial.
that the coils are wound in the same
Vary the size of the oscillator tuning
direction and when they are mounted be
condenser ( 16) until the proper quenchsure that there is no change in the winding frequency is obtained.
This is iming direction between X and Y.
portant, as the sensitivity of the receiver
These precautions should be exercised
will depend to a great extent on the
in the construction of the set. It seems
frequency of the local oscillator.
Use
that most builders have trouble making
the frequency which gives the best redetectors oscillate.
If the constructor
sults.
builds his own coils as shown, then the
When the receiver is working right,
only thing that will prevent the proper
there will be a loud rushing sound in
operation of the set will be defective
the phones or loud speaker, and as the
tubes or " B" batteries reversed.
signal is tuned in, this rushing noise
Keep all leads between coils and dewill disappear. When the incoming sigtector socket as short as possible.
nal is weak, some of the rushing sound
will remain in the back- ground.
Operation
Many builders of 5- meter receivers haie
The set is tuned to an incoming signal
not obtained the maximum results and
and the resistance controlling the plate
then turned around and condemned the
voltage on the detector is varied for the
whole idea. It is more than likely that
best results.
their antenna systems had something to
do with it.
The adjustment of the antenna series
Mr.Dana Griffin of N. Y. City has built a
condenser is important and should be
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device which permits the use of high
vertical antennas for maximum pick-up
and to develop the maximum signal voltage at the input of the receiver.
These units are called " phase shifters"
and consist of a small coil and condenser
capable of being tuned to the frequencies
being received on the set.
In general
these circuits should be tuned to the center of the band on which the set is
operating.
Figure 4 shows the voltage shift in
the units after they have been tuned to
the proper frequency in the band. It is
a good idea to tune the " phase shifters"
to tile exact wavelength of the station
being received.
The antenna can be as long as conditions permit. Run it straight up in the
air, keep it free and clear from all obstructions. Place one of the phase shifters every 100 inches, starting 100 inches
from the receiver antenna and ground
posts.
Use as many of these units as
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required and tune each one to the same
frequency.
This can best be done by
building a small oscillator, calibrating it
against some known 5-meter signal and
then using this to adjust the phase shifters to the proper frequency.
Circuits for such an oscillator have
been described in many of the past issues
of SHORT W AVE CRAFT, so no further
information should be necessary on this
point.
Many short-wave "bugs" have
oscillators which will generate harmonics
in the 5- meter band.
Some slight recalibration of the tuning
condensers used in the phase shifters
may prove necessary after they have
been connected into the circuit of the
antenna, the final adjustment being that
of tuning for the maximum signal volume from some 5-meter transmitter.
Parts List
1 Antenna binding po -- t (1.
2 ilammarlund equallizing condensers, . 000035nit. ( 2, 3).
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1 Ilammariuna midget condenser ( 6).
1 International Resistance Co.. 1-watt, 2-meg.
resistor ( 7).
1 Panel mount socket, 5-prong ( S).
1 Radio frequency choke OW
See text for
spec:flentions.
1
1
1
1

Aerovox mica condenser, .001-mf. ( 10).
Medium ratio audio transformer ( 111.
Flechtheim by-pass condenser. . 1-mf. ( 12).
Electrad 50,000-ohm potentiometer ( 13) with
filament switch ( 28).
1 Flechthelm by-pass condenser, . 1-mf. ( 14 e.
2 Wafer sockets, 5- prong ( 15, ( 0).
1 Mica rondenser, .001-mf ( 16). See text.
1 By-pass condenser, . 1-mf, or larger 120).
1 1,500-ohm resistor, 2 watts ( 21).
2 Outpu: terminals ( 22, 23).
4 Binding posts ( 24, 25, 26, 27).
1 metal chassis and front panel.
1 Tunin: dial.
1 Screen- grid clip.
Wire, etc.
Note—Coils 4, 5,
included in text.

17

and

18

winding

data

2 Eveready-Raytheon 37 tubes.
1 Eveready-Raytheon 38 tube.

g,,,,,.—scheni a tic dingrnm of 5- mete r •• Benrent-3" receiver

Photo below shows the • Beareat-3" 5-aneter super-res:eneri
ve receiver here des • ribed
by Mr. Denton. One of Dee new
antenna resona nee wave * oils is
shown Pipit to the left of the receiver. This set uses but three
tubes and works a speaker.

Left — Picture wiring
diagram showing how
easy it is to build the
5-tneter " Beare:it-3" receiver.
This receiver
possesses high amplifying powers :and g ood
selectivity and uses bat
three tubes, it bein g pusslide to receive stron g«
signals on a speaker.
[tight— Details of antenna resonanee coil
and condenser.
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A S-Meter S.W.

e

Superheterodyne
•tppearance
of
Mr.
Matthews'
5- meter
superheterodyne receiver which employs a
single tuning dial; loud speaker appears
in the background.
The set uses seven
tubes in all, including a rectifier.
ARPNAYNNTOW011•40.40.0.0.10"TIMINK•MeM.M .1.
1.~

By A. C. MATTHEWS,
• WITH the advent of actual broadcasting on the ultra short wave band
between 43 and 80 megacycles, intensive receiver development has been
taking place.
The art has gradually
progressed through the regenerative
detector, super-regenerator stage, until
at
present the
most
satisfactory
method is that of the double-detector
or superheterodyne.
Tuned radio frequency amplification
such ultra short wavelengths is
practically out of the question, since
the low impedances encountered in the
crdinary tuned circuit do not permit
much amplification.
Recent advances
in tube design have resulted in decreased
inter-electrode
capacities.
This is conjunction with the addition
of an extra grid ( R.F. pentode) has
made it possible to realize some gain
at very high frequencies, if extra precautions are taken in the circuit design.
At its best, however, a tuned
radio frequency receiver for these frequencies is complicated, due to the
necessary design precautions that must
be taken.
Superheterodyne
Briefly, the superheterodyne functions in the following manner. ( Shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 1.)
The incoming signal frequency is mixed with
a local oscillator. The resulting beat
frequency, being lower than the original signal frequency, is therefore
much easier to handle. The difference
between the local oscillator and the
signal frequency remains constant over
the band for which the set is designed.
Since the beat frequency remains constant, the design of a suitable amplifier having the desired characteristics
is much easier than before.
The

0.10"
T
eN

1—Two gang variable condenser 100 mmf. cap.
(Hammarlund) Cl and C2.
1—Midget variable condenser 18 mint cap.
(Hammarlund) C3.
1-0.1 mf. 200 volt condenser.
2—Triple section 0.1 mf. 300 volt condensers.
1-0.001 mf. mica dielectric 200 volt condenser.
1-50 mmf., mica dielectric 300 volt condenser.
3-250 mmf. mica dielectric 300 volt condensers.
2-0.01 mf. paper dielectric 200 volt condensers.
1-0.02 mf. paper dielectric 200 volt condenser.
2-1.0 mf. paper dielectric 300 volt condensers.
1-2.0 mf. paper dielectric 200 volt condenser.
2-8.0 mf. dry electrolytic 500 volt condensers.
1-400 ohm % watt carbon resistor.
1-1500 ohm 1 watt carbon resistor.
1-6000 ohm % watt carbon resistor.
1-14,000 ohm 3 watt carbon resistor.
1-25,000 ohm % watt carbon resistor.
1-30,000 ohm % watt carbon resistor.
1-100,000 ohm % watt carbon resistor.
1-250,000 ohm 1,4 watt carbon resistor.
4-500,000 ohm % watt carbon resistors.
1-26,000 ohm 1 watt variable resistor with
power switch.
1-200 turn universal wound coil,
1
;."2" form
(Auto. Winding Co.)
1-85 mh. choke ( Samson).
1-10 henry choke 36 ma. direct current.
1-20 henry choke 50 ma. direct current.
4—Six-prong sockets.

Alden

2—Four-prong sockets. Alden
1—Five prong socket. Alden
1—Power cord and plug.
1—Chassis ( Blan—The Radio-Man).
1—Power transformer: Sec. Volts-2.5 volts
c.t. 7.6 amps, 6.0 volts 2 amps. 700 volts c.t.
70 ma.
4—Tube shields for 68 type tubes.
1—Tube shield for 24 type tube.

choice of the frequency difference between the oscillator and the incoming
signal, however, is important and will
be discussed further under the intermediate amplifier.
Once the incoming signal has been transformed to a
relatively low frequency, the design
problem becomes simply that of a
straight tuned radio frequency receiver
with associated audio amplifier.
The development of this circuit for
use in the ultra high frequency band
has been rather slow. This has been
due to the almost impossible task of
maintaining the beating oscillator at
a constant frequency. The success of
the superheterodyne depends on the
stability of this oscillator.
Having discussed the main difficulties to be experienced in the design
of an ultra high frequency superheterodyne, we will now take up its
design in a systematic manner.
First Detector—Mixer Circuit
The first detector circuit is tuned to
the incoming signal frequency by the
inductance L-2 and condenser C-1.
The coils are made by winding the
necessary number of turns ( see table)
or a one-half inch form and then removing the form.
The wire size is
rather large and this will tend to hold
the coils in place.
Pin jacks are
soldered on the coil ends for convenience.
This makes it possible to
change coils in the event that it is
necessary to shift to another frequency
band. The oscillator is coupled through
the screen-grid circuit of the 58 type
tube, although inductive couplinç may
be used when a stable oscillator is employed. The author prefers the screengrid method, since this precludes the
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Diagram above shows, at left, successive stages in the reception of signals on a superheterodyne; coil winding data at Fig. 1B
while the graphs shown at Figs. 2 and 3 are used by the author in explaining the action of the receiver.
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The 5-meter field is rapidly expanding.
Many short wave "hams"
operating in this field have undoubtedly found that one item badly
needed was a good 5-meter receiver—one which would provide high
sensitivity, suitable selectivity and sufficient volume to work a loud
speaker.
Mr. Matthews, author of the present article, is a prominent
short-wave and television expert.
Suppose we take a look at some
commercial installation and see what
precautions they take to maintain osOscillator
cillator stability. Probably one of the
As has been said before, the oscilla- best installations would be the transtor is the heart of the ultra high fre- Atlantic receiver station of the R. C.
quency superheterodyne.
The ordi- A., at Rocky Point, L. I. In their dinary oscillator with inductive coupling, versity telephone receiving system
such as employed in the usual receiver, used for picking up foreign broadcasts,
would be a complete failure in ultra they make use of a buffer or coupling
high frequency work.
The oscillator tube between the oscillator output and
to be used must not only have a very the grid circuit of the first detector.
high order of frequency stability, but This provides a high degree of oscilalso be capable of maintaining its in- lator independence but the additional
tended frequency unaffected by the tube makes for more complicated cirfirst detector circuit, with which it is cuits and although it can be used for
ccnnected. Frequency stability that is frequency doubling or tripling, it is
relatively impervious to changes in the hardly warranted in a receiver for Mr.
supply voltage is necessary. The fact General Public.
After having tried practically every
that its load circuit is subject to rather
severe variations, since the oscillator type of oscillator circuit unsuccessfulrequired to furnish power of a ly, the electron-coupled oscillator was
small order to the first detector, makes adopted. This oscillator, described by
the oscillator requirements very severe Lieutenant J. B. Dow in the December,
to say the least. The degree of " pull- 1931, I. R. E. Proceedings, has as good
ing in" of the oscillator frequency with if not better all around frequency stathe tuning of the first detector un- bility than the more complex oscillatorThe circuit
fortunately is greater as the frequency amplifier combination.
increases.
In other words, the fre- employs a screen-grid tetrode; the
quency stability of the oscillator de- cathode, control-grid and screen-grid
creases as the frequency increases. forming the frequency generating cirTherefore a combination that would cuits, while the plate is in the output
be entirely adequate for broadcast re- circuit and is entirely independent of
ception would be entirely out of the the oscillator frequency, since it is
question for ultra high frequency shielded by the screen-grid from the
work.
With the performance so de- oscillator circuit proper. ( The screenpendent on a fixed frequency differ- grid is at ground potential, as far as
The
ence between the oscillator and the in- radio frequency is concerned.)
coming signal frequency, it is easily coupling to the load circuit is thereseen that nothing but the most refined fore electronic rather than inductive
circuit design would be tolerable in or capacitive since the plate is effecthis application.
No doubt it is be- tively isolated by the screen grid. This
cause of this fact that so much valu- reduces the interlocking effect between
able time has been spent trying to im- the oscillator and first detector treprove on the straight regenerative and mendously and in no small measure
super- regenerative receivers.
possibility
antenna.
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Here we have the complete wiring diagram of Mr. Matthews' superheterodyne designed fo- 5-neter receptlen. We believe that
this is an ideal receiver for the average short wave fan interested in 5-ateter reception, as it I Seg at seven tubes wltL. rectifier.
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contributes to the excellent frequency stability
of the oscillator. The screen-grid being at ground
potential ( R.F.)
necessitates
operating
the
cathode above ground. This is completely satisfactory and when using uni potential cathode
type tubes having indirectly heated cathodes, no
deleterious effects can be detected by having an
R.F. potential difference between the cathode
and heater.
Although it might seem that the
cathode-heater capacity might interfere with the
satisfactory functioning of the circuit it compensates rather than incapacitates the frequency
stability during the warming up period of the
tube.
A slight varying of the oscillator frequency with detector tuning has been noticed
when using the fundamental of the oscillator;
however, this can be eliminated by using the
second harmonic of the oscillator to heterodyne
with the incoming signal frequency to create
the intermediate frequency beat.
Careful shielding of course is necessary if the
oscillator is to be operated at full efficiency,
since any coupling of the oscillator tuning circuit will defeat the excellent qualities .of the
system.
The coil data are given in table 1.
The condenser C-2 determines the approximate frequency while the trimmer condenser C-3 acta as
a vernier adjustment.
Eventually when ultra
high frequency super-heterodynes become as
numerous as the regular broadcast variety, the
receivers will then be truly single control.
The
vernier, however, is not a serious hardship to
endure and without it the performance would
surely suffer. The screen-grid voltage should be
approximately 67 to 90 volts, the lower value
being recommended for stability.
The value of
the gridleak should be 100,000 ohms for best operation.
Now that the degree of electrical stability far
surpasses any other oscillator combination, it behooves the experimenter to exercise particular
care in the mechanical construction to insure
rigid mounting of the component parts which
might affect the frequency stability. If ordinary
precautions are taken in the construction of the
oscillator, even the dyed-in-the-wool experimenter will witness a thrill at the stability of the
electron-coupled oscillator.

Intermediate Frequency Amplifier
The choice of an inte rmediate amplifier is one
of all importance, since the main characteristics
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of the receiver are obtained in this section. The
intermediate frequency must be low enough so
that sufficient gain can be realized with a good
degree of selectivity.
The frequency characteristic of course must also be considered, otherwise the quest for selectivity would result in
undue attenuation of the high audio frequenciss
and poor quality would obviously result.
However, there is another consideration to be taken
into account in ultra high frequency work. Suppose the intermediate frequency was of the order
of 400 kc. and the oscillator tuned to a frequency of 40.000 kc.
It can readily be seen
that a variation of only 0.01% in frequency
would amount to so much that the resulting
frequency would not be amplified by the
highly selective intermediate stages.
Now, let us suppose an intermediate frequency
of 1,750 kc. or thereabouts was chosen. The percentage allowable variation in the oscillator frequency could obviously be much greater, without
affecting over-all performance.
The intermediate frequency finally adopted in
this application was 1,750 kc. I.F. transformers
may be purchased already built, or the experimenter may build his own.
In the latter case
the coila from a short-wave receiver covering
this band will be satisfactory.
Small Isolantite
dielectric condensers may be substituted for the
larger air condensers formerly used for tuning.
The I.F. amplifier in reality is a fixed-tune
radio-frequency amplifier and its design is not
unlike any other R.F. amplifier covering this
band. Such circuits are not so selective that the
fidelity will be impaired by side-band attenuation.
This applies only to sound reception ; the
requirements for television reception are somewhat more stringent.

Second Detector
The second detector for voice reception is of
the orthodox plate detection variety. A 67 tube
is employed in a circuit designed particularly to
eliminate detector overloading.
This scheme
does not entirely eliminate detector overloading
in the strict sense of the word, but it does
greatly extend the usable range of inputs to the
detector, without suffering an appreciable reduction in rectified output.
This particularly
applies to signals of low percentage modulation
which heretofore have given the most trouble in
detector circuits.
Figure 2 shows the essential circuit in ita

simplest form, together with a graphical explanation of the how-and-why of the improvement. C-1 and R-1 are chosen 80 as to have a
time-constant of greater duration than the period of the lowest audio frequency to be reproduced, yet sufficiently short in duration to follow
the variations in amplitude of the modulated
carrier. C-1 must also be of such a value that it
will have no effect upon the tuning.
Figure 2-A shows a typical grid-plate characteristic of a power detector.
Point a-o represents normal bias with no signal applied. Upon
the reception of a modulated signal ( 50% mod.
shown) this point moves to a-1 and rectification
takes place, giving the audio frequency component in the plate circuit as 1,hoyen.
Such a
signal would result . in the same output in
either a straight bias detector or the modified
circuit used here.
Now let us consider a very
strong signal which would normally overload
the detector.
With the normal circuit the effective grid bias is increased from a-o to a-1.
This, however, is not sufficient to bring the
envelope of the modulated wave on the straightline portion of the tube characteristic, with the
result that the audio output A-1 suffers severe
distortion.
Note also that the amplitude is
greatly reduced.
Now consider the modified circuit. When grid
current flows a voltage drop occurs across R-1,
thus causing the bias point to shift to a-2. This
results in a much greater amplitude than before,
although with alight distortion.
A close examination will show, however, that the distortion
is more symmetrical and certainly less severe
than that of A-1, without the decrease in amplitude experienced before.
The voltage built up
across R-1 can be returned to the I.F. grids
through de-coupling resistors to effect further
limitation on very strong signals.
Typical output curves with and without thie
circuit refinement are shown in Fig. 3.

Output Stage and Power Supply
The output stage of this receiver is left entirely up to the individual. The author prefers a
mingle ' 45 tube for ordinary use. This can be used
to drive a pair of 46s in push-push ( class B)
amplification, if the sound output is inadequate.
The schematic diagram clearly shows the circuit and constants used, and needs no further
explanation.

Working the 56 M. C. Band
Practical Operating Hints for the "5 meter" Boys

T

HE necessity for improving our
technique on the longer-wave amateur bands has more or less distracted attention from the "fivemeter" band during the last few years.

FIG. I

Fig. 1—The Push- Pull Receiver.
Cl — Two section tuning condenser.
About 20na.m.f., each section.
C2—Grid condensers. I00-m.m.f.
C:',—"Xlitlget' variable eondenser, 2 plates Pileil.
C4— Not smaller than . 005 inf.
1.1— Tickler, to be determined experiin,•ntally.
1.2-5 turns No. 20 D.C.C. wire. 1
/ " in diameter.
4
L3--R.F. choke. about 15 to 20 turns wound
No. 38 on %" tube.

By HARRY D. HOOTON
LFSBICI1

Questions answered: Best tube
to use; wiring S- meter receiver;
the S- meter antenna and reflector; frequency measurement.
This band has not been entirely neglected,
however, and a small group of experimenters have been doing fine work on it.
It offers tremendous promise as a useful
band for directive transmission and radio
telephone work.
As any development
work in radio communication requires the
cooperation of several experimenters, the
primary purpose of this article is to
stimulate the interest in this band, and
to present some practical suggestions
that may be helpful to the five- meter
experimenter.
The 5- Meter Receiver
Let us consider the 5-meter receiver.

It will need special design and construction, but there is no reason for it to be
a freak. The requirements are similar
to a 20-meter receiver, for example, except that the leads must be shorter and
the distributed capacity reduced before
it will oscillate.
Careful workmanship
counts in the successful work on this
band. The straight regenerative set will
work on 56 Mc.; but it is not to be recommended because of the high background
noise. The usual regenerative " hiss" is
sometimes so loud that weak signals are
drowned out entirely.
A much better
arrangement is to use a push-pull detector regenerative circuit.
This type of
receiver works very well on ultra high
frequencies and has the added advantage
of being quiet in operation; the noise
mentioned above being extremely low or
entirely absent. A push-pull radio- frequency stage may be added to this receiver if desired.
The Rest Tube For 5 Meters
What will probably interest the ama-
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teur most are the constants for the fivemeter receiving set. At W8BKV we had
some difficulty in finding a suitable detector tube. Among the tubes we tried
were the types '99, '01a, '24, '27, ' 12A and
the '30; the most satisfactory were the
'27 and the 12A, although the Ola and
'30 types performed very well. A battery is used on the heater of the '27 instead of the A.C. filament supply.
The circuit for the push-pull receiver
is shown in Fig. 1. The coils are selfsupporting, being made of No. 20 D.C.C.
wire and wound 1/
4inch in diameter. It
is necessary to use a coil of small diameter in order to reduce its field. Wind
five turns on the grid coil if a 15 mmf.
tuning condenser is used; if a larger ca'10
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The 5- Meter Antenna
Almost any antenna will serve for re.
ception of the five- meter signals, but the
coupling must be less than that used on
the longer waves. If too much coupling
is used, the set will often become
"cranky," and body capacity will be
troublesome. An antenna is not especially necessary, on either receiver or
transmitter, for distances up to five miles
and possibly further. We have heard our
signal over twenty miles without any antenna on the receiver and with an eightfoot current-fed radiator on the transmitter.
The transmitting antenna was
in the house at the time. The transmitting antenna shown in Fig. 3 is useful
for receiving also; it gives quite a bit of
gain over the plain type for use in receiving and, if it is used at both the
transmitting and receiving stations, a
high degree of efficiency is possible.

43

feeders can be spaced four or five inches
with the usual spreaders. A radio-frequency ammeter should not be placed in
series with either feeder, as it is possible
to throw a zepp out of balance by doing
so.
The transmitter can be tuned to
resonance by reading the maximum plate
current.
A small five-plate midget is
placed in series with each feeder for tuning purposes.
A five-meter zepp is 7
feet 10 ,nches long.
Frequency Measure ment
In regard to frequency measurement:
if an absorption meter is used it will be
necessary to be very careful in tuning
up, or the transmitter will be outside the
band. An oscillating meter, such as the
FRO»

RZFIECTOR.
V4 A

Transmitting on 5 Meters
Now with regard to the transmitter:
the circuit shown in Fig. 2, is the split
coil Colpitts, which is especially fine for
five meter work. The power for the plate
FI6.2
and grid of the tube is fed at practically
zero points of B.F. voltage, thus eliminFig. 2—The Colpitts Transmitter.
ating both plate and grid R.F. chokes
Cl — Two section transmitting condenser, 25which are very critical on the ultra short
each section.
C2— Blocking condenser. . 01-mf.
waves.
It will be necessary to use a
C3—Bypass condenser, .01-mt.
high-resistance grid leak, about 15,000 to
1.1-1% turns. 2%" in diameter, copper tubing.
1.2— Same as above.
20,000 ohms.
111-15,000 ohm transmitting grid leak.
The inductance is made of the usual
1
h- inch copper pipe and is composed of
pacity is used, use about four turns. The
1% turns each side of the blocking conplate coil will have to be determined exdenser, 2% inches in diameter.
The
perimentally; as the correct number of
blocking condenser is .01-mf. The " tank"
turns is almost certain to vary with the
or tuning condenser is a two-gang type
different tubes; about five turns should
and should be very rigid, since a very
start the receiver oscillating.
small amount of vibration can do a great
The tuning condenser is composed of amount of tuning when the frequency is
two insulated stators and one rotor. The 56 megacycles! The leads and arrangelarge " cut down" type of variable con- ment of the parts in the transmitter are
denser should not be used; a remodeled not so critical as in the receiver; but it
"midget" tuning condenser of the proper is best to get a good layout and as short
capacity ( about 15 to 20 mmf. each sec- a leads as possible. Any of the usual
tion) is desirable. Two small condensers D.C. power supplies can be used at five
of this type can be used, instead of the meters, but for radiophone work it is best
one two-gang midget, if desired.
If a to use a battery filament supply; since
socket is used, solder the grid condenser the A.C. flowing through the filament
(.0001 mf.) to its grid terminal, keeping seems to modulate the set in the same
the lead as short as possible; as this is manner as " loop modulation".
very important. In some cases it is adReflectors
vantageous not to use a socket, but to
solder directly to the terminals of the
Since the antenna is short, reflectors
tube.
can be used easily. The procedure is to
set a single wire, of the same length as
the main antenna, at quarter-wave length
How to Wire the Receiver
distance
behind
the
radiating wire
The next step is to wire the set, getting coupled to the transmitter. This absorbs
leads as short as possible, and, at the power and re- radiates it in the direction
same time, reducing the capacity between shown by the dotted arrow in Fig. 3.
the various parts of the receiver.
One This is the simplest of the directive anstage of audio is usually enough, unless tennas and, as mentioned above, it can
loud speaker operation is desired.
be used for receiving also.
If a more
It is best to use separate batteries on highly directional result is desired, other
the amplifier until the detector circuit wires can be supported vertically along
has been adjusted, as this centers the a horizontal parabola, the main antenna
trouble- hunting in the oscillating circuit. being at the focus.
The detector will require a higher plate
Of the plain type of antennas, the
voltage than that commonly used on Zeppelin is probably the most efficient.
lower-frequency sets, because of the It is desirable to use long feeders, say
greater losses at five meters. About 90 5/4-wavelength, as the radiator can then
volts should serve.
4 brought more into the clear.
The
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Fig. 3—The Directive Antenna System.
Reflector : 7 feet 10 inehes long. •
Antenna: same length as reflector, includim
the single turn of the inductance.
Li—Singe turn about 4 inches in diameter.
I.2— One or two turns of wire.
Transmito ion Line :
Can be twisted lamp con
20 tu 50 feet in length.

dynatron, is best and, as it is usually
calibrated for the lower frequencies, it
can be used for measuring the transmitter frequency on any of the amateur
bands by multiplying the frequency by
2, 4, 8 or 16 according to the band in
which it was calibrated.

A 5 Meter Super-Regenerator
(From Popular Wireless, London, England)
• RECENT experiments on 5 meters in
England have brought forth a number of
successful receivers covering this band. Included among these is the super- regenerative set shown in the illustration. It consists of two tubes, a detector and an oscillator for generating the variation frequency. The constructional details are as
follows:
The two detector coils are each wound
with 5 tarns of No. 10 gauge copper wire
(B&S) and are made by winding the wire
on one-half inch bakelite rod, letting it
slide off and pulling it out so that there is
a space about one diameter between turns.
R..0.10KE
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One of the latest 5-meter super- regenerative receiver circuits developed by English experimenters, is that shown above.
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"5 and 10" Meter Receiver
• WITH the ten meter "amateur
band" now made available for radiophone transmission, that is, the section
from 28,000 to 28,500 kc., we can now
expect to see great activity on this
band and also a marked improvement
in receiver and transmitter design.
Radio apparatus that will perform
quite efficiently on the twenty meter
band is liable to be entirely useless
in the vicinity of ten meters. The requirements for a good ten meter receiver are stability, low background
and set noise level, and adaptability to
phone reception as well CW ( telegraph code).
The first thought naturally will be of the superheterodyne.
This type of receiver if properly designed for the higher frequencies will
no doubt prove to be by far the best.

capacitive type of coupling was finally
used, as it permitted less complication
in circuit design and more effective
coupling than that obtainable with the
inductive method.
The main objection to this system always has been
that there was danger of the plate voltage of the R.F. tube leaking through
the coupling condenser and getting to
the grid of the detector tube, thus
causing a failure of the set to function properly or else noisy reCeption.
This was the case when the plate was
Tuned R.F. and Regen. Detector
attached directly to the grid coil, but
Preferred
gives no cause to worry when coupled
After using both kinds of receivers through a condenser, because the grid
for several months at the author's sta- condenser and coupling condensers are
tion, it was finally decided to build a in series, which decreases this liability
stage of tuned radio frequency ahead to practically zero. An alternative of
of the detector in the straight regen- course would be to use a low-capacity
variable midget condenser or to conerative set.
Various methods of coupling the struct a fixed air di-electric condenser.
R.F. ( radio frequency) stage to the However, as stated before, if good
detector were tried and the old reliable mica condensers are used there will
be no danger of any kind.
The arrangement used in the receiver shown
The 5 and 10 meter receiver designed and
in the photographs was two 50 mmf.
built by Mr. Shuart is here seen in actual
condensers in series, giving a total of
operation.
Among other signals, police
around 25 mmf. and providing a third
calls on the new 8 and 10 meter systems
condenser between the plate of the
were heard.
R.F. tube and the grid of the detector
tube.
The tubes used in the R.F. and detector stages are the type 57 and 58.
The 58 being the R.F. amplifier and
the 57 as regenerative detector, using the now famous electron-coupled
circuit.
These two stages are contained in the double-shield compartment mounted on the left-hand side of
the base. Dimensions for constructing
the shield and chassis are given in the
drawings.

I

But, on the other hand, the average
superhet designed for general amateur use on the other bands may have
a much higher noise-to-signal ratio
than a well designed regenerative detector and one stage of audio combination. The author has, in many cases,
seen the two tube set out-perform a
seven or eight tube superhet; in fact
the super fell down miserably on a
signal that had a slight chirp or frequency change when being "keyed."

•

Super-Regeneration Added
An extra tube was added to the receiver to obtain super-regeneration,
although this was not entirely necessary as very fine phone reception is
obtained without it. The primary function of this addition is to enhance the
reception of the very weak or broad
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modulated signals, such as those from
new police broadcasting systems now
operating on about eight and one half
meters.
These signals are so broad
during modulation that it is impossible
to receive them on a straight regenerative detector.
However, when using
super-regeneration the signal sounds
first rate.
A type 56 is used as the generator of the interruption frequency oscillations, which produce the superregenerative effect.
The plate of the
56 is directly coupled to the screengrid of the detector tube, the screen
voltage to the detector tube and the
plate voltage to the low-frequency oscillator being fed through L4 and controlled by the 50,000 ohm potentiometer.
The voltage to both tubes is
adjusted at the same time, providing
very smooth operation.
A 2A5 pentode is used as the output tube and is
resistance-coupled to the detector; the
output coupling is taken care of with
a (single pentode to voice coil) transformer, working either as an output
choke, for magnetic speaker or earphone operation, or for a dynamic
speaker.
Bypass condensers were used quite
freely in this receiver and are absolutely necessary at every point shown
in the diagram, in order to obtain
smooth and stable operation. This receiver will perform very nicely at frequencies as high as 60,000 k.c. and
there is a decided gain present in the
tuned R.F. stage, even at this frequency.
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By GEORGE W. SHUART, W2A111N
All sorts of ideas arose in the author's mind as to what would
be the best form of 5 and 10 meter receiver to build—after
considerable experimenting, the recewer here described was
finally evolved and it proved that it could "roll in the stations"
in the 5and 10 meter bands in excellent fashion! A tuned R.F.
stage is used ahead of a regenerative detector, the detector
being " electron-coupled." Super-regeneration is optional and
is available at all times. A 2A5 pentode is used as the output
tube. This set is the berries—no fooling!
Short Leads and Good Insulation
Imperative!
As can be seen from the photographs
the tube sockets are mounted above the
base, not below, as is the usual practice. This was done so that all leads
could be made as short as possible; if
this were not done it would be impossible to get the set to perform on the
five meter band. Remember; short leads
and good insulation such as isolantite,
are of utmost importance in ultrahigh frequency receiver design.
Layout and placement of parts plays
another most important part in this
type of receiver. It is not advised that
the builder should try to use any type
of bread- board and panel arrangement,
if good results are to be expected. An
arrangement similar to the one used
in this receiver should be used; it may
be a trifle more expensive in the be-
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ginning, but in the end it will pay
higher dividends, as far as real results are concerned.
Antenna and Power Supply
Anternas are of prime importance in
the reception of signals in either the 5
or 10 meter bands; in fact they spell the
difference between the reception and nonreceptioa of some of the weaker • stations.
About tae best type is the vertical doublet,
with each side measuring eight feet in
length, and mounted as high from the
ground as possible; for best results the feed
line ( lead-in) should be tuned. Such an
arrangeaient is shown in the sketch, together -with other types of antennas and
their various lengths.
The power supply shown : n the photographs was especially constructed to work
on ultra high frequency receivers. To remove the main hum it was only necessary
to use two 30 henry iron core chokes, with
three 8 mf. electrolytic condensers. However on certain frequencies there was a
decided hum, ( this is usually termed tun-
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which will make the conutruction of t eset clear to even the uninitiated.
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able hum) and about half a day was spent
in trying to remove it; RF. chokes and bypass condensers were tried in every part of
the circuit, with no improvement at all. The
power transformer used happened to have
two extra filament windings that remained
unused. These idle coils were finally suspected and one lead of each winding was
grounded to the negative side of the circuit;
sure enough the hum entirely disappeared,
no trace of it could be found on any frequency. If you happen to be having trouble from tunable hum, watch all unused low
voltage secondaries!
To improve regulation a heavy-duty 20,000 ohm wire- wound
resistor is connected across the output
terminals of the high voltage.
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Parts List of Receiver
1—Pentode output transformer. Acratest.

1—Chassis—see text and drawing for details.
6-4 prong coil forms; ultra- high frequency
type; National.
2-4 prong isolantite sockets; National ( Hammarlund).
2-6 prong isolantite sockets; National ( Hammarlund).
1-6 prong wafer socket ( laminated); Eby
(Na-aid).
1-5 prong wafer socket ( laminated); Eby
(Na -aid).
2-35 mmf. variable tuning condensers; Hammarlund.
1-20 mmf. variable tuning condensers; Hammarlund.
1—Vernier dial; National, type B.
1-2.5 millihenry choke; National.
1-250 millihenry choke ( universal wound).
1-50.000 ohm potentiometer; Acratest.
1—" Interruption Frequency" transformer, 700
turns pri. 1500 sec; Gross Radio.
3—.001 mf. mica fixed condensers. Flechtheim.
2—.005 mf. mica fixed condensers.
2—.00005 mf. mica fixed condensers ( connected in series).
1—.0001 mf. mica fixed condenser.
1—.5 mf. bypass condenser.
4—.01 mf. bypass condensers ( tubular).
1-25 mf. 25 volt electrolytic condenser; Acrates t.
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The power- supply unit should be capable
of furnishing no less than 250 volts under
full load. This high voltage is necessary in
order to obtain full gain of the tubes. Lower
voltages will in all cases produce weaker
signals on the speaker or phones, and may
even cause the set to fail entirely on the 5
meter band!
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Receiver Chassis Dimensions.

1-300 ohm 1 watt resistor, Lynch ( Interna.
tional).
Also following resistors.
1-500 ohm 1 watt resistor.
1-2,000 ohm 1 watt resistor.
1-25,000 ohm 1 watt resistor.
1-100,000 ohm 1 watt resistor.
1-250,000 ohm 1 watt resistor.
1—.6 megohm 1 watt resistor.
1-2 megohm 1 watt resistor.

Parts for "Power Supply"
1—Power transformer 325-0-325 plate,

2.6
fil, 5 v. R.T. Co.
2-30 henry. 60 milliampere chokes; Acratest.
3-8 mf. 500 V. electrolytic filter condensers;
Acratest.
1-20.000 ohm bleeder resistor ( 20 watts rating).
1-4- prong wafer socket, Eby ( Na-aid).

5 and 10 Meter Transmitter
Using the SOO or 825 Tubes
This transmitter is constructed to
facilitate the use of the new RCA
Radiotron type 800 ( or Sylvania 825)
tubes, which have at this writing, just
made their appearance on the market.

While these tubes are rated to stand
around a thousand volts on the plate
no attempt was made to operate them
at this value, 650 being the highest
voltage applied. With a thousand volts

The 5 and 10 meter transmitter ready for action; the mike shown happens to
comprise an old " commercial" shell, enclosing a moderate- priced amateur type
microphone unit.

GEORGE W. SHUART,
W2AMN
Reports from many
"Hams" during the
past month indicate
that interest in the
5 and 10 meter field
is increasing by
leaps and bounds. Several leading " Ham" station operators have
complimented Mr. Shuart on the
excellent quality and steadiness
of the wave radiated by the 5 and
10 meter transmitter here described. Mr. Shuart has thoroughly tested this transmitter and
has talked over distances exceeding 30 miles; the possible range
is, of course, much greater than
this.
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The schematic and picture diagrams above show how the various parts used in Mr. Shuart's 5 and 10 meter push- pill oscillator
and power supply are connected together.
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Here we have the schematic and physical wiring diagrams for the modulator unit used to excite the oscillator of the 5 and 10
meter push-pull transmitter.
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on the plates of these tubes, it would
be necessary to have a master-oscillator-amplifier arrangement to maintain frequency stability and it would be
necessary to have a rather expensive
modulator system.
With 650 volts on the plates of two of
these tubes in a push-pull circuit, a very
powerful and steady signal can be radiated, and can easily be modulated with a
pair of 46's operated in class " B" pushpull. In the transmitter here described,
every effort has been made to reduce
losses, due to poor insulation, to an absolute minimum. Nothing but the highest
grade parts with excellent insulation have
been used. Why use inferior insulation on
a tube that has its grid and plate leads
brought out on the glass envelope, for the
sole purpose of improving their insulating
qualities and to reduce the inter- element
capacity.
The Push- Pull Oscillator
The push-pull oscillator is mounted on
a 7x10x2 inch aluminum chassis, in order
that the filament and plate supply wiring
could be isolated from the portions of the
circuit carrying radio frequency currents.
This isolation is really necessary if stable
and efficient operation is to be obtained.
Remember, we are working on 60 megacycles, not 3.5. And if there should be
the slightest trace of R. F. in the filament
circuit the chances of ruining the tubes
are very great.
No filament by-pass condensers were
used because without them, there was no
trace of RF in the filament circuit. And
the use of them provides a possible
chance of the filament circuit being tuned
to the frequency, or a harmonic of the
frequency at which the transmitter is being operated. If no trouble of this sort is
experienced without filament condensers
leave them out. The switch shown in the
filament center- tap lead is provided as a
means of turning the oscillator on and off.
If the switch were to be placed in the
plate circuit, there would result a very
heavy spark and in most cases it would
continue to arc, due to the action caused
by the modulation choke or the modulator output transformer secondary; at
the center tap however there is only the
slightest trace of a spark.
All inductances are provided with bananna type plugs, in order that they can
be changed easily. The stand-off insulators are equipped with jacks to accommodate these plugs. Be sure to use a good
plug which makes a very tight contact,
or losses will result at this point.
A
glance at the photographs and diagrams
will give any further details and no more
need be said of the oscillator at this
point.
Oscillator Power Supply
The power supply for the oscillator
should be capable of delivering around
650 to 675 volts at least one hundred milliamperes, although the highest plate cur•
rent drawn by the oscillator was 90 mills.
(M. A.) It should be well filtered in order
that the quality of the voice will not be
impaired by a " hum" on the carrier. A
brute force filter was used because of its
simplicity and effectiveness. Some might
shudder when they see a 2 mf. condenser
used directly across the mercury vapor
tubes, but there is really no danger in
this, because the tubes are operated well
under their peak voltage rating. The type
866 can be used at this point in place of
the 871's or 888's, whichever you wish to
call them, that are shown in the diagram.
A type 5Z3 can also be used here with
much less " hash" ( noise caused by vaporisation of the mercury) in the receiver,
but this tube will be considerably overloaded and long life cannot be expected
from them. However, they are not expensive and the reduction in noise might
make their use worth while. The filter
choke is of the common variety, rated at
30 henries and 150 mills. ( M. A.) The
power transformer has a high voltage
secondary with 650 volts each side of
center- tap, which with the filter system
and rectifier tubes used, gives around 650

5 and 10 meter push-pull
volts at 90 mills ( M. A.) pure D.C. This
transformer also has a 2.5 volt winding
for the rectifier tubes and two 7.5 volt
windings, which are hooked in parallel to
supply filament voltage for the oscillator
tubes. So much for the oscillator power
supply.

oscillator and modulator,
Parts List ( Oscillator Circuit)
l—double- section Cardwell variable condenser 100 mmf. per section with micalex insulation ( featherweight).
7—stand-off insulators with pin-jack receptacles ( Johnson; FIeron).
1-35
mmf. midget tuning
condenser,
Hammarlund ( National).
2-4- prong iselantite
sockets, National
(Hammarlund).
1—No. 100 National R.F. choke ( 2.5 mh.).
1-20,000 ohm grid- leak ( 10 watts or

The Modulator
A good modulator unit is just as important as the oscillator, because it is
the modulator that is responsible for the
ohm center-tap filament resistor.
voice being super- imposed upon the R.F. 1-m10o0r e).
1—single pole, single- throw snap switch.
carrier wave.
The most economical modulator is the 1—set of coils—see con table.
class " B" type, which has become very 2—type 800 RCA Radiotron tubes ( Sylpopular with the " Hams." The one shown
vania 824).
here uses a 66 class " A" speech amplifier 1—aluminum chassis, 7"x10"x2" deep.
transformer, coupled to a 46 Class "A"
Oscillator "Power Supply" Parts
driver, which in turn furnishes excitation
1—power transformer, 650-0-650, 2.5, 7.5
for the two 46's in class " B" push-pull.
volt filament. R. T. Co.
The plate voltages for the tubes are as
follows-250 for the 66, 250 for the 46 1-30 henry 150 mil, filter choke. National.
2-2mmf.
1000 volt filter
condensers,
"A" and about 450 for the 46's in Class
Flechtheim.
"B." With these voltages on the various
amplifier tubes it is possible to completely 2-4 prong sockets, National.
2—type 871, 888 or 866 mercury vapor
modulate the R.F. oscillator with 650
rectifier tubes. RCA Radiotron, ( Arco).
volts at 90 milliamperes input. Here also
good equipment is necessary if full outModulator Parts List
put is to be obtained from the tubes, with
1—Microphone,
Universal. ( Single
or
anything like BC ( broadcast) quality.
double button.)
Amplion; Lifetime;
The output transformer used in this
Miles; Mayo.)
modulator has a secondary with taps
transformer,
Universal.
varying from 3,000 to 8,000 ohms impe- 1—Microphone
(Single or double button type.)
dance and provides a very flexible unit,
which can be coupled to almost any out- 1-3:1 ratio audio transformer. National
(or other make).
put load efficiently and thus permit a
maximum transfer of audio voltage. The 1—Class B input audio transformer, National.
method of calculating the load impedance
of the oscillator is—Plate voltage divided 1—Class B output audio transformer National. ( With tapped secondary.)
by plate current.
1—Power transformer 450-0-450, 2.5, 2.5
windings, 5V. National.
it is to be remembered that the micro- 2-8mmf. 500 volt electrolytic condensers,
phone is responsible for the quality of
Flechtheim.
voice fed into the modulator. Use nothing 1-1mmf. 400 volt by-pass condenser,
but the highest grade single-button, or preFlechtheim.
ferably a good double- button mike for the 1-20 mmf. 25 V., electrolytic condenser,
best quality.
Elechtheim.
With the values shown in the diagrams
the plate current of the oscillator should 1-20,uuu ohm resistor, tapped at 8,000
ohms.
be 60 mills ( M. A.) without the antenna
coupled, and 90 mills with the antenna 1-2 000 ohm 2 watt resistor, Lynch.
coupled loosely to the plate " tank." Do 1-20 ohm center-tapped filament resistor.
not exceed this value, or the tubes will 4-6 wafer sockets, Eby.
loose their activeness; higher plate cur- 1-4- prong wafer socket. Eby.
rents also make it difficult to obtain 100 1—aluminum chassis 13"x10"x2".
per cent modulation. If everything is con- Tubes for the modulator unit are:
nected properly, an indicating device such 3—type 46 RCA Radiotron.
as a Christmas tree bulb or an R.F. am- 1—type 56 RCA Radiotron.
meter connected in the antenna will show 1—type 5Z3 RCA Radiotron.
a decided increase in brilliancy ( or deflecCoil Data
tion) as the microphone is spoken into.
Careful adjustment is absolutely neces5 Meters
sary if maximum results and a good perAntenna-2 turns each ( make two).
centage of modulation are to be obtained.
Grid-8 turns, is inch space between
The writer has seen an adjustment in a turns.
five meter transmitter so slight as to
Plate-4 turns. 14 inch space between
cause the frequency to shift only 100 KC,
turns.
bring the signal strength from R3 up to
10 Meters
R8. Cooperation with another amateur is
Antenna—same as for 5 meters.
very necessary, for his reports checked
Grid—same as for 5, but tuned with a
against your adjustments is the only defi100 mmf. condenser.
nite proof of the value of your efforts to
Plate-6 turns, 14 inch space between
obtain an optimum adjustment.
turns.
The radiophone described has been in
operation about three months and the au"All coils are 1 inch inside diameter
and wound with -i"« inch diameter copper
thor has received an R8 to R9 report from
tubing.
most every station contacted.
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Here we have a front view of the 1-tube "Twinplex" receiver developed by Mr. Worcester.
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1 tube does the work of 2:

The "53"

loTube TWINPLEX
By J. A. WORCESTER, Jr.

•

• IT can be stated, without possible
fear of contradiction, that the most
popular short-wave receiver from the
constructor's standpoint, at the present
time, is a two tube affair consisting of
a regenerative detector and one-stage
audio amplifier. It is, of course, true
that many home built receivers also include a stage of radio frequency amplification, either of the tuned or aperiodic
variety, and possibly an additional
stage of audio frequency amplification,
as well; to provide sufficient volume for
loudspeaker operation under favorable
conditions.
However, those fortunate
enough to afford these more complicated
receivers generally prefer to purchase
one of the many excellent commercial
receivers employing such circuits
rather than to undertake the construction themselves; as the savings that can
be effected thereby are generally not
sufficient to justify such a procedure.
The average prospective constructors,
becoming interested in short wave reception for the first time prefers as
simple a receiver as possible consistent
with satisfactory results. A one tube
receiver is undoubtedly the ideal solution but unfortunately such a receiver
of the conventional regenerative variety
will not produce sufficient volume for
satisfactory headphone reception. The
writer has been interested for some
time in designing a one tube receiver
which would retain all the essential
features of the conventional two tube

receiver and at the same time produce
the simplification in wiring and apparatus effected by the single tube construction.
New 53 Tube
Employed
T h e schematic
wiring
diagram
of such a receiver
is shown in Fig.
1. The tube employed is the new
53 which really
consists of two
tubes in one. This
tube was designed as a Class
B Twin amplifier
but due to the
corn parativery
large static plate
current drawn, it
can be readily
adapted to detection and Class A
amplification.
As an audio
frequency amplifier this tube is
ver y effective
since its amplification factor is
about 35. This
permits an amplification approximating that of a

pentode without the latter's disadvantages of wiring complications and heavy
plate current drain,

Looking at the back of the 1-lube "Twinplex," in which a single
53 type tube performs as both detector and A.F. amplifier.
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The drawings above show both the schematic and physical diagrams for the one-tube "Twinplex" receiver—in which a single
53 tube does double duty; that is, it performs both as a detector and as an A. F. amplifier—true economy!
Data for winding
your own coils is given in the diagram above.

OFFICIAL

The use of this tube as a detector results
in a substantially greater output than is
possible from the usual low- mu triode,
while maintaining the desirable characteristics of this type of regenerative detector;
namely stable and foolproof operation and
simplified construction. As is well known,
a screen-grid detector is often rather tricky
in operation, especially when regeneration
is controlled by screen-grid voltage variation, which often proves somewhat confusing to a beginner.
Regeneration is controlled by varying the
plate voltage by means of a 25,000 ohm
potentiometer.
Independent volume control is provided by a 200,000 ohm potentiometer across the audio frequency transformer secondary as the volume often becomes too great for comfortable headphone
reception particularly on strong amateur
and 49 meter broadcasting stations.
The tuning condenser has a capacity of
140 mmf. and is employed in conjunction
with a set of short wave octo coils.

Plate Supply from Batteries or "B"
Eliminator
It will be noted that a plate potential of

180 volts is required and this may be obtained either from dry batteries or a well
filtered " B" supply. The heaters require
2% volts A.C. which may be obtained from
a suitable step down transformer.
The general layout of the various parts
can be noted from the photographs.
It
will be seen that an aluminum panel is
employed in conjunction with a wood baseboard. The panel is 6"x9"x1/16" and the
baseboard 7"x9"x 3
/ ".
4
The variable con-
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denser along with the two potentiometers eign stations received during this period
are mounted on the front panel while the include EA/ GSB, GSA, DJC, HKD and
No listening was done during the
remaini,ng apparatus is mounted to the OXY.
baseboard. External connections are made daytime wh ch accounts for the absence of
25
meter
stations. The receiver is also very
by means of Fahnestock clips mounted at
satisfactory for C.W. reception.
the rear of the baseboard.
The antenna compensating condenser
is made by connecting a piece of bus-bar
wire to the antenna clip and bending upParts Required
right as shown. The other electrode consists of about 15 turns of hook-up wire C1--See text
C3—Hammarlund " Midline" midget variable
coiled around the bus bar. Adjustment is
condenser-140 mmf., Type MC- 140-M.
effected by moving the coil off of the wire
C3— Molded mica condenser—.0001 mf.
until the desired coupling is obtained. For
C„
mf. dual by-pass condenser.
this reason, it is desirable not to wind the
Q.—.0005 mf. Molded mica condenser.
hook-up wire too tightly around the busLo Ls—Set of short-wave Octo-Coils 16-200
bar or it will not be possible to slide the
meter.
coil conveniently. The adjustment of this
condenser is not critical and for normal
RFC—Hairmarland
isolantite R.F. choke, 8
operation can be left "all in." When " dead
millihenrys, Type CH-8.
spots" produced by antenna absorption are
11 1-3 meg. grid-leak; Lynch ( Internationencountered the coil can be moved off the
al).
busbar until the dead area is reduced to
R3-400 ohm wire-wound Resistor.
one or two dial divisions. As this results
R,-200,00* ohm potentiometer ( Acratest)
in decreased input it is advisable to inR.-25,000 ohm potentiometer ( Acratest)
crease this capacity when the " dead spot"
R.-50,000 ohm resistor, Lynch ( Internaarea has been passed.
tional).
When wiring the set it is absolutely esT,—Audio frequency transformer.
sential to ground one of the heater lines,
1—Alden 4 prong socket, type 481X.
as shown, if satisfactory operation is to be
1—Alden 7 prong socket, Type 4e.
obtained.
7—Fahnes.ock clips.
1—Type 5.1 Tube.
Operation and Results Obtained
1—Roll hook-up wire.
1—National Type " B" Velvet-Vernier dial
In operation, the set is exactly the same
(0-100-0).
as the conventional two tube regenerative
1—Aluminum panel 6"x9"x1/16".
receiver and consequently it will not be
1—Basebo srd 9"x7"x%".
necessary to go into detail regarding same.
1—Type t3 tube; Gold Seal, Arco, Van
The results obtained during a week of testDyke.
ing have been exceedingly good. The for-

The "Tinymite" 1. Tuber Rolls min In

All ready for action—the " Tinymite" 1-tube S-W

eTHE

tickler switch of the Tinymite
receiver rotates from the bottom
to the top for higher waves, so that
when the tickler switch is set on the
third point from the bottom and the
secondary switch is set on the third
point from the top, they are on 160
meters and one should be able to hear
amateurs, phone, police calls and airplanes. If the set refuses to oscillate
on the lower waves, keep moving the
tickler switch toward the top. If broadcast waves are desired, turn the secondary switch to the bottom point and
leave tickler switch on the 140 meter
or third point from the top, or move
up to the top point.
The author has a confirmation on
duplex speech between W3KL and
Sandy Hook, N. J., and other " DX"
records, which he can swear to if necessary.
He has received ( at Tionesta,
Pa.) amateurs, phone, police calls,
pilots in planes, plane stations and
broadcast, all on a sixty-five foot
aerial, one 45 " B" battery and 4%
volts " A" battery on a 99 tube, which
seems to work best in the set.
You
might try a 30 type tube.

Receiver and phones.

The author has heard police calls
from Lansing, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
Chicago; plane stations such as Toledo,
Indianapolis, St. Louis, Cleveland and
New York. The regeneration slide is
critical on airplanes. If the set fails
to oscillate pull the coils together, if
too much, push apart, slowly turning
the tuning condenser.
The aerial condenser is critical and
seems to work good when set close;
try adjusting it for different wavelengths. Give the set a critical test on
a real aerial. If too much oscillation
occurs shorten the aerial or adjust
aerial condenser slowly.

Rear view of the "Tinymite."
C4—midget vernier-2 plate condenser; about
10 to 20 mmf.—Hammarlund ( National.
C5-80 rnmf. trimmer ( Hammarlund) aerial
condenser.
C6—.000:' mf. grid condenser; . 0001 or . 00016
may be used instead.
R1-2 1
/ megohm grid-leak. Lynch ( Interns2
ticnal).
R2-10 ohm fixed rheostat.
—L. S. Hoover, Tionesta. Pa.

Parts List for "Tinymite"
1—celluloid panel—bakelite may be used, 4%
x 6%.
L1—The secondary is a coil taken from old
Crosley " pup." It was tapped at four
evenly divided places.
L2 is the tickler, a coil taken from RCA old
type superhet.
It is tapped at four
evenly divided points.
C1—.0001 mf. midget ,cond , Hammarlund
(National)
C2—vernier condenser, 10 to 20 mmf. capacity.
—Hammarlund ( National)
CS—.0001 mf. midget regeneration control
condenser.

look- up for the " Tirymite."
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The Short•Wave Megadyne
By HUGO GERNSBACK

•
The Megadyne
receiver
repta
e
culmination of
nearly
ten
years research
work by Mr.
Gernzobnek
and
we
are
sure that all
short - wave
"hounds" will
be tickled pink
with this ultra
efficient
nnd
econ >>>>> ical receiver.
T h e
Megad yne
uses but one
tube and zotost
stations
en n
1

be brought in
on
the
loud
speaker
with
it.

•

• RECENTLY, after quite a good deal
of experimenting, which covered a
term of several months, I devised a new
circuit which is termed the " Megadyne"
circuit. ( Megas, the Greek for "great";
dyne, Greek for "power.")
The circuit
originally was devised by the author for
the broadcast band, and is unique in that
it is actually possible to operate a loud
speaker from a single tube.
To those interested in the broadcast
receiver, I refer to the July 1932 of
RADIO- CRAFT and my article entitled the
Megadyne One- Tube Pentode Loudsveaker
Set.
Incidentally, this simple set, which
anyone can build, brought in stations
from Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Springfield,
Mass., Hartford, Conn., with good loud
speaker strength without any trouble.
The circuit is, to the best of my knowledge, new in that the tube really works
"backwards." In this circuit, Ialso make
use of my old Interflex idea, where the
crystal is inserted directly into the grid
circuit of the tube.
Having had such astonishing results
with this little set, I thought it worthwhile to devise one for short waves also.
Some modifications had to be made from
the original broadcast set, and the short• wave set and its circuit are described in
these pages.
Of course, I do not claim loud speaker
strength on the Short Wave Megadyne,
but I do claim that the signals that you
get with this one-tube receiver are far
more powerful than from any circuit
which Ihave as yet tested or tried.
It may be possible in locations which
are superior to New York City to receive certain short-wave stations on the
loud speaker with the Short Wave Megadyne, and if this is the case I certainly
would like to hear from those who have
tried the combination.
Ihave also given the specifications for
an extra coil termed "broadcast coil,"
which can be plugged in, in which case
the set becomes a one-tube loud speaker
type for broadcast purposes. However,

the tuning of this broadcast coil is somewhat broad, and the set cannot be used
in the proximity of a powerful broadcast
station. Out in the country, and away
from stations, it will perform excellently.
The Circuit
The Short Wave Megadyne circuit differs slightly from the original circuit of
the Megadyne for broadcast reception.
In the latter, regeneration was obtained
by connecting the tickler coil in the control grid circuit of the tube and coupling
this coil to the input coil, which was

The Short Wave Megadyne OneTube Pentode Set is an adaptation
of the author's Megadyne One- Tube
Loudspeaker Set for broadcast reception. While the author does not
claim that stations are received generally with loud speaker strength,
still we have actually listened to
'phone broadcasts of a great number
of eastern amateurs, all of which
were received with fair loud speaker
strength; this, in New York City,
where short-wave conditions
are
none too good.
The author would
be happy to hear from those who
have built this really remarkable set.

•
connected in the screen grid circuit. The
screen grid in the Megadyne is used as
a control grid.
In the Short Wave Megadyne, regeneration is obtained in the conventional
manner, with the tickler coil in the plate
circuit. This gave better control of regeneration, which was found more critical for short-wave reception when a number of plug-in coils were used with fixed
tickler windings than for broadcast reception with a single tuner with a variable tickler winding.
The elementary circuit is shown in
Fig. 1. It employs a type '38 pentode
tube ( although any pentode or any
screen-grid tube has been found satisfactory).
The tube is connected as a

Rear chaguala view of the short-wave Megadyne, as perfected by Mr. Gernaback.
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space-charge regenerative detector; that
is, the control grid is connected to a
plus potential of 6 to 10 1
/ volts with
2
respect to the negative side of the filament or cathode and the screen-grid is
then used as a control grid. The plate
potential may be 90 volts, although as
low as 45 gives satisfactory results.
These voltages may vary when other
types of tubes are used.
A distinctive feature of this circuit
is the use of a fixed crystal detector ( D)
connected in series with the ( screen)
grid of the tube, as shown; its use considerably improves the volume of the
signals, It acts as a rectifier and therefore feeds a rectified or audio frequency
signal to the input of the tube so that
the tube serves the dual purpose of functioning as a regenerative R.F. amplifier
and an audio amplifier. The method of
controlling regeneration and the general
method of tuning the circuits may be
any of the several standard varieties
now employed for short-wave work. With
the use of plug-in coils with fixed coupling between plate and grid circuits a
variable resistance or capacity regeneration control is essential.
The former
method is employed in this particular
circuit, as it gives a more uniform control.
Construction 'of Set
As shown in the photographic illustrations, the set was built in a very simple
manner in order to prove the efficiency
of the circuit and also allow for making

N2.24 ENAM..
CLOSE WOUND
6 TURNS

ye

The shunt condenser across the crystal
any changes in the wiring, if necessary,
detector was found necessary to act as
for experimental work.
A metal panel
a by-pass across the crystal and allow
8 x 41
2
/
inches, mounted on a half-inch
baseboard 8 x 6 inches, forms the fi ame- the R.F currents to pass through to the
grid of the tube and maintain oscillawork of the chassis. The use of a metal
tion.
The lower the capacity required
panel is recommended, as it eliminates
to maintain oscillation the better. Since
hand capacity.
this may vary with different coils in the
On the panel are mounted a 10-ohm
circuit, an adjustable condenser having
filament rheostat, R1, which also serves
a maximum capacity of .001 mf. is emthe purpose of opening the filament cirployed.
cuit when in the "off" position; a 400Two metal contact springs from an
ohm potentiometer, R2 ( mounted at the
old vacuum tube socket, mounted on the
left) which controls regeneration; and
shunt crystal condenser as illustrated,
a .
00014 mf. midget variable condenser,
are used to support and make connection
C2, for tuning the various wave bands.
to the crystal detector. This allows the
A vernier dial is used on the tuning
detector to be quickly removed and recondenser.
placed with a different one or reversed.
On the baseboard are mounted seven
It has been found that the polarity of
terminals, a home-made antenna series
the detector is sometimes important.
condenser, Cl, a four- and five-prong
socket, grid condenser, C4, crystal, shunt
The 400-ohm potentiometer that concrystal condenser, C3, and bypass controls regeneration is connected directly
denser, C5. The location of the various
across the tickler winding of the plug-in
parts is clearly shown in the illustracoil. The center connection of this potions.
The pig-tail grid leak, R, is
tentiometer is connected ta plus " B", and
mounted directly on the tube socket.
since it is at high potential, the shaft
The antenna series condenser comof the potentiometer must be insulated
prises a metal plate, 11
/ x 11/
2
4 inches,
from •the contact arm or any of the
mounted flat on the board and held by
terminals. Some makes of potentiometers,
the screw that fastens the antenna tersuch as the one used, have insulated
minal. The other plate of the condenser
shafts and can be mounted on grounded
is 1 inch wide and 21/
4 inches long and
metal panels.
is bent around the edge of the baseboard
The complete wiring of the set is
and held in place with a wood screw.
shown in Fig. 2. The various parts are
Between the two plates is placed a sheet
lettered to correspond with the lettering
of mica. The upper plate tends to spring
in the other illustrations and in the list
out and is held down with a screw, the
of parts, so that the budder will have
turning of which varies the capacity.
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2 /
volt - C" battery is used for the space
charge grid.
The ingenious builder of course
can make it for A.C. or D.C. operation if be
desires, although the current consumption of
the single tube is so low that we believe battery operation
is
more practical and less
troublesome.
Those who operate this set will be amazed
at the ease of control and lack of dead- spots
in the tuning spectrum.
The circuit goes
gradually into oscillation,

Schematic diagram of short wave megadyne.
little difficulty in assemblying and wiring the
set.

The Coils
While any good set of standard plug-in coils
may be employed, it is recommended that the
builder wind his own either on tube-base forms
or on regular plug-in forms.
In winding your
own coils the data given on page 395 of the
April, 1932, issue of SirORT W AVE CRAFT may
be closely adhered to.
The socket connections,
as shown in Fig. 2, are correct for these plugin coils.

Operation
In operating the set, a coil covering any
desired waveband should be inserted in the
socket and the filament rheostat, R1, turned
all the way on.
After about 30 seconds the
tube will warm up and the set will be ready
for operation.
With the regeneration control.
R2, turned to one side the set should not oscil-

late.
By turning this potentiometer slowly,
the set should start to oscillate and then the
tuning condenser, C2, can be turned until the
heterodyne squeal of a station is heard.
It
may then be well to try reversing the crystal
detector and leave it in the position that gives
loudest response.
For code reception the set
should remain in this oscillating condition.
For phone reception potentiometer, R2, should
be turned until the set just stops oscillating
and the station is heard loud and clear.
When using the small coils it will be found
that the antenna edndenser, Cl, should be
adjusted so as to have very little capacity;
with the largest coils this condenser can be
adjusted to maximum capacity.
This adjustment may vary with different types of aerials
and no set rules can be given.
The batteries used for operating this set
depend upon the type of tube employed. Using
a type '
38, four 13
/4
volt dry cells connected
(n series furnish the filament current and two
85-volt units furnish the -phite potential. A

1- TUBER

In actual tests, stations all over the country
could be picked up on any of the short-nave
bands.
This includes police signals from all
over the United States, television signals, amateur phone and code; transatlantic phone conversations and, under favorable conditions, foreign broadcast stations. Canadian and U. S A.
short-wave broadcast stations came in with
surprising volume—some of them loud enough
to operate a loud speaker with fair volume.

1 set

List of Parts

short-wave plug-in eons ( ûctoeolls).
1 .00014 mf. liamtuariund midget condenser, C2.
I. .001 X- L-Radio adjustable condenser, C3.
1 .00025 mf. fixed condenser ( Polyinet), C4.
1 Home-made antenna condenser, Cl.
1 . 001 fixed condenser ( Pilot), C5.
1 BMS fixed crystal detector ( Brooklyn Metal
Stamping Co.), D,
1 1-megohm grid-leak ( Durham), R.
1 10-ohm filament rheostat ( Carter), Rl.
1 400- ohm Clarostat potentiometer with shaft
insulated from terminals. R2.
1 Four-prong socket ( Benjamin).
1 Five- prong socket ( Benjamin).
7 Fahnestock binding posts.
1 Verifier dial, 0-100 ( Kurz-Kasch).
1 baseboard, 6 x 8 x % inch plywood.
1 panel, aluminum, 4% x 8 inches.
1 '38 pentode, 6.3-volt type.

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON

• THIS article is not dedicated to the build up to appreciable amounts, if the around and that is a good thing too, as
person who can build a short wave units called a condenser, 6 and 7, are so
it permits more energy to flow into the
receiver but to the person who would adjusted that their electrical length is circuit to merry-go-round awhile.
like to but thinks that he would never the same as that of the transmitter. In
This energy causes a surprisingly large
get it together and if he did finish the fact, one would have perpetual motion electrical force to appear between the
construction that " it would'nt work" right here if the coil and condenser werc control member of the vacuum tube
anyway.
perfect.
You see, the energy would called the grid and the heating element,
Look at the picture diagram and see chase around and around like a dog called the filament. This force is greater
that little gadget marked 2; well, this chasing its tail. See Fig. 1. When the in value than the original energy deunit has the effect of increasing and de- dog gets tired he stops and the electrical rived from the aerial.
creasing the length of wire that is called losses soon stop the energy from going
Unit 8 stores this force as though it
the aerial.
The idea is to bring the
electrical length of the aerial down to
such a value that it will give the best
results. How does it do it? Don't worry
about that now. When an electrical current flows down the antenna to the set
it is following the first law of electricity
and follows the path of least resistance
and continues through the coil marked 3.
Let's start with a simple one tube
receiver; because, if we make a mistake,
one tube may burn out and not four or
five, and besides a minimum number of
parts will be necessary for the construction of the receiver.
By what manner and means does the
set work? Simple. Light your pipe and
listen.
Passing through coil 3 as though it were
running from a bill collector, it rushes to
the ground and then back to the transmitter. Well, that is one way to tell it.
Now, as the energy flows through the
coil of wire 3, it is held back by the
magnetic force generated by the flow of
energy.
In other words, the coil says
"Simplicity" is the keynote in this 1- Tube S- W Receiver, " Thrills by the carload"
"let's talk this over." This halting or
are yours at an insignificant cost.
blocking action causes the energy to
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FIG. I

_â

DETAIL OF TUNING CONTROL OF
CONDENSER 7
FIG. 3

Fig. 1—Oscillations flow around a tuned circuit like n dog chasing its tall.
Details for
'panel, calibrating the bandspreader condenser dial and battery connections are shown above.

O

were a storage tank and delivers it to
the control unit at regular intervals of
time. The poor electrical path of unit 9,
called a grid-leak, permits surplus energy
to flow off to the ground.
This rise and fall in the value of
force applied to the grid causes a symmetrical rise and fall in the energy
drawn from the battery connected to the
remaining element in the tube called the
plate.
This change in the amount of
energy flowing in the phones causes the
small diaphragm to vibrate, emitting
speech, music, code signals, or "what
have you."
Construction Remarks
The detailed drawing covering the
drilling specifications of the front panel
is shown at Fig. 2 with a special template for laying out the tuning control
for the condenser 6.
Condenser 6 is

known as a tank condenser and serves
as a master control for the band-spreading tuning condenser 7. Units 6, 7, 12
and 20 are mounted on the panel. Each
tuning dial has a template to aid in the
drilling of the three holes necessary for
mounting the dial.
The rest of the parts are mounted as
shown in the pictures and the detailed
picture drawing, Fig. 4.
Run the wires exactly as shown in
Fig. 4, carefully soldering each lead as
the work progresses. For those desiring
to construct this set and who can follow
a schematic diagram, Fig. 5 can be consulted. SOLDER EVERYTHING CAREFULLY AND CHECK OVER ALL
CONNECTIONS!
Testing Your Receiver
After all of the connections are made
the set can be tested. Connect the bat-

teries as shown in Fig. 6 and insert a
type 3# tube in the socket 10. Turn the
control knob on the left hand side of the
front panel to the right and adjust the
knob on the rheostat until the filament
inside of the tube glows with a dim
cherry light. If a voltmeter is available
then adjust 11 until the meter reads
two volts. This is the correct operating
point for this type of tube.
Plug in the coil with the yellow band
around the top and set the knob controlling condenser 6 to 25 on the scale.
Turn the knob on the left hand side of
the front panel full on.
Turning the
main tuning control under these conditions should bring forth a series of
whistles and chirps and if there is any
speech or music being broadcast at that
time it will be badly distorted. After
a signal has been picked up turn the

REVERSE TERMINALS
IF NO REGENERATION

AS

.Ar

•
0,0 %‘

Regular

"B+ - 67.5 TO
90 V.

schematic

wiring'

diagram Wig. 5) for the Denton 1-Tuber is shown above
(Fig. 4) which anyone can follow, is shown at right.
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left g popular
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knob of unit 20 slowly back until the signal
clears up.
Then readjust the master tuning
control 7 for maximum volume.

Aerial and Ground
The aerial can be any length; use the same
aerial that is connected to the receiver used
for broadcast reception.
Make sure that the
connection to the ground is well made. Solder
this connection if possible. Loose connections
increase the noise that tends to swamp out
the signal; the better the connections the less
the noise and the more satisfactory the reception.

SHORT WAVE

If the Set Doesn't Work
"B" battery connections reversed.
Dry cells defective or worn out. ("A" battery.)
Wires left off in the construction.
Tube defective. ( Hare it tested.)
Antenna touching the aide of the house and
"grounded."
One of the windings of the coila "opened."

Tube Lights But Set Will Not Oscillate
(Squeal)
"B" battery run down. Voltage too low.
Tube defective. ( Tube oan light and still be
no good.
Feed back connections wrong.
Reverse connections r and y, Figs. 4 and 5.
Open connection due to poor soldering or
careless handling.
Improper adjustment of condenser 2.

Set Works but Signals are Weak
"B" voltage too low: increase the voltage
by adding a new "B" battery in scrim
Tube old or defective.
Adfuat the small condenser 2 for maximum
results.
Increase size of aerial.

MANUAL

Parts List

6 Pahnstock

1 Alden Mfg. Co. set of short-wave coils ( 3.
4).
3 is the large winding and 4 is the
small winding on all four coils.

clips ( 1, 5, 14, 15, 17, 18, 10)•
Pilot 4-prong socket for the plug-in coils.
Air-gap 4-prong socket for the type 30 detector tube ( 10).
Pilot 23-plate midget condenser ( 6).
Pilot 7- plate midget condenser ( 7).
Pleehthelin midget condenser, .00025-mf. ( 8e.
International Resistance Co. 3-megohm resistor ( 9 ).
Parent 10-ohm rheostat ( 11).
1 Hammariund equalizing condenser ECM (2).

DATA 0 N

Troubles and Where to Find Them
can
F.very radio set, no matter how
refuse to work.
The following information
may be helpful:

RADIO

1 Frost 100,000-ohm potentiometer with
switch ( 20, 12).

power

1 Aerovox mica condenser, .441-mf. ( 13).
1 Pair of good phones ( 10.
1 Wooden baseboard. 11 x 4% x

inch thick.

1 Aluminum front panel, 6 x 11 x 1/16 inch
thick.
Wood screws, solder, soldering lugs,

ALDEN

PLUG-IN

wire, etc.

COILS

Number of turna
(1)

4%

6 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.

Primary

4 turns No. 31 D.S.C.

(2)

10%

12 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.

Primary

6 turns No. 31 D.S.C.

(3)

22%

16 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.

Primary

7 turns No. 31 D.S.C.

(4)

51%

40 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.

Primary 15 turns No. 31

(5)

68%

Close wound No. 28 D.S.C.

Primary 28 turne No. 36 D.S.C.

(6)

131%

D.S.C.

Bank wound, 2 layers, No. 32
(Optional Litz)

Primary 32 turns No. 36 D.S.C.

WAVE BANDS:
(1)

Blue-10 to 20; ( 2)

(5)

White-200 to 350; ( 6)

lied-20 to 40; ( 3)

D.S.C.—double silk covered.
Pre "sensitive" phones.
fective.

Yellow-40

to 80; ( 4) Green-80 to 200;

Orange-350 to 550.
Pitch—turns per inch.

Phones may be de-

Poorly soldered connections.
Resolder
connections, using a clean, hot iron.

all

These suggestions should help the fellow
building his first short-wave receiver.
If you
have trouble, read these notes over again and
see if you can be your own "trouble shooter."
Short-wave receivers of the more simple type
have been described before but they have lacked
several features that have been incorporated in
this design.
Beginners have a habit of passing over any
number of stations because they are used to
tuning a broadcast receiver.
A short-wave set
should be tuned VERY closely, because if you
don't you will miss them.
Note that the main
tuning eondenser has hut n few plates and is

equipped with a vernier dial for critical setting. The effect of tuning this small condenser
is that of spreading the 100-degree tuning
range over a small portion of the total range,
which could be tuned by means of condenser 7,
which is very large.
Thus with a very simple
set of coils the " tuner- in" can pick out that
portion of the various tuning ranges that will
give the maximum tuning control for accurate
tuning.
This feature alone will he of assistance to the beginner trying to find out about
these short waves.

As experience crawls upon us, short-wave
reception will lose some of its mystery and the
builder of this simple receiver can look for
bigger and better sets to build, but in the
meantime let's try and build this one first.

2-Tube "Old Reliable"
• TO make the chassis of this instrument, procure an aluminum cooky
sheet.
These sheets are 12 x 15 1/4
inches ( cut as in diagram). This can
be cut with an ordinary wood saw.
Take piece No. 2 and bend as in Fig.
1. If no vise is handy bend it in the
jaw of a drawer. Next drill all holes
or punch out, then finish with file.
Note that the small hole already in the
pan has been enlarged, and is now
used for bringing the cable through.
The 7 inch piece of aluminum is for a
front panel. Care should be taken not
to scratch the surface.
To make the coils obtain three tube
bases.
Make a hole over each prong
by first filing a groove then punching
through with an awl. Wind the coils
with No. 18 enameled wire. Note that
the tickler coil is reversed.
This is
not necessary but it helps the set to
oscillate. The ends of each wire should
be scraped clean of all enamel, then
pushed down into its own designated
pin or prong. To hold these wires in
place in the prongs, take a match,
sharpen one end, then force this end
down into the prong with the wire.
Now snap the remainder of the match
off. This makes a very neat job, and
no solder is required.
The choke is jumble wound on a
% inch core spool and consists of 150
turns of No. 24 wire.
The 7 plate

antenna series condenser should -have
one stator plate removed.
This will
allow the set to oscillate correctly
when used with an aerial of 100 feet.
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The lead-in is brought in through a
grommet in the right side of the set.
The ground is connécted directly to
"A" minus on the " A" battery.
The filaments are lighted from a two
volt battery or from a battery of two
dry cells in series, with a ten ohm
rheostat in " A" plus or " A" minus.
This set was constructed to see if it
was possible for the average person to
btiild an efficient, small and dependable set at home with no tools other
than those found in every home; of
material obtainable anywhere; and at
little cost.
List of Parts

Details for building Mr. Simmons' 2- Tube
Short-Wave
Receiver,
including
wiring
diagram.

1—Wearever rooky sheet 12,15%"
1—dial, 4 Inch
2—knobs
1—filament switch
1—single circuit lack
1—Pilot ( Hammariund) 23 plate midget ( Cap.-. 0001 mf.)
1—Pilot ( Hammarlund) 7plate midget ( Cap.-. 000025 mf,)
1—tuning condenser 7 plate . 00014 mf. ( Hammarlund)
1—Sub- base transformer Stromberg Carlson 4-1; a 6-1
size will result in more volume.
2—water sockets ( Nn-ald)
1—Pilot socket ( Na aid)
1—Grid condenser . 0001 mt. Aerovoz (Polymet)
1-3 megohm grid- leak Aerovoz ( Lynch)
4—fibre washers
3—tube bases, some No. 18 wire plus hookup wire
I% dozen nickel brass screws ( not steel)
l—pair of good phones large size Brandes 2000 ohms.
2—type 30 tubes
2
—" Ir batteries 45 volt
1- -A" battery
1—Antenna system
I—ground
Coll data ( see drawing)
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Looks like a very simple short-wave receiver to build, doeten't it? And it is, as you will agree, after reading the clearly written
article by Mr. Shuart, well-known short-wave expert.

The Famous

DOERLE
"2-Tuber"
Adapted
to A. C.
Operation

O

Rear view of the 110 Volt A.C. operated, 2-tube "Doerle" receiver.
It provides world-wide reception as numerous tests
have demonstrated.

all the fine reports from
users of the famous " Doerle" receivers, the author decided to convert one of these receivers for A.C.
operation using the new screen-grid
pentode tubes.
The results were so
gratifying that it was decided to pass
the information on to the readers of
this magazine.
One of the latest models of this receiver was obtained for this purpose.
This model uses two type 30, two-volt
tubes; one as regenerative detector
and another as transformer-coupled
audio amplifier. The first operation is
to remove all wiring, the two fourprong sockets for the two type 30
tubes, the filament rheostat, and the
audio transformer; the four prong coil
socket remains.
It might be well to mention at this
point the list of parts necessary to do
the job. They are as follows:
• WITH

1-6-prong Wafer Socket
1-6-prong Wafer Socket
1--Screen-Grid Tube Shield, Type 50
1-2,000 Ohm Fixed Resistor, 1 watt

By GE:MICE W. SHUART
(W2A1WWW2CBC)

1-250,000 Ohm Fixed Resistor, 1 watt
1-2 Meg. Grid-Leak Type Resistor
2—.1 mf. By-pass Condenser
1—.006 rid. Fixed Condenser
1-1 mt. By-pas Condenser
1—Terminal Strip-5 lugs

The first of the above parts to , be
mounted are the two tube sockets. The
six-prong socket is mounted in the
center hole and the five-prong socket in
the hole nearest the phone terminal
strip.
Next mount the terminal strip with
the five lugs on it in the center of the
base on the under side. The one mf.
by-pass condenser is mounted on the
top side of the base in the position
formerly occupied by the audio transformer.
We are now ready to wire
the set.
Hook-up "OK" for 2.5 or 6 Volt Tubes
Referring to the diagram it will be
seen that the circuit is a straightforward regenerative one, with resistance-coupled audio amplifier stage
and "throttle" ( condenser) control of

regeneration.
There are no changes
in the circuit originally ased in the
Doerle receiver, other than those necessary to the use of the new type tubes.
Either the 2.5 volt or the 6 volt tubes
can be ased in the new receiver, with
no change in the circuit being necessary, the results being the same in
either case.
If the builder wishes to
stick to batteries, and stfil have the
benefit of the new type tubes with
their high "gain," the use of the 6
volt tubes is recommended.
In this
case the detector should be the type
77, with a type 37 for the audio. This
is very practicable as the set will
operate on as low as 90 volts on the
plates, although better results are obtained ffith from 135 to 180 applied
to the tubes. A storage battery is used
for filament supply for these tubes and
lasts quite some time due to their low
filament current rating.
For

110

Plate Supply
volt A.C. operation

a
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"power supply" is recommended; this
should furnish 2.5 volts A.C. for the
filaments, the high- voltage section supplying 180 volts, with a low voltage
tap at 22 for the screen. This screen
voltage is a very important point, as
we are not controlling regeneration
with a potentiometer in the screengrid circuit, as is done in many other
receivers. If this voltage is any higher
than 22 volts the sensitivity of the receiver will be affected to a very great
extent.
Therefore one must remember, when the " throttle" condenser
method of regeneration control is used
with screen-grid tubes, the screen-grid
•oltage must be checked very careully; otherwise poor results are liable
to be experienced.
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Probably no other short-wave receiver of the 2-tube
type has become so popular as the famous " Doerle."
Thanks to the use of the new type screen- grid pentode
tubes, extreme increase in sensitivity is attained. Also the
6 volt D.C. tubes can be used, with no change in the circuit.
Hundreds of S- W " fans" have requested data on how to
rewire the Doerle receiver for 110 volt A.C. operation.—
Well, Boys, here's how!

List of Parts
i
— Antenna- Ground Terminal Strip
1— Phone Terminal Strip
1—Antenna Trimmer Cond. Cap. about
1-5 wire cable
1-4 prong socket ( Eby; NaAid;
Hammarlund)
1-6 prong socket ( Eby; NaAid;
Hammarlund)
1-6 prong socket ( Eby; Na -Aid;
Hammarlund)
2-2 Meg. Resistors ( Lynch)
1-250,000 Ohm Resistor ( Lynch)
1-2.000 Ohm Resistor ( 1,--ich)

100 mmf.
National;

1—.0001 mf. Mica Grid Condenser
2—.1 mf. By-pass Condenser
1-1 mf. By-pass Condenser
1—.005 mf. Bypase Condenser
1—Mounting Strip ( 5 lugs)
1—"Triple-Grid" Tube Shield
2—Hammarlund .00014 mf. Tuning
2-3- inch Vernier dials

Condenser
"B" Batteries May Be Used
National;
If one wishes to use the 2.5 volt
1—Set of "Genwin" Plug-in Coils ( 15 to 200
National;
meters)
tubes and does not have on hand a
1-57 or 77 tube ( Triad)
regular power supply, a 2.5 volt fila1-56 or 37 tube ( Triad)
1—Completely drilled A.C. Doerle chassis ( Radio
ment transformer can be used to furTrading Co.)
nish the filament voltage with ordinary
"B" batteries for the plate, ( three, 45volt batteries will operate the set very
nicely and last for a long time, as the
plate current of this set is in the order
of 7 milliamperes.
The foregoing
paragraphs will give the builder an
idea of just how flexible this set
really is.
Wiring the set is a very easy task,
and if the diagram is followed carefully no difficulty should be experienced in getting the set to " perk." All
connections should be soldered with
rosin-core solder and a hot and welltinned iron. File the sides of the iron
Cl • ANT. TRIMMER.
C2, CO..
Mr.
when they become corroded and reTUNING A REGÉN. COND.
C3..0001-Nr. SISEO
tin by rubbing the hot iron in flux and
GOOD COND.
solder. Rubbing it in sal- ammoniac or
C4.C6,
a - Mi. II1Y-PASS.
Ca • . 0011-INO. C7• / Ng.
rosin and then appling solder is one of
the old plumbers' tricks.)
Here's the gratifyingly simple hook-up of the few parts used In constructing tbe
A.C. operated " Doerle" set.
00054-

And in the event that you are not a dyed-in-the-wool short-wave " hound," who devours half a dozen R.F. chokes and a dozen
plug-in coils for breakfast every morning, here's a "picturized diagram" which should make the construction of the A. C. Doerle
a cinch!
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The " OSCILLODYNE "

e

1.1rube
W ONDER
SET
Ity
J. A. WORCESTER, Jr.

• THE short-wave receiver which is described in this article
depends for its operation
on
a principle
which the writer believes is presented for the first time
herewith.
This receiver, while not
presented as destined to replace existing methods of reception, is, nevertheless, in many respects the ideal receiver; particularly for the short-wave
beginner or would-be beginner who is
interested in obtaining the maximum
"results per dollar" obtainable.
The fundamental circuit is shown in
Fig. 1.
A cursory examination will
indicate that it is nothing more nor
less than a simple oscillatory circuit.
The feedback, however, is considerably
greater than that required for the mere
production of sustained oscillations,
being of sufficient magnitude to produce irregular oscillation. This means
that the oscillatory circuit is periodically rendered inoperative at a frequency dependent on the amount of
feedback and on the value of the grid
condenser and leak employed. In this
receiver the oscillations are stopped
and started at a super-audible frequency by proper selection of these

The 1-Tithe " Oscillodyne" in actual operation.
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three constants as explained later.
The manner in which such a circuit
can be employed for the reception of
radio frequency signals can be dese/ ibed as follows.
In Fig. 1 is represented a high frequency disturbance
of amplitude " A".
If such a signal
is present on the grid of the oscillator,
this signal will build up as in Fig. 2B.
In an ordinary oscillator, oscillations
would build up to a value " B" (determined by the tube characteristics),
as shown by the dotted lines of Fig.
2B. In this circuit, however, the feedback is too great to allow the electrons
on the grid to leak off sufficiently fast
to maintain a constant mean grid
potent, al. The result is that the mean
potent al of the grid decreases, causing a corresponding decrease in the
plate current as in Fig. 2C.
As the
plate current decreases the plate resistance increases, causing a decrease
in the mutual conductance of the tube.
Finally the plate current is reduced to
a value " C" at which the mutual conductar ce is no longer sufficient to
maintain oscillations and they die out
as shown in Fig. 2B. The negative
charge accumulated on the grid of the
tube then leaks off at a rat edetermined
by the time constant of the grid con-
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FIG.3

Graphic diagrams employed by the author
in connection with the text to explain the
interesting action taking place in the
"Oscillodyne."

Schematic wiring diagram showing how to conricct the few simple parts composing
the " Oscillodync."
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A REALLY NEW CIRCUIT
WE are pleased to present to our readers an entirely
new development in radio circuits.
Under the name of " The Oscillodyne," Mr. J. A.
Worcester, Jr., has developed a fundamentally new circuit,
and he describes the theory as well as the practical application in this article. This circuit, which is of the regenerative
variety, acts like a super-regenerative set, although it does
not belong in this class.
Its sensitivity is tremendous.
The editor, in his home on Riverside Drive, New York,
in a steel apartment building, was able to listen to amateurs
in the Midwest on this simple one tube set, using no aerial
and no ground!
With a ground alone, a number of Canadian stations were
brought in, and with a short aerial of 40 feet length, many
foreign stations were pulled in easily.
This circuit is certainly an epoch-making one which
should find immediate acceptance by the entire radio
fraternity.
The circuit has the advantage that it is not
tricky if good material and common sense are used.
The set was tested in different parts of the East, and it
has been found that the results are satisfactory in practically
every location.
In our own estimation, the Oscillodyne is one of the
greatest recent developments in radio circuits, and the
editors recommend it warmly to all readers.
Rear view of the " oscillodyne," with parts labeled to
correspond with those in the diagram.
denser and leak, whereupon the cycle
repeats itself as shown.
A similar group of curves is shown
in Fig. 3 for an initial disturbance having five times the amplitude of that in
Fig. 2. The important thing to notice
is that the average plate current (" D"
Fig. 3C) is less than in the preceding
case due to the greater number of
"dips" the plate current makes during
a given interval of time. Thus, it becomes obvious that a variation in the
intensity of the signal applied to the
grid results in a corresponding variation in the average plate current. Consequently, a modulated radio frequency
signal will produce audible variations
in the current flowing through the
earphones in the plate circuit.
To sum up, it can be stated that the
operation of this circuit depends on
the fact that in an oscillatory circuit,
prior to the establishment of sustained
oscillations, the time required for an
impulse to build up to a given value is
proportional to the initial value of that
impulse.
This
contrasts with the
super- regenerative circuit in which

use is made of the fact
that the value to which
an impulse will build during a given
interval of time is dependent on the
initial value of that impulse.

t--

Before leaving the theoretical side
of the subject it might be advisable to
point out that for proper operation of
the circuit it is necessary that the oscillations in the grid circuit entirely
die out during the period in which the
charge is leaking off the grid.
This
is to enable the next train of oscillations to build up from the amplitude
of the signal present on the grid at
that time and not from the amplitude
of the preceding train of oscillations
which would otherwise be present.
Thus it will be found that for satisfactory reception of broadcast frequencies
the damping constant of the coil and
is not
condenser combination (
large enough without adding considerable external resistance, which necessitates a corresponding increase in the
feedback employed. The feedback cannot be increased indefinitely, however,
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as it will be found that as soon as the natural frequency of the tickler coil becomes
less than that of the tuned grid circuit,
the plate load becomes capacitative and
phase relations are no longer correct for
oscillation.
It becomes evident, then, that as the
frequency of the signals received is increased, enabling the use of smaller inductance
coils,
the
damping constant,
Rt

increases, and operations of the
circuit becomes more satisfactory.
Henc
it will be found that this circuit is particularly well adapted to short-wave reception ( which is also true of the superregenerative circuit and for the same
reason.
(8 - Z)

How to Make the Simplest One-Tube
Oscillodyne Set

•

In this article is described a simple one
tube receiver employing the oscillodyne
principle.
The schematic diagram for this receiver
is shown in Fig. 4.
The tube employed
is a type 27 employing 2% volts A.C., or a
37 using 6.3 volts D.C., on the heater and
90 volts plate potential supplied by a " Beliminator," or battery. Other tubes such
as the type 30, 56, 01A, 12A, etc., may be
used if desired. The only change necessary is to supply the appropriate filament
voltage for the tube selected. In general,
screen grid tubes are not satisfactory in a
one tube receiver due to the difficulty of
matching the extremely high plate impedance of the tube to that of the earphone.
The plug-in coils employed are wound
on tube bases. The specifications for the
windings are given in the table accompanying this article.
The turns of both
windings are wound without spacing.
It
is essential that the two windings be wound
in the same direction. This means that if
the two inside terminals of the windings
are connected together, the coil will appear like a continuous winding tapped near
the center.
In regard to coil specifications, the following table is furnished for tube base
coils wound with No. 36 D.S.C. wire and
tuned with a 100 mmf. (.0001mf.) condenser. The first two coils may need a half
turn adjustment one way or the other.
Approximate
Wavelength
(meters)
14- 25
23- 41
40- 85
83-125
120-200

•

Sec.
4
7
14
23
36

Tickler
6
9
12
23
36

About %" separation between windings.
It will obviously be necessary to extend the
tube base forms if coils for the "broadcast band" are used.
However, grid and
plate windings of about 67 turns will tune
from 200-360 meters and 105 turn windings will tune from 350-550 meters with
the above condenser.
After the leads are soldered in the tube
prongs, all superfluous solder should be
carefully filed from the sides of the prongs
to prevent damage to the coil socket when
inserting. The windings should be so connected that the two outside leads go to
the grid condenser and plate of the tube,
respectively, while the two inner leads go
to the cathode and phones respectively. If
connections are not made in this manner
the tube will not oscillate!
In order to provide exact coverage of the
various frequency bands with suitable overlap at each end, it may be found desirable to vary the number of grid turns by
a half turn or so for certain coils.
A suggested layout of parts is shown in
the photographs. If other parts than the
ones used are substituted it may be necessary to vary this layout somewhat.
In
wiring the receiver only nine leads are
necessary and if these are carefully made
no difficulty should be experienced from
improper wiring. In preparing a lead to
which several connections have to be made,
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such as the ground connections, a much
more convenient method of removing wax
impregnated insulation than by scraping
off with a knife, is to mash the insulation
at the desired points with a pair of longnosed pliers. The insulation can then be
readily removed with the fingers.
Soldered connections are not essential but
should be made if possible.
The
50,000
ohm
variable
resistance
should have an insulated shaft and bushing
so that it can be directly mounted to the
aluminum panel.
Otherwise, it will be
necessary to first mount the instrument
to a strip of bakelite, which in turn is
mounted to the panel. If this is done, the
shaft hole should be large enough for
proper clearance. A potentiometer can obviously be used for this purpose by employing only one of the two outside terminals.
In making connections to the variable
condenser, the ungrounded terminal should
be connected to the grid condenser so that
the panel will be at ground potential.
Operating Notes
When ready to operate the receiver, the
first thing to do, of course, is to make
the various connections to the antenna,
ground, " A" and " B" supply, and phones.
The antenna compensating condenser, Cl,
should be set at close to its minimum value.
The variable condenser should be set so
that its plates are within about 15° of
"all- in"; and coil No. 3 inserted in the
coil socket.
The variable resistance R,
should be set so that its maximum resistance is in the circuit.
The circuit is now tuned somewhere near
the 80 meter amateur phone band. If the
set is now turned on, a fairly loud highpitched note should be heard in the earphones. The resistance R, should now be
decreased until this note becomes inaudible
and a "hissing sound" is heard.
If the
variable condenser is now rotated slightly
it should be possible to tune in an amateur
phone transmitter. When this is done the
resistance R,
should be varied for best
reception. The antenna compensating condenser should now be set for maximum
volume.
When using the 20 meter and 40 meter
coils it will generally be found necessary
to increase the resistance R, to a greater
value than required for the 80 meter coil.
While this control is not nearly as critical
as the regeneration control in a regenerative receiver, it is, nevertheless, necessary
to exercise some skill in its manipulation
before maximum results can be obtained.
It will generally be found that when foreign stations are to be received they will
come in with nearly the same ease as locals; while when they are not to be received all the coaxing in the world will
not bring them in. The absence of foreign
stations on the dials can be attributed to
a number of causes.
In the first place,
there may not be any broadcasting at the
time the listening is being done; or the
frequency band on which listening is being
done may not be suitable for foreign reception at that particular time of day.
In general, it will be found that from
daybreak to about 2 p. m. foreign reception is best on 14 to about 20 meters; from
2 p. in. to 9 p. m. on 20-35 meters, and
from 9 p. m. to daybreak on 35-75 meters.
Even when listening at the right time to
a foreign station that had been received
regularly for days, it will often be found
that the station has suddenly disappeared
entirely only to reappear, just as suddenly,
a week or so later. Experiences of this
nature are very common on short waves
and can only be attributed to the vagaries
of short wave transmission.
Trouble Shooting
Difficulties encountered in getting the
set functioning properly can be grouped
in three
1. Set
2. Set
irregular

classifications as follows:
refuses to operate.
oscillates but will not break into
oscillation

61

3. Set oscillates irregularly but does not
function ptoperly.
To deter 'nine whether the set is oscillating or not touch the terminal of the grid
condenser hat is not connected to the grid.
If this res'llts in a click in the phones the
set is osci lating, and vice versa. If the
set is not oscillating the first thing to determine is whether plate current is flowing.
This can be determined by disconnecting one of the phone leads and making
and breaking this connection by hand. If
this results in corresponding loud clicks
in the phones, plate current is flowing and
the difficu:ty is elsewhere.
If plate current is not flowing there is probably an
"open circuit" in the plate or heater circuit. Make sure that the plate potential
is not reversed; also that the coil is making contact with the socket and' that the
B— ( minus) terminal is connected to the
cathode.
ellso re-examine the plug-in coil
to make certain that the connections have
been made properly.
Also make certain
that the tube is not defective.
If the tube oscillates but does not break
into irregular oscillation ( high pitched
note in earphones with R2 at maximum)
make certain that the plate and filament
voltages are correct. Also make sure that
the tube is not faulty. Reduce the antenna
compensating condenser to its minimum
value or temporarily disconnect the antenna.
If this procedure rectifies the
trouble, the antenna condenser has too
large a minimum capacity and a smaller
one should be substituted. Rock the plugin coil slightly to make sure there is not
a high-resistance contact.
If the tube oscillates irregularly, but
the set does not function properly, the
trouble is probably with the tube or grid
condenser and leak combination. If a new
tube does not improve results, try a .00005
mf. grid condenser at C2 and experiment
with different values of leak resistance
from about one to seven megohms.
The editors of SHORT W AVE CRAFT haà
a special highly insulated model of the
Oscillodyne built and this is the model
shown in photographs herewith. Of course
results can be obtained with a bread- board
model, thrown together with odd parts,
but, as in every piece of electrical apparatus—ard particularly in the case of a
sensitive radio receiving set such as the
Oscillodyne, which is designed to realize
the greatest possible strength of signal
from one tube, it behooves us to thoroughly
insulate evey part of the set to the best
of our ability.
To that end, the coils were wound on
Hammarland Isolantite forms. As is well
known, Isolantite is . superior to ordinary
Bakelite for use as an insulator in short
wave and ultra short wave work. Next,
Isolantite sockets were used for both the
tube and the coil and all of the parts were
mounted on a bakelite subpanel, to still
further enhance the insulation.

Parts List For Building the
Oscillodyne
1—Aluminum panel, 4 %"x6"x
Blan
(Insuline Corp. of America.)
1—Bakelite
subpanel,
4%"x5%"x3/32".
Insuline Corp. of America.
1-50,000 ohm variable resistor, R2, Frost,
(Clarostat).
1—Set of 4 pin plug-in coils wound on
Hammarrund Isolantite forms 1%" dia.,
per specifications given in article.
1— Serie:; antenna condenser, Cl, about
25 nine. max., Hammarlutnd Compensator type condenser.
1—Variable tuning condenser, C2, .0001
mf., Sammarlund.
1—Grid condenser, C3, 100 = Inf., or 50
mmf. Illini (Polymet)
1—Fixed resistor, R1, 3 megohms, Lynch,
1—Fixed condenser, C4, .0005 mf., mica
type, Pilot or Flechtheim. ( Polymet)
7—Bindilg posts, Eby,
1-3" m dget National Velvet Vernier Dial,
type BM.
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Building the 20Tube " Globe.
Trotter"
The Cost Had to Be Low. The 2-Tube " Globe- Trotter" Is Complete, As Described, for Battery
Operation. On Test It Brought in European and Other Distant Short- Wave Stations.

By ROBERT HERTZBERG, WZDJJ
• THE instrument illustrated on these pages is probably the
simplest complete short-wave receiver that the beginner
can build.
The word complete is italicized because the set
includes all the necessary "A" and " B" batteries right on the
baseboard, along with the parts of the receiving circuit proper.
A great many so-called "beginner" sets look simple and cheap
because the batteries or other sources of power are kept separate from the receiver unit, yet these batteries may cost as
much as and take up more room than the latter itself. The
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writer recalls one such receiver which could be built for about
four dollars and occupied as much space as an ordinary cigar
box, but which required a fifteen-pound storage battery and
four 45-volt "B" batteries.
•
Uses But Two Tunes
Using two tubes of the '30 type in a straightforward, "sure
fire" regenerative hook-up, this little outfit is an honest- togoodness receiver, and not a mere toy. It employs the minimum number of parts to make the circuit operative, with all
fancy embellishments eliminated. The first tube is a regenerative detector, the second an audio frequency amplifier with
transformer coupling. This combination is quite adequate for
comfortable earphone reception. As a matter of fact, if it is
adjusted carefully it will bring in most everything on the
short waves worth hearing.
Since the two '30 tubes draw a total of only . 12-ampere at
two volts, the use of dry cells for filament supply is altogether
practicable. Two No. 4 dry cells connected in series will last
for several weeks of frequent listening. These batteres are
only 2 inches square by 4inches high—an extremely convenient
size for radio purposes. They are much less bulky than ordinary No. 6 cells and much more satisfactory for continuous
service than small " C" or flashlight batteries, which drop in
voltage very quickly if more than a microscopic current is
drawn from them. The chain stores sell the No. 4 batteries
for ten cents—another feature in their favor.
Plate current is furnished by two 22%-volt "B" batteries of
the smallest standard size, which measure 3% x 2 x 2% inches
high.
Along with the " A" batteries, these fit very nicely
along the back of a wood baseboard 9 inches wide and 9%

O
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Left—Two vieus of the :.-Tube

" Globe-Trotter" Receiver. deigned and
right shown set minus batteries and wiring.
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inches deep, being held in place by a ten-cent web strap one
inch wide.
Economical "B" Battery Used
No apology is offered for the use of three-element tubes
instead of screen-grid tubes in this receiver, or for the use of
a plate voltage as low as 45. The point is that screen-grid
tubes require at least 135 volts of " B," which means a flock
cf expensive batteries, while three-element tubes work very
sweetly on 45 volts and even less. Surely, screen-grid tubes
would work better, but the cost and size of the set would be
tripled! Such things are all purely relative.
Coil Data
There are numerous coils on the market that arP designed
to cover the 15 to 200 meter range with .0001-mf, tuning and
regeneration condensers. A set sold by the Radio Trading
Company, No. 1616, was used in the model receiver. These
use four-prong form 21
/ inches long and 11
4
4
/
inches in diameter, and are all wound with No. 24 double cotton covered wire.
The grid winding in each case connects to the plate and right
filament prongs in the base, the tickler to the grid and left
filament. Grid and tickler coils are wound in the same direction and are separated about 143 inch. If you want to " wind
your own," follow this dope:
Approximate
—Number of TurnsWavelength Range
Grid Coil
Tickler Coil
15- 25 meters
6
7
12
8
25- 50 meters
24
13
50-100 meters
54
20
100-200 meters
Start the assembly work by mounting the two midget condensers in the vernier dials. Tighten the shafts of the condensers in the studs of the dials, and then fasten the latter
upright in the position shown by means of brass angles 4 inches
long and 5/16 inch wide. The K-K dials are fitted with convenient screws that make this construction possible. Now
drill holes in the baseboard just under the threaded mounting
leet of the condensers, so that when long 6-32 machine screws
are passed through these holes they will go into the feet and
prevent the condensers from turning when the dials are turned.
Put two 6-32 nuts on each screw before turning them into
the mounting feet; tighten one against the top of the baseboard and the other under the condenser foot. In this manner
the condenser and dial assembly will be made quite rigid.

The " Globe-Trotter" in actual operation, with extra plugin COHN at the left.

LIST OF ESSENTIAL PARTS
In addition to the batteries and baseboard specified, the
set uses the following parts:
Midget
variable condensers, .04)01-mf. ( Hanimarlund
used in original model because they mount very easily.)
2 Self-supporting 3- Inch vernier dials ( Kurz-Kw:eh).
3 Four- prong' tube sockets ( Pilot).
1 Audio transformer, not less than 3:1 ratio, not more
than 6:1. ( An old Stromberg-(arlson was used because
it was advisable; any other good make will do.)
1 .0601-mf. mien grid condenser ( Aerovox).
1 3-megohm grid leak ( Lynch).
1 Special (» Ian) short-wave radio- frequency choke coil.
1 " Postage stamp" antenna condenser, about .0001-mt.
(liammarlund).
1 10-olant filament rheostat. ( This can be any make that
has holes through the base or has other means for vertical mounting on the finseboard).
4 Fahnstock spring binding posts for baseboard mounting'.
1 Set of four plug-in coils, 15 to 200 meters.
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Even though you have never built a radio set, you can't help

but go right with this 2-Tube "Globe-Trotter," as the " picture

diagram" above shows you just how to wire it.
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The PENTAFLEX

e

By J. A. WORCESTER, Jr.
"Two tubes for one"—that's what you actually achieve
with this newest concoction of Mr. Worcester's, who is
well-known to our readers for his " Oscillodyne" receivers. By utilizing the new 6A7 (or 2A7) pentagridconverter tube in areflex circuit, the author has indeed
discovered a very remarkable combination. George
Shuart, W2AMN, took awhirl at the dial and admitted
that this was the " greatest" one- tuber yet.
Regeneration is controlled in the
usual manner by varying the screen
grid voltage with a 50,000 ohm potentiometer.
The resistor R2 provides bias for the
triode grid, while the return of the
control grid is made directly to the
cathode.
The heater current is turned on and
off by a double-pole, single-throw
switch which also breaks the potentiometer return, thus preventing plate
current drain through the potentiometer winding when set is not being used.
Batteries or A. C. Can be Used
Words fail us when it comes to telling about the results the editors obtained and
which you can also obtain, without a doubt, with the " Pentailex"—the latest brainchild of .1. A. Worcester, Jr., originator of the Oscillodyne receivers

• THE receiver described in this article is so named because it utilizes
the new 6A7 pentagrid converter tube
in a reflex circuit. With this connection it is possible to obtain the equivalent of a two tube receiver employing
a screen grid detector and one stage
audio with only one tube; thus enabling an appreciable saving in space,
equipment and power consumed.
In actual practice, this circuit has
even proved superior in regard to volume to the conventional two tube circuit. This is probably due to the construction of the tube for its intended
purpose whereby there exists a certain amount of electron coupling between the two circuits, thus producing
a small amount of audio frequency
feedback and a consequent increase in
signal strength. The writer has tuned
in GSA, Daventry, and DJC, Germany,
every night for more than a week with
this small set and although the volume
appeared to fluctuate considerably
from night to night, it was possible on
all occasions to bring these stations in
with sufficient volume to readily understand the announcement. On some
occasions the volume was actually too
great for comfortable earphone reception.
Description of the Circuit
Referring to the schematic wiring
diagram, it will be noted that the input circuit is of a conventional nature.
Inspection of the plate circuit, however, will reveal that the R. F. currents after passing through the tickler
winding are by-passed to ground
through the condenser C6. The audio
frequency component of the plate current passes through the resistor R5,
causing an audio frequency voltage
drop across this resistor. This voltage
is impressed on the first grid through

the blocking condenser C5.
The resistor R4 prevents a negative charge
from accumulating and blocking the
grid. The amplified currents flowing in
the second grid circuit, which becomes
the plate of the triode amplifier, pass
through the earphones as shown.

Either a 6A7 or 2A7 tube may be
used, which are identical except for
the heater characteristics.
The 6A7
requires a heater voltage of 6.3 volts
at . 3 amperes, while the 2A7 requires
2.5 volts at 1 ampere. Both tubes are
designed for either A. C. or D. C. operation.
If it is desired to use dry
cells, it will probably be found more
convenient to use the 6A7 with four
dry cells connected in series, while if
a 2% volt A. C. source is available,

•

e
Yep!
Only one tube to buy, a 6A7 or a 2A7 pentagrid-converter, plus a little simple
wiring, and you have a sensitive receiver which has an output equivalent to "two"
tubes—thanks to the rellexing.
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the sturdy 2A7 tube can be used.
The front panel consists of a 6" x 7"
piece of 14 gauge aluminum while the
subpanel is formed by bending a 7"x5"
sheet to a depth back of the panel of
3 inches and a height of 1 inch. The
panel is fastened to the subpanel by
three machine screws.
Mounted on the front panel are the
Hammarlund variable condensers, the
switch and the potentiometer.
Underneath
the
subpanel
are
mounted the bypass condensers, the
.0005 mf. by-pass and the resistors. All
of these parts are mounted by their
pigtails and wherever it becomes necessary to expose any appreciable
length of same, they are covered with
spaghetti tubing for insulation purposes. The sockets are also mounted
under the subpanel, although there is
no objection to mounting them above
if facilities for cutting the holes required are not available. It might be
pointed out, in this connection, that
there are two sizes of 7 prong sockets,
having different pin circle diameters.
The smaller size, having a .75" pin
circle diameter, is the one that takes
the 6A7 tube.
The twin binding post strip and the
twin speaker jack
assembly
are
mounted at the rear. Battery connections are made by connecting a five
conductor cable directly to the required points.
The equalizing condenser and the
grid condenser and leak are mounted
directly on the Hammarlund variable
condenser, as shown.
Coil Data
The coils can be obtained readywound, but specifications are furnished

ANT.

Cl
3-35
MmF.
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below for winding the coils on blank
forms, if desired. The data furnished
are for the manufactured Alden coils,
but if these coils are constructed it is
recommended that about fifty to a
hundred per cent more tickler turns
than those specified be employed. This
is because this tube when used in this
circuit requires more feedback than
that required for the usual screen-grid
tube.
Although all the manufactured coils
will oscillate by decreasing the capacity of the antenna condenser sufficiently, the use of more tickler turns
is recommended in that it permits
closer antenna coupling with consequently increased input.
Coil specifications:
Coil Winding Data
Grid Coil
Turns
4.?. ,.‘ T. No. 22
Wound 6T.
per inch
101.-‘ T. No. 22
Wound 12 T.
per inch
2214 T. No. 22
Wound 18 T.
per inch

Band
Meters
10- 20
20- 40
40- 80

Tickler
Coil
Turns
4T. No.31
Close
wound
6T. No. 31
Close
wound
7 T. No. 31
Close
wound

mg

80-200

T. No. 22
Wound 40 T.
per inch
683% T. No. 28
Close wound

Space
between
2 Coils
3/32"
3/16"
3/32"

15 T. No. 31
Close
wound
200-350
28 T. No. 36
Close
wound
350-500
1313‘ T. No. 32
32 T. No. 36
Bank wound in
Close
2layers
wound
Data for Na-Ald coils form 13% inches dia. by
inches long (4 pin).

34"
34"
14"
2;4

Operating Features
The operation of this receiver is no
different from the usual screen grid
detector and one step with the follow-

ing exce,2tion. As the feedback is increased - o a point where oscillation begins, a aeries of regular clicks will
sometimes be heard which vary slightly
in frequency with the feedback employed. As these interfere with reception whE n receiving C. W., it is necessary to -ncrease the feedback still further until the clicks stop. Outside of
this one eccentricity at some positions
of the tuning condenser, it will be
found that the regeneration control is
generally not as critical as in the usual
regenerative receiver.
PARTS REQUIRED FOR THE " PENTAFLEX"
CI—Haramarlund
Equalizer
EC- 36 ( 3-35
mmf.)
C2—Harnrnarlund 140 mmf. midget condenser
(MC- 140-M)
C3, C5—.5 mf. tubular condenser, 200 D. C.
W. V.
C4—.01 mf. mica condenser, 200 D. C. W. V.
C6—.0001 mf. pigtail mica condenser
C7—.0005 mf. pigtail mica condenser
R1—Lynch S meg. metallized grid leak 14,
watt
tt2-400 ohm tubular wire- wound pigtail resistor
R3-50,050 ohm potentiometer
R4, R6—Lynch . 25 meg. metallized resistor,
1
,je watt
Li, L2—Alden ( Na-ald) plug-in coils ( see
text for details)
1—National type "BM" 8" dial ( 0-100-0)
1—Natiomil grid- clip, type 24
1—D. P. S. T. switch
1—Eby twin binding post assembly ( lamiaated)
1—Eby twin speaker jack as..embly ( laminated)
1—Eby laminated 7 prong socket, small (. 76"
pin ch - ele diameter)
1—Hammarlund
4 prong
isolantite
socket
(S-4)
1-6A7 or 2A7 tube
3—FT. 5- conductor cable
1—Roll Hook-up Wire
1—Blan Aluminum panel. 14 Ga, 6"x7"
1—Blan Aluminum panel, 14 Ga, 6"x5", bent
to form 3"x6"xl" subpanel.

CAP
4

Lt. G 70 F
1.2 • P /11 El

g dt.2, TICKLER.

as

2A7 - 2.51/. OR
6A 7 - 6.3V.

ANT.
/, C1,3-35 MME

St , 3 MEG.
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.25 MEO.

Q1
3MEG

PHONES
.0001- MF

63565

BOTN
ON SAME

C4
.
01- MF.

FORM

54
.25MEG
.1"

LI.
Cl
1401.0.4F.

C71

.0005MF.

CH ASSIS
G3f.G5

140 klmF.

Ys
6—

R2
400 OHMS

D. F.S.T. SWITCH

PHONES
84-22 5V.

84-180V

Bi- 180V.
50,000 OHM
POT CM

84- 225V.
C7
.0005
MF
C5, . 5- MF

CHASSIS

B-

e

F

e

F

- DOST
SWITCH
GND,

A

One tube does all the work—either a 6A7 or a 2A7, plus the really few and inexpensive parts shown in the above picture diagram.
Anyone can build this " one- tuber," which really gives the same output as a " 2-tubE receiver," due to the reflex circuit
used, as verified by Mr. Shuart, well known to our readers.
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A2-TUBE
Receiver
That

REACHES
the

12,500 Mile
MARK
By W ALTER C.DOERLE
This
low-priced head-phone
receiver comprises a few wellchosen parts arranged in a welltried circuit.

11%?‘

T HAT the heck's" the idea of
wasting power, of blasting out
ear-drums, of going "bugs"
with the performance of a
costly short-wave receiver, when you can
build a two-tube outfit that gets signals
from the 12,500 mile meridan?
Why,
there is nothing to brag about when you
"log" a bunch of stations with a powerful
receiver; but listen to a man who " pets"
a two-tube set, and then you get the
"thrill of a lifetime".
Antenna and Ground
Now as to the antenna, a wire strung
twice across the living room and anchored to the picture molding with small
finishing nails, together with a good
"water-pipe" ground connection, has enabled the author to pick up signals with
such a receiver from stations 6,000 miles
away, even on a hot summer day on the
Pacific
Coast ( Oakland, California.)
Say, fellows, if a well-insulated outside
antenna had been possible of erection,
why the other 6,500 miles of "no-man's
land" would have been easily heard and
conquered.
Time is moving along, and there is
much ground yet to be gained. Let us
consider for a moment the antenna
"series condenser".
For the operator's
convenience, a seven-plate midget is quite
suitable for the purpose; but in a small
receiver of this price, a condenser made
of two pieces of old condenser plates, cut
to about 1% square inches in area and
spaced on the binding-post strip 1
/"
2
apart, will serve very well for coupling
the R.F. energy from the antenna to the
oscillating circuit of the receiver.
Be sure that the post strip is of bake-

An easily built short wave receiver for the beginner, using but few parts of low
cost. Note anti-capacity condenser controls.
lite; as this is the cheapest, though not
the best, insulation for the purpose. In
some experiments made by the author, a
home-made series condenser was mounted
on 1/
4inch plywood baseboard, but a surprise awaited—the signal intensity as
heard in the phones was about threequarters its value when the series condenser plates were mounted on the bakelite strip.

ous values of grid condensers and leaks
in the detector circuit? Well, get about
twelve leaks ( % to 10 megs), and twelve
different sizes of grid condensers ( 006to .0001-mf.), but first of all figure out
the possible number of combinations.
Use a 5-megohm leak and .0001-mf.
grid- condenser. These values will make
the receiver very sensitive.
Now, in our discussion we are near the
Since this type of receiver would un- audio-frequency transformer and our
doubtedly call for home-made plug-in eyes immediately behold an R.F. choke.
coils, because of their convenience, we Gee, what a mean thing for the temper;
follow up our diagram with a discussion but, at any rate, 300 turns of No. 36
of this type of coil for the oscillating cir- D.S.C., magnet wire, close-wound on a
2" wooden dowel, will choke the R.F.
cuit. To hold the wire in place on the 1/
tube-base, the author has found orange current out of the transformer primary,
shellac to have small loss, and it gives a even at 20 meters.
As to the audio transformer, we can't
shiny finish to the form. As to the condensers for use in this receiver, select boast for any type; but a good 5 to 1
those that have the smallest amount of ratio and a hefty type, will be good.
The following is a list of parts for the
dielectric in supporting the stator plates.
Have you ever experimented with van- set proper:
1—Itakelite panel 7,, x10";
1—Baseboard 9x1.1";
..—CX Sockets;
1—Tuning Condenser .00014-mf.
1—Throttle Condenser .00025-mt.;
2— Condenser Plates 11A" square;
7—Terminal Post-strIp;
7— Binding Posts;
5-11egohm Grid-leak;
—.0001-mf. Grid Condenser;
1-5:1 Transformer;
2—Telephone Binding Posts;
2-3 0 Dials;
1- 20- Ohm Rheostat;
Hook-up wire, screws, etc.
COIL DATA
Turns
Range (meters)
S
T
15-45
5
35-75
9
5
60-125
16
6
All coils are close-wound with No. 24 enamelled copper wire, and with no spacing between
S and T.

e

Circuit used by Mr. Doerle for the 2tube " globe circler".
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By CLIFFORD E. DENTON

of capacity is also a unit of length.
Let's see; the capacity of a sphere is
found to vary as its radius, and in the
electrostatic system, a sphere with a
radius of one centimeter has unit capacity. Thus, a condenser in the form
of a silere having a capacity of one
farad vould have a radius of 5,592,329
miles. The radius of the earth is approximately 650,000,000 centimeters; so
its capscity should be about 700 microfarads.
Say, this world of ours is not
so large at that.
We will use microfarads and microhenries in the solution of cur problems
but it i; interesting to note what would
happen if we had circuits using henries
and farads. Suppose we hid a capacity
of one larad connected to an inductance
of one henry. It would take six seconds
to complete one cycle; slow -notion, more
or less.
The wavelength in this case
would be 1,800,000,000 meters. Substituting a capacity of one microfarad
would cause the circuit to oscillate 1000
times in six seconds and the wavelength
would te 1,800,000 meters.
The combination of a coil ( inductance)
and a condenser ( capacity)
forms t resonant circuit and has the

1); ›

iii

and these subdivisions are the millihenry and the mierohenry, respectively
equal to one- thousandth and one- millionth part of a henry. A seldom- used
unit of inductance is the centimeter
which is equal to one billionth part of
a henry; it is the smallest subdivision.
Note that thé unit of inductance is also
the unit of length.
The farad is the unit of capacity and
is defined as a condenser which requires
one coulomb of electricity to bring a
potential difference of one volt to its
plates.
A coulomb is the quantity of
electricity that passes through a circuit
in one second when the flow is one
ampere.
Again we find a unit that is too great
for use in practical problems and circuits, so we subdivide farads into microfarads and micro-microfarads, respectively equal to one millionth and one
million, millionth part of a farad. Here
the base unit is the centimeter and one
centimeter is equal to one nine- hundred- thousandth part of a microfarad.
Thus the micro-microfarad and
the centimeter are nearly the same
in size, one centimeter being equal
to 1.1
micro-microfarad.
The unit

•
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• SO many readers write in for " dope"
on building coils for short wave reception that this article should be of
interest to all.
The average experimenter selects a
condenser and then starts to figure or
guess the values, both mechanical and
electrical, for the proper size coil to
cover the various bands.
Now various sets of specifications can
be found in every issue of SHORT W AVE
CRAFT but in many cases when the
co.ils are wound, certain factors creep
in which seems to make the coils very
unsatisfactory and the reader starts
to think that the wrong " dope" has
been given.
Let's review some of the fundamentals and perhaps this will give the prospective coil builder a better idea as
to just what he is doing.
The unit of self-induction is called
the henry and is defined as " a rate of
current change of one ampere per
second giving an induced potential of
one volt." The henry, as a unit, is suitable for solution of problems in the
audio and power- supply band of frequencies, but when short-wave coils are
being designed a smaller unit is used

Chart
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Tuning Inductance Charts
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The accompanying charts enable the Short Wave Fan to ascertain the inductance of a certain size coil without having to perform lengthy mathematical calculations. The graphs given are
"direct-reading"—the inductance in microhenrys of a certain
diameter coil being quickly and easily found.
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desired, condenser capacity and coil irductance in microhenrys.
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ability to resonate large voltages and
currents at some particular frequency.
The frequency at which this phenomenon takes place depends upon the value
of the capacity and inductance in the
circuit. Thus.

':n:

"

1ln

159,200

Referring to table 1 we find that the
product of L times C corresponding to
200 meters is 11.26. Dividing this number by . 00015 ( the capacity of the tuning condenser in microfarads) we obtain 75,066 which is the inductance of
the coil in centimeters. Now 1,000 centimeters equals 1 microhenry, so we
must divide 75,066 by 1,000 to find the
inductance expressed in the form of
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›
ti
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Instead of calculating the reader can
refer to the LC Chart or Table of
Fig. 1. This chart covers all wavelengths from one meter to two hundred
meters.
The chart is easy to use as
the prospective coil-builder generally
knows what type of tuning condenser
he is going to use and its capacity. For
example: A tuning condenser with a capacity of . 00015 mf. is at hand. What
must be the inductance of the coil to
tune to a wavelength of 200 meters?

INDUCTANCE

Where f is the resonant frequency expressed in cycles,
L is the inductance in microhenries
and C is the capacity in microfarads.

IN ( MICRO•HENRYS)
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w
M ultiply
values
below
by 1000

1
M ultiply
values
below
by 1000

X
W ave
length
meters

1884000
942000
628000
471000
377000
314200
269000
235500
209400

0.0003
.0011
.0018
.0045
.0057
.0101
.0138
.0180
.0228

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

30000
20000
15000
12000
10000
8570
7500
6870

188400
125800
94200
75400
62800
53800
47100
41900

.0282
.0635
.1129
.1755
.2530
.3446
.450
.570

50
55
60
55
70
75
80
85
90
95

8000
5450
5000
4620
4290
4000
3750
3529
3333
3158

100
105
110
115
IZO
125
130
135
140
145

3000
2857
2727
2609
2500
2400
2308
2222
2144
2069

18840
17940
17130
16380
15710
15070
14480
13950
13450
12980

2.816
3.105
3.404
3.721
4.08
4.40
4.70
5.18
5.52
5.92

150
155
160
185
170
175
180
185
190
195
200

2000
1935
1875
1818
1785
1714
1687
1822
1579
1538
1500

12560
12150
11770
11410
11080
10780
10470
10180
9910
9860
9420

8.34
6.76
7.20
7.66
8.13
8.62
9.12
9.63
10.16
10.71
11.26

37700
34220
31420
28970
26900
25120
23520
22120
20920
19830

.704
. 852
1.014
1.188
1.378
1.583
1.801
2.034
2.280
2.541
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low losses at the frequencies to be received, it follows that the coils and the
remaining components associated in the
tuned circuits have their losses reduced
to a minimum.
The selertion of the tuning condenser capacity will depend on the range of frequencies to be received with a given coil.
This presents a problem that every experimenter should be able to solve if headaches are to be avoided.
If a wide band of frequencies is to be
covered it is necessary that the ratio between the maximum and minimum capacity
values of the tuning condenser be made
as great as possible. For example: condensers having a maximum capacity of .00014
mf. may have a minimum of . 000007 mmf.
This is a good condenser and the low
minimum capacity value should not be misused by naving the associated input circuit capacity of the tuned stage so high
that the effective tuning capacity range is
reduced. The effect of this shunting capa -
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microhenries. Thus the inductance necessary to resonate a condenser with a capacity of .00015 mf. to 200 meters has a
value of 75 microhenries.
In most cases the tuning of a shortwave receiver is accomplished by means of
a condenser with moveable plates, although
some set- builders have used tapped or variometer type inductances. This article will
deal only with the standard method of condenser control for frequency selection.
The desire for high voltage gains at the
short wavelengths will lead the coil builder
to the choice of high values of inductance
in conjunction with a tuning condenser.
This brings several points to our attention
which should be studied so that a compromise for good operation can be developed.
Modern short-wave tuning condensers of
the better type have their electrical losses
reduced to a minimum. Thus it becomes
necessary that the efficiency of the tuning
coil and its associated components be raised

CL
C in uf ( mf)
L in em
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Fig. 2-Graph showing efficiency of different insulators at various frequencies.
MAGNET WIRE TABLE :
Turna Per Lineal Inch
.:..8 - e
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•
,
"4 "9,

Kind of Insulation
SC

DC

TC

Ash

2.14
2.39
2.68

2.10
2.35
2.63

2.07
2.31
2.57

2.06
2.30
2.56

0
1
2

3.00
3.36
3.76

2.93
3.28
3.85

2.87
3.19
3.55

2.85
3.17
3.53

3
4
5

4.21
4.71
5.28

4.07
4.54
5.05

3.95
4.38
4.86
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4.34
4.81

6
7
8

5.88
6.57
7.44

5.88
8.32
7.12

5.43
6.01
6.83

5.35
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9
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9.35
10.4

7.91
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8.55
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8.07
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11.7
13.1
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0000
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00

En

E
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Eta

Lo the highest degree. The reader will note
that the fosses in the various components
are cumulative and unless care is exercised
the losses will reach values that will nullify
the efforts of the builder. An interesting
graph showing the efficiency of various insulating materials used in condenser construction is shown in Fig. 2 and pictures
the change in efficiency with the change
in frequency. The base line for these tests
has been defined by the efficiency of bakelite and the other materials have been
judged as to the efficiency gain -I-, or
loss -, as indicated.
Having selected a tuning condenser with
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city is indicated in Fig. 3. Dotted fines
represent
the
lumped
circuit
capacity
shunted across the tuning condenser, thus
limiting the minimum effective tuning
range.
Figure 4 shows the capacity range plotted against dial divisions for condensers
with varying numbers of plates. This chart
is printed by courtesy of the Radio Condenser Co., Camden, N. .1. The minimum
has a fairly high value and this must be
due to the construction. Heavy cast metal
end-plates and "bathtub" construction will
not permit the condenser designer to obtain low minimums. These minimum values
of Fig. 4 are satisfactory for all practical
purposes and will permit excellent band
coverage.
To find the minimum wavelength to
which a variable condenser and a coil will
tune, multiply the inductance in microhenries by 1,000 and then by the capacity
of the condenser in microfarads. This will
give the " LC ratio."
Look this figure up in the chart of Fig.
1 and read off the wavelength in meters.
For example: A coil with an inductance
of 75 microhenries is tuned by a condenser
with a minimum capacity of .000007 microfarads and the remaining circuit capacity
is .000010 microfarads. What wavelength
will the circuit tune to? 75 times 1,000

SHORT WAVE

RADIO

MANUAL

equals 75,000. Adding the two shunt capacities together gives us .000017 microfarads.
.000017 times 75,000 equals 1.275. Refer to
Fig. 1 and we find that the wavelength
nearest this LC value is 70 meters. Note
that most coil manufacturers specify that
their coils for use with .00014 mf. condensers will tune from 80 to 200 meters. They
figure, and rightly, that the builder will
not have a condenser with a really low
minimum and that the circuit capacities
will be higher than the value used in the
solution of the problem stated. If this
coil is to tune to exactly 80 meters the
lumped value of capacity at the minimum
setting of the tuning condenser should be
.000024 mf.
If the minimum capacity of
the tuning condenser is .000007 mf., then
the circuit capacity must be the remainder
or .000017 mf. Now we should be able to
find the value of inductance to use with a
given condenser to tune to a required wavelength and also know about what wave
band or range can be covered.

How to Use the Charts.

Most coil builders want to have their
coils designed for them, so the accompanying charts are given so that no mathematics are required at all. The best way
to use these charts is as follows:
Ascertain the capacity of the tuning condenser that is to be used and then at the

point of intersection between the wavelength desired and the tuning condenser
curve, read the required inductance in
microhenries.
Select the coil with a diameter suitable
for use in the receiver in question. That is,
the physical size of the coil. Having decided on the diameter of the coil form, try
to use a ratio of length to diameter of
one-to-one.
If the diameter is one and
one-half inches, then try and keep the
length about the same. This refers to the
length of the winding only.
Let a coil with an inductance of 100
microhenries be required; then, if the coil
has a diameter of 2 inches and the winding
is 2 inches long, a total of 54 turns will
be required. With a winding length of two
inches, a wire size should be selected that
will wind 27 turns to the inch. This gives
the necessary data for a coil without a lot
of figuring.
The accuracy of these charts is close
enough, for all practical coils being made
by the "home-set" builder. Calculations involving 14 turns would complicate the
chart to such an extent that it would not
be usable.
For the coils used on the very low wavelengths, the wire size will become larger,
while the coils used above 80 meters will
have comparatively fine wire.

International Time- Zone Chart and Converter
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two circles shown above, if
copied on suitable cards, may be
used to find the time at any point in the
world the longitude or the "time zone"
of which is known. The smaller circle
should be trimmed closely; so that, when
it is fitted over the larger by a pin passing through their exact centers, it is possible to read the figures on the larger
circle.
The small black figures around the
edge of the larger circle represent longitudes, east and west from Greenwich,
England, from which all map bearings
are calculatpd
The names on the outside of the circle indicate the countries
lying in these longitudes; so that the position of a foreign station may be judged
without reference to a map.
To find the hour at any place, take the
time at your own station ( use a clock or
watch which is keeping Standard Time)
and bring the corresponding hour on the
rim of the inner circle to the place of
your station, as marked on the larger
card. The time at any place in the world,
whose position is known, is then that on
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A Rotary International Time Chart.
the smaller card at the point opposite is to say, it is 11 p. m. in England, France
the proper time zone or longitude on the and Spain. This is also 1100 Greenwich
Civil or Mean Time—which is the interouter card.
For instance, you are in San Fran- national time used by short-wave amacisco, California. It is 3 o'clock in the teurs and others to standardize their
afternoon. When you set the white fig- schedules.
ure 3 ( in the dark half-circle indicating
At the same time, you will find the
afternoon) opposite " Pacific U. S.-120" black figure 8 ( indicating morning) opon the larger card, you will find that the posite " 135-Japan, Chosen" on the larger
black 11 is opposite " Western Europe— card.
That means it is 8:00 a. m. in
Greenwich" at the top of the card. That Tokio, Japan.
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POWER•PACKS

VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

For the Short- Wave P'ans who desire greater
power output from the second audio stage, this
power amplifier will be found useful.
It employs two ' 45 tubes in the push-pull output
stage and '27 first audio tube. This amplifier
is to be operated on 110 volt, 60 cycles, A.C.,
circuit.
The plate supply furnishes the " B"
current for the tubes in the R.F. and detector
stages.
1lum is redleed to a minimum by
liberal size chokes and transformers.

THORDARSON
'45 PACK UNIT

Appearance of the finished power amplifier.

A POWER AMPLIFIER
O

OW ER AM PLI FIERS suitable for
use with short wave receivers have
to be very carefully designed and
balanced, otherwise there is liable
to be an objectionable " hum" noticeable
in the loud speaker and not every power
amplifier is sufficiently stable to operate
on short wave signals.

.4-TO 110 V. GO CYCLES A.C.

THOR.
N2 3660
N ib..

2 V. HEATER SUPPLY - TRF. SEPARATED/0' LEAST
12' FRCM AMPLIFIER..

General Requirements

e

The two-stage, audio frequency, power
amplifier here illustrated and described
was constructed and tried out successfully, with practically no "hum" audible
in the loud speaker and without audio
frequency "howls" being set up.
It is
important to mention perhaps, in passing, that the amplifier was tested in
connection with a Hammarlund short
wave receiver, employing one stage of
tuned R.F. ahead of the detector, with
the usual throttle condenser control of
the regeneration.
This amplifier is a good all-around
piece of apparatus and can be used in
conjunction with any broadcast receiver
and also for amplifying phonograph
pick-up signals, by connecting the output
of the magnetic pick-up to the phonograph jack shunted across the input
terminals of the first A.F. transformer.
One of the most important points to
watch out for in building any audio frequency amplifier, particularly those of
the power type here described, is the
proper positioning of the various transformers, choke coils, etc., so that the
magnetic fields of the transformers do
not interact on one another and thus
constitute one of the frequent causes of
an objectionable "hum" or other noise
heard in the speaker as a "background"
to the signal being received. It is therefore desirable that the inexperienced
constructor follow the general layout of
the apparatus comprising the amplifier.

building up the first audio stage, the
first method involving the use of a Thordarson R260 ( or its equivalent) A.F.
transformer. The transformer used in

The First Audio Stage
Looking at the wiring diagrams presented herewith the reader will see that
there are two optional suggestions for

G
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VOLTAGE
DIVIDER.
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Complete wiring diagram of the A.C. operated power amplifier for short-wave reception, the amplifier using
Thordarson ' 45 " power compact" for the plate supply.
any case, should have a low ratio between the primary and secondary turns.
The second method, and one which has
received great favor at the hands of
short wave enthusiasts, comprises an impedance or choke coil coupling as the
optional diagram herewith delineates.
The impedance used in tests by the
writer was the Thordarson Autoformer,
type R190, the detector plate lead being
connected to the " P" terminal of the
autoformer, the B plus feed wire to the
"B" terminal and the grid terminal
("G") from the impedance connecting
to one terminal of a .25 mf., fixed condenser ( 250 voltage rating). With impedance coupling of the first stage into
the '27 tube, a 100,000 ohm potentiometer ( Clarostat or other equivalent
type), serves to balance the input to
this tube. Grid bias for the first audio
tube is provided by the 1800 ohm resistance, shunted by a 1 mf. condenser.

in series, can also be shunted across the
two grids of the '45 tubes in the second
A.F. push-pull circuit.
A number of ground connections are
SIDE VIEW

ENO VIEW
AVERAGE
FILTER

Second Audio Stage Is Push-Pull
- /
FLECIITH EIM,NEW .THIN DIELECTRIC .TYPE FILTER. COND.

Note the remarkable saving in space
afforded by the use of the Flechtheim
thin- dielectric type filter condensers.
HEATE R AND FI
L
TRANSFORMER-

Tone Control Feature
A tone control circuit was tried out
very successfully with this amplifier and
the one tested comprised a fixed condenser of .006 mf., in series with a
specially tapered, variable resistance
(Centralab No. 41-009). It may be of
interest to many to know that this tone
control circuit is the same as that supplied on many of the commercial broadcast receivers, the only difference being
that a more elaborate scale for the tone
control feature is provided.
The tone
control regulator comprising the condenser and specially tapered resistance

indicated in the diagram and where the
various transformers, condensers, etc.,
are not mounted on a metal sub-base, all
of the ground connections indicated are
joined to one piece of wire, not smaller
than No. 14 B & S gauge, and of course,
all joints should be soldered. The outside metal casings of all transformers
and condensers should be connected to
the common ground wire, so as to minimize all noises or hum in the reproduction at the loud speaker.

US

400 OiM POTEN TIOMETER_

OR CaiTER TAP(ADJ )RESISTANCE .
In some cases the center tap on transformers is not at the exact electrical
center of the winding, in which case
the return lead is best connected as
shown to the arm of a 400 ohm potentiometer. This permits adjustment for
exact balance.

For building up the push-pull power
stage, which involves the use of two '45
tubes, Thordarson input and output
transformers or chokes were utilized.
The input transformer is a regular Thordarson T2408 push-pull type, with center-tapped secondary, while the outptit
unit was a Thordarson center-tapped
choke coil, type T2420.
The grid return circuit from the '45
power tubes has a 50,000 ohm and 750
ohm resistance connected in series with
the center- tap terminal " C" of the filament transformer winding, supplying the
21
/ volt A.C. to the '45 tubes. One of
2
the Thordarson '45 compact push-pull
amplifier plate supply units was employed, as the diagrams show, this unit
containing two filament supply windings,
the high voltage winding for the plate
supply and also the two, high impedance
choke coils for the main B supply filter.
A word of caution to those building
an amplifier of this type, is to test out
all transformers, choke coils and resis-
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ALL FREQ.THORD."AuTOFORmeR_"
"To
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ioF SET / / .25 MF.
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45 V

G

1800
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De Forest tubes were used with very
gratifying success in all of the stages
of the amplifier and very satisfactory
performance in amplifiers during the
past year has proven that they do stand
up and give quality as well as service.

at least 12 inches away from the other
transformers and amplifier, apparatus to
prevent pick-up of the magnetic field.

Hints On Eliminating

Details of the Filter

EXTRA FILTER TO CUT DOWN HUM

FROM
RECTIFIER
T
CCNOENSERS _
USUAL FILTER. — L_
With some " B" eliminators ( or when using some power-pack filter circuits)
there is still an objectionable " hum"; the circuit herewith shows how to add
an extra filter between the usual one and the voltage divider resistance. The
chokes and condensers in the extra filter have values identical with those in
the usual filter.

and

con-

2—Test grid return bias resistors for
"continuity" and by-pass condensers
for " short-circuits".
3—Center tap on filament transformers
may not always be at exact electrical
center; connect 400 ohm potentiometer across filament winding and
join grid return lead to arm of
potentiometer.

'TONERESISTANCE
CON 'ROL

Optional connection of "tone
control" variable resistance
and its .006 m.f. condenser
across the grids of the pushpull tubes.

saving in space afforded by use of these
Flechtheim compact type condensers is
shown- in one of the diagrams herewith
and they only occupy about
ithe volume of the average high voltage condenser supplied for filters of this type.
In any case the condenser should have a
working voltage of approximately '700.
The 13,400 ohm voltage divider resistance shown in the diagram is of the
Ward Leonard baked enamel type and
performs in very excellent fashion, without getting so hot that one can fry flapjacks on it, as some of these " 19c
special" resistances are wont to do. A
potential of approximately 350 volts was
measured with a Flechtheim voltmeter
across the output terminals of the filter,
or in other words across the end terminals of the voltage divider resistance.
Each step or tap on the voltage divider
is shunted by a 1 mf. condenser of the

"Hum"

1—Ground all transformer
denser cases.

Looking at the filter circuit for a Imoment we see that the two chokes are connected to the terminals 1, C, and 2at the
top of the left side of the Thordarson '45
compact. Three high voltage condensers
of the Flechtheim extremely compact
type were used, having capacities respectively of 4, 4 and 2 mf. The great

111M
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Flechtheim 250 volt type, ( 250 being the
working voltage). If you should see the
plates of your rectifier tube get red hot,
shut of' the amplifier and start gunning
for a short-circuited filter condenser.

1111ffliall

Source of Filament Supply
One of the important points about a
good audio frequency amplifier is to see
that not too many transformer windings
are grouped together on one core.
As
a number of leading short wave experts
have pointed out, it is better to have the
filament supply transformers split up;
so in this amplifier we find this condition. A Thordarson T-3660 filament supply transformer delivering 2.5 volts supplies the heater current for the R.F.
and the detector tubes, as well as the
first audio stage of the power amplifier.
A separate filament transformer winding supplies the '45 tube current and a
third separate filament supply winding
furnishes the 5 volt current for the '80
rectifier tube. All of these points help
to make a quiet operating amplifier and
one of the leading radio engineers told
the writer, that he never built any set,
especially a power amplifier, unless he
connected up the transformers on a
"bread-board" and moved them around
until the condition was found where a
minimum hum was noticed in the loud
speaker.
Sometimes transformers have
to be placed at right-angles or in other
positions in order to prevent inter-action
It was
of their stray magnetic fields.
found in the present case that in order
to reduce the hum to the lowest possible
limit that the heater supply transformer
T-3660 had to be removed from the general layout of the amplifier and placed

MANUAL

Instead of coupling the detector output through a regular
transformer to the first audio
tube, a Thordarson all-frequency "Aut,oformer" ( impedance) may be used as per
hook-up herewith.

ohms'

tances for electrical continuity. Most of
these tests can be very well made with a
milliammeter and a small B or C battery.
If one of the resistances in the
grid return circuit, such as the 50,000
ohm unit, should be open-circuited an
objectionable hum would be heard in the
loud speaker. All of the resistance-coils
used in building this amplifier were of
the baked enamel type made by the Ward
Leonard Company and they have performed very satisfactorily indeed.

RADIO

,27

100,000 OHMS

B.

SHORT WAVE

.006-MF.
4— Sometimes

the A.C. supply plug,
where it fits into the house service
receptacle, has to be reversed.

List of Parts for Power Amplifier
1—Thardarson '45 power compact unit
(Includes 2 chokes, high voltage plate
winding, 5 volt fil, winding for rectifier, and 2.5 volt fil, winding for 2
'45 tubes.
1—Thordarson No. R260 input transformer.
1—Thordarson
No.
R260
push-pull
transformer.
1—Thordarson No. T2420 push-pull output choke.
1—Thordarson No. T3660 filament-heater
transformer.
2-4 inf. ( 700 volt working voltage)
Fleehtheim compact filter condensers.
1-2 mf. ditto.
7-1 mf. Flechtheim by-pass ( 250 working voltage) condensers.
1-13,400 ohm, Ward Leonard, voltage
divider resistance.
1-50,000 ohm Ward Leonard resistance.
1-750 ohm Ward Leonard resistance.
1-1,000 ohm Ward Leonard resistance.
1-2 circuit ( or other to suit builder's
idea) jack for phonograph pick-up.
1—Baseboard ( or metal sub- panel).
1—Terminal post strip—bakelite.
1—Set Terminal posts ( X- L push posts
used by author).
1 Coil No. 14 soft rubber covered wire
for connecting apparai us.
1— .006
mf.
condenser—tone
control
(Sangamo).
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This Power Supply Unit

USES NEW 25.Z•5 TUBE
By CLIFFORD E. DENTON
At left we have
top view of the
25-Z-5
power
supply
unit
as
designed and
built by
Mr.
Denton. No power tra nsformer
is required and
among other
features, voltage
doubling can be
obtained.
Close-up view of
the new 25-Z-5
rectifier tube is
sho wn at right.

This very latest type S-W
power
supply unit designed by Mr. Denton
utilizes the new "25-Z-5" tube, and
does away with the cost of a power
transformer.
Voltage doubling is
effected when the proper size . condensers are used.
• EVERY day tube manufacturers
are bringing forth new tubes that
permit radical changes in the design
of radio sets, audio amplifiers and
power-supply units.
One of the many tubes announced is
the 25-Z-5, which offers several inducements for the short-wave fan. It
does away with the cost of a power
transformer when used as the rectifier
for small and medium size short-wave
sets. It has satisfactory regulation
and is not noisy, being of the high
vacuum type. Gas-filled tubes have no
place in the short-wave receiver powerpack.
The following characteristics covering this tube are given for reference,
as every one is interested in having as
much tube data on hand as possible.

25-Z-5
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TOP VIEW OF
MA
25-Z-5 Tube
SOCKET
vARIATIONS IN PLATE VOLTAGE
FOR. 25-Z- S TWEE
Heater Rating: Voltage, 25 volts;
AND PLATE CURRENT WITH
current, 0.3 ampere.
DIFFERENT VALUES AT Cl
Operating Conditions and CharacterThe graphs shown above, at left, tell the story of the variation in size of condensers
istics: A.C. Voltage per Anode, 135
used in conjunction with the 25-Z-5 rectifier.
Wiring diagram for the complete
maximum RMS volts; D.C. Output
rectifier is shown z* the right. 0-50,000 ohm resistor is R3.
Current, 100 maximum ma.; Voltage
between cathode and heater, 300 maxi- nected in the filter circuit as indicated given will be satisfactory. Remember
mum peak volts; Peak Plate Current, at X. This will help to reduce noise this value of R2 is for use with the
from the power line in many cases. If 6.3 volt tubes consuming .3 ampere;
300 maximum ma.
With the circuit as shown in Fig. 1, additional voltages other than the high any other tubes will require different
voltage doubling can be obtained, de- voltage are to be obtained from the resistor specifications.
pendent on the values of condensers power supply unit, use a series feed
Parts List
connected at Cl.
These condensers circuit with a paper by-pass condenser
Two
Flechtheim
By.:pass Condensers, 4
at
C5.
The
value
of
R3
will
depend
on
should be selected for their efficiency;
Inf., 250 volts ( C1)—(Wego; Aerolow power losses and high internal re- the voltage required and the current
vox)
sistance per rnicrofarad will permit the drain in the circuit. In general this
circuit will supply screen voltages for One Flechtheim Electrolytic Condenser
best results.
4 mf. Cardboard type ( C2)—(Wego;
screen grid tubes, so the current
When building the power supply unit through R2 will never be great.
Aerovox)
study the chart in Fig. 2, which tells
The filament supply circuit as shown Two Flechtheim Electrolytic Condenjust what values of Cl must be used for is for use with four 6.3 volt tubes in
sers 8mf: Cardboard type ( C3, C4)—
a given result. For example, if 200 series with a total current drain of .3
(Wego; Aerovox)
volts is required at 100 ma., then con- ampere. If more tubes are used in this One Eby six-prong socket
densers Cl should have a value of 16 circuit it will be necessary to change Two Federated Purchaser, No. 2505
mf. each. Select the smallest value of the value of resistance at R2.
Power Chokes ( Chi, Ch2)
capacity that will provide the required
For those interested in using the fila- Two Acratest Shielded Resistors, 310
current at the proper operating voltage ments of the tubes in the radio set in
ohms, 300 ma. ( R1, R2)
and that will be the only change from parallel, it will be more economical to One 25-Z-5 Rectifier ( Sylvania)
the specifications given.
use a small separate filament supply One power cord and plug
The rest of the power supply unit transformer. As a great number of the One wooden baseboard, 7 by 11% by
should follow specifications as shown. short-wave sets in use today have four
% inches
A radio frequency choke can be con- tubes, the resistor recommendations Wire, wood screws, etc.
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Building
A

Shielded
Power Unit
for

Short Wave
Receivers
• At least half of the converter failures are due to the makeshift ways
by which their power is taken from the
receiver to which they are connected.
By looking over the diagrams and
drawings given on these pages the
reader will see that this unit is very
staple and inexpensive to make. While
the shielding can is not required to
make the power unit work it is put on
to prevent any disturbances from interfering with the short wave tuning
apparatus. Therefore this unit can be
placed extremely close to the tuner or
converter.
Some of these power packs take the
high voltage for the rectifier plate directly from the A. C. line. This limits
the rectified voltage to less than line
voltage. At the same time this system
requires the use of a filament transformer for the heaters.
The transformer to be described will be found
easy to construct and is properly designed for this job. By looking at the
hookup diagram we find a pair of 2.5
volt heater supply leads that will take
care of this end of the job. The plus
lead will give a range of voltage from
zero to 160 volts with plenty of current
for all converter and short wave tuner
needs. A knob on this voltage regulator is not needed as it will be set once
to meet the need of the set and left.

Drawing above shows details of metal shield, power supply
system.

Constructing Transformer
In Figure 6 we have a wood block;
this will serve to wind the coil upon.
Cut a scrip of wrapping paper 114
inches wide and wrap this around the
block to a thickness of nearly 1-16
inch. Put a machine screw through the
hole and fasten it in the hand drill.
This drill can now be clamped in the
bench vise. Lay a strip of friction tape
on each side of the paper form, leaving
an inch project beyond each end of the
block. Solder a lead wire to the end of
the No. 29 B. & S. enameled wire and
tape the joint. Twist this around the
center screw in the block to anchor it
and wind the first layer of wire over
the paper and strips of tape. Before
it winds to the end start the wire back
over the first layer. With this second
layer in place cover with a layer of thin
waxed paper. Continue with two layers of wire and a layer of paper until
1,045 turns have been wound on. Now
fold the ends of the tapes over the coil.
They will hold the wire in place. Solder
a lead on and cover the primary with
three layers of the same paper used
under the coil.
Now lay down four more strips of
tape for the secondary binding. Solder
a lead to the No. 36 B. & S. enameled
wire and anchor as at the primary start.
Wind about 400 turns on and cover with
CHOKE

CAN
27

7 T
21
2 v. LEADS
/

3
/
4-

FIG.5

F16.6

FIG

LEADS

24T
8118

FIG.7

4
Here we see the various parts comprising the S- W
base; also details of the transformer

" power unit' laid out on
steel laminations.

the

unit

and the

filter

waxed paper; continue thus for 1,700
turns.
Do not try to wind this fine
wire in even layers, simply wind back
and forth. After the 1,700th turn solder
a lead on and fold the tapes over the
coil. Put on three layers of the wrapping paper. After which put down the
tape strips as before.

Simple, clear directions
for building a quiet plate
and heater " supply unit"
for satisfactory use with
short-wave receivers has
been rather scarce. The
accompanying article
gives details for "winding
your own" power transformer; also the method of
connecting the transformer, "home made" choke,
condensers and rectifier
tube. Keep this article
for future reference.
Coil Is Finished
The No. 18 B. & S. wire is used next,
and no leads are needed as the wire is
strong enough. Wind on twenty-four
turns and bind with the tapes. Cover
with paper and wind on twenty-four
turns of the No. 15 B. & S. wire. Now
the coil is done; remove the block from
the center and submerge the coil in
melted wax or parafin. Do not have
this too hot—just melt it.
Figure 2
shows the kind of laminations to use.
These are inexpensive to purchase ( see
note at end for this), or can he cut from
lamination iron to the dimensions given.
Using fifty of these laminations, place
all the " E" pieces in the coil opening.
Entering them alternately from one
end, then from the other end.
With
this done, place the straight pieces at
the open ends of each "E" lamination.
A solid core is built up in this way.
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Now with small wooden wedges tighten the
laminations in the coil opening.
Four of the
brackets in Figure 8 and four clamping strips
Figure 4 are made 1-16 inch thick brass or
aluminum strip.
Using No. 6-32x1%
inch
screws clamp these to the laminations with the
strips on each side of the jointed ends of the
core.
The long brackets s-rve to mount the
transformer to the base.

Buy or Make the Choke
A very satisfactory choke can be made, one
having a high inductance, as the current is relatively small. Using a block of the same length
but % x% inch instead of % inch square as
for the transformer, cover with paper as before;
also use the strips of tape for binding the coil.
Solder a lead to the No. 36 B. & S. wire and
wind at random 7,600 turns of this wire on the
block.
Put a lead on the end of the wire and
bind the coil with the strips of tape.
Remove
the block and dip into the hot parafin.
The
core is built up of forty laminations, but all of
the " E" laminations are put into the coil from
the same end.
The straight pieces are stacked
up in a pile and clamped to the open end of
the core by using four more of the strips shown
in Figure 4.
Brackets Figure 3 will be added
for mounting the choke.
Using a bought
choke, select one of high inductance—the direct
current resistance can be as much as 1,000
ohms.
A mounting base for the parts is shown, with
dimensions, in Figure 1.
Make this of 1- 16inch thick aluminum. The large hole is for the
tube socket. The two %- inch holes mount the
two electrolytic inverted condensers.
Place the
transformer and choke in position and mark for
the holes from these.
Drill holes for bringing
the transformer leads and the choke leads under.
The connections are very simple and are shown
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in the hookup diagram. The cathode terminal on
the socket supplies the high voltage, rectified
current to the choke.
Tie both grid and plate
terminals to one end of the 1,700-turn winding.
Only one connection is to be made to the electrolytic condensers, this being shown as the
center on each one. The can is shown grounded;
this, as all other such symbols denote that the
point is to be connected to the base if not
already in assembly of part.
Use a rubbercovered hookup wire for all connections.
The
twenty-four turn winding made up of number
18 wire connects to the heater terminals on the
socket.
Leave two long, twisted leads from the
other heater winding to connect to set.

Shielding the Unit
A sheet of 1-32 inch aluminum 14x18 inch
should next be cut as dimensioned in Figure 5.
The hole is for mounting the voltage control resistance. Bend along the dotted lines, taking the
flap edges first.
A straight edge will be very
useful if clamped to the bending line, then the
aluminum may be easily formed around this edge.
With four aides bent up rivet the flaps to the
adjacent aides with small rivets or eyelets. Next
drill four holes in the bottom to line up with
those in the corners of the mounting base.
In
mounting the assembled and wired unit into the
shield use number 6-32x1% inch screws with a
1 inch spacer under the base to give clearance
to the parts under this base.
If the variable
resistance has its arm connected to the mounting
stud this stud will have to be insulated from the
shield by the use of fiber washers. A cover for
the unit is made of the same material from
which the shield was made.
Using a piece 4x8
inch cut one-half inch squares out of the corners and bend the sides up so that the cover will
slip over the shield tightly.

Testing
Using a '27 tube a test was made on the completed unit to determine the actual output at
various current loada. A milliammeter and a
high, variable resistor were placed in the lead of
the unit for taking these measurements.
The
voltmeter was of the high resistance type and
was put in circuit from the tap to the minus
connection. After setting the external variable
resistance so that the current read was 5 milliamperes ( mils) the voltmeter gave the voltage as
175 volts. Another setting at 10 mils gave a voltage reading of 165 volts: at 14 mils this had
dropped another 5 volte to 160. These readingwill go to prove that this little unit is entirely
capable of handling most of the converters and
short wave tuners. The '27 tube used for rectification is very inexpensive as also are the tw.,
electrolytic condensers.

List of Material
Ninety Laminations (Type E-1-3 Alleghk.ns
Steel Co., Brackenridge, Pa.).
Two Electrolytic Condensers ( 8 mf.i Concourse, Aerovox, etc.
One 50,000-ohm
variable
resiatance;
wire
wound.
One-third pound number 36 B&S enanieled
magnet wire ( fur transformer and ehokel.
One-eighth pound number 29 B&S enameled
magnet wire.
Fifteen feet each of number Di and numb,.
15 enameled magnet wire.
One UY wafer type socket
One 14x18x1/32 inch aluminum.
One 4x8x1/32 inch aluminum.
One 274x6 74x1/16 inch aluminum.
Coorterry of N. Y. Soo.

complete A.C. power- pack for the S-W
receiver. Note the
R.F. choke "C" hanging in mid-air between the power transformer and the filter condenser. Socket on left for 5- wire cable
and tube- base plug; socket on right for 80 rectifier.
Any desired plate voltage up to 300 available.

A"
QUIET" A.C.
Power•Pack

for Small S•W Receivers
The right place for short-wave power-packs—away from the
sets themselves. On the shelf just above the floor are ( at the
left) the factory-built power unit for the National SW- 58, and
(at the right) the "home-made" unit for the SW- 3. A completely
A.C. operated audio power-amplifier for the latter is mounted
on a shelf above the tuners.

• ONE of tac earliest and most persistent bugaboos in the short-wave
game is that concerning A. C. opera-

By ROBERT "BOB" HERTZBERG
A small, but " good," Power-Pack for use with small
S. W. receivers is in great demand.
Here's just the
"job" you've been looking for.

tion.
It is kept alive by the many
ex-broadcast experimenters who are
finding new thrills in the short waves,

and whose experience with all- electric
short-wave set operation dates back to
the days when adequate filters and
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properly designed cathode-heater tubes
were unknown.
Now there is nothing especially mysterious or magical about A. C. powerpacks, and it is not necessary to depart very far from ordinary practice
in order to make a unit that will work
smoothly and quietly. Instead of looking for queer circuit arrangements and
phoney "hum balancers," the constructor should merely use good parts and
a reliable hook-up, and above all else
learn to keep the completed pack a respectable distance from the sensitive
receiver itself!
Let that last statement sink in! In
the writer's experience, which embraces
part of the design work, in collaboration with Robert S. Kruse and David
Grimes, on the original Pilot SuperWasp, the first commercially successful
short-wave receiver for all-electric operation, more trouble is caused by having the pack too close to the receiver,
than by any other single factor! This
remark should not be construed as a
criticism of sets which have the A.C.
power supply on the same chassis with
the tuner; this sort of thing is all right
if the set is designed from the start
with the idea in mind and if the proper
precautions are observed. When a man
starts with a battery receiver and
starts to "electrify" it, matters are altogether different.
Come to think of it, the manufacturer of some of the finest short-wave
receivers on the market today insists
on building the power-packs as entirely
separate units, and supplies a long,
heavy interconnecting cable with the
advice that it be used without being
curled up.
Built In One Evening
As an example of what can be done
at little trouble and expense, the writer
illustrates herewith a complete powerpack that he built in one evening, to go
with a regular National SW-3, which
is an orthodox short-wave receiver
using one T.R.F. stage, regenerative
detector and one audio stage. This set
had been working on batteries for
about a year, and with the demise of
the " B's" it was decided to eliminate
all batteries in favor of AC. The unit
worked perfectly from the start, with
only the barest trace of a hum in the
earphones to indicate the nature of the
power supply.
Two simple little tricks helped matters considerably.
One was the use
of an R. F. choke in the high voltage
lead from the filament of the 80 rectifier to the filter system, to keep parasitic radio frequency currents generated

by the rectifier tube out of the D.C. output; the other was merely the removal of
the pack from the operating table and its
placement on a shelf just above the floor.
One of the accompanying
photographs
shows the receiver layout, with the SW-3
on the table and the pack underneath. The
other unit on the shelf, incidentally, is
the separate power-pack of a National SW58.
The writer usually keeps both sets
running at the same time, and has a lot
of fun listening to both ends of phone conversations.

Assembly On Wood Base -board
The various parts of the power- pack are
spread out comfortably on a wooden base
board measuring 14 by 8 by 1 inches. The
power transformer, the filter condenser
block and the filter choke block ( reading
from right to left) occupy the back section.
In front- of the transformers is a
four- prong socket for the 80 rectifier tube
(preferred over the 82 because of its
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Diagram showing connections of various parta used in building the power-pack.
greater freedom from R. F. current). In
front of the choke unit is a five-prong
socket, at which the output wires terminate. Between the sockets is an Electrad
26,000 ohm wire-wound resistor with sliding taps.
The special Blan R. F. choke coil simply
hangs in mid-air from its connecting wires
between the transformer and the condenser block. This choke contributes noticeably to the quiet operation of the unit.
The wiring, as shown in the schematic
diagram, is very simple. Note that heavy
twisted wire ( No. 14 flexible) is used between the 2% volt filament terminals on
the power transformer and the F posts of
the five- prong socket. All other connections
are made with No. 18 wire of the kind
having push- back insulation.
Connection between the receiver and the
power- pack is made through a flexible
cable of five wires: two for filament, one
for negative " B" and two for plus " B."
If any particular set requires three different plate voltages, a six- prong socket
may readily be used. The cable from the
set terminates in a plug made from an old
tube base. A neater plug designed for the
purpose may be bought for a few cents.

Adjusting Output Voltages
By means of the sliding bands on the
Electrad resistor, exactly the correct output voltages may be obtained. The values
should be measured with a high resistance
voltmeter. A fixed output resistor, or one
having fixed taps, is absolutely worthless,
as the voltages are never correct. If they
are low, the set is weak and insensitive; if
they are high, it is noisy and unstable.
Naturally the power units selected for
a power- pack to fit a particular receiver
must have sufficient capacity for the tube
combination that is used. Don't work too
close to the limit; the more margin you
provide, the better.
The units employed
in the writer's pack are designed to supply
a pair of 45's, in addition to a flock of the
usual 24's and 27's, but the entire load
imposed is less than 20 milliamperes, the
tubes used in the SW-3 being two 35's and
a 56. With this light drain the pack runs
nice and cool, and there is no sign of the
erratic behavior that indicates "saturated"
choke- coil cores and "overworked" rectifiers.

Parts List
The following parts were used in the
power- pack illustrated. The builder may
use his discretion in making substitutions,
depending on his own requirements. This
pack will easily operate sets using up to
six or seven tubes.
1—Power transformer, Pilot No. 411. 600
volt, center-tapped high voltage secondary; one 5-volt and two 21
/ volt
2
filament secondaries. ( Franklin)
1—Filter condenser block, Pilot No. 421.
One 2 mf., two 3 mf. filter sections,
three 1 mf. by-pass sections.
1—Double choke unit, Pilot No. 431. Two
25 henry sections.
1—Blan special R. F. choke coil, uncased.

1—Electrad 25,000 ohm output resistor,
with sliding taps. ( R.T. Co. " Riteohm")
1—Four- prong socket for rectifier, Pilot
(Alden)
1—Five-prqng socket for connection cable.
(Alden)
6—Special Blan black and white metal
markers, as
shown
in
photograph.
The
are very useful for labeling terminals, sockets, etc., in an unmistakable manner.
Special labels will be
made up to your special order.
1—Wooden baseboard, 14 by 8 by 1 inches.
1—Alden five- prong plug or old tube base.
Wires, screws, odd hardware, etc.

A Simple Meter Stand
Most experimenters and constructors
own only one or two meters, which they
use for a variety of purposes.
These
instruments,
being
rather
valuable,
should be mounted in some way; so that
they can not roll over on their edges and,
possibly, off the table.
A simple and reliable support can be
made from two small iron shelf brackets.
such as the chain stores sell for a few
cents each. One leg is cut short and its
edge fited out to fit the curvature of the
meter body. A small hole is drilled in it.
to match the side mounting hole in the
meter frame. Both legs are then bent
over to form an angle of about 60 degTees with the longer legs, which provide
a broad supporting base.

"Here's how" to support that portable
meter at any desired angle.

O

USEFUL TIME CHART

NE of the most useful gadgets the
short-wave fan can have on his
operating table is the Standard Time
Conversion Chart sold by the U. S. Government. This is printed on heavy cardboard, 8 by 10% inches, and costs only
ten cents ( coin or money order; no
stamps).. It takes all the trouble out of
time conversion, because it is " directreading" and " foolproof".
Write to the Superintendent of Documents. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. Ask for Miscellaneous Publication No. 84.
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A Good 250 Volt
POWER SUPPLY
for Less Than
$5.00
By ALBERT W. FRIEND, B.S., E.E.,
W8DSJ
A plate supply unit, well- filtered and furnishing not
less than 250 volts D. C. is in great demand for operating the modern short-wave receivers fitted with the
new type tubes.
Mr. Friend provides us with the
constructional data on a power-supply unit of this
type.
List of Material:
1Chassis ( bent as shown in Fig. 2; 20
gauge galvanized iron)
$ 30
6 Binding Posts ( Eby "Ace" W.R.S
l'hotus at left
Co. No. M13027) at 5e ea.
.20
show external
Hardware-13 screws and nuts- 1
and internal apangle bracket-4ft. hook up wire—
pearance of 250
lamp cord and attachment cap—
volt power- supbakelite strip ( panel)
.25
ply unit here
1Transformer ( Trutest) Pri. 110 volt,
described
by
60 cycle; Sec. ( 1) 700 V.C.T. 50 ma.;
Mr. Friend.
(2) 5volts, 2AMPS.; ( 3) 2.5 V.C.T.
5 AMPS. ( W.R.S. Co. No. 4C1494) 1.21
1Choke ( Crosley) Double 30 henry. 80
ma. 150 ohms D.C. ( W.R.S. Co. No
• EVERY short wave experimenter Fig. 4 can be cut from scrap found in
4C1494)
.59
needs a good cheap power supply of almost any ham " junk box."
2 8mf. 500 V. Cardboard type dry elecThe binding posts will be found on
small size. Ihave designed one which
trolytic condensers ( Trutest—W.R.S
can be easily constructed far less than some old battery set or amplifier. If
Co. No. D3348)
.86
five dollars. It will give 250 volts of desired they may be dispensed with 1 2 mf. 500 V. Cartridge type dry
electrolytic condenser ( Trutest—
pure D.C. at a current drain of 50 and phone tip jacks or a six or seven
W.R.S. Co. No. 2D3292
.33
milliamperes ( more current at a lower prong socket may be used for making
The latter method will 2-0.002 mf. Mica condensers ( Sangamo
voltage) as well as 2.5 volts A.C. at connections.
"Illini"—(W.R.S.
Co.
No.
4D4177)
.14
5.0 amperes.
The overall dimensions serve very well if all equipment is proResistor ( Electrad Truvolt) 25,000
When 1 ohms
are only 8% x
x 5% inches ( with- vided with cable connections.
50 watts ( 4 taps) ( W.R.S. Co.
using binding posts it is convenient to
out the tube).
No. 4G7319)
.80
The unit is very rugged, and the use spade tips on all connecting leads. 1 Socket ( Eby wafer type-4 prong)
parts used may be easily obtained.
W.R.S. Co. No. 4M13070)
.05
Voltage Divider and Choke
Total—(
Parts
for
complete
power
The Chassis
The voltage divider used is variable,
supply)
$4.87
The first consideration is the chas- by means of slidsis.
It was constructed of No. 20 ing bands, and
gauge galvanized sheet iron, which can allows any debe purchased at any tin shop. Ibought sired voltage
mine already folded as shown in Fig. combination
to
2 for only thirty cents.
All that re- be obtained.
mained to be done was to drill the
T h e Crosley
holes and to cut slots along each fold double 30 henry
from each end for a distance of one choke is very
inch; bend and hammer in the end compact, of amfolds, and solder as indicated ( Fig. 3). ple rating, and
The folding operation is best accom- neat in appearplished by placing a piece of 2" x 4" ance.
Cardboard
block inside of the chassis ( with a
squared edge at the folding point) and, typ e ( Trutest)
electrolytic
after clamping the block and chassis dry
in a vise, hammering the top deck ends condensers
are
down first. After relocating the block, self healing, comhammer up the ends of the two flanges, pact, of high
and then the ends of the two sides.
rating, and very
Solder the points indicated in Fig. 3 cheap.
with acid core solder and wash off the
excess flux to prevent corrosion.
"The transThe large holes in the top should be former used is a
marked with a sharp tool and cut out Trutest
midget
with a chisel. The edges can be filed type which gives
smooth to the marked lines. Most ex- a high voltage
perimenters do not have means for and plenty of
drilling the larger round holes.
By current for any
using curved or round files, a nearly ordinary short
perfect and very neat job can be done wave set or exwithout large drills or special cutters. perimental
layWiring diagram and constructional details of chassis of 250 volt
The bakelite or fiber end panel of out.
power-supply unit.
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suitable form 41111 alien it has cooled remove it: the ends may be glued if found
necessary.
The tube may then be glued
on to a vacuum tube base and a wooden
knob provided at the tos, the knob being
turned out on a lathr.—..,ohn "tenon

SPACE-WINDING S. W. COILS

SHORT
WAVE
KINKS

The type of twine used to space the
turns of mire is of the waxed variety, such
as is used by electricians in tying several insulated wires together.
Any other
kind can be Used but this type is preferred.

tube- bases cemented together in the manner shown.
A handle Is fOr1111 .11 from a
piece of wire soldered into two or the pins

Cut the proper length of wire to be
wound, run one end through the first hole
in the form, and solder to the prong in
the usual may.
Clamp the free end of tho
wire in a vise, and holding the form in
both hands, stand away from the vise until
the wire is taut.
Put on the desired
number or turns, close together, by turning the form toward the vise.
When all the turns are on. and the
other end of the wire lias been passed
through the further hole in the form and
soldered to its prong, take a piece of
%mixed Isrine somem hat longer than the
wire, run one end through the hole at the
start of the winding. and knot the end of
It so it will not pull through.
Clamp the
free end in a vise, anti wind it between
the turns In the seine way that the wire
was put on.
It will slip easily between the turns of
the wire, forcing them apart.
The accompanying sketch shows how the roil mill
look when about half the turns have been
spared.
It can lee seen that when the
remaining five turns of wire have been
spaced by the twine. they will be moved
toward the further hole where the end of
the wire is secured.
When all the turns of twine have been
put on. the end of the twine ran be fastened to any convenient point on the form
to hold it In place until any other windings are placed on the genie form.
When the roil is entirely finished, the
twine is carefully removed, and because
the wire was put on fairly tight and the
turns close together in the first place, it
will be found that the twine, in forcing
them apart, has strengthened their position on the form.
If waxed twine Is used, it should always
be removed before the coil is placed in
operation.
If this is not done, its dielectric quality will increase the distributed
capacity of the roll anti the original advantage in space minding is lost.—R. S.
Peltier.

✓
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STAND-OFF INSULATORS
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sold on the market, and also describel
icy various experimenters. but here is orw
that is simple to make and which can ha
made
from
parts
usas I
ly
available
al
slight cost.
This
lead- in insulator Is
made from the porcelain block obtainable
from an old spark- plug.
It is feasible.
where thick walls are encountered, to mce
two of these, one on each side of the wa
—Christian Jorgensen.

TEST-TUBE STAND-OFF
INSULATOR
Making the hole in the closed end of
the test tube is the hardest part of the
whole job.
A small sprit 011 the end is
heated with a small sharp flame ( a Bunsen burner and a smart blow- pipe work
out very well).
While the glass is still
soft a pointed rod la used to form a little
tip as show n in the diagram.
Now care
must be taken to allow the test tube to
cool very slowly bemuse rapid cooling will
cause it to crack.
After it has cooled
thoroughly the lip is carefully ground off
on an ordinary hentil grinder.
A line
grade abrasive wheel is best for this work.

eft on the upper base, the other two pin
'are been cut away to reduce dielectric
oses.

'
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WINDING TRANSMITTER
COILS
A few hints are given in the ocean>
panying illustration on how to wind cropper tubing and strip for transmitter inductanecs.
Copper tubing may be wound
"cold" around a cylindrical form. one end
of the tube being held in a lathe chuck
for example, if a lathe is available. Flat
(
OM«
4014
.

✓
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TUBE SHIELD
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The arms, party ing drawing shows org
way to improvise tube shields— this idea
calling for the use of a piece of cartiboar I
mailing tube.
The tube may be boiled hi
molten paraffin wax to render it non - hy -

,HOLE FOR GRID CAP OF
S - G TUBE
CARDBOARD MAILING
TUBE. BOILED IN
PARAFFIN BEFORE
TIN FOIL IS PUT ON.
TIN FOIL IS PUT
ON WHILE
PARAFFIN IS
STILL TACKY.
LINED WITH
TIN COIL

VV

HANDY MIDGET CONDENSER
Double adjustment is provided In the
midget condenser design here suggested.
First, one of the circular plates is adjusted by means of the threaded rod and

•
PORTABLE

•

•

BATTERY

CASE

When the amateur " set - builder" takes
his portable short-wave receiver with him
on trips he frequently finds difficult), in
setting up anti connecting his " power
supply."
He has several dry batteries
that must be disconnected and parked up
every time he moves his location; here is
an original stunt that will do away with
all of this bother.
Take any kind of a box which is provided with a handle: the box that was
used was of tin, rather deep and longer

opper strip is wound around a form and
lie operation aided by means of a fibre
mallet.
Tubing may also be wound by
walking around a stationary form with
it.
Copper strip may be " edge- wise''
wound between nails driven into a wooden
lktrin as shown. ( or pins or screws in a
metal drum or piece of pipe).

'

Tice rubber washers at the top of the
test tube should he carved out slightly to
glee a better fit.
The rubber stopper
used in fastening the tube to the base
should come down to the base to give a
firm mounting.
At neither end should the
pressure used be greater than absolutely
necessary. bemuse reintsclier that you are
still working ssith glees.
l'se " Pyrex
Glass"
test
tees
if possible.
because
they are much stronger inerhanirally and
are not as likely to creek front heat.
Test tubes come in quite a range of
sizes and various sired insulators can be
made for different purpo,es.
If well static
these supports will add to the attrartiveness of any job.—Joseph Relax, W9GEC.

groscopic and after that a layer of tin- fat
is placed around the tube while the pal
affin is still tacky.
A tin- foil disc is Cbt
out for the cap and this Is lapped ové
the
tin- foil
on
the
cylinder—Norman
Harris.

✓
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COIL FORMS FROM RECORDS
As
the
sketches
reproduced
herewith
show, very good coil forms may be mace
trout discarded phonograph records.
Ti e

A good aerial system must have a good
insulation system.
The lead-in must be
kept away froni the sides of buildings at
all times.
A good " stand-off" insulator
may be made from an old telephone line
insulator or
porcelain
insulator
knobs.
Take some heavy wire and make one turn
around the grooved part of the insulator;
then spread the legs apart and fasten to
the sides of the building with mood
screws.
The lead- In may be then run
through the hole.
This provides a sturdy
and inexpensive insulator for the shortwave set. — Y. H. Mori.

'

VV

TUBE- BASE COIL FORM
Here is a novel idea for making shortwave
mil
forms
from
old
tube- bases.
Each form is macle, for instance, of two

han it was wide.
A square opening was
cut in one end and a bakelite panel was
placed there;
Ills panel.
bind
ing tm sts were set in

'heck- nut shown at left of the condenser.
The second plate, at the right, may be
moved side-wise by means of the lever and
insulated button.

'

VV

LEAD-IN INSULATOR
Many different
types
and
styles
of
lead- 1n insulators have been designed and

ecord is heated over a gas flame until .
t
soft, when you will find it possible .
0
cut out square pieces with • knife,
still warm, wrap the fiat piece around a

The batteries that are placed in it are
he smallest types that ran be used efficiently in the ordinary portable set. Tice
'A" batteries of which there are two. are
No. 4 dry cells and are only two inches
euare by four inches high.
The " Il"
batteries, of which there are also two, are
of the 22% volt size: tneether they supply
45 volts.
They meastin 3% x2•2% high.
There are five posts. —A. —B, + A,
22.5 v. " IV and 45 V. "It".
Of course,
the same size batteries need not be used
and more " B" batteries may be added.
However, this makes a compact portable
power supply and an connections can be
made simply between the set and the bat teries by means of the various binding
posts. — Y. H. Mori.
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sirens of the condenser shafts.
By mounting a small block of sponge rubber on the
end of • wooden dowl or bakelite rod and
applying it to the dial of the condenser.
the set may be tuned just as easily.
The
rubber block gives a very good grip on the
dial and will not slip in fine tuning.—
es. F. Kennard,
V.

RADIO

MANUAL

Desiring to Increase the size of the
knob. to give a better grip and take some
of the " rramp" out of " eranking" hem
one end of the hand to the other, and being unable to secure a larger knob to fit
this shaft. I used the following method to
accomplish the desired result.

SOLDERING

TINSEL

V

WIRE HOLDER

SIMPLE VERNIER DIAL
As most everyone has been hit by the
depression. these ideas ought to come in
handy.
A cover from a tin coffee ran, an
old flat type dial and a few odds and ends
from the junk box mill make a serviceable
vernier dial, as shown in Fig. 1.
The
tuning control is mounted in a single
inch hole drilled in the panel.
A hole for
the condenser shaft is drilled through the
knob of the dial so that the latter may be
held to the shaft by the usual set- screw.
The can cover is then fastened to the dial
by two short machine screws as indicated.
A circular card is fastened to the can
rover at front where it may be seen
through a hole cut in the panel. The usual
dial markings are filled in or the various
rail letter. printed on the card.
The
email window may be covered by a celluloid cover and illuminated from near by a
small flash- light bulb. The panel arrangement is shown in Fig. 2 and the driveshaft in Fig. 3.— Arthur Buchtenhirch.

'

The usual experimenter's table is 11
tered with unsightly tangles of wire
often he cannot tell % here the wires lead
to.
This can be remedied by this kink
which I have used myself.
Take an ord nary piece of corrugated cardboard and
run your wires through the corrugation .
Then tack the cardboard on your table and
you will have a handy way of keeping
track of the wires.
You can write
n
"identification" numbers or words on the
cardboard to indicate where each wi e
leads to or comes from. — Y. H. Mori.

✓

Grind or file the top of the knob flat.
Drill a hole in the center and tap it for
a 6/32 or 8/92 machine screw.
Procure a
disc about one- quarter of an inch thick
and of the desired diameter ( I cut mine
from an old bakelite panel).
Drill a hole
in the center and tap it also.
This disc
is then fastened to the top of the knob
with • machine screw just long enough to
go through the end of the brass bushing
and still clear the end of the shaft.
This arrangement makes • ship-shape
job and certainly makes " dial- twisting" a
pleasure.- 11. E. Lauth.

"STEPPING OUT" ON 160
METER PHONE

'

VV

LENGTHENING TUBE
BASES

VV,

V'

The line Unite should first be snapped
with • single strand of small coiNNI wire
for a distance of half an inch. then tin
the wrapping.
If tips are to be soldered
on they should be half filled with solder.
Heat the tip and then the protected end
is deftly plunged into the tip's opening.
Broken connections can be repaired the
same way.
Removing Insulation From Fine Wire:
After determining the length of Insulation
it' is desired to remove, wet the wire
several inches back from the place where
the wire is to be burned off.
The insulation is then burned off by the flame of a
match and the wire is rubbed lightli with
fine emery paper.—Joe Kocsorak.

BATTERY CASING FOR
COILS

VV

Many times an experimenter wil
find
that he cannot wind all the turns of •
certain coil onto a tube base.
This can
be remedied by this useful kink.
Wrap a
trip of celluloid around the tube base so
that the edges just overlap.
Now, cement
he celluloid to the base with some good
glue.
Also cement the edges of the celluold together with some acetone.
Holes
an be bored in the celluloid form to bring
he wires to the different prongs on the
tube hase.— Y. H. Mori.

NOVEL TUNING SYSTEM
CELLULOID
STRIP

CEPslebIT
SEMI

Here is a hand- spread system I use
and find much superior over many types
Vs'hen using a vernier dial on the smal
tuning condenser you can log stations and
find them again at the same dial setting.
With the system using • lumped rapacity for band- centering. logging is impossible due to the fine tuning necessary on
the lumped capacity to bring it to correct
setting to match the vernier.
A tapped switch is used in conjunction
eith fined condensers for the lumped rapacity.
This switch is mounted behind the
panel, while the condensers are mounted
directly on the switch.
A bakelite rod
and • coupling are used to extend It
through the panel.
Marks ran be made on
the panel to correspond with the condenser
switch points.
The variable condenser should be of •
rood make, with a low " minimum" capacity to give a little " lap" on each setting.
Not being able to get a . 000025 mf.
condenser two . 00005 mf. were used in
series to give the right capacity.— Marion
Henley.

'
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ANTI- BODY CAPACITY KINK

For those who have constructed any o
the very compact short-wave sets as described in Shor. Wave Craft and are stil
bothered by " body capacity," I offer the
following solution.
In most cases, where space is at a
premium, there is not sufficient room to
itiount permanent bakelite rods as eaten-

With the flete amateur regulations reDieting the use of 85 meters 13500 kr)
or phone use, many hams are facing the
problem of getting out st ith low power on
the 160 meter tone band ( 1874 kr.)
The antenna system for use on 160 meters is really more critical than the average operator figures it is.
My idea for
the aerial described here is based on the
broadrast type antenna, a large multi- wire
fiat- top to radiate all of the power produced by the oscillator.
Broadcast transmitters either low or high power step out
is 11h the multi- wired system. Why shouldn't
the ham tone do the same thing?
The fiat- top consisting of eight, eighty
foot wires made up in " kite shape." No.
16 gauge is best, but seven strand No. 26
will work just as well.
The point end, A.
to which the feeder connects should be toward the transmitter so as to make the
feeder as short and direct to the tank as
possible, and not over 25 feet long if possible.
Good Pyrex or glass insulators
should be used to reduce the leakage of
the system.
The counterpoise is constructed on the
same layout except it is thirty feet wide
and approximately 7 feet high, while the
liai -top should be placed as high as possible.
It is not necessary to have the
inunterpoise directly under the flat- top
but it is best to place it there if possible.
I have designed this antenna for my
transmitter whirh is a Hartley circuit, one
LIN 210 as Oscillator. 1-250 modulator
and two 227's as speech amplifiers.
95c;
if the stations " worked" with this aerial
report steady signals and perfect modulotion.
By ordering the antenna wire from some
salvage house you can obtain the wire very
cheaply.
Be sure that all splices are
soldered when making up the antenna, as
this reduces the total resistance of the
system.
Approximately 1300 feet of antenna wire is used in the entire system.—
W. T. Golsen, W4.11'; W4ZZA.

'VV
IMPROVED DIAL KNOB
This idea is particularly applicable to
the National BMD Velvet- Veinier dial but
it ran be adapted to other makes.

When tuhe hases are not handy and you
want to wind some coils for an experimental hook-up, a cardboard casing off of
an old flashlight battery is the answer.
Wrap your wires around the casing just
as on any coil form.
Punch holes in the
rasing to bring to the wires.
This is not
meant for use on a set but to experiment njth.—Y. II. Mori.

GLUE
TO
RASE

VV'
HOME-MADE

Ot.1)
EARPHONE
LEADS

QSL

CARDS

COPPER
CAN
SOLNA

SET

ANGLE
INOUE?

WOOD
SASE

PORCELAIN
IN
CLEAT ( 8)

CHEAP " CODE" SPEAKERS
The megaphone A can be made of thin
tin or other metal or cardboard and is
cemented with good strong glue on the
earphone anti is mounted at point E with
glue.
The angle bracket is bolted on the
phone through holes that are to be drilled
through the rase.
At 14, an old coffee can is used with a
nail or metal rod three inches long soldered
in the middle of the can on one end, and
the other end to the earphone diaphragm.
The can should be bolted on the base separated by a porcelain cleat.
With • 2tube set these give fair volume, considering their simplicity.—M. Mermen.

Materials needed: linoleum, rut to size
of tiard and sanclpapes ed smooth--on thls
the border anti let ter. id any sled ¿ n are
cut: some printers' ink or ordinary ink.
awl a roller, which is a wringer roller
rut short.
The cards may he bought frosts
I
he post &lice,
already st am ped ,
at a
rent a card.
A guide. to hold lbs cards
and to enable better printing,
is also
neeileil.
The horsier and rail let ters are first
drawn on paper. then pasted on linoleum.
A sharp knife cuts out the drawing and
the spare between is chipped out.
This
ype is nailed to a wood block, size of a
card.
The ink
is spread on a
iron
'slate. over which the roller runs. then
transferring the ink to the tYlie.
ea,
should he taken when drawing or else the
print will read strong.
The small tent.
may he done by hand or gotten mine Hay;
it's a good idea to have two tYM si one
for the border and the other for cati
letters.—Matt .1. Surofka.
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fleeting both aerials to the set at one time.
I obtained excellent results— a gain in
signal strength and also better regeneration.—Allen D. Rickert, Jr.

RADIO

MANUAL

the plates. Instead of- cutting the roter
or stator plates to fit the capacity.
The
condenser to be altered should have wasio r
spacers on both the stator and rotor moon-.

' VV
PLUG-IN XMITTER COIL
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Mount the pin on a suitable base. Dot •
button on top for the fingers to grip and
insert a couple of screm for contacts; a
very serviceable key.results.
This method
can also be used for making push- buttons
where appearances won't count against it.
—It. E. Thayer.

'VV

Here is a sketch and description of a
plug-in grid coil for transmitters of the
push-pull and single- control type.
Procure • machine screw large enough to fi
the phone tips and solder within.
Fi
these into each end of the grid coil and
solder the loose ends of wire of the coil

CHEAP SPRING CLIPS
On small 4% v. "C" batteries there are
usually two Fahnestock clips.
Take a
small wood chisel and knock the red substance from around the dip. With a little
patience the clip can be removed.
The
clip will be bent as it was on the real
battery.
Put this bent oart lo a vise and
clamp the vise together.
With one or two

huts.
Space the stator plates about .6."
apart, by the simple procedure of putting
in twice the number of washer. between
Plates.
The same should apply to toe
rotor plates. The number of plates needed
with the new sparing may be readily determined by experiment or formula.
Tris
method has another advantage in that the
original frame retains its balance, tied
that scraping plates may be more easily
avoided—Carroll Moon.

✓ V,

CONDENSER GANGING
The method used in ganging two condensers as shown in this drawing is nothing new.
After many an attempt am.'
equally as many failures, at cutting a
bakelite disc for this purpose, I conceived
this idea of using some of the odd dozen
old dials in my junk- box.
There are
quite a few of the old dials ( three- and
four- Inch) hard rubber or bakelite. which
have a brass shaft bushing ( note drawing).
I find it easy to make this disc or
drum, as you might call it, by filing the
knob off level with the end of this bushing.
Then place each on a %
inch shaft;
with the aid of a hand- or power- drill
and a large file, we now proceed to turn
down the knob until only the brass bushing remains.
Then by placing both dials
on one shaft, flat sides together, we are
now ready to turn down the outer edges
to the size disc we want. about Pe: by
holding the lile against both edges. presto,
we find when done both disc are the sanie
size!
Now with a small three- cornered
tile, we rut the groove to accommodate the
cord used to drive the condensers, both
dise to have the same depth groove. Next,
we drill the drive cable hole, and drill
and tape hole for drive cable screw ( note
drawing).
Then on only one of the brass
bushings, we drill another set- screw hole
near the outer edge, and tap for second
set- screw; this we find serves nicely for a
shaft coupling.—C. J. pink,

on to it, after fitting nuts into the machine screw.
Then, as illustrated, these
should fit into tip jacks.
For push-pull
an additional tip and tip jack la needed
at the point marked " X".—James L. Paul.

VV'
"MIKE" STAND
This "mike" stand may be made of
scrap material that is usually found in
any "workshop."
The base of the stand
pictured was taken from a " Crosley Mustcone" speaker, but any sort of • base
may be used.
The arm supporting the
cone was sawed off leaving a - stub"
about one inch high.
This was drilled
with an 11/32 drill, and threaded for the
12" length of % Pine on which the ring
is mounted.
The ring is made of • 24"
length of %" clock spring.
Brass will
be better, if available.
The ends should
be lapped 1", clamped together firmly, anti

CELLOPHANE CONDENSER.
llave > ou ever built a short-wave reAll
ceiver and then have it not work?
because you did not have a midget condenser handy to tune the aerial.
Or Perhaps In making a very compact mod ,
there was no place to mount one, without making it a cumbersome job.
Try
this method. >stitch I have used succe
fully and see how It works.
Secure a piece of Cellophane off a cigar
cite package or a cigar and wrap It around
the bare wire on the end of the aer a
lead -ln and then insert it in the antenna
binding post.
You will find that MI
method will save you lots of trouble. earn

clamping movements
the clip will be
straightened.
Old, deed "C" batterie
and 45 v. " B" batteaies will be given
to you by radio shops, etc.
In the long
run this saves money, especially If Fahnestock clips are going to be used in a
multi- stage transmitter.
A drill will put
a hole in the clip for fastening.—H. S.
Harrison.

'
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USE OF VIBRATOR ARMS

•
( CAPACilY

CAN St sials
ON tin AAANNT OA CAW VALAAACO Aneooll
rant MAO Sr
Inn AND LOOsimin fin
ANAINNA Vinton, Mir

iaily ig experimental hook-ups.
Capaety
an be varied by the amount of Cellopht-ne
vrapped on the wire and also by tight nng or loosening of the antenna bintbng
post screw.—B. E. Thayer.

' VV
ADAPTER PLUG

' VV
HEATER SUPPLY

Here is how I make my adapter plugs:
I got an A.C. plug at the Nickel &
Dime store, and, as the blades of the
plugs have holes in them. I soldereL a

SCAPPROXINIATE.ITURN3 Ng 140CC WIDE
ACTUAL TURNS WILL NAVE TO
FOUND ACCORDING TO PrimiANT

Vibrator arms from old Model T Ford
coils make good mountIngs for " one- hole'
mounted radio apparatus.
This is usefu
in dealing with experimental radio app•
flans.
This also may be used for holding
panels to subpaneis.
If the hole is too
small a reamer will help.— H. S. Harrison.
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"K.C." LABEL

FOR COILS

LIGHT
PLUG

SMALL
NUTS
SOLDERED
TO
BLADES

THIS DIA.
TO FIT
INTO Tile

TUSE
SOCKET
I was recently building a 4- tube A.C.
eceiver. but I lacked a filament transormer.
I solved ni" problem by removing
lie power transfortner from nix power supply and winding five turns of No. 12
).C.C. copper wire over the high voltage
"B" winding. This gave nie enough amperage to supply four 2% volt tubes. This
tethod can be utilized for different voltges by varying the number of turns—
tenaldo Karas.
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HOW TO USE TWO AERIALS
1 lave here two aerials.
One is about
ten feet long and the other about fifty
feet long.
When using the short one I
have very good regeneration. but the signal strength is not as great as oith the
long aerial: ulth the long aerial the signal strength is appreciably greater but
the regeneration Is poor.
By merely con-

MOLE

coq

SCREW
oldered.
The rings tor the microphone
firings are made of No. 16 wire formed
around a lead pencil.
They should be
attached to the large ring through small
holes. drilled 5%" apart, soldered firmly
on both sides. ard smoothed down with a
tile.
Tile oterlapped portion ia
ttith a lis" hole and the ring attached to
the standard with two hexagon nuts.
The
cord is brought out through a 1
4 " hole in
/
the pipe near the base.
After assembling
the stand, give it a mat of shellac or
varnish.
Before this finish dries, brush
covering thuroughlY.
on bronze powder.
After this dries hard, cover with brown
print
and
( enamel
amn
oei
with
ofny.
saturated in turpentine.
This will give
an antique bronze fini 11.—W. E. Carson.

SO FT. OUTSIDE
1,----41111a—
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CUTTING DOWN A
CONDENSER
RECEIVER
i

10 FT. ( INSIDE)IN
ATTIC

Although midget condensers are relatively
inexpensive.
many
experimenters
still prefer to " cut down" standard receiving condensers when building
S- W
receivers.
After much experimenting with
all manner of variable condensers, using
the Doerle " rig." it was found that as
much as 25 per cent increase in volume
could be obtained by copying transmitter
variable condenser
design
and
spacing

[11

FLAT
HEAD
SCREW

mall nut on the inside of each blade and
opposite the hole.
Then, t drilled the
tube- base for the bolts to go through the
ides to the blades of the A.C. plug. The
A.C. plug it slightly smaller than the
ube-base. but If it is filed down close,
his makes a very neat " adapter" flog.
—Charles Cassell.

KEY FROM CLOTHES- PIN
Here's one for you ( cites, who wan
an extra key to practice on or perhaps to
lake the plate of a regular key until the
poeket-book gets a little fatter.
Sectue a
clothes- pin from your mother's clothes line,
one of the clip variety with • Wing

Here is my idea of a smart looking
though simple " coil marker."
Take an
ordinary white poker rhip, svhich is lust
a shade too large to be slipped into an
old tube lease. anti file it to the proper
sloe, at the smite time roughening it.
Apply ordinary household cement to the
edge of the chip and inside edge of base
and plaie the chip in position.
The coil
may then be marked as illustrateri—S.
Ivan Rambo

✓ V'
AERIAL RIGGING
The idea ot this double system Is to
get over
the diffieult and exasperating
jots which sometime, occurs if the hoist
wire jumps the pulley wheel aml jams
MOMS SICURIMG
PINO TO POLE
3' MEL RING

%UV,' MOIST
wine iinOuGi
RING
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R. F. CHOKE COVER

RADIO

"PLUG-IN"

MANUAL

CHOKES
«key!
RESiSTANCE

e

OW AUTOMATIC
F•om•NT CONTROL

3,
x p
ea.

van

oF wate NUM

$5.00 PRIZE
SPACE-WOUND COILS
Many would like to make a space- wound
coil with a high percentage of " air dielectric." This is easily accomplished with an
old tube- base and a sheet of celluloid.
For holding the roil, slots are cut in the
tube base mith a saw at right- angles, as
shonn in Fig. A.
The coil form is mast°
of two pieces of celluloid which are botn
alike as In Fig. B.
The slots for fitting
together and holding the wire ran be rut
with a roping saw.
Care should be taken
in making the slots for holding the wire.
These slots should be made so the wire
when mound will be in a spiral.
A good
glue for assembling and hoisting the wire
in place ran be made by dissolving celluloid in as-clone until fairly thick.
If
the coil form is made of thin celluloid
and
is
meals,
small
triangular
pieces
(braces) of celluloid can be glued on it.
This same principle can be used in
making plug-in coils with a hase having
a variable primary.—jack Thorpe.

V 17
IMPROVED "GROUND"

er GROUND LEVEL
77- 7
,
77,77(7—
PIPE 'OR ROD ..
WITH WIRE WRAPPED
. AROUND l'î.

Remove all lise binding posts and rod.
from a tube socket; then rut a piece o
thin wood, fibre, etc., to fit on the inside
of the socket.
Place a small bolt through
the renter of the wood disc.
The It.
choke fits over this bolt and the nut is
put on to keep it from slipping.
Two of
the binding posts are fastened on to the
socket. where the choke leads are soldered.

CODE PRACTICE FOR
GROUP
Your February- Marsh 1931
issue had
a code practice outfit by Paul Skitzki, on
page 308.
The writer built this outfit and
found it to be just what he wanted.
But
for " group" instruction of five people, the
question of five pairs of head- sets and five
keys was out of the question, 30 substituting a magnetic speaker and putting a 4%
volt " C" battery in the plate elreuit with
positive to plate, it was fotind that we
eould hear and understand the code ten
feet am ay front the speaker. I am passing
this on to you as It might help some more
fans to get up a " rode practice" club
with a few of their friensis.---.1. B. Vepper.

The accompanying skets h shows how I
built an efficient series antenna condenser.
The insulation is maintained at a high
value by mounting the oppositsily charged
metal parts or the consienser on • bakelite
or other equaly efficient base.
The rapacity of the condenser is varied by turning the insulating handle mounted on one

COIL HANDLE

HANDLE

Most of us who have tinkered with bat
cry sets have some of the automatic filament controls, contained in a glass tube.
lying around, so why not put them to
work as follows:
Remove the metal end
eirlas and take out the resistance element;
then glue the metal end raps bark on.
You OM have an R.F. choke form with
winding
space
that
will
accommodate
enough wire to choke in the 160 meter
hand, and all the others.— Grover E. Hall

'VV
SUBSTITUTE " MIKE"

(ube base) and the same with the gr d
The varlometer is mounted on a
1 do,
small baseboard with a panel.
The net
I used it with was the "(Boire Trotter"
de milled in SHORT WAVE CRAFT, November 1932,
page 400.
In the first
night's test many of the larger broadcast
st lions of eastern and central United
St tes were logged.—Roy W. Reads.

VV'

end of the threaded brass rod, the rod beng threaded 8-32 or 10-32 pitch.
The
condenser members comprise too brass or
other metal discs one ineh in diamete r,
he thickness of the disc having no effect
on the capacity.
Not only will a condenser
.uch as this be found extremely valuable
o all short-wave operators, In helping to
slIminate "dead- spots," but in some cases
a set sthint will not oscillate at all can
lie made to do so by varying the capacity
in the aerial circuit.
If you have a fixed
condenser in series with the antenna and
your set is a little stubborn in one way
or another, try this condenser and smile.—
Joe Casalett.

Here Is a handle for quickly changing
coils in a short-wave receiver; it consist
of a piece of stiff wire bent in the shape
shown in the diagram.
It is inserted into
2 holes drilled in the coil forms and may
be used for lifting or inserting the coils.
To operate, the handle is rompressed so
that the two ends enter the two holes
drilled on opposite sides or the coil; the
coil is then inserted or removed.
One
handle can serve for all coils; it la especially useful for tube- base coils.—Clyde
Preble.

Being an experimenter I have several
makes of plug-in short-wave coils and
ometimes it becomes necessary to reverse
iekler connnections, so I lilt upon the
ilea of placing a small D.P.D.T. switch
lose to the detector socket.
Thereby I
olved the problem of frequent soldering
nd resoldering of eonneetions.—William
S. Russ,

I proresied to build a low- power transmitter out of the junk box which contained
many receiving set parts of varied sorts.
I got along well and finally got ' nee'
done. Then came the question of a " rnEke."
What to use for the " mike?" The cheapest " mike" on the market at that time
was snail above five dollars, which was the
one thing I didn't have.
So instead of
using the regular microphone transformer
in the modulator. I substituted an ordinary audio transformer of " ancient stillMIKE

"PLUG-IN" CONDENSERS
I am a reasler of your unique book,
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and am one of
the many that really enjoys reading it
and in doing so have accumulated much
knowledge during the few hours 1 get to
read it.
I am enclosing herewith an idea
which I think could be listed as a wrinkle
either in short or long wave reception or
transmission.
Here Is the dope: " Plugin" fixed condensers made by means of
electric light plugs and sockets.
The condenser is secured to the plug by means
of bus mire as Illustrated.
In my case I flattened the wire up
where the condensers are to go, so as to
make the condenser easy to change to different values when experimenting.
The
sockets I used were of some white nonconsfuetor ( porcelain) xhich can be gotten
from any electriral shop. This I believe lit
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age," and with this I was able to use an
old Vemco magnetic " speaker unit" with a
little alteration as a " mike." To say the
least, the results were excellent and mooch
better than could be had from most carbon " mikes."
The only alteration is the
diaphragm; the old one is taken nut, and
a new one is made from the tin of a coffee
can.
Cut it out the same size and sandpaper down quite thin, replace, and it's
ready.
The output is good and strong
and needs no pre- amplifier, but tan be
the
conventional
two- stage
used
with
modulator.
The quality is par- excellent.
Here's my circuit in part—balance on request. —John Markovich.
V

•

IMPROVISED VERNIER

VV'

TWO HOLES ON
OPPOSITE SIDES
OF COI).

V •
TICKLER INSIDE COIL

Tube- bases are often too short for ho
secondary ansi tickler windings.
To overcome this the secondary is mound on the
tube- base and the tickler is wound on a
one inch cardboard or bakelite tube which
is glued inside as shown. Connections are
made to the prongs in the usual manner.
—L. H. Wilson.

TICKLER REVERSAL
I

tone from even cheap transformers. tut i
sill give slightly less volume. But, wit.
buy new ones when you ran fix the old
ones P— Alfred Oberstsesit

"LONG WAVE" ADAPTER

'V V

'VV

TO aguatoso
IANOTN

Here is a description of a " long wave"'
adapter for short-wave sets using plug-in
coils.
It consists of a varlometer or variable tuning coil and an old tube- base. The
tickler leads of the variometer go to the
tickler prongs of' the plug-in coil form

AERIAL TUNING
CON DENSER

This " ground" works much better than
an ordinary one.
The following mater I
Is needed:
An iron pipe or rod about 5
feet long. about 20 lbs., of coarse ( rock)
salt, a piece of No. 14 wire about 15 rest
longer than is needed to reach from the
"set" to the ground, and a section of
stove- pipe.
A hole is first slug in the
ground big enough for the stove pipe to
slip in.
The Insulation is scraped from
about 15 feet of one end of the wire. This
end is coiled around the rosi and the rod
is put in the pipe as shown in the illustration.
Soil is then thrown in the hole
and rork salt is mixed with it in th•
pipe.
The hole is then filled with soil.
The loose end tif the wire is then connected to the set in the usual manner.
A few
holes punched in the stove pipe will increase the effirieney as more moisture Is
asImitted.
The stove pipe keeps the salt
from washing away and the salt draws
moisture.—Elbert Wehrheim.

t,„,OLuE
CAo
BACK ON

o most value to the experimenter, although
also of value to the set- builder, mhethe
he is a short wave or long wave " font'
also
the
man
building
transmitters.—
George Purnell.

'VV
BURNT- OUT A. F. KINK

It is usually the primary roil of A. F
transformers which burns out, but they can
be very satisfactorily fixed by connecting a
100,000 ohm resistor across the primary
terminals, and a . 006 to . 01 mf, condenser
between the grid and plate terminals of
the transformer.
You can fix these transformers in • very short time by making
some clips which may be mounted on the
binding posts of the transformer, which
will hold the resistor and condenser very
nicely. These connections provide " resistance- capacity" coupling, with an " impedance leak" and will be found to give good

Here is a quickly Improvised and chum
substitute for the ordinary vernier dial.
The
materials
used
were
one
10-iarti
phonograph record, one switch knob with
shaft, one rubber washer, two metal washers, two nuts, and part or a connector of
the type used to connect gang condenser
shafts in broadcast receivers.
The latter
serves to connect the record to the condenser shaft.
The knob assembly is shown
in the sketch, a short length of thickwalled rubber tubing serving as it rubber
washer, which makes firm contact with the
rim of the record.
If the set up is to be
used for some time on a bakelite pancl,
a metal bearing should be provided for the
shaft of the knob where it passes through
the panel.
A satisfactory wale may be
laid out on heavy white paper and " shel
larked" to the record: library paste and
the so-called " household cement" will no
hold after they become dry.-11. O. Ervin.
•
;Moil
Iltuffl•
LOC.(
NUTS

Irom.
AN011

es

cocoon
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phones. I have an " A" eliminator which
was extremely noisy, so I bought a storage
battery, intending ta use the eliminator as
a charger.
This took a lot of time and
bother so I shunted the battery across the
output of the " A" eliminator. This eliminated the A.C. hum completely. If this
hum still persists take out the acids from
the battery and fill it with condenser oil
instead.—G. Zemanorich.

CHOKES

PAMNSTOCK
CLIPS

TRANSFORMER

VARIABLE
R.F. CHOKE
Akve is a diagram showing a simple

V V •
SIMPLE "TEST"

IMtASS
PLATE

WET
BLOTTER

method of quickly changing the value of
the radio frequency choke.
Fahnestock
clips are screwed to the top of half- Inch
wootlen dowel rods and one end of the
choke is fastened to the clip.
A hole is
drilled in each end of a strip of copper
or brass. One end of the strip is bolted
to tile binding post of the transformer.
Screw the other end to the dowel rod. The
remaining end et' the choke is fastened to
th -* rim—Ivan Itoss.

VV'
PLUG-IN COIL HANDLES

BATTERY

To construct this " everlasting battery"
you
sandu Ich
the blotter between the
metal plates. Drill two holes le the bake lite from each end: Perform tile some op eration on the metal plates. The piece of
bakelite I used was 1
/ " wide and 21
2
2 "
/
long. The plates are part of two variable
condensers, one brass and the other aluminum. Any size plates of bakelite may be
used; the blotter keeps tile plates front
touching one another. Indeed of two clips
or binding posts one may be used and a
ALUMINUM
PLATE

ard.

Y

TUBE

TO PRONGS
BASE

83

base of the tip lust cut off. to a depth ot
%".
In this I fitted the W . stem of
my old iron, and then drilled a 1/16" hole
crosswise through the copper and stem.
In
this 1/16" hole I used a wire nail as a
rivet to secure the assembly.
To finish
the Job I heated the eoPPer lust a bit
hotter than Is used for soldering, and heat
out the point to a long sharp one.
This
is easy as the copper is very soft and
does not require much more than a few
firm taps tn do the lob.
The completed
tool only weighs two ounces and is very
light.
I heat out a point on the remainder
of the V. ib. copper in the same way.
and now have two nice size coppers. 3
ounce and 1 ounce.—Cliff Dawson.

VV'
5-METER TRANSMITTER
I believe this to be the simplest and
most efficient 5- meter transmitter. In the
pad six weeks over 200 contacts were made

SNORT WAVE
SET
PRE- SET
SEMIVARIABLE
CONDENSER

up from, say. the 20- meter to the 40
meter band, a slight reedit' trnent maY lie
necessary, hut this is the work of a mo
ment. — G. E. Gaunt.

'VV
QUICK AERIAL CHANGE
I got tired of removing the antenna
and ground leads from one set and placing
them on another. Now I use baby phone
lacks instead of the binding posts, and

BABY
JACK

BAKELITE
STRIP
POST FOR
PHONE TIP

HANDY

)

TEST PROD

VV'
CONNECTIONS!

To those experimenters who delight In
devising and trying out new circuits and
who know the bother of having to change

sith 28 different stations.
The " DX'
sas about 15 miles and an " It9" signa
tits reported from that station.
Because
position and not poster is everything on
his band, and the transmitter being located on the west slope of • hill, pracMalty all contacts were with " Western"
tations. The quality of modulation was
good, although loop was used and the percentage of course was low. An Indoor 8-f t.
aerial seas used anti over 6 miles was Covered with no antenna at all.
The circuit
is a variation of the split ColpItts and is
as follows:
A ' 45 with 400 volts of " II" supply was
found to work the best.
Li and L2 are
one turn. 11
/ " diameter of No. 16 wire.
4
L3 is 1 turn of No. 32 wire wound around
LI. Cl may be a 5 to 11 plate midget
or any contlenser
similar capacity.
The aerial is 8 feet long and may be
connected to the plate coil directly.
A
neon bulb will show' oscillation by touching
it to either end of the antenna or a single
turn of wire attached to a flash- light bulb
will light within one-half inch of the
Any RFC ( radio frequency
plate coil.
choke) will sullice.—David Townsend.

oe

SOLDER TO
ANT. ITIC) GAID.
CONNECTIONS IN SET

G
A

ord tips on the leads Instead of the bare
s. re. The two baby jacks mere put on o
a small strip of bakelite as shown
n
sketch above and soldered to the antenna
and ground connections in the set.
Now
it is • simple matter to yank these connections out of one set and plug them into
the other.—J. T. Watkins.

'VV
REDUCING " DEAD-END"
LOSS
SHOOT «

'VV
CAFINESTOCK
CLIPS

Ir

JOINING WIRE

MANUAL

I3Axeure
STRIP

piece of flexible mire fastened under th
Iead of one of the machine screws; Rom
tsing should be soldered to this end for a
prod. The tip of the aforementioned phone
teal Is used for the other end of the te t
cord. To charge this battery simply immerse the blotter in water. If the blotter
dries before you wish to use it, the process
la
simply repeated.
It is not necessary
to remove the blotter from between the
plates to wet it. Wet the tomplete battery,
and then wipe excess water from the plates
and strip of bakelite, being sure the plates
are so placed that they hold the blotter
firmly between them.—James Austin.

A very good handle for tube ba.e soi
can be made
from
a common statute
knob, the variety sold in the Five- and
Ten- cent stores; a fiber washer and a
brass bushing.
Remove the nut on the
knob and slip on the bushing.
mill. It
thould be about
/ " long; next,
2
1
the
washer. and finally the nut.
Tighten the
whole thing and the handle is ready for
use.
e
After the coil is made, fill up form
with sealing wax and push the handle
into the mass until the bottom of the knob
is flush with the surface of the wax.
Once the wax solidifies you have an evertatting coil ' pull."—Thornas A. Dlanch-

RADIO

A HUSKY PHONE

JACK

EQUIP THE TERMiNALS OF ALL
EXPERIMENTAL PARTS
j
SNORTING
W. CONNECTION

SOLDER
ENDS
To
WIRE

STIFF
WIRE

In making short-wave plug-in cells I
h ve fountl an easier method of fastening
the ends of the toile to the prongs of the
coil form or tube base.
For UX bases
t ke four pieces
stiff wire ( as tall as
necessary) lust large enough to fit tightly
into the prongs of the form and solder
ii e ends of the coils to the wire.
For
L'Y use five wires. etc.— Harry' F. Sieber.

or

so inectiona from one point to another Iy
•ewing and unscrewing thumb- nuts ( n
tie life of an experimenter about every
n seconds) try the following kink: Equip
the terminals of all your experimental
parta ( sockets, rolls, rheostats, etc.) wi h
Fahnestock clips. The parts thus equipped
may be mounted bread- board fashion and
minor cireults or eomplete circuit eliang s
may be made quickly end without trouble.
—M. C. Alexander. Jr.

•

l'se an electric light plug for a phon
ck anti a light socket of the prong type
I tind it Just as good. Solder one end o
ti e lead from the phones to one of th •
s ewe of the plug and do the same 5,
t e other lead.
Using a slouble-throse
single- pole switch makes a good way tt
%itch the aerial to the ground, when not
u. inn the aerial for the set.—Warren W.
Smith, Jr.

or

VV,
WINDING

TUBING

SMALL SOLDERING IRON
NUT
SCREWED
/ TIGHT

It is frequently dinlcult to lay yOUr
hands On a really small solder ing lean
suitable for soldering Joints on fine emit

" V
"HUM" REMOVER

DRY
CELL

Here is a, kink that will be very useful
to those who use " A" eliminators for the'
receiver filament supply, which pass an
A.C. hum, detectable in the speaker or

NEGATIVE
TERMINAL
COPPER
TUBING

TO SET

STORAGE
BATTERY

Referring to Mr. Haas' article, " Slitter
Do The Trick," in the February- March
issue of Short Wave Craft, I found the
some trouble as with taps, the " grid'
toil showed a loss and the " plate" coil
went into oseilleition too abruptly on ac
mint
the " dead- ends." Then I did for
the sliders exactly what I had been doing
with the taps, that is, " shorting" with a
heavy piece of bug- bar from the pivot of
the sliders to the " dead-end" of the coils.
Presto!
No loss to be noticed from the
grid coil and the plate coil could be
varied from a whisper .to a maxiinum
without oscillation.—W. H. Lord.

V V V
ANTI-CAPACITY DEVICE

—
ELIMINATOR

tel wire.
I made a one- ounce soldering
tipper as follows:
I bought a % lh. copper and rut it in
seo
about V. st ay bark from
tip,
trilled a V. inch hole lengthwise in the

This is a, method of curing those troeblesoine " body capacity" effects. It consista
merely of " tuning" the earth lead to a
point
where the effects disappear,
Sy
means of a " variodenser," such as XL,
of any capacity up to about . 0005 mi.
maximum; I use a . 0003 mf. This will
be found absolutely effective, and I ha -e
never known it to fall yet. If one moves

Wind your copper tubing coils on an old
d y-celL
First flatten the end of copper
tubing, drill • hole through it and al p
over binding post.
Wind the required
turns while the other end is pulled tight
in a vise or held br someone.—Floyd
Gribben.
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Short Waves in Medicine
ULTRA SHORT
WAVES IN
MEDICINE
By DR. FRITZ NOACK
(Berlin)

ROFESSOR ESAU, of the University of Jena, the well-known
pioneer in the field of ultra short
waves, was the one who nearly
two years ago pointed out that very
evidently the ultra short wave exercised
beneficial medicinal effects.
For further investigation of this
effect, small mice were put between the
condenser plates of the sender; and Lo!
after some time the mice fell victims to
a sort of tetanus, which eventually led
to death. The result of this fact was
that Prof. Esau resolved to commission
a physician to make a further study of
the physiological effect of these ultra
short waves. Naturally the serious investigation of medicinal effects requires
experience in physical measurements,
likewise an apparatus operating in a
constant and easily controlled manner.

Y

One of the "fair
se x" receiving a
treatment
through
the knee by ultrashort waves.
Several treatments are
given for the average ailment.
investigate the fields of use and the conditions under which the set may be used.
Arrangement of U. S. W. Generator
In the large shielded box are the real
ultra short wave generator— ( actually
resembling a radio transmitter) and the
parts needed for its operation. The generator can work on two waves, four and
eight meters.
The wavelength is adjusted by inserting the proper timing
coils. The arm which projects out of
the apparatus has inside it two lead
wires which convey the oscillations outward; they are led to the two eleci rodes,
which are placed at the ends of the two
visible supports.

Siemens and Halske Interested
It is gratifying that a manufacturer
which already possesses very great experience in constructing electromedical
apparatus and which also has the requisite experience in physical measurements, the prominent firms of Siemens
and Halske took up the matter.
Now
this company has manufactured a first
ultra-short wave radiation apparatus
and recently exhibited it to a picked
group of scientists and to the press.
The pictures show the new set which,
of course, has to be considered as the
first of an evolutionary series.
There
will still be necessary all sorts of experiments to produce the set in such
form that it will correspond to all the
needs of the medical profession.
The
present set will, for the time being, be
used for the further study of the physiological effect of ultra short waves. It
will be the problem of the doctors to

The ultra-short wave medical apparatus with its electrode arm adjusted
to permit the waves passing through
a solution for experiment.

In the cross-beam at the end of the
arm is a "tuning" device, which tunes
the electrode oscillatory circuit exactly
to the wavelength of the generator. The
exact tuning can be read on a meter,
which is above the arm on the box; this
shows the direct plate current of the
transmitter, which, with correct tuning
of the electrode circuit, adjusts to a
minimum; the value then indicated by
the meter gives, after calibration of the
a value for the electrode energy.
To be able to adjust the electrodes,
as is necessary from one case to an-

OFFICIAL

other, the electrode arms are set in balljoints.
To ascertain whether oscillations are actually present in the electrode oscillatory circuit, there is on one
electrode arm a little glow lamp (Neon
tube), which lights up in the presence
of oscillations.
Electrodes Swing on Giant Arm

SHORT WAVE
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in accordance with the most recent experiences, they are so shaped that they
do not have to be put firmly against the
body, but exercise their effect even in
the presence of a layer of air between
body and electrode. At the same time,
the remarkable fact may be determined,
that the thickness of the layer of air
and the "depth effect" are dependent on
each other.

The arm projecting out of the appaAdvantages of Ultra Short Waves
ratus can be swung in all directions, for
According to all experiences thus far,
the better use of the whole unit.
To
accomplish this, it is fixed to the box in the medicinal ultra-short wave radiator
a universal joint. The end cross-piece is a sort of diathermal apparatus; thereof the arm can furthermore be turned, fore it serves to conduct to the part of
so that the electrodes can assume any the body, or the organ to be treated,
desired direction. The right side wall electric wave energy, which is converted
of the box contains the main current into heat and thereby exercises a healswitch, as well as a resistor with which ing effect. As compared with the usual
the filaments of the tubes are regulated. diathermal sets ( which operate on a
The apparatus is in fact constructed just wavelength of about 600 meters, using
like a vacuum tube radio transmitter. leaden electrodes, which have to be put
The electrodes may take various forms; right on the body), the ultra-short wave

UMAN

By DR. ERWIN SCHLIEPHAKE, M.D.
01 the Jena University Medical Clinic
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set offers a considerably better control
of the direction in which the heat is to
be applied, so that one can better reach
any desired organ than was possible
before.
Furthermore, by changing the
wavelength, one can also adjust for a
definite deep-lying stratum. Unpleasant
accompanying phenomena, which result
with the usual diathermal sets, where
the electrodes do not rest firmly on the
body, do not occur in the case of the
ultra short wave radiator. It is especially important to note that one can now,
for the first time, perform a "therapy"
or treatment directly on the head. The
operation of the set is very simple.
Whether, besides the warming of the
different strata in the body, still other
biological effects occur or can be accomplished, with the new ultra short wave
radiator, is, ét the present time, still a
matter of question.

EINGS as
ANTENNAS
I

Fig. 1
Arrangement of the apparatus used by Dr. Schliephake in measuring and observing the effects of short waves on the human body,
absorption, et cetera. H, parabolic reflector formed of wires; D,
antenna, charged inductively by the coil S; vacuum tube at R, and
beside it wave changing condenser; subject at M.

F human beings remain in the vicinity of powerful radio transmitters,
they are exposed to a very strong
electromagnetic field.
One must
therefore ask what significance these
radiations have for the internal organs,
and how the body reacts to them. This
question is justified by the fact that all
other kinds of electromagnetic rays influence the human body more or less
strongly.
The character, however, of the reaction is different, according to the wavelengths.
Radium rays and X-rays, for
example, because of the extraordinary
shortness of the waves and the high
effectiveness of energy under these conditions, exercise a very strong effect on
the structure of atoms; so that serious
injuries to the organism can arise ( for
instance, under certain conditions,' cancer).
Less serious are the effects of
light rays which, however, in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum, can still
occasion serious injuries; while the visible light which we perceive is of too
low a frequency to injure healthy persons.
There are, however, subjects,
made sensitive by illness, who suffer
serious affections of the skin from strong
illumination.
Above the optical spectrum, there follow the infra-red and
heat waves, whose effect on atoms is
relatively slight; in the case of still
longer waves only molecular effects are
to be expected. Here we are entering

86
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the range of the Hertzian waves, electric waves in the stricter sense.
Of
these, the shortest are about half a millimeter (.02- inch) long, and therefore just
above the heat radiations.
From direct analogy, it is to be
assumed that the shortest of these
waves must be absorbed by human bodies, as in the case of heat rays, and

DO YOU KNOW Ç What effect short waves have on
the hair and scalp in general?
Ç Whether the current in the exciting antenna increases or decreases
when a person stands in its field?
Why?
Ç If the person stoops will this affect
the reading of the antenna current
meter?
Ç Whether 'cold" or "heat" is produced inside the body by an overdose of the high frequency waves?
Ç The effect of short waves on the
nervous system?

this absorption can be actually demonstrated.

SHORT WAVE
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same. Accordingly, a part of the power
must have been used up in the body.
The same phenomenon can be demonstrated as follows: a closed or open oscillation circuit is inductively coupled
with the transmitter ( see Fig. 1). The
ammeter in the circuit shows a definite
current strength.
If a person places
himself on an insulating stool beside it,
the current in the oscillation circuit is
reduced.
This withdrawal of energy,
however, depends on the length of the
body; for if the subject stoops, or
changes to a sitting position, the current
in the other circuit increases ( Fig. 2).
Therefore, it appears as though, by the
tuning of the subject, to about half the
wavelength, the power transmitted to
becomes much greater.
Concentrating Power by Means of a
Reflector
By means of a large concave mirror
one can also collect the transmitted
power to a focus. Such a mirror need
consist only of parallel wires stretched
between two wooden frames. Its height
must be equal to the wavelength, the
opening one and one-half times the wavelength. It is best to use elliptical reflectors, with the transmitting antenna at
one focus; then the reflected radiation is
at the other focus of the ellipse. With
a " dipole" ("Hertzian" antenna) containing an ammeter, especially strong
concentration of energy at this point can
be demonstrated.
Here a lessening of
the current in the dipole is instantly
shown if a person steps into the vicinity.
Since the human body is to be regarded
essentially as an electrolytic system,
with regard to the electric wave, and I
have tried to demonstrate the effect in
the following manner in a model experiment.
A glass tube, of half the wave's length,
was filled with an 0.5% sodium chloride

Absorption of Radio by the Body
With specially-built transmitters, especially such as those which have been
described by Kohl, electric waves only
a few centimeters in length can be produced; these waves can be reflected by
mirrors, exactly like light rays. If one
puts the imtenna in the focus of a concave mirror, then there is formed a
parallel beam of radiation which can be
concentrated again in another concave
mirror. By means of a lens placed in
the course of the radiation, the ray is
made very sharp. If a person steps into
this path, reception ceases. Since no reflection by the human body or only r
Fig. 2.
very slight one is demonstrable, absorpOne of the
most intertion of the radiation must have occurred;
this effect is, moreover, demonstrable in esting effects
of placing a
the case of other organic substances or
human being
water. Unfortunately, not much can yet
in the field
be said about the physiological effects of
of a short
these radiations; the power of the transwave ( high
mitters of extremely short waves is still
frequency)
too low to produce perceptible changes.
oscillator is
that of abIt is otherwise with the wavelengths
sorption. The
from three meters up, to the production
antenna " D"
of which powers of several kilowatts
is excited by
can be applied. Here the above described
the power
optical* phenomena cannot be so well
tube and loop
demonstrated, because the diffraction is
circuit at the
much greater; but absorption by the huleft. Do you
man body can be very well shown.
think the anWhen an antenna is inductively coupled
tenna current
is
increased
to a 3-meter transmitter, the oscillations
can be indicated by a detector even at a or decreased
by bending
considerable distance away. If however,
the body?
a person puts himself in the place of the
antenna, the detector responds much
more weakly, although the power consumed by the transmitter remains the

(salt) solution, to which gelatine was
added to prevent convection. In this jelly
the temperature was measured, at different places, by thermo-elements.
It
was shown that the heating was greatest in the middle and least at the ends;
being half as strong at the quarter points
of entire length as it was in the middle.
Since the maximum strength of the current is at the middle, the greatest
heating is therefore connected with this.
Physiological Effect of Short Waves
Especially noteworthy, also, was a
feeling of vibration, which was particularly evident if the hand was raised in
front. We could establish this sensation
only at our transmitter, which is operated with 50- cycle alternating current.
There must be, therefore, a direct influence on the nervous system. Here too
we have, therefore, another proof that
the ultra- short radio waves exercised an
effect on the nerves.
These vibrations are also felt if the
hand is placed in a condenser's field.
Many persons who remain close to the
transmitter also experience remarkable
sensations on the head, near the roots of
the hair; these are like a peculiar
prickling, the hair likewise standing up
a little. In many subjects we could also
observe slight increases in bodily temperature, which however did not exceed
0.5 of a degree, Centigrade ( 0.9 degree
Fahrenheit).
Since the body contains
extremely fine regulators, by which the
temperature is always kept constant, and
since also the amounts of energy which
can be conveyed into the body, even by
powerful radio transmitters, give (
when
translated into heat units) only a relatively low number of calories, this increase in heat is probably not attributable to the received energy alone. As
is to be shown later, nervous effects may
play an important part in this.
The effect on the nervous system is
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plainly felt by all persons who work a
fairly long time with short waves. The
sensations are different with the individuals; there are persons who are relatively insensitive, and others who very
soon complain about the disturbances of
their health. Usually there is first an
increasing sleepiness; they are very tired
by day, but at night they sleep badly.
Several times a night they start out of
their sleep, and they are tired and sleepy
in the morning.
These phenomena increase more and
more.
Often there are also intensive
headaches,
particularly
covering the
back of the head. Many persons complain of digestive disturbances and pressure on the stomach. Most of them are
furthermore easily excited and irritated,
being inclined to complaining and to
violence. This increased excitability of
the nervous system can also be shown by
electrical tests of the nerves.
Effects of the Electrostatic Field
It is much easier to study these
changes by using the condenser field.
Here it is not the electromagnetic wave
which is used, but the electrostatic field,
which always accompanies it. Here, however, the effect may be much more
strongly concentrated. I have generally
used plates four inches in diameter, between which the parts of the body in
question were treated.
The field between these plates suffices to heat 100
cc. of a 0.5% sodium chloride ( salt) solution 5 degrees C. ( 90 F.) in one minute.
If parts of the human body are introduced into this field, and the blood is then
taken from some part of the body ( for
instance, from the earlobe) on investigation obvious changes are found.
The number of red corpuscles per
cubic millimeter is very greatly increased; i. e., if they formerly amounted
to 5 million, the number has risen to 6
million. The same is true of the haemoglobin ( a constituent of the blood) and
the white corpuscles, the number of
which likewise increases. But this is not
always true to the same extent, depend-
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Human Beings As
Antennas
By Dr. Erwin Schliephake, M.D.

ever, cannot be directly proved in a subject.
Results of Experiments on Animals
In experiments with animals, on the
contrary, such changes are plainly recognizable. They occur particularly strong
in projecting parts of the animals,
such as in the ears and tips of the tails;
since there the electric field is distorted.
Very often, one sees, some time after the
treatment, that the parts in question are
dying and falling off. In the case of a
rabbit whose leg had been too strongly
exposed to the electrostatic field, I noticed a complete disintegration of the
flesh in aring-shaped region, so that only
the bone remained; but then, after a
while, that also fell off.
That the nervous sytem of the animals is also influenced is shown by the
fact that many of them shudder on the
switching on or off of the field, at a
time when there can be no question of a
strong heating effect.

Also very interesting are the disturbances of the internal heat regulation,
which one can produce in animals. If
the region of the neck and the back of
the head of a rabbit are exposed to a
limited capacitative field and the temperature is afterward measured, one can
soon note a permanently increased temperature, which often lasts for some
weeks. If a very powerful dose of " irradiation" is administered the opposite can
occur: the bodily heat falls more and
more, often below 35 degrees C. ( 95 0 F.),
until these low temperatures are no
longer compatible with life. At the same
time, it is interesting to observe that
almost all animals which have had such
disturbances of their heat regulation
after a few weeks developed inflammaing upon the strength of the radiation tion of the lungs and pleurisy, afterward
and the place treated.
One frequently dying. It seems as though, by the dissees
instead a lessening
of these turbance of the heat regulation, the reamounts, which would therefore corre- sistance of the animals to disease had
spond to a thinning of the blood. Like- suffered greatly; so that in this path
wise, the albumens of the blood undergo throughout the central nervous system
certain changes which I cannot discuss there was created a special susceptibility
here.
to colds.
On investigating the spinal
In the case of these strong effects it marrow of such animals microscopically,
is to be assumed that the tissues of the serious injuries to the nerve cells have
body also undergo changes; which, how- been observed.
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Dangers and Beneficial Possibilities
After these experiences, I have not
dared to expose entire human beings to
a condenser field and in tins way produce
artificial rises in temperature. The responsibility seemed too great.
At the
same time, effective heating of the body
can be accomplished equally well in
other ways; such as with the well-known
Apostcli "condenser bed," which can be
connected to any diathermal apparatus.
With the method previously described,
only serious dangers for the patients
treated would have been conjured up,
without the possibility a producing a
fundamentally new effect.
On the other hand, the disturbances of
the ptysical health, which we could observe in the field of free radiation of
powerful transmitters, have never been
serious. After a period of recovery of
a few weeks, with no irradiation, all effects have been observed to vanish. For
four years now, I have almost daily
worked for several hours at a transmitter with 1% kw. plate dissipation; and
the effects, often very unpleasant, have
always gone back to normal on stopping
the work.
In these things the wavelength is also
certainly of importance, and in fact we
have the impression that the disturbances to health became stronger as the
wave was shortened. Anyway, the unpleasant
sensations
appear
much
quicker with a three-meter wave than
with longer ones.
From all these experiences, it is at
any rate clear that treatment with electric waves can in no way be regarded as
always harmless for the human body. It
is plain that their incorrect uae can
cause serious injuries to health.
Certainly such injuries are to be expected
only when the frequencies are very high;
that is, with ultra- short waves; even then
there is nothing to fear except with
fairly high transmitter power.
On the other hand, with proper use,
the short electric waves seem to be a
valuasle means of treatment. According
to our experiments to date, with bacteria
cultures and infected animals, the germs
of disease can be killed. There is the
added point that certain defensive processes are stimulated in the body. Ihave
also already repeatedly treated human
beings; and, in about a hundred cases, I
have been able to attain an extraordinarily quick cure of suppuration ( pus
formation).

fils Treated by Short
Waves
• IN a dispatch to the N. Y. Times, a re-

port from London states that cures for
various ailments by the use of short radio
waves were claimed by Dr. Erwin Schliephake, a German physician and scientist.
Writing in the British Medical Journal
he described how he succeeded in treating
deep-seated abscess in the human body by

passing ultra- short wireless waves through
the patient, who was not in immediate
contact with any instrument. He found, he
said, that various tissues exhibit different
degrees of conductivity in the presence of
these waves.
Dr. Schliephake declared he has used
waves to treat pulmonary abscesses after

pneumonia, in pleural empyema, pneumonic
tuberculosis, in certain forms of peritonitis,
in migraine and acute tonsilitis.
Dr. Willis R. Whitney, research director
of the General Electric Company, revealed
in April, 1930, that he had developed a
radio type of apparatus for killing bacteria
in the body.
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How Short Waves
Are Used To Produce

Artificial Fever
IN

THE

HUMAN

BODY

Left—One end of
the " artificial fever"

A

NEW tool has been made available to the medical profession for
investigations concerning fevers
and their use in the cure of
certain diseases. At a joint meeting of
the New England Physical Therapy Society and the American Physical Therapy
Association in Boston, on April 18, the
apparatus was shown and described by
Charles M. Carpenter and Albert B.
Page of the Research Laboratory of the
General Electric Company.
The equipment, similar in principle to

a short-wave radio transmitter, is featured by a tube which generates current
oscillations at the rate of between
10,000,000 and 14,000,000 cycles per second ( corresponding to those of 30- to 21meter waves). This oscillating current
is concentrated between two condenser
plates, instead of being fed into an
aerial, and the body to be heated is
placed between the two plates.
Heat has been used throughout the
history of medicine as a means of alleviating and curing diseases, and, more

10 AC.

FILAMENT

\g
•

PLATE
DOOR
RELAYS

hook up of

short - wave
apparatus.

"aitificial fever" apparatus.

The wooden box in which patient is
placed is indicated by dotted lines.
recently, the causes and effects of fevers
have been the subject of investigations
and debates. Previously it was thought
that fever temperatures were a sign o!
disease, just as pain is, and that the
fever heat should be eliminated to make
the patient more comfortable.
Recent
investigations, however, have indicated
that, at least in the case of certain diseases, the fever is valuable in killing
the germs of the disease; since many
germs are unable to withstand the fever
temperature of the human body.
The production of artificial fevers in
the human body has been a difficult task,
because man's temperature-regulating
mechanism is so efficient. A fever results from a rise in temperature throaghout the body, and local external heating
is dissipated without raising the temperature of the whole body.
Various
methods of producing fever temperatures
have been tried in the past; such as the
use of hot-water baths and exposure of
the body to artificially heated atmospheres. The injection of a protein re-
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Remarkable short-wave apparatus, developed in
the Research Laboratory of the General Electric
Co., induces heating effect in the body when it
is brought under the influence of 21 to 30 meter
waves. Frequency of waves used varies from
10,000,000 to 14,000,000 cycles per second. Brain
action accelerated by short waves, research shows.
Tomorrow we may use short wave, to keep us
warm, instead of furnaces.

—

PATIENT

TABLE

CANV
AS WEBBING
STRETCHED BETWEEN
STICKS WHICH REST
ON TOP OF WILE

--- INSULATI NG COVER
FITTIN GOVERRA
CK.
CLOSED ON ONE END,
OPEN ON THE OTHER
FOR HEAD \

TABLE "END VIEW'

Wooden box and canvas webbing
support for patient. Motor blowers
circulate air in the box.
suits in a fever, and a high fever temperature for the treatment of paresis
can be produced by the injection of malaria germs into the patient. The injection of a protein is hazardoin because
one is dealing with unknown factors and
uncertain quantities, as Messrs. Carpenter and Page pointed out in their paper
presented at the Boston meeting; the use
of malaria or other germs often fails
because of the immunity of the patient,
and it is dangerous because a living
virus has been introduced; while the hotwater bath and similar methods are timeconsuming, difficult of application and
not easily controlled.
The new short
radio-wave method, on the other hand,
is at all times under control.

11110•11.01
%/111110111

The opposite end
of the " artificial
fever" apparatus—
the engineer is
holding one of the
30 meter oscillator
tubes.
It is a 4element screen-grid
tube, with an output of 500 watts.

13/%01%/14■01%
eral Electric research laboratory, and
Mr. Page, when studying the effects of
high-frequency induction coils on fruit
flies and mice. Shortly after these experiments, it was noticed, the blood lemperature of research men working in
close proximity to vacuum-tube oscillaTHERM OMETER READS
20° ABOVE ZERO

The Origin of the Idea
The development of the equipment for
producing the artificial fever resulted
from some experiments conducted by Dr.
Willis R. Whitney, director of the GenMETAL PLATES

H.F. APPARATUS
IN (
Ft) tet

—

Tomorrow—instead of using furnaces
we may heat "our body only" by
sitting in a high frequency field.

"Short - wave" heating tomorrow!
Room temperature is only 20 degrees above zero—but the body heat
is 72 degrees.
tors delivering six or eight kilowatts of
5- to 6-meter waves were slowly raised.
It was known that various ways of producing fever heat have been applied to
human beings for therapeutic purposes;
so it seemed worth while to study experimentally the electric fever, since it
seemed to carry with it no danger and
no discomfort.
In addition, when the
current is off, the fever quickly subsides
—in other"Words, it is controllable..
Varioas forms of electrical diathermy
have been extensively used for years;
but they are methods of direct application of electrodes to the body, and have
certain limitations which are not present
in this new apparatus.
With the new
equipment, which is essentially more

costly, it is necessary only to place the
body, or that portion to be treated, in
the space between two insulated plates,
and the- body temperature is raised at
a rate and tu an amount dependent only
on the controlling or generating apparatus.
"If there is merit in artificial fevers,"
says Dr. Whitney, " it seems worth while
to • study
carefully the electricallyinduced fever.
If there are infections
whose temperature tolerance is less than
that of the host of the infection, it may
be possible to destroy the infection. It
is also customary to bake out, or heat
by various means, stiff joints. As the
radio method produces the heat within
the tissues themselves, because of the
electrical resistance of the body fluids,
it seems probable that this method of
applying heat should be studied in member and joint diseases."

Description of the Apparatus
The apparatus shown at the Boston
meeting is enclosed within a case about
3 feet high, 3 feet wide and 6 feet long,
mounted on stnall wheels so as to be
portable. It is like a short-wave radio
transmitter, except that the energy is
concentrated between two condenser
plates instead of being directed from an
aerial. The heater consists of a vacuumtube oscillator, with a full-wave rectifier
which supplies the high voltage needed.
The oscillator comprises two 500-watt
vacuum tubes operating at a frequency
of from 10,000.,000 to 14,000,000 cycles;
their output is concentrated between two
plates mounted vertically on top of the
cabinet.
The rectifier, which changes
the low-voltage A.C. house supply to
direct current for use in the vacuum
tubes, has an oil-immersed transformer
with a 7,000-volt secondary which feeds
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two half-wave, hot-cathode, mercuryvapor tubes. In conjunction with a filter
system, this unit furnishes the 3,000.
volt direct-current supply for the oscillator. An auto-transformer is connected
in the primary circuit of the high voltage transformer to provide plate-voltage
regulation.
The condenser plates are of aluminum,
28 by 18 by h-inch, covered by hard
rubber plates 30 by 20 by 3k-inch, to
prevent arcing, should the patient or
attendant come in contact with the
plates. In this field of undamped waves
between the plates there is a rapid alternation of 3,000 volts drop of potential.
The patient is suspended on interlaced
cotton tapes stretched across a wooden
frame, the under surface of which is
covered with composition boards, forming an air chamber beneath the body.
A' cover of the same material is fitted
over the frame, so that the head of the
patient projects through an opening at
one end; thus there is formed a fairly
tight air chamber around the body as
it lies on the tapes. The patient rests
on his back and the plates are placed
at each side of the box; so that the
waves oscillate through the body from
one side to the other. The plates' separation can be varied, but as a rule has
been kept at 30 inches. Two small hair
dryers are placed in openings at the
foot, one above and one below, to circu-
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late hot air around the body.
These
decrease the heat loss, and equalize the
humidity, throughout the enclosed atmosphere. By applying the plates in this
manner and by enclosing the body, it
is heated rapidly without causing great
discomfort to the patient.
When the
desired temperature is reached it may
be maintained by decreasing the voltage,
by increasing the plate distance, or by
employing only the hot-air blowers.
The 10,000,000-Cycle Tube
The tube used for the production of
the 30-meter waves is a four-element
screen-grid tube, designated as the G. E.
"Type PR-861 Pliotron."
Especially
adapted for use at the higher frequencies
it has a nominal output rating of 500
watts.
The filament, grid and plate are supported on separate stems, with the leads
brought out at separate seals; thus insuring high insulation and low electrostatic capacities between electrodes. The
filament is of thoriated tungsten in the
shape of a double helix, supported from
a center rod, and requires no tension
springs. The grid and plate are cylindrical; the plate has six wings for dissipation of heat.
The fourth electrode, the screen-grid,
consists of a close mesh or winding
placed between the control grid and
plate, and extends the full height of the

tube. It is supported by suitable means
on the filament and control-grid stems.
It has two leads; one of which is brought
to the blade of the base on the filament
arm, and the second through a separate
seal to a base near the grid end of the
tube.
For Experimental Uses
In connection with the exhibition of
the equipment and the announcemelt of
the work with artificial fevers, Dr. Whitney issued a statement emphasizing the
fact that the equipment is being used
at present for experimental purposes
only:
"Our policy
concerning this new
method of high-frequency therapy has
been to sell no apparatus but to study
it ourselves and to assist research by
others.
We have built a number of
outfits, and have lent most of them to
competent research groups. The expense
has been considerable, and we could
hardly justify increasing the number of
these loans.
"Therefore, if the medical profession,
in view of the experimental results already announced, feels that such researches should be multiplied, while we
are still unwilling to sell such outfits
generally until their utility is more completely proyed, we are now willing to
sell apparatus to accredited medical institutions equipped for research work."

Medical Aspects
of

Ultra Short Waves
By C. H. West
S. Public Health Service

U.

Mr. West here describes some of the effects and also some of
the dangers of subjecting the human body to powerful ultra
short wave fields

hicit,ose courteey
s

J. G. Freed. U. S. Public Fleet!, Service. Member

Above—A rabbit about to be exposed to
a powerful ultra short wave field; tie
sides as well as the top and bottom linings of the cabinet are of metal.
At left—'he appearance of the ultra
short-wave apparatus built and tested by
Mr. West in his experiments.
• IT SEEMS that the general public
is once again taking to radio and
the art of building as a pastime. The
amateurs are busy developing the five
meter band, while the engineers are
devoting a goodly portion of their time
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to dabbling in the mysteries that the
ultra short waves have created.
On the other hand, medical-scientific
personages are making use of their
medical knowledge, plus a large portion of electronics, in efforts to make
the world a better place to live in with
less aches and pains to bother us.
Many engineers employed in large
electrical laboratories have made valuable use of their knowledge pertaining to the ultra short waves, and have
constructed oscillators of high power
for the purpose of producing fever in
the human body at will. It is a known
fact that fever is nature's doctor to a
certain degree. If it can be produced
in cases where there is no cause for a
high fever, the patient's chance for
recovery and cure is far better than
combatting disease by injection of malaria germs, etc., which may produce
reactions worse than the disease itself
Unknown Qualities
However, the production of fever by
an oscillator is a simple procedure, but
the application of these high wave
speeds to the human body is an entirely different matter. Secondly, the
output or radiation of an ultra high
frequency oscillator has never been
completely identified.
It seems that for every known element discovered there -are many others
within—undiscovered. An illustration
of this fact was brought to light very
recently, in which the writer witnessed
a demonstration of photo-electric cell
work.
A double-cell apparatus manufactured by the Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation produced readings
in foot-candles from the output of a
10 k. w. X-ray tube in which the cells were completely covered by 1,4; inch lead sheet.
The roentgen rays do not penetrate lead,
and as the tube was quite a distance from the
cells, the reaction in the sensitive meter was not
due to heat waves, but simply a current output
which registered through the lead upon the faces
of the cells.
The X-ray is noted for producing
very bad burns if not handled properly, and the
deflection from the target is called and identified
as the roentgen ray after the name of the discoverer.
How does science know whether the
burns are caused from this additional element as
registered in foot candles, for want of a better
name?

U. S. W. "Fever" Apparatus
Recently, the writer constructed and put into
practice an ultra short wave oscillator for the
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production of fever or temperature.
This apparatus consisted of two UX-852 tubes arranged
in push-pull, but with the "back-to-back" arrangement of Meeny-Valuri.
It is a persistent
oscillator and is capable of running long hours
on wavelengths from 2 to 10 meters.
An auxiliary cabinet was constructed with two
leads to couple across the plate inductance. This
cabinet has one adjustable aide; the top and
bottom being one lead, and the two sides the
other and forming a large condenser.
Rabbits were used in experiments and their
temperature reached 41 degrees ( Centigrade)
from the usual 38 degrees ( normal).
However.
after a few weeks severe burns were noticed.
Since that time research has been carried on
by other factions in an effort to ascertain the
direct cause of the burns, which do not seem
to be due to collections of moisture, or from
coming in contact with the condenser plates.
This brings to mind that experiments by the
writer with the very short waves disclose the
fact that some sort of a photo-electric ray could
be produced and would highly expose small
dental films.
It is believed this elementary action was first discovered by Mr. John Reinartz,
the noted radio amateur, who perceived a bluish
glow within an auxiliary indicator at a certain frequency.
Before any actual application to humans may
be applied, it is our duty to ascertain accurately whether other elements are prevailing.
To all indications there are many, and one of
them is severe burns, which may be caused by
an unidentified element.

Constructional Data and Summary
As will be noted in the photographs, the apparatus is entirely enclosed and surrounded by
glass sides to better view the " works" in case
things tend to go the "hay-wire" route.
The
lower portion of the cabinet contains the necessary plate and filament transformers, which operate direct from the 110 volt, 60 cycle line.
The plate power is raw A. C. at a potential of
2600 volts, the filament transformer being the
customary 10 volt affair.
Inductances are removable; the ones shown are at present used
for 30.000 kc. work.
The circuit is shown in
Fig. 1, which is the conventional push-pull
method.
However, the auxiliary cabinet is for purpose
of holding an animal within the field and without strappirg him and causing discomfort. The
condenser plates are of sheet metal and insulated,
the
schematic
diagram
appearing
in
Fig. 2.
When a rabbit is placed in this pen and the
power applied, he fails to react immediately;
but as he " warms" up to the situation the veins
in the ears show dilation, and in 20 minutes his
temperature starts to rim and keeps going.
It
is only at a much later date that burns are
noticed.
From the foregoing it would hardly seem advisable to subject a human to any lengthy
treatment, at least, for the present; but the
value of high frequency in various forms have
proved essential in many cases.
Secondly, the
natural heavy perspiration that is produced is
essential in one degree in opening the pores
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(some of whicn have probably never been
opened before) and allowing the natural poisons
of the body to escape more quickly than could
have been accomplished with potent medicines.
The majority of high frequency apparatus
produces this result.
In the case of pulsating
currents. which produce a series of reactions or
"jumps" within the muscular system, this often is very beneficial in activating those muscles
which could not have been manipulated manually without a great degiee of pain.
Probably the first reLution noticed with reference to the ultra high frequencies were from
early experimenters while conducting transmission tees with high power.
It was noticed
that the Indy temperature tended to rise at
various tines, due entirely to their proximity
to a powerful oscillator.
Science has been
iooking for a long time for some method to
raise the temperature
in the human body
quickly. Ultra high frequency oseillators have
solved that problem but have brought . lany
other matter s to light.
Secondly, to produce
the desired results the patient must be enclosed between two or more condenser plate;
of large proportions. The oscillator must be of
high power, capable of delivering 600 watts
output and the patient must be wrapped in a
suitable cowering to prevent his contact with
any portioa of the charged plates.
Various research workers who have volunteered their services as "trial patients" have
received a goodly portion of burns as compensation, and are quite satisfied that ultra high
frequency currents are " hot stuff!"
Where
heat is concerned, one could get equivalent results by setting on a hot steam radiator.
The
writer knc-ws this to be true, and has experienced mar y a painful burn whwh he would
have been willing to trade for a shock from
a quarter KW. closed-core transformer.•
It could hardly seem probable that burns
would prevail where the body is not in contact
with any metallic object; but an examination
under darkness of a large condenser tapped
from the oscillator, will disclose a bluish aurora
between the two elements, which is similar to
that noted in Tesla coil experiments.
Within
this bluish discharge there can be many components net yet identified, which have a tendency to attack tender portions of the body and
produce ar internal burn, which does not come
to the sue ace for identification until some days
have passed.
It is open to discussion whether one-half of
the electrical apparatus in present use actually
cures the patient of pains, or whether it is
the psychology of the matter in which the patient is surrounded by many cabinets of mysteries, of which he knows absolutely nothing.
What cures one man does not seem to cure
another with the identical complaint.
•Yes—but it is generally understood we believe, that the high frequency currents or field
causes heat to be developed inside the body;
even in organs such as the liver, etc., without
heating up the whole body, which is not the
case with direct application of heat as when
seated on a hot radiator, ete.—Editor.
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the circuit used by Mr. West in building his ultra sh)rt-wave physiological
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CONVERTERS

Above—General View of Mr. Cisin's DeLuxe Short- Wave
Converter

1

Bottom View of the Find- All Short-Wave Converter; Can Be
Used With Any " BC" Set

Find-All deLuxe S-W

Converter •

By H. G. Cisin, M. E.
• UP-TO-DATE radio receivers include short-wave reception as a
matter of course. They are known as
"dual wave" sets.
They bring in the
standard broadcast stations between
200 and 550 meters, and also foreign
stations operating on short waves, radio amateurs, aircraft and police calls.
Hundreds of thousands of very excellent receivers, however, do not include the new " dual wave" feature.
These can be modernized quite readily
by means of the Find- All DeLuxe
Short Wave Converter.
Converts B. C. Receivers to Super-het.
The Find-All Converter is used to

•

Here is a short-wave converter that
should satisfy every " short-wave
fan" who has ever thought of building one. It is a " superhet" converter
provided with separate oscillator and
it uses plug-in coils to change the
wave-bands. This converter enables
you to receive short way es on any
broadcast receiver and makes an
S-W superheterodyne of your present
"BC" receiver.
change any broadcast receiver into an
excellent short wave superheterodyne.
The circuit consists of an R.F. stage

employing a 58 variable mu pentode
(5), a screen grid 24 oscillator ( 18),
a variable mu 58 detector ( 15) and
an intermediate stage using a third
58 pentode ( 23).
The converter has
its own power supply, employing an
80 full wave rectifier, with a suitable
filter system.
Two sets of Alden short-wave coils
are used with this converter. The coils
are of the plug-in type.
There are
four to a set, permitting coverage of
the short wave band from 20 to 200
meters. The coils are precision wound
on Makelot color-coded coil forms.
Coil ( 3) serves as the antenna coup-

Schematic diagram of the Find-All DeLuxe Short- Wave Converter
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ler.
The secondary of coil ( 11) is
used as a tuned impedance between
the R.F. stage and the detector. The
primary of ( 11) inductively couples
the plate of the oscillator ( 18) to the
grid of the detector ( modulator)
(15).
In this way, both the signal
voltage and the oscillator voltage are
impressed on the grid of the detector.
The resultant current, of the predetermined
beEit
frequency,
flows
through the intermediate frequency
transformer ( 16) from the plate of
(15).
The secondary of the antenna coupler and the impedance ( secondary of
coil 11), are each tuned by a section
of the dual . 00015 mf. Cardwell " Midway" variable condenser.
A single
.00015 mf. condenser of the same type
is used to tune the oscillator grid coil
(20).
Separate Osc. Coil for Each Band.
A separate oscillator coil is provided for each of the four short wave
bands covered by the Alden plug-in
coil sets.
The oscillator coils, however, are fastened in place permanently and the change-over from one
coil to another is accomplished by
means of a two-gang, four position
selector switch of compact design. By
using a six position switch and adding two
additional oscillator coils, it is possible to
cover the entire broadcast band with this
converter, since two more Alden coils are
available for use at ( 3) and ( 11) which
permit operation of the converter up to
640 meters, using the same tuning condensers.
Volume is controlled in the Find-All
Converter by an Electrad potentiometer
(8) in the cathode return circuit of tubes
(5) and ( 23).
Hammarlund I.F. transformers are used at ( 16) and ( 26). These
peak at 465 kc. Each transformer has a
tuned primary and a tuned secondary.
Tuning is accomplished by means of small
adjustable mica condensers.
The I.F.
transformers are carefully shielded and
the tuning condensers are mounted inside
the shield, but in such a manner that they
can be adjusted from the top of the shield.
Since the success of a good " super" ultimately depends upon the I.F. transformers,
only the best obtainable should be used.
Resistor ( 38) in series with the audio
choke ( 39) limits the plate voltage to the
required value of 250 volts. An amperite,
in series in the primary circuit of the
power transformer, prevents fluctuations
of the line voltage from affecting the operation of the converter.

Oscillator Coil Data.
Holes are drilled in the front chassis
wall for selector switch ( 21, 22) and combined
Electrad
volume
control-power
switch and these are
mounted.
The
chassis is now turned upside down and the
four special oscillator coils are mounted.
All four coils are wound on fibre forms,
1%" in dia. and 1%" high and all are
wound with No. 28 single silk covered
wire.
Coil ( 20A) consists of 5 turns
spaced %" apart. Coil ( 20B) consists of
11 turns spaced 1/16" apart.
Coil ( 20C)
consists of. 19 turns spaced 1/16" apart.
Coil ( 20D) consists of 37 turns spaced
appx. 1/32" apart. A tap is taken out at
the center turn of each coil.
Coils may
be obtained ready wound if desired.
The R.F. choke ( 9) should be fastened
on the underside of the chassis as shown
in the illustration.
Condenser ( 10) is
fastened directly to the bottom of the
chassis. For making the connections to
the caps of the four tubes, use armored
braidite. Wire the four oscillator coils to
the selector switch first. Then wire filament circuits, grid circuits, plate circuits,
cathodes, negative returns and by-pass
condensers. When wiring up a compara-
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tively unfamiliar socket, such as the six
prong socket, a sketch showing respective
socket terminals should be worked from.
Such sketches are available from tube
charts. When wiring the Alden coil sockets, refer directly to the coils, noting that
the lower ends of primary and secondary
connect to the filament ( thicker) prongs.
Primary and secondary coils of the I.F.
transformers are identical.

Adjusting Converter.
The rectifier tube filament is wired in
next, then the power supply circuit, including resistor ( 38), choke ( 29)• and
filter condensers ( 30, 31). Finally, the
amperite and switch are connected in
series with the primary winding of the
power transformer. The tubes should be
put in place and the converter should be
connected
to the 110-volt source.
It is
desirable to check voltages first.
Plate
voltages should be 250. If these are found
to be too high, regulate resistance ( 38) by
means of the slider. Screen grid voltages
should be about 100 volts. Of course, the
best way to peak the I.F. transformers is
with an oscillator. If this is not available,
connect oround wire to post ( 2). Connect
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1—Electrad
tapered
Volume
Control,
15,000 ohms, type RI-201-P ( 8) with
Switch (34) Clarostat
1—Electrad 5000 ohm Truvolt Wire-Wound
Resistor, type B-50 ( 38)
2—Hammarlund, 465 kc. Intermediate Frequency Transformers, complete with I.
F. Coils, tuning condensers and shields,
type TR-465 ( 16, 261
1—Aerovox .
00015 mfd., Mica Coupling
Conden•ser, type 1460 ( 10) Polymet
4—Aerovox .01 mfd., 200 volt Cartridge
By-Pass Condensers, type 281 ( 7, 13, 17,
24) Polymet
2—Aerovox 4 mf., 500 volt Dry Electrolytic Condensers, type G-5-4 ( in TD cans)
(30, 31) Polymet
2—Electrad 500- ohm Flexible Resistors,
type 2G-600 ( 6, 25) Polymet
1—I. R. C. ( Durham) 15,000 ohms, 1 watt
Metallized
Resistor, type F-1 ( 14)
Lynch
1—I. R. C. ( Durham) 20,000 ohms,
Metallized Resistor, type F-1 ( 36)
1—I. R. C. ( Durham) 50,000 ohms,
Metallized Resistor, type F-1 ( 37)

1 watt
Lynch
1 watt
Lynch

1—Amperite Regulating Line Voltage Control, type 5A-5 ( 35)
1—Trutest Flush- Mounting Power Transformer, type 4C-1490 ( 33)
2—Hammarlund Equalizing Condensers, 2
to 35 minf. ( 4A, 12A)
1—Hammarlund Isolantite
type CI-I-8 ( 9)

R.

2—Hammarlund Four-pr ong
Sockets, type S-4 ( 3, 11)

F.

Choke,

Isolantite

3-1illammarlund Triple-Grid Tube Shields,
type TS-50 ( 5, 15, 23)
1—Hammarlund Screen Grid Tube Shield,
type TS-35 ( 18)
1—Yaxley Two- Gang, Four position Selector Switch, type F-65I4 ( 21, 22) Best
4—Eby "Ace" Binding Posts (1, 2, 27, 28)
Cinch
1—Trutest R-196 Audio Choke, type 4A242
(29)
post ( 27) to the control grid of the 1st
R.F. tube of the broadcast receiver. Put
two similarly colored short wave coils in
the converter.
Connect post ( 28) to the
chassis or ground of the broadcast set.
Turn on converter and set, tuning the latter to a position where WEAF ( or station
of approximately similar wavelength) usually comes in.
Turn set volume all the
way up and have volume control ( 8) of
converter similarly adjusted. Connect the
antenna wire to the cap of tube ( 23) and
adjust I.F. transformer ( 26) for loudest
volume. Put screen grid clip back on tube
(23) and connect antenna wire to cap of
tube ( 16).
Adjust I.F. transformer ( 16)
for loudest signal.
Leave the broadcast receiver as it is
and connect the antenna to post ( 1) of the
converter.
The latter is now ready to
operate by tuning the variable condensers
(4, 12) and ( 19).
Equalizer condensers
(4A) and ( 12A) should be adjusted for
loudest volume.
Crowe No. 88 tuning
units help to bring in " hard-to-get" short
wave stations.

3—Na-ald Six-prong
(5, 15, 23)

Wafer-type

Sockets

1—Na-ald Five-prong Wafer-type
(18)

Socket

2—Na-ald Four-prong Wafer-type Sockets
(32, 353
2—Crowe Short Wave Single Speed Tuning Units, No. 88—Ratio 14 to 1 in 180
degree:
1—Roll Corwico Braidite Hook-up Wire.
stranded ( Cornish Wire Co.)
1—Alumirum Chassis, 14 to 16 gauge, 12"x
11"x2" high—Blan, the Radio Man
3—Variable Mu R. F. Pentodes, type 58
(5, 15, 23)
1—Screen Grid 24-type Oscillator ( 18)
1—Full-Wave 80-type Rectifier ( 32)
Note: Numbers in parentheses refer to
corresponding numbers marking parts on
diagrams.

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED FOR FINDALL S-W CONVERTER
1—Cardwell Two- Gang " Midway" Variable
Condenser, .00015 mf. each section,
"Featherweight" type 405-B Double
(4, 12)
1—Cardwell " Midway" Variable Condenser
(single), .00015 mf., "Featherweight"
type 405-B ( 19)
2—Sets Alden Short-Wave Plug-In Coils4 coils per set covering bands from 20
to 200 meters ( 3, 11)
1—Set 4 Special Oscillator Coils ( See
Winding Directions) (20-A,B,C,D)

LUGS SOLDERED
1-0 PINS

FIG 1

Improved "tube base" coil forms can
easily, be made as shown.
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An A. C. Operated
Short-Wave

CONVERTER
By R. B. KINGSBURY

To hear S.W. stations on your broadcast receiver, you need a " tip-top", welldesigned, S.W. converter. Here it is—a
"prize winner"- 110 volt, A. C. operated
—has its own plate supply—also R. F.
amplifier and coupling tube.

• THE average " fan," after dabbling
in the mystic realm of short waves
for a considerable time, cannot tolerate sets and converters which produce
only mediocre results.
The writer,
having graduated hito this class, set
about to build a converter which could
be termed really efficient and yet be
moderate in cost.
Single dial tuning, compactness and
a tuned intermediate stage, permitting
the transfer of the signal to the broadcast set with very little loss in transmission, are but a few of the features incorporated in the converter illustrated.
The word simplicity has therefore
been superseded by the more desirable
one—efficiency!
Despite its seemingly complicated
design, the average set constructor
should experience no trouble at all in

Wiring diagram for constructing Mr.

Five tubes, including the rec ,ifier, provide this 15.W. converter with a real
"wallop."
It enables you to hear S.W. stations m
your " broadcast
receiver."

assembling the converter here shown.
Exclusive of the cabinet, the total
cost should not exceed $ 10 or $ 12 and
this moderate figure can be brought
down even lower by substituting parts
which are usually found in your " oddparts" box.

time control.
This condenser may be
eliminated, however, if the builder desires to use two dials for tuning.
The method of modulation is that
the oscillation is introduced into the
modulator tube by way of the screen.
Grid bias detection : s used.
The plate circuit of the modulator
Tested on Many Receivers
contains a circuit tuned to the interThis set has been tried out with a mediate frequency.
This insures a
dozen different broadcast receivers and high impedance load on the modulator
one has yet to be found with which it at the intermediate frequency.
will not " percolate" ( meaning work).
Intermediate Frequency
Five tubes, including the rectifier,
are used in this layout and as it supIt is best to use an intermediate freplies its own power, the problem of low quency at which the broadcast receiver
filament voltage and incorrect " B" supis the most sensitive.
If it is equally
ply is entirely eliminated.
sensitive throughout the entire tuning
A switch is used to " cut out" the R.
range, then set the frequency either
F. stage below 30 meters, as it has below 550 Ice. or above 1500 kc. Therebeen found that this stage is only a fore, no specific instructions are given
/osser,
when as to the number of turns on T.
This
tuning in sta- is left up to the constructor to detertions covered mine, as he will know at which freby the 20 meter
quency the broadcast set he will use
coil. The enerin conjunction with the converte+- is
gy gathered by the most sensitive.
The ratio of this
the antenna is transformer is 1 to 1 and the primary
transferred to is tuned by a midget or balancing conthe grid of the
denser.
modulator tube.
This converter has a volume control
No direct conof its own, as the signal intensity
nection is made,
range will be very large and two conhowever, as the trols are desirable. The control is the
e x a ct amount potentiometer P, which is connected
must be deter- between th c screen return and ground,
mined
by
ex- with the cathode of the modulator conperiment.
T o nected to the slider.
When the sl der
determine th is is moved to the left, that is, toward
take two pieces the ground, the bias on the tube is low-.
o f enamelled
ered and at the same time the screen
wire about No. voltage is increased.
The best rdace
18 or 20 gauge
is a short distance to the right of the
Solder one to ground end, at which point the maxithe
switch
in
mum sensitivity will be found.
the antenna circuit and the
Power Transformer Details
other
to
the
grid circuit of
The filament and plate voltage are
th e modulator.
supplied by a power transformer T3
As
this
stage and a ' 80 rectifier.
This transformer
tunes very has mie 2.5 volt winding which supplies
broadly,
th is the four tubes in the converter and one
condenser ea n 5 volt winding for the rectifier filament.
also be used as The high voltage winding gives apan auxiliary vo/- proximately 325 volts after the choke
Kingsbury's S.W. converter.
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and filter.
This voltage is cut down to 165
volts by R4, which has a value of 14,600 ohms
and is connected in the plate circuits of the
two screen- grid tubes.
R5 is another section
of the voltage divider and its value is 3.400
ohms.
The outpUt tube's plate, oscillator
plate and screen voltages are taken from this
point.
R6 is a bleeder resistance of 17,900
ohms.

SHORT WAVE
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The pick-up winding should be
of the tuned winding opposite to
tickler.
Using Pilot coil forms.
of turns is as follows:

20 Meter Band
Modulator coil:
Primary 1 turn
Secondary 4 turna

The matter of terminal connections on the
modulator and oscillator coils is optional;
however, the following instructions are given
but they need not be followed.

Oscillator coil:
Primary or pick-up 1 turn
Secondary 6 turns
Tickler 3 turns

Modulator coil T: G on the coil socket to
P on the R. F. tube socket; F minus on the
coil • form to " B" plus 165; P on coil socket
to G on modulator; F plus on the coil socket
to ground.
The coil terminals on the form
should be made to the prongs in the corresponding manner.

Modulator coil:
Primary 4 turns

The oscillator coil Ti should be wired as
follows: G on coil socket to G on the oscillator socket; P on the coil socket to P on the
oscillator socket; K on the coil socket to
ground; HP on coil socket to " B" plus for
screen voltage; BK on coil socket to grid
on modulator tube socket.
The terminals of
the oscillator coil should be connected in the
corresponding manner, two terminals being
connected to HP.

Coils for other bands may be wound at will.
The size of the wire is not so important: anything between No. 20 and No. 26 will be
satisfactory.

To

insure

oscillation

G and

P

should

be

40 Meter Band
Secondary 8 turns
Oscillator coil:
Pick-up 3 turns
Secondary 9 turns
Tickler 7 turne

List of Parts for Converter
T—Set of modulator coils as described
T,— Set of oscillator coils as described
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T2-1 to 1 ratio R. F. coil for midget condenser
TS—Power transformer
Ch-30 henry choke
L-2-85 millihenry chokes
Cl. C2, C3, C5, C6, C8, C9. CIO—Eight . 1 mf.
by-pass condensers.
C4, C7—Two . 00015 mf. tandem tuning con.
densers
C15—midget condenser across C4, approximately . 00005 mf.
C11—.00025 mf. fixed condenser
C12, C13—Two 4 mf. electrolytic filter condensers
CX—Small tuning condenser, such as a trimmer.
R1-300 oFm bias resistor
R2, R3—Two 1000 ohm bias resis.ora
R4, R5—Voltage divider tapped at 3400 ohms.
Total value 17,900 ohms
R6—One 17,900 ohm bleeder resistor
P-25.000 Am potentiometer with AC switch
6 UY sockets
1 UX socket
1 Dial Iverinier type)
2 ' 24A tubes
2 ' 27 tubes
1 ' 80 tube
4 binding posts
I 25 foot roll "pushback" hook-up wire

A Handy Short Wave Converter

WITHOUT PLUG-IN COILS
T
A

HE idea of a continuous tuning
unit to cover the entire shortwave spectrum is by no means
new.
Since the high frequencies first
came to the attention of the radio enthusiast any number of developments
have been made which purported to accomplish this end—just as there have
AERO
TUN ER

By C. H. W. INASON

There is no reason for making any
-changes in the broadcast set, or making
any connections thereto other than to
connect the output of the converter to
the antenna post.
If this is left con-

C4

BROADCAST receiver and a
short-wave receiver can be operated simultaneously on the
same aerial, without interference. The lead-in wire is connected directly to the aerial post on 1.hP broadcast
set; but is bridged to the stiort-wave

R FC

•

'24
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been many devices for converting the
broadcast receiver into a short-wave job.
The device which the writer considers to
fill the gap is a combination of two recent developments in the radio field. The
Aero tuner which covers the short-wave
spectrum up to 100 meters, and has a
single additional coil to fill the gap between that point and the broadcast band,
is employed in combination with the dynatron oscillator.

180V

nected it will, have but slight effect on
the operation of the receiver at frequencies in the broadcast band. Three
'24 tubes are required in the converter.
The practice of drawing filament supply from an A.C. receiver for use in a
short-wave converter is to be deplored,
because of the danger of overloading the
power transformer and either causing a
burn-out or lowering the efficiency of the
receiver.

f

1—Aere tuner
RFC—Hammarlund
85 M. H. R.F.
choke
T-2% volt heater
transformer
Ll — Arnertran 200
hy. choke
L2-100 turns No.
36 d. s. c. wound
on 111" tube
R1-50,000 ohms
R2-500 ohms
R3-10.000 ohm potentiometer
R4-5 megohms
R5-25.000 ohms
R6-1500 ohms
C1—.25 mf.
C2—.002 mf.
C3—.05 mf.
C4—.0001 mf.
C5—.0001 mf. trimmer
C6—.0005 mf.

outfit through a small condenser, of any
capacity between .00111- and .00001-mf.
In the absence of a condenser, the wire
from the short-wave receiver may simply
be wrapped around the lead-in, for a
distance of abopt ten inches.
If the aerial is connected directly to
both sets, the vélume of the broadcast
receiver suffers noticeably, although the
short-wave signals do not. seem to be
affected very much. This is probably due
to the relative impedances.
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The Blanchard S-W Converter
This converter enables
you to hear the "police"
and other short wave
phone signals on your
broadcast receiver..
It is
at once simple and cheap
to build.

Above— Front view of the Blanchard
short wave converter, the " out- put" of
which is connected to the " aerial" and
"ground" post of the broadcast receiver.
"Hi" and " Lo" switch at the right gives
two-band control.

T

HE converter here illustrated was
built by Mr. Thomas A. Blanchard,
of Reading, Pa., and it has anumber of novel features that will appeal to the short wave "fan". By means

Top, side and front profiles of the
short wave converter, with dimensions
of the aluminum frame. The aerial
and output posts are shown between
the tube sockets and the ground connection is made from the chassis to the
"ground" post on the broadcast receiver. Wiring diagram of the converter is shown at the right. The coil
L111 should be placed above or beside
Li, and % inch from it, all on the
same tube.
of a switch as shown in the diagram, Mr.
Blanchard has arranged the circuit so
that two different short wave "bands"
may be tuned in without the use of
"plug-in" coils.
This converter was

Above—Bottom view of the Blanchard short wave converter. Center
photo shows rear view of converter.

tested by one of the editors in conjunction with a screen-grid T.R.F. broadcast
receiver and it worked very smoothly;
in this test, the aluminum chassis was
connected by a wire to the "ground post"
of the broadcast receiver. The regular
aerial lead-in wire was disconnected from
its post on the "BC" receiver and was
connected to the antenna post on the
"converter."
The tuning was smooth
and the broadcast receiver dial was set
to about 230 meters, but the best point
at which to set the broadcast dial will
be quickly found by simultaneously ad-

justing the converter and the broadcast dials until a station is heard.
The specially wound coil consists
of a bakelite tube, 1% inches in
diameter, on which are wound the coils
Li and L11 comprising 10 turns of No. 28
enameled wire ( tapped at the 6th and
8th turns as shown in the diagram), and
8 turns of No. 28 wire in the coil L111,
which is wound on- the same tube and
placed about V4, inch from the end of
coil 1, instead of being adjacent to Lli
as indicated in the diagram.
The plate supply can be taken direct
from the 110 volt circuit, passing the current through the rectifier tube. As to the
detector, the usual .00025 mf. grid condenser and 2 to 4 megohm leak are used.
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A Tried and Proven
•

SoW Adapter •
By ROD PERRY
Radio Operator, S.S. " S. M. Spalding"

I

• PRACTICALLY all marine radio operators, like myself, carry their own
"short wave" receivers; these vary from
simple one-tube affairs to multi-tube
supers.
I have tried many types and
find the adapter described very satisfactory and meeting the requirements of the
sea-going operator.
Several factors had to be taken under
consideration; the adapter must be compact so as to take up a minimum amount
of space and be easily packed in a traveling bag.
It must be sturdily built to
withstand the conditions aboard ship; it
must be enclosed to protect the set from
the damp air and salt spray, and it must
cover a wave band at least from 15 to
50 meters.
A 5" x 9" x 6" aluminum box was
chosen for the cabinet; this is of standard
size and easily obtained.
Plenty of
room is available to allow sufficient spacing between the parts; if the cabinet is
too small there will be a tendency for
feed-back to take place between the various circuits.
Four controls are on the face of the
set; a 30 ohm rheostat, a . 00016 mf. tuning condenser, a . 00025 mf. plate condenser and a midget condenser in series
with the antenna.
The variable condensers are of great importance and
should be of some reliable make and of
the S. L. F. type.
The tube socket projects through a
hole cut in the top of the cabinet and a
socket to receive the plug-in coils projects through the back in a similar man-

adapter seems to work satisfactory without the variable resistor, it is advisable
to use one to compensate for any drop in
battery voltage.
Any "plug-in" coils can be used that
will match the plate and tuning condensers, but a "one-tap coil" will cover
the required band of 15 to 50 meters.
For the grid coil wind 8 turns of number
18 enameled wire on a 2% inch form and
take off a tap at 3% turns. The plate
coil has 4 turns of number 22 cotton
covered wire, spaced about: % of an inch
from the grid coil.
l'ireuit of the successful short wove
:idooter here described by Mr. Perry.

A plug fits into the detector socket of
the long wave receiver to obtain the filaner. The tube socket is fastened to the ment and plate supply and to couple the
front panel with two brass angles, leav- adapter to the receiver's audio amplifier.
ing the cover free to allow easy access Flexible leads are attached to the plate,
to the set for inspection. The coil socket filament positive and filament negative
is bolted to the rear of the cabinet.
prongs of a tube base that is used for
The circuit is of the conventional re- the plug. A great many battery receivgenerative type found in most one tube ers have the old style UV sockets, and
adapters. Some trouble was experienced the tube base comes flusi with the top
in controlling regeneration; the set had of the socket, making it difficult to turn
a tendency to go into oscillation with a the base in the socket. It is advisable to
"plop", and made it very difficult to tune make a cap for the plug in the following
in broadcasting stations. This was over- manner: Remove the brass fittings from
come by trying different grid-leaks and an ordinary hard rubber electrical appliby varying the number of turns on the ance plug, file the sides until it fits snugly
plate coil.
It was found that a two into the tube base and glue it in place;
megohm grid-leak worked best.
If the this makes a neat finished looking job.
adapter still persists in going into oscilThis adapter can be used with any
lation in an abrupt manner, place an battery receiver by plugging into the deexternal variable resistor of 50,000 ohms tector socket. No detailed list of parts is
in series with the 45 volt detector lead given as the constructor will probably
of the long wave receiver. Even if the
wish to use parts already on hand,

A Short Wave Adapter Table
T

HE very attractive piece of furniture
in the photo at the left is a cleverly
designed short wave converter, which can
be used in conjunction with any modern
midget type broadcast receiver, and thus
permit the reception of short waves. By
combining a midget broadcast receiver with the
Audiola short
wave table illustrated you will increase your wavelength
reception
range from 20 to
550 meters. As the
diagram shows, a
detector and oscilLeft—The Audiola
short wave converter
which converts any
midget broadcast receiver for short wave
reception.
Right— Wiring diagram of the Audi ola converter.

lator are used, which in conjunction with
the broadcast receiver forms a superheterodyne. A switch is provided for changing the antenna from the converter to the
broadcast receiver. Coil data for similar
converters have been given previously.
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ANULTRA
Short .Wave
Converter
Details for building an ultra short-wave converter to
be used with any broadcast receiver, for tuning in
waves in the 5 to 10 meter region. It uses but one
tube which acts as an oscillator and detector or "frequency changer," forming a superheterodyne when
connected to your B. C. set.

• IN some recent experiments conducted by the B.B.C. ( British Broadcasting Corp.) in which programs were
broadcast on a wavelength of about
seven meters, a number of sets were
designed to pick up the signals. Preliminary tests made it obvious that receiver technique on seven meters is
very different from that of the normal
broadcast bands.
The length of the
aerial, for example, may be no more
than the battery leads and much less
than the usual ground wire. It is generally better, therefore, to replace the
usual ground connection by a counterpoise and couple the aerial to the grid
magnetically, so that there is no direct
connection.
Again, as the tuning inductance for this wavelength consists
of about 10 inches of wire, great care
must be taken with the layout of parts
to avoid long leads.
This receiver is an adapter, consisting simply of an oscillating tube which
acts as a frequency changer. By this
means, any existing broadcast set can

The ultra short-wave converter which uses but one tube; it
permits you to tune in waves of from 5 to 10 meters length
with your broadcast receiver.

be converted into an ultra short-wave
superheterodyne receiver. The circuit
of the adapter is shown in the diagram.
The tuning circuit is very simple. An
aerial coil L1 is coupled to the grid
coil L2, which is tuned by a variable
condenser Cl, having . 0001 w.f. capacity. This condenser is made up of
two parts, a main section and a vernier
section. The main portion is adjusted
by a small knob in the rear of the set
and the vernier only is operated by the
dial on the front panel.
This makes
the tuning sufficiently stable for ordinary purposes, and still allows the set
to cover a reasonably wide wave band.
Regeneration is provided by coil L3
and the plate bypass condenser C2. A
plate resistor of 25,000 ohms is used
with an output coupling condenser of
.001 mf. Four ultra-short-wave chokes
are inserted in the battery supply leads.

from the form, the turns will spring
and the diameter of the coil increase
to about 1% in. which is the required
size.
The direction of the winding is
important and the sketches of the coils
ehould be referred to in order to ensure the correct result.
The R.F. chokes are of the singlelayer type, made by winding 24 turns
of number 18 B & S gauge insulated
copper wire, with adjacent turns touching, on a form one inch in diameter
and 1% inches long.
They may be
supported by a machine screw inserted
from beneath the baseboard into a
threaded hole in the form.
(While the tube recommended for
this set cannot, of course, be obtained
in the U. S., it can be substituted by
any triode with similar characteristics.
The original type has an impedance of
4,000 ohms.)

Tuning Coils
The coils are wound with No. 8 B &
S gauge bare copper wire. The aerial,
grid and feedback windings each consist of about 1% turns.
They are
made by winding the wire as tightly as
possible around a wooden form 11/
4
inches in diameter, spacing the turns
1/16 inch. When the wire is released

Methods of Operation
To tune in the ultra-short-wave
transmission, the first step is to adjust
the broadcast receiver to maximum
sensitivity with the tuning dial set to
a point where no interference is produced from the broadcast band.
The
vernier condenser should then be set to
the middle of its scale and the main
section of the tuning condenser should
be set approximately to tune in the
desired transmission.
Final adjustments can then be made quite satisfactorily with the vernier condenser. It
will be found that there are two tuning
points at which signals come in with
equal clarity; this is the usual result
with this type of adapter. There may
also be found two other points at
which signals are received, but at
which they are much weaker and of
poorer quality than the real tuning
points.—'World-Radio,
London,
Eng.and.

Diagram at left shows details of the ultra
short-wave converter coils, while wiring
diagram showing how to build this extremely simple converter appears below.

A Simple Indicating Scale
Many small control devices on a set are
not important or critical enough to deserve a regular vernier indicating dial,
but do require a scale of some kind on
the front panel. Engraving on aluminum
or bakelite is expensive. A simple and
useful scale can be made of white bristol
board ( smooth, heavy cardboard), attached to the panel with rubber cement.
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.Simple Short«,Wave
By CHAS. SCOTT, JR.
Adapter

•

The list of parts required is as follows:

a 4-inch dial, making it easy to find stations. The 11- plate condenser controls
regeneration and has little or no effect
on the tuning so that the receiver can
be calibrated directly in meters.
The " A" battery supply is taken
from the receiver through the plug-in
tube base which also carried the output
of the short-wave set into the receiver's
amplifier. The rheostat on the receiver
controls the short-wave detector voltage.
The regular antenna is used.
Size
doesn't matter much on these waves
and the antenna can be left connected
to the receiver while the short waver is
Wiring diagram for the short-wave adap- in use.
ter, the plug of which fits into the detecThe ittle antenna condenser consists
tor tube socket of the "B.C." receiver.
of two brass or copper angles mounted
as shown. A ground can be added to
1 Panel, 7x12
the pc*. itive filament lead as shown in
1 Baseboard, 10x11
dotted lines, but in most cases it will
1 Var. cond., 3 plate
make very little difference in tuning or
1 Var. cond., 11 plate
signal strength and can be left off.
1 Vernier dial
There is already a high capacity
1 Ordinary dial
ground through the filament batteries
1 Tuning coil
and wiring in most receiver installa1 Grid cond., .00025 mf.
tions and the addition of a straight
1 Grid leak, 7 megohm
ground connection will merely shift the
1 Base from burned out tube
tuning a degree or so on the dial.
8 Ft. single lamp cord
The coil data given above is suitable
1 Ant. cond.
for tuning in waves in the region be1 Tube socket
tween 33 to 45 meters.
To the readThe circuit diagram and the draw- ers of this magazine, it will, of course,
ings show all the necessary details. The at once be apparent that any wave
tuning coil consists of seven turns and band desired may be tuned in by
the tickler coil of four turns of No. 18 means of this simple adapter, by makbell wire wound on a bakelite or card- in? 11S3 of the well-known " plug-in"
board tube, 3 inches in diameter and 2 coils. Data for winding these coils
inches long. The turns are raised from for the various bands and suitable for
the surface of the tube by match sticks a certain specified capacity tuning
placed at Ill inch intervals.
condenser have been published in
The tuning condenser is made from practically every issue. It is advisable
one of the " One-Buck" low loss conden- to employ a small capacity midget consers cut down to three plates. Take denser, of 25 to 50 mmf. capacity, in
the condenser apart and reassemble, series with the antenna in place of the
using two stator plates and one rotor fixed condenser. This antenna variplate. The tuning is well spread out able midget will be found a great help
over a range of 33 to 45 meters. One when the set fails to oscillate or when
meter will occupy a half-inch sector on the dead spots occur.

•

Front and plan views of the easily built
short-wave adapter here described by
Mr. Scott.

e

• This efficient short-wave adapter is
exceedingly easy to construct, with
very little or practically no expense to
the builder.
The rig is used in conjunction with
any type of tube receiver operated on
battery current.
Simply remove the
tube from the receiver's detector socket,
and replace it with the adapter plug-in
base. Put the tube in the socket on the
adapter. Then, put the battery clip on
the antenna lead and you are all set
for short-wave reception.
Most amateur radio enthusiasts will,
no doubt, have all of the necessary
parts for
this
easily
constructed
adapter. One can find enough parts in
an old dismantled battery receiver to
eliminate the necessity of making any
expenditures for new equipment.

•

Making a Switch to Change Bands
switch rotor are connected in the circuit
in place of the plug-in socket shown in
the circuit diagram you are using.
The radio "junk box" should furnish
the necessary material. The dimensions of the three pieces of bakelite I
used are, coil base 31,4,"x4;4", switch
panel 31,4"x3 114", switch rotor 1"x2",
all cut from an old set panel. Switch
contacts, rotor bushing, rod and knob
from a vario coupler. The switch blades
are from a tube socket.
Four wafer
sockets for coils which in my case are
wound on tube bases. Two pieces of
%" angle brass each 314." long for
holding base and panel together and to
prevent coil prongs from striking set
How the band coil selector switch is wired
base. Six small bolts and nuts, a switch
stop and some flexible rubber covered
• What to do with plug-in coils when wire obtained from old lamp cord will
building a cabinet set is a question. complete the parts list.
The photograph and diagram show a
By compact mounting, well soldered
satisfactory method of group mount- connections and wires crossing at righting the coils.
angles for minimum inductance when
The coils are not connected together, possible, the length of wire in the cirbut are selected as originally intended. cuit hook-up is increased very little
The four wires ( F-F, F—, G, P), from over a single socket.

Photo, above, shows how the author built
his band change switch, with the four
coils grouped behind the switch.
A similar switching idea is easily
worked out for five and six prong coils.
—S. M. Cook, Jr.
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A Novel SW Converter
By B. M. LEGATE

Being an unemployed electrical engineer and knowing nothing whatever
about radio, I am sending you a few
details on my receiver. I have tried
all kinds of circuits and combinations
and obtained excellent results with
some of them, but the one that has absolutely astounded me is the one I give
herewith.
There is nothing new in either the
broadcast or the short wave circuits;
the one is a circuit I took from SHORT
W AVE CRAFT'S "Question Box" of a few
months ago and the other is a model
801 Westinghouse superhet broadcast
receiver, but experimenting in my
ignorance I hit on the attached combination. The sensitivity and volume
that this receiver gives is really wonderful and is the envy of all the local
"hams."
The circuit explains
itself;
the
change-over switch shown in the assembly sketch controls two "ganged"
toggle switches marked 1-2-3 and 4 on
the diagram. A D.P.D.T. switch transfers the converter output to the grid
cap of the 1st detector tube in the
superhet. and at the same time transfers the antenna from the B.C. ( broadcast) to the short-wave converter, the
other switch turns on the filament of
the converter. tubes and at the sanie
time cuts off the filament of the B.C.
oscillator.
Please don't ask nie how or why—
I don't know. I am simply passing on
the results of my "discoveries." I have
compared this receiver side by side to

Here is a novel short-wave converter circuit which Mr. Legate
ran across in some of his experiments with a superhet broadcast receiver. He has heard
stations "all over the globe" at
loud-speaker volume with his
"stunt" circuit, when not apeep
could be heard on a commercial
11- tube short-wave set which
he used for comparison.
two well-known manufacturers 11- tube
sets and in some cases, when I haven't
been able to pick up the wave on the
manufactured set, it has come in loud
and clear on mu set!
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Today for example, GBS-GSA-and
W8XK came in with such terrific volume that with my volume-control full
off and oscillation condenser full out, I
had to put my finger on the grid cap
of the I. F. tube to reduce the volume
sufficiently to understand the speech,
and this isn't a tall story! This condition is no doubt due to the fact that
with the way I am using the B. C. circuit I have only the one tube ( I.F.)
controlled.
I have tried feeding the converter
output into the B.C. set antenna, but
this requires that the B.C. dial be set
as near 550 k.c. as possible while in
my arrangément the B.C. dial does not
affect the short wave tuning and the
noise ratio is away down.
I wish you would publish a suitable
and simple A.V.C. circuit for use with
this hook-up and I would be glad to
hear from you or any of the " hams"
who might try this stunt circuit and
let me know what they think of it. I
am enclosing a partial log.
Stations Logged
Only stations received with good loud speaker
volume are included here and all these stations
have been logged during the past 6months.
Phone

LAYOUT

Top view of chassis layout used by Mr.
Legate for his combination " short" and
"broadcast" wave receiver. The short•
wave receiver employs an R.F. stage, a regenerative detector, and also an audio
coupling stage.

PLE
15.93
W3XAL
GSG
W2XAD
FYA
19.68
W8XK
19.72
DJ B
GSF
XDA

in.

in.

W8XK
W2XE
W3XAL
VE9GW
W9XF
W8XAL
W3XAU
GSA
W4XF
All the

GB

stations

Complete wiring diagram of Mr. Legate's ingenious circuit on which he received short-wave stations from "all over the globe"
with tremendous volume. The three tubes shown at the top of the circuit comprise the short-wave converter as constructed by
the author, while the remaining tubes and associated apparatus indicated below the dotted line comprise the regular set-up of the
standard commercial "broadcast" receiver he used. By means of the two single- pole double-throw switches indicated at 1and 2,
the operator is enabled to quickly switch from " broadcast" to "short-wave" reception, the output of the special converter being
fed into the grid of the first detector of the broadcast set. By using the set-up of tubes as here shown, a very smooth and gradual amplification of the incoming signal is realized and when it finally passes through the two 45 A.F. amplifier output tubes
into the dynamic speaker, the signal has some wallop!
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SHORTWAVE AERIALS
Some Things You Don't

BY DON C.WALLACE
,

KEEP

AWAY FROM
LIGHT AND
TELEPHONE WIRES ---'4,

Know About SW Aerials
Here is shown the typical " comp.,.
ntia.e” short wave antenna system suitable for covering the entire band of from
20-200 meters.
The Ilat-top portion,
Al and A2 most be cut to exact length.
Each of the wiree, Al and A2. is 33'-fi"
long, No. 14 enameled copper.
The
3 insulators are of glass.
Note the
"feed line" coming down the renter.
The feed line is arm of No. 14 enameled
copper wire.
It is transposed about
every 15 inches with a TRANSPOSITION BLOCK, ns shown in the illustration to the right.
The lead-in. or
"feeders' as they are called in short
wave prartice, are to be 86 feet long
leach wire).
These feeders are spared
2" apart and held in place by the transposition ' docks.
In the antenna illustration " P" in a coupling roil whirl, rooph,
the antenna to the rcreiver. 'The ground
wire is removed from the receiver.
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• FEW people realize what a pro- will be heard if the proper short-wave
nounced improvement in reception antenna system is used.
The dimensions .and placement of the
is had from the use of a properly designed short-wave antenna system. It antenna are more important than the
must be correctly laid out, correctly kind of wire used. The ideal antenna
built and correctly installed in the wire is that of the largest size, consistent with the ability to erect and
proper place.
The best location for an antenna is permanently suspend it in the proper
place.
Conditions too often do not
on or over vacant property. A " back
lot" antenna is superior to one that permit the use of large wire, neither
is stretched across the housetops. The will the pocket book afford it. A comRadio, in all
unusually large network of house-wir- promise must be made.
its branches, is a compromise . . . being, all of which is directly, inductively or capacitatively coupled with all tween convenience, cost, time, ease of
of the electrical devices in the city, construction and operation, availability'
of material, knowledge of the subject,
picks up noises which are inherent in
against things
the wiring system but which are not inherent inhibitions
"new" or those that differ from the
picked up a few yards distant.
Too many treatises on antenna sys- traditional. This article deals with the
successful and practical compromise
tems deal with the subject in a vague,
general manner.
Actual dimensions of antenna systems that are within the
are left to guesswork.
This article reach of all.
gives exact dimensions, their imporThe Size of Wire to Use
tance being such that the success of
In order named are the practical
short-wave
reception
depends upon
them to a greater extent than the aver- sizes of antenna wire which are best
age experimenter is aware of. A sur- suited for short-wave reception:
prisingly large number of new stations 1.
No. 6, No. 8 or No. 10 solid copper
enameled wire for the flat top portion and No. 12 enameled wire for
Several surprising facts concernthe feeder system.
2.
No. 12 solid copper enameled wire
ing short-wave aerials are given
for both the flat top and feeder
in the accompanying article by
system.
Don C. Wallace, one of the best
3.
No. 14 solid copper enameled wire
known short-wave experimenters
for both the flat top and feeder
system.
in the country. If you want the
best S- W aerial, it should be conWire smaller in size than No. 14 is
structed with very heavy copper
not strong, mechanically.
It will not
wire, such as No. 6, 8, or 10, with
permit of " full stretching" when pulled
No. 12 for the feeder system.
taut. As a last resort No. 16 enameled
wire could be used with perfectly satFurthermore, bare copper wire
isfactory results. In general it is sugstarts to corrode on the surface
gested that No. 12 wire be used for
within forty-eight hours after
spans of more than 100 feet and No.
erection and its efficiency is there14 for spans of less than 100 feet.
fore impaired at the very start.
Enameled wire is the more practical to
use.
Radio frequency currents have
Enameled wire or the new Chroa tendency to travel on the surface of
moxide is ideal for the purpose.
the wire.
Bright new copper wire
Reception noises can be mostly
would be best if it could be made to
eliminated by using a transposiretain its shiny finish. The R.F. ( Radio Frequency) currents travel with
tion feeder system
from the
minimum loss on a bright surface, the
antenna to the receiver.
Also,
antenna system radiates with greatest
solid wire is preferable to stranded
ease, and maximum efficiency is the
cable for S- W aerials.
result.
However, corrosion on the
surface of the wire will increase th
lidltolte/bMwawAwatnan'
e
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resistance to these minute R.F. currents
and within 48 hours the corrosion will be
so far advanced as to lower the efficiency
of the antenna.
In the early days of radio, Saturday was
antenna cleaning day.
Several of the
more enthusiastic would lower the antenna and polish the wires with steel wool.
Steel wool was not pleasant to handle and
a pair of old leather gloves was donned
to prevent the fine particles of steel wool
from entering the flesh of the hands.
Theoretically, the corrosion of copper
wire, if sufficiently corroded, is just as
good an insulator as an enameled coating.
But too often the corrosion is unevenly
distributed and, therefore, of uncertain
effectiveness.
Consequently,
enameled
covered wire is ideal for a short wave
aerial.
Other coverings may be used, such as
rubber, weatherproofing, paraffin cloth,
cotton or silk, or any other covering of a
good insulating quality.
- The span of copper is all-important, the
coyering of the wire of secondary importance. The covering for portable aerial
of station W6ZZA is a double layer of silk
cloth woven over a large number of
strands of carefully cut- to- size loop wire.
Both the flat top portion and the feeder
system use this kind of wire. One of the
feeder wires is green silk covered loop
wire, the other feeder is brown, making it
easy to prevent the feeders from becoming
entangled when the portable aerial is
erected on a hotel roof after dark. This
flexible loop wire is not as good as
enameled wire but it permits of speedy
installation and enables the operator to
wind the antenna around the lid of a cigar
box when it comes time to check out of
the hotel.
It is repeated that solid copper wire is
specified for short-wave aerials. Stranded
wire offers more surface, lower resistance
to the R.F. currents on the broadcast band.
But it is not as good as solid wire for shortwave reception. This is because the higher
frequencies ( short waves) alternate so
many times per second that certain losses
are introduced when uneven- surfaced wire
is used. The high frequencies tend to
jump from wire to wire ( stranded wire is
twisted) rather than to follow the twists
of the wire. Solid copper wire eliminates
this "jumping" tendency, thus making an
easier path for the flow of currents. Therefore, solid copper wire is recommended.
These details may seem commonplace
and " finicky" to sorhe. But it must be remembered that improvements and corrections in radio design multiply rapidly.
A 2408% Increase in Efficiency
If we make a 2% improvement in the
kind of antenna wire used, a 2% improvement in antenna insulation, a 2% improvement in antenna dimensions, a 2% improvement in antenna placement, a 2%
improvement in antenna coupling to the
receiver, a 2% reduction in noise pick-up,
a 2% improvement in receiver coil design.
a 2% improvement in the tuning condenser, a 2% improvement in the grid
leak, a 2% improvement in the shielding,
a 2% improvement in the placement of
the receiver in its housing, a 2% improvement in the radio frequency choke coil, a
2% improvement in the tube and coil
sockets and contacts, we will then have a
total improvement of 2x2x2x2x2x2x2x2x2x
2x2x2x2=2048%.
A 2% improvement in six of these
places, or 2x2x2x2x2=32%, will not be
perceptible to the human ear. Individually, these 2% improvements will result
in no audible increase in volume, individually they are of no consequence. Collectively, the sum total of 2048% is what
counts. This increase in efficiency will enable you to hear more stations, from more
countries, with more volume and with
greater ease. It is evident, therefore, that
these little 2% increases, when multiplied,
are of far-reaching importance in the total effectiveness of the completed receiver.
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Additional
increases
in
efficiency are
gained from the proper insulation of the
antenna.
An antenna designed to deliver utmost
performance at a certain frequency ( wavelength) operates at peak efficiency only if
tuned to its exact wavelength. At other
wavelengths it does not deliver the same
efficiency. Improper or poor insulation not
only tends to distort the actual dimensions
of the antenna but the antenna actually
does not know where it terminates. Poor
insulation is partly conductive. Thus the
antenna has no definite terminating point.
Like other things in radio, there is a difference of opinion as to the merit of various well-known insulating materials and
the proper placement of the insulation. In
practice we cannot resort to the last word
in insulation because it is awkward, expensive and troublesome and the improvement which it offers over and above the
accepted and commonplace method of insulation is not of sufficient importance to
detract from the effectiveness of the properly designed all-around short-wave antenna system.
Insulating Materials
The best insulating materials for antenna are silk, linen, cotton, or woven strands
of these materials. They should be free
from coloring because the base of all
coloring is of a conductive nature. When
silk, linen or cotton become wet the impurities in the material, plus the natural
impurities in the air, introduce conductiveness and a consequent lowering of the
insulating qualities of the material. The
quality of insulation can be preserved by
boiling the material in vaseline. In time
the sun will melt the vaseline and the
useful life of our " perfect insulator" is
from six months to one year.
Obviously, this perfect insulator is not
practical and once more we resort to the
time- worn radio compromise by using
glass for antenna insulation.
Those who can afford to pay a little
more for better insulators are advised to
use
PYREX.
Good
porcelain,
finely
grained, well baked and completely glazed,
is the next best thing to use. Glass is
the nearly perfect insulator and is an
ideal compromise for short-wave antenna.
Glass insulators can be procured from
your parts supply house.
As a possible alternative a maple dowel
stick can be used. It should be from Ni"
to 1
/ " in diameter, one foot in length,
2
boiled for an hour or two in paraffin. Like
the vaseline boiled linen insulator, these
dowel sticks are at the mercy of the
weather, dust and soot particles will accumulate on the dowel surface and the
effectiveness of the insulator is then considerably reduced.
Portable W6ZZA uses cotton string for
insulation. A ball of string is thrown
over an elevator shaft or penthouse,
hoisted to the top of a flag pole or attached to some other convenient support.
Because the cotton string is used but
once it is not affected by rain or moisture
and a negligible amount of soot and dirt
will accumulate on its surface. Cotton
string makes a perfect short-wave antenna insulator, most convenient in its application, will retain its insulating qualities
for an entire week. Given a quick jerk it
will break easily and down comes the
aerial. The aerial is then rolled over the
lid of a cigar box and thrown into a suitcase when checking out of the hotel. But
this cotton string insulation is intended
for portable use only.
Glass, being our perfect compromise for
a permanent antenna installation, can be
had in the form of insulators 3" in length.
The standard Pyrex Glass insulator is of
that length. Longer glass insulators can
be used.
Rope should be used for hoisting the
antenna. Cotton rope is a better insulator than hemp. Do not use wire. It picks
up noises from nearby wiring. The rope
hoist is attached to the insulators on each
end of the antenna. Real enthusiasts can
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boil this rope in vaseline, thereby weatherproofing the rope and preventing it from
contracting and expanding with changes
in humidity.
The hoist rope usually runs through a
pulley, attached to a pole on the house or
in a vacant lot. Do not fasten the rope to
the base of the pole. Tie a window sash
weight to the end of the rope, thus permitting the rope to contract several feet
during a heavy rain or fog. The weights
"go ur the pole" as the rope contracts.
The pore will not bend, the rope will not
break, and there is less wear and tear
than when the rope is attached to the base
of the pole. Window sash weights can be
obtained from any hardware dealer. They
are good looking. The weights used at the
Wallace station for holding a 612' antenna
taut, are the 34- pound size. By using
these weights the top of the pole is never
subjected to a strain of more than 34
pounds.
Placement of the Antenna
An antenna to be most effective must
be in the clear. The placement of the antenna is of utmost importance. It should
be as high as possible, not too close to
the houses or other large objects, as far
removed from lighting circuits and telephone lines as possible.
Too often such
an ideal condition cannot be found for
the erection of the average antenna.
Transposition Blocks
Transposition blocks for the antenna
feeders can be' made from various insulating material. Bakelite is cheapest, can
be purchased in suitable block form, as
shown in the illustration. Porcelain blocks
are better than those made from Bakelite.
The feed lines are transposed by means of
these blocks.
Cancellation takes place
throughout the length of the feed lines
where insulation is not quite as important as in the antenna proper.
The ideal transposition blocks for short
waves would be those of glazed porcelain.
To ascertain the correct dimensions of
an antenna the use of a half wave is resorted to; the figure 1.56x the wavelength. Because of the size of the antenna wire used, capacity to earth and various other corrections, it is not possible to
use the straight meter system and transpose it into feet and expect to find the
wavelength of the antenna proper.
The
figure 1.56 is accepted as an average, being
the result of a large number of tests made
from antennas which have been carefully
tuned by means of oscillators. Inasmuch
as the amateur short-wave bands are in
harmonic relation with each other, the antenna sizes can be selected with regard to
their convenience. The two most widely
used short-wave broadcast bands are not
in harmonic relation to each other.
It
therefore becomes necessary to adopt the
26 or 49 meter band as a standard. However, we also want to hear all of the other
stations.
The transposition blocks should be spaced
from 15 inches to 36 inches apart. A space
of 2 feet between blocks seems to be the
accepted compromise. The exact size of the
transposition blocks is not important. Any
size, from 1" square to 8" square will suffice.
The larger blocks must be spaced
far apart, the smaller blocks close together.
Large blocks offer added resistance to wind
pressure.
Small blocks are more suitable
for generar requirements.
Determine the proper size of the antenna by measuring the wires with a tape
or yardstick.
Stretch the enameled antenna and feeder wires. It is not necessary to cut the antenna wires 'where they
meet the feeder wires. Reeve the antenna
wires through the glass insulator in the
center or tne antenna and continue these
for use as feeders.
Fasten the aerial
wires to the insulators with short pieces
of wire, made into the form of a loop and
soldered, thereby insuring a " definite ending," as explained previously in this article. (Courtesy "RADIO.")
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THIS TRANSPOSITION
INSULATOR 65 MADE

THIS LARGE
HOLE IS TO
CUT DOWN
DIELECTRIC
LOSSES
3 V2"
WIRE
(A) )

(A)

• THERE is much general knowledge
on the design and construction of
good high frequency receivers. It is now
possible to buy several makes of excellent short wave sets at reasonable prices,
all A.C. operated and complete and ready
to work—except for the necessity of
attaching an antenna. For those experimenters who care to build their own sets
many good circuits of practical receivers
are fully described in every issue of every
good radio magazine. It is easy to find
complete constructional details on any
type of short wave receiver one might
care to construct--whether it ranges
from the portable " junk box" variety to
the most advanced superheterodyne.
Yet, with all of this knowledge of receiver design, together with the abundance of good receivers obtainable, the
average short-wave enthusiast considers
that a good receiving antenna for high
frequencies is just " any old kind" of a
single wire thrown up in a haphazard
manner. It seems strange that there is
po much general knowledge of good receivers and so little general knowledge
of how to design high frequency receiving antennas.
They go hand in hand,
yet on the average it is safe to say that
the majority of short wave listeners are
using antenna systems of the same general design that have been used for the
past several years. Why are we content
to put up a single wire affair for use
with the best receiver that we can buy
—and then ,blame the receiver and the
manufacturer for all of the static,
background noises, and all other sources
of interference coming from the loudspeaker?

WIRE

WI RE

(8)

SHOWING MOW TRANSPOSITION
OF FEEDER WIRES Is OBTAINED

FIG. 1 DIMENSIONS FOR A TRANSPOSITION INSULATOR
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FIG 3
RELATIVE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT
DISTRIBUTION CURVES OF HERTZ ANTENNAS
FOR FUNDAMENTAL ANO SECOND HARMONIC OPERATION
INSULATOR AT EXACT CENTER
OF ANTENNA
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When Good Receivers ' Flunk"!
The best receiver in the world will
give only mediocre results when attached
to a poor antenna system, which has
been erected with no particular thought
in mind of adapting the antenna design
to surrounding conditions or of minimizing background noise-level.
Have you ever tried listening to your
high frequency receiver without the
aerial attached? If you have, you will,
no doubt, have noticed that with the disappearance of the signals you have also
lost all of the crackling and popping
sounds that are so commonly attributed
to static and man-made interference.
Old Man Static ( true atmospheric interference) is blamed a great deal more for
the numerous odd noises that we hear
and call static than he actually causes.
True static is not objectionable on frequencies above 5,000 kilocycles at any
season of the year—except when reception
is
attempted
during especially

stormy weather.

Most of the crackling
and frying sounds we hear are not true
atmospherics generated by Nature, but
are, instead, originated by many manmade sources of interference.
Street
car lines, transmission wires, electric
refrigerators, washing machines, irons,
flashing signs and at least several thousand other electrical devices are grinding away merrily every hour of the day
and night, creating undesirable radio
interference without the least regard for
the patience of the short wave listener,
the rules of the Federal Radio Commission, or a consideration of anybody else.
Generally, the interference area of such
interfering sources is limited to the
immediate neighborhood in which they
are located. Yet, for any given locality
a few of these devices, creating their
limited interference areas and picked up
by the antenna and its lead-in attached
to a short wave set, are the cause of
most of the crackling and sizzling sounds
we attribute so often to true static.
Country vs. City Reception
If you have listened to short waves in
the country or any other location free
from man-made electrical sources of
interference, you will be amazed at the
remarkably clear reception that is possible even during the summertime. Signals that you cannot even begin to hear
in your city flat or apartment, will boom
in on the loud speaker.
Yet the same
receiver in the city location will be unable to receive these signals because of
the higher background noise level.
If
we will face the facts we shall find that
we are blaming Mother Nature too much
for our troubles and doing too little
work ourselves to eliminate these undesirable noises. Until we take the necessary steps to minimize this objectionable
interference, we are not getting the full
benefits of really good short
wave
reception.
Enter—the " Doublet Antenna"
Radio engineers, for the past several
years, have been using a type of antenna
called the " doublet antenna" that is
suited for high frequency reception. It
is an antenna that reduces background
noise levels to a minimum and yet does
not weaken or diminish the signal from
the station that is being received.
Its
design is
simple and the doublet is
extremely easy to construct. The doublet
antenna can be built within the confines
of the average city yard or apartment
roof. It seems hard to believe that an
antenna so admirably suited to short
wave reception has to this day not been
more universally adopted. The purpose
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Lead-in Systems

GRID CIRCuiT Or FIRST
TUESE•IN SHORT
WANE SET

?

Mr. Everett L. Dillard, a well-known radio engineer, here
explains the theory and construction of an ideal doublet
antenna system for short-wave as well as broadcast
reception, together with data on "transposition feeder':

i

UNTUNED
CIRCUIT
UNTUNED COLIPL.NG
COIL METHOD
TRANSPOSED FEEDER
--t---,---- SYSTEM FROM ANTENNA
PROPER

Short wave listeners are just beginning to realize that
a lot of the noise and interference caused by electrical
devices operating in the vicinity of their antenna lead-ins,
may be eliminated by the use of carefully designed doublet
antennas with transposition lead-ins.

Mr. "Lead-in," the Villain
Most of us know that for best results
we must place our antenna as high in
the air as practical and as free from all
obstructions as possible. This is to give
us the best pick-up of radio signals.
Yet, it is not the part of the antenna
high in the air that receives most of our
man-made static—instead, it is the leadin portion running close to the house or
garage, building or wiring that adds this
type of interference to our signals, which
is picked up by the antenna high in the
air.
Motors and most of the other
sources of man-made interference do not
radiate their interfering waves over any
considerable distance, but the lead-in,
running close to these sources of trouble,
cannot help but pick up these interfering sounds because of its proximity to
them, even though they are radiated
over limited areas.
It is safe to say,
that, if the antenna itself were placed a
considerable distance away from these
sources of interference, our reception
would remain unspoiled by them; i.e., if
the interference picked up by the lead-in
could by some means be eliminated from
reception.
This is exactly what the doublet antenna does. Using the doublet it is possible to place the antenna high in the
air where it, itself, will only pick up
the desired signals. Then by means of
a special type of lead-in construction
there is absolutely no signal pick-up by
the lead-in part of the antenna system
—the lead-in merely furnishing a path
for the radio signal received in the antenna proper to reach the receiving set.
It plays no part other than this and
does not act as a part of the antenna

New Antenna Eliminates Interference
Thus, by placing our antenna away
from man-made int er fer en ce, even
though our specially constructed lead-in
must pass close to these sources of interference to reach the receiving set, we
will pick up only the signal energizing
the antenna. What an ideal aerial for
crowded apartment hotels and factory
districts where it is possible to get an
antenna high enough for good reception,
yet where the signal pick-up of the leadin, by itself, of man-made static is too
great to allow comfortable reception!
With the doublet it is possible to use a
short wave receiver in the next room to
the family refrigerator, electric fan or
curling iron without excessive interference from them.
The only possible
means whereby this interference might
get into the receiver, other than from
the antenna lead-in, would be through
the power supply lines, and generally
this can be effectively eliminated by adequate filtering.
Transposed Feeders the Secret
The doublet antenna, which we will
explain in this article, is known as the
"current-fed" doublet antenna. In reality it is nothing more than a half-wave,
current-fed Hertz antenna, using transposed feeders.
The transposed feeders
are the secret of our successful elimination of those undesired signals that
would ordinarily be picked up by the
usual type of lead-in. Transposed feeders are feeders that are transposed at
equal distances. Thus, each succeeding
reversal along the entire feeder length
of the feeder position of the wires cancels out any voltage induced in the preceding feeder section. Our fields in each
section are 180 degrees out of phase with
each other, a condition which results in
cancellation of any induced signal voltages in any one feeder section.
By a
feeder section we mean the length of the
feeder between any two consecutive
transposing insulators. To assure fields
exactly 180 degrees out of phase, all
feeder sections must be of equal length.
This is important.
Feeders transposed every three feet
with the wires separated two inches will
work nicely where the feeders are more
or less in the open and not too close to
the sources of interference.
When it
becomes necessary to run the feeder
within a few feet of potential sources
of interference pick-up, it becomes necessary to transpose more often and to
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The doublet antenna is the simplest
form of high frequency antenna to build
that will improve reception over that of
the ordinary single wire aerial.
The
secret of its success in high frequency
work is the fact that a great deal of our
background noise is eliminated with no
sacrifice in the strength of the original
signal. With our background level reduced it is possible to hear stations that
it was previously impossible to hear.
The doublet is truly the antenna to be
used in the city or industrial districts,
being simple to erect and doing its work
effectively.

proper in the sense of picking up any
signals.

GRID CIRCUIT OF FIRST
TUBE IN SHORT WAVE SET
../

j

L FLAT- TOP LENGTH 11.4 FEET

of this article is to promote a more general use and understanding of the
doublet for receiving purposes among
short wave fans. Due to its superiority
in high frequency work it is entitled to
become the standard antenna design for
short wave reception.
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Fig. 4, above, shows how feeders are
coupled to receiving sett doublet design for 11.750 kc. signal and connection of doublet for S.W., H.C. receptions.
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decrease the distance between the two wires
constituting the feeder.
This affords more
effective feeder cancellation of such interfering
signals.
Transposition every twelve inches
with a wire spacing of one inch is correct
under these conditions.

Transposition Insulators Needed
The construction of the transposing insulators is quite simple.
Insulators made of ordinary three-ply wood boiled in paraffin are
excellent and will withstand many months of
our-door use without too much deterioration
or breakdown in dielectric resistance.*
When
boiling and soaking theme wooden insulators
in hot liquid paraffin, care must he taken to
thoroughly soak the paraffin into all air pores
of the wood.
In this connection it will be
noted that when first placing the wood into
the melted paraffin, there will arise from the
surface of the wood hundreds of small air
bubbles.
Only after these air bubbles have
been completely boiled out are the insulators
suitable for out-door use.
The drawing shown in Fig. 1 is fully explanatory and shows the construction of a transposition insulator, which will keep the wires
separated two inches.
The large hole in the
center is to eliminate as much of the dielectric
loss" as possible.
Where conditions demand
closer spacing of feeder wires and shorter distances between transposition insulators, it is
only necessary to reduce the dimensions of the
Insulator shown in Fig. I to the proper proportions.
We have explained in what manner the
doublet antenna for receiving is different from
the so-called Hertz antenna.
In reality it is
nothing more than the Hertz, except for the
specially constructed lead-in.
Before continuing it will be necessary to take up the facts
pertaining to the Hertz antenna proper, which
will be of assistance to us in designing an
efficient doublet.
In the Hertz antenna the ground and its
capacity to ground have little to do with ite
performance.
The true hertz antenna is suspended sufficiently high above the ground so
that its capacity to ground is extremely small.
The straight wire constituting the Hertz antenna is an open oscillatory circuit, and the
inductance,
capacity and
resistance always
necessary in an oscillatory circuit are distributed along the open wire. Having fixed values
of inductance and capacity, our Hertz naturally
will have a resonant frequency.
There are two types of Hertz antennas.
They are both shown in Fig. 2; 2-a is the vertical type and 2-b is the horizontal type.
Operating nt its fundamental frequency the
true Hertz is a half wave antenna.
Under
these conditions the voltage and current curves
are as shown in Fig. 3-a. Its lowest resistance,
of course, is at the fundamental frequency.
The Hertz will also respond to frequencies harmonically related to the fundamental frequency.
The case of operation at its seeond
harmonic is graphically shown in Fig. fl- b. Ti..'
point -if maximum current is no longer in the
center as when operated on the fundamental
frequency, but instead there are two current
anti- nodes, each a quarter wavelength away
from the two open ends of the antenna.
The
exact center is now a point of no current, but
instead, is a point of maximum voltage.
The doublet we are discussing is a currentfed doublet on its fundamenttil frequeney a il
immediate frequencies adjacent to it, and will
be considered as such in this discussion, except
as brougl:t out later.

•

Fundamentals
Here is a thought that, while entirely obvious, is not clear to many short wave listeners.
Whether the same Hertz antenna is
energized by a transmitter or by the extremely
minute voltages of the radio signal in space,
its relative voltage and current distribution is
the seine for a given exciting frequency. If we
attaeli our feeders to the center of our antenna
insulators of this type are now available
the market.
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with an insulator separating each side at the
exact center and each half- section a quarter
wavelength long, we are feeding at a point of
maximum current and our feeder system is then
known as a current-fed one.
To be exact, it
is current-fed at the fundamental frequency,
hut as our received signals approach the second
harmonic frequency, our antenna assumes the
voltage and current distribution as shown in
Fig. 3-b, and our feeders are then at a point
of highest voltage with each half- section of the
antenna acting as a half-wave fundamental
antenna to this second harmonic frequency
signal.
In this condition the feeders are voltage fed.
The antenna has not been changed,
yet, with the higher frequency exciting voltage
our voltage and current distribution curves are
different.
The doublet that we are designing is built
to operate primarily as a current-fed system
and accordingly we will confine most of our
discussion to this mode of operation..
Feeders in receiving antennas do not have
to '* cut to the exactness required in transmitting circuits.
Thus, we can say that for
best results the length of each wire in the
feeder should be at least a quarter-wave long.
This insures the best distribution of voltage
and current on the antenna for maximum
efficiency at received signals on the fundamental frequency of the antenna.
While feeders at least one-quarter wavelength long are
specified, their length after this minimum has
been obtained Is not of serious consequence.
Ideal conditions exist only at the fundamental
frequency. but good reception will occur over
all of the high frequency band.
We do not
want to become too exacting by saying that.
for a particular frequency such and such feeder
lengths are an absolute necessity.
Even at
other frequencies where our voltage and current distributions are far from
ideal, the
doublet will give better results and eliminate
more background noises than any single wire
antenna ever devised.
The secret of the success does not lie in
antenna and feeder lengths eut exactly to
within fractions of an inch, but in the cancellation effect of the transposed feeders.
Fig. 4 shows two methods of coupling the
feeder system to the reeeiver. The first method
is an manned coil arrangement,
which is
entirely
satisfactory.
The
second
method,
though, if an extra tuning operation is permis.
sable, will give superior results.
It consists
merely of a tuned circuit.
This added control
is not a great deal of bother and, after once
being set for a given band of frequencies, it
does not need to be retuned, except for extreme
changes in frequency.
Where feeder lengths
are much longer than the minimum of a quarter wavelength specified above, its use will
allow tuning the feeder to such a correct frequent-' that the ideal voltage and current distribution for best operation can be more nearly
met. This, of course, means better reception—
and every time the signal level Is inereased
with the background remaining at n definite
level, reception is just that much better.
We have been more or less delving into general theory and tu fore closing tills article a
few practical working figures will be given.
The proper length of a pure hertz antenna
operating at its fundamental frequency Ihalfwave) is easily found by the following formula:
The Length in Feet —

468.000
Frequency in Kilocycles

This gives the iota/ icopth of the hertz portion.
We have stated that our feeder should
be somewhat more than one-quarter wave long,
I.e., for the ideal condition of current- feed.
Since the above formula gives fis the proper
length of a half wave antenna, the feeder omet
lie at least half the length of that given in the
formula in order to be at least a quarter wavelength long.

Design of a 11-750 kc. Doublet
Let us illustrate by designing a doublet for,
say, best operation at 11,730 kilocycles, which
is the frequency of O5SW.
We 7ISSIIMP that
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this is the station we would like to hear most.
Using the formula just given, we are able to
compute the length of a Hertz antenna resonant to 11,750 kilocycles. The solution is this:
The Length

465,000
in Feet=
= 39.82
11,750

feet.

Then 39.2 feet is the total length necessary
for the Hertz part of our antenna system.
Since formulas are at the best only very good
approximations, we will not cut our antenna
to the hundredth of an inch as figured above.
hut will, instead, cut it to 39.8 feet, which is
fully satisfactory for our purposes.
We must
break our antenna with an Insulator at its
exact center, making each section one quarter
wavelength long.
The figure of 39.8 feet is
the total length of the Hertz part, which is,
if course, one-half wavelength long at the frequency of 11,750 kilocycles.
Since our feeders
must be nt least one quarter wave long, our
feeders must then be equal in length to onehalf of 39.8 feet, which is 19.9 feet.
Thus.
each wire in our feeder must be cut at least
19.9 feet long.
They may he longer but the
value of 19.9 feet should be the minimum
length. 'The antenna shown in Fig. 5 is then
best suited for picking up G5SW on his 11,750
kilocycle frequency.
The antenna of Fig. 5 would also give good
reception -on all stations whose frequencies are
between 7,000 and 15.000 kilocycles.
Reception equal to that on the average antenna
could easily be had over the entire short wave
spectrum now generally used, even though the
voltage current distribution curves would be
extremelF complex and far from ideal.

Another Design Problem
Let us consider another location and assume
that again the station we want to hear most
is G5SW.
The conditions thkg time are considerably different.
The short wave set is
located in an apartment building on the third
floor from the roof of the building.
We have
poles twenty feet high to which the antenna
can be attached; on the floor below the roof
are the elevator motors; on the floor below
this several electric ice machines and electric
fans.
We find that the only path that our
lead-in can take to reach our window is within
a few feet of these sources of potential interference.
Here is a condition where the antenna con be placed high enough for excellent
reception, yet there is going to be an almost
certain
amount
of
man-made
interference
picked lip by the lead-in, due- to its closeness
to the electric motors.
Tilts la where the
doublet antenna really proves its worth.
Let
us design our antenna to the surroundings.
Since we want an antenna again resonant
to 11.7:10 kilocycles, the length of the flat top
remains the same as above, i.e.. 39.8 feet.
We
again place an insulator in the exact center.
making each half of the Hertz 19.9 feet or one
quarter -wave long.
So far our case is similar
to the previous instance.
However, we find
that the shortest length of feeder we can its"
is around eighty-three feet.
Tills is much
longer than a quarter wave leng. In fact several times 1011ger.
We will not let this worry
us, however, and cut our feeders the necessary
length tri stretch flown to the set, three stories
below.
Being considerably over n quarter of
a wnveltnrigth long, we eau couple to our re,-elver with the tuned coil coupling circuit. By
tuning this coil We can then tune the feeder
for leist operation.
We know there will he little man-inntic
interference picked up by that portion of the
lefol-in stretching from the antenna to the roof
of the building. so for this length we will
transpose our feeders only every three feet.
and leave the feeder wires separated about tw.,
inches.
We know. thotieli that the elevator
motors will erea
interferele e. especially on
starting. 'To successfully eliminate this we
must transpose our feeders more often and
keep the wires closer together on that part of
the feeder running from the roof past the
motors and ice- boxes, right dawn through the
window and up to the set.
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SUPER•REGENERATIVE
Experimental

Receivers

An Improved Super•Regenerator
By J. A. GRATER
• AFTER reading Mr. B. F. Locke's
article and circuit on a super-regenerative receiver, published in the July
1932
SHORT W AVE CRAFT, I decided
to send in a circuit that I have experimented on for the past six months, but
on second thought I have revised and
combined Mr. Locke's circuit with the
one I developed and find it by far superior to either circuit.
We will begin by adding an untuned
R.F., ( radio frequency)
inductively
coupled, as a booster circuit. This is
really essential as it sends a strong signal to be tuned before reaching the detector.
Both R.F.'s being inductively
coupled means two high-gain R.F.'s
that really work. Care should be taken
to see that the screen-grid voltages on
both R.F. tubes are constant and proper.
excessive voltage on the screen-grids
*ill cause the R.F. tubes to oscillate.
A 35 tube is used as a detector as it
proves out to be superior as a regenerative detector, over the more commonly
used 24.
The 35's are also used in the R.F. as
they are a standard high-gain tube.
This tube seems best for all-around
A.C. short-wave reception, although
everyone has his own pet idea.
A 27 tube is used as an oscillator and
proves very satisfactory. A switch in
the plate circuit to cut out the oscillator
while tuning is preferable over filament control, as the tube is ready to
work immediately.
Another fine point is the 50,000 ohm
variable resistor in the screen-grid circuit of the detector tube; this acts as a
vernier on regeneration.
Motor-boating and fringe-howl are
caused mostly by battery coupling. The
25,000 ohm resistor and the 2 mf. by-

pass condenser eliminate this completely.
This double resistance, by-pass,
type of coupling in the detector plate
seems to work out as the most efficient.
By using the volume control in the
grid circuit of the first audio, you have
your R.F.'s and detector working at a
maximum, and only work your audio
system on an average, below the noise
level. This also gives good quality when
using phones with the volume turned
down.
Changing the 1st audio to a 35 spacecharge, resistance coupled to a 47, you
get rid of most of the 47's disadvantages and retain the wonderful amplifying quality of this tube. To get a positive bias on the grid of the 1st audio,
a small flashlight battery works very
good; if you wish you can take it off the
voltage divider.
For the volume hound who likes this
"ten-room apartment" stuff, he might
try 47's in push-pull. Some may prefer
a 45 to a 47 in the output.
Now we come to the most important
factor in A.C. operation, on short
waves the power supply. The power
transformer should be of the electrostatic shielded type.
A little money
spent on this item is well repaid by the
results obtained.
Tunable hums are
eliminated by the by-passing in the
power pack. The filament supply has a
20 ohm C. T. ( center top) resistor with
the C. T. grounded. One side of the
filament is grounded by a .01 mf. condenser.
This throws the oscillations
set up by the filament circuit outside
positive lead and the . 1 mf. buffer condensers on the A.C. line help to keep
out line noises. The R.F. choke in the
positive lead and the . 1 mf. buffer condensers in the high-voltage winding
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Suggestions for panel and subpanel layout
of the "Improved Super- Regenerator" here
described by Mr. Grater.

(SPACE CuARGE)

TICKLER

v. AERIAL

keep out the R.F. current sent out by
the 80 tube. It must be kept in mind
that this R.F. choke must be heavy
enough to pass the required milliampere drain of the tubes and also the
bleeder draw. An 85 mill (millihenry)
choke will do, but it leaves only about
10 mills for the bleeder draw, which is
rather small. A 90 mill choke is much
better. The power pack cable should be
shielded and the shield grounded to the
set and also to the power pack chassis.
Both power pack and set are completely shielded.
An insulated condenser coupling
should be used to eliminate dial scratching coming through the phones, due to
a magnetic field set up by the condenser
and metal dial.
The suggested arrangement of parts
and the shielding arrangement are
self-explanatory.
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Schematic diagram showing how to wire Mr. Grater's Improved Super-Regenerative Short-Wave Receiver
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• The "EAsirolluiLD" SaiNV Su•

peroltegenerator

By C.E. DENTON

a signal is tuned in simply test for the
circuit that will give the greatest output to the amplifier or phones. This
is really a radio set with two types of
circuits, both of which can be tested
on the sanie signal at practically the
same time
The maximum sensitivity
will be obtained when used superregeneratively when tuning in " C.W."
signals.
Band-Spread Tuning
The simplified method of band
spread tuning as described by the
author in several of the S.W. receivers built lately is used. Letters
from and talks with set builders indicate that this system is simple and
has the advantage of not necessitating
special coils. The size of the tuning
condenser should be smaller for the
real high frequencies and is satisfactory for use above 50 meters. In fact,
the size of this condenser as specified
is a compromise but it really works
quite well.
Additional Amplification
The output of the detector is trans-

e

Onowomenomewonew*ononowewnonewoneynonono.•

Above—looking down on the versatile short-wave receiver here described, which can
be converted from regenerative to super- regenerative at the "flip of a switch."

• With the tendency of operators of
S.W. transmitters to operate on
high frequencies, it becomes necessary
for the S.W. fan to have a receiver
that will give better results at these
frequencies.
While super-regeneration as a principle has been understood for a number of years and has been covered in
maoy texts with all of its variations,
it is now receiving the acknowledgment of the S.W. fraternity as the
ideal set for use at all wavelengths

1

,
c , TICKLER

FIG 1

13

is
LO

11

below 20 meters.
Readers interested
in the study of super-regenerative receivers and circuits are advised to read
SHORT
W AVE CRAFT
for December,
1932. The author at that time covere d
the various forms and types of circuits
at length.
The receiver described in the present article is novel in several respects.
First, it can be used as a straight regenerative receiver, and by the flip of
the double throw, single pole toggle
switch can be made to "super." When
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This "dual role" short-wave receiver, which can be changed by
the flip cf a switch from " regenerative" to "super- regenerative,"
is particularly efficient for the reception of CW or code signals
when operating on the super-regenerator principle, particularly
on the lower wavelengths, or
those below twenty meters. Phone
stations may be tuned in by means
of super-regeneration and the
change-over switch operated to
change the circuit to the ordinary
"regenerative" type.
In other
words, at the lower wavelengths
and on code or CW signals, the
super-regenerative circuit shows
the most marked gain in efficiency. The cost of this set is
very noninal and any wave band
can be tuned in by using suitable
plug-in coils.

135V.

Wiring diagram for the dual- role short-wave receiver here described by Mr. Denton,
its constructor.

former colpled to the audio stages
that should follow, although a transformer with suitable characteristics
can be used to couple the output of
the detector to a pair of phones. Use
an audio frequency transformer with a
very high primary impedance. This is
very necessary. A high impedance load
in the plate circuit will give greater
signal output to the phones or the
audio amplifier input.
Panel Layout
The
tank
tuning condenser
is
mounted on the left hand side of the
front panel and the double throw,
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RED

BLUE

Parts List

YELLOW

2264T
wa 22
SC

Two Eby 4 prong sockets ( 10, 15)
One set Na aid ( or Octocoils) for S.W.
Bands, mount in socket 10.
One Hammarlund Equalizing cond ,
100 mmf. ( 9)
Eight Fahenstock clips, ( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8)
One Hammarlund MC- 140-M condenser,
140 mmf. ( 11)
One Hammarlund MC-35-S condenser, 35
mmf. ( 12)
One Illini . 000125 mf., mica condenser
(13); ( Polymet)
One International Resistance 1 watt, 3
megohms, ( 14) ; ( Lynch)
One Aerovox . 006 mf. mica condenser,
16; ( Polymet)
One Flechtheim By-pass condenser, 1 mf.,
250 volts D.C. ( 21); ( Polymet)
One Flechtheim Tubular condenser . 0015
mf., 1000 volts ( 20); ( Polymet)
One Silver Marshall Type 240 audio frequency transformer ( 19)
One National tuning dial, midget type B
One Acratest S.P.D.T. toggle switch Cat.
No. 4104 ( 17)
One Acratest toggle switch Cat. No.
4010 ( 23)
One Frost volume control, type 6158
Acratest, 100,000 ohms ( 22); ( Clarostat)
One wooden baseboard 7:10 inches.
One aluminum panel 7:10 inches, Bienthe- Radio-Man
One Eveready-Raytheon type 32 screengrid tube, ( R.C.A.)

WIRE
'16 TORUS

ma

'NCR

PR,
7T
Nil SI
DS C
WM.

f
CLOSE
WOUND

PF
10 - 20 METERS

20 - 40

GE

PE

METERS

51 3/
4 1

at 22

05C

WIRE
'50 TURNS
PER

Ill
Eta« -woo.°
2 L•••ER
at se ESC
10(MONAL
%ATE I

PRI,
IS T.
NE 31
D.5 C
WIRE

RE,

ss
DSC

WIRE

CLOSE
WORM"

28T

P F

CF

80 - 20o METERS
NOTE

ALL COIL FORNIS

PF

CF

OF

200 - 360 METERS
DIAL4.

BY

single pole switch that throws the circuit over from straight regenerative to
super-regenerative action is mounted
directly underneath.
Tuning is done
by means of the dial mounted on the
panel in the center.
The regeneration control resistor
and the filament switch are mounted
on the right hand side of the set within easy reach of the operator.
on
to
of
of

each part can be seen by reference to
the photographs. The small 100 mmf.
antenna series condenser should be
mounted off the baseboard by means
of a small brass collar. The only piece
of equipment not held down to the
chassis by means of wood screws is the
3 meg. grid leak and that is held in
place by the soldered pig- tail leads on
the resistor.
The photographs should
be studied by the constructor so that
all of the parts can be placed in the
same relative position. No difficulty
should be found in laying out the set
and mounting the parts.

CF

350- 500 METERS

2 Vs' LONG ( OVERALL) VeSNOULIDERL.

Details for Making Coils to Be Used in Super- Regenerator.

Chassis Layout
Every other part not mounted
the front panel is fastened down
the wooden baseboard by means
wood screws. The exact location

'
4\

ORANGE

WHITE

GREEN

Gs

40 - 80 mErEstS

(Alden

type)

Wiring
There is but little to be said in regards to the wiring of the set. Use a
good hot iron, and make sure that all
connections are firmly and properly
made so that there will be no sacrifice
of signal due to poor connections. It
is a good idea to wipe all connections
with alcohol directly after soldering.
Operation
Anyone familiar with the operation
and construction of a simple regenerative receiver will have no difficulty in

Physical wiring diagram showing how to connect the various component parts of the dual role receiver

OFFICIAL

tuning in signals with this set. Try the
circuit as a straight regenerative receiver
and then as a "super." Note that certain
stations will come in with greater volume
on the super circuit and that other stations
will give better signals on the straight
regenet. tive
hook-up.
In
general
the
super- regenerative circuit will give better
results on the very high frequencies and
the straight regenerative circuit will be
more satisfactory on the lower frequency
bands. C. W. signals and super- regeneration go well together and very high values
of amplification can be built up. This
great "build-up" of signal will result in
the distortion of the original pitch of the
signal, but this will not be objectionable.
For 2-volt battery operation use the 32
type tube, for 6 volt operation use the 36
type tube ' and the 24 or 67 for operation
on A.C. If a satisfactory filament transformer with a secondary voltage of 6 volts
is available, then the 36 type tube can be
used if desired. Be sure that the tubes
are in good condition. Poor tubes will
ruin any short wave receiver.
When using tubes of the 32 class do not
place more than two volts across the filament or the life of the tube will be materially decreased. Keep the voltage at
exactly TWO volts for maximum life. The
plate voltage should be 136 and the screen
voltage should be varied until the most
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sensitive and smoothest operating point is
found. This voltage will vary with different types of tubes and tests should be
conducted when tuning to a weak station
to determine the proper operating screen
voltage.
Set builders who have looked at the
many super circuits that have appeared in
SHORT W AVE CRAFT in the past, and have
hesitated to build them because they were
doubtful as to the results, should try this
one and then they will go after the more
complicated and smoother operating jobs.

•

If the signal does not sound so " hot" on the " regen"—flip a switch and then listen
to it on the " super-rege 1" circuit.

Super-Regenerator Rolls 'Em in
By BEN. F. LOCKE
After all is said and done, the superregenerative receiver is one of those lila sir' and not so well-known circuits'; but
with it Mr. Locke has established some
very fine reception records, bringing in
European and other "DX" stations.

WONDER how many ever give the
Super- Regenerative Short Wave Circuit a thought? Well suppose that we
try one and see how it comes out in the
"DX ".
line. I give herewith a diagram
for a•receiver that I have designed and
built myself and I say that it is there
for the "DX " stuff. I bring in all the
following stations on the loud speaker;
GreSW,CJRX ,W 2XAF ,W 2XAD ,W 8XK,
KWT, W 6XN , W 9XF , 7LO, YN , PCJ ,
PCL, JHBB . W 3XAL, W 6XAX , RFM
and many amateur stations and transAtlantic stations. On the headphones I
have brought in 3LO, EH 90 C and
EH 9XD as my most distant "DX " stations.
The action of this receiver is very
simple and it is easier than the ordinary
short wave receiver to tune—that is, to
me.
There is no "body capacity" or
"side-swiping" on the station that you
are listening to.
To tune this receiver proceed as follows: Turn on the switch and leave the
"super" rheostat turned off; then you
tune in just like you would the ordinary
receiver, till you hear the " whistle" of a
station. Make the necessary adjustments
till the whistle is at its loudest and then
turn on the " super" rheostat and the
"whistle" will entirely disappear; your
station will now come in with plenty of
volume.
Once you get the H.
C. Coils
"set," they are to be left in that position.
I hope that you will publish the diagram of this wonderful receiver and I
Wave Length
Range
15 to
40m
30 to
90m
80 to 250m
240 to 530m

Li
3 turns # 18 wire
8 turns # 13 wire
?•1 turns # 22 wire

80 turns # 28 wire

9
9
9
O

Hook-up of Mr. Locke's super- regenerative short wave recsiver.
would
others
The
Use

like to hear about the results
obtain with this set.
plug-in coils are wound as follows:
1%," diameter tubing.

List of Parts for Mr. Locke's SuperRegenerative Receiver
2 Variable cons. . 00014mf., Cl, C2.

1 Variable con. .00025mf., C3.
1 Fixed con. .00025mf., C4.
2 Fixed cons. .
006mf., C5, CS.
2 Fixed cons. .002mf.,
CS,
2 15-ohm fixed resistors, R1, R2.
1 Amperite % ampere, R3.
1 :1 nieg. grid leak with base clips, R5.
1 25 ohm variable rheostat, R4.

L2
turns # 18 wire
turns # 18 wire
turns # 18 wire
turns # 18 wire

4
10
IS
15

L3
turns # 28
turns # 28
turns # 28
turns # 28

wire
wire

wire

wire

L4
Same as Li

Saine as Li
Same as Li
Saine as Li

1
2
1
1
1
2
5
3

0- 1.0.000- ohm variable resistor. RS.
AP. transformers. 3%1 ratio, 111, T2.
II -C. Coil, 1250 turns, 11.
HP. Coll, 1500 turns. Ill.
H.C. Coll mounting for two coils. Not shown.
R.F. Chokes, S.M. No. 277. Choke 1:Choke 2.
l'X tube sockets, VI. V2,
V4, VS.
Vernier dials.
National Type B ( 0-100-0).
Not shown.
1 Panel, Tx2Oxyt.
1 Baseboard. 7x18x 1
/.
4
3 Panel brackets.
1 Sct of hardware, etc.
1 Phone or speaker plug.
1 Slngie Circuit Jack.
1 Filament switch.
Tubes used are as follows:
I FIX 222 Cunningham as R.F.
1 EX 112-A Cunningham as Det.
2
245 Cunningham as A .FA.
1 EX 201-A Cunningham as super regenerative
circuit ( or any other tube that you see
fit).

va,
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The 3-in-1 •
• SuperRegenerator
BY R. WILLIAM TANNER
• ONE of the
first arrangements of the super- re ge ner ative circuit demonstrated
consisted of only
one tube feeding
directly into a
magnetic speakFront view of Mr. Tanner's 1- Tube Super- Regenerative Receiver.
er. The demonstration
model
operated in the
200-550 meter broadcast band and
gave some excellent results.
In the broadcast band it is necessary
to employ a very low variation frequency ( in the audio range) but at
frequencies from 3,000 kc. and up, a
higher variation frequency can be used
which can be heard faintly only occasionally. Properly designed and constructed, a one tube super-regenerator
can operate a magnetic speaker on
loud or medium signals, provided the
plate voltage is sufficiently high.
In Fig. 1 is depicted such a circuit.
It will be noted that a three-electrode
tube is employed. While a screen grid
or pentode tube would undoubtedly
function better, no output transformer
Schematic hook-up of the 1-Tube Super -Regenmatching the plate impedance of these
erator
arranged for DA'. ( battery) operation.
tubes with a speaker is ordinarily
available.
The tube 11 should pref-

WHITE

ORANGE

68 ,/sT.
NO 28 DSC
WIRE
CLOSE vneuND)
151 3
4
/
,
SANK wOuND
2 LAYERS
0 8 ,32 ESC
(OPTIONAL
LITE)
PR'.
NO 56
O SC
WIRE

PR'.
NI 56

D. S.0
WIRE
.32 T. •

28 T.

PF

,
"

F

FIG.2A

GREEN

YELLOW

RED

slut

...i-

41
4 r.
/
22
OSC
WIRE

103/4r.
rie.22
O.SC
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6TURNS

/2 TURNS
PER
INCH
PO)
/I T.
NO SI
D SC
WIRE
(TEEM)"
oR

PER
INCH

32

"
t?)

CLOSE
WOUND

PF

N2.31
D.S C
WIRE

OF

NOTE : ALL COIL FORMS

Cwil

winding

data

for

the

plug-in

22 VOT
NI 22
D.S C
wIRE

AO TOMS

D.S.C.
WIRE

e/

GF

sets

.........

P5RI
1
No 31
DSC
WIRE

N9 SI

IV4." DIAMETER BY

coils,

51 3/
4 T.
Nt 22
D.SC
WIRE

fr• 1
.
n--

PER
/ NCH

Poi.
7

CLOSE
veute

CLOSE
%wane

OF

8

WIRE
16 TWINS
PER
INCN
PM ...-....

àf"
CLOSE
WOUND

PF

GF

P

1

F

GF

2 V8" Loup (OVERALL) Ye" S•-•OL•L 0E4

covering both the short
of each are required.

wave

and

broadcast

bands;

two

erably be a Western Electric VT2 or
a ' 10 operated at a plate voltage of 300
to 350 volts; however a ' 12A will provide satisfactory reception with a plate
voltage of 180.
The super-regenerator is a very
broad tuning circuit and requires at
least two tuned circuits b2tween antenna and grid. This is easily accomplished by means of a simple band-pass
filter.
This circuit uses such a filter
and is tuned by a two-gang condenser.
The tuning capacities should be within
the range of . 000125 to . 00016 mf.
condenser.
A broadcast unit may be
cut down by removing plates, 7 plates
in each section generally being of approximately the correct number. The
antenna coupling condenser C may be
a midget .000025 mf. or a compensating
condenser of the same capacity. This
is set once, generally at a very low
value, and then left alone.
If the detector were of the grid-leak
type, it would be necessary to employ
a grid-leak not lower than 1 megohm,
in which case it sometimes happens
that an audio frequency is generated
within the tube in addition to the variation frequency, resulting in interference.
This circuit employs grid bias rectification by means of a " C" battery connected as shown and by-passed with a
.1 mf. condenser.
The yalue of the
"C" bias will depend upon the tube
and plate voltage.
With a ' 12A the
value will be between the limits of
3 and 6 volts.
Correct adjustment is
where regeneration is smoothest.
The coils 3, 4 and 4A are wound on
S- M type 130P midget forms, ( details
are given in table accompanying this
article), and are mounted horizontally
as shown in illustrations. The spacing
between 3 and 4 when mounted should
not be less than 1 inch.
The variation frequency oscillator
coils 7 and 8 are both alike and peaked
at approximately 20 kc. by means of
.002 mf. condensers 9 and 10.
The
inductance value of the coils is 30 mh.
and they are lattice-wound.
These
may be purchased at all jobbers and
are generally used for R. F. chokes.
The dimensions are quite small, 14'
thick and 1" in diameter.
Holes are
provided through the center so that
mounting on a %" wooden rod is possible.
The rod should be about 2'4"
long.
The method of mounting these
coils is shown in Fig. 2.
One coil is
made solid by applying a little coil
dope, collodion or shellac to the rod
before placing the coil on it. The other
coil is loose so that the output of the
oscillator can be adjusted by varying
the coupling between the coils.
k suggested layout of parts is shown

e
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Mr. Tanner, well-known to all SHORT
W AVE CRAFT readers, here contributes
one of the most interesting and timely
articles of his career. " What can you do
with one tube"—seems to be the motto of
the day. This set was actually built and
tested as the photos herewith testify.

•

One Tube Super- Regenerator
Type of
Tube

Plate
Voltage

Voltage of
Grid Bias

01A
210
112A
22**
24**
27

135V
350V
180V
135V
250V
250V
180V
180V
180
180
250
250

— 13.5V*
—35.0V 5
—20.0V*
— 13.5V*
— 9V
— 30V
— 20V*
— 6.75V*
— 6V
—20V
— 20V
— 10V

32**
36 5*
37
56
57 5*

Value of
Resistor 13
in Ohms

5,000
15,000

5,000
15,000
15,000
5,000

*Bias furnished by " C" battery.
**Requires very large coupling impedance.

in photograph.
This will
depend
considerably upon the type of parts
used, as all makes do not have the
same size or shape. It is merely necessary for the builder to be sure the
leads carrying R.F. currents are as
short and direct as possible. No shielding of any kind is necessary or even
desirable.
The variation frequency
coils should not be located too close to
the signal frequency coils. The parts
not shown should be mounted wherever convenient.
The two variation
frequency tuning condensers 9 and 10
are located close to their respective
coils.
The adjustments are simple: First
loosen the coupling between 7 and 8
and tune in a signal, with any set of
coils in circuit, exactly as with any regenerative tuner.
Then adjust the 5
condenser trimmers to the best value
with 14 set at a low value. If regeneration is erratic try different values
cf " C" bias. At this time it would be
well to mention that a ' 12A tube with
180 volts on the plate will generally
oscillate very strongly and the tickler
coils may need a turn or two removed.
The turns should be such that the tube
just oscillates with the regeneration
condenser set at nearly maximum
when the tuning condenser plates are
entirely in mesh.
After all adjustments mentioned
have been made tune in a signal and
then tighten coupling between 7 and 8
until the tube generates the variation
frequency. The signals will then jump
up to a value many times louder than
with straight regeneration.
Not all stations can be brought in on
a speaker, but those of sufficient
strength will be.
Special Notes on Construction
The construction of this set is very
simple and can be done with a screwdriver and a pair of cutting pliers if
the panel is bought ready drilled.
After the front panel is drilled the
base-board can be attached to it. Use
one inch long wood screws for this.

Rear view of the Tanner " 1-tube" Super-Regenerative Receiver.

One—Hammarlund Midget Condenser.
Type
MCD-140. 140 mmf. ( 5, 6)
One—Fletchtheim By-pass Condenser. Type
GB- 100. 1 mf, 200 volts. ( 12)
Two—Flechtheim Tubular Condensers. Type
AZ- 10. .002 mf. 1000 volte. ( 9, 10)
Two—Sets Alden Mfg. Co. Short Wave Coils.
15 to 200 meters.
Eight—Fahnstock Clips, ( 1, 2, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20)
Two—Eby Chassis type sockets. ( 3, 4) Four
prong for the plug-in coils.
One—Eby Socket, type depends on the choice
of tube used for reception. ( 11)
Two—Blan Special choke windings. ( 7, 8)
One—International Resistor 10,000 ohms, 1
watt. ( 13)
One—Hammarlund Equalizer Condenser. Type
EC- 80. 25 to 80 mmf. ( 21)
(Optional method of antenna coupling.)
One—Blan 6 inch by 10 inch aluminum panel.
One—Wooden beise-Ixtard 8x1Oxi1 inches.

Í
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schematic

diagram for the
egenerator.

1-tube

Parts List for Both One Tube
Super- Regenerator
One—Hammarlund Midget Condenser,
MC250M. 250 mmf. ( 14)

Gi ll

S.

Type
Picture diagram for building the A. C. operated

1tube

super regenerati• e set.

Super -
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A Balanced- Detector
Super • Regenerative
Receiver

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON

• ONE
of
the
major difficulties encountered
in operating receivers
us ing
super - regeneration is the action
of the detector or
super - regenerative tube when
the circuit amplification is too
Tuning of the balanced- detector super- regenerator is made
high. Under this
easy by the use of a National velvet vernier dial.
condition the tube
breaks into selfoscillation and the super-regenerative
action does not take place.
An interesting circuit was tried by
the author which has the qualification
of eliminating this tendency of selfoscillation in the Super-regenerative
tube circuit. Here the tubes are used
in a peculiar circuit.
Note that the
grid circuits are in push-pull and that
the plate circuits are connected in parallel.
A point in this circuit's favor
is that of lowered plate impedance. The
two plate circuits are in parallel so the
impedance is half that of a single tube
under the same operating conditions.
This gives a more satisfactory match
a-for phones and is more convenient when
audio amplifiers are to be used to increase the output. It is hard to match
tubes with transformers or a pair of
phone so that the most satisfactory
transfer of energy will take place under
the normal operation of tubes as bias
detectors.
Breaking this circuit down so as to
study it, let us look at Fig. 1. A radio
signal applied in the ordinary manner
will not cause a feed-back of energy
into coil L2 from coil L because the
grids are equal and opposite in phase
and the plate currents will be constant.
Placing a center- tapped coil in the
cathode leads, as shown in Fig. 2, will
act as a means of supplying the quenching frequency from the local oscillator.

Tubes V1 and V2 should have the same
approximate value of mutual conductance, as the action of the circuit is better when they are matched. This point
is mentioned for the best results,
though the circuit will work with tubes
with mutual conductance variations of
25 to 30%. The closer the two tubes
are matched the better will be the regenerative action.
The voltage output of the quenching
frequency generator is supplied to the
cathode circuits of the two detector
tubes in opposite 'phase, as indicated
in Fig. 2. This voltage developed by
the local oscillator during one half of
a cycle will increase the effective voltage on the grid of one detector tube
and decrease the voltage on the grid
of the other tube. With unequal voltages applied to the two grids there will
be a change in the mutual conductances
of both tubes as far as the signal frequencies are concerned, so that some
feed-back will take place between L
and Li of Fig. 2. When the opposite
half of the quenching frequency cycle
appears across L3 it will cause a voltage in reverse phase, as shown in the
dotted lines. Thus the two tubes are
made unequal as far as their mutual
conductances are concerned and some
energy is fed-back, as stated above.
This energy will be in reverse phase
to that which flowed on the first half of
the quenching frequency cycle.
As long as the quenching frequency
generator is functioning there will be
a regenerative and degenerative feedback action from the coil L to coil Li.
Now the value of the two feed- backs
are equal, so all of the energy that may
be present in the feed-back coil during
the period of regeneration will be nullified during the degenerative period.
This degenerative action will throw the
circuit out of oscillation even though
the values of the two feed-backs are
equal, due to the resistance of the circuit, which aids the quenching action
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RING

COIL
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—

5* SMALL
HOLE

3

1
3
5

CENTER
TAP

THIS MUST
BE

TO 0, ATES OF VI ANOV2
LOOKING DOWN ON TNF
COIL SOCKET

Diagrams, above, show a novel connection
of balaaced-detector tubes; Fig. 3 shows
hook-up of apparatus to Acme 30 K.C.
transformer.

DONE TO

ALL

COILS

FIG 5

FIG. 4

Diagrams, above, show the proper coil socket connections at Fig. t;
how the center tap is soldered to the plug-in coils.

Fig.

5 above,
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of the degenerative portion of the cycle
and tends to prevent the regenerative
portion from building up to values
which would cause self-oscillation in
the circuit.
Construction Details
The construction of the set is shown
in the photographs and should offer no
trouble to the builder. A wooden baseboard is used with an aluminum front
panel so that hand-capacity effects are
reduced to a minimum.
Parts mounted on the front panel include the phone terminal block, oscillator frequency selector switch and the
oscillator power control. Of course the
tuning dial is placed in the center of
the panel with a rod of sufficient length
to reach the tuning condenser coupling
unit. The rest of the parts are mounted
on the chassis with wood screws or are
held in place by the wiring. The photographs should furnish the builder with
all information necessary to duplicate
the original set.
A winding must be placed on the core
of the Acme transformer. This consists
of 120 turns of No. 28 silk covered wire.
Loosen the two top machine screws
holding the core in place and slide the
L shaped section out of the frame.
Random-wind 60 turns of wire and then
leave a 6 inch long loop. This loop will
serve as the center tap connection of
the oscillator pick-up winding.
Then
continue with the additional 60 turns,
which will give the required number of
turns.
Wiring
Run all wires directly to their points
of connection. Do not try for looks, but
for results! Make all connections clean
ones. Poorly soldered connections make
receivers noisy especially if they are
high-gain short-wave receivers.
When making the special connections
to the Acme transformer follow the detail wiring diagram of Fig. 3. If the
diagram is followed correctly there will

latest short-wave receiver—the balanced-detector superregenerator; the third tube has been left out of the socket at the right for clarity.

Rear view of Mr. Denton's

be no difficulty in getting the tube to
oscillate.
Figure 4 shows the proper
coil socket connections. Remember that
the tube tends to go into oscillation only
when the local oscillator is working.
Operation
The set is placed into operation by
connecting a power supply unit that
will give the required voltages.
The
author used the power supply unit described on page 82 of the June, 1932,
issue of SHORT W AVE CRAFT. This unit

was designed for use with the "
STAND-BY" receiver and was found to be very satisfactory for
use with this receiver.
Place three type 56 tubes in the sockets
after making sure that all ctmnection.: are
Plug in the tips of a pair
properly made.
of phones and connect the antenna and ground.
Select one of the plug-in coils and locate the
center of the winding, as shown in Fig. 5.
Note that there should be three turns on each
aide of the tap and that each section of three
turns has an equal additional fraction of a turn.
The way th take this tap is quite rimple. Scrape
away the insulation with a sharp knife or a

PLUG,
IN
COIL

LI
CI

COIL
F _

410.

CS
MORES
-8+"250V.

de C9

C7
-

C4

ALL FILS.
PARALLEL
'y
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PG.6
"B+"100V.

o

2.5v.

Schematic and picture diagrams are presented above, so that the uninitiated as well as the exp•-rienced short-wave fan can build
this latest creation of Mr. Denton's—a super- regenerator receiver with balarced detector.
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razor blade: then solder a piece of wire about
five inches long to the wire which has been
bared.
This is the center tap of the coil and
is connected to the ground and "B"—return.
After a signal has been tuned in, adjust the
antenna series condenser Cl for the best re,,ults.
Try various values of capacity at C7, C8, C9.
Each band will have a value that will be best
suited for maximum amplification. Lots of time
must be spent in adjusting and trying out the
circuit because the best results will only be
had after considerable work has been done. This
does not mean that the set is hard to get working, but that maximum results will be the
product of the builder's efforts.
Further information regarding super-regeneration appears In SHORT W AVID CaArr, December, 1932, issue.
If the builder does not have the new type 56
tubes he will find that the older type 27 will
work very well.
This point is mentioned because the new tubes are not yet available all
over the country.
Use a good pair of phones and do not worry
about the plate current of the tubes flowing
through the windings of the phones, because the
detector tubes are biased to plate current cut-off
and the total plate ru nut i less than one
milliampere.

Conclusion
It is, so it seems,
wave

"bug"

to

build

the desire of every shorta super- regenerative

re-

SHORT WAVE

ceiver that will work.
the

author

during

RADIO

The letters received by

the

past

year

show

that

about one out of three get satisfactory results.
After looking at several of the sets,
one really wonders why they ever work at
all!

Use good tubes!

Solder carefully!

Con-

nect leads as shown! If possible use the parts
recommended by the author.

Parts List
1—Alden S.W. Coil Kit ( Li).
1—Hammarlund Equalizing Condenser 100 mmf.

(cif.

1--Hammarlund MC- 140M Midget Tuning Condenser ( C2), Capacity- 140 minf.
I — Hammarlund S4 Lsolantite Socket ( used for
1—Flechtheim
Midget
Condenser . 00025
mf.
C10).
1—Flechtheim .
25 mf. bypass condenser.
Type
GB-25 ( G6).

Number of Turns
(1)
(21
(3i
(4)
(5,1
(61

10%
22%
51%
68%
131%

3—Flechtheim Midget Tubular Condensers. Type
AZ. One . 0001 mf. ( C7) One. 0002 mf. ( C8) :
One . 00025 mf. ( C9).
1—National, R.F. Choke Type 100 ( RFC).
1—Acrateet Mica Condenser . 001 mf. ( C31.
1—Acratest Electrolytic Condenser 25 mf. 25
volts ( C4).
1—Carter 4 position switch ( Si).
t—Frost potentiometer 50,000 ohms ( 113).
3—Pilot (or Alden) sockets ( VI, V2, V3).
1—Acme 30 kc. transformer ( T).
1—International Resistor Co. 25,000 ohm. 1 watt
resistor. ( R1).
1—International Resistor Co. 1 meg. 1 watt
resistor. ( R2).
1—Blan coupling for the tuning condenser.
1—Blan Aluminum Front Panel.
l—National Tuning Dial.
1— Eby twin tip-jack terminal unit.
1--Base-board 8" by 10" by %" wood.
6—Fahnstock Clips for connections.
3--Eveready-Raytheon type 56 tubes.

Data on Alden Plug-in Coils
6 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.
12 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.
16 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.
40 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.
Close wound No. 28 D.S.C.
Bank wound, 2 layers. No. :".2
(Optional Litz)

Primary 4turns
Primary 6 turns
Primary 7turna
Primary 15 turns
Primary 28 turns

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

31
31
31
31
36

D.S.C.
D.S.C.
D.S.C.
D.S.C.
D.S.C.

Primary 32 turns No. 36 D.S.0
WAVE BANDS:
(1 e Blue- 10 to 20: ( 2) Red-20 to 40: ( 3) Yellow- 40 to 80: ( 4) Green-80 to 200: ( 51 White
—200 to 350: ( 6, Orange- 350 to 550.
D.S.C.—double silk covered. Pitch— turna per inch.

A Super-Regenerator
With PENTODES
By R. WILLIAM TANNER
• THE super- regenerator, while not a
new circuit, has been given little attention by either the amateur or shortwave broadcast listener, due no doubt
to lack of information on the subject.
In the last few months a number of
articles have appeared in this magazine
and other publications describing this
remarkable circuit.
However, these
articles are entirely lacking in data
which would help the builder in the
elimination of " kinks" and the superregenerator has a number of such

MANUAL

"kinks." In the first place, there is
the broad tuning feature which can be
improved ONLY by the use of a sufficient number of tuned circuits between the antenna and detector grid.
Second, the super-regenerative " hiss"
or " mush," which can be suppressed
by means described later. Third, distortion of voice or music, which can be
cured by an adjustment of the variation frequency oscillation. Fourth, unstable operation due to insufficient
tickler turns or coupling, the cure of

Fig. 1—Complete diagram of Mr. Tanner's super-regenerative receiving circuit which employs a
screen grid detector with pentodes in the R.F. and A.F. amplifier stages, which gives 'mote
"wallop" to the signal.

which is readily apparent.
Fifth,
when an R.F. stage is employed the
detector generally fails to oscillate
over a portion of the dial. This is due
to absorption by the plate winding on
the detector
R.F. transformer, the
cure being very loose coupling between
R.F. plate coil and detector grid coil.
Before describing this new version
of the super- regenerator, the writer
wishes to settle the question always
asked by the novice: " Can this set
bring in Europe, South America, etc.?"
Any short-wave receiver having one to
twenty . tubes can receive from any
point on the globe, providing the time,
season, weather, location, etc., are
right ( also providing the receiver is
not located in the " skip" area). The
human element must be given some
consideration, as considerable patience
and careful tuning are most important.
R.F. Pentode Ahead of Detector
Referring to the circuit in Fig. 1, it
will be noted that one of the new ' 58
R.F. pentodes is employed in the tuned
R.F. stage, resulting in a fair degree of
gain even down to 15 meters. The
super- regenerative effect is obtained
through the use of an oscillator tuned
to a comparatively low frequency and
a regenerative screen-grid detector designed to oscillate more strongly than
in the usual regenerative set.
The
output of the detector is generally sufficient to operate the ' 47 pentode power audio amplifier to full capacity, except on weak signals.
Experiments
which employed a ' 35 R.F. amplifier in
place of a '58 proved that the overall
sensitivity was equal to nearly all
short-wave superhets with two I.F.
stages. Volume was not quite as loud
when compared to a superhet having
two audio stages.
Selectivity Improved by Band-Pass
Filter
Selectivity with a super-regenerator
is, in the usual form of circuit, notoriously poor!
With the tuned circuits,
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R.F.
grid
and
detector
grid,
tuning
is
still too broad. However, by adding a band-pass
filter either between antenna and R.F. grid or
between R.F. plate and detector grid, very satisfactory selectivity can be obtained. In the original model this filter was placed between R.F.
plate and detector grid to help in the reduction
of regenerative feedback and to prevent unstable
detector oscillations.
In order to permit best super-regenerative action over the range of 15 to 100 meters. the
variation frequency oscillator is provided with
three fixed condensers of different values, controlled by means of a three-point tap switch.
With a grid coil of 20 mh. inductance, the frequencies are 25. 36 and 50 kc. at capacities of
.002, .001 and . 0005 mf. respectively. If the 100
to 200 meter band is desired it will be necessary
to add capacity in parallel with the .002 mf. section until the frequency is approximately 100.000 to 15,000 cycles. The output of the oscillator is controlled by the variable resistor R4
Coil

Construction

Due to the use of three tuned circuits and to
the fact that no form of tapped coils can equal
plug-in coils in efficiency, the plug-in type was
employed.
These are of different construction
than the usual coils.
Figure 2 shows how the
various coils are to.ranged on strips which are
provided with Gent al Radio coil plugs. A pair
of strips having G.R. jacks are used as mounting bases. The layout of the strips is given in
Fig. 3.
Drill the base and coil strips exactly
alike, in fact, it would be well to drill them all
at the same time. The stock for the coil strips
should be Iv thick and 1
/ " for the base if
4
hard rubber is used. If bakelite is used for the
base, the thickness may be et'
.
it is much
stronger than hard rubber.
The three-gang tuning condenser was an old
broadcast unit with all but three rotor and four
stator plates removed from each section.
The
resulting capacity is uncertain but it is in the
vicinity of . 0001 mf.
With this capacity condenser the coil values given in the accompanying table were employed.
It must be remembered that variable condensers vary in capacity
even though the number of plates is the same.
The coil table may require modification to cover
the exact range.
It will be noted that the tickler specifications
are somewhat greater than Ionia/.
This is for
the purpose of providing a stranger oscillation
in the detector.
The method of coupling between Li and L2 is
somewhat different than is generally employed
but the results are the same.
In this case, the
two coil sections do not require wide spacing.
The older types of inductances used in the
variation frequency oscillator, such as honeycomb coils and iron core transformers, were
eliminated in favor of a much more compact
type consisting of a 20 mh. grid coil and one of
8 mh. for the plate. These were both of the lattice wound types having diameters of 1" and %"
for the 20 and 8 mh. coils respectively.
Each
coil has a center hole of %" which allows them
to be mounted on a
wooden or hard rubber
rod, making it possible to slide one coil along
the rod for the purpose of adjusting the oscillator output.
Both coils MUST be wound in the
same direction and placed on the mounting rod
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The R.F. bias resistor R. bypass condensers
Cl and R.F. choke are located within the R.F.
shield. The detector grid condenser C5, leak RI.

Adjustment and Operation
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While the adjustments are not difficult, they
should be trade with care in order to realize
maximum efficiency. First, plug in the 80-meter
coila and set the antenna coupling condenser C
at approximitely halfway in. Separate the two
coils 1,‘ the oscillator as far as possible, or, if R4
is used, set at maximum resistance.
Tune in
a loud signal by means of the tuning dial and
regeneration control.
Adjust trimmers on the
gang condenser to best point.
Now turn volume control down so that signal j. just above
audibility:
Then bring oscillator cc.ils close together with switch set on the . 002 mf. condenser.
The regeneration control RC should now be
turned considerably beyond the normal, point of
oscillation although no oscillations should be
present until RC is still further increased. The
signal should now be extremely loud.
If a loud rushing noise is heard, first adjust
This should help
the variable grid leak RI.
matters considerably, but if the noise still persists, try aljusting the coupling between oscillator plate and grid coils or the oscillator plate
resistor R4
Sometimes both adjustments are
necessary. When all adjustments are made correctly, music and speech should be of fine quality. C.W..ode signals can be picked up by increasing the regeneration control.
If the coils have been made so that L, Li and
L2 are exactly alike, no additional trimmer condensers will be necessary.
If not, it would be
well to shunt . 000025 mf. midgets across all three
sections of the tuning condenser.
These would
be adjusted only once for each band shift.
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RF choke, bypass condensers C4 and plate condenser C6 are placed within the detector shield.
Other resistors, condensers, etc., are located underneath the sub-base. If the oscillator variable
plate resistor R4 is used, it may be mounted
on the panel at the right of the tuning dial.

L1

1

Shielding

The dotted lines in Fig. 1 shows how much
of this circuit requires shielding.
Box shields
are necessary; Alcoa 5" by 6" by 9" aluminum.
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R.F. Chokes
The R.F. chokes are easy to construct and are
sometimes better than manufactured ones. The
choke in the R.F. " B" positive lead may consist
of 1.500 turns of No. 36 enamel or silk covered
wire wound in three slots, 500 turns per slot.
The choke in the detector plate circuit must
have a higher inductance, since no R.F. currents
can be allowed to get into the A.F. amplifier.
This choke should be wound with 5,000 tarns
No. 36 wire in 5 slots. 1.000 turns per slot. Dimensions of the wooden forms are given in
Fig. 5.

L2

e

since

correctly. These coils may be purchased at nearly any radio store in the larger cities.
The
mounting arrangement of this unit is shown in
Fig. 4.
The oscillator coils, switch and fixed
tuning condensers may all be mounted on a
small bakelite base if desired.
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FIG.7

Details of the various coils, arrangement of the
apparatus and the hook-up of plate ... fluty unit.

Power Supply
The power pack may be any type giving an
output of 11)0-350 volts and having two 2.5 volt
filament windings. For the benefit of those who
desire to build this unit as well as the superregeneratot. details will be given.
The circuit
is shown in Fig. 7. The filter chokes should be
capable of carrying 85 ma.
The 2 mf. input
filter condenser should have a rating of at least
600 volts. The other two condensers may be 450
to 600 volt.. The leads from the filament windings to set must be heavy, No. 14 to No. 8 wire.
and should not he longer than 18 inches.
Like an
other rather complicated receiver.
the builder will probably not make it work a.
soon as it is hooked up.
Use your head and
radio knom ledge if some kink develops.

Data Applying to Figure 1
C—.000025 mf. antenna coupling condenser
Cl, C2, Cl —. 0001 mf. three gang tuning condenser
C4—.1 af. bypass condensers
C5—.00001 mf. detector grid condenser
C6—.0005 mf. detector plate bypass condenser
C7—.25 mt. bypass condenser
C8—.25 m'. bypass condenser
C9-1 mf. bias bypass condenser
C10—.1 nr`. audio coupling condenser
R-270 ohm R.F. bias resistor
VC-50,00o ohm volume control
R1—Variable grid- leak such as Pilot or Clarostat
RC-50,000 ohm regeneration control
R2-100,000 ohm detector plate re: istor
R3-25,000 ohm detector plate resistor
R4-60,000 ohm resistor variable
R5-1,000 ohm oscillator bias resistor
R6-500,000 ohm pentode grid resistor
R7-20-60 ohm center tapped filament resistor
R8-400 oitm pentode bias resistor
R9-25.00I. ohm 75 watt Electraxl Truvolt resistor with 3 taps
RFC—R.F. chokes
SW—Three-point tap switch
CA—. 002 mf.
CB—. 001 mf.
CC—. 0005 mf.

Coil Table
Band
20
40
80

L
4
9
20

Li
4
9
20

L2
4
9
20

L3
1
7
11

Use No 26 enamel wire on L, Li and L2 and
No. 30 or L3. All coils close wound.
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SUPERHETERODYNES
Experimental

e
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Here is the complete super-heterodyne, with band- changing switch at right, together with midget dynamic
speaker—all ready for a cabinet.

/

T seems that most everyone today
wants a short wave superhet so let's
see what can be done. Many readers
have written to the author in regard
to the various versions of short wave
adaptors using the Best switch and coil
assembly, and most of the letters close
with " when will a complete receiver circuit come along?" Well, here it is:
The 7-Tube Circuit
The receiver has 7 tubes, including the
rectifier, with a total of eight tuned circuits.
An examination of the circuit
diagram shows that the antenna is connected to the grid coil of the detector
tube through a small semi- variable condenser. This condenser is quite critical
in adjustment and should be changed
with each change of antenna.
If it is
too large the incoming local stations will
have strong harmonic repeat points
which are not desired. Of course, if the
condenser is too small, there will be insufficient signal input with a loss of sensitivity.

The oscillator is tuned in the plate circuit and the detector and oscillator tuning condensers are ganged together for
single dial control. The small compensating cor denser connected across the
antenna tuning condenser is used to give
critical adjustment of the antenna circuit.
The two intermediate frequency ( I.F.)
stages are tuned to 465 K.C., this frequency being that generally used in
modern short wave superheterodyne design.
The transformers used in these
stages consists of a dual tuning unit with
two coils loosely coupled; it is surprising
how sharply these coils tune.
It becomes necessary to use an oscillator and
tune each stage individually when aligning the I.F. stages. One half turn of the
screw which tunes the individual units
is enough to throw the signal out completely. In the original model illustrated
in this article, the author adjusted the
voltages on the intermediate frequency
tubes, so that with the volume control
about eighty per cent on, the I.F. sec-

tion will oscillate. Thus at any ordinary
signal level the I.F. amplifier is stable,
but by turning the volume control full
on, C.W. ( code) signals can be heard
and voice carriers tuned in easily.
The second detector is an ER224, with
plate-bend rectification; the only novel
thing to be noted here is the resistancerapacity filter used in the plate circuit,
instead of the more common choke and
condenser unit. The output of the detector is resistance- capacity coupled to
the pentode, with condenser 31 used to
buck out hum in the detector circuit.
Many times readers ask for loudspeakers to use with a given set, so a
speaker of the midget type has been
specified and used. The field coil of this
small dynamic speaker is used as the
filter choke in the " B" negative lead of
the power transformer. The 800 ohms
resistance of the field winding drops the
voltage output of the power unit to 260
volts, which is the voltage applied to all
plate circuits except the oscillator. The
screens and oscillator have a potential

•
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Here is the schematic diagram of the plugless S.W. super-het, in which two J.F. stages are used, with an oscillator,
first and second detectors, and pentode power output stage.

•

•

of 55 volts, which is supplied by the resistor 28. It is necessary to use at least
one insulated, dry electrolytic condenser
at 38 in the circuit diagram, due to the
fact that while the chassis is at the most
negative value, as far as the receiver
is concerned, the center-tap of the power
transformer is actually more negative.
due to the voltage drop in the loudspeaker field choke.
Mechanical Layout
Simplicity is the keynote in the design
of this receiver. This manifests itself in
analysis of the cost of the parts as well
as the attractiveness of appearance.
The tuning dial with the master tuning
condensers are located front and center,
while the power transformer, electrolytic condensers and intermediate frequency amplifier volume control are
grouped to the left.
The 12 coils and 3 switches for changing to the various short wave bands,
which by the way are 10-20, 20-40; 40-80,
80-200 meters, is placed on the right of
the tuning condensers.
The oscillator and first detector tube
are placed right back of the tuning coils
with the first I.F. transformer mounted
in back of the first detector socket.
In the back row, looking from right to
left, we find the first I.F. transformer,
first I.F. tube, second I.F. transformer,
second I.F. tube, third I.F. transformer,
and second detector.
Directly in front of the second detector
is mounted the pentode output tube and
the remaining socket is used for the
ER280 rectifier. All of the small by-pass
condensers are mounted near the tubes
which they serve to by-pass, thus insuring short leads.
The under- part of the chassis conceals
the various resistors and the wiring. The
resistors used are of the pigtail type and
were held in place by using bus-bar,
where conditions permitted, and the common push-back wire where insulation
was imperative.
As the wiring can be plainly seen in
the photographs no special mention need
be made on this subject, except— make
all connections good ones.

Operation
Due to the sharp tuning intermediate
transformers, it is necessary to use an
oscillator of some sort to tune the I.F.
amplifier before signals will be heard.
In testing this receiver it was found that
the intermediate frequency transformer
will tune from 800 K.C. to 425 K.C. So
that if no oscillator is within reach, tune
the intermediates to some local station
which is received on the higher wavelengths of a broadcast receiver.
The way to do this is to connect an
aerial to the control-grid terminal of the
second I.F. tube and with an insulated
screwdriver tune in the signal from the

nearby broadcast station as loudly as
possible on the third LP. transformer.
Then move the antenna over to the first
intermediate frequency tube and tune
the signal in on the second I.F. transformer.
Place the antenna on the deteeter tube and tune the first I.F. transformer. The receiver is ready for operation.
Connect the antenna and ground to
the binding posts, making sure that the
loud- speaker cable is plugged into the
chassis receptacle and after permitting
the tubes to heat up, move the master
tuning dial slowly until a signal is heard.
Clear up the signal by adjusting the corn-

An airplane view of the Denton S.W. super-het, showing the ganged tuning
condensers and wave band coils, etc.
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Parts List for Simple Super-het

A view of the under- side of Mr. Denton's "plugless" short wave super-heterodyne.
pensating condenser and vary the volume
control for desired gain.
Conclusion
It is desirable to note the dial settings
on a chart of some kind, thus increasing the speed with which the operator
can familiarize himself with the receiver.
The volume of sound emitted by the
midget speaker, even on distant stations,
is extremely satisfactory, and consider-

ing the low cost and simplicity of the
total receiver, it will prove a pleasant
surprise for the builder.
The only point in the operation of this
receiver that deserves special precaution
is the proper adjustment of the antenna
coupling condenser 3A. Each aerial and
every different location needs a variation
of this capacity for maximum results.
Experimentation gives the correct answer.

1 Eby Antenna, Ground Post ( 1, 2)
1 Best S.W.C. 1 kit ( 10A, 10B, 10C) coil
and switch assembly
2 Nationahtuning condensers ( see text),
(4, 5)
1 Pilot 80 mmf. trimming condenser ( 3)
8 Eby wafer sockets marked for tubes
(9, 11, 19, 22, 26A, 35, 36, 40)
5 Blan . 1mf. by-pass condensers, 3in each
can ( 6, 8, 13, 18, 21A, 26)
1 Electrad volume control and fil. switch
R1-202-P ( 17A, 41)
1 International or Lynch resistor, 2500
ohms, 1 watt ( 7)
1 International or Lynch resistor, 10000
ohms, 1 watt ( 15)
1 International or Lynch resistor, . 1meg.,
1 watt ( 32)
1 International or Lynch resistor, . 5meg.,
1 watt ( 34)
2 International or Lynch resistor, 500
ohms, 1 watt ( 17, 21)
2 International or Lynch resistor, 25000
ohms, 1 watt ( 12, 25)
3 International or Lynch resistor, 10000
ohms, 1 watt ( 30, 15, 27)
1 International or Lynch resistor, 416
ohms, 1 watt, ( 42)
1 International or Lynch resistor, 50000
ohms, 1watt ( 28)
3 Acratest . 465 K.C. I.F. transformers
(16, 20, 34)
1 Blan RF. choke ( 14)
1 Flechtheim Filter Condenser 2 mf. 450
volts ( 23)
1 Sprague midget condenser .04 mf. ( 33)
2 Aerovox .000125 mica condensers ( 29)
1 Aerovox . 001 mica condensers ( 31)
4 Hammarlund tube shields
1 Acratest power transformer 2532 ( 39)

"Picture" diagram that even the novice can follow in building the Denton Short Wave Super-heterodyne. If you
use a power transformer ( 39) other than the one specified, it's a simple matter to follow the connections as given by
the manufacturer of the particular power transformer you purchase.
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2 Acratest Electrolytic condensers ( 1-8
mf. No. 5308 and 1-4 mf. No. 5304)
1 flan chassis and volume control m.t.g.
bracket, completely drilled and folded
1 Crowe " full vision" dial and light holder
1 G.E. power cord and plug
1 Acratest 25 volts, 25 mf. No. 6646 ( 43)
1 Eveready Raytheon 280 tube
1 Eveready Raytheon 247 tube
2 Eveready Raytheon 224 tubes
2 Eveready Raytheon 251 tubes
1 Eveready Raytheon 227 tube
1 Ope radio loud- speaker with output
transformer for '47 pentode, with
1800 ohm field
1 Blan 4 wire plug and beads for speaker
cable.
In the event that the builder wishes to
use an ordinary loud- speaker, he may
procure a pentode output transformer
having a secondary of low impedance to
match the average speaker.
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Connections of power transformer for
S. W. super-het.
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The four connections to the dynamic
speaker are taken off through a socket
mounted on the side of the chassis as
shown above.
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New Ultra Short Wave Apparatus
FIE first, specially deTsigned,
ultra short wave

apparatus has recently shown
itself on the American market
and is revealed in the accompanying illustrations.
This
new U.S.W. apparatus has
been designed by the wellknown National engineers.
In the
iphoto at the
left we see a
4-4116
N e w National
tube shield designed
for
use
with the new 56,
57. and 58 tubes.

new tube shield, designed for
use with the new series 56. 57
and 58 tubes.
Below, photo
shows at the left a new isolantite socket which will reduce losses in ultra shortwave
circuits to a minimum. This
socket is available in 4, 5 and

New ultra S-W
R.F.
choke
wound on isolantite core.
Below — New
ultra S-W socset; midget R
39 coil forms:
midget 270 S.
F.L. condenser.

6 prong styles and also
for special 6 prong National coils. At center
the new midget R.-39
coil forms. The midget
270-degree SFL tuning
condenser shown is insulated with isolantite;
capacity
18 mmf.
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8- Tube Portable

"All Wave"
SupereiHet
Y. Sieur

is here shown trying out the s-Tuhe Portable
"All-Witve" Superhet designed by Mr. Denton.

•

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON

Mr. Denton described the general line-up and circuit of his

•

latest 2-volt " portable" 8-tube superhet. This super is a real job and will
appeal to hundreds of people who want a good portable receiver using
high- gain tubes, and a set, moreover, which can be carried easily. Diagram
and data are here given for building this super also with the new 6-volt
automobile tubes. This set works a loud speaker on either 2-volt or 6-volt
tubes. Regeneration is used to provide maximum " pick-up" range.

• MORE detailed information covering
the connections of the detector and
oscillator systems would not be amiss at
this point, as this is generally a stumbling block for the average constructor.
In the original circuit the only coupling
between the oscillator and first detector
was the inductive effect between the two
coils located two inches between centers.
The reason underlying the use of the
inductive coupling was that it offered
the easy way out of a hard problem.
It is a simple matter to couple circuits
when the tubes are of the cathode type.
But with the two-volt type there are no
cathodes.
A detail drawing of the circuit incorporated in the receiver covers this point
clearly.

Rear view of the

Do not wind the pick-up coils on the
oscillator coil forms and subtract these
turns from the total number of turns
wound on the secondary of the first detector coil.
These additional turns are
for the purpose of coupling only, and
actually add but little to the inductance
of the detector secondary.
If the coupling is too great between
the oscillator and the detector, then a
small aluminum shield should be placed
between the coils, so that the greatest
coupling takes place through the coupling coil winding on the oscillator.
This small shield should be placed in
the center of the small coil mounting
platform. The physical details are given
in the • sketch.
Changes for .Six- Volt Operation
There are many builders who would
like to use the six- volt tubes in placc

new Denton Portable

Superhet.

A

view of the

•

of the two-volt type, especially for service in the automobile or the motor boat.
A complete circuit is given with the
necessary changes for operation with
these cathode type tubes.
It will be necessary to change over
the four- prong sockets to the five-prong
type.
There will be eight fives instead
of six four-prong sockets in the parts
list.
The following changes in the parts list
will also hare to be made.
25 becomes 15,000-ohm, 2-watt resistor
(International Resistance Co.).
27 becomes Acratest by-pass condenser,
.02 mf., 200 volts, No. 2817.
26 becomes Frost potentiometer, 010,000 ohms, No. 6188.
18 becomes 500-ohm, . 5- watt resistor
(International Resistance Co.).

superhet " looking up from under."
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22 becomes 500-ohm, . 5-watt resistor
(International Resistance Co.).
39A is a 2,500- ohm, 1- watt resistor
(International Resistance Co.).
40A is a 700-ohm, 1- watt resistor ( International Resistance Co.).
The speaker should be wound with a
winding suitable for operation with the
38 type power pentodes connected in
push-pull. If such a speaker cannot be
obtained, then an output transformer
should be used to match the output of
the tubes to the speaker to be used. It
is important to use the proper output
matching transformer, if the maximum
efficiency is to be obtained from the set.
Proper matching will permit the builder
to obtain the same quality of reproduction which is to be had with the parts
as specified.
It is amazing that 1.2 watt connected
to a good speaker in a proper manner
should give such satisfactory reproduction. For example, signals from a sta-

17
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If the reader cannot build the chassis,
due to lack of equipment, the author will
be glad to advise where the completed
chassis can be obtained.
Mount the tuning condensers on the
front panel.
After the condensers are
mounted the small coil platform should
be bolted down on the condensers. Mount
the coil sockets; that is all the work
that should be done on the front panel
at this time.
The first detector socket should be
mounted on the right-hand front of the
chassis. Then, running along the back,
place the first, second intermediate frequency amplifier tubes, and the second
detector. The oscillator tube is mounted
on the left and near the front of the
chassis, this socket being backed up to
the rear by the sockets of the output
pentodes and the first audio tube.
The
first audio tube is mounted in line with
the second detector.
A six- prong wafer socket is mounted

20

71

24

29
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der one of the wafer socket mounting
bolts and solder the small end of the
lug to one of the socket filament connectors.
The A- plus connection is then
run and it is the one wire common to
all sockets.
Wire all grid leads.
Run the grid
leads in the shortest possible manner.
Be sure and mount the intermediate frequency transformers so that the grid
and plate leads furnished with these
parts are run in the shortest possible
manner to their respective socket terminals.
Wire in all of the grid returns. Included under this section there are the
by-pass condensers and the isolating resistors. As these parts are self-mounted,
care must be used in soldering. At this
time complete all grid and grid return
connections.
This holds true for both
the audio and the radio sections of the
receiver.
Wire in all plate leads.
This is the

32

42

44

2V
-49
135V

tring diagram

ot Mr. Denton's 8- tube portsible superhet which utilizes 1- volt tubes.

tion over four thousand miles away corne
in loud enough to be heard all over the
house. One would believe that the signals were from some broadcast receiver
tuned to a station located within four or
five hundred miles.
Short-wave reception is erratic at best,
compared with reception on the broadcast
band, but the " kick" of good loud speaker
reception from stations more than 5,000
miles away is worth while.
Reception
from stations on the conventional broadcast band are tuned in a manner that
would give due credit to any good broadcast receiver.
For complete broadcast
band coverage one must use two sets of
coils, as the size of the tuning condensers
will not provide the correct capacity ratio
to cover the entire band.
Construction
The first thing to do is to lay out the
front panel and the chassis. This should
be done in accordance with the drawings
accompanying this article. Use half- hard
sheet aluminum about 1/16 inch thick.

on the back of the chassis, so that connections can be made to the batteryspeaker case through the six- wire cable.
The " C" battery is carried in the space
under the receiver chassis, thus insuring
short leads and reducing the number of
wires running in the cable.
Mount the push-pull transformer underneath the chassis as shown in the
photographs. The rest of the small parts,
such as the resistors and the filtering
or isolating condensers, are held in place
by the wiring.
Wiring Details
The proper wiring of any radio set
is half the battle on the road to a real
radio receiver.
Use a clean iron and
heat the joint being soldered well. See
that all surfaces are clean!
A receiver which is to be used as a
portable needs particular care when it
comes to wiring. Every connection should
be good mechanically before it is soldered.
Wire all filaments. This is easy in the
two-volt model. Use soldering lugs un-

last thing to be done under the chassis
and nothing more need be said on this
point.
Solder in three pieces of stranded, insulated wire to be used as " C" battery
connections. The " C" battery lies in the
open space to the rear of the sensitivity
control.
Have these leads about six
inches long for convenience sake. There
is plenty of space to place a standard
22-volt " C" battery in this space.
This completes the wiring of the chassis and the front panel can be mounted
in place. This panel is held in position
by the three variable resistors and the
two lower holding screws of the National
dial.
Testing
Of course, the first thing to do is tune
the intermediate frequency amplifier to
465 kc.
The method by which this is
done will depend upon the equipment on
hand which can be used for this purpose.
DO NOT USE A METAL SCREWDRIVER FOR
TUNING OR ADJUSTING I.F. TRANSFORMERS
WHEN THE BATTERIES ARE CONNECTED!
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Six- volt

automobile

tube

wiring

diagram

The above statement is very important! The use of the metal screwdriver
must be avoided; when one is adjusting
the set screws on the tops of the shielded
cans and the screwdriver slips, bang goes
all of the tubes, unless a small fuse is
included in the plate circuit. Fuses such
as the Little fuse should be use for saftty
any way.
After the set has been adjusted, check
the battery voltages, and if the filament
voltage is too high on the tubes, place
a small resistor or rheostat in series with
the filament line and carry this resistor
in the battery-speaker case.
Connect the set to an antenna and
ground, tune in a signal and adjust the
regeneration control below the point of
spilling ovér.
Set the tone control for the required
pitch and see if the action of the sensitivity control is -smooth over the entire range. If this control is not smooth
in action, then vary the " C" bias voltage
at the battery to some lower value, although experience proves that the best
action will be obtained from the 22.5-volt
connection.
The wavelength ranges of the five sets
of "oils and the number of turns required
are as follows:

SHORT WAVE
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Portable "All- Wave”

Detector secondary is space wound 12 turns
to the inch with a winding length of 1% inches
scant.
The oscillator secondary is space wound 12
turns to the inch with a winding length of
1 inch.
55 TO 125 METERS—Detector
Prfmary
Secondary
Regeneration
Plate
Secondary..
Coupling...

5 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
33 turns No. 20 Enam.
16 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
Oscillator
5 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
24 turns No. 20 Enatn.
3 turns No. 20 Enam.

The detector secondary is space wound 24
turns to the inch with a winding length of
1% inches.
The oscillator secondary is space wound 24
turns to the inch ; length of 1 inch.

Detector
4 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
7 turns No. 20 Enam.
5 turns Nu. 30 D.S.C.

Oscillator
Plate.
4 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
Secondary O turns No. 20 Enam.
Coupling. ...
1 turn No. 20 Enam.
Detector secondary is space wound 6 turns
to the inch with a winding length of 1. 1,4, inches
scant.
Oscillator secondary is space wound
six
turns to the inch with a winding length of
1 inch.
28 TO GO METERS—Detector
Primary
4 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
Secondary
14 turns No. 20 Enam.
Regeneration
6 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
Oscillator
Plate
4 turns No. 30 U.S.C.
Secondary
12 turns No. 20 Enam.
Coupling
2 turns No. 20 Enam.

Superheterodyne

Diagram alm• -e shawls the
s of
and mtrillator coils to O- pin
forms, and lower diagram shows the
line-up of battery amble plug terminals.
tiett`tiOr

receiver.

120 TO 300 METERS—Detector
Primary
Secondary
Regeneration

6 turns No. 30 U.S.C.
TM turns No. 30 D.S.C.
30 turns No. 30 D.S.C.

Plate

Oscillator
14 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
44 turns No. 28 D.S.C.
5 turns No. 30 D.S.C.

Secondary
Coupling

The detector secondary is space
turns to the inch with a winding
1% inches.
The oscillator secondary is space
turns to the inch; length of over %

wound 56
length of
wound 56
inch.

240 TO 550 METERS—Detector
Primary
10 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
Secondary
114 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
Regeneration 48 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
Plate
Secondary
Coupling

Oscillator
30 turns No. 30 D.S.C.
70 turns No. 28 D.S.C.
8 turns No. 30 D.S.C.

Parts List

14 TO 30 METERS
Primary
Secondary-Regeneration

MANUAL

1, 2—Alden antenna-ground assembly.
3, 12-11ammarlund SO isolantite sockets.
4, 13— National
150-mmf.
tuning condensers
ST- 150.
2 National type "B" dials VB-D.
5— International resistor, 1 meg., 1 watt.
6, 14-111ini mica condenser, .000125-mf.
7, 16, 20, 24, 32, 35-4-prong Eby sockets.
8, 10, 19, 23, 31, 39—Acratest by-pass condensers
No. 2817, capacity .02-mf.
9—Frost 250,000-ohm potentiometer No. 6189.
11—Micamold resistor, 30,000 ohms, 1 watt.
15—International resistor, .1 meg., . 5 watt.
17, 21, 29—Acratest 465 Ice. transformers.
18, 22, 30—Aeratest resistors, 50,000 ohms, . 5
watt.
25—Aeratest resistor, 15,000 ohms, . 5 watt.
•2.6— Frost potentiometer, 100.000 ohms, No.
6188.
27—Acratest resistor, 30,000 ohms..5 watt.
28—Acratest resistor, 60,000 ohms, . 5 watt.
33—Mieamold condenser, .001-mf.
34—Acratest I.E. choke No. 2871.
35—Acratest resistor, 150,000 ohms. 1 watt.
SO—Aerntest coupling condenser, .075-mf.
37—Frost potentiometer, 500,000 ohms.
40—Acratest push-pull input transformer No.
5834.
41. 42— Eby 8- prong sockets.
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48—Pins of Eby 6-prong socket.
49— Power switch mounted on ( 37).
Special drilled and folded panel and chassis.
Bien, the Radio Man.
3 Ilammariund tube shields. type TS.
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PARTS LIST FOR BATTERY AND SPEAKER CASA
1 "Best" 9- inch magnetic speaker, with special
winding for push-pull pentodes, 7,000 ohms
per side.
3 45- volt " It" batteries.
2 No. 6 dry cells.
1 Eby 6-prong socket.
Connecting wire. etc.
1 small ease. 8.3 x 12.3 x 10.5 inches.
2 Alden 100 plugs.
3- foot 6- wire cable.
The coils are tuned by individual tuning
condensers so that
the max inIUM rem,Du lice
peaks can he easily tuned in.
Individual con¡rid of the oscillator and detector tuning iliais
very handy in tuning in weak or failing
--IgnalS.
Dial calibration can be accurately accomplished when two dials are used, doing
away with the error in logging causeo Is the
use of a large antenna compensating condenser.
Little need be said in regards to the wiring.
as the various leads are run in a straightforward manner. There is one little kink which
should be watched closely.
It will be seen
that there is a network of resistors shuntel
across the " C" battery and whether the set

SHORT WAVE
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is in operation or not the " C" battery will
discharge through the network unless the circuit is opened when the receiver is not in
operation.
The drain through these resistors
is low enough so that It equals the drain of
the receiver on the " B" batteries.
Thus whea
a set of " B" batteries is worn down to the
point of replacement it is time to replace the
"C" battery.
This has the effect of properly
proportioning the voltage applied to the grid
of the second detector to its plate voltage.

One may gather the impression from the
above that a long antenna is necessary for
this set.
Short-wave stations in Venezuela
were received on an antenna 30 feet long.
This 0.AS at loud speaker volume and one did
not have to put his head In the speaker to
hear it.
It will be found that as the pading co idenser is rotated, the background noise
will starply increase at two points.
At these
points the oscillator is aligned with the detector, the lower capacity setting of the padding condenser being the correct adjustment,
since : he oscillator is designed to work on

If otliy 135 volts of " B" is used there is
plenty of room to carry all of the coils In
tha detector and oscillator sockets, as well as
the battery- speaker cable.

the high frequency side of the detector.
In
other words, while there are two points where
the oscillator and detector may be aligned
(when the oscillator is tuned either above or
below :
he detector by the amount of the intermediats frequency), the correct setting of the
oscillator is equal to the detector frequency

If it is desired—antl the writer does it—
coil up about 75 feet of enamel covered wire
with a couple of insulators for a semi- portable
antenna, with a 20-foot length of wire with
a clip to ground to some convenient water pipe.
All of these things can be carried without
any trouble in the battery compartment.
Thus
the set is complete for use anywhere.

34"

plus the intermediate frequency.
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MATERIAL V16" ALUMINUM

ALL HOLES ARE 7/3 2" DIA UNLESS
OTFiERWISE SPECIFIED

Sulmnuel
COIL
NUMBER
TOTAL TURNS

1
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3
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316 23/
4 2% 2%8

layout for the 8- tube super.
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TUNING CONDENSER, CAP. ( OCT AND OSC.).
EACH.
TYPE. NEW 270 6 STRAIGHT
FREQUENCY LINE
I. F. Coll_
FORM 1YA -DIA

Z

DATA:-

;

18

MMF

GRIOi

2V2"LONG

PRI . 50 TURNS N2.32 OS
SEC.- 100 TURNS N228 ENAM } -)
../
(SAME DIRECTION)

r

64 TURNS PER INCH
TUNEO WITH A 4-70 MMF
COMPRESSION -TYPE
TUNING

TE

CONDENSER

..
GND

PLATE

LE TRAP CCT TUNED TO 1,550 KC.
COIL L2 . 100T 10 8E1 LITZ WIRE ON A 1
2
/
"FORM.
CAP C2 . 4-70 MMF
Layout of aluminum front panel for the

Denton 8-Tube Super.
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This 3•TuBE "SUPER"
.Has "IT"
Loud-speaker reception of " foreign" short-wave
stations is aregular performance for this 3-tube
Superhet. has an extra tube which acts as a C.
W. oscillator for code reception; one of the new
pentagrid-converter tubes acts as first detector
and oscillator for "phone" reception.

Very "professional looking" indeed is this easy- to-build, 3-tube
Superhet which brings in the " foreign" and other DX shortwave stations with marvelous ease—and on a loud speaker!
• THE new type tubes now on the market have paved the
way for many changes in our short-wave receivers.
Among these is the much discussed Pentogrid Converter,
the type 2A7 or 6A7, which works very nicely on the " High
Frequency" bands.
The receiver presented in this article employs one of
these tubes as the high frequency first detector and local
oscillator, and this tube is partly responsible for the minimum number of tubes used to make up a very simple and
efficient short-wave superheterodyne receiver, which can be
built by the average short wave " Fan" at very nominal
cost. The receiver described here, provides all that any one
could want for general short-wave reception, including
various amateur activitis. Although no provision is made
for band- spread, and would be necessary should one wish
to use it for amateur work.
Separate Beat Oscillator for "Code"
This receiver is really a three tube
set, so far as ordinary reception is concerned; the fourth tube is provided to
allow " CW" reception on code and also
provide an easy method of locating the
various short-wave broadcast ( phone)
stations; after the modulated signal has
been located the beat oscillator is no
longer needed and is turned off.
The line-up of tubes is as follows:
the 2A7, as stated before, is used as
the frequency converter, a type 58 for
the intermediate frequency amplifier,
and a type 2A5 as the second detector
tube.
The type 2A5 used as the second detector gives sufficient audio amplification to operate a speaker, either
magnetic or dynamic, at regular speaker volume. That is, any of the major
foreign short-wave stations can be
heard all over the house and one does
not have to stand with one's ear in
the speaker either.
The fourth tube,
the type 57, is the beat oscillator tube
and plays no part in the reception of
broadcast ( phone)
reception,
other
than to aid in tuning or locating the
station.
The coils used in this receiver are
very easy to construct; they are all
çlose-wound and the two sets, that is,

the first detector and oscillator coils are identical in number of turns. The coils used in the set shown are wound
on small isolantite forms. Complete coil data is given in
the appended " Coil table."
In designing this set, size and simplicity were among the
main considerations. The front panel is made of 1/16th
inch aluminum and is 12 inches long by 7 inches high. The
base or chassis is made of the same stock and is 8 inches
wide by 12 inches in length and 1 inch deep. All bypass
condensers and resistors are mounted in this space under
the set.
The layout of parts in this receiver cannot be
changed very much without the necessary addition to the
size of the chassis.
A drum type dial is used in order that the two tuning
condensers can be mounted on either side, allowing short
leads to the two coils and the frequency-converter tube.
The 2A7 converter tube is mounted directly behind the
drum dial. If the 2A7 were put in any other position, the
length of the connecting leads to one set of coils and condenser would be much too long. The layout used in a set
using separate tubes for the oscillator and first detector
cannot be used with the new tube with any great success,
if simplicity of wiring and short leads are taken into consideration. Many other layouts were tried with very little
success—in fact it made a very awkward looking job.
Description of the Circuit
In describing the circuit we will start with the high frequency end of the receiver first. Many different circuits
were tried in the high frequency unit and that shown in
the diagram proved to be the most stable in oscillation.
The circuit as can be seen in the diagram, permits the
current from the plate and the anode-grid to return through

This top view of George Shuart's latest set—the 3-tube Superhet, shows the excellent
layout of the parts.
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•

By GEORGE W. SHUART
(V12,AMN-W2CBC)

•

the oscillator plate coil. In this circuit
it is surprising how uniform the output of the oscillator circuit is; with
only the few tickler turns shown in
The parts used, together with shield can, in building the CW oscillator for " code'
the coil table, there is no change in
reception.
oscillator output over the entire tuning
range of the oscillator grid coil, and
regular 180 type, a very worthwhile feature indeed.
it shows no tendencies of going out of oscillation as the
capacity of the grid circuit is either increased or decreased.
No increase in stability could be noticed when the oscillator
Air-tuned I. F. Transformers Used
grid circuit was changed to a high capacity with lower
Referring to the diagram it can be seen that the intermeinductance. Even with the grid condenser turned to minidiate frequency amplifier stage is of conventional style
mum capacity, there are no signs of instability. The values
using a pentode tube. The I.F. transformers are the new
of resistances shown in the diagram of the converter cirstyle having air-dielectric tuning condensers. These transcuit are those that work best with 250 volts applied to the
formers represent a decided improvement in that they can
plate. If a lower voltage is used, it is suggested that a
be adjusted and will hold their calibration indefinitely. If
change in the values be made, if the full gain of the 2A7
the builder wishes to build his own IF. transformers this
is to be had. This is mentioned because there is very little
can be done quite easily. The coils for the primary and
pickup in the first detector and the " over-all" gain in the
secondary should have an inductance of from 1 to 1.3
converter circuit is very small.
millihenries and should be tuned with a 100 rumf. midget
When using single-control in a superheterodyne some
variab!e condensers. The above values are for frequencies
sort of provision is necessary to get the two circuits to
between 550 and 465 kc. The regular universal-wound intrack. With the coil data given and the use of a 1000
ductances are used and should not be coupled too close or
MMF. condenser in series with the oscillator grid-tuning
the selectivity of the transformer will be destroyed; about
condenser, the two circuits were made to track very evenly,
one and one quarter inches is a good degree of coupling.
the 35 nimf. variable condenser used in the detector cirmitt
The volume is controlled by a 20,000 ohm variable resistor
is for compensating for small changes which may occur in
inserted in series with the 300 ohm cathode bias resistor
the antenna circuit. The tuning condensers used in this
of the type 58 IF. amplifier tube. The .01 cathode bypass
receiver are of the 270 degree type. These condensers aid
condenser is large enough to render the volume control
in tuning considerably because of the added 90 degrees in
quiet in operation.
The set is equipped with a voltage
the tuning range giving less cramped tuning than the
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Schematic and also picture wiring diagrams are given above for the 3-tube superheterodyne shcrt-wave receiver, the fourth tube
being used as an extra oscillator for CW or "code" reception.
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divider of 22,000 ohms, tapped at 12,000
ohms for the various screen voltages. The
screen voltages are taken off the divider at
a point 12,000 ohms from the high potential side of the resistor.
Grid- leak Detection
Grid- leak detection is used in the 2A5
second detector tube because this method
gave by far the greater audio output, a
one megohm leak seems to be about right
and can be of the one-half watt variety.
Modulation of the second detector for
CW reception is obtained by hooking the
detector screen-grid in parallel with the
oscillator plate and fed through an R.F.
choke from the 100 volt tap on the voltage
divider. In order to get full audio output
from the 2A5 detector, it is necessary to
bypass the screen with a .01 mf. condenser.
To prevent the output of the oscillator from
getting into the radio frequency stage, the
connection from the plate of the oscillator
to the screen of the detector is run through
flexible shielding; this shield should be
grounded to the base of the receiver at sevShould this
eral points to hold it firm.
shield be left loose and rub against the
chassis, it would cause considerable scratching noise in the speaker.
The power from the output tube is fed to
the speaker by an output transformer or
a choke and condenser arrangement, according to the type of speaker used. The
output transformer is an affair used to
work on a pair of pentodes and has a 12
ohm secondary for use with a dynamic
speaker, the center tap on the primary is
unused; the plate is connected to one side
and the B plus is connected to the other.
If it is desired to use a magnetic speaker
this can be done by connecting one side
of the speaker through a 1 mf. condenser
to the plate of the tube, and the other
speaker lead to the chassis; this keeps the
high plate current of the tube out of the
speaker or phones, should one wish to use
them.
Beat Oscillator Details
Last but not least, is the beat oscillator,
used mostly for code reception and this
unit can be left out of the set if the builder
is interested only in short wave broadcast
(phone) reception. The tuning unit of the
beat oscillator is a home-made affair and
can be constructed very easily.
The entire unit is inclosed in a shield-can measuring 21
/ inches in diameter and 3 inches
2
high. A general idea of the construction
and assembly of this can be seen by glancing at the photograph. It is not advised
to try and wind the coil because it could
not be made small enough to fit in the
shield with all the other parts. The easiest
way is to "buy, beg or borrow" a universalwound coil of the same value as that used
in the " IF." transformers; unwind about
twenty or twenty-five turns and tie a loop
in the wire and start to rewind, or, wind
back the turns removed, keeping the loop
which forms the cathode tap " out in the
clear."
The tap should be about five or
six inches long.
This coil, the 100 mmf.
fixed tank condenser and the 100 mmf.
grid
condenser and
grid- leak
are
all
mounted on a Hammarlund 35 mmf. midget
tuning condenser. The whole assembly is
then mounted in the shield can, with the
shaft of the tuning condenser projecting
through the shield; in fact the condenser
is mounted in a hole in the center of the
can, being a single-hole mounting condenser.
Bring the grid lead out the top of the
can on the rim, so that the operation of
the knob will not interfere with or disturb
it. This lead by the way should be shielded
and the shield can grounded also.
No
switch is shown for shutting off the oscillator, but can be added if desired.
The
operation in the receiver shown is to turn
the oscillator out of resonance with the IF.
frequency when the oscillator is not desired, and back again when needed.
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Hints On Operating Set
Operation and adjustment of this little
set is very simple and requires very little
experience.
If the following explanation
is followed carefully no difficulty should
be had in getting the set to " perk" right
off.
Check all wiring before any voltages are
applied, to make certain no error has been
made in -conections and that all have been
soldered firmly. Then apply filament and
"B" voltages and connect a pair of phones
to the out- put terminals; all adjustments
should be made using phones. Set the condenser across the plate coil of the first IF.
transformer at about half capacity. Then
start up some " noise-producing" electrical
instrument such as a buzzer or vacuum
cleaner, near the set and proceed to adjust the other IF. tuning condensers for
maximum volume.
When this stage has
been reached, tune the beat oscillator condenser until a slight hissing sound is heard
in the phones, this indicates that the oscillator is in tune with the IF. frequency;
then proceed to locate some kind of shortwave station. Of course the noise- generator has to be shut off at this point. When
a station is once located then adjust the
IF. trimmers until full efficiency or loudest
signal has been reached. During this adjustment however, the condenser in the
plate circuit of the first IF. transformer
should not be touched unless the frequency
of the IF. unit is to be changed. This is
mentioned because the adjustment of this
primary tuning condenser has a decided
effect on the high frequency oscillator frequency, and will most certainly result in
maladjustment. Therefore do all adjusting
with the other three IF. condensers unless
the intermediate frequency is to be changed.

Coil Winding Table
Make two of the following
COIL
Tickler or antenna
GRID
No. 1—
4 turns No. 34 wire
5 turns No. 26 wire
No. 2—
5 turn. No. 34 wire
10 turns No. 26 wire
8 turns No. 34 wire
24 turns No. 26 wire
No. 3—
No. 4—
10 turns No. 34 wire
45 turns No. Id wire
All coils close- wound. Diameter of form I. Inch.
The shove roils rover all of the popular S. W.- broadeat and Amateur bands.

MANUAL

Any standard commercial SW coils will work if designed for 100 mud. condensers.
Otherwise change tuning eondensera to match coils that are designed to
work with 140 inmf. condensers.
Spacing between grid coils and tickler or antenna
coil is %, inch.

Parts List—Shuart 3-Tube Superhet
1--8x12x1 Inch Chassis 1/16 in. Blan.
1-7x12 Inch Panel 1/16 in. Blan.
1—drum dial—National.
1-100 mmf. Variable Condenser, Clockwise, National-270°
1-100 mmf. Variable Condenser, Counter
Clockwise, National-270%
2-35 mmf. Variable Condensers, Hammarlund.
8-5 Prong coil forms, small Hammarlund.
2—National Isolantite sockets ( 5 prong).
1—National Isolantite sockets ( 7 prong).
2—National "Airtuned" IF. Transformers.
3—Tube shields, Hammarlund.
3-6 prong tube sockets, wafer, Eby.
2—.5 MF. Bypass condensers.
1—.5 MF. Bypass condensers.
7—.01 MF. Bypass condensers.
3—.0001 MF. Mica grid cond.
1-22,000 ohm voltage divider, tapped at
12,000.
2-100,000 resistors-1 watt, Lynch ( International).
1-20,000 resistors-1 watt, Lynch, ( International).
1-300 ohm resistors— 1 watt, Lynch
(International).
1-250 ohm resistors-1 watt, Lynch ( International).
1-1 meg. resistor-1 watt, Lynch ( International).
1-20,000 Volume control, Acratest.
1—Antenna-Ground binding post strip,
Eby.
1—Speaker binding post strip, Eby.
1-4 wire cable.
• For " Beat Oscillator tuning unit, see
text."
1-2A7 or 6A7 tube, Gold Seal.
1-2A5 or 42 tube, Gold Seal.
1-58 or 78 tube, Gold Seal.
1-57 or 77 tube, Gold Seal.

Bottom View of Mr. Shuart's 3-Tube Superhet.
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SHORT WAVE PHYSICS

The directional antenna used by Dr. Karl Jansky in detecting galactic radio waves is mounted n wheels and rotated by a synchronous motor, so that it makes one complete rotation every twenty m,nuteb.

Short Wave Signals from •
•
Interstellar Space
• MYSTERIOUS radio waves which
appear to come from the direction of
the center of the Milky Way have been
discovered by Dr. Karl G. Jansky of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories and were
described by him in a paper delivered
before
the
International
Scientific
Radio Union in Washington, D. C., on
April 2?, 1933. They are short waves
(14.6 meters) at a frequency of about
twenty million cycles per second, and

Dr. Karl Jansky at one end of the antenna
used for receiving galactic radio waves.
were discovered in the course of radio
studies carried on as a regular part of
telephone research. The intensity of
these waves is very low, so that delicate
apparatus is required for their detection.
An investigation of their nature and
source has been carried on for some
time, and a preliminary report was
published in December of last year.*
Unlike most forms of radio disturbances, these newly found waves do not
appear to be due to any terrestrial
phenomena, but rather to come from
some point far off in space—probably
*Proceedings of tbe Institute of Radio Engineers

far beyond our solar system. By a newly discovered radio waves are a
series of investigations carried on over right ascension of 18 hours and a dea considerable period, the direction clination of about 20°. The right
from which these waves arrive has ascension has been determined quite
been determined.
Measurements of accurately but there is still some uncerthe horizontal component of the waves tainty about the declination.
were taken on several days of each
The position indicated by these comonth for an entire year, and by an ordinate; is very near to the point
analysis of these readings at the end where the plane in which the earth
of the year, their direction of arrival
revolves around the sun, crosses the
was disclosed.
center of the milky way, and also to
Directions such as northeast or that point toward which the solar syssouthwest have no application, of tem is n-oving with respect to the other
course, except to things on the earth.
stars.
Further verification of this diObjects in space surrounding us are rection s required, but the discovery,
located by their right ascension, measlike that of cosmic rays, raises many
ured in hours to the east of the vernal cosmological questions of extreme inequinox—the position in the sky in terest.
which the sun appears at the beginning
of spring—and by their declination in
Took 40,000 Light- Years to Reach
degrees above or below the Equator.
Earth
The coordinates determined for the
Electrical energy in the form of radio
waves, which scientists believe
come from a
point so remote
in space that it
requires between
30,000 and 40,000
light-years
for
the waves to
reach the earth,
was
heard
by
radio listeners
throughout th e
United States in
a recent broadcast. It was the
first such experiment ever carried
out. The sound,
generated by the
waves arriving at
a supersensitive
receiving set operated
by
Dr.
Karl G. Jansky,
research engineer
of the Bell Tele
phone Laboratories' experimental station at
The automatic recorder which made a continuous ink record on
a moving paper strip, like that shown just opposite, of the galac- Holmdel, N. J.,
tic short-wave signals received by Dr. Jansky's special revolving sounded like
steam escaping
antenna and ultra- sensitive S.W. receiver.
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American broadcast listeners were recently entertained by shortwave signals originating far out in interstellar space. The signals, which have also been recorded graphically on a paper
chart, were picked up on an ultra- sensitive short-wave receiver
on a wavelength of approximately 14.6 meters, or a frequency
20,550 kilocycles at Holmdel, N. J. A special antenna rotated
by motors was used to pick up the signals from space which
seemed to emanate from the region of the constellation of
Sagittarius (the Archer).
from a radiator.
Wires carried the
sound from the New Jersey receiving
station to the WJZ coast-to-coast network.
Dr. Jansky, speaking of his work
carried on secretly for more than e
year, said an immense amount of electrical power would be necessary to
transmit waves over such distances.
Some of the stars, however, have been
found to radiate as much as 500 sextillion horsepower, he added.
Signals Emanate from Region of
Sagittarius
Dr. Jansky was introduced by O. H.
Caldwell, former Federal Radio Commissioner, who explained how the research engineer, using an antenna
rotated by motors, determined the point
in the sky from which the waves apparently arrive through space. The
rotation of the earth on its axis causes
the waves to strike the earth at different angles, depending upon the time
of day and the season of the year. By
carefully checking the gathered data it
was discovered that the waves were
arriving from the region of the constellation of Sagittarius ( The Archer).
Mr. Caldwell, in introducing, Dr.
Jansky, said:
"These radio impulses from the stars
were discovered by Karl G. Jansky of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories while
he was studying the faint static hiss
that can be heard on a sensitive radio
set when its amplification is turned up
so as to get the faintest possible signal.
At Holmdel, N. J., where the Bell
Laboratories 'have a 400-acre tract in
the woods, Mr. Jansky has a tremendously sensitive receiving set, with a
long antenna system mounted on wheels
so it can be turned in any direction.
"Using
this
elaborate,
sensitive
equipment to listen to the faint static
hiss that is always present in such a
sensitive rec2iver even on the best days
or nights, Mr. Jansky noticed that the
hiss was always a little stronger coming from one direction that from other
directions, and also that this directional
maximum was continually rotating
around the horizon, approximately once
every day.

Accurate Records Pile Up Evidence
"At first he thought naturally that
this maximum of his had something to
do with the sun's position and with the
earth's daily rotation. But when he
began to keep accurate records of the
shifting of position of this stronger
hiss, which is recorded by automatic
measuring instruments, Mr. Jabsky
noticed that each day its position was
just a little bit ahead of the position at
the same hour the day before. That is,
in a week there would be a difference
of half an hour in the position of
maximum hiss. In a month a difference of two hours. So apparently this
strongest hiss was not following the
sun's position at all, but was following
something which gained on the sun
about 4 minutes a day, or two hours a
month, or a whole rotation of the
heavens in a year. Mr. Jansky said
nothing in public but continued to keep
his records carefully over a whole
year, and at the end of that time, the
maximum hiss was back again, once
more coming from exactly the same direction as it did on the same date 12
months before.
REFLECTOR.

"Evidently then, the radio waves or hiss
Mr. Jansky was picking up was coming
from some definite spot in the sky of
stars, entirely independent of the sun's
changing position among the stars.
The
instruments were detecting a stream of
radio coming from some fixed point in the
universe of stars, outside of the earth, the
sun or the solar system—radio impulses
from the stars themselves!"

Simplified map of the Southern sky for
July 21 ( 10 P. M.) showing point from
which interstellar short-wave signals
may be expected.
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The mute evidence of the reception of short-wave signals from space is presented
above, this chart showing just a small section of one of the long records made
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How ARE
FIG.1

This diagram shows the direction of
maximum radiation from a vertical antenna excited by harmonics.

B

EFORE the extraordinary range of
short waves was discovered by
amateurs, it was held as incontrovertible that the electric waves
followed the surface of the earth, and
that the strength of the field decreased in
proportion to the distance. It was assumed as simply natural without its
causing any more surprise and attention,
that for communication at a very great
distance only long waves were serviceable, with the expenditure of correspondingly great energies. Operation was carried on with wavelengths of 2 to 3
kilometers ( that is, with frequencies
from 150,000 down to 100,000 cycles)
and with energies of many hundred kilowatts.
The shorter the wave, the less suitable
it seemed for distant communication.
Waves of a few thousand meters were
used in continental communication, but
not in transoceanic.
Waves of about
1,000 meters and less were intended for
internal communication and for neighboring states. Finally came the waves
of 600 and 300 meters for communication
of ships with one another and with coast
stations; that is, mostly for very short
distances.

•

Waves Below 300 Meters Were Considered Useless
Waves of less than 300 meters were
considered entirely useless, because they
actually proved very unreliable in .communication at short distances; for which
at any rate, they appeared in question.
It did not even cause thought that, during the war, weak German ship and
field stations in Turkey were occasionally
heard on the 300-meter wave by crystal
receivers located in Germany. Likewise,
the fact that the ships with their resounding
transmitters
disturbed
or
drowned out the first 300-meter radio
•The following is a section from the book
"Radloamateurstation fPr kurze Wellen," by
F. Bildigheimer.
This should be of great interest to all short wave amateurs.
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The author gives high credit to short
wave amateurs who have contributed
greatly to the data here presented on
short wave phenomena. The question of
whether short waves penetrate the
Heaviside layer, thus making possible
radio communication with other planets,
is here considered.
stations at night from " impossibly" great
distances, received no consideration. The
fact was• established: waves of 300
meters and less are absorbed by the influence of the sun's rays in their course
along the surface of the earth.
That
they were more serviceable at night and,
under certain circumstances, audible at
very great distances, was attributed to
the absence of the solar radiation.

miliar laws for short waves, which touch
on the new problems of propagation foremost in interest. The general laws here
given rest on the personal investigations
of the writer in the years 1926 and 1927;
but, with reference to their general physical basis, on previously known facts or
theories. The special data regarding the
influence of the weather are based on
independent researches performed by
Dr. Karl Stoye and the writer, who have
had occasional interchanges of ideas.
These investigations are still going on.
(1) The , maximum radiation from a
vertical antenna, especially if it is stimulated by harmonics, projects obliquely upward at an angle. ( See Fig. 1.)
(2) A horizontal antenna radiates
evenly, over an angle of nearly 180 degrees ( Fig. 2),
(3) At a height of 50 to 100 kilometers
(30 te 60 miles) above the surface of the
earth, there is, according to Heaviside's
theory, a stratum of atmosphere which,
because of the sunlight and the electron
radiation of the sun, is distinguished by
a very large number of free negative
electrons per unit of space and, because
of the slight atmospheric density, by a
very great number of heavy ions or positive particles. In view of the great open
streteh, there takes place, by impact ionization, a further increase in the number

The radiation from a horizontal antenna is evenly distributed over almost
180 degrees, as shown.
Amateurs Pioneers in Short Wave Work
Now, against considerable resistance,
these views have fundamentally changed.
The pioneers of the new conception were
the amateurs, who even today have at
their disposal the greatest experience
and in part stand preeminent in the
clarifying of still doubtful problems.
Below is a brief outline of the now fan

r

TRANSMITTER

FIG.

4

D.
Radiation at various frequencies. 1 to
4, some of which are partly bent downward, some passing through the Heavieide laver with parallel deflection.

The space radiation is bent downward;
more exactly it is refracted and totally
reflected ( at certain frequencies).
of free electrons. The electron density
gradually increases in a vertical direction and again decreases. The dielectric
constant of the Heaviside layer is smallest where, in consequence of very great
electron density, the electrical conductivity at the layer is greatest. This gradual change in the dielectric constant
effects a refraction similar to astronomical refraction ( also analogous to the formation of the " Fats Morgana" and mirages and finally total reflection of the
electromagnetic radiation ( see Fig. 3).
The space radiation is thus bent downward.
Ultra Short Waves Pierce Heaviside
Layer
(4) The refraction is, as in the case of
light, dependent on the freouency High
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radiation descends again to the earth
only after a greater distance, there results a silent : one, in which there is no
reception or only weak signals are heard.
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DIFFUSION OVER THE TRANSMITTER

(8) The height or make-up of the
Heaviside layer, or perhaps both factors,
changes with the time of day and of
year and with the changing activity of
the sun spots. Therefore these factors
have a great influence on the propagation of the short waves.
Best Frequency Varies With Seasons
With equal frequencies, the range is
greater at night or in the winter than by
(lay or in the summer; hence, for example, for these wavelengths:

FROM
TRANSMITTER

ZONE OF
0

DIFFUSION

AUDIBILITY

OVER THE RECEIVER

20 meters by day in the summer: European communication,
by

FIG S

clay in the winter: DX
(distance) communication;

40 meters by night in the summer: still
European communication,
by night in the winter: DX
(distance) communication;

0

DIFFUSION ON BOTH

SIDES

ills

80 meters by day in the summer: almost
useless,
by day in the winter: places
very near at hand;

Assumed diffusion of energy by strata
of high relative moisture; normal
course of radiation in dotted lines. For
the sake of simplicity, a straight course
of radiation and reflection was drawn,
instead of indicating refraction.
frequencies ( short waves)
are less
strongly refracted than low frequencies
(long waves). A pencil of electric waves
of different frequency, increasing from
I- IV ( cf. white light) would behave as in
Fig. 4. ( This is similar to the production
of rainbow colors in the refraction of
white light.)
The range is smaller in
the case of long waves than in the case
of short ones.
Very high frequencies
(ultra- short waves) are no longer refracted, but pass, with a parallel deflection, through the Heaviside layer; since,
in consequence of the slight refraction,
the limiting angle for total reflection is
not reached.
Rays striking the Heaviside layer perpendicularly pass through
it unrefracted.
(5) The energy of ground radiation,
whose proportion of the total radiation
is great ( especially with horizontal antennas) is quickly absorbed in consequence of the ion density being high near
the ground, and because of other sources
of loss. On the contrary, the space radiation moves along in the Heaviside layer
almost without loss, because of the slight
ionic density.
(6) The absorption in consequence of
the greater ionic density near the ground
is less, with high frequencies, than with
the lower ones. The fact that the ground
wave is nevertheless ( as a rule) more
quickly dissipated, with high frequencies,
than with lower, is attributable to other
sources of loss.
The Cause of "Dead Zones"
(7) Since the ground radiation is used
up after a few miles, while the space

by night in the summer: European communication,
by night in the winter: also
DX ( distance) communication.
P.

'q

MAX. RADIATION

TRANSMITTER
®

AUDIBILITY
NARROW ZONE OF

GREAT INTENSITY OF SOUND

TRANSMITTER

ZONE OF AUDIBILITY

(2) BROAD ZONE OF LOW INTENSITY
OF SOUND MUCH RADIATION LOST
FIG. 6

Vertical antenna ( a) excited into harmonic oscillation and horizontal antenna ( b) with its characteristic radiation.
(9) The shorter the wave ( the higher
the frequency), the better it is suited for
communication by day and in the summer; but the less it is suited for communication at night and in the winter.
(10) Ultra- short waves are not deflected downward; with regard to their
usefulness for communication, they behave almost like light waves. (
In so far
as communicaticn with other heavenly
bodies might be considered, then ultrashort waves would be the most suitable.)
The limit between the ultra- short waves
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and those still serviceable for "DX" ( distance) is not sharp, but varies with the
time of day and of year. It lies at about
10 meters, as calculation and practical
experiments have shown.
The present
experiments with 10- meter waves therefore lead toward " DX" communication in
summer and by day, which should be
noted.
Condition of Atmosphere Affects Short
Waves
(11) Considerable influence seems to
be exerted according to investigations
not yet completed, by the weather or,
more correctly, the condition of the atmosphere at the edge of the stratosphere.
In fact, there evidently is a considerable
significance in the " moisture content" in
the higher strata of air; shorter waves
show themselves most sensitive to these
influences. The influence of the weather
is therefore stronger on 20- meter waves
than on those of 40 or 80 meters length.
(12) Uniformly dry air over transmitter and receiver seems to be the best
condition for good " DX" ( distance) radiation ( by day there is strong interference by increased absorption).
(13) Meteorological conditions, and
probably also the Heaviside layer, are
subject to marked changes ( particularly
the Heaviside layer) at twilight, and at
times of disturbances in the earth's magnetism.
The results are more or less
rapid displacements of the zones and,
therefore, changes in signal strength.
This gives an explanation for " fading"
which, according to the current explanation that it is caused by the difference in
phase between space wave and ground
wave, would be inexplicable in the case
of short waves.
(14) At places in the middle of the
zone of maximum sound intensity, the
power of the transmitter received plays
a small part.
With favorable atmospheric conditions, one hears very slight
energies ( weak signals) with the sound
intensity R9.
(15) The form of antenna, vertical or
horizontal, is of distinct significance.
From Fig. 6 it is evident that the horizontal antenna is more favorable for
close communication ( Europe) ; the vertical antenna, excited on a harmonic, is
better for " DX" communication, though
to be sure over a relatively narrow zone.
(16) From the viewpoint of short
waves, it is also possible for us to look
differently at long waves. Here too the
ground wave is far from playing the
part still assigned to it today. It does
not reach far; with our chief German
stations, in the autumn of 1930, not even
200 kilometers (125 miles).
Reception improvement in the local
zone is a question of the antenna, likewise a question also of frequency! This
effect should be studied carefully by those
who are seeking the salvation of longwave radio by utilizing tremendous
transmitting powers.—Funk Bustler.
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Guglielmo Marconi recently stated that he believes directed "beam" waves can and do penetrate the Heaviside layer,
reaching out into space to distances as great as 48,000,000 miles. Picture at left shows "earth-bound" ground and echo
waves, the latter reflected by the Heaviside layer.

Can We RADIO the Planets'

•

A

I

New

F someone had made the statement,
forty years ago, that you could send
a message clear around the world
without the use of wires, even the
greatest electrical experts of the day

Use

For

Amateur

would have strongly doubted the sanity
of the man making such an assertion.
We are getting rapidly over the wonderment created by radio and are becoming accustomed to the impossible.

EARTH \
\ • \\
\mooN

•
Fig. 2—A "celestial" vacuum tube, in which the sain gives off the electronic
stream in the direction of the arrows.
The various planets may be taken
respectively as plates and grids in a multi-element tube; while the atmospheres
of the planets are analogous to the gas adhering to the plate and grid, as shown
in Fig. 1.

Radio
In the February, 1927, issue of RADIO
NEWS (of which I then was the publisher) appeared an illustrated article
written by myself and entitled "Can We
Radio the Planets?" which is reproduced
at the end of the present article.
The 1927 article is chiefly interesting
because it came in for a good deal tif
ridicule at that time; while today Marconi, in conjunction with many other scientists, has reached the conclusion that
it will not be long now before it will indeed be possible to send radio signals to
the heavenly bodies.
As I said in my former article, again
I do not wish to have the meaning misconstrued when I speak of signaling the
planets. 'Phere is no idea in my mind,
at the present time, of communicating
with imaginary inhabitants of the Moon,
Mars or Venus. The purpose of sending
signals is purely for scientific research
which will, in due time, give us a much
better understanding of radio waves. It
is admitted today that we know practically nothing of what happens to the
radio wave after it leaves the transmitting aerial and until it impinges on the
receiving aerial.
The thoughts which I advance here, I
believe to be new so far as radio amateurs are concerned, and I also believe
that in due time something will come e
them.
No doubt, the radio amateurs will remember that I am the one who in 1910
fought their battles in Washington; and
an editorial which I published in the
February, 1912, issue of MODERN ELEC'nucs became the basis of the present
radio law, whereby the radio amateurs
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HE author of this article presents some new
views on how radio amateurs, with modest equipment, can now actually experiment by sending
signals to the Moon, which, reflecting the radio waves,
should make it possible to have other amateurs receive
them at another point on our planet.
Our front cover depicts this idea graphically.
While revolutionary, the idea is by no means new, and
recent scientific investigations tend • to show that it
may already have been accomplished.
Scientists have believed until recently, that the
so-called Heaviside layer would serve as a barrier to
any radio waves which might try to leave the earth.
Recent research and experiments, however, have shown
that certain short-wavelengths apparently penetrate
the Heaviside layer and are reflected by some heavenly
body, or possibly by streams or bands of electrified
particles in space, for the simple reason that the signals
were received after an unduly long time. There are
other theories as to where the delayed signals may
have spent their time, but the most plausible is, that
they actually penetrated the Heaviside layer, sped outward into space where they struck some heavenly body,
for example, and were reflected on a long joprney back
to earth, where a receiving instrument recdrded them.

•
By HUGO GERNSBACK

PEFL.ÉCrEt)
P•
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OBSERVER

Fig. 4 shows a radio beam-transmitter "A" at some point
on the globe, transmitting a beam to " B" or " C". As the
angle of the beam is varied, the respective observers will
get the signal either strongly or not at all. By this system it will be possible to explore the interior of the earth,
to ascertain the size of the earth's iron core.

were allotted the territory below 200
meters. At that time,
the authorities in
Washington thought
this was a good joke
on the amateurs; because no one knew
what to do with
wavelengths below
200 meters and they
were thought then
to be of little use.
It may well be that
history will repeat
itself and interplanetarian signalling will
open up avenues totally unsuspected today.

Fig. 3 shows how, by
means of a powerful
beam transmitter, located at some point
"A" on our globe, we
can send a beam of
radio waves to the
moon, which, being
more or less metallic,
will reflect the beam
at the same angle.
An observer, located
at " B" on the opposite side of the earth,
will receive the signal back from the
moon, a distance of
238,000 miles, in two
and a half seconds
after it leaves the
transmitter " A".

I need not tell the transmitting amateur that with very little power it is possible today to literally radio around the
world. Five- and seven- and-a-half-watt
short-wave transmitters have been heard
half-way around the world, repeatedly
Of course, we still have the old " Heaviside layer" bugaboo to contend with; it
is even doubted by some authorities that
it is possible for any sort of short wave
to penetrate the Heaviside layer and
leave our planet.
I emphatically disagree with these authorities for the following simple reasons: radio waves are
electromagnetic waves, like light. Little
proof is required that light waves from
regions of other worlds do pass through,
not only the Heaviside layer, but the
atmospheric layer as well. It is admitted
that light waves in their passage through
these layers are refracted; and this refraction is the counterpart of the "reflection" of radio waves in the Heaviside
layer.
When, however, radio waves become
sufficiently short, I do not believe that
the Heaviside layer will stop them, any
more than it stops the light or heat
waves. Indeed, we have already joined,
in the electromagnetic spectrum, radio
waves and heat waves; so that no longer
is it possible to distinguish between them,
since they merge at some indefinable
point.
No one knows, at the present time,
what kind of short radio waves will penetrate the Heaviside layer; they may be
waves of 5 meters or of 5 centimeters or
5 millimeters. No one knows, because no
one has as yet tried it; and here is where
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Moon, some 238,854 miles, and return,
will take a trifle over 2% seconds. If a
great number of observations are made
in this manner, it is possible to come to
an exact result; and we will be enabled
to learn a lot more about radio than we
know today.
I would advise amateurs making these
tests that everything is not as simple as it
might seem from this rough outline. One
thing the amateur should realize is that
he should have the assistance of a competent astronomer, who will guide him in
minor problems that come up during
these experiments. One of the problems,
for instance, is that neither the earth nor
t
test tt
ttit.l itt ftttit1
the moon is at rest, with regard to the
other, and that they move constantly. All
this must be taken into consideration
when tests are made. Another point to
remember is that, while ultra-short waves
may pierce the Heaviside layer, yet they
will be affected by it by some sort of refraction, just as light waves are refracted through the atmosphere. Unless these
factors are compensated, serious errors
are liable to creep up; and, not only that,
signals may be missed entirely, because
they may never reach the Moon, which
Fig. 1 shows the interior of a vacuum
is the target, and therefore they cannot
tube where ( 1) is the filament, E is the
be reflected or received.
stream of electrons going in the direction of the arrows, ( 2) is the grid, ( 3)
Yet, the cost of these experiments is
is the plate. The small dots surroundnot prohibitive, even to the modest amaing the grid and plate indicate a layer
teur; and the fame that will come to him
of gas always adhering to metals, a
and his co-workers, when sufficient proof
Miniature Heaviside layer, which the
is received that signals have actually
electrons must pierce.
been sent to the Moon and back, will compensate them for all the time, money and
send a wave to the Moon, and have it
effort that have been expended on the exreflected back to earth without undue
periments.
difficulties.
Just what benefits we will derive from
If this belief is correct, it will then be
turning the trick, no one can even repossible for a group of amateurs to do
motely perceive today. It is certain that,
the following: the system used in Fig. 3 sooner or later, man will travel, not only
can easily be used.
The transmitting
to the Moon, but to other planets, by
amateur, let us say at some point in
means of space-fliers; and before that
North America, by means of a direct
happens, science should certainly be in a
aerial ( as shown also on the front cover
position to say whether it will be possible
of this magazine) directs the radio wave
or not to communicate with such fliers,
at the Moon when it is at the proper
once they have left the confines of the
elevation. The Moon, as well as most of
earth.
our planets, is partly metallic in substance. The Moon, therefore, will serve
Can We Radio the Planets?
as a gigantic reflector and, if the wave
leaves the earth and penetrates the
By HUGO GERNSBACK
Heaviside layer, and is enabled to travel
Member of Amctican Physical Society
the distance of some 240,000 miles, the
wave will then be reflected; just as the
HEN Jan Lippershey built his
first telescope in 1608, he came
sun's light rays are reflected from the
Moon, making it possible for us to see
in for severe condemnation, because it was argued that such
the Moon.
If, now, another amateur stationed on
an instrument of the devil could never
do any good.
When our own Percival
the other side of the globe, let us say
Australia or South America, has also a Lowell first propounded his theory of the
Martian canals and Mars as the abode of
directive aerial pointed to the Moon
overhead, he should be able to record the
life, he, too, was greatly ridiculed as a
signal, if this theory is correct.
visionary; and even today orthodox
If the transmitting and receiving amaastronomers do not share his views.
teurs are possessed of chronometers and
When the first telescope was built, the
signals are sent out, let us say, at the
then intelligentsia could not see any good
beginning of every minute on a pre-sein it, except as an instrument of the
lected day, the receiving amateur will
devil; so evnen I ask the question, "Can
note the incoming signals, which should
we radio the planets?" I know that I
be received by him in about 21
/ seconds.
2
shall be subjected to not a little ridicule.
The reason is that radio waves, like light
The telescope and spectrum analysis
waves, travel at the rate of 186,000 miles
have opened the heavens to us to a trea second. A little calculation will show,
mendous extent, and enriched our scientherefore, that for them to go out to the
tific knowledge immeasurably.
Spec-

the radio transmitting amateur comes in.
The problem is not as difficult as we
might believe. We know from experience that even minute power makes it
possible to communicate over great distances on earth by means of short waves.
If the right wave is finally selected, I
sincerely believe that, with power from
I.00 watts upwards, it may be possible to
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trum analysis has shown us that stars,
millions of light years removed from us,
are constituted of identically the same
matter as that found in our own earth;
making it, therefore, reasonably certain
that the entire universe is composed of
practically identical matter, with little
possibility of exception.
As you will see further on, when Ipropound the question, " Can we radio the
planets?" I do not necessarily imply that
in doing so we can send intelligence to
Mars or to Venus, or to the Moon, with
the expectation of getting an answer—
although the latter may not be as impossible in a hundred years as it is now.
I am simply trying to show that, by
making a start, the greater the art of
radio and our knowledge thereof will
become.
The largest telescopes have been made
possible through the generosity of our
wealthy people, and it is. therefore, not
impossible to hope that what has been
done in building telescopes can be duplicated in building super- power stations
for radio for research purposes. Imight
say, right here, that the benefits derived
from such a super- power radio station
will no doubt be vastly greater than from
building a telescope, and for the following reasons:
The telescope is uselese. when it comes
to exploration of our own earth. It is
built to explore the heavens. A superpower radio plant can be used, not only to
explore the heavens, if I may call planetary space much. but also for tremen-
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In ;his table, beginning at the 25th
octave and ending with the 45th, we
have what may be termed the radio
band of vibrations. It is thought that,
as we approach wavelengths or frequencies near those of heat, it will be
readily possible to pierce the Heaviside layer.
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dously important radio research work
between points on our own planet.
Penetrating Short Waves
I am fully aware of the criticism that
will at once be raised, that it is not possible for us to send a radio beam beyond
the confines of our own atmosphere, due
to the so-called Heaviside reflecting layer
effect, which is supposed to exist a hundred or so miles above the surface of the
earth. According to the researches of
the eminent scientist, Oliver Heaviside,
the upper layers of our atmosphere are
supposed to be so conductive electrically,
due to the ionizing effect existing at such
heights, that the radio waves are reflected; and it would thus seem impossible
that we could project a radio beam outside of the confines of the earth.
This may be perfectly true when it
comes to the usual radio waves, such as
have been used in the past varying from
some 15 meters up to 25,000 meters; although I maintain, along with many
other physicists, that the Heaviside effect
has never been proven conclusively.
I
am equally certain that at lower wavelengths, say from two meters downwards, entirely different conditions appear, for the following reasons:
We know that radio waves are nothing but an electromagnetic activity, the
same as light waves or heat waves. It
is believed that, the lower down we go
in the wavelength scale ( that is, the
higher the frequency), the easier it becomes to penetrate the Heaviside layer,
if we grant its existence at all. Light
comes to us, from the sun and the planets, through the Heaviside layer; so we
know that the Heaviside layer cannot
stop light waves. To be sure, the frequency of light waves is enormously
higher than that of even the shortest
radio waves; but it still seems reasonable that for waves of the length of two
meters, or even less, the Heaviside layer
should not cause us undue worry.
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in Fig. 2, which shows that our own
planetary system is nothing but a vacuum-tube arrangement on a large scale.
We have the sun in the center, with the
planets outside, which in this case become the plate and grid of our celestial
vacuum tube.
It will be noted that the solar radiation is in the direction of the arrows. It
would seem, therefore, that a beam of the
correct radio wave sent, let us say, from
the earth to Mars, when in "conjunction," would stand a better chance of
being transmitted than vice versa. For
that reason, it would seem that a supposed signal emanating from Mars earthward would find it necessary to work
against the stream of solar emanations,
and encounter more resistance than if
the case were reversed and the signal
were sent from earth to Mars.
Marconi, in his recent researches, has
shown that it is possible to conserve a
great deal of energy by using his socalled "beam system." The beam system
is nothing but a reflector arrangement
whereby practically all of the energy is
sent in one direction to the exclusion of
other directions.
A Super-Reflector
Suppose we should now er^ tatremendous power plant, which would use, let
us say, 100,000 kilowatts, radiating the
power on a wavelength of 2 meters or
less, using the beam system of reflection. What would happen if such a tremendous amount of energy were let loose
into the ether, we do not know today.
The question of sending intelligible
messages to Mars or Venus need not be
dealt with here at all, although it opens
up interesting speculations. To the contrary, this discussion confines itself to
practical scientific research, as will be
apparent from a study of Fig. 3. It is
known that radio waves can be reflected,
just as light can be reflected, by means
of a mirror. Hertz was the first to point
this out, and Marconi is making use of
the system by reflecting his beam, using
metallic-screen reflectors to do so.

Incidentally, interplanetary conditions
are about the same as we find in our
present vacuum tubes. Fig. 1 shows a
vacuum tube, in which ( 1) is the filament; ( 2) the grid; ( 3) the plate. Electrons are given out by the filament ( 1),
and shoot in the direction of ( 3) ; but,
surrounding the grid and the plate, there
is a miniature Heaviside layer, composed of a slight amount of gas, which
surrounds all metallic and other matter,
and which the electrons must first pierce
before they can reach the grid or the
plate.

Scientists today are pretty well agreed
upon the fact that the interior of the
earth is composed largely of iron; practically every meteor that falls from the
heavens is composed of iron; and practically every star investigated shows a
large proportion of iron in its makeup.
The conclusion, therefore, may be drawn
that the moon, for instance, must therefore be largely composed of iron.
It
would therefore make an excellent reflecting medium.

In the Interplanetary Vacuum
Given a reasonably strong bombardment of electrons, this internal tube
"Heaviside layer" can be broken down as
is well known. Conditions on earth seem
to be similar. If we employ the right
radio wave, with sufficient power behind
it, it should be possible to pierce the supposed Heaviside layer and shoot the
waves out into free space. In this we
would be assisted by the force of the
solar radiation itself. This is made plain

Suppose now, that we proceed to erect
our 100,000-kilowatt radio beam-transmitter at a point somewhere, indicated at
A, on our globe. It will now be possible
to direct a beam towards some point on
the moon, where the angle of incidence
will be suitable. The radio beam reflected, therefore, would come back to earth
somewhere, shown at point B. It would
be a simple matter for an astronomer to
calculate the exact angle at which the
beam should be sent, and it should be
possible for an observer at E to detect

the reflected beams, if reflected they are.
This could be easily proven as follows:
The distance between the earth and
the moon is, on the average, 238,854
miles.
Radio waves travel at the rate of,
roughly, 186,000 miles each second. If
both observers, at A and B, were using
chronometers, and if a signal were sent
from A at a certain time, the signal going
out to the moon and reflected from it
would be found to return to the earth
in a little more than two and a half seconds.
This would afford, therefore, a
complete proof of the theory.
The same method might be used, perhaps, with other heavenly bodies, such as
Mars or Venus; and would be of tremendouà assistance to science in general, if
found practical. What immediate benefits would be derived, in dollars and
cents, I am in no position to state; although I believe many valuable discoveries, incidental to the effects produced,
would no doubt be made sooner or later.
It has often been proposed to use the
well-known Goddard rocket to explore
the heavens, and have this rocket
equipped with radio instruments which
could send back a signal, thereby proving or disproving the Heaviside theory.
It is possible, by means existing today,
to construct such rockets. Indeed, the
Society for the Exploration of the Universe, which is now being founded in
Vienna, Austria, proposes to build such
a rocket.
Dr. Franz Hoeff, the noted
Viennese scientist, and chief promoter of
the plan, states that the first experiment,
which is to be followed by others, can
best be carried out with the rocket containing several kilograms of explosive
flashlight as the only load. The shock
accompanying the landing on the moon
would bring the flashlight to explosion
and, with the help of the modern telescopes, the explosion would be noticeable
from the observatories of the earth.
It would seem quite simple to incorporate a radio set in such a rocket, at no
excessive cost. Of course the radio set
would no doubt be smashed to atoms
when the rocket landed on the moon; but
this need not worry us. The experiment
is supposed to be made only to prove or
disprove the Heaviside theory; and the
signals, providing the apparatus functioned properly, could be sent back to the
earth for a distance of some 238,000
miles, until the rocket actually struck the
surface of the moon, when the signals
would cease.
Many other important facts, would
surely be discovered through experimentation of this kind on a large scale;
And last, but not least, the subject of
communication between the planets can
then be undertaken in earnest.
If we
find out, by experiment, that we can reflect a radio beam from the surface of
the moon, we can be reasonably certain
that, given sufficient power, the same
beam system can be used to send signals
to either Mars or Venus; as these two
planets hold forth the greatest hope of
being the abode of some sort of life.
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BAIRD TELEVISION COMPANY
UNIVERSAL
First line up the main sections of the
variable gang condensers and tighten the
set screws on the shaft.
Then let out the adjusting screws on
the trimmer condensers C5 and C6 of the
tuning condenser sections C2 and C3 respectively, and adjust trimmer condenser
C4 to about its midposition ( halfmeshed).
Next tune in a weak station by adjusting the dial which controls the main
variable condensers and the regeneration
condenser C7.
The regeneration con-

MONOGRAPH

54
v-r4,

SHORT

-

WAVE

SET

denser C7 should be adjusted until the
characteristic regeneration whistle is
heard. Then it should be adjusted just
below the spill over or whistling point,
and the station tuned in by adjusting the
main tuning condensers, until the station
comes in as strong as possible.

Farts Required for Baird Universal Short Wave Receiver
Quan.
1

The final adjustment can then be made
with trimmer condensers C4, C5 and C6.
The adjustment of trimmer condensers
C5 and C6 should be tried on different
stations at different points of the dial.

VT5

56
v.T 6

SPEAKER

HCLEVISIMI SOCKET

3
2
3
3
2
2
1
1
3
1
3

T53-

1
1
1

1
4
1
1
1

152

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

GNO

LONG
ANT

NOTE; FS ANO PTERMINALS CA/
SOCKET $O. NOT HUD.

UORT
ANT

15
1

SW-2

Part and
Type

No. on
Diagram

Chassis, all mounted, with
8 sockets riveted
Sl, S2, 83, S4, 85, 80, 87. s8
3 coil shields
C$I, CS2, CS3
3 tube shields
T$1, T$2, 7'S3
2 condensers
C10, C13
and 1 3-post binding
strip
Gnd., Short Ant., Long Ant.
Coll Sockets
SO, 810. 811
Pig- tail Resistors
RI, 52
.0001 Mfd. Condensers
C8, C11, C17
Screen Grid Clips
. 0211fd. Moulded Condensers CO. C12
Jacks
J1, J2
Block Condenser
C18, CIO, C20, C21, C22, C23
Block Condenser
C24, C25, C26, C27
R. F. Chokes
C113, C114, C117,
3-Gang Baird Variable
Condenser
CI, C2, C3, C5, CO
Electrolytic Condensets
C14, C15, C16
Baird Power Transformer
7'
Baird Power Choke
CH 1, C112
Baird Gang Resistor
R.5, RO ,R7, RS ,RO ,R 10, R 11,
R12, R13, 514
3-Condenser Strip
C28, C29, C30
Knobs
Toggle Switch-2 pole
Speaker Terminal
Speaker
Combination Potentiometer
and Switch
P, 811 -2
No. 9 Baird Midget Condenser
C4
No. 15 Baird Midget Condenser
Cl
Buffer Condenser
C31, C32
Voltage I0vider
VD
Baird Dial and Escutcheon
Baird Front Panel
Grid Resistors
13, R4
40' Wire
3l'oie Switch
SW3
Dial Bracket and Lamp
DL
AC Cord and Plug
P1
Hardware Assembly
Octocolls 15-520 meters Wavelength
Cabinet ( optional-not furnished
with kit)

(

(
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BAIRD TELEVISION COMPANY
B

A taD

POWER_

CON VE RTER-

T

HE Baird power converter is the
result of four years' experience in
the design and construction of short
wave converters and receivers. A short
wave converter, to be satisfactory, must
fulfill the following conditions:
First,
ease of tuning; second, sufficient sensitivity to work with any broadcast receiver; third, have no whistles or tuning
noises when looking for stations
The S- W converter is designed to operate when the broadcast receiver is
tuned in to 1000 kilocycles.
In some
locations, this setting on the broadcast
receiver may bring in a nearby local station, and the converter will operate efficiently on any dial setting on the broadcast receiver from 950 to 1050 kilocycles.
The 1,000-kc., tuned impedance in the
"shield can" shown in the diagram, may
comprise about 300 turns of No. 30 S.S.C.
or enameled magnet wire, wound scramble
fashion, on a small form. Note that the
two main tuning condensers are ganged,
as indicated by the dotted line. All the
switches changing the coils for the different wave bands are also ganged, and a
single knob mounted on the front of the
converter.

SCREW TRIMMER
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/
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•
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40
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o
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500 V.

40 20
ern

7H
½
00

1MEG.
Ya WATT

H

20

.5)

Ya WATT

50,000
OHMS
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.000110 - mF

200

MEG.

'27

L.2,7
200

Mr

7/\•M'
A-

2.5V. TRANS.

Wiring diagram of the Baird short wave converter, showing how a gang switri:
changes the various inductances for each change in wavelength, the range being
from 19 to 200 meters.
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BEST MFG. CO.

•

The BEST Short-Wave Conveiter
ANT.

SHORT-WAVE COILS
10 - 200 METERS
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This converter employs only two
tubes, a '27 for the oscillator and a '24
for the detector. It will be seen that the
plate and heater supply for the two
tubes in the converter is obtained from
the power-supply unit in the broadcast
set, through the medium of the fiveprong plug. Very little drop in voltage
was registered when using this converter
with the average broadcast receiver; but,
if the converter must be used with a
cheaply-built receiver, which has no surplus power in the heater and plate- supply unit, a separate source of "B" supply can be used for the converter—or
even " E" batteries, for that matter.
One of the accompanying drawings
gives the winding data for the four coils
used ta cover the various short-wave
bands from 10 to 200 meters. Bakelite
tubing ( 1V and % inches diameter and
4% inches long) is used to wind the
coils on, in the manufactured unit. If
you can obtain no bakelite, the coils may
be wound in the manner illustrated, on
wooden rods previously boiled in paraffin; or on cardboard tubes of the diameter specified, soaking the tubes in hot
paraffin before using.
If you do not
have the exact size of wire, there will be
but slight change in wavelength, if you
use wire une or two sizes different from
that called for. It goes without saying,
that all joints in wiring up the converter
should be thoroughly soldered with a
non- corrosive flux.
Looking at the tuning arrangement, we
note that aHammarlund two-gang midget
condenser,each unit of 140 mmf., serves to
tune in the station; one unit tunes the
aerial inductance, and the other the plate
coil of the oscillator. The grid coil of the
oscillator is not tuned. A second 80-mmf.
midget condenser, having aseparate knob
of its own at the right of the panel, acts
as a vernier to finish up the fine tuning.
The R.F. choke built and tried out in the
original converter has about 1 millihenry
inductance, comprising 100 tarns No. 29
D.S.C. magnet wire, wound on a bakelite
tube or rod % inch in diameter.
List of Parts
1—" Best" short wave coil and switch assembly, including calibrated escutcheon plate.
1—Tw>gang Hammarlund midget condenser; each unit 140 mud.
1—Hamniarlund midget condenser, 80
mmf.
1—Hamniarlund
equalizer
condenser,
screw type, 80 mmf.
1—Shield box, 6 by 7by 10 inches ( Elan).
2—Tubes—one '27 and one '24.
2—IJY-5 _prong sockets.
1—Five prong plug.
3—.006 mf. bypass condensers—Flechtheim
1—.001 mf. bypass condenser—Flechtei
1—h
10,0
111.
00 ohm, 1 watt resistar—Electrad
or other make.
1-60,000 ohm, 1watt resistor—Electrad
or other make.
1-6,500 ohm, 1 watt resistor—Electrad
or other make.
1—R.F. choke wound as specified, or 85
M.H. Hammarlund ( as used in model
here illustrated).
1—National Baby vernier dial.
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CROSLEY RADIO CORP.
SHORT - WAVE
SU PER HETERODYNE

Model I36-I
Specifications
Model 136-1 is a ten tube superheterodyne for operation from A. C. electric circuits. Five sets of coils
give the following frequency ranges: 550 to 1500 KC,
1500 to 3500 KC, 3500 to 6500 KC, 6500 to 12000 KC,
and 12000 to 20000 me. The intermediate frequency
used is 456 KC.
Tubes

And Voltage Limits

The following are the voltages measured with the
receiver in operating condition but with no signal to
the antenna circuit. Use a high resistance D. C. voltTube

-56
-58
-58
-50
-56
-56
-56
-42
-42
-80

Position

meter ( 1000 ohms per volt, or more) for all but filament voltages.
In measuring filament or heater
voltages use a low range A. C. meter. The voltage
limits are + or - 10% co: - values given in the followng table.
Line vvItage-117.5 volts ( 235 for 220 volt receivers).
Plate voltage measured from plate contact to
cathode contact.
Suppressor grid voltage measured from suppressor
grid contact to cathode contacil.
Bias voltage measured from cathode contact to
chassis.
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DE FOREST RADIO CO.
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This diagram shows how the various parts of the new DeForest Short-Wave
Receiver are connected.

The standard production model
of the new receiver includes four
plug-in coils with a tuning range
of 14 to 195 meters. Of course the
ambitious amateur may wind up
other coils to cover higher or lower
wavelength to suit his individual
requirements and desires. These
four coils, with their accompanying
regenerative
tickler
coils,
are
wound on thin bakelite tubing provided with four pin-jack prongs.
The three lowest wavelength coils
are made of No. 18 enameled wire
and the largest of silk covered No.
28 wire. The tickler coils are all
of No. 28 silk-covered wire.
The unusually small dimensions
of the receiver are made possible
by the ingenious mounting assembly, in the form of bakelite subpanel, located three-fourths of an
inch below the top of the cabinet.
The sockets from which the vacuum tubes are suspended upside
down are incorporated in this subpanel. The two audio frequency

transformers are mounted on the
two end plates of the aluminum
case, and the two midget variable
tuning condensers as well as the
variable resistance regeneration
control are attached to the front
panel.
The resistances and remaining 21/
2 microfarads of bypass condensers occupy the remaining space at the rear of the
cabinet.
For further simplification, the leads of the battery cable
are soldered directly to their
proper positions in the wiring,
eliminating all binding posts and
connections. All of these battery
and telephone leads are bypassed
to the grounded frame of the receiver.
The voltage applied to the tubes
of the new receiver are as follows:
R.F. plate, 90 volts; R.F. screengrid, 45 volts; detector plate, 45
volts; first audio, 45 volts plate
with a filament minus connection
for grid bias; second audio, 90 volt
plate with 41/
2 volts grid bias.
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DETROLA RADIO CORP.
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Winding details for the oscillator coil
used in the Detrola Short Wave Converter. The coils are furnished already
wound.
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Left— Wiring diagram for the Detrola
Short Wave Converter, which is supplied in " kit" form.
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Voltage Readings:
Readings should be made using a D.C. voltmeter having a resistance of 1,000 ohms per volt. Volume control should be on furl.
58 Oscillator _ __ Ground to
58 R.F. Amplifier__ " "
58 1st Detector ___ .
58 I.F. Amplifier__ . .
57 2nd Detector __ "
59 Output tube ____ .‘ .
"

plate 230-245
"
235-2»
"
235-250
"
"

"

235-250
100-125
230-245

Screen 120-140 Cathcde
90-110 "
3-4
1-2
41

".-........--."

"
41

"

90-110 "
90-110 "
235-250 "

3-4
4-6

Line voltage, 115v.
The bias on the 59 and the screen voltage of the 1st detecto- cannot be read with the usual voltmeter.

E.C-•
23

59 000o/a,
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DE WALD PIERCE-AIRO, INC.
MODEL eca
150
MME

35.000
OHMS

(. GA7

0. 26MEG.

78

.01-

0.5MEG.,

37

42

G
j
X

X

X
x
25.000
faams•

35,000
OHMS -

250 —
p.A.Ar

/
1.000
okoA5

51

52

VVAVÉ BAND
SWITCHES

SYNCH...NATE
TUNING LAMP

80

014M5
10.000
* QI4MS

llOV.,

tonal%

P.T.

III8 MF.
(EACH)

0Ar - 04 sw

MF

1.600
OHMS

FIELD,

Con.

Hum-oucic
COIL

TONE
CONTROL
SWITCH

(vOiCF
COIL

L. S.

Wiring diagram of model 801 "BC" and "SW" receiver—an 8-tube superhet.

receiver is encased in a handsome walnut cabinet; the chassis is an 8- tube
superheterodyne.
Among other features found in this
very smooth working receiver we find
100 per cent automatic volume control, full-range tone, control, visual
neon tube tuning, electron coupled
circuit, a pre-selector antenna circuit,
high sensitivity and diode detection.

The DeWald midget broadcast and shortwave receiver tuning from 550 down to
60 meters.

• ONE of the best sounding midget
radió receivers we have heard in
some time is the model 801 DeWald,
which covers the broadcast and shortwave band down to 60 meters.
Another model tunes clear down to 15
meters and includes the broadcast
band from 200 to 550. meters.
Thi:

The model 801 uses a well selected
set of high gain tubes and by careful
design of the various coupling circuits
used to link the stages, a very high
amplification is obtained, together with
a very well balanced circuit, so that
a surprisingly fine quality of reproduction is obtained.
A dynamic speaker
of the latest type and of the propelimpedance to work with the particular
tube used in this set provides an extra
fine quality of sound reproduction.
Liberal sized condensers and chokes
are used so that a minimum of noise
results.
Moreover the set occupies
only a small space and will find favor
for
many
requirements,
including
small apartments, cabins, study dens,
etc.
The size of the cabinet housing
the model 801, and also its close relative, the model 811—which tunes down

•

to 15 meters, is 163'4 " high by 14 /
2 "
1
wide, by 8%" deep.

Oscillator
Tickler
Grid

Coils

37 turns
No. 38 enameled wire.
approximately 74 turns, No. 32 enam. /
tapped at 37 turns wound on g"
tube with 1/64 space between the
two windings all close wound.

Detector Coils
Short Wave
Antenna.
8 turns
Grid
30 turns

No. 32 single cotton covered.
No. 32 enam.

Coils wound in same direction on a %2‘" form. Antenna coil is wound over the ground end of the grid
coil, all coils close wound.

1)etector Broadcast coil
Antenna coil 1.52 mh.
Band pass... _245 mh.
Grid
212 mh.

No. 38 enam.
No. 40-7 strand litz.
No. 40-8 strand litz

Above coils are universal wound and mounted on
a 34" dowel stick, spacing between grid and band pass
coil is 34 inch.

•
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ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABS.

•

(ERL A)

ri_sAzt
oF
rr
iNEsr>
j
t
E.
iiIO.r

GND. ANT
.1 .

I

OUTPUT

0 . 000j.-MF.

1

11>

0

.30-4- 1
.
-ME
1-

ll

Li

I

'
24

R.FC.

1

L8

f0.5-

13

ERLA
5.w.
CONVERTER

10 '27

MEG .

14

(>

' 1ST DET
kCOIL

L3

TRIMMER
ADJUSTMENT

It covers
the short wave
bands from 200 to
60 and from 60 to
15 meters; a wavelength chart is farnished. The condenser capacity join ng
Li to ground is
.00027 mf., and the
capacity of the condenser joining L4
to ground is . 00037
mf. with a trimmer
across it having a
capacity of 20 mod.
The vernier is an
adjustable
copper
disc sliding within
coil Ll.

.250
OHMS

-0N -2OFFs_1 1
,..

SWITCH

.005 - MF

SPACE WOUND ON IA '
0.0. BAKELITE TuBING ,e,
It. 10.N. NE.28 E.

50,000
OHMS

-1

12.15 N. CT. NE.28 E.1
13.36N. N.E.28 E.

I

0.1-MEG

L4.. 61/2 N. N2 28 E.

zmF.
- •••••

IS • 6N. NE.28 E.
L6 • 20N. NE.28 E.
L7
3 N, N936 S.S.
L8 • 450 MICRO HENRY
N. TURNS

•

TO POWER SUPPLY

EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CORP.
MODEL

58
,/C-53

55
le Dee

./7--35

L-755

55

58

11/r

./T-35-A

Dicee-7:-/o

)

ee-33

50,000

.
4CP-34

1
_ /C-4

(T)C125

450
.16-45
/5000

/6-47
.5,wr

YGO.P.f 2/q/pee,aay'
noi• tee fer,iee-s

Ge-30
/2500

ted
AC- 7.00025,E

/000 /5-43

05s6
c

ge;
35000

ee-ao
E.CT-23

•

- SCHEMATIC C/PCUIT- 41
. 0DEL L.-755 erceyea/000
/
P-43

/C-40
300-600^e

SF
.
'
out e

CP-34
.6

.03./

.0005

EC23
50,coo
WW1

1'

G;0000
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EXPERIMENTERS RADIO SERVICE (ERDEL)
The "Challenger" 9.Tube Superb«
03C. PLATE
COIL 4-)

j.

DIA

z

4
—171

36 T. : L1
N2.26
ENAMEL...I
(SPACED)

1*

137. N2.16
ENAMEL
SPACING BETWEEN
TURNS

181.
N2 20
ENAI.

1

OSC. GRID
COIL

1111.11111M1

221. ?- 1
Nt. 28
D.S.0
(CW)

3

.

6

117
NE. 28
S.C.

,

a
8

(W
CL
O
O
U
S
N
ED )

61. N2.28
D.S.C.
(CLOSE
WOUND)

AERIAL
TUNING ColL4 11.3
•
337.
N2.26
ENAMEL
SPACED)

L

I.
16

I4T.
NE 20
ENAMEL
(SPACED)

107
N! 16
ENAME
(SPACED)
4 /
1

80 70 200
METER
COIL

40 TO 80
METER
COIL

LI

1.2

L3

20 TO 40
METER.
COIL

FLEXIBLE ,
CONNECTOR

SCREEN GRID CLIP
GOES ON SPECIAL
SCREEN GRID CONNECTOR

80 TO 200
METER
COIL

SPECIAL SCREEN GRID
CONNECTOR MADE FROM
SCREEN GRID CLIP AND CAP
OF OLD SCREEN GRID 1111,7)

BRACKET

BAKELITE
STRIP
FLEXIBLE CONNECTOR
FROM ROTOR OF C22

AN

THIS CLIP
GOES ON
CAA OP VI

PINS

Analyzing the circuit of the " Challenger," we find that it is really unusually straightforward and simple for
a nine- tube set. There is a first detector
V1 using a 57 pentode tube and coupled inductively to the 56 oscillator V8.
There are three intermediate frequency stages employing 58 tubes ( V2, V3,
V4). The I.F. transformers are peaked
at 465 kc. This high intermediate frequency has been selected as most desirable since it results in a close approach
to " one spot" tuning.
The second detector employs a 24
tube ( V5), with power detection. This
is coupled resistively to the single audio
output stage.
The full-wave 80 rectifier ( V9) and
its attendant filter circuit are of coneentional design. Following standard
practice, the 1000 ohm speaker field is
made to serve as one of the filter
chokes. Electrolytic filter condensers
are used at C24 and C25 and a 25 mf. 25
volt cartridge- type electrolytic condenser is used at C26 to by-pass the
pentode bias resistor.
A 1,000 ohm potentiometer at R6 in
the cathode return circuit of the three
intermediate frequency tubes provides
an excellent sensitivity control. Volume
is controlled by means of the Electrad
potentiometer R14, which in effect
varies the load resistance in the detector circuit—that is, the resistance coupling between the second detector and
the output stage.

POST
DET
57,

1.F. 1
58,

C22
Ti

I F.2
58,

PHONE JACK

Z.F. 3

12

2E2 0E7
124

oel

POWER &E.
47,4 P.

74

CI7
RI3
V5

x

C14

x
X

R5

8+

X

RJ0

7

x
47m
PZ

R15
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VOICE
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FEDERATED PURCHASER, INC.
" AIR— ROVER."

FEDERATED

2,.r

B+

ANT.

.
01- MF.

HENRYS

ANT
CONO

(S)
ST
28 SWAM ,
WIRE

I

(5)
11T
52.28 DIAN
a(e
WIRE

•

ye -

800

2MEGS

F

7 T.
CT.
A-3. 30 SHAM.
WIPE ( TICK.)

33

R FC;

G TO F • SFC.

-foor

9T.

\

Pa. 30 SWAM
Wilt2 ( lick.)

F

PTO F+ • TICK

)

S
EIHOO
TW
TOIN
Me

vin
iewle coi,.

F

.000,

(5 ,
23 T. N9. 28
ENAM WIRE

52 T(N
S º 28
ENAH WIRE

/
e

.5-

M EG

Vg-

MF.)

et. T.
NS 30 ENAm
w.RE (TICK)
-COIL

4
/
1

DATABUS BAR.

A

400
GERAS
(EACH)

B+
135 V

3ND.

Parts List for "Air- Rover"
Aerated Triple Binding Post. Aerial & Ground
Connections
Acratest Twin Phone Tip Jack. Speaker or
Phone Connections
11
/ " Piece of Bare No. 14 Wire wound over
4
with appx. 14 turns of No. 18 insulated pushback hook-up wire.
Set of Four Plug-in Short Wave Coils. These
are accessories. Not furnished with kit.
Coil A-200 to 80 meters
Coil B-80 to 40 meters
Coil C-40 to 20 meters
Coil D-20 to 10 mete',

TICKLER

-

7 TURNS NC 18
c.c moite TIGHTLY
WOUND ON
BUS BAR_

FIG 3

A four-prong wafer type socket, for the shortwave plug-in coil, is riveted to the chassis
Acratest Short Wave R.F. Choke
High Impedance Acratest Audio Choke
2 meg., '4 watt Resistor
75,000 ohm Potentiometer
150,000 ohm, 1 watt Resistor
1 meg., 1 watt Acratest Resistor
6-ohm Acratest Rheostat
.00015 mf. Acratest Variable Tuning Condenser
.0001 mf. Acratest Mica Condenser
.00025 mf. Acratest Mica Condenser
.01 mf.. 400 volt Acratest Cartridge Condenser
.5 mt... 200 volt Acratest Metal Case Condenser

19 T.
N! .30 EmAm
voRE(11CK.)

Fie. 2

Four-Prony wafer- type socket, marked tor '32
Tube, ri-eted to chassis
Five- Prong wafer-type socket, marked for 33
Tube, rieeted to ehassis
Four-Condoctor Battery Cable
Drilled Metal Chassis and Drilled Metal Front
Panel, three sockets riveted to chassis
1-Screen grid clip
Three Knobs
Dial Escutcheon Plate
Hook-up Wire
Piece of Bare No. 14 Wire for Item 3
Spaghetti
Hardware Assortment

FI

e,

SPECIAL
NOISELESS
AERIAL

FEDERATED
"ARGONAUT"

pp 1

PHONES
SPEAKEROR

Meters
Wavelength

AERIAL

200-80
SEC.

EXT.

Grid coil turns
52 T. No. 28 En.

Wouid

32 T. per Inch

(A_

Parts List "Argonaut" Two Tube Short
Wave Receiver
1—Acratest Triple Binding Post. Aerial
and Ground Connections.
2—Acratest Twin Phone Tip Jack, Speaker
or Phone Connections.
3-1 1/
4 " Piece of Bare No. 14 Wire wound
over with appx. 14 turns of No. 18
insulated push'- back hook-up wire.
4—Set of Four Plug-in Short- Wave Coils.
Coil A-200 to 80 meters
Coil 8-- 80 to 40 meters
Coil C— 40 to 20 meters
Coil D— 20 to 10 meters
A Four-prong wafer-type socket for
the short wave plug-in coil is riveted
to the chassis.

B4- 45
TO 075V

Tickler turns
19 T. No. 30 En.
Cloy wound ( Ow)

8040

23 T. No. 28 Ea.
IVoLnd
16 T. per Inch

43-20

11 T. No. 28 En,
9T. No. 30 En.
3-32' between turns C. W.

CHASSIS

GROUND

ARGONAUT PLUG-IN COIL D.VrA

Distance
between
2coils

II T. No. 30 En. ! s"

20-10
5T. No. 28 En.
7T. No. 30 En.
3-16," between turns C. W.
Coil form-2a' long by 1X• dia. 4-pin hew.

5—Acratest Short Wave R.F. Choke, 4 mh.
inductance.
6—Acratest 4 to 1 Audio Frequency Transformer.
7--5 Megohm, % watt Acratest Resistor.
8-100,000 ohm Acratest Potentiometer.
9-6 ohm Acratest Variable Resistor.
10—.00015 mf. Acratest Variable Tuning
Condenser.
11—.0001 mf. Acratest Mica Condenser.
12—.00025 mf. Acratest Mica Condenser.
13—.1 mf. 200 volt Acratest Tubular Condenser.
14—Four- Conductor Battery Cable,
15—Four- Prong Wafer type Socket, marked
for 30 Tube, riveted to chassis.
16—Four- Prong Wafer type Socket, marked

for 10 Tube, riveted to chassis.
17—Drilled Metal Chassis and Drilled
Metal Front Panel. Three Four-Prong
Sockets riveted to chassis.
Three Knobs
Special Acratest Short Wave Dial
Dial- Escutcheon Plate
Hook-up Wire
Piece of Bare No. 14 Wire for Item 3
Spaghe-ti
Hardwe re Assortment
1—Pair Headphones, or Extra Sensitive
DX Phones, or Magnetic Speaker1-45-Volt "B" Battery.
2—No. 6, 11
/ volt Dry Cells.
4
2—Triad or equivalent 30 type 2 Volt
Tubes.
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FEDERATED PURCHASER, INC.
"DISCOVERER,"
J1

II

+

DENOTES

CONNECTIONS TO

TO OUTPUT
TRANS ON
SPKR.

59 ..\\

CHASSIS

NOTE
BP 1

AND

GROUND
ORDINARY

BP 2

USED WITHCUT

FOR. DOUBLET ANTENNA , FOR.
ANTENNA ,

CONNECTION, AND BP2

IS
IS

AERIAL

FOR_

GROUND

ELECTROSTATJC
SHIELD

CONNECTION.

110V
A .0

L' ..

In the ordinary regenerative receiver,
the tube is pushed into oscillation by means
of energy feed-back from the plate circuit
to the grid circuit or by some other means.
The fundamental action is that of a stable
tube and the tube is actually forced into
oscillation by means of any one of the commonly known methods.
In this receiver,
we use the opposite method, whereby the
tube is constantly oscillating and has to
be pulled out of oscillation for voice reception or music.
Therefore, keep the antenna trimmer
condenser C16 constantly in step with the
main tuning condenser Cl, C2, so that
exact resonance is obtained in both of these
tuned circuits. Turn the regeneration control dial and after the whistle of the incoming carrier has been heard, carefully
tune CI, C2, which are on a common shaft,
and adjust C16 for absolute resonance.
Then you will find at this time that you
can advance C16 control with greater signal
output.
Parts List Acratone "Discoverer"
5 Tube Set
1—Acratest
Two- Gang
variable
condenser,
.00014 mf. each section, ( Cl, C2)
6—.02 mf. 800 volt Acratest cartridge condensers, (C3, 04, C5, CIO, C11)
1—.1 mf., 200 volts Acratest condenser. ( C12)
1—.6 mf., 200 volte Acratest condenser,
2—.0001 mf. Micamold Mica Condensers, (Cl,
C8)
2-2 mf.„ 400 volte Acratest Electrolytic Condenser. (C9) ( C13)
1—Acratest Dual 8 mf. ( ea. section) Electrolytic condenser (C14, C16)
1-26 mmf. USL Midget variable condenser,
(C16)
1-400 ohm % watt Acratest resistor, ( R1)
2-2000 ohm, % watt Acratest resistors, ( R2,
R9)

(
ce)

SW.1 ON R-5

1-26,000 ohm, % watt Acratest resistor,
(R11)
meg., 1
4
/
watt Acratest resistor, ( R4)
1-26,000 ohm potentiometer ( R5) and switch
(Swl)
2—
R.
1
22
5)meg.. % watt Acratest resistors, ( R6.

ALL CONNECTIONS ARE INSIDE COIL FORMS
SNORT WAVE
COIL LA

2—.6 meg., % watt Acratest resistors, ( R7,
R11)
1—.1 meg., % watt Acratest resistor, ( R8)
1-401,
0
0)
00 ohm. % watt Acratest resi sto r,
1-461.
8
0)
00

ohm, %

watt

Acratest

3
4

resistor.

1—Full-Vision
vernier
tuning
dial
and
escutcheon with pilot light V6
4—Acratest 6 prong wafer type isolantite
sockets, ( VI, V2, Li, L2)
1—Acratest 6- prong wafer type socket ( for
speaker con nection) riveted to chassis.
1—Acrateat 5-prong wafer type socket, marked
for 66 tube ( V8)
1—Acratest 7 prong wafer type socket, marked
for 59 tube ( V4)
1—Acrateet 4 prong wafer type socket, marked
for 80 tube ( V6)
1—Acratest power transformer, ( Ti)
2—Acratest tube shields, for tubes VI and
V2
1—Acratest short-wave R.F. choke ( 1.3)
1—Dual antenna- ground binding post, ( BPI,
BP2)
1—Drilled metal
chassis,
cadmium
plated,
11 %"x9 %"x2" high
1—Metal shield plate 11%"x6" No. 20 gauge
(Plate ' C")
2—Metal shield plates, 5"x5" No. 20 gauge
(Plates "A" & " B")
1--Power surely cord and Plug
2—Screen grid clips
8—Small knobs
1—Earphone Jack (.11)
1—Set 8 Special short-wave coils. covering
10 to 200 meters ( Li, L2)
1-6- prong speaker Plug
1—Dynamic Speaker, 8%" Dia. with 1800 ohm
field tapped at 300 ohms; matched to output of 59 tube

BLANK

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

SOCKET CONNECTIONS
FOR SHORT WAVE COIL L2
(BOTTOM VIEW OF SOCKET)

BLANK

KATE

SOCKET CONNECTIONS
FOR SHORTWAVE COIL Li
( BOTTOM VIEW OF SOCKET)

TO R.2
PLATE

TO
CHASSIS
PRIMARY
SECONDA

TAP
4

ALL

CONNECTIONS ARE

SNORT WAVE
COIL I. 2

INSIDE COIL FORMS

Details of Plug-in Coils and

Sockets.

y
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FEDERATED PURCHASER, INC.
VOYAGER.
The " B" supply can be any voltage
from 180 volts to 250 volt. The maximum power can be obtained with 250
volts and the most sensitive condition
for detecting in the 57 type tube will
be obtained when the voltage is 180
volts, or a little higher.
The filament supply is A.C., of
course, and should be capable of delivering 21/
2 volts at 3 amperes. Most
every experimenter has a small 2/
2
1
volt transformer, which will safely carry the load of 3 amperes, so the filament supply should offer little difficulty to the constructor.
No batteries are necessary in the operation of this receiver, as the bias for
the power tube is automatically taken
up by a bias resistor under the chassis.
Under normal operating conditions
a pair of phones will be uncomfortable
as far as volume is concerned.
In
fact, most stations, especially the highpowered ones, can be received and
tuned in directly on the loud speaker.
When using the phones it is well to
use a coupling transformer so that the
direct current is kept out of the phone
windings.
The circuit of the Voyager is very
simple and essentially follows the older 2- tube All- Waver.
The small antenna coupling condenser, which is
mounted on the front panel, gives the

[1_),/,
r

I'4"—.1

W2.45A

maximum values of coupling between
the antenna used and the tuned circuit, which consists of the plug-in coil
and the . 00015 mf. tuning condenser.
Grid-leak and grid- condenser detection is used and the grid return of the
tuned circuit goes directly to the cathode, which is connected to the
ground. The standard feed-back plate
coil is in the conventional place, and
the radio frequency energy is prevented from getting into the audio amplifier by means of the radio frequency
choke and the . 0001 mf. mica by-pass
condenser. Regeneration is controlled
by means of the 75,000 ohm potentiometer connected between the chassis
and the 150,000 ohm resistor.
This
series resistor drops the maximum
voltage of this circuit to the point that
will permit smooth regeneration control and provide the mintinium sensitivity.
The screen circuit is by-passed to
the chassis and ground by . means of
/ mf. metal- cased by-pass con2
the 1
denser, connected between the middle
arm of the potentiometer and the
ground.
Smooth control of regeneration is obtained by means of this method and has the added advantage of
minimizing the detuning effects.
The
critical point and maintenance of
smooth regeneration control can best
SUF. G.

5T.
Nt. 28 CHAIN.
• WIRE

Coils are available which will permit this
receiver to tune from 200 meters down to
15.
Additional coils may be obtained to
use with this tuning condenser which will
permit tu. ning in any of the stations in
the broadzast band from 200 ta 550 meters.
If the receiver does not oscillate reverse
the termi la's XX in the diagram shown in
Fig. 1. In general, all these plug-in coils
have thei:- sockets eind terminal connections
made as :. hown in Fig. 1, i. e., BA goes to
radio frecuency choke, B the grid condenser
and F to ground. Coils made by the Alden
Mfg. Con pany must have the B connection
to the p ate of the detector tube and P
connectio i of the coil socket to the R.F.
choke in order that they can be made to
oscillate oroperly. All the connections on
these cois are for radio frequency amplification and unless this point is understood,
the conn?ctions as indicated will not give
the regererative effect which is so desired.
Care should be taken at this point to see
that the aroper connections are made to the
feed-back coil so that the set will go into
oscillatio -I and give the best results.

C. G. CAP

BOTH COILS ON
ONE PLUG-IN
FORM

(S)
( S)
ll T.
52.21 EWAN
WIRE

be obtained by variation of the gridleak, which in most cases seems to be
most sat:sfactory when a 2 meg. leak
is used with this receiver.
Variation
of the capacity of the antenna series
condenser will also effect the smoothness of this control and experience in
operatior will enable the set builder to
obtain the maximum and smoothest results.

TOP VIEW
OF SOCKETS

P
2 MEGS.

DOUBLET
AERIAL

C. G. CAP

S.G.

--

MH

.1/14V-1

342.

R F CH
.

DET
57

(RR)

I

.0001MF.

SHORT
ANT.

\

\--o
.

7 T.
Nt.30 ENAM.
WIRE
(TICKLER)

e---4
0

«"\

7°

s«'\ 9 T.
52.30 255M.
WIRE
( TICKLER)

.000025 •
MF.

P1
f
4
OUTPUT

1

e'r

(SP

X
O
MF.
75,000
OHMS

I

.5- MF.

400
OHMS

X
52T.
NI. 28 ENAM.
WIRE

Fil .

PIG. 1

hi
x

eNTENNA

DOUBLET
II T.
52.30 ENAM.
WIRE
(TICKLER)

19 T.
52.50 ENAm.
WIRE
(TICKLER.)

CONNECTIONS •
CONNECTIONS •

— PLUG-IN

7

ft-e4
-

gI

(S)

1

(TICKLER.) COIL

‘

H

59

{

f
ONO.

et

23 T.
ENAm.
..e.752 W EI
B
RE

COIL

p

04
X

BOTTOM View
COIL SHOWING

(S)

(S)

.00015.
MF

s.a

14
.
02-MF.

800
H•

4
4r0Hi

SUP.

COIL

G TO

F

4
/
1

CT.

-4---41)

47 PWR.
TUBE SOCKET

x —o.1

B.C.

RADIO SET

DOUBLET"
CONNECTIONS

FL TO P

DATA —

II
)

'2.5v., A.C.

FIG.2
FIG.3

8+180
TO 250 V.

PLUG
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GRIGSBY-GRUNOW CO.
SHORT—WAVE

CONVER.TER.

ANT.

fc:j ANT)

-1- - -

GHD.

_Jo

eCH.

GHQ'

*

G- 24-S
CH.

RI
TUNE TO

TO

L BROADCAST

"F"

CL • .0001- MR
CZ • .1- MF.
C3 • . 1- >AR

C4.

/

1,000. K.C.

RECEIVER

.1- NIF.

CS • .01 -MF.
I
/

Rk1

NOTE

360 MME

C7 •

360 MAW.

C8 • 5 TO 30 MMF.

SWITCH ON BOTH UNITS ni
/ SHOWN IN LOW FREQ.. I
POSITION. FOR HIGHER

REAR
COIL

CO'

C9 • 5 TO 30 MmF
CIO» 50 TO 100 MMF.
C11-50 TO 100 MMF.

FREQ. BANDS,UNITS ARE I
ROTATED SIMULTANEOUSLY I
ONE OR TWO POINTS IN THE ,
DIRECTION OF THE ARROW.

C12.2001'0

600

MME

CIS . 1000 T01500 MME
C14.410070 47001.4M,

CI4

C15. 200 TO 600 MMF.
CI6

1

.03- MR

C17. . 03 -MF
1111 • 20,000 Omm5

L.

R2 •

10.000 OHMS

R3 •

1.000 OHMS

R7.

20,000 OHMS

. 10,000 OHMS
RS • 30,000 OHMS
R 6 • 10.000 OHMS

OUTLET FOR

Cla

CAST

110e, 60A.

'FRONT
COIL,

DETECTOR

COIL

inlai--distant stations on the loud speaker,
‘s!rich would be almost or quite impossible with any ordinary short wave receiver using but a few tubes.
The coil winding data and condenser
as well as resistor values are given in
the diagrams.
With regard to the inductance shunted across the condenser
C15, this combination may be a regular
broadcast unit, which can be picked up
in most any radio store. If C15 has a
capacity of . 00035 mf., then the coil may
comprise about 81 turns of No. 30 enameled wire, cluse wound, on a 7A- inch
diameter tube. The R.F. choke ch may
be about . 5 millihenry.
The iron core
choke ch, connected between the two 4mf. condensers in the plate filter, may
be of the size usually employed in " B"
eliminators, or about 32 henries. In the
schematic diagram the rotation of the
"rear" coil is counter-clockwise and clockwise for the front coil.

J.
NS 20 ENAMELED
WIRE
START AT B
4.6 TURNS TO
HOLE IN -J"
POSITION CROSS
OVER TO"F
ON SIDE OF
HUB SHOWN

HIGH FREQ.
BAND

I'ItJI

BROAD-

RECEIVER

NO. 26 ENAMELED
WIRE
START AT "8"
10.5 TURNS
TO FINISH
AT LUG"G -

Bala

MED. FREQ.
BAND

NO 28 ENAMELED
WIRESTART AT 8
4.7 TURNS
TO -I', START
V. 20.9 TURNS
TO FINISH
AT LUG711

LOW FREQ.
BAND

T

HE short wave converter here illustrated has been developed by the
engineers behind the well-known
Majestic line of broadcast receivers. When this converter is connected to
a broadcast receiver, the tuning dial of
which is set to 1,000 K.C. or 300 meters,
then your broadcast receiver R.F. stages
serve as the intermediate frequency
stages of a super- heterodyne for short
reception.
You may not realize it at first but if
you couple such a converter as this to
a ten- tube broadcast receiver, you have
eleven " working" tubes in your short
wave combination receiver, two of the
tubes being rectifiers, of course.
The
value of such a combination, which results in a short wave super- heterodyne
receiver, is just beginning to make itself
known to broadcast listeners and short
wave fans as well, and the tremendous
amplifying power of the combination of
S.W. converter and B.C. receiver brings

11%.0

-- OSCILLATOR

COIL-

p.

NO 20 ENAMELED
WIRE.
START AT -B.
3.0 TURNS TO
HOLE -A" AND
CROSS OVER
ON SIDE OF
HUB SHOWN
TO FINISH
AT LUG"F:

181.26 ENAMELED
WIRE
START AT -II THROUGH HOLE
- G -,7.7 TURNS
TO HOLE -D"
AND FINISH
AT LUG 13 -

- NO 28 ENAMELED
WIRE
START AT -820.7 TURNS
TO LUG

11

-A

HIGH FREQ..
BAND

MED. FREQ..
BAND

LOW FREQ.
BAND

7 STRAND NE 36
DOUBLE SILK
COVERED WIRE
START ATG THROUGH HOLE
-F" WIND 3.5
TURNS BET TWEEN FIRST
WINDING TO
HOLE "A" AND
FINISH AT

TICKLER
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GROSS RADIO CO.
EAGLE

4.7

ANT.

BAND - SPREAD SET
JACK

.00002- . 0001MF.

10,000 OHMS

MF.

(o ET.)

.0001- MF.

32 ( R F)

R FC.

32

A
l

.002- MF

33 (4F.)
.002- MF.

\ije

/4

.004- X
MF. C3

.000i .

0.1-MEG.

10 MEG

.1

e

<>
C:),.._

c)
.

..,

...e

0.9-

MEG

CHOKE

TICKLER

_

-‘

-‘

002 MF

•

I
BGND.

BLUE

67 1/
2 V.

RED

-eSW

4YE T
NIP22
0. SG.
WIPE

-3.-

10 3
4
/
1.
NE 22
0 SG
MDE

IrELPINS
Pun

PEs

•NCSI

8E TURNS
PER

ISICH

INCI4

Mil
6 T.
52 31
D SC
WIRE

43
5231
OSO

e

WIRE
ER)

CLOSE
WOUND

CLOSE
I
NOVNG
PF

GF

.I0 - 20

>I
\

P F

METEpt

20 — 40

GREEN

GP

P

AlETEIE S

0

C.

7

40 - a0

WHITE

ORANGE

51 1
4
/
3
N. 22
050
w

PF

151 1
/ ,
4
12...-TwouND
2 Là ,
esaS
2 32 INC
I00TiONAI.
LIT
I

OP t
IS T
NS 31
D 5C
"RE

MI36
DEC.
WINE
321.

PF

eo-

G

PF

200 METERS

NOTE :

ALL COIL

OF

PF

200-350 SISTERS
FORMS

1V4 " 01PLA.

BY

2 Ve " LONG (OVERALL )

G

F

r.e\

350- 800 METERS
SHOULDER

L. 34155 V.

n
C-

22 I/21e.

Four plug-in coils give the " Eagle" a
range of 17 to 200 meters, in these steps:
17 to 30, taking in the 20-meter amateur
and 25 meter relay broadcasting channels;
30 to 63 meters, covering numerous commercial radiophone, aircraft and relay
broadcasting stations; 62 to 110 meters,
covering the 75 meter amateurs and many
airport transmitters; and 100 to 200 meters,
covering the extremely active "police"
channels, amateurs and many experimental
stations. These coils are of the two-winding type, and use four-prong forms.
The small condenser C2, controlled by a
very smooth action vernier dial, is in parallel with the "tank" condenser Cl. The
idea is to spot the approximate location
of any particular short-wave channel on
Cl and then to do the actual tuning with
C2. The band spreading action takes place
at any position of Cl, and is not merely
present on limited portions of the tuning
scale, as is the case with most "ham"
band-spreaders.

YELLOW

r,
6«

G TUANS

•••

A+1

AC+

41
/2 V.

•

500 H

Condenser control of regeneration, which
is now returring to merited popularity, is
used in preference to the resistance method
because it is absolutely noiseless and positive.
The detector slides into oscillation
with that slow, gradual hushing sound
characteristic of the perfectly functioning
circuit.
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HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
"COMET"
OET.1
'24.A

G

IF.I
'35

I.FT.1

RECEIVER.

I . F.T. Z

I.F. 2
' 35

25.000.,
T.F.T. 3

OHMS

I

100.000 OHMS

DET.2

.02-M F.

'24-A

RFC.5

POWER A.F
'47

R FC.6

.003- MF.

.00025- MF
250.000

.5 - M F
' 7
RFC.3
2500 OHMS

.003- MF
•

11,000 OHMS
2.500 OHMS

3,500
OHMS

RFC.7

OSC.1
'27

5.500
OHMS

OHMS
—

50.000 OHMS
12,000 OHMS
TAPERED
fi
RFC8

0
51
°
.1 MS

MF
.003 •••- ME

1

100,000
OHMS
TAPERED

RFC .l
FIELD

VC
RI •• VOL.CONTROL

110 V, A.0

R2 • TONE CONTROL

REPRODUCER
8 MF.

PT

L ____________J

The interesting all-wave superheterodyne circuit developed by Hammarlund engineers. The wave bands from 14 to 550
meters are provided for by changing two plug-in coils at sockets " WL" and " OSC," insuring maximum freedom from deadend losses. All circuits are fully by-passed and with the carefully designed I.F. stages, and A.F. amplifier, a signal of
great volume and high quality is assured on all wave lengths.

For maximum efficiency throughout
the entire wide range of frequencies
which this receiver covers, special Isolantite form plug-in coils are used. These
provide complete coverage of all the
bands, including broadcast.
There are
five sets of coils, two coils to a set, having the following ranges: 14-30, 28-60,
56-125. 120-300, and 240-550 meters.
- DATA ON

COIL Ht.

COMET

WAVELENGTH PRIMARY
RANGE
NE.
WIRE
METERS
1111013 SIZE

SECONDARY
NO.
WIRE
TURNS
SIZE

I- 05C.
1- WI.

la - 30

4

“73005C

6

14-30

4

•

—

7

2-05C.
2- vii.
3•05C
3-w.L.
4.05C.
d-w.L.

28-60
28-60
56-125
S6-125
120-300

4
4
5
5
10

•
•
•
•
-

• •
• •
- - - ..

120-300
240-550
240-550

5
14

• • •
•

8

• •• ••

5-05C.
5- W.L.

COILS -

12
14
24
33
44
78
70
114

LENGTH
OF
WINDING T.P.I

Nt20 D.SC.
- - -

1.000 1.167

• • • •• — ^ " •
Ng 285.5.0
1
9141 LITE
NO 28 5.5.0
Two5ANK
10/41 LITE

1.000 1.167 1.000 1.375 .785"
1.333 1.250'
i062.•
'

6
6
12
12
24
24
56
36
56

ALL COILS WOUND ON 1SOLANTITE FORMS
I1/
2 "DIAMETER.
ALL PRIMARIES WOUND IN GROOVE
WIDE, W A - DEEP SPACED 1/16' FROM

3/16

SECONDARY

INTERMEDIATE TRANSFORMER COILS
TWO " UNIVERSAL: Wo/OiNGS OF 10/41 LITE WOUND
ON TREATED WOODEN CORE 8/I6" DIAMETER .
EACH COIL HAS INDUCTANCE OF I.E.MH. AND
THE TWO COILS ARE SPACED 31/3 2" APART

INTERMEDIATE (LONG WAVE ) OSCILLATOR COILS
TWO " UNIVERSAL" WINDINGS OF Ne 32 D.S.C.
WIRE WOUND ON TREATED WOOOE N CORE 9/16
DIAMETER. EACH COIL HAS INDUCTANCE
OF . 544H. AND THE TWO COILS ARE SPACED
1/
4 " APART.

Although it is obvious that a lower amplifier then has the task of amplifying
intermediate frequency would afford even the 465 K.C. signal ( for which it is
greater selectivity, by reason of afurther tuned) and reducing ( or rejecting altoincrease in the percentage frequency gether) the 455 K.C. interference. This
difference, there is another considera- ;s comparatively easy as the percentage
tion which makes a high intermediate difference here is 10/465 or over 2%. The
frequency desirable. All superheterodyne effective selectivity in this case has been
receivers are subject to " image" inter- more than doubled. This effect increases
ference, which stated briefly, means an rapidly with increasing signal frequenundesired signal whose frequency differ- cies. In the case . of the 15,000 K.C. ( 20
ence from the desired signal is exactly meter) and the 14,990 K.C. signals the
equal to twice the intermediate frequency same process takes place.
The 15,000
used in the receiver. It naturally follows K.C. signal is changed to 465 K.C. and
that a high intermediate frequency les- the 14,990 K.C. interference to 455 K.C.
Fens interference from this source.
A This also results in a percentage differmaximum spread between a desired sig- ence of more than 2% ( as was the case
nal and its image interference is especi- with the 1,000 K.C. and 990 K.C. sigally important in short wave reception. nals) which corresponds to' a gain in
On the other hand modern design neces- selectivity of over 30 times as the origisitates the use of an intermediate fre- nal percentage difference between the two
quency materially lower than that of any signals was only 1/15 of 1%.
of the signals to be received. For these
reasons 465 K.C. was chosen as the inter30.000
mediate frequency for the " Comet".
Discussion of Circuit
The super- heterodyne has often been
referred to as the " king" of radio receivers, chiefly because its circuit simplifies the problem of obtaining uniform
radio frequency amplification of almost
any desired amount and at the same time
a high order of selectivity which is also
substantially uniform over a wide band
of signal frequencies.
With the superheterodyne principle
this difficulty disappears.
By means of
the local heterodyne oscillator, the 1,000
K.C. signal ( which we shall assume to
be the one desired) is changed to 465
K.C. At the same time, the undesired
990 K.C. signal is changed to 455 K.C.,
and both signals are impressed on the
intermediate amplifier. The intermediate

20.000
0,

15.000

LJ
-1 10.000

?:«;
0

CO/4. Ne.

2

6
80°
00
0
COIL,

4000

Ne3

3000
LI
W
e
tx

2000
1500
1000
800
600
400

o 10

20

30

40

DIAL

50

60 '10

SETTING

80

90

100
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HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
.• COMET

PRO "

•

.02
MFD.

003 MED.

-47

12.000 to
TAPERED

-HAMMARLUND-

"COMET

PRO

11

(PROFESSIONAL MODEL,
HIGH FREQUENCY
SUPERHETERODYNE
RECEIVER)

An intermediate frequency
of 465 kc was chosen as a compromise.
It is below the broadcast band, and at
the same time is high enough to provide a large spread between a desired
signal and its " image" interference. By
using Litz wound intermediate coils
the selectivity and sensitivity are kept
high.
"Band- Spread" Feature
The arrangement of the tuning condensers is interesting and unique. The
fundamental circuit is shown in Fig. 1,
and although designed primarily to
give a band- spreading action on the
four amateur bands of 20, 40, 80, and
160 meters, the same effect is obtainable throughout the entire range from
15-250 meters ( 20,000 to 1200 kc).
Condensers Cl, of 138 mmf. each,

4000 w)

FIG.

constitute tank condensers and are individually controlled by separate vernier dials, one at left center and one
at right center of the panel. By means
of these two condensers, together with
the appropriate set of coils, the receiver may be tuned to any frequency
within its range.
After this has been
done, the main tuning dial, which controls condensers
C2 and
C3, will
provide substantially true sine' control over a relatively narrow band of
frequencies. If the main dial is set at
50 when the adjustment of the two
tank condensers is made, approximately half of the spread band will be
above and the other half below the
mean frequency determined by the
choice of coils and the setting of the
two tank condensers. If the main dial
is at zero when the tank condensers are

WINDING DATA ON COILS FOR NEW COMET " PRO"
W.L. Coils o.., I,, wound on standard forme/
Wavelength
Pi unary
Seconders'
Range
Turn,,
Wire Size
Torun
Wire Sine
T.P.I
15 31
3
No. 30 Dt1C
7
No, 20 DSC
6
28-61
3
16
12
56-120
4
..
..
29
"
"
24
115-250
5
.
.
65
10/41
66
Silk Litz
NE W.L.
250-650
8
136"
10/41- two
bank. Silk Lits
TPI equal, Turn,. per Men.
'The turtle given are a mode only—the inductance should ne 134 or 2% greater than our
powent No. 5-W.L. coil.
OSC Coils ( to be wound on new formo -with bole° for tap--theoe coil» have no primaries).
Wavelength
Coil No.
Range
Turn»
Wire Size
T.P.1
AA--OSC
15-31
7
No. 20-138C
6
Tap at 1 2/3 turns from
bottom
BB—OEIC
28-61
14
12
Tap at 2 2/3 Jura. from
bottom
CC--013C
56-120
23
"
"
24
Tap at 4 2/3 turne from
bottom
DD--08C
115-250
39
28.88C
56
Tap at 9 2/3 turns from
bottom
EN — OSO
250-650
80
28-8SC
60
Tap at 16 2/3 turn., from
bottom
All tapo to be eoldered to the " P" terminal citizens CC-W.1...DD-W.1... CC-OSC and 131)-080;
mile Moo to have jumpers between the "G" terminal and the " 11" terminal nest to the " K"
terminal.
Coil No.
AA W.L.
BB W.L.
CC W.L.
DD W.L.

Forms 1 and 7 sixteenths inch diameter

adjusted the entire spread band will
be above that frequency.
Conversely,
setting the band with the main dial at
100 will throw the spread band on the
lower fquency side. The dials on the
two tank condensers are finely and accurately calibrated to facilitate precise
logging.
While calibration curves are
furnishe 1with each receiver, the operator should make an accurate calibration of lis own receiver by means of
siandare
frequency signals, certain
stations known to be well controlled,
etc.
This type of band spreading circuit
necessarly results in a non- uniform
band width at various frequencies, and
this fact should be taken into consideration by the operator. At 20 megacycles tFe band is approximately 1500
kc wide and narrows to 300 kc wide at
10 mega- cycles ( using the " AA" coils).
With the "BB" coils the band width is
1000 kc at 10 mc. and 150 ke wide at
5 mc. Toe band spreading on these two>
ranges iF accomplished by the 15 mmf.
condensers C2 and C2, Fig. 1, on the
main tuning dial.
These condensers
alone ar-3 inadequate for proper band
width in the 5 me. to 1.5 mc. range
covered by the " CC" and " DD" coils.
In this range. the 26 mmf. condensers E
and F ( Fig. 1) are connected into the circuit also. However, no switch is necessary,
as this acditional connection is automatically made when the "CC" and " DD" coils
are inserted in their sockets. The fifth coil
prong ( which is not used in Coils " AA"
and " BB") is used for this purpose in
Coils " CC" and " DD." In this frequency
range the band width varies from approximately 1200 kc. at 4.5 mc. to 225 kc. at
1.5 inc.
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HATRY & YOUNG
HY-7B

A.G. SET
2" ,, A.F.
'45
SPEAKER
JACK

RI7

HEATER. CONNECTIONS

7

Complete wiring diagram of the Hatry type HY-7B, short-wave super-het, designed for A.C. operation.

Table of Coil Turns
Coil
01
023
045

OSCILLATOR COILS
L3*
L3 TaP
28
None
18
None
10
6

L4
14
10
6

OR DETECTOR COILS
Li
Le
L2 Tap
Lv
5
35"
None
None
3
19
None
None
2
12
5
None
2
9
7
6
2
7
4
4
" L3 and 1.2 are wound with No. 22 D.S.C.;
all other windings are No. 30 D.S.C.
Winding, are placed not snore than an eighthinch apart on National coil- forms and are wound
,s close to the bottoms of these forms as is reasonable.
" For this coil L2 is 35 turns of 30 D.S.C.
instead of 22 gauge.

PLACING OF
WINDINGS
OF
0405CIL.) COILS

ANTENNA

Coil
Al
A2
A3
A4
Al

Li— Antenna winding of A coils.
L2—Grid winding of A coils.
L3— Grid winding of 0 coils.
L4— Plate winding of 0 coils.
L5- C6- C8- 05- L6- R5 comprise an intermediate R.F. transformer and are
all included in one can.
L5- C8
must tune to 1,500 kc. or slightly
higher. See original HY-7 article
for suitable dimensions.
L6—R.F. choke.
L7— Tickler in Detector I.F.T. which also
includes L3- C8- L6- 05- C7.
L8—R.F. choke such as Hammarlunds
85mh. or SPC.
Cl — National 50 Mmfd. midget shortwave condenser,. ST- or SE- 50.
C2— Same as Cl but used as vernier and
range extender.
C3—Sangamo .01.
C4— . 00025 Mfd.
C5— .25 Mfd. non-inductive 200v.,
Sprague.
C6— . 0005 Sangamo.
C7— . 0002 Mfd. Sangamo.
C8-100 Mmfd. Hammarlund equalizer
EC- 80.
C9— . 0001 Mfd. Sangamo.
C10— . 0005 Mfd. Sangamo.
C11— .01 Sangamo.
C12-1 Mfd. Flechtheim, 250v.
R1-5000 ohms Clarostat potentiometer.
R2— . 25 megohm Electrad metallic leak.

L3
L4

01 - CKT. B
023 - "
B
045- "
A

OSCIL. COILS
CIRCUITS

LV WHEN USED
LZ

A 1 - CK.
T.
AZ A3 A4 - .
AS - •

A
A
B
C
C

-F
ANT. COILS CIRCUITS

PLACING OF
WINDINGS
OF
A - ( ANT.)COILS

Details of oscillator and antenna coil circuits.

R3-2000 ohms Electrad flexible.
R4-400 ohms bias resistor.
R5-2 megohm Electrad metallic leaks.
R6-3 megohms Electrad metallic leak.
R7— . 1 megohms Electrad metallic leak.
R8-50,000 ohms Electrad Royalty potentiometer.
R9—.15 Megohms Electrad metallic leak.
R10-- .01 Electrad metallic leak.
R11-5000 ohms Electrad Truvolt type
B50.
R12— .25 Megohm Electrad metallic leak.
R13-1 Megohm Electrad metallic leak.
R14-2700 ohms 2 watt Durham resistor.
R15-1500 ohms Electrad B15.
R16-20 ohms centertapped, Clarostat.
R17-10 ohms centertapped, Clarostat.

RAPIER+

Wiring diagrams of the HY-7B plate,
filament and heater supply.
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HATRY & YOUNG
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Complete wiring diagram of the 6-tube short-wave receiver designed by Mr. L. W. Hatry, and which embodies
double detector principle with intermediate amplifier.

•

•

L4—I.F.T. winding, 140 turns No. 30
D.S.C. on 1- inch ( outside diameter) tubing. Three required;
L5-0scillator-coil grid winding;
L6— Oscillator coil plate winding;
CK1—R.F. chokes, Hammarlund shielded
type. In manufactured I.F. transformers for the " HY-7," CK1, L4
(and L3 in one), and C3 are within the shielding can along with C9
or C6. Thus live circuits are fully
shielded;
CK2—Hammarlund shielded R.F. choke.
One or three required;
A.F.T.—National A-100 audio transformer.
C1-50-mmf. Hammarlund or Pilot
midget condenser for first-detector
tuning; two required;
C2—.01-mf. Sangamo fixed condenser,
by-pass for R9;
C3-0.25 mf. Sprague midget fixed condenser, six required;
C4-100-mmf. mica variable condensers ( Hammarlund " EC80" equalizers), three required;
C5—.001-mf. Sangamo fixed condenser,
two required if second detector is
'40. ( C5 becomes . 0002-mf, if second detector is ' 12A);
C6-200-mmf. Sangamo fixed condenser. Grid condenser for detector;
C7—Same as Cl, but tuning condenser
for oscillator;
C8-1-mf. Tobe fixed condenser;
C9-500 mmf. Sangamo fixed condenser, three required unless second
detector is '12A ( see C10) ;
C10-500-mmf. for '40 second detector,

or 200-mmf. for ' 12A;
C11—.001 mf. Sangamo fixed condenser;
R1-15-ohm Yaxley filament resistor,
three required;
R2-2000- or 3000-ohm Electrad flexible
resistors. Used for R.F. choking
or filtering effect, 4 required; if
substituted in place of CK1s in
home-made job, 7 would be required;
R3—Second-detector grid-leak,
Electrad metallic type. 7 megs. for the
'12A as second detector, or 4 megs.
for the '40;
R4-100,000 - ohm
Electrad
metallic
fixed resistor, leak type. Reduces
D.C. voltage placed on spacecharge grid;
1{5-50,000- or 100,000-ohm Electrad
"Royalty" variable resistor, potentiometer type for volume control;
R6-2-megohm Electrad metallic leak,
two required;
R7— Resistance to set filament voltage
on tubes. Yaxley 4L or any 2- ohm
rheostat or resistor adjustable to
approximately 0.9 ohm;
R8- 10,000-ohm Electrad metallic gridleak resistor;
R9-50,000-ohm Electrad " Royalty" potentiometer. Biases first detector
for best detection;
SW1—Battery switch, Yaxley " Type 10."
Turns second detector in and out
of oscillation;
SW2—Same as SW1 but turns battery
current on and off. Two required.
Additional requirements in parts: two
5- prong tube sockets for coil sockets; two
4- prong sockets ( Pilot) for first detector
and oscillator tubes.
If the standard
"HY-7" aluminum chassis is purchased
with the kit, the four additional sockets
are riveted in place.
A dial is needed
for C7, and about 18 inches of shielded
wire for wiring.

COIL- TABLE

List of Constants
Li— Detector coil primary or antenna
winding;
L2— Detector coil grid winding;
La— Second- detector tickler.
8 turns
of No. 30 D.S.C. on* top of L4 at
"B+" end;

o
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INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA
A.C. CONQUEROR..

Diagram of connections for the A.C. "Conqueror" short wave receiver.

295-600 Meters
The circuit comprises a one- stage
R.F. coil 107 turns.
radio-frequency amplifier, regenerative
Det. coil 139 turns on the secondary, 30
detector, and three- stage audio- frequency
turns on the urimary, 50 turns on the
tickler.
amplifier.
It is the typical short-wave
Antenna coil is 1-15/16" in diameter
type, with plug-in coils to cover the en10 turns.
tire short-wave and broadcast bands.
The complete set of coils covers the
Five tubes are used: A screen-grid type range of from 14 to 600 meters. Two
'24, three type '27's and a type '45. In coils are used to cover the broadcast
the power pack is a ..ype '80 rettifier. band. This is an advantage; it spreads
the low wavelength broadcast stations
Accurately made, rigid, well-balanced.
over the entire dial and they are more
coils are essential to properly cover the
easily s
.'éparated and tuned in.
As far as
entire range and maintain selectivity and
broadcast reception is concerned, this set
proper regeneration control.
The coils
ranks with the best. This type of coil is
are probably the most important part of
the same as that used in almost all ship
the set.
The form is of genuine hard
rubber, 2" in diameter, rigidly held on and shore stations.
metal end supports. The wire is wound The two 2,000- ohm resistors are for obin grooves in the hard rubber and cannot taining the proper " C" biasing voltages.
slip.
The wire ends are connected to The r.f. chokes shown in the radio- fresocket terminals on the coil base. Plug quency amplifier and detector plate leads
contacts are placed in the set. The ab- are also important for efficient filtering.

Excessive a.c. hum in short-wave sets
sence of plug contacts on the coil makes
it less vulnerable to damage when lying was traced to the detector. Probably the
a.c. magnetic field surrounding the detecabout not in use.
tor heater causes modulation of the plate
THE COILS
current by affecting the electron stream.
17-28 Meters
However, this has been completely wiped
R.F. coil 6 turns.
Det. coil 4 turns on the secondary. 1
out by proper filtering. In the first place,
turn on the primary, 4 turns on the
the detector heater is maintained at a
tickler.
positive bias of 65 volts—by means of
27-45 Meters
the bias resistor in the powei pack, Fig.
R.F. coil 11 turns.
Det. coil 8 turns on the secondary, 3
2.
This biasing voltage, together with
turns on the primal •
6 turns on the
the .001 mfd. by-pass condenser contickler.
nected between the detector heater and
40-80 meters
cathode and placed directly at the detecR.F. coil 19 turns.
Det. coil 18 turns on the secondary, 4
tor socket, reduces a.c. hum to a point
turns on the primary, 8 turns on the
where it is imperceptible—even with
tickler.
headphones connected to the output of
75-150 Meters
the three- stage audio amplifier.
R.F. coil 34 turns.

180- and 250-volt plate leads and the two
21
2 /
volt filament leads to the set by
means of a cable connecting it to the set.
It is built separately in a metal case as
shown in the photographic illustration.
An objectionable feature with many
sets is the fluctuation of voltage supplied
by the power pack when operating the
set. With a regenerative detector, the detector plate current varies considerably,
depending upon the degree of regeneration. On power packs in which an unusually high ohmage resistor is used to
cut down the voltage to the desired
amount, the variation in load, caused by
the variation in regeneration, produces a
great voltage fluctuation, resulting in unstable and unreliable set operation and
difficulty in tuning. In this power pack
an uniisually low ohmage bleeder resistance is used. This causes a rather large
current drain from the power pack—
large in proportion to the drain caused
by the detector tube of the set. Therefore, any change in detector plat.
ecurrent
has little effect on the supply voltage and
steady operation is obtained.
MOO
?HMS
•
B+
Z50 V.

Det. coil 30 turns on the secondary, 10
turns on the primary, 15 turns on the
tickler.
145-300 Meters
R.F. coil 54 turns.
Det. coil 54 turns on the secondary, 15
turns on the primary, 18 turns on the
tickler.

-o

The Power Suppl)
The power supply is clearly shown in
the diagram of Fig. 2. It supplies the

Circuit of " B" supply unit.
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INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA
2 TUBE

e
ANT.

the ICA Short Wave Scout is
here illustrated; one of its features is
that it utilizes but two tubes and it can
be instantly switched into circuit by
means cf a switch mounted on the
front o! the converter. The same
switch, when thrown in the opposite
direction., connects your broadcast receiver fcr regular 200 to 550 meter reception.
This
converter, which
is
mounted in a very neat and small walnut cabilet, may be connected to any
broadcast receiver and complete instructions and wiring diagram come
with each converter.
It is s very simile matter for the
purt-hae- to quickly connect the converter to his broadcast receiver. The
antenna wire is disconnected from the
regular 3roadcast receiver and is connected to a post on the converter. A
marked wire from the converter is connected to the antenna post of the " BC"
receiver. The ground connection is left
on the ' BC" receiver and after that

G2
G3 &S

(
CreG4,CAP
G1

(GREEN)

SCOUT

tc

H

'TOP VIEW
Nr..- OF SOCKETS

—e

&GEL

37

TO SET
ANT.

13

(REO)

e

TO SET
▪ GND.
✓ (BLUE)

el

-

7
110 V..A.C.
OR D.C.

%.à.•

H.lok-up of S-W Converter
one has simply to plug the cord from the
converter into a convenient 110 volt AC
or DC lamp socket.
The dial on the BC
receiver :
s set to approximately 650 KC
or 460 meters, or as close to this point as
freedom from BC interference will permit;
for tuning the short waves the center dial

RED

12
8+

•

BLACK

on the converter is used, the dial on the
BC receiv?..r being left set at 650 KC.
The rarge of this ICA Scout S- W Converter is from 200 meters down to 60 meters
and by means of an additional plug-in
coil supeed at slight extra cost, the shortwave ranee can be extended down to 20
meters.

f

ALAN RADIO CO.
"PRIZE

•

Though primarily intended for headphone operation, this set will operate
a magnetic or small dynamic speaker
on many local signals. The circuit utilizes a sensitive type 78 grid-leak detector, a 43 power amplifier, and a
25Z5 rectifier, a combination of tubes
which adapts itself readily to both
A.C. and D.C. operation with practically identical performance.
Aside from the use of the 78 tube,
the detector circuit is a conventional
regenerative
grid-leak
arrangement.
The grid- leak found most satisfactory
was 5 megohms, and the grid condenser . 0001 mf. Regeneration is smoothly
controlled by means of a 50,000 ohm
potentiometer of the carbon element
type in the . 78 screen lead, by-passed
with a . 5 mf. condenser. The tuning
condenser has a maximum capacity of
165 mmf. or . 000165 inf. and about 9
mmf. (. 000009 mf.) minimum capacity.
This, coupled to a 10:1 tuning dial,
makes for fairly easy tuning.
In the antenna circuit, a small "trimmer" of 40 'Tina. maximum has been
included for the elimination of dead.
spots.
Coil Data For Use With 165 Mmf.
Coil Forms: 1% inch diameter, five prong
type.
"G" terminal of grid winding at top of
form.

WINNER"

"P" terminal of tickler winding at bottom of form.
AU windings close wound except " A."
Spacing on " A" equal to diameter of wire.
All windings wound in same direction.
Grid terminal of form not used.
Wavelength
(meters)

Grid
Type of
wire

'A' 14

to 35
'11 .-34 to 63
'C'-62 to 112
'1Y-110 to 195

No.
No.
No.
No.

20 enam.
20 enam.
24 SCC
26 SCC

5
11
19
48

Type of
wire

No.
No.
No.
No.

28
28
28
28

/NI

-.40 ,

POO 0 PORMIR

.
7001-

4,

ouTovr

r-'

Separation

Tickler
Turns

1
9re"t

SCC
SCC
SCC
SCC

.T'\

Turns
3
4
5
7

C004 (Sir
3..(
POW )

5/32'
5/32'
1/8'
3/32'

43, 25 ZS

r- -

List of Parts
COILS
1 set four " Prize Winner" coils to cover
14 to 200 meters or as described in table.
1 AUDIOFORMER ( National, etc.)
1 15 h., 100 ohm filter choke
1 25 h., 350 ohm filter choke
CONDENSERS
1 .00004 mf. Ant. Trimmer ( Hammarlund)
1 .01 mf. bypass, Aerovox
1 .02 mf. bypass Aerovox
1 Prizewinner 165 mmf. short-wave condenser
1 .0001 mf. mica bypass condenser ( El meneo)
1 .00035 mf. mica bypass condenser ( Elmeneo)
1 10 mf. 25 volt electrolytic bypass ( Dubilier)
1 Filter block consisting of two 8 mf. and
one 16 mf. 200 v. electrolytic condensers
(Aerovox, Wego)

A,
I I De Md. at,
. PIS
al»

I

8Hs

dlla•

0us

fi uP

L

CHASSIS

110 Woo

Wiring diagram of the new "Alan" ShortWave F.eceiver—it employs plug-in coils
to change the wave bands. The tubes are
operated in series with a small resistance
across the line.

RESISTORS
1 5 meg. resistor
1 600 ohm one watt resistor ( Elmenco)
1 100,0E ohm % watt resistor ( Ehnenco)
1 60,000 ohm potentiometer ( Centralab)

I
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO CORP.
ALL- WAVE

e
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E
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RECEIVER_
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1.1-1

A.8•A

POWER AUDIO
TUBE

R • 17.

Diagram fqr allwave International
receiver—the wave
bands are changed
by a switch.

t
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R- 18;

i -R-1.

HE International All- Wave Duo is
a long and short wave receiver
built in one complete chassis. There
are two illuminated tuning dials, one for
short waves, which will receive from 20
to 200 meters—the other for long waves,
from 200 to 600 meters. One tone control which operates for both short and
long wave reception; one switch for
changing from long to short wave reception.
There are no " plug-in" coils to
change. Short wave coils are wound on
a drum type selector which operates
from a knob on the front of the panel.

The Duo short wave receiver operates
with oscillation under control at all tintes.
You can hear the carrier waves on the
short wave stations, without the " whistling sound".
In other words, the Duo
tunes in short wave stations the seine as
a regular long wave distant station on
any standard set; you only hear the voice
or music.
The International All-Wave Duo can
be obtained in a mantel type cabinet or
chassis only for export.
110-220 A.C.
voltage transformer which operates on
50 to 60 cycle current is furnished as
standard equipment.

There are three positions on the short
wave band—No. 1, 20 to 75 meters; No.
2, 75 to 125 meters; No. 3, 125 to 200
meters.

Simple Operation—The A.C. Switch is
combined with the volume control, which
controls the volume for both short and
long wave bands.
After set has been
turned on, you can switch from short to
long waves instantly, or back to short
waves again, by turning the lower left
hand knob.

The Duo is an eight-tube " super" het
chassis; the tube equipment consists of:
2-235 Variable Mu; 3-224 Screen Grid;
1-227 Oscillator; 1-247 Pentode ( output) ; 1-280 Rectifier.

Two-dial " dual" receiver, tunes from
20 to 600 meters; without " plug-in"
coils.
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COLIN B. KENNEDY CORP.
COMBINATION
3 POLE -3WAV SWITCH
BREAKING AT POINTS " X"
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4
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\ -e
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" 6M O.
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The receiver is not of the superheterodyne type, but uses a dynatron
oscillator, the output being taken from
the screen of this tube through a condenser as shown. The frequency of the
)scillator is fixed at approximately 1530
K.C., but can be varied.
For short wave reception it is only
necessary to once set the dial of the long
wave receiver at the output frequency of

the short wave oscillator, and then tune
the short wave receivers' single dial, as
well as operate the regeneration control.
This long and short wave receiver
thus employs a total of six screen grid
tubes, four being tuned amplifier tubes
and thus producing a trenendous overall
amplification of the shorl wave signals.
Including the audio stages, a total of 11
tubes are employed for short wave.

KENNEDY GLOBE TROTTER_
CON VE R.TE

A 110-10S Pi

obtained.
Twin,
OUTPUT COIL

I
L
25.

s-2-----=nre le
.06- PIF— J•

P

The lower right hand knob on the
short-wave unit may be turned to five
different positions.
One of these posi-'
tions is marked " long wave" and when )
the swibh is turned to this position, the
antenna is automatically connected directly to the long- wave receiver and the
output of the short-wave unit is disconnected. The broadcast receiver may then
be operated exactly as though the shortwave set or converter were not there at all.

When short-wave stations are desired,
this switch is turned to the particular
point, v.hich includes the desired waveOCT
soy.
length, and the filament switch is turned
(lower left hand knob) to the "on" posiparticular type or make of broadcast re- tion, which will turn on - the short-wave
ceiver for obtaining the best results.
unit tubes and light up the dials.
After the short wave unit is in operation,
The long wave receiver dial must then
this wire may be tried first on one and
then on the other of these two posts, and be turn .d to the end of the scale, or
permanently left where best results are 1,500 ki ocycles.
00 GPO.
POST

400 0.04‘

It will be noted that on the back of
the short wave unit a wire has been
brought out which may be connected to
either one of the two binding posts near
the end of the base. The purpose is to
enable the user to adapt the unit to his

00 -40 SuPPLY•LW
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LEOTONE RADIO CORP.
4

TUBE

Improved selectivity is
afforded by providing a well-designed
tuned radio frequency stage. The plugin coils used in the antenna circuit are
of the same 4- pin type as those used for
coupling the plate circuit of the R.F.
tube with the grid of the detector tube.
These plug-in coils may be of any
standard make, data for winding which
are given herewith, and designed for
use with . 00014 mf. tuning condensers.
The two tuning condensers are ganged
and a small variable trimming condenser of about 30 to 50 mmf. is connected across the second tuning condenser in the plate circuit of the R.F.
tube.
To prevent the possibility of shortcircuiting the B battery should the
plates of the second tuning condenser
accidentally touch, a small fixed condenser of .01 mf. s connected in series
with the plate of the R.F. tube and
the stator of the second tuning condenser as the diagram clearly shows.
Due to the high value of this series
blocking condenser there is no appreciable reduction in the tuning capacity.

DRY

'high sensitivity and also smooth operation of the regeneration characteristic,
the detector operating approximately
on the square law.
Regeneration is
controlled in this detector circuit by
means of the 100,000 ohm rheostat
(potentiometer) which is connected in
series with the 22.5 volt B plus feed,
as illustrated in the diagram.
A volume control is also provided in
this interesting circuit. In series with
a 15-ohm filament resistor in the positive wire feeding the R.F. tube, we find
a 20 ohrn variable resistance, which is
used as a volume control. This 20 ohm
variable resistor also serves the purpose of checking any oscillations which
might be set up in the R.F. circuit.
As in all other short-wave receivers,
the radio frequency choke, RFC, is an
important item and it should have low
distributed capacity with a maximum
of inductance, the value of the R.F.
choke in this case being about 30 mh.
One may try R.F. chokes having inductances from anywhere from 20 to 100 mh.

Any average size antenna system
may be used with this short-wave receiver or approximately the same size
antenna as that used for broadcast reception.
Instead of using a series
trimming condenser in the antenna circuit the trimmer in this case is connected across the second tuning condenser in the plate circuit of the R.F.
tube, as indicated in the diagram.

Detector Circuit Features
In this particular receiver grid- leak
detection is employed, which provides

BATTERY

SET

CONDENSERS:
1—two-gang 0.00014 mf. tuning condenser.
5-0.01 mt. mica condensers.
1-0.5 mf. bypass condenser.
1-0.00025 mf., mica condenser.
1-0.0001 mf. mica condenser.
RESISTORS:
1-16 ohm fixed filament resistor.
1-20 ohm rheostat.
1-2.7 ohm fixed resistor ( may be improvised from a 6 ohm rheostat set to apply
2 volts on filament, when the 20 ohm rheostat
is set at zero resistance).
1-3 meg. pigtail resistor.
1-100,000 potentiometer, with switch attached.
3-0.25 meg. ( 260,000 ohm) pigtail resistors.
1-1.0 meg. pigtail resistor.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
3 UX and one UY sockets.
1 antenna- ground connector.
1 speaker connector.
1 six- lead outlead cable.
1 drum dial, scale, escutcheon.
1 shielded box' with hinge cover, overall
9%" wide x 8%" high x 834".
1 chassis with shield compartments, to fit
inside shield cover.
2—"C" batteries; 1-3 volt, 1-22 1,4 volt
(small " B" unit).

A by-pass condenser of .00025 mf. is connected from the tickler to the filament circuit; the plate load resistor for the detecfor is 0.25
megohm,
which
is
coupled
through a .01-mf, fixed condenser to the
1-megohm grid resistor of the first audio
amplifier, a 30 type tube.
The plate load
resistor for this first audio tube has a
value of 0.25 megohm. This couples through
another 0.01-mf, condenser to the 0.25.
megohm grid resistor of the second audio
or output tube, also of the 30 type.

Meters
Wavelength
200-80

80-40

23 T. No. 28 En.
Wound
16 T. per inch

List of Parts for Leotone Receiver

40-20

11 T. No. 28 En.
9T. No. 30 En.
3-32' between turns C. W.

COILS:
2 sets of short-wave pluur-in coils for
0.00014 mf. capacity.
Priden, ( Bruno).
1-30 millihenry honeycomb R.F. choke coil.

R C). .M
01
F.-

34

LEOTONE-ALDEN PLUG-IN COIL DATA
Distance
between
Grid coil turns
Tickler turne
2coils
52 T. No. 28 En.
19 T. No. 30 Ea.
Wound
Close wound (CW)
32 T. per inch
11T. No. 30 En.
C. W.

54"

20-10
5T. No. 28 En.
7T. No. 30 En.
3-10' between turns C. W.
Coil form-2W long by ne dia. 4-pin base.

.01MF.

0.25-MEG.

33
OUTPUT

SWITCH
GH O.

8+

67

0.5'
MF.
t
/2%;.

8+ 22 V2 V.

8+ 135v

The interesting hook-up devised by the Leotone engineers, whereby maximum strength of signal is obtained, with a minimum
of battery consumption. An A. C. model is also available.
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EASTERN RESEARCH LABS.
"LEUTZ" YACHT RECEI V ERS
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Wiring diagram of the short-wave receiving set installed on the yacht, "Arse"

• THE successful design of broadcast
receiving equipment for yacht installations is a problem all by itself and
is not generally understood.
With the
craft at dock and near broadcast trans-

.0002 MF

ANT/ .00014 ME
SW

mitters, any average broadcast receiver
works fairly well.
With the yacht
under way, it is another matter and
each installation must be given individual consideration

'35
' 35
465 KC

465 KC

35

465 KC

IMF

MEO
75.000014M
20.000 OHMS
100

10.000 OHMS
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d
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41.IF 814F

-Dv NA MOTOR

465 KC

27

10OHMS)
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4MF

50.000
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Yacht "Migrant" Installation

PHONE
JACK

;;Á
F.

mF.

20,006
cmws
'20.000 0.+AIS

l
ea

Range 15 to 2000 Meters
The ` AuAs" installation is divided into
three receiver sections. First there is the
main b-oadcast receiver covering 200 to
570 meters, together with a power amplifier. Si-cond, there is a short wave tuner
covering 15 to 200 meters, the output of
which can be switched through the power
amplifier of the above broadcast receiver.
The third section is an auxiliary receiver,
entirely separate from the above and having its own power pack.
The auxiliary
receiver in addition to tuning 200 to 570
meters also tunes from 550 to 2,000
meters, allowing the reception of foreign
broadcast wavelengths when the vessel is
in European waters.
The main broadcast receher has three
stages cf high gain tuned radio frequency
amplification using -24 tubes.
One band
pass filler stage precedes the first radio
stage. The detector stage is also tuned
using a -24 tube with plate rectification.
This makes a total of five toned circuits.
An antenna series variable condenser is
provided to adjust the antenna electrically
to the optimum value for the different
wavelengths received.
The plate circuit of the detector is resistance coupled. Following the detector
is an initial stage of audio amplification.
Ordinarily, it would seem that this stage
of audio would not be necessary. It has
a low ratio of amplification and becomes
very useful when receiving relatively weak
signals and it is also important in connection with the electric phonograph.

•

OHMS

ewc.)

4114F

Wiring diagram for the "short-wave" superhet receiver installed on the yacht
"Migrant."

This short wave receiver covers 13.8 to
200 meters with six sets of coils. Other
coils are provided to tune wavelengths up
to 1,000- meters so that the apparatus can
also be used for regular broadcast band
reception as an auxiliary.
Tubes are arranged as follows:
-27 Oscillator
3 -35 Intermediate
radio
frequency
stages at 465 K.C.
-27 second Detector
-27 First Audio
2 -50 Power Push Pull tubes
Power Pack ( in separate case) has
281 rectifiers
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EASTERN RESEARCH LABS.
MODE L * IC" 1, MODEL_ " L"
ANT.
Olt 1s.Y.R.
F.UNIT REG .
ANT.

22 R F.STAGE
.000125 M F.

SETS

DOT . STAGE

3 AUDIO

ANT

`- z

100,000 OHMS
.00012.5 MF .
.01 UF .j

.000125 M F.
221

cr7

STAGE UN I
T

.00025 M F.. 0001 MF.

-,/

221

2

. 01 MF

-

1

1114

'100 A

17111

Eio.10

OHMS

10
011141S

—14

'Nie

11 <
îl,
DIRIGISLE
ANTENNA

50,000 OHMS

.514 F.
s.
50,000 OHM5

$0,000 OHMS
RF15 + 1
180 V.

D,

'tC1-3—
Es.«1

SW.

Ai. 3
1
4E0 5W .

G
4.0V.Olt àSI
AS

I-

A4 Sv

Complete wiring diagram of the Leutz short-wave receiver; three stages of audio amplification are used.

These two receivers, " Model C"
and " Model L," are of unit construction,
and resemble in appearance the famous
Leutz " Transoceanic Silver Ghost," premier long- wave receiver. The short-wave
receivers, however, are not quite as
lengthy, having at most only four units;
whereas the " Silver Ghost," when all the
units are assembled, comprises six.
The unit form of construction allows
extreme flexibility.
The units comprising . the detector and the audio stages
may be combined to form the receiver;
if greater volume is desired, one or both
of the R. F. stages may be added.
•

•

LEUTZ_
S. VV. CON V ERTE R_

300 000
0)-4AS
i cEACHE
43H5tOeKeL

F2

Appearance of Leutz adapter that makes short-wave reception possible with your broadcast receiver. It has its own
"B" and filament-heater supply.

Hook-up of Leutz S.- W. adapter; only
two wires connect to B.C. set.
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R-9 - 9 TO 200 METER.
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SELECTOR.
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TO 510V,
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PLTER 040KE

, 200 Owms
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FIELD 2.500

Diagram of the new Lincoln R-9 Superheterodyne, especially designed for reception in the shcrt-wave spectrum
meters. Switches select the proper coils for each hand.

fram

9 to

200

front panel.

"C.W." Reception Provided for
A beat oscillator is employed for recep-

Photo above—business- like appearance of the newest Lincoln
off-spring, the R-9 short-wave super- het, with 11 tubes.

tion of -C̀.W." signals; this is also operated by a switch on the front panel. Full
indication of signal is had with the meter
mounted in the center of panel, allowing
accurate tuning to the exact center of the
carrier wave and also indicating unmodulated carriers which can be tuned with perfect accuracy.
This valuable feature is
of paramount importance, as many stations
are "standing by" temporarily and would
be entirely overlooked without this method
of location.
Two dials are employed, the one to the
left being the main tuning dial and the one
to the right for band-spreading, which is
effective on all frequencies. In commercial
work, where the operator only works a
specified band of frequencies, this bandspread dial is very desirable, allowing wide
separation on the dial.

Sensitivity and Volume Controls
• OWING to the increased demand in
both commercial and broadcast listeners fields, many months of development work have been put on the new
Lincoln R-9 receiver, designed to register wavelengths from 9 to 200 meters.
While the field has been well covered
with commercial types of short wave
receivers and combinations of snortwave and broadcast, yet the strictly
short-wave receiver design has not
had the attention that a few of the
receivers ranging from 15-550 meters
have had.
Silver-Contact Band Selector- Switch
The general plan of the R-9 employs
the proved design of the DeLuxe
SW-33, utilizing the silver-contact selector-switch, which independently selects the desired inductances for group
frequency range. The grouping of the
frequencies is as follows:
Starting
from the lower wave end-

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

position
position
position
position
position

8.8
14.6
27.4
48.2
86.2

meters
meters
meters
meters
meters

to 16.8
to 27.7
to 61.6
to 99.
to 216.

The circuit uses an intermediate frequency amplifier of three powerful
stages, with tuned first detector stage.
The coils are of Litz wire; eight tuned
circuits are used. The last I.F. stage
is of balanced-grid push-pull construction, feeding into the Wunderlich tube
(2nd detector), the output of which
feeds into the transformer coupled 56
first audio stage and through large
transformer coupling into two 45 pushpull output tubes.
Tubes used are
4-58; 3-56; 1—Wunderlich; 2-45;
and 1-80.
Due to the remarkable action of the
Wunderlich tube, perfect automatic
,t) tine control is had fly controlling the
complete I. F. amplifier. This feature can
be eliminated and the set will work without
A.V.C. by n.lanipulating a switch on the

The regulation of sensitivity and volume
is identical
with the Lincoln
DeLuxe
SW-33, and it is one of the most satisfactory systems for the broadcast listener as
well as the commercial operator. In order
to get distance in the conventional type
of receiver, one is required to advance the
sensitivit y control to a point where heavy
noise and signal can be heard loud enoueli
to disturb the whole neighborhood; while
in the TIEW Lincoln system, the sensitivity
control can be advanced to a maximum,
giving power to reach any distance and
the volume control can be at minimum,
with speaker volume only loud enough to
be heard a few feet away from the speaker.
This system also allows absolutely silent
tuning by the use of the signal indicator.
The R-9 model is of the table mounting
type, haring a heavy metal removable cover
and heary metal front panel. The chassis
is mounted on a wood base with moulding
at bottom, and the whole unit is attractively finished.
A separate power pack is used, identical with the large DeLuxe all- wave model,
together with a dynamic speaker. A head
phone jack is incorporated.
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Complete wiring diagram of the new Lincoln De- Luxe " All- Wave" super-het, which tuner. from 15 to 550 meters at a
single "twist of the wrist". The various coils used for tuni ng in the different wavelengths and their connections to the
"ganged" control switch, are shown at the extreme left of the diagram.

Tuning In Short Waves a Cinch!
Whether the purchaser of a Lincoln
new All- Wave Super is interested particularly in short-wave reception, or only
listens in occasionally on short waves,
this cleverly designed and highly efficient
receiver, will appeal irresistibly.
Tuning in short waves is a " cinch" with the
new Lincoln—a simple twist of the wrist
on the band- selector switch puts immediately at your service the following
wavelength ranges: 15-30; 30-50; 50100; 100-200; and finally the broadcast
range of 200-550 meters.
The length of antenna depends on local absorption. Ten feet of antenna in
one locality will equal a 50-ft. antenna
in another. As a general thing, buildings of steel construction require a
longer antenna to compensate for loss of
absorption in steel, state the Lincoln experts. Antennas from 15 to 100 feet will
work satisfactorily.

The total amplification of the receiver
need not be used for the majority of longdistance reception, and for that reason
there are two regulations for power;
allowing the use of low amplification for
the nearby more powerful stations. In
fact, a range up to 2,000 miles in the
broadcast band can be brought in with
very good volume on low power, and only
when extreme distance or short-wave reception is desired need the high power
position be used.
How to Use Volume Control

Never advance the volume control past
the point of stability. Tremendous amplification is available before oscillation
will occur. The strength of the incoming signal is directly proportional to the
amount of amplification required; and
,vhen a signal is so weak, due to atmospheric conditions, that same cannot be
heard with a reasonable amount of amprification being used, nothing can be
Operation Hints
First you connect A.C. line to wall gained by advancing the volume control
socket; turn right-hand control knob further.
until switch is turned on, and see if all
heaters are operating.
Selecting Wave Bands By Switch
See that all adjusting knobs on top of
The range of the Lincoln De Luxe
I.F. (intermediate amplifier) cans point "32" equipment is from- 15-550 meters.
to marks on top of can.
Turn volume This range is divided into five groups to
control ( right hand knob) about halfway on and tune in a station with main
dial ( center knob), adjusting trimmer
(second knob from left) to loudest sigSINN. FIELD
nal.
Then reduce your volume control
.200Y.
RED
to a weak signal and carefully go over
.165V.
all of the adjustments on top of the
WERE
100V
transformers, peaking each one at the
BROWN
loudest point.
Next, tune in a distant
81J414
signal and go over the operation again.
•/.4
AR
4,100 OHMS
Pi amp ),
Once this adjustment is done, no further

F

attention need be paid to it.
Adjustments of the I.F. transformer should be
made with the low-high power switch in
high power position.

1103#,AL.
SUPPLY

/

2h v , A
AMP.

Diagram of Lincoln power supply.

be selected by switch at left side of control panel and the range is divided as
follows:
15— 30 metersmeters
30— 50
50-100 meters
100-200 meters
200-550 meters.
Each g-roup will register from 0 to.100
on the dial. For instance, in thé 15-30
meter band the 15 meters will register at
low end of dial and the 30 meters at ;
upper end of dial, and likewise throughout all of the group. The De Luxe " 10" ,
and " 32" models tune very sharp and
dial must be accurately set in resonance
with the station as it is very easy to
pass over a short-wave station, especially in the higher frequencies. Also, it
is very essential that the left-hand antenna trimming knob should be kept in
resonance to bring in the signals.
Now assume that you wish to tune in
G5SW (Chelmsford, England) ; from
your log book you note that this station
uses a wavelength of 25.53 meters which
falls in the 15-30 meter group. So merely turn the selector switcn to the 15-30
meter position; turn your dial to about
65; bring the antenna trimmer to resonance; and tune slowly both sides of this
position until G5SW is located.
When
W8XK is broadcasting on 25.25 meters,
G5SW can be quickly located about one
dial division above them.
The above procedure is followed for all
short-wave reception.
Stations in the
31-meter band are found on the lower
portion of the dial when selector switch
is set *in the 30-50 meter position. The
49-meter band stations will then be found
around 70 on the dial.
The 85-meter
band will be found near 60, with switch
in the 50-100 meter position. One group
of police calls will be found near 30 and
another group near 70, with switch in
the 10C-200 meter position.
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Intermediate Frequency
Assuming that a modern broadcast set
of the highest quality is to be used, the
choice does not rest with the matter of
selectivity, because these sets are rarely
sensitive all over the band; the only
other choice is one of selectivity.
It is
well known that sets are more selerti‘e
at the low frequencies and that the modern 'broadcast set is better able to find a
clear spot between stations at about 90
than at any other point on the dial. It
is for this reason that the intermediate
frequency was chosen at about 575 kilocycles.
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The Midwest S- W convertor circuit is shown nuove: the - out put" p.,- t ronnects to "aerial"
post on broadcast set; chassis is grounded to " G" post on
B.C.
set.

OSCILLATOR COIL

R.F. COIL

I

.00005MF.

oars
HOF E
MOWS
MRF(

This changing of the selected i.f. frequency requires a corresponding change
in the relation between the oscillator circuit and the r.f. tuning, and the " trimmer" condenser must be large enough to
compensate for this change.

3

msFs -

Coil Requirements

LOFS

We now have our coil requirements
pretty well in mind. The r.f. coil should
be tuned by the variable condanser for

MOFE
4
LRFS

LRFC

1
3
si'

200 meters to as low a point as is possible and desirable.
Experience shows
that the 80 meter " ham" band can easily
be included in this first point on the
switch.
Correspondingly, the oscillator
coil must cover this same band, plus 575
kilocycles, the intermediate frequency.

LRFE.

S

Data for

In the event that the customer cannot
find a clear spot at this point on account
of local stations, he should be able to
efficiently operate at some other frequency and provisions are made for this
by having the " i.f." transformer on the
converter of the top adjustable type.
These adjustments are broad enough so
that he can select frequencies up to 540,
which is just outside of the broadcast
band and might be an ideal point for him
to operate provided he can meet it on his
radio set.

R.F.

'24)

2

LOE
lOS
TOE
»o$

It is assumed that the converter should
be of the self- sustained type and that it
should contain all of the materials and of
such quality as is necessary to produce
the results expected under favorable conditions of course.
It is therefore necessary that this converter should comtain
its own power-poele and should feed ' energy to the radio set and subtract nothing from it. For this reason both A and
B supply units are included in the design.

.1•MF.

-200,000
10,000 OHMS

Self- Contained " B" Supply Desirable

WOUND WM1
BARE WIRE.

the oscillator and antenna colts used in the Midwest S- N converter are
above; all eoils wound with No. 31 D.S.C. ( double silk covered cotton.)

given

The second point on the switch should
begin at this 80 meter point with a slight
lap and again carried down as far as
possible, and this is known to be about
35 meters.
Correspondingly the third
point should begin with a slight lap and
go down to at least 15 meters.
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TUBE SET

Midwest Data

If a signal is tuned in and a negative
This locking section is illustrated in
voltage generated by the rectifier, this curve sh3wn in Fig. 2. Assume that the
R1-.5 meg 0.5 W. ( watt) : CA-. 01
mt. negative voltage is applied to the grid automat :c volume control bias voltage is
200 V. ( volts) : 112-30,000 ohms 1 W.: 113- "Statomit" tube, completely blocking it, zero anc the set is operative.
Assume
50,000 ohms 0.5 W.
C1-.05 mf. 200 V.
R5-- and the voltage across. Rx falls to zero the automatic volume control bias to in30.000 ohms 1 W.
C3-.0005 ni f. Mica ; C4unblocking the audio tube and permitting crease ultil it reaches the point marked
.00036 mt. 3 gang: C5-.001 mf. ( Mien) Pail
it to amplify and pass the signal through L; its erect is to produce a drop in volt4 gang: C6-.05 nil'. 400 V.: R41-700 ohm,
age acrcss Rx, permitting passage of a
Ilex.: C8-.05 mt.: C9-.05 mf. 400 V. 200 V. to the loud speaker.
010 20, mmt.
Trim.: R7-200,000 ohms 0.5W :
This action is accumulative and self- small current to the audio tube, so that
I:S-30,000 ohms 1 W.: 119-30.000 ohms 1 locking in such a way that when once Is is dec ceasing and Ia is increasing. As
W.: C12-.05 mf. 200 V.; R10-50,000 ohms
started it carries itself through. This is soon as la increases greater than Is, the
.05W.; R11-50.000 ohms . 051V. ; C14-.05 mf.
locking action takes place and instantly
accomplished in the following manner:
400 V.; R13-30000 ohms 1 W.; R14-50,000
The voltage Et on the grid of the the curve shifts to point N.
ohms 0.5 NV.; C15-.05 mt. 2000 V.: Ris 275 ohms flex.; 1'141-.05 inf. 200 V.: R16- "Statomit" tube is composed of the drop
200,000 ohms 0.5 W.; R17-30.000 ohms 1 W.: across Ry, plus the automatic volumeA e.
V17-.01 mf. 200 V.: R1S-50,000 ohms 0.5
control bias voltage. These voltages are
»tour {
---e
AF.'
1"
W.; R19-200.000 iihms 0.5 W.: CIS-. 05 mf.
OuTour
in
in
series
and
equals
about
80
volts.
200 V.: 1120-275 ohms flex. ; C19-.01 mt. 200
V.; C 20-.1 mf. 200 V.: R21-200.000 ohms The voltage across Ry is produced by
0.5 W.; C21-.01 mt. 200 V.; R22-200,000 the total current composed of several
Rx
ohms 0.5 W.: C22-4 mt. spec.; C23-.05 mf. constant currents plus the variable cur200 V.; 1123-200,000 ohms 0.5 W
C24-.05
rents Is and Ia. When the set is blocked,
I
11:.i
200 V.: C25-.05 mt. 200 V.: C26-.05
nit. 200 V.: R24-275 ohms flex.: R25-200- Is is at a maximum and Ia is zero;
R9
4-It '
Rt
z
,000 ohms 0.5 W.: C27-2 mt. 500 V. ELEC. : therefore, only Is is effective in helping
R26-5 meg. 0.5 W.; R 27-2,500 ohms 5 1V.: to produce the voltage across Ry.
When
C25-20 mmf. Trim ; R2S-.5 meg. 0.5 1V.: the set is operative Is is zero and Ia is
C29-.05 mf. 200 V.; C30-.05 mf. 200 V.:
FIG.1
at a maximum; therefore maximum Ia
1130-1.000 ohms 0.5 W.; C31-.001 mf. 400
The voltV.; C33-.1 mf. 200 V.; R31-100,000 ohms is greater than maximum Is.
80
0.5 W.; R32-10,000 ohms 0.5 W.; C35-.05 age across Ry will be greater when the
P
z
1.1
0
o
mt. Spec.: C36-.05 mf. 200 V.; R33-200.000 set is operative than when the set is
r
á
6O
ohms 0.5 NV.: R34-.5 meg. Pot-AC.
Switch
blocked. Now the voltage across Ry is o
Spec.; R35-600 ohms ± 5% flex.; C37-.05
aiding the voltage from the automatic E in
mf. 200 V.: R36-12,000 ohms 0.5 W.; R373 --a
4"
S
5 meg. 0.5 W.; C35-.05 mt. 200 V.: C39- volume control tube; therefore, when this
I
.05 mt. spec. ; It:18-12.000 ohms 0.5 W.; 1139 automatic volume control bias voltage
4 20
-100,000 ohms 0.5 W.; C40-S mf. 450 V. builds up to the point where it operates
ik
L
o
/.4
Elec.: C41-.05 mf. 400 V.: R40-25.000 ohms to unblocking the audio system,
- '1',
\_...01 -es--it is 5 0
0.5 W.: R41-410 ohms flex. 0.6 W.: C420
0.5
1.0
15
2.0
2 5 .3.0
3.5
locked in this position by this aiding et
4 mf. 459 V. Elec.: (' 43-1 mf.-400 V. Elec. «
---4.- A.V.C. BIAS : VOLTS NEGATIVE
voltage.
FIG, 2
C44-8 mt. 450 V. Elec.
Q.AÑT
U
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W ¡ ring dinarnsu of the newt's
Midwest creation-She 141-tube short and long was -e reedl•-er.
A ouperheterod,ne wIth Special automatic volume contr.,
system, which enables the operator to adjust the sensolti,ity to high or low degree.
With
the sensitivity adjusted
reception with a minimum of static and other Interference Is obtained.
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TYPE

FB - 7

SUPERHETERODYNE

superheterodyne of the most advanced
type, incorporating many of the features only to be found in the most exM
pensive and elaborate receivers of the
strictly commercial type. As may be
iianana aaca aadati ezaiaa: 1111
seen from the accompanying illustra=CCU:
25
tion, the entire receiver is comparatively compact, while all of the comte.
mmanagge::
ponent parts are completely accessible.
s. C
:11
w
The tuning scale is of the full vision
co
lel eekii/ 38 111
type and is thoroughly illuminated.
Tuning is accomplished by a single
m-..
: ..
;
a ascacai
knob and there are no additional adjustments of any kind, other than the
Mom...
aa !
volume control. The tuning range of
a
a
the receiver ,is from 15 to 200 meters
mmaammanaimml.maiiii
a
or 20,000 kilocycles to 1,500 kilocycles.
Five different sets of coils, with suitCONDENSER
SETTING
..
able overlap, are used to cover this
e
range; they are of the regular National
commercial type and plug directly into
Tuning Curves for FB 7, with "genthe front panel of the receiver. Proeral coverage" coils.
vision is made for both telephone and
loud speaker operation and the receiver
great deal of study. Another impormay be operated from the regular Natant subject was the determination of
tional power supply unit or from batthe particular types of tubes which
teries. " Hams" who desire to use this
type of receiver for communication pur- would best function in a receiver from
poses sometimes find it desirable to which so much was to be demanded.
From antenna to loud speaker, we beoperate from a small filament trans7 is the satisfactory
former and " B" batteries. This enables lieve that the FBsolution
to a great many receiver probthem to duplicate the performance of
lems.
The
following
tubes have been
the receiver operated from the regular
power supply, at slightly reduced cost. selected because they seem to suit the
requirements admirably. The first deTo be more specific:
tector is the type 57; the high frequenDetermining upon the circuit which
cy oscillator and the beat oscillator are
would most Pearly meet all of the conof the 24 type; the two intermediate
ditions required for the communication
frequency amplifier tubes are 58's; the
services, for which this type of receiver
was designed, was the subject of a second detector is the 56 and the output
tube is the type 59 pentode.
111

MMM:
MWM.

al•

1501)

,10

Little need be said concerning this
top view of the new receiver. Its compactness. symmetry of design and complete
expressability are immediately apparent.
General Characteristics
This new receiver carries the designation " FB7". This designation is particularly applicable to a receiver especially suited to the needs of the amateur communication enthusiasts. FB
stands for phone band and in the vernacular of the "ham" it also means
fine business, which is an expression
commonly employed to indicate satisfactory results.
The FB7 is essentially a short-wave

*sow, IND..
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clReL, .
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W BEAT
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circuit diagram of the new National FB7 Short-Wave Superheterodyne Receiver. Seven of the latest tubes
for use in connection with many services as a study of the circuit will disclose. All of
It will be noticed that one side of the heater circuit is grounded to prevent radiation
from the beat oscillator.
Other systems, commonly employed, were found inadequate.

employed and the receiver is ideal
heaters are connected in parallel.
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5 METER_

RECEIVER_

center and should be run at -right angles
to the antenna for a few feet before being
brought down to the receiver. The length
of the 1-cad- in is not critical in any way
but should be well insulated and sharp
turns sl-ould be avoided.
It should not
be shielded!
When the receiver is put in operation
with certain types of antennas, it may be
found that the detector will not oscillate

Here we have the interesting circuit diagram of the new National 5- meter
super- regenerative receiver, the other popular bands being covered when
desired by the use of suitable plug-in «ills, including the 4 to 7,
/
2 meter
band.

A Study of the Circuit
Referring to the circuit diagram, Fig.
1, a number of rather unusual features
will be noted, including those discussed
above. The interrupttonfrequency oscillator, employing the type 37 tube, is
arranged in a split Hartley circuit with
the grid at ground potential. Grounding the grid in this manner produced a
maximum plate swing and as the plate
is connected directly to the screen-grid
of the detector it, in turn, produces the
maximum interruption frequency coupling.
The .001 mf. condenser connected
from the screen-grid of the detector to
ground acts not only to complete the
detector circuit but also to furnish the
necessary tuned circuit capacity for the
interruption frequency oscillator.
It may also be noted that the regeneration control is wired in such a way
that the detector screen voltage and the
oscillator plate voltage vary together.
This gives a constant and efficient degree of superregenerative action, regardless of the operating point of the
detector.
Progressing to the detector output
circuit, it will be seen that impedance
coupling is used. The choke coil is of
special construction and has a total inductance of 700 henries.
A tap is
brought off at the correct point in the
winding so that headphones, when
plugged in the phone jack, correctly
match the plate impedance of the 36
tube due to the auto-transformer action
of the plate choke.
The audio volume control at the input
of the 89 tube is very useful, especially
if the operator desires to connect a pair
of phones in the output circuit
POWER SUPPLY— The heater circuit requires approximately 6 volts at .9 ampere. The voltage is not critical and may
be between 5.5 and 6.5 volts. The supply
may be either A.C. or D.C. except as noted
under instructions for the Low Frequency
Coils.

The plate supply voltage normally required is 180 volts and this may be obtained either from " B" batteries or from
an A.C. operated power supply.
The National type No. 5886 AB power unit fulfills these requirements and is supplied
with a single receptacle for the 4- prong
cable plug. As little as 135 volts of " B"battery may be used with good results,
provided the 25,000 ohm resistor, mounted
near the center of the chassis ( underneath) is changed to 10,000 ohms.
Fair
results may be obtained with 90 volts of
"B"- battery, in which case this resistor
should be " shorted" out entirely.

OUTPUT CIRCUITS—The output tip jacks
for speaker operation are located at the
back of the receiver on the righthand side.
The speaker requirements are not at all
critical and any conventional magnetic or
dynamic type of unit will give good results.
The output impedance of the receiver is approximately 7,000 ohms, requiring a speaker impedance of between
3000 and 15,000 ohms.
The phone jack for headphone operation is located in the left-hand side of
the front panel and is connected to the
plate circuit of the detector tube by
means of a step-down auto-transformer.
CAUTION: At all times when the heaters are lighted and when " B" power is
connected to the receiver, either the headphone jack must be plugged in or a loudspeaker connected to the output terminals.
If this is not done, the 89 tube may be
seriously damaged.
ANTENNA—The antenna binding post is
located at the left hand side of the receiver, the lead being brought through
the rubber bushings beside the post.
A
series antenna coupling condenser is located directly below the antenna post near
the chassis.
The success of any 5- meter
work depends largely upon the receiving
antenna and antenna coupling employed.
In most cases it is advisable to experiment
with several antenna arrangements, but
as a general rule the antenna described
herewith will be found efficient.
The antenna proper should be as high
as possible and may be a single vertical
wire approximately 8 feet in length. The
lead-in consists of a single wire connected
te the antenna 13% inches from the

over certain portions of the range. This
indicate: too much antenna coupling and
the coupling condenser plates should be
spread spart slightly until the dead-spot
just disappears.
When the more conventional type of un tuned antenna is used, the coupling condenser plates should be moved closer together for best results.
As a zeneral rule, a ground connection
is not necessary but under certain conditions ts use may be beneficial.
Low FREQUENCY COILS—00.38 are available for covering the 10, 20, 40, 80 and
160 mein. bands. When using these coils
the low frequency oscillator ( 31') should
be remcved from the socket.
The } eater circuits must be supplied
from a D.C. source, such as a storage
battery, in order to eliminate A.C. hum.
If A. . operation is desired on these
bands, it will be necessary to change the
tubes b.. the 2.5 volt type. A 24 may be
substituted for the 36, a 27 for the 37, and
a 2A5 for the 89—altogetLer this last
substitution will require some rewiring
of the output tube socket.
The bias resistor required for the 2A5 tube is approximately 500 ohms and should replace
the 1000 ohm resistor used for biasing
the 89.
Due to the fact that as a general rule
superrezeneration cannot be used on the
low frequency bands, the sensitivity of the
receiver will be considerably less than on
the 56-30 mc. band and it is, therefore,
advisab e to use headphones connected in
the ow put circuit instead of the loud
speaker
ADDIT:ONAL H IGH FREQUENCY COILS—Additional coils are available for covering
the frequency range between 40 and '15
megacyfles ( 7% to 4 meters).
Amateur Band
5
10
20
40
AO 160
Tuned Circuit Turn,
2%
51,5
12% 27% 43. 06
Cathode Tr pTurns. ;,‘
2
2.(
24
2'4 2%
Cnil Diameter
1
1'
1.
1'
13e 11,i,"
Wire Si...
# 18 #20 #20
428 #28 #30
length of Winding
Si'
X'
X'
4•
l'
1
s
i•
calumep ot mein tuning condenser is

.000018 M".)

18

mint. ( or

5 METERS ONLY

,20, 40, 00 ANC/ 160 METERS
Note tie difference in the tuned circuits
for 5 meters and ahoye.
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only a few cycles, say 50, the signal will
The beat note
resulting when the signal circuits are
tuned to 10,504 kc. will now be so weak
as to be negligible.
In other words,
any given signal may be tuned in at
only one definite adjustment of the signal oscillator, and the audio response
will depend solely upon the detuning of
the beat oscillator from the IS. In the
above case, all signals will peak very
sharply at 2000 cycles. While the receiver sounds to the ear similar to the
older regenerative detectors with a
sharply peaked au'dio amplifier, the
principles involved are quite different,
be completely detuned.

as witnessed by the fact that there is no
"other side of zero beat."

Close-up

of "single

signal"

attachment.

The selector switch, referring to the diagram, is used to connect the crystal in series
for true single signal reception, remove it
from the circuit entirely, or connect it in
parallel. The parallel connection is useful,
particularly in phone reception, since the
crystal will now reject a narrow group of
frequencies and may, in consequence, be
employed to eliminate heterodyne interference by adjusting the high frequency circuits so that the unwanted signal sets up
an I.F. equal to that of the crystal.
The single signal receiver is said to represent the finest "C.W." ( code) receiver

CRYSTAL

The use of a crystal filter connected
in the I.F. amplifier in order to obtain
an exceptionally high order of selectivity is desirable under certain circumstances. The idea is by no means new,
having been incorporated in the Stenode
receivers for several years; but its application to high frequency C.W. reception is comzearatively recent.
Briefly, a properly designed and adjusted filter connected in series with
the input of the I.F. amplifier, will pass
only a very narrow band; the width
being measured in cycles rather than
kilocycles. The fundamental circuit, as
shown in the accompanying diagram, is
seen to be in the form of a capacity
bridge, the function of CS being to balance ( or neutralize) the capacity of the
crystal holder, and that of CT being to
tune and center tap the secondary circuit. In addition, the adjustment of CT
has a marked effect upon the width of
the response characteristic, enabling
the operator to vary it at will from a
few cycles to several hundred.

L

It is evident, from the foregoing Iscussion of selectivity, that such an ex-

t
remely will
narrow
characteristic
allowI.F.
the response
complete separation of stations differing in frequency
by only a small fraction of a kilocycle,
provided the beat oscillator is correctly
adjusted. To carry the discussion further, suppose the beat oscillator is
tuned to 502 kc.; that is, 2 kc. from
the I.F. ( crystal) ; the 10,500 kc. signal
will be tuned in as before, but now
should the signal circuits be changea

FIRST

I

1—Selectivity control; 2—Phasing condenser; 3—I.F. "peaking"; 4—Crystal. in
plug-in
mount;. 5—" Series"-"Parallel""Off" switch.

yet developed and it has in additfon numerous advantages for phone reception.
Further details on the single signal receiver are to be found in Q.S.T. ( Aug. And
Sept. 1932). This type receiver is marked
by its extensive selectivity and also by the
fact that the annoying double beat characteristic of autodyne detectors is eliminated.

i. e

Some additional data on the FB7 receiver is here presented:
The capacity of
the maim tuning condensers, both 1st detector and oscillator circuits, is 105 mmf.
each.
The trimmer condensers have a
maximum capacity of approximately 40
mmf.
The beat oscillator coil consists of a
winding of about 1 millihenry inductance,
tapped % of the way from the grounded
end. ( The % referring to turns and not
inductance.)
The two standard 70 mmf.
I.F. tuning condensers are connected in
parallel to obtain a high-" C" circuit.

CSLaSSIS - GROuND

Connections of the quartz crystal filter
used for " single signal" operation.

The inductance of the I.F. coils is approximately 3% millihenries and the tuning condensers are 70 mmf. maximum.
The intermediate frequency is about 480
kc.
This data was kindly furnished by
James Millen, of the National Company.

CZCoil Data: National FD-7
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DI AL SETTING

"Band-spread" coil tuning curves.

Genera Coverage Cods
DETECTOR
Seecidary
Sise
Tume
Wire
No.
8 1/3 18EN
11 5/8 18EN
21 5/6 18EN
34 5/6 24EN
58 5/8 28EN

Primary
Size
l'urna
Wire
No.
3
24EN
3 1/2
24EN
5 1/6
34DS
7 5/8
34DC
8 5/13
32D8

Detector
Form
grooved
per in.
5 th'rde
8 tordo
14 torda
24 tifrds
40 th'rde

Range RC
19,50041,400
11,700-7000
7300-.100
4200-2400
2500-1500

OSCILLATOR
Total
C
No. of
turno
2 1/8
4 1/8
8 1/8
2 1/6
9
11 1/6
4 1/8
14 1/3
18 1/2
7 1/8
20
5 2/3
32 5/6
11 1/8
27 1/2
17 1/8
55 5/6
A—from bottom end to let tap.
B—from lot tap to 2nd tap.
C—from lain tap to top end coil.
A

B

Size
Wire
No.
18EN
18EN
BIEN
24EN
28EN

Form
Grooved
per m.
5 torde
8 the&
14 tordo
24 thr'de
40 Ueda
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A.G.S. COMMERCIAL SET
1ST () ET
'36
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36

.0001
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2E0 1.F.
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3
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.0001MF

2
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2000
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H F OSC.
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mEG

20.000
OHMS

10 000
S

20.000

001MF

500
OHMS

'36
AV C

.001MF

0.25-

4MEG-.

.01

eE
V9
BEAT
OSC.
'37

350 OHMS
1.000
OHMS

spoo m000
OHMS
OHMS
e
.04 ME 3.

YELLOW

VI IV2 IV3 IV4IV5 lV6lV7I VAI V9

BLUE )
RED g BLACK

PHONE
CV/

"AGS" SANT Receiver

Front view of new " AGS" commercial or " pro" type short
wave receiver, with " single dial" control. Yes, it's a super- het!

Nine tubes are used in
a circuit comprising a stage of tuned
R.F. amplica•ion and first detector, employing screen grid tubes, a high frequency osciPator; two stages of ettremely selective high-gain screen grid
"I.F." amplification; " I.F." power detector; auton atic volume control working in conjunction with both R.F. and
I.F. amplifiers; beat frequency oscillator, and per.tode output with provision
for either ph Ales or loudspeaker. Tubes
used: 4 ' 236s, 4 ' 237s, 1 ' 238.
Outstanding Features:
Tuned R.F.
stage preced ng first detector. ( Image
suppression — improved signal-to-noise
ratio—improJed "weak
signa:"
response.)
Shgle
dial
straight
frequency line tuning ( 270 0 ). Calibration
curves and Station Chart on panel.
Coil change from front of panel Automatic volume control or manual volume
control, as lesired.
Extremely rigid
mechanical
construction
from
very
heavy alum:num plate.
Relay rack
mounting ( s.ze 83
/ x19").
4
Frequency
range 2400 to 15,000 kc.
Additional
coils to extend the range to 20,000 kc.
Heterodyne oscillator for c.w. reception.
The receiver is absolutely "single control." There are no trimmers, antenna
coupling det.ices, or other secondary
adjustments; merely one single, accurately calibrated, frequency control, plus
the volume oontrol.
The oscill nor is
of the electron- coupled type as modified for use in high frequency superheterodynes, resulting in an extreme
degree
of
frequency
stability
and
steadiness ot frequency
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3 'TUBE
This reliable 3-tube set can be used
very nicely with a pair of 2000 ohm
or higher resistance headphones, or
the output may be fed into a power
amplifier of one or two stages.
This
receiver may be operated from " A"
and " B" batteries or also from a good
"A" and " B" eliminator.
Data on the coils and tuning condenser in the detector circuit are given
herewith.
The antenna is choke- coupled to the grid of the R.F. tube and
may have an inductance of 60 to 85
millihenries. The regeneration is controlled by.
7a 50,000 ohm potentiometer
which accurately varies the voltage
applied to the screen grid of the pentode detector.
The radio frequency choke, R.F.C. in
the tickler plate circuit of the detector, may have a value of about 28
to 30 millihenries, or it may consist
of about 700 turns of No. 36 insulated
magnet wire ( silk covered enamel)
wound on a %" diameter dowel stick
or cork. Wind coil in slot or between
separators 3/16" wide, random fashion.
This choke is of extreme importance
and it is therefore strongly recommended that the finest type possible,
such as the new National type 100,
wound on an Isolantite core, be utilized.
The coupling resistors, joining
the output of the detector to the input
of the A.F. stage, have values of .25
megohm and 1 megohm, respectively,
the two resistors being coupled through
a .01 mf. fixed condenser.
The 6-pin coil socket is mounted
about 1" above the metal subpanel and
the coils should be kept a distance of
at least 3
/ " from the, metal cabinet,
4
to avoid all undue losses and also
broadening of the tuning or lack of
selectivity. The forms used are made
of National R39 material, which ensures the minimum loss at these high
frequencies; this material is far superior to ordinary bakelite. The tickler coil " T" may be wound in the slot
at the bottom of the National form;
the primary winding can be wound in
between the turns of the secondary.
The R.F. choke coupling the antenna
to the ground and to the grid of the
R.F. tube may comprise 350 turns of
No. 36 ( silk covered enamel) magnet
wire wound on a 1h" diameter dowel
stick, the coil being 3/16" thick and
random wound ( helter skelter style).
The main variable tuning condenser connected across the secondary, S,
of the regenerative cou,)ler has a capacity of 90 mmf. or . 00009 mf. You
can substitute other values of tuning
condenser such as 140 mmf. if you
already have coils or data for that
value of tuning condenser and wish
to use them instead.

V

S.W.

ANT.

SET
.0001- Mr.

TICKLER

RF
'36

A.F

'38

DV' '36

d
d
a
a
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a
a
a
a
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67.5V

180 V

H

H

(F1LAMEN7)
LOOKING DOWN
ON SOCKET.

heinatic wiring ding ,am fur the 3-tube receiver

Data on National " Short Wave" Coils
The secondary winding of the coils
is shunted by 90 mmf. (. 00009 mf.)
variable condensers. Diameter of coil
forms 1% inches:
No. 10 coils, covering from 9 to 15 meters:
Secondary 2 5/6 turns of No. 16 Enamel
Primary 1 5/6 turns of No. 34 Enamel
Tickler 3 turna of No. 32 Double Silk.
No. 11 coils, covering from 14.5 to 26 meters:
Secondary 61
/ turns of No. 16 Enamel
4
Primary 3 5/6 turns of No. 34 Enamel

elst-r 3 turns of No. 32 Double Silk.
No. 14 coils, covering from 65 to 115 meters:
12 coils, covering from 23 to 41 meter , :
Secondary 34 5/6 turns of No. 24 Enamel
Primary 21 6/6 turns of No. 34 Double
Secondary 11 5/6 turns of No. 18 Enamel
Primary 7 5/6 turns of No. 34 Enamel
Cotton
Tickler 4 turns of No. 32 Double Silk.
Tickler 3 turns of No. 32 Double Silk.
No. 13 coils. covering from 40 to 70 meter,.: No. 15 coils, covering from 115 to 200 meters:
Secondary 62 5/6 turns of No. 28 Enamel
Secondary 19 5/6 turns of No. 18 Enamel
Primary 12 5/6 turne of No. 34 Double Silk
Primary 38 5/5 turns of No. 32 Double Silk
Tickler 4 turns of No. 32 Double Silk.
Tickler 5 turns of No. 32 Double Silk.
No.
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The I. F. Amplifier
the broadcast receiver, is shielded in tor and the oscillator are coupled toIn order that the converter might be order to prevent pick-up of any local in- gether.
Such a method automatically
universal in its application to any type terference or low-frequency transmitting provides just the right amount of coupof broadcast receiver, a stage of high- station. To further minimize the possi- ling, at all times, to produce a minimum
gain I. F. has been incorporated as an bility of any such pick-up troubles, where of "hiss" and other such noise; which has
integral part of the converter.
the converter is used with an unshielded been so troublesome with converters in
In addition to furnishing a voltage R. F. chassis, an I. F. frequency of 575 the past.
gain of approximately 100, this stage of he. has been selected.
In fact it is rather 'surprising thai
amplification also serves as a low-impemore engineers, working on the shortdance output, or coupling-network; so
The Oscillator of New Design
wave superhet and superhet converte/
that the output lead from the converter
A rather unusual oscillator, or fre- design problems, have failed to realize to
may be connected directly to the antenna quency-changing arrangement, will be what an extent improper "mixing" is repost of the broadcast receiver, without. noticed upon examination of the circuit sponsible for the bad reputation of "coneither making the set oscillate, or having diagram. In the first place, a '35 tube verter?' and "superhets," for high noisethe antenna coupling system of the set is employed for this purpose, rather than to-signal ratio. The use of a properly
act as such an extremely low-impedance the more conventional '27 and, in addi- designed pre-amplifier, in conjunction
"load" on the output circuit of the first tion, coupling is not obtained through a with the variable-mu oscillator, and the
detector as to prevent an appreciable small condenser between the grids, as cathode-return "mixing circuits," resignal getting into the broadcast re- has been common practice in the past. sults in a signal-to-noise ratio closely
ceiver.
Instead, a new and unique coupling ar- approaching the very favorable one obThe output lead, from the plate circuit rangement has been developed whereby tainable from a good T.R.F. set, such as
of thrs I. F. tube to the antenna post of the cathode return circuits of the detec- the " SW5 Thrill Box."

Front view of the National "Plug-less" S-W converter.

Rear view of converter, wl-ich has inductance change switches
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H.FC. 5 METER_ CONVERTEp..

1550 kc. ( about 200 meters), the frequency at which the conve4ter is designed to operate. If it so happens that
a powerful station is operating on this
frequency, the receiver should be detuned
sufficiently to avoid the possibility of
interference.
Detuning as much as 30
or 40 kc. has no appreciable effect upon
the ganging.

above— Hear top N-iesv of 1..S. W.
converter with shield covers removed.

Intermediate Frequency Amplifier

Tubes
The design of this unit is such that it
may be operated with either the 6-volt
D.C. heater type tubes or 21/
2volt A.C.
tubes.
In the first case, two '36's are
2mployed for detector and oscillator and
a '37 for the output coupling tube. For
A.C. operation, the corresponding tubes
are two ' 24's and one ' 27; ' 35 tubes may
be substituted for the '24's if desired.
A certain amount of care must be exercised in the selection of tub'es or trouble
will be experienced from microphonics
or noise resulting from leakage between
heater and cathode.
This latter trouble
appears as a loud grating or scratchy
hum. As a general rule, tubes of recognized quality having standard characteristics will prove entirely satisfactory.
No special matching is required, since
ample provision for balancing tube capacities, etc., is incorporated in the various circuits.

The circuit of the type HFC converter
is such that almost any broadcast receiver will be quite satisfactory for use
as the I.F. and audio amplifier
For best
results, the receiver should have a fair
degree of sensitivity and should be stable.
If the receiver has a tendency to oscillate, it will be somewhat emphasized
Antenna
when the converter is connected, which
may make it impossible to fully advance
The antenna requirements are not in
the volume control without causing over- any way critical, although as a general
all oscillation.
Extreme sensitivity and rule a single wire as high as possible
selectivity are not required, since the will give best results.
The directional
converter employs a high gain I.F. stage effects of various types of antenna are
and is in itself quite selective.
As a often very pronounced at high frequenmatter of fact, the use of an extremely cies, so that the use of a vertical antenna
selective broadcast receiver is something located well away from any surrounding
of a disadvantage, especially when hunt- objects usually gives best results.
The
ing for signals or when receiving signals length may be between 5 and 50 feet
having a large degree of frequency modu- over-all.
A longer wire is not recomlation.
The broadcast receiver should mended, as it tends to increase the noisebe capable of tuning to a frequency of to- signal ratio.

.0001- MF
MMF
1

\t

TRAP
C -

TUBE B

TUBE A

COIL

WIRE TURNS

TAPPED

MOD

NII.I8

21 T

1 T
8

OS C. N9.18

2'12T

3T
U

Winding data for the coils used in tbe
5- meter int ad COUVerter.

Power Supply
The filament or " A" supply may be
either a 6- volt storage battery or 21/,
volt transformer; depending upon the
type of operation desired.
In most installations, no connection between the.
storage battery and B- minus is required,
although under certain conditions it may
be advisable to ground one side.
When
a 2-volt filament transformer is employed, the center of the winding should
be grounded by means of a tap on the
secondary or a center-tapped resistor
having a total resistance of 10 or 20
ohms.
The " B" supply may consist of
either " B" batteries or a " B" eliminator,
the batteries being preferable * here fluctuating line voltages are encountered.
The voltages are not critical and may
be between 67 and 75 for the screen
circuits and 135 to 180 for the plate
circuits.
Reference to the circuit diagram will show that the " B" batteries
are subjected to a certain amount of
current drain when the converter is not
in use.
The B- minus should, therefore,
be disconnected during idle periods.

.001- MF

NATION AL

II

ULTRA- 1-11G,-, eREQUEN CY

OUTPUT

CONVER f
5,000
OHMS

TYPE

%
l.F.

A.
C
- B-f:
. 1351

(BLUE)

TUBE A

S4 0
12
mmF.

"B+" 67V.
(GREEN))

10 •000 OHMS
'VVYVVVV\.,

Oe

Lip

B(YELLOW)

.000LMF

e
%1

TO
FILAMENTS

.000251.4F

-. 00 1
MF

-

.01MF

FILS.
SEE
TABLE

TUBE B
TUBE

C

FILAMENT
'VOLTAGE

'24
OR '35
'27
0'24
R ,
35

Z
...,/.. )

7ZY A C

0
D.C
'36

137
'36
6 V., 0.C.

NOTE 1141b CONVERTER MAY BE
...SED ON EITHER DIRECT OR.
ALTERNATING CURRENT. PROPER
TUBES AND FILAMENT VOLTAGE
MUST BE USED. ( SEE TABLE)
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TYPE H.F.R. ULTRA S.W. SET
PHONE
I. MMF

JACK

. 0001. MF

'TRAP';,

'
24

:as

t.

'
27

00r )1

'47

000
.00025
MF

2
MF

IHI-

5 MEG
10.000
OHMS

Seo

50.000

500 OHMS
20 000
OHMS

50,000

250.000
0,41.45

1. MEG

GREEN

'PLUG'
.0001
MF

BLUE

20.000
OHMS

YELLOW

c;›

10.000
OHMS)
-.001

MF
.01- M F

COIL

7.5 TO 6.5

Diagram

2

6.5 TO 5.6

3

5.6 TO 4.8

4

4.5 70 4 0

of

conneetionn

20.000
OHMS

RANGE
MEGA CYCLES

RANGE
METERS

40
46

TO

46

ro

RED

ALL TUBE
FI _AMENTS

.001. MF

55 /
2
1

53 VZ TO 62 /
2
1

62 ,
/2 To

used

in

75

the

BLACK

National

9- tube

meters

superheterodyne

or

75

to

40

for

ultrn-short-wnve

reception,

covering

4

to

megacycles.

Coils
The standard coils accompanying the receiver cover a wave
length range of approx 4 to 71
2
/
meters subject to vnrj a tion, since slight differences in tubes, trimmer and padding
condensers, setting, wiring, etc., may alter the range considerably. The design is such, however, that adequate overlap is
always provided between coils.
The coils are numbered as
shown, two coils of corresponding numbers being used in the
oscillator and detector circuits.
The coils having the red
mark on the base should be placed in the detector coil's socket
(front compartment) which is also marked red. The oscillator
coils and socket are marked black. The coils must be placed
firmly down in their sockets or trouble will be experienced in
obtaining correct ganging and maintaining calibration.
It
will be noticed that the connecting leads between the ends of
certain coils and the pins in the coil form are bent.
These
leads must not be straightened or altered in any way, since
the coils are individually calibrated by carefully adjusting the
leads in the laboratory.
Intermediate Frequency Amplifier
The I.F. amplifier of this receiver is tuned to a frequency
of approximately 1550 kc.
The circuits employed in the
amplifier are entirely conventional.
Reference to the circuit
diagram will show an I.F. trap in the first detector grid circuit. This is also tuned to 1550 Ice. and may best be checked
after the receiver is put in operation by setting the condenser
with a bakelite screwdriver at the point which gives maximum
background noise.
If it so happens that a powerful local
station is operating on the intermediate frequency, the amplifier should be detuned sufficiently to avoid the possibility
of interference.
Detuning as much as 30 or 40 kc, has no
appreciable effect upon the ganging.
Controls
From left to right, the controls are: first detector regeneration control, first detector trimmer, the main tuning dial, I.F.
amplifier or volume control and the beat frequency oscillator
switch. The beat frequency oscillator is tuned to the intermediate frequency and is coupled to the second detector.

1
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Tuning curves showing the bands
covered by each of the plug-in coils.
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N past years the scientifi c design o f
to the design of the T.R.F. short-wave
short-wave receivers has be en re receiver.
The equipment functions on
tarded by the lack of laboratory the principle of a balanced detector cirequipment which would enable the cuit generating high frequency harmonics,
short-wave engineer to predetermine and the voltages of which bear a close relacheck performance with the technique tionship to the strength of the plate curand precision that has long been possible
rent.
Once this relationship has been
on the lower and conventional broadcast established, it is only necessary to deterfrequencies. It has been difficult to gen- mine the plate current to ascertain the
erate accurately known radio frequency value of the R.F. potential.
potentials at frequencies above 6,000 kc.,
and sensitivity and gain measurements
at wavelengths under fifty meters have
necessarily been subject to an elastic interpretation, to say the least.
However,
the engineer now has a tool in his hands
which enables him to produce controlled
potentials at very high frequencies, and
this apparatus has contributed greatly

The

R.F.

Pentode

The type '58 tube has been made to order
for a circuit of this design.
Its high amplification factor, trans-conductuace, ana above
all its high plate impedance, enable the en.
gineer to obtain a degree of sensitivity and
selectivity in the radio frequency circuits which
has previously been impossible.
These tubes, having twice the impedance of
the ' 2-1. of course necessitated the . design of
special coils, data on which are contained in
the following coil table:
COIL W INDING DATA
Coil

Primary

Secondary

No. 61

6% turns

6% turns

Tickler
2 turns

No. 62

10%

turns

11% turns

No. 63

15% turns

10% turns

3 turns

No. 64

28% turns

34% turns

3 turns

2%

turns

The tuning curves in Fig. 5 show the manner in which the various bands are covered
with these coils.
The Inductors are wound
on the low loss R-.39 material, which, in conjunction with Isolantite, is the only insulating
material employed in the SW-58. , The two
tuning condensers each have a capacity of
PO mmf. and the R.F. choke has an inductance
of 2.5 m.h.
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Problems of Circuit Alignment
It has been customary in short-wave
receivers to use two types of coils, the
antenna- coupler or R.F. input coils being
without ticklers and having provision for
coupling in the antenna through an antenna winding or a small condenser. It
was decided in this case to avoid the
condenser- coupling
method;
for
the
double reason that it tends to cause severe mistuning and that noises, especially power-line noises, appear to be
somewhat more severe with such an input than with an antenna coil. A variable condenser in series with the antenna
does not provide proper compensation
when the antenna is inductively coupled,
the series condenser having to be reset
with almost every change in tuning. It
therefore amounts to another tuning
control and spoils the single-control
feature entirely. A " vernier" condenser
connected across the tuning condenser
will give fairly good compensation but
will not quite maintain alignment across
the tuning Fcale.

e

SW 5

D.C.' sTHRILL

Boy"

of a special 6- prong socket, which permite complete independence of the three
windings, which appear on each coil
form.

HANDLING
RIM i

5 ( HEAVY WINDING)

The method of ganging with these coils
depends on their winding arrangement.
The heavy- wire winding is spaced to occupy a length about equal to its diameter. This is not quite the best theore:ical form but is one which is conveniently maintained for all the coils of
the series, while at the same time it is
not far from the ideal. This heavy-wire
winding is used as the secondary, regardless of the position in which the coil is
used. Putting it differently, the heavy.
wire winding is always the tuned winding which feeds the next grid—whether
that be the R.F. tube or the detector.

P (LIGH1
T (SLOT

WINDING)

WINDING)

PEGS FOR TERMINAL;

This drawing shows how the secondary ( S), primary ( P), and
tickler or slot winding ( T) are
placed on the coil form.

"Inter-wound", with this heavy-wire except the standard broadcast range
winding, is a primary winding of fine where rapid traverse is never necessary.
wire, which has 66% as many turns as
The coils marked ** are standard
the secondary. This ratio gives almost equipment with the set, either A.C. or
all of the R.F. gain which would be ob- D.C.
tained with a primary having as many
The regeneration control is by vary- turns as the secondary.
At the same Cat. No. Wave Range Meters Purpose
ing the detector's screen-grid voltage; as time it does not transfer as much ca- 10
0-15
International broadcasts; commercial
signals ;
amateur
this has both a positive action and a pacity from the plate circuit into the
28-megacycle band.
wide range which will produce the de- next tuned circuit ( grid circuit), where 11**
14-25
International broadcasts : commercial
signals:
amateur
sired action with any ordinary tube, and it is not wanted.
14-megacycle band.
with " B" and " A" voltages within about
12"
23-41
International broadcasts ; commercial signals.
20% either way from the proper values.
The third winding on the form is close.
13'e
38-70
International broadcasts : comwound of small silk-covered wire in a
mercial
signals;
amateur
7-megacycle
or
7.000-kc.
narrow groove at the lower end of the
band.
Special Coil Design
spool. It is normally used as the detec- 1:*•
65-115 International broadcasts ; amateur 3.6-megacycle or 3,500The use of a 4- prong coil form to fit tor tickler.
kc. band.
15
the standard UX socket, or a 5-prong
116-200 Amateur
1.75-megacycle
or
1,750-kc. band.
socket like the UY standard, was very
The coil ranges are so located that exrs
200-360 Regular broadcasts.
attractive but was abandoned in favor changes are not necessary in any band,
150-550 Regular broadcasts.
17
PHONE
PLUG
4
.00025- MF
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R FC
'32

.0001- MF
07n
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•
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'30
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.00025MF.
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SW5

A.C. " THRILL

BOX"

(IMPROVED)
The Variable MU Detector

erative detector differ from that of the ful selection of tubes and the juggling
'24 when its screen voltage was shifted? of grid leak and condenser values.
For some unknown reason, the tube
manufacturers in their data sheets and
This same characteristic of the '35,
their so-called engineering and specificathat permits of this.higher order of retion reports, as supplied to the radio set
generation, also results in a more stable
manufacturers, seem to be surprisingly
condition with regard to the holding of
consistent in at least one respect; namethe regeneration adjustment when once
ly, the complete omission of any curves
that might throw some light on the set. There seems to be entirely lacking
tory as detectors; this reference, howthat tendency, of regenerative detector
,subject.
ever, is to their use as plate rectifiers
tubes of the past, to " pop" suddenly into
in broadcast receivers.
As a grid-leak
It was soon found, however, that this oscillation on the slightest provocation.
condenser regenerative detector, espec- relation is of an inverse exponential
ially at the higher frequencies, numerous nature. Thus, when the screen voltage
Of course the '35 tube is also used in
investigations made in the " National" of the '35 is increased, the tube rapidly
place of the original '24 in the specific
laboratories during recent months have approaches an oscillating condition. The
manner for which the '35 was developed;
shown quite the reverse to be the case. nearer the tube approaches the " spill
so that anyone having one of the origFrom past experience in designing over" point, however, the less effect the inal " SW5" models, who wishes to use
high-frequency receivers employing the increasing of screen voltage has upon its
the variable mu tube in the R.F. and
'24 type of screen-grid tube as a grid tendency to oscillate. Consequently, this
detector circuits, will find that but one
leak-condenser regenerative detector, it affords a regeneration control that per- change is necessary: namely, the subhad been found that the most satisfac- mits of readily obtaining and maintain-s stitution of a 500-ohm R.F. biasing retory of the various methods of regen- ing a higher degree of regeneration, with
sistor for the 350-ohm value employed
eration control was the variation of the attendant smooth sliding into oscilin the former set.
No change in the
screen voltage by means of a potentio- lation so much riught after in S.W. re- detector circuit is required.
meter.
How would the action of the ceivers of the past—and obtained in
'35 tube as a grid leak-condenser regen- them to only a fair degree by the careWhile designed primarily for use in
R.F. amplifiers in order to eliminate
cross talk due to undesired rectification,
it has been found that the '35 variable
mu tube makes an ideal regenerative
short-wave detector.
True enough, the
data sheets supplied with the tubes of
this type state that they are unsatisfac-
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at30
cwims
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AC
LINE

R.F. Transformer Coils
"Brown" No. 10 Range
9to 15 meters
"Black" No. 11 Range 14.5 to 25 "
"Red"
No. 12 Range 23 to 41
"White"
No. 13 Range 40 to 70
"Green"
No. 14 Range 65 to 115
"Blue"
No. 15 Range 115 to 200
"Orange" No. 16 Range 200 to 360
"Yellow" No. 17 Range 350 to 550
"Purple" No. 18 Range 500 to 850

4,000
LOHMS

8

F

8 MF.

,,e

"13-...( YEL LOW)

Band- Spread Coils
No. 11A 20 meter band
No. 13A 40 meter band
No. 14A 80 meter band
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.
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Wiring diagram of improved " Thrill Box" with provision for new van-mu '35 tubes in the R.F. and detector
stages; also '45 tubes in second audio stage.
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Dingrant of the connections used in the Ne‘•aek sihort Wave Converter which Includes an Lie. stage.

e

The converter contains, in addition, a
stage of I.F. amplification. The chassis
utilizes four tubes in all: a modulator,
an oscillator, an intermediate frequency
amplifier and a rectifier.

strong broadcast signal operating on this
frequency, any other frequency between
900 and 1,100 kc. may be selected by
properly adjusting condenser Cl.
Coil Winding Data for I. F. Transformer
and R. F. Choke
I.F. Transformer: Form 11
2 " x 3".
/
Primary, 700 turns No. 36 single silk
enameled wire. Secondary, 130 turns No.
28 enameled wire.

The use of the rectifier tube in conjunction with the built-in power unit
makes the converter independent of the
broadcast receiver supply.
Three plug-in coils are used to cover
short-wave range.
Only one coil is
changed when shifting from one band to
another; there are six contacts on each
coil form. Five of the contacts are made
through a five prong UY base on the coil
forms, while the sixth contact is made
through a special wiping contact on the
side of the coil form.
the

The converter Is housed In a very
neat cabinet.
01111101%0

There is no inductive coupling between
primary and secondary; all coupling between these coils is effected by a 10 to
15 mmf condenser.
R.F. Choke: 300 turn duo-lateral.
36 single silk enameled wire.

No.

Coupling between the oscillator and
the modulator circuits is effected by inControls
troducing the oscillator output into the
The main tuning control is located at
The forms are tubular, with an out- modulator circuit through the screen grid
side diameter of 11
2
/
inches and a length of the modulator tube.
The stage of the center of the front panel, at the left
of 2% inches.
IF
. . amplification incorporated in the is the modulator tuning knob used for
vernier adjustments.
On the right side
converter is sharply tuned and has a
is another knob controlling a D.P.D.T.
high gain. It should not be thought of
switch. Under the main tuning control
merely as a coupling stage, as it materi- is the power supply switch.
•
ally adds to the sensitivity and selectivity
The function of the D.P.D.T. switch is
Coil Winding Data
of the whole s,ystem. The resonant freto connect the aerial to the converter's
quency of the I.F. stage can be varied
input and the converter's output to the
between 900 kc. and 1,100 kc. by adjustbroadcast receiver when the switch is at
Type
Wi re
Range ing the trimmer condenser Cl, located
one position, or to connect the aerial diTurns
ll'inding
size
meter at the back of the chassis.
This opera1 Ant, 10, Mod. 34, Tight
rectly , o the broadcast receiver and to
tion is performed by means of a wooden
Plate 13, Grid 20 wound
No. 24 80-20( screw driver. For best results, the cir- disconnect the converter when the switch
2 Ant. 9, Mod. 20, Tight
is in its alternate position. The use of
No. 22
45-85 cuit should be resonated i
n th e v i
ci
ni
ty
Plate 11, Grid 13 wound
of 1,000 kc., as highest amplification will this switch makes it unnecessary to
; Ant. 8, Mod. 7, Spacing
Plate 8, Grid 7 of 1wire
be obtained from the I.F. amplifier at change the aerial wire from the converter to the broadcast receiver everythickness No. 22
15 49 this frequency.
However, if there is a time the converter is turned off.
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ADMIRALTY

SUPER.. - 15
1.1- 1st Detector Plate Coll ( band pass).
1.5- 1st lot. Grid Coll ( band pass).
la.-Ist Int. 14.G. Choke.
1.7
1st int. Plate Coll.
l.$-,1 at Ind Plate Choke.
1.9-2nd Int. S.G. Choke.
1.10-2nd lot. Plate Coll.
1.11-2nd Int. Plate Choke.
1.12-3rd Int. M.G. Choke.
1.13-3n1 Int. Plate Coll.
1.14-3rd Int. Plate Choke.
L15-Second Detector Grid Choke.
List- Second Detector I'late Choke.
li-14 Filter Choke, 300 ohms, 175 lulls.
FL 9'2-Sneaker Field Winding,. '2500 ohms each. carrying 70 mils.; used as second choke for filtor.
C1-15 mf. Mica Condenser ( used on short- wavelengths).
C2, i'3-Ant. Circuit Trimmer Condensers.
C4-.25 mf. 2- see. liy-pass Condenser ( 1st
S.G.
and Cathode).
e5-1st Detector Trimmer Condenser ( panel control).
08-.25 mf. 2- sec. By-pass Condenser ( 1st fled B.G.
and Cathode).
C7-100 mmf. Air Condenser, 1st Detector Plats Tuning
circuit.
(Si- 03 Mira, 1st del. to let Int. Coupling Cordestaer,
C9- 2- sec. Air Condenser R.F. and 1st Dri
Twang
Compensator.
110-3-ser. R.F., 1st Oct. and Oscillator Tuning Condensers.
mfd. R.F. Plate By-PhIáll Condenser,
t'12-95 mmt. Oscillator Trimmer Condenser.
C13-.1 mf. Paper Condenser. Ose. plate.
C11-.25 inf. 2ser. By-pass Condenser, oar, cathode and
1st det.
'15-100 mmf. 1st Int. Grid Tuning Condenser.
-1st Int. Grid anti Cathode By-pass Condenser,
2- sec. . 25 mf. ea.
C17-1st Int. Plate and 91.1). By-pass Condenser, 2-ser.
.25 mf. ea.
C18-.25 mf. By-pass Condenser.
4'19-100 mind Air Condenser tuning lut. int. plate.
C20-100 mmf. Mica Condenser, 1st Int. to 2nd int.
coupling.
1'21-2nd lot. Grid and Cathode By-pass Cond.. . 25
mf. ea.
C22- 2- see. . 25 Mfd. Cond., 2nd Int. Plate and 8.0.
1'23-100By
m-m
Pl
f.".Air

Condenser. 2nd int. Plate tuning.
V21-100 mmf. Mica Condenser, 2nd Int. to 3rd Int.
Coupling.
C25-.25 mf. Paper Cond.. 3rd mt. Cathode By-pass.
C2O-2-ser. . 25 MM. Conti., 3rd mt. Plate and SAL
By-pass.
C27-100 mmf. Air Condenser tuning 3rd Int. Plate.
C28 - 100Dem
te
inctf
o
.r. Mira Condenser coupling 3rd mt. and
C29-1. me Paper Condenser, A.V.C. Plate By-pass.
C30-2-ser. . 25 Mfd. Paper Condenser, A.V.C. Cathode
and Plate voltage.
C31-3- see. 1. MI,]. 2nd Oct. Plate, Cathode and Grid
0 32-.03 B m
y-lip
.asYndD
eo n'
el
i. Cathode. By- peas Condenser.
C33-1. mt. Paper Cond. Detector Plate uy -pass.
C34-1. mf. Paper Cond. Oct. Plate to Ands, Grid
Coupling.
C95-.25 mf. Paper Cond. 1st Audio Cathode By-pass.
C38-.2.5 mf. Paper Cond. 1st Audio Plate Ily-pass.
C37-1. mf. Paper Cond. 1st Audio Plate to PP Transformer Printery.
C38-.25 mf. Paper Condenser. 1st Audio Plate Voltage

Broadcast Coil data:
The antenna coupler
L-1 consists of an outside coil 114" in diameter with 88 turne of No. 80 enameled wire.
space wound.
The primary consists of a
small spool Y2' center. 1
4 " slot,
/
wound with
200 turns of No. 36 D. S. C., scrambled. The
detector coupler L-2 has a secondar> winding
of 88 turns No. 30 enameled wire, space
wound, 1%" tube.
The primary consists of
a spool with a %" center, 1
/ " slot, 76 turns,
4
scrambled wound No. 36 D. S. C.
The, primary spool of both coils L- I and L-2 are
centered in the secondary coil.
The oscillator
coupler L-3 has the grid coil wound on a 114"
tube and consists of 52 turns No. 28 enameled wire, space wound.
The plate and pickup coila are close wound with No. 30 D. S. C.
wire, on a 1" tube, centered inside of the grid
coil.
The
middle separation
between
the
plate and pick-up coil windings is 14".
L-5
and L-13 coils consist of 246 turns, close
wound No. 36 D. S. C. wire, on a 11
4" tube.
L-4. 7, and 10 consist of 240 turns each,
close wound with No. 36 D. S. C. wire on a
All of these coils and couplers
11/." tube.
are shielded.
The condenser unit C-12 consists of two section 600 mmf. each, straight
line wavelength capacity which tune the antenna coupler and detector coil; and the 3rd
section
is 300 mmf.
capacity with special
curve plates to track with the other sections.
This last condenser of course, is to
tune the oscillator coupler.
Short Wave Coil Data:
The antenna coupler L-1 is not changed for short wave reception.
The detector coupler L-2 and the
oscillator coupler L-3 are changed.
Both
the short wave coils L-2 and L-3 have 5point selector switches which connect to taps
on the coil windings.
The amplification obtained in the Super- 15 is so great that any
small loss incurred by using a tapped coil is

negligible.
The short wave detecto; coupler
L-2 consists of a single winding of 16 turna
No. 24 bare copper wire, apace wound IV'
and tapped at 11 turns, 71
2 , 4%. and 3 turns;
/
size of the tubing used for the coil form is
2" 0. D.
Wavelength range approximately
16-80 meters.
The short wave oscillator
coupler L-3 consists of an outside coil form 2"
O. D. with the grid winding of 14 turns,
tapped at 13, 3%, 8%, 5% and 2 turns. The
Inside coil winding is on a 1%," form, with a
plate coil and the pickup coil at six turns each,
close wound in the center and spread from
each other 14".
The outside winding of the
coupler L-3 is a No. 24 bare copper wire.
and the inside windings No. 24 D. C. C. wire.
The outside grid winding is spaced 1
/ ".
4
These
coils are listed as type " A"
There is another set of coils type " B"
covering a wavelength range between 80-200
meters approximately.
The windings are on
the same sized forms as the type " A" coils.
The detector coupler L-2 has 38 turns, No. 24
bare copper wire, tapped at 26, 17 and 14
turns, by a 3-point selector switch, spaced
1
4".
The oscillator coupler L-3 has an outside grid winding of 32 turns, spaced %".
No. 24 bare copper wire, and the inside windings consisting of 11 turns each No. 24 D.
C. C. wire, close wound in the center of the
form and spread from each other 14".
There
is no selector switch on this coil, but the small
knife switch shunts a 29 mmf,
condenser
across the grid winding in order to cover the
entire frequency band.

'39-500 mmf.
C40,

Mira Conde nser,

C42-4-sec. -P2
asslf
. Id.
Ea. Filter Condensers, rated 1000
volts.
R1-3000 Ohms, R.F. Cathode Resistor,
112-50.000 Ohms Variable, let Det. Cathode Resistor.
1t3-150.000 Ohms, 1st Oct. Plate,
R4-1.000 Ohms. 1st Oct. S.G.
R5-10.000 Ohms, OrrIllator Cathode Resistor.
te- 50.009 Ohms, Oscillator Plate.
R7-10.000 Ohms, Grid Suppressor 1st Int.
RI-2100 Ohms. 1st. Int. Cathode Bias.
R9-100.000 Ohms. 1st lot. Grid Return.
R10-100.000 Ohms. Auto. Vol. Control Plate.
R11-2 Meg., 2nd lot. Grid Return.
XRI3--3000 Ohms, 2nd Int. Cathode Bias Resistor,
XR12--10.000 Ohms, Grid Suppressor 2nd Int.
R14-100.000 Ohms, 2nd Int. Grid Return,
RI5-100.000 Ohms, Auto. Vol. Control I'late.
R18-30.000 Ohms. Compensating Resistor, Int. Plates.
RI7-2 Meg.. 3rd Int. Grid.
1118-10.000 Ohms, Grid Suppressor, 3rd Int.
1(19-3000 Ohms, 3rd lot. Cathode Bias.
R20-50,000 Ohms, 2nd Oct. Cathode Bias.
R21-50.000 Ohms, bai Oct. Plate.
R22-25.000 Ohms, 2nd Oct. Plate feed.
R23-150.000 Ohms.- 1st Audio Grid.
R24-50.000 Ohms, 1st Audio Plate.
R25-2700 (Stuns. 1st Audio Cathode 111as.
R26-25,000 Ohms, let Audio Plate Feed.
R27-1.500 Ohms, Variable Cathode Resistor for AV
R28-50.000 Ohms, 2nd Atollo Grid Return.
R29-250,000
Ohms,
Dual
Section
Resistor,
AmIP.
Volume Control.
R30-1400 Ohms, Voltage Divider.
R31-15,000 Ohms, 2nd Audio Plates.
R32-11.000 Ohms. Voltage Divider.
R33-, 000 Ohms, Voltage Divider.
R3S-775 Ohms, 3rd Audio Bias.
X-Power Switch.
XI- Radio Amplifier Gain Switch, 3- pole, 3- position.
XS-Audio Tone Switch, 2- pole, 3- Position.
XI- Phono Switch, S P., 8.T.
511--0-5 M.A. Plate Tuning Meter.
51 *-0.150
.t. ge
V.
i. A.C. Voltmeter for recording line voiles,
T1-7511 Volt Power Transformer.
T2-Type 250 PP Input Transformer.
T3-Interstage PP Transformer coupling 1st and 2,1
T4-1`ype
250
Output
Speakers.

General List of Parts
Li-Antenna Coupler, shielded.
L2-Tuned R. F. Transformer. shielded.
L.3_...04eniasor coupler, shielded.

3rd Audio By-pass

C41-.1
Connert
mf
ions.Paper Condenser
Speaker
to External

Audio

Transformer

Tubes Used

for

DU.,1

VT1, VT2, VT4. Vri . VT8--Type ' 58 R. F. Pentad.VT3, VT7. VT8, V1'9, VT10, VT11, VT12--TYPe
Tubes.
113. VT14-Type ' 50 Super Power Tuhes. 1
VT15. VT16--Type ' 81 Heavy Duty Rectill ers.
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High Sensitivity and Selectivity
The new receiver has a sensitivitY
of less than 1/4 micro-volt per meter
throughout the entire frequency range,
which permits the
reception of the
very weakest signals.
The sensitivity
)f any receiver is limited by the proportion of background noire in relation to sigma strength.
Great care
has been exercised in the design of this
set to insure the highest possible ratio of signal-to-noise, so that satisfactory reception is possible even under
adverse conditions. Actually this ratio
is about 4:1 which is higher than any

AA G

I

other receiver now available, the designers of this set state, and signals
that are inaudible to other receivers
are
easily picked up with the Navy
Model 34 with satisfactory quality and
volume.
By employing variable condensers of
different capacities on different frequency
bands,
the
Model
34
achieves
great
ease of tuning, even at the highest frequencies ( shortest wave lengths).
Thus
the usually congested short-wave broadcast bands no longer present a problem
with this tuning system. The continuous
band- spread tuning arrangement provides
ample separation of all stations, regardless of frequency and is so arranged, for
example, that stations on the 25 meter
band will occupy as much as three degrees
on the band- spread tuning dial, thus illustrating the unusual ease of tuning of
this instrument.
This set uses one 2B7 tube in a special
circuit, which actually represents a stage
of intermediate amplification as well as
the control of the radio frequency amplification of the set. The control grid current for the automatic volume control
tube is obtained through means of a separate winding in the last intermediate
transformer, thereby eliminating drain on
the detector grid.
A switch cuts the
"AVC" in or out of circuit, a desirable
feature for CW reception.
Bill of Material for Modern Navy
Model 34
L-1
Antenna Inductance specially wound
on threaded isolantite forms
L-2
Oscillator Coil specially wound on
threaded isolantite forms
L-3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14 8 M.H. Chokes
L-10, 11
85 M.H. Chokes
L-12, 13
Power Filter Chokes
L-15 C.W. Oscillator Coil
C-1
W.L. Tank Condenser . 000138 ml. cap.
C-2
W.L. Band- Spread Tuning Condensers . 0000125 mf. cap.
C-3
Auxiliary W.L. Band- Spread Tuning

I.F.

PST/

NAVY

vro3

R.FT.

242 TF.
VT4

2.±O
R.F.T3

Conde lser . 000029 mf. cap.
C-4
Oscillator Tank Condenser .000138
mf. cap.
C-5
Os.illator Band- Spread Tuning Condenser . 0000125 mf. cap.
C-6 Auxiliary Oscillator Band- Spread
Tuning Condenser . 100029 mf. cap.
1 mf. ByC-7, 8, E Three- Section . 1; . 1; .
Pass Condenser Block
C-10, 14 15 . 003 mf. By- Pas Condenser
C-11, 12 13, 16, 17, 19 .005 mf. By- Pass
Conde iser
C-18 . 1
By-Pass Condenser
C-20 8.• -nf. By- Pass Condenser
C-21 . 00.)0006 mf. Coupling Condenser
C-22
mf. Condenser
C-23,24,25,
8. mf. Filter Condensers
C-26 1. .nf. Audio By- Pass Condenser
C-27, 28,29 . 00025 mf. Filter Condenser
C-30 . 02 mf. Blocking Condenser
C-31 .05 mf. Audio By- Pass Condenser
C-32 .0001 mf. Grid Condenser
C-33 .5 mf. Condenser
R-1, 4, 9 13 25,000 ohms Fixed
R-2, 3, 13 15,000 ohms Fixed
R-5
1. Megohm Fixed
R-6 501,000 ohms Fixed
R-7, 8 100 ohms Fixed
R-10, 16
100,000 ohms Fixed
R-11 25 ,
0,000 ohms variable Potentiometer
R-12 3100 ohms Fixed
R-14,17 22 50,000 ohms Fixed
R-19, 2(
125,000 ohms Fixed
R-21 6,5,50 ohms Fixed
J-1
Headphone Jack
P.T.-1
Power Transformer
A.T.-1
Audio Output Transformer
R.F.T.-1„ 2, 3
Intermediate Frequency
Transformers 465 K.C.
R.F.T.-4
A.V.C. Transformer
S.W.-1 Audio Tone Switch
S.W.-2 A.V.C. Switch
S.W.-3 Power Switch
S.W.-4
Oscillator Switch
V.T.-1, 5 Type 57 Tube, RCA Radiotron
4, 6 Type 58 Tubes, RCA Radiotron
V.T.-7 Type 2B7 Tube, RCA Radiotron
V.T.-8 Type 2A5 Tube, RCA Radiotron
V.T.-9 Type 80 Tube, RCA Radiotron

OFT.

VT5

110)

A.F.
VT13

(31

AT'.

osr

1)

1

C30

III)

C27

'
COIL

C29

ee
C2131

LI o
,
î

R0
C33

CI

C26

H-

RII-

il
Ii

VT2

1.6

R22
r

A VC
To13

A.R—

F

II
4EAOPHONE
SACK

100
MMF.

W ' BEAT
j

OSC.

C16
„de
T. Sm.,4

VOLTA GE
DIVIDER-

LII'

000

-• T

sfi(400

F

.1.177=

" C20

PT

C24

tT

C25

N
TO LOUD
SPEAKEO-

.

LU

5r3i

110V, A.C.

".7M-011-P

Wiring diagram of the new Navy model 34 multi- wave superhet receiver. This set represents ole of the highest clasa receivers thus
far offered to short-wave " fans" and "hams."
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Table 1—Tube Socket Date—A. C. Line Voltage 115 Volts
Osc

1st.
I. F.

2nd
I. F.

2nd
Del.

InterStation
Noise
Supt.
Circuit

77

78

78

78

37
6.3

Circuit

lgt
Om.

Type Tube
Filament Volts—F to 1
,

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

Plate Volts—P to IC

220

53

225

230

Screen Grid Volts—SG to K

80

80

80

Control Grid Volts—CG to K...

1.6

O

o

Cathode Volts—

K To F'

6.4

4.2

2.2

2.5

o

1
lit
A. F.

2nd
A. F.
(Driver)

78

77

42

42

6.3

6.3

6.3

IS

130

Reed Ser

NOTE—These values

42

5-Z-3

Model 16-121 uses a

6.3

6.3

4.7

Type 80 Rectifier

220

340

340

400

Tube. See Note, page

output

are for Model 16-122.

1.8

1.8

220

340

340

4, at end of Replace-

.2

1.6

.4

.6

34

34

o

o

o

ment Parts List.

O

O

O

•All of the above readings were taken from the underside of the chassis, using test prods and leads, with asuitable A. C. voltmeter for filament voltages, and ahigh-resistance multi-range D. C. voltmeter for other readings.
The Phi ¡co Model 048 All- Purpose Set Tester is highly recommended for this use. Volume control set at maximum
and station selector turned to low frequency end; interstation noise suppression circuit potentiometer turned all
the way to the right; and toggle switch (interstation noise suppression circuit) in "ON" ("S") position. Readings
taken ;with aplug-in adapter will NOT be satisfactory.
TOME
CONTROL
TYPE 77
TUBE

TYPE 78\
TUSE

WISE BAND
SvoTCN

steam
SELECTOR

reeerferc.

1

Table 2— Power Transformer Data

TyPE 76
TUBE

Terminal

A. C Volts

Circuit

1-2

105-125

Primary

TUNE

3-5

6.3

Filament

TYPE 78
TUBE

6-7

5.0

Filament of 5-2-3

8-10

800

Plates of 5-Z-3

Type 57
TUBE
TYPE 42
TWEE
TYPE 78

TM Al
TUSS

11910E42
MEE

4

INTER -

TATION

/

NOISE SUPPRESSION
DJuSTMENT

GROUND
ANTENNA

TYPE 3-t3
TUNE

TYPE T7
TUSE

Fig. 1 Top View of Chassis, Showing Tube Locations and Major Parts

Center Tap of 3-5
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PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION CO.
MODEL 4
GNO ANT
l•
.05- MF. osciu.4
1250
MMF.

Ck.

800

(%

•
a

250
/

,7(

3ROUNDED

ANT

SHIELD

, /
1 (.. DETECTOR / CY
T c>.
,
24
2mE& °
.
(
2
1

mr4F.
I

b.•GND

TO BROADCAST
RECEIVER

.
t.

@.

(e—cee
deb

99.000
O HMS

II"--10
'250
MMF.

SWITCH
POSITION
2

6 MF.

FREQUENCY
(
MEGACYCLES)
15 To 3.6
3G, TO 8.5
8.5 7019.0

Table 1—Tube Socket Readings—Line Voltage-115.volts
Tube
Type

Circuit

Filament
Volte

Plate
Volte

Screen
Grid
Volte

Control
Grid
Volts

Cathode
Volts

27

Oscillator

2.4

110

..

.1

0

24

Detector

2.4

25

25

.3

0

80

Rectifier

5.0

170/170

..

..

..

NOTE: The above voltage readings were taken from the socket terminals on the underside of the chassis, using a Weston
multi-range voltmeter, 1000 ohms per volt. The radio set tester cannot be used either for voltage or plate current readings
because of the effect of the long leads through the set tester cord.

Table 2—Power Transformer Voltages
Terminals

A. C. Volte

1-2
3_5
6-7
8-10
4
9

105-125
2.5
5.0
340
.. .

Color
Primary
Filament of 24 and 27
Filament of 80
Plates of SO
Center Tap of 3-5
Center Tap of 8-10

Table 4—Resistor Data

Table 3—Condenser Data
Capacity
Nos. on
Mid.
Figs. Iand 2
.00011
.0008
.00125
.05
6.

Container

Blue and Golden Yellow
Green and Orange
Blue and Orange
Black Bakelite Container
Electrolytic

White
Black
Light Blue
Yellow
Black with Yellow Tracer
Yellow with Green Tracer

Nos. onCOLOR
Fig
Power
I and 2
(Watts)
s.

e 1.
@

®

@

1.

.5
.5

Resistance
(Ohm.)

Body

4750¡
4750f
13000
99000
240,000
2Megohms

Brown
White
Red
Red

Tip

Dot

Long Tubule r
Orange
White
Yellow
Black

Orange
Orange
Yellow
Green
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PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION CO.
14

MODEL

TIKR CONDENSER
CONNECIIONS. •

MODEL

17

0®000
I2,01411

TT

TT TT

eTNURNAL CONNCCTIONS

TONE MIRK
CltaXen SUMS

fitUR CONDENSER SANK

Table 1—Tube Socket Data *_A. C. Line
Voltage 115 Volts

Circuit

Type Tube

R.F.

Dit.
Otte

I.F.

Bd
Dit

A.
V.
C.

Into,&olden 1st
Notes A.F.
Supt.
Crt

Drirer

NOTE: These values are for Model 17-122.
Model 17-121 uses a Type 80 Rectifier.

Output

Rie.
tiller

Table 2—Power Transformer Data

78

8A7

78

37

37

78

77

42

42

42

57.3

Filament Volta—Fto F

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

8.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

4.7

1- 2

Plate Volta—Pto K

220

220

225

0

0

45

46

230

340

340

400

Screen Grid Volta--Sg to
K... (887-G3-5 to K)

75

Circuit

Color

106-123

Primary

3- 6

6.3

Filament

Black

8- 7

6.0

Filament of 523

Blue
Yellow

White

75

—

—

50

50

230

340

340

Control Grid Volta—CG Nag- Necto K.. (64744 to K) ligible ligible 3.7

8-10

800

Platte of 523

.26

.25

.24

.24

.24

34.

34.

4

...

Center Tap of 3-6

Black—Yellow Tracer

Cathode Volta—K to F

0

11.

0

0

0

0

0

9

...

Center Tap of 8-10

Yellow—Green Tracer

0

58

Terminal A. C. Volt»

0

6A7-G1 to IC
22.0 Volte
0A7-G2 to K a. 140.0 Volte

3.7

...

e

•

Model 43
•-•

o
tool

o

TH13 CIRCUIT TO PC USED

r

‘\T

9

44 /
/

44

ON COPE

e () VECTOR
37

.
1
/1 „ONLY

WA F.
44

I

3
c
,4

NOTE:.
>ITCH ARMS
SHOWN IN POSITION

/fa

OSCILLATOR
37

rdCfOCIOb
1

.0

}A

6REEN

NOTE:
FIGURES INDICATE RELATIq
POSITIONS FROM IRONT TD
CHASSIS

THIS CIRCUIT TO BE USED
ON COPE -221 - ONLY

eJI

WHITE

13. •

GREEN ec WHITE

•D'-•-www15 ,

Fig.

2—Schematic Wiring Diagram
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Schematic Wiring Diagram
NOTE—® External connections, Filter Condenser Bank, are:
(A) 0.09 wfd. section- - White-Black Tracer.
(B) 0.09 mfd. section--White-Black Tracer.
(C) 0.05 mfd. section—Green.
(I)) 0.5 mfd. section-- Black.

NOTE— C) Condenser, and '0 Resistor, are NOT included in current
production.
NOTE—A Fixed Condenser (Green-Orange); Part No. .")87S; (.0008
is connected across
in current production.
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PILOT RADIO & TUBE CORP.
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Schematic diagram of new " Universal Super-Wasp", the four
sets of R.F. coils being represented as one for simplicity. The
capacities CA and CB are fixed . 0004 m.f. condensers used

•

e

only to tune the highest waveband, above 470 meters. Note
the usual regeneration method. All plug-in coils are eliminated by a simple yet effective switching scheme.

The standard Universal receiver now brought to contacts on the cam switches,
uses a total of six tubes, including the and are connected in the proper sequence
rectifier. Its great advantage lies in its as the switches are turned.
wavelength
changing
switch,
which
The antenna and detector tuning coneliminates the plug-in coils that hereto- densers, marked C-1 and C-2 in the diafore have been the great nuisance in gram, are actually double units; one
short-wave work.
The coils are fixed section has a maximum capacity of 130
inside the set, and are thrown in and mmf. and the ot" er 415 mmf.
They
out of the circuit by means of a very have a common rotor connection but
ingenious pair of rotary cam switches separate stator..; the latter are also
contained in molded bakelite housings. brought out to contacts on the cam
This switch, which is controlled by a switches, there being 15 contacts altosimple little knob on the front panel, gether. For the sake of convenience we
has seven positions, and covers seven will refer to the small condenser section
wavelength ranges as follows: ( 1) 15 as A and the large section as B, and
to 23 meters; ( 2) 22 to 41; ( 3) 40 to 75; to a separate fixed loading condenser
(4) 70 to 147; ( 5) 146 to 270; ( 6) 240 of .0004-mf., capacity as C.
We will
to 500; and ( 7) 470 to 650.
also refer to the pairs of coils as 1, 2,
3 and 4.
Wiring Diagram

The method of coupling- the radio-fre- 1
quency stage to the deteetor, and the
system of regenerating through the combination
primary and
tickler,
were
adopted after exhaustive investigation
by David Grimes and Edgar Messing.
It is the logical method of coupling for
screen-grid operation on the short-waves
and provides very smooth regeneration,
the control of which does not affect the
tuning circuits.
Thus it is possible to
log stations very definitely and to duplicate the dial settings at any time.

If you will follow the circuit. carefully, you will see that the radio-frequency current from both the plate and
he screen of the detectar tube is led
sack to the tickler winding T, through
the .00004-mf, condenser between the
screen and plate and the .0005-mf, conAt a first glance this appears to be How Coils and Condensers Are Switched ienser at the lower junction of this circuit. The R.F. choke coils in the plate
rather complicated, but a closer study
When the wavelength switch is set to
will reveal ft to be quite easily under- range one, coils 1 and condensers A are and screen leads prevent the R.F. curThe
standable.
The set uses one stage of connected together; range two, coils 2 rent from going any place else.
actual control of regeneration is proscreen-grid tuned-radio-frequency ampliand condensers A; range 3, coils 3 and vided by a 50,000-ohm potentiometer
fication, a regenerative screen-grid decondensers A; range 4, coils 3 and con- regulating the screen voltage.
tector,
one
impedance-coupled
audio.
densers A and B; range 5, coils 4 and
Incidentally, a phonograph pick-up
stage using a '27 tube, and a push-pull condensers A; range 6, coils 4 and conoutput stage using two '45's.
For the densers A and B; range 7, coils 4 and jack is connected directly in the screen
sake of simplicity, the four antenna condensers A, B and C. The shift from lead as shown, and the regeneration concouplers fixed inside the set are repre- me range to another is made in an in- trol potentiometer then acts as a volume
sented as a single coil, L-1, and the four stant, and it is not necessary to open control on the phonograph music.
detector coils as L-2; each of these coils the set or disturb anything in it.
The plate voltage for the detector tube
has two windings. L-1 has a primary
The primary and the tickler windings is fed through a high-inductance choke
and a secondary, and L-2 a combination of the No. 3 antenna and detector coils coil, rather than through a fixed resistor.
primary-tickler and a secondary.
One are tapped in one place; part of the The choke coil allows the plate voltage
end of each winding is permanently windings being used for wave- range 3 to asst. me the value necessary for efficigrounded, either directly to the chassis. and the whole thing for range 4. The ent operation and, at the same time,
or through a non-inductive condenser, as primaries and the ticklers of the No. 4 prevents the audio-frequency component
in the case of the primary-ticker. The coils are tapped in two places, for use of the plate current from leaking off
other ends of the respective coils are on ranges 5, 6 and 7.
through the "B" circuit.
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Above : Hook-up of Pilot short wave " converter," which tunes in S- W's
when connected to " broadcast" receiver.
Note that wire joining lower
ends of tuning coils should be " grounded".
With gang switch in Iall
position, aerial is connected direct to broadcast set ; also detector grid
is " grounded".

L..

The first intermediate frequency is 550
kc. This value, however, is not critical
and, if there is a strong local station
broadcasting on that frequency, the
broadcast section tuning control can be
set either slightly above or slightly below
550 withoqt impairing the sensitivity of
the set. This should be done because the
broadcast section is so sensitive that
there may be some direct pick-up that
will cause interference with short wave
reception.
The second intermediate frequency is
that of the standard broadcast section,
L75 kc. This means that the oscillator in
the broadcast section will be operating at
approximately 550 plus 175 kc., or 725
kc. It is impossible to shield this oscillator absoltuely and its harmonics will
therefore be picked up by the short-wave
section.
The third harmonic, for example, is 2175 kc., which is slightly under 150 meters. At about the middle of
the fifth band, therefore, the short-wave
section will appear to have tuned in on a
very strong carrier that will have no
modulation.
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POSTAL RADIO CO.
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Diagram of connections used in the Postal International 9- Tube Superhet.
All three coils, L-P., detector, and oscillator, are
simultaneously changed in one single operation from the front panel, by a simple one-half irch movement of the complete coil
shield box or "drawer"; the set being converted from ordinary tuning to band- spread turing in a jiffy.
Th z bands are
spread over 65 degrees of the dial.

e

fisemustrittium
••011
0••••

111••11111

e

tet'

ers, which are wound with Litz wire, a
voltage gain of approximately 100 tintes
being thus obtained.
This "pro" type receiver while especially
designed for commercial and amateur shortwave communication purposes, is simultaneously an excellent short-wave receiver
for the general short-wave " fan" who is
interested in hearing the " foreign" DX stations, due to the high sensitivity and selectivity of the set.
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eseà
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Close up of one set of coils in sliding
shield
box;
in
one
position
of
the
"drawer" " normal" tuning results—moved
one half inch, " band- spread" is provided.
The main circuit of the 9- tube super cot,
sists of a 58 tuned R.F. stage, a 57 high
sensitivity first detector, a 58 electroncoupled oscillator, a 58 first I.F. amplifier,
a 58 second I.F. amplifier, 57 second detector, 58 electron- coupled audio " beat"
oscillator for " CW" reception, a 2A5 output power tube in the A.F. stage, delivering
three watts of undistorted audio signal
energy; the rectifier tube being a type 280
The I.F. amplifier stages are tuned to 465
kilocycles, with dual tuned I.F. transform-

List of Parts— Postal Superhet
4— Postal Multiformers
1— Special Postal socket, for Multiformer
1-3 gang 140 mmf. Postal condenser
1-40 nunf. Ant, comp. condenser
3-465 K.C. I.F. transformers
1— Audio beat oscillator coil 456 K.C.
1— Power transformer, to handle 9 tubes
1-12 mf. condenser 450 volt working v.
1-8 mf. condenser 450 v. working V.
1-12,000 ohm, volume control and switch
1-75,000 ohm tone control
1— Single circuit jack, with single pole
double throw switch
1—Toggle switch for " B" supply
1— Rotor switch for audio "beat" oscillator
1—dial and front plate
5-58 sockets
2-57 sockets
1-2A5 sockets
1-280 sockets
1— Speaker 5 prong socket
millhenry R.F. chokes
1—Ant. Gnd. binding post.
8—.1 mf. tubular condensers
1—.05 mf. tubular condenser
1—.01 mf. tubular condenser
4—.001 mica fixed condensers
3—.0001 mica fixed condensers
1—.0000006 mmfd. condenser

1-25
watt
wire- wound
resistor 27,440
ohm; tapped 10,000 ohm, 10,000 ohm.
and :1,440 ohm.
1-10 watt wire- wound resistor 1,000 ohm
2-60,000 ohm, 113 watt, pigtail resistors
1-15,00) ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistor
1-60,003 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistor
3-25,000 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistors
2-250,000 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistors
1-350 am, 1 watt pigtail resistor
1-200 chm, 1 watt pigtail resistor
1-100,030 ohm, 1 watt pigtail resistor
1— Cord and plug
1—Chas ,:is 11"x19"x3"
1— Steel front panel 91/
4 "x20:•"
6—Knobs.

To cLange from one band to another
all the operator has to do is to pull out
one " ccil drawer" and insert another,
the front panel of each coil unit being
engraved with the frequency range in
K.C. to which it responds. By simply
pulling the drawer out lh inch the advantage of " band- spread" tuning may
be enjoyed, the band being spread over
65 degrees of the dial for example, in
all of the four amateur bands.
A tuned radio frequency amplifier
stage is used ahead of the first detector, which helps to eliminate repeat
spots oc image- frequency interference
found in many superhet receivers. The
variable condenser connected in series
with the antenna circuit, coupled to the
grid of the R.F. amplifier stage, makes
it possiole to match the R.F. and first
detector tuning circuits, so that they
will tra 21c accurately.
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The old system of coupling between
the R.F. stage and.the detector, which
is tuned impedance, is done away with
and inductive coupling is used.
The
coils for this arrangement were obtained from the Radio Trading Co., and
have three windings, one for the grid,
one for the tickler, and a winding inter-woven with the grid coil foi the
plate circuit of the R.F. tube.
Four
of these coils will be needed and it is
cheaper to buy them than to wind them
by hand, because this is quite a difficult task.

not operate smoothly if the voltage is not
of this value.
If one wishes to operate
this set from batteries it can be done very
nicely with no change in the circuit. It's
just a matter of changing the tubes to the
automobile type and running them from
a six-volt storage battery and using " B"
batteries for the plate supply. 135 volts
will work very nicely, although higher
voltage is recommended if full signal
strength is to be had. For operating on
a regular power supply from 110 volts
A.C., a 58 will be needed for the tuned
R.F. stage, a 57 for the detector, and a
56 as the output tube. When operating
from a storage battery with " B" batteries
for the plate supply, a 78 'will be used for

Various Sources of Power Usable
This receiver can be operated from various sorts of power supply arrangements
and is adaptable to any location whether
A.C. power is available or not. For those
having A.C. power it is suggested that this
set be run from a regular power supply,
delivering from 180 to 250 .volts with a 2.5
volt filament winding. A 22 volt tap will be
required for the screen of the detector
tube, of course. It might be well to state
here that the voltage applied to the
screen should not exceed 22 volts under
any consideration, because the sensitivity
of the receiver will be very much affected
by running the screen at a higher potential. Also the regeneratifln control will

the R.F. tube, a 77 for the detector and a
37 foe the audio tube.
Operation
The operation of this receiver is exactly
the same as before it was changed, as far
as tuning is concerned. The two tuning
condensers will have to be tuned at the
same time, and the stations formerly received on this set will be received on
practically the same dial settings, because
the new coils tune exactly the same as
the old ones. Tuning of the R.F. stage,
howev.er, will be much sharper than before; in fact the selectivity of the whole
set is far greater than when it used the
2 volt type tubes.
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List of Parts for the New "Doerle"
3-Tube A.C. Receiver
1—Drilled Metal Chassis, Radio Trading
Co.
1—R.F. Choke Coil, Radio Trading Co.
1—Set of 4 Special Three- Winding Coils,
Radio Trading Co.
1—Set of 4 Regular Doerle Coils, Radio
Trading Co.
5—.01 mf. Fixed Condensers, Flechtheim.
1—.002 mf. Fixed Condensers, Flechtheim.
1—.5 Bypass Condenser, Flechtheim.
1-300 Ohm Resistor.
1-100,000 Ohm Resiscor, Lynch.
1-250,000 Ohm Resistor, Lynch.
1-1 Megohm Resistor, Lynch.
1-2 Megohm Resistor, Lynch.
1-2,000 Ohm Resistor, Lynch.
1-2,000 Ohm Resistor, Variable.
3— Six Prong Sockets, Eby ( National;
Hammarlund; Na aid).
1— Five Prong Socket, Eby ( National;
Hammarlund; Na aid).
1—Four Prong Socket, Eby ( National;
Hammarlund; Naaid).
2—Triple- Grid Tube Shields, Hammarlund
(National).
1—.0001 Fixed Condenser, Flechtheim.
3—Hammarlund .00014 mf. Tuning Condensers.
2—Tuning Dials, National or other make.
1—Antenna Ground Terminal Strip, Eby.
1— Phone Terminal Strip, Eby.
1— Five Wire Cable.
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RCA VICTOR, INC.
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Diagram for the new RCA- Victor 2- band model, "short-wave"
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and " broadcast"

6- tube

110V
A.0

receiver.

Photo above shows latest RCA- Victor short-wave and
broadcast band receiver, utilizing 6 tubes.

• ONE of the very newest and highly interesting short-wave and broadcast receivers is the new 6-tube, twoband, RCA Victor model here illustrated.
This receiver is available in
different style cabinets and by operating a switch it reproduces through its
loud speaker either stations on the
regular broadcast band, between 200
and 550 meters, or else a fine selection of foreign short-wave stations in
the popular bands extending from 19 to

55.5 meters. Between the
limits of the short-wave
band available in this
receiver at the throw of
a switch are included
four of the internationally assigned short-wave
broadcast
bands,
located at 49, 31, 25, and
19 meters, respectively.
Thus, in addition to providing
fine
entertainment from the American
broadcasting stations in
the usual band, this receiver permits direct reception
cd
interesting
programs from the principal short-wave broadcast transmitters located
in all parts of the world.
The short-wave facilities
afforded by this instrument represent the very
newest engineering developments. The shortwave feature is built in
as an integral part of
the radio chassis, not simply an adapter
connected to an old-style broadcast receiver. Both tuning ranges are quickly
interchangeable by means of a pushpull switch on the front of the cabinet.
Other features to be found on this receiver are the vernier dual- ratio selector drive, permitting either rapid or
fine adjustments independently, and
secondly—there is the clock-type fullvision illuminated dial, which is calibrated directly in terms of frequency

for both short and broadcast band
ranges.
As the diagram shows, each of the
two wave bands made available in this
set have independent tuned couplers
or inductances and when the two-way
switch S-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 knob is
turned, either the short wave or broadcast coils are connected into circuit. It
will be noted that the new 2A7 tube is
used for the oscillator and first detector, while the very latest circuit improvements
incorporating automatic
volume control with the second detector are provided, by utilizing a 2B7
tube.
The loud speaker is energized
by one of the newest power audio frequency tubes, the 2A5.
The manufacturers recommend the use of an
outdoor antenna from 25 to 75 feet
long, including lead in and ground
wire, and where this is not possible
an inside antenna may be used. These
sets are designed for operation on 110
volts, 60 cycle A.C. and sets for 220
volt A.C. circuits are available.
This
receiver has its power switch and tone
control combined in one knob.
A brand new form of tuning timechart has been developed for use with
this receiver in which the program
"time on the air" is plotted graphically; also Eastern Standard Time, as we!
as G.M.T. are given at the top of the
chart to facilitate tuning in European
stations.
This set will win many
friends, as a flip of the switch immediately takes one from the American
Broadcast Band to the European and
South American circuit.
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RO - 23

MODEL

SHORT WAVE
CONVERTER CHASSIS

ANTENNA TRANSFER
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Note—On some models operating switch for broadcast receiver is in circuit to Converter.
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RCA Victor Short Wave Converter SWA-2 is athree tube, single control short wave unit designed to
convert all short wave signals from 13.8-200 meters to asingle frequency so that they may then be amplified by means of the usual broadcast receiver.
One Radiotron UY224 is used as an R. F. Amplifying stage, one UY224 as the detector and one
UY227 as the oscillator. Heater current for these Radiotrons is obtained from a small transformer
incorporated in the unit. Plate supply is obtained from the broadcasting receiver.
A wafer connector is supplied that may be inserted under the tube socket when a receiver using a
UX-280 rectifier and afilter in the negative side of the line is used. Under these conditions-most modern
receivers are so designed that this is true-the plate supply to the converter is obtained through the contact
on the wafer connector to the UX-280 filament. On receivers where this condition does not exist, but
where Pentode output tubes are used, the wafer connector can be used to make connection to the screen
grid of the Pentode. On receivers where neither condition exist any connection that gives a filtered
D. C. output of from 180 to 260 volts between the contact and ground will be suitable.
Due to the SWA-2 being identical with the converter chassis used in the RO23, reference to the
RO23 Service Notes should be made for data pertaining to Service work.
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Stock
No.

DESCRIPTION

2747
2977

Cap-Grid contactor cap-Package of 5.
Knob-Station selector. or Resonator knob- Package of 5
Resistor- 100,000 ohms-Carbon type-1 wattPackage of 5
Resistor-1500 ohms-Carbon type-1 watt-Package of 5
Cord-Drive cord-Package of 5
Spring-Drive cord tension spring-Package of 5
Socket- UY Radiotron socket-Complete with insulation strip
Contact lug-Complete with mounting rivetsPackage of 10.
Switch-Antenna-"Off and On"-Toggle type12 used-Complete with mounting nut
Board-- Terminal board with two soldering terminals
complete with mounting rivets- Located on
switch bracket-Package of 5
Drive shaft with pulley-Package of 5
Coil-For resistor board assembly
Coil-Coil assembly with mounting eyelet-For
switch and bracket assembly
Socket-Dial lamp socket and bracket with mounting
rivets
Capacitor- 1000 mmfd.-Package of 5
Resistor-800 ohms-Carbon type- 1 wait- Pack.
age of 5
Resistor-80,000 ohms-Carbon type- 1 wattPackage of 5.
Resistor -40,000 ohms-Carbon type-3 wattPackage of 5
Coupling- Switch lever shaft coupling with 2 taper
pins- Package of 5
Switch- Toggle type- Power switch
Binding post Conplete with terminal lug, mounting washer and mounting nut
Package of 5.

3058
3153
3285
3286
3288
3289
3290
3291
3292
3293
6100
6101
6102
6103
6104
6105
6106
6107
6108

List
Price

Stock
No.

80.50
2.50

6109
6110
6111

2.50

6112

2.75
1.00
1.40

7062
7298
7406

.50

7407
7408
7409
7410

.50
1.00
.50
2.35
.65
.75
.50
2.50
2.00
2.00

8806
8807
8808
8809
8810
8811
8812
8813
10820

DESCRIPTION
Knob-Knob with pointer- Package of 5
Dial lamp shield and indicator
Escutcheon-Range switch mob escutcheon-Package of 5
Cushion-Receiver chassis rubber cushions- Package of 4
Capacitor-Adjustable capa.itor-15-70 mmfd.
Capacitor-0.01 mfd.
Capacitor-Double adjustable capacitor-One section 10-70 mmfd.-One section 800-1000 mmfd...
Coil- High frequency detector coil
Coil- Low frequency detector and oscillator coil
Coil-High frequency oscillator coil..
Capacitor-Variable capacitor-7 plate -Complete
with mounting nut and washers
Transformer- Filament power transformer
Transformer-Filament
power
transformer-110
volts-25 cycle.
Transformer-Filament
power
transformer-220
volts-60 cycle
Board-Resistor board less Iresistors, capacitors and
coil
Lever-Switch lever assembly-Comprising shaft,
3 switch levers and coupliag bushing
Switch- Range switch complete with mounting
washer and nut
Capacitor-Variable tuning capacitor assembly
Dial drum and scale
Capacitor- 100 mmfd

2.00
.50
1.00
1.75

List
Price
$1.75
.50
1.80
.50
1.00
.80
1.10
1.05
1.45
1.85
1.75
3.25
5.75
3.40
1.00
.70
6.60
5.10
1.20
.50

CABINET
1229

Escutcheon-Tuning dial escutcheon with mounting

6113
9399

Foot-- Cabinet felt foot- Package of 15
Cabinet -Complete lem equipment

70

',Crews

.10

12
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Figure A— Schematic Circuit Diagram
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•*2.0
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o.0
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**2.0

100

255

6.0

2.6

RCA-2A7, Det.-Osc.

"2.5

100

250

RCA 58. I. F.

*5.0

2.6

"2.0

100

255

6.0

2.6

RCA-207. 2nd Det.-AVC

••l.5

RCA- 56. A. F. Drives

35

••12.0

105

1.5

2.6

—

245

6.0

2.6

—

300

RCA-53. Output

0

RCA-80, Rectifier

640 R. M. S. Plate to Plate

36.0

2.6

130 per Plate

5.0

• Voltages and current apply to de ector portion of tube.
•• These voltages cannot be measured because of the high resistance of the circuits.

Ext.-roe
OssedIstor
Frequency

Dial Setting

Location
of Linr-Ilp
Capes

Position
of Selector
Switch

445 K. C.

Any setting that does
not bring in station.

At rear ¡debased',

Any position that does
not bring in station.

370 K. C.

370 K. C.

Bottom of chassis

X

Maximum output.

3

175 K. C.

Set tiir signal.

Top of chassis.

X

Maximum output while rocking
dial back and forth.

1

1400 K. C.

1400 K. C.

Bottom of chassis.

A

Maximum output.

3

600 K. C.

Set for signal.

Top of chassis.

A

Maximum output while rocking
dial back and forth.

1

3900 K. C.

3900 K. C.

Bottom of chassis.

B

Maximum output.

3

1710 K. C.

Set for signal.

Top of chassis.

B

Maximum output while rocking
dial back and forth.

1

10 M. C.

Bottom of chassis.

C

Maximum output.

3

15 or 18 M. C.

Bottom and top.

D

10 M. C.

15 or 18 M. C.

Adjust for

m

ax i
mum output.

Maximum output.
e
l
arn

oted
tr iw
trimmer

Ni. miser of
Adjustments
1o Be Made
4

Adjust mica.

until
nti'
signal
t r. peossi nets.
Use for adjustment the higher
frequency of these two points.
This will be the point lying
counter-clockwise from the other
point.

4
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AR- 1145

STATION SELECTOR
UX-T-22

00015 MFD.

F. CHOKE

UX -201-A

00016 MFD.

UX -20I -A

UT- 112-A

0
0

POWER
OUTPUT

o

9

-

9C

--1C
+ i35 8

1

+678
+GA

IMFD

Figure 3—Schematic circuit diagram of RCA Short
Wave Receiver ( Some sets have a choke coil connected
in Mc antenna circuit instead of the 2000-ohm resistor
Frequency Range
Megacycles

Kilocycles

Wavelength Range
Meters

20-12
12-7.2
7.2-4

20,000-12,000
12,000— 7,200
7,200— 4,000
1,500—
940
940—
550

15— 25
25— 42
42— 75
200-320
320-545

Coil No.

1
2
3
6
7

-A-9
+C

VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS
Intensity Control Near Zero.
Operating Switch "On."
All Batteries Connected. ( See
Figure 10.)
Radiotrons in Sockets, or Test Set. Loudspeaker Plugged in Second Audio
Stage Jack.
Plate Current

Fil. Volt.

Grid Volt.

Plate Volt.

Coupling UX222

3.2

*Control grid
1.5
*Screen gri 1
67.5

130.0

Plate
3.5 mil. amp.
*Screen
0.5 mil. amp.

Detector
1TX-201A

5.0.

....

30-60

0.65 to 1.5 mil.
amp.

1st Audio Amp.
UX-201A

5.0

3.0

65

1.1 mil. amp.

2d

5.0

9.0

130.0

4.0 mil. amp.

Ractiotron

Audio Amp.
(Power)
UX-112A

(Depending on position of intensity
control)

*These readings cannot be measured by ordinary methods as with the
Weston Model 537 test set.
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0.005 MF D
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BROADCAST RECEIVER
+13$ VOLTS
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TUBF SOCKET

R.F.CHOKE
34 °A;
+ 135 VOLTS
FROM
0 0.0....r.
'*.CIRCUIT TAP
Schematic diagram of Short If 'LILY' Adaptor

TO ANTENNA 4

MOUNT ON REAR
OF CABINET - -

-

ANTENNA
BINDING POST,
BROADCAST
RECEPTION

r

I
- \

2•
le,

-3

GROUND
POST

/BINDING

t-1

\

ilk
TO GROUND

11,000A. RESISTOR
TO'
TERMINAL
NO.5
.Connections to

Radiolas 80, 82, 86 and

Set the dial on the Receiver at about the middle of the scale ( approximately 1000 K.C.) and
at aposition no powerful or local station comes in. With, for example, the No. 2 coils in place, vary
the two tuning dials keeping both readings approximately alike. In doing this, proceed slowly
as the right hand dial settings are extremely sharp and the stations may be missed if the motion
is too rapid. Mans- code stations will be heard, and having found one, adjust both dials carefully
for maximum signal. The setting of the antenna dial is much broader and may not read exactly,
like the oscillator dial for maximum signal strength.

•
5.W. ANT.

CHOKE
R.F.
.
1A

R.FC.

C2

1st OET.
' 24

1
'24

50 MMF

2e. I.F.
SO Me.

'
24
1

2P.12 DET.

3Lt2I.F.
50 MM F.

'24

50 MMF. ' 27
/ .002 - MF.

1M. AUDIO
'27

t

e

1

v6

V2.

ANTENNA CO

.1 -MF
en.

2,000 OMS

otois
50

>IMF

«
rv

MF.
'
01

5,000
OHMS

MF.

3,000

„„

\I

001-

MF.

50,000
OHMS

OHMS

o
MF

sp/oo

CH.2

CI,.0000744.

PLUG-IN
¡ COILS

50 MmF.

.000 MF.

.0005 MF.

oz7

OHMS

C2,.0005- MF.

.5- MF.
05C.
—

I

I—

•
°

FIL

GlOr

.1- MF.
-B

0,

Schematic circuit of the receiver chassis of the Scott " All- Wave" superheterodyne.

rear of the chassis; and the short-wave post on the shield over the tuning gang.
a push-pull ' 50 unit is also obtainable.

The long-wave antenna post is at the
The output feeds a push-pull '
45 pack;

e
C2

e

%

co

X

03

VIEWLOOMISIGAT
REARCeSOCKETS-,

<íedj

8

POIOCR UNIT

Anv Lome At
1
,.... ,

J

The j. f, amplifier should be first
aligned by connecting the output of the
test oscillator, which should he set at
465 kc., to the grid cap of the '57 first
detector tube ( with normal set grid connection removed) and to the ground binding post of the tuner.
With the bottom

KAI Or SOCKV"

plate removed, the six trimmer screws found
beneath each i.f. transformer can should
be adjusted for maximum deflection of the
tuning meter, taking care that the oscillator output is kept low enough so that
the volume control of the set can he well
advanced during this adjustment.
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MASTERPIECE_
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L4 14 Li 1.10
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IF I
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12 15 1.81.11
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13
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72

114—•

117

2
216

C 25
•

C25
18

C4
a
SO 60•••••

POWER. UNIT

Here we have the schematic circuit diagram for the new McMurdo Silver "Masterpiece • II" All-Wave Superheterodyne Receiver.

A New Kind of Sensitivity Control
A special squelch tube was used in the

first MASTERPIECE connected to function as a valve refusing all signals and
noise below a certain level when it was in
use. By this means the set could be tuned
from station to station with dead silence
between stations whfri desired.
This arrangement had two disadvantages. It required an extra tube, and its cut-off level
had to be set at some arbitrary point—
it could not easily, be set to agree with
the different local noise conditions found
in different locations. Also, it was found
that many stations constituting good noisefree entertainment, would, in the course
of their normal and continuous slight
fading, fade across any arbitrarily established cut-off level, resulting in a periodic
cut-off of reception, or if fading was rapid,
in choppy, distorted reception when the
squelch circuit was in use.
An
r.f. ( radio-frequency)
sensitivity
control has
been
substituted for the
squelch circuit, which was a switch like
valve and has been eliminated, therefore.
This sensitivity control can be adjusted
to suppress any prevailing condition or
level of local noise, which is obviously advantageous, and eliminates entirely the
possibility of choppy reception of stations
fading slightly across the cut-off level of
any automatic squelch or valve circuit. It
permits of adjustment when desired, of
the r.f.—i.f. ( i.f.=intermediate frequency)
gain to the exact degree desired, almost
wholly independently of the actual loud
speaker volume desired, and over all ordinary operating ranges, has no effect on the
automatic volume control action, or on the
operation of the audio volume level control.
The use of the better r.f.-i.f. sensitivity
control eliminates the arbitrarily adjusted
squelch tube, and together with three new
and meritorious tubes recently introduced,
permits of the elimination of a total of
three tubes net, allowing somewhat better
results to be obtained than with the original fifteen at first employed.

Band -Spread Tuning Arrangement
The use of two dials instead of a single

tuning dial is the second change referred
to.
The receiver is completely tuned by
the right-hand dial and its single knob
as was the first MASTERPIECE.
Th(
second dial is simply a vernier, or bandspread tuning dial to permit the short wave
bands such as the 6000, 9500 and 12,000
kc.
short-wave
broadcast
bands
being
spread out over a whole full dial scale for
easy tuning. It may likewise be used to
spread the five amateur bands for easy
tuning—or even small segments of the
broadcast band.
It is purely a vernier,
not a second tuning control. It need not
be used at all in operating the set, yet its
use makes for much easier tuning of the
short-wave bands.
Tuning of the short-wave bands in the
first receiver was made easy by a 28:1
dial ratio.
This was necessarily slow to
tune with over any range, but even more
important, did not permit of spreading
the different short wave stations far
enough apart on the dial scale itself to
make for easy reading for the eye. With
this new band-spread dial, the main tuning dial need only be set at, say 6.2 for
the 6000 kc. or 50 meter short wave broadcast band, and all the stations in this
band will be found spread out nicely on
the vernier dial—actually making shortwave tuning easier than is broadcast band
tuning on ordinary receivers.
Tuning is not rendered easy by any high
ratio tuning dial, which will necessarily
be mechanically stiff.
By the use of 6:1
automatic take-up gear drives with opposed gears ( an equivalent of the beautifully smooth helical gear control) the mechanical operation not only is smooth and
entirely free of slippage, wear or backlash, but the control knobs turn - with
extreme ease and absence of effort. Tuning is thus made faster, easier, simpler,
and easier to read. This simple mechanical change is invaluable, and in the hands
of a novice can make all the difference
between skipping over foreign short wave
stations or having them actually easier to
find than broadcast band etations.

The Complete Circuit

Thus the revised tube circuit line-up is•

'58 r.f. stage, 2A7 combined first detector
and electron-coupled oscillator ( the first
combination tube so far introduced which
gives actually better results than separate
tubes performing the same functions),
three '58 i.f. stages ( the third stage used
for selectivity, not for gain—its additional
gain cannot be used), '56 first audio stage,
2A3 pushpull Class A fifteen watt power
output stage and 5Z3 rectifier.
It can be seen that from the original
tube complement the '56 oscillator and '57
first detector have been replaced by the
even better 2A7 tube, which performs both
functions with higher gain and the desirable frequency stability and uniform output of the electron-coupled oscillator. Thus
one tube is eliminated, and the performance is improved a bit.
The next tube
eliminated is the squelch tube, referred to
previously.
Two '80 rectifiers were originally used.
The new 5Z3 thermionic high vacuum rectifier, having the same power capacity as
two '80s, allows one of the original two
rectifiers to be dropped, thus effecting
further simplification.
Actually, however, the improved and
simplified receiver uses twelve tubes, the
twelfth tube being a '58 in the added
third dual tuned i.f. stage. The entire i.f.
(intermediate- frequency) amplifier is airtuned, making for permanency of setting
in all climates, for the first time at no load
of selectivity. This tube is added only because it is the simple and obvious means
of coupling the two extra tuned circuits
.added to the i.f. amplifier to set the selectivity up to absolute 9 kc.
A tuned or transposed antenna or lead-in
system may be used when desired by virtue of separate antenna coupling coils for
each of the four bands.
A tuned r.f. stage is used on both broadcast and short wave; the additional gain
of this stage cuts down oscillator hiss and
results in a very fine signal-to-noise ratio.
It also eliminates the repeat spot or image
interference so common in many improperly
designed superhet receivers.
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,R5

3V

t
45V

96v

Wiring diagram for the latest " S- M"-726 SW., " All- Wave" Super-het. For short wave reception the aerial feeds
into a S- W detector S-10 and oscillator S-11; in all 2 oscillators and 3 detectors are used. Tubes—S2, S- 10—'24's;
S3, S6, S11—'27's; S7, S8—'47's; Si, S4, 55—'51's ( R. C. A. 235); S9—'80 rectifier. This set is a combination of a
9 tube van-mu pentode broadcast super- het, and an . 11 tube short wave super, using switches instead of plug-in coils.
Pentodes are used at S7 and S8.

"Double- Super- het" Principle Used
It is obviously not practical to build
a superheterodyne receiver for both
short and broadcast wavelengths with
two
different
intermediate-frequency
amplifiers; for the cost of the equipment
would be very considerable. This problem has been nicely solved in the " 726
SW" by designing the main I.F. frequency amplifier for 175 kc.; this being
preceded by the oscillator, first detector,
and R.F. tube for broadcast band reception. As soon, however, as the rec&ver

is shifted over to operation in the range
of 10 to 200 meters, a scheme popularly
known as " double suping" is resorted to
—that is, the use of two intermediate
frequencies with two oscillators, one
fixed and one variable.
Setting the Dial on Broadcast Receiver
Specifically, the broadcast tuning dial
is set to some clear channel in the neighborhood of 650 kc. ( it may actually be
anywhere between 600 and 700 kc.) and
this done, the broadcast band R.F. amplifier tube and first detector, together

S- M

CONVERTER_

05C

CCGEND
CI- C1 • 00014 NFU COND
CI- C4 • 33 WHO'D. CONO - NM.
CS • *008 MFO. COMO.
Cl • CLI •
Cl . 44 •
1.8 • 111144-N-0

•

111444

COOLS

L$ • 10 111 04411.
11-11 • )00.001) 0104
RSSISTORS
11-14'•
10.000 SI • ' 14
SI. •
17
SI • ' 16
TI • NS 10104
PWR. TRANS. 1•11131
SW • SWITCH
SPI IPI'IP)1 • 0114:444 POSTS
NOTC

with their tuned circuits, become tht.
first level of intermediate-frequency amplification; which takes place obviously
at the setting of the broadcast dial, or
at 650 kc. approximately. A short-wave
first detector is then placed ahead of
the R.F. amplifier tube, which has nos,
become an I.F. amplifier tube; and to
this tube is coupled a short-wave oscillator which is arranged to track away
from the short-wave first detector by
approximately 650 kc., in order to produce the first intermediate frequency.

COFINCCT
cote /MO
CAMPOS
CONMIS.CTMMS
OF
COO.
SOCKETS
TOIWTHelt

Wiring diagram of the Silver- Marshall S- W converter.

Parts Necessary
The converter consists of a '24 first detector, with plug-in coils which are tuned
by a .00014-mf. vernier or midget type
of condenser. It was not thought desirable to bring the condenser control out
to a vernier dial; since it is not particularly critical in setting, and operation
may be more easily mastered when the
first detector's tuning is regarded as a
vernier or trimmer adjustment rather
than as a regular tuning control.
The
oscillator circuit, however, is extremely
sharp; employing a somewhat similar
coil to that of the first detector, it is
tuned by a .00014-mf. condenser controlled by a vernier dial. A '27 tube is
the oscillator, and power supply for both
tubes of the converter is obtained from a
small, self-contained power unit

A '26 tube is used as a rectifier, being
fed by a small transformer which also
supplies filament current for the '24 deIt plugs into any A.C. socket. tector and '27 oscillator.
Filtration is
provided by one high- inductance choke
and two 4-mf. dry-electrolytic, semi- selfhealing condensers.
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I
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16
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C26

Wiring diagram for new All-wave Silver- Marshall Super-heterodyne designed for operation on 110 volt, 60 cycle
A.C. circuit.
Model S.M. 727 Shortwave-Broadcast
Receiver

R2-400 Ohm Resistor-Wire Wound.
R3-100,000 Ohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon.
R4-% 3legohm Tapered Variable ResistC2-2 Gang Variable Condenser - 365 Mint.
Max. ±-- 5 Mmf. 0° - 90° ± 1
ance.
R5-25,000 Ohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon.
Mint DO° - 180° -± % of 1%; USE
with dial scale.
R6-300,000 Ohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon.
C3-25 Mmf. Trimmer Condenser.
R7-400 Ohm Resistor- Wire Wound.
C4-200 Mmf. Variable Midget Condenser.
R8-60,000 Ohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon.
C5-0.1 31f. Condenser- Sprague.
R9-3,500 Ohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon.
C6-0.1 31f. Condenser- Sprague.
RIO-300,000 Ohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon
C7-0.1 Mf. Condenser- Sprague.
R11-1 Megohm Resistor- 1 Watt Carbon.
C8-1.0, .5, .5 Mf. Condenser.
R12-1 Megohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon.
C9-1.0 Mf. Condenser 150 V. ( Dual with
R13-300,000 Ohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon.
C-22).
R14- 10,000 Ohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon.
C10-.001 Mf. Condenser Mica.
R15- 10,000 Ohm Resistor- 1 Watt Carbon.
011-.001 Mf, Condenser Mica.
RIO- 10,000 Ohm Resistor- 2 Watt Carlton.
C13-.025 Mf. Condenser-Sprague.
R17- 8,500
Ohm
Resistor
Ohmite Red
C14-.006 Mf. 700 V.--Sprague.
Devil-3 Watt.
C15-.00015 Mf. Mica.
R18-220 Ohm Resistor Ohmite Red DevilC16-Oscillator Tiimmer Condenser.
2 Watt.
C17-0.1 Mf. Condenser- Sprague.
R19-400 Ohm Resistor-Wire Wound.
C18-0.1 Mf. Condenser-Sprague.
S1-'24 Tube.
C19-0.1 Mf. Condenser- Sprague,
54- 87- S8- S9-'27 Tubes.
C20-.0005 Mf. Condenser Mica,
S5-S6-'47 Tubes.
)42-53--'51 Tubes.
('22-1.0 Mf. Condenser, 150 V. tSee C-9).
S10-'80 Tube.
C23-4 Mf. Dry Electrolytic Cond. 450 V.
C24-8 Mf. Dry Electrolytic Cond. 450 V.
S11-Speaker Socket
C25-4 MÍ. Dry Electrolytic Cond. 450 V.
SW1-SW2-Tandem Change-over Switch.
C28-0.1 Mf. Condenser-Sprague.
SW3--A.C. Switch ( Combination with volumc
L1-197 Broadcast Antenna Coll ( 550-1,500
control).
Tl - Q-1 1.F. Transformer.
B.C.).
T2-0-2
I.F. Transformer.
L2-202 Short Wave Antenna Coil ( 1.563.46 megacycles).
T3-Q-3 1.F. Transformer.
L3-201 Short Wave Antenna Coil (3.51T4-10159 Audio Transformer.
5.36 megacycles).
T5-10200 Output Transformer.
L4-200 Short Wave Antenna Coil ( 5.54.

(

10.29 megacycles).
L5-199 Short Wave Antenna Coil ( 9.618.15 megacycles).
LU- 198 Oscillator Coll.
L7-10145 Choke. ( Iron Core Plate Filter.)
I,8- L9-281 R.F. Choke. ( IF and 2d Det.C'ets.)
31-Tuning Meter- 15 M.A.
P1-100,000 Ohm Vol. Control ( Com. with
A.C. Switch).
R1-100.000 Ohm Resistor-1 Watt Carbon.

T6-10202 Power Transformer.

Silver-Marshall All-Wave Super- Het.
Coil Data
Referring to the I.F. transformers, T-1, 2
and 3 in the diagram, these have 125-mint.
(max.) variable condensers as trimmers across
primaries and secondaries as shawl'.
Each
Lie. transformer has two coils in ad aluminum
shield, and each coil consists of 200 turns ( 10

strands) No. 41 S.S.E. Litz. ( inductance 1
at 1,000 cycles and resistance 7.6 ohms).
The coils are bank-wound and have an internal
diameter of % inch, and each coil is
inch
thick. The 2 coils are spaced about 11°. inches
apart and should be not less than % inch from
the aluminum shield can. Both coils are wound
in the same direction.

m.h.

Harmonic Generator Coil Data
1.56 tu 3.48 megacycles. Primary L-2-48%
turns. No. 27 enameled wire, space wound.
Secondary L-7-18% turns No. 36 D.S.C. close
wound. •
3.51 to 8.36 mc. primary L-3-23% turns No.
21 enameled wire, space wound.
Secondary L-8
-12% tarns No. 36 D.S.C. close wound ( these
coils so far specified wound on l% inch outside
diameter bakelite tubing).
5.54 to 10.29 mc. primary L-4-16% turns
No. 19 enameled wire, space wound; secondary
L-9-12% turns No. 36 D.S.C. close wound.
9.8 to 18.15 me. primary L-5-6% turns.
No. 17 enameled wire, space wound. Secondary
L- 10-1C% turne No. 36 D.S.C. close wound.

Broadcast Coil Data
Primary, 450 turns No. 34 D.C.C. wire, bunch
wound
inch in length on a form 2 inches in
diameter. Secondary 83 turns No. 24 enameled
wire wound on the same tube, which is 3%
inches long.
Oscillator Coil: L-6, L-11-11 turns No. 36
enameled wire, close wound.
L-12-30 turns No. 36 enameled wire, close
wound.
L-13-84 turns No. 28 enameled wire, wound
68 turne per inch.
Coils L-11, 12 and 13 are wound on 1%
Inch on- side diameter tube: these three coil>
being placed in a row with -h. Inch space be
tween coils, the order being L-11, L-13, L-12.
Over one end of L-13, near coil L-11, is
wound coil 1,14, comprising 43 turns No. 846
enameled wire, close wound, on a tube 1%
inches outside diameter.
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200 0045

300V

3000
0,4.3

V. Iring dingrato

of the new 71iS 3- NN.

Silver- Marshall, 13 to

5341 meter, 12-tube nuperheterodyne.
chokea have a value of 7 millihenriers.

The set is a twelve tube superheterodyne using the new
"Q" system developed in the S- M laboratories which for the
first time permits of accurate short wave dial calibration at
the factory. As a broadcast set it uses ten tubes, and as a
short wave set twelve.
These two extra tubes are in no
sense a conventional converter, for both essentially function
as the short wave oscillator and replace the broadcast oscillator entirely on short waves.
The circuit involves a ' 58 detector and '56 oscillator for
the broadcast band, or for the three short wave bands from
1,500 to 22,700 kc., a '58 first detector and '56 oscillator with
its '56 harmonic generator tube, which allows one oscillator
circuit to cover this wide frequency range without changes.
Following this is a two stage 465 kc. i.f. amplifier using two
'58 tubes, a ' 56 A.V.C. tube, '56 second detector, a '45 first
audio or driver stage and a " Class A Prime" push-pull '45
output stage, with, of course, an '82 mercury vapor rectifier
tube.
In changing from one short-wave band to another,
only the antenna circuit is changed, the broadcast oscillator
being dropped completely out of circuit for the short wave
bands.
The audio system is totally new, as it uses only a pair of
'45s in the output stage, driven by a third '45, ??et turns out
over eight watts of undistorted power output, with the ability
to handle strong signal peaks of up to twelve and sixteen or
more watts—just as much to the ear as will '46 in Class B
audio, but without any of the '46s' serious harmonic distortion
at home volume levels.
The 728SW has a noise suppressor system adjustable for
each and every specific location, so that all noise can be cut
out at the throw of a switch for local and medium distance
reception. This is accomplished by a switch and a semivariable resistor ( on the rear of the chassis) that allows the
first i.f. grid to be biased negative enough to cut sensitivity
to a point where only signals stronger than local noise can
be heard in the silent position of the noise-suppressor switch.
The radio frqueney chokes shown in the plate circuits of the
first detector, second intermediate frequency amplifier and second detector, each have a value of 7 millihenries. The coils
used in the new 728SW super-het are wound with Litz wire
in many cases, and are difficult to wind accurately, let alone
trying to calibrate them.
However, for the benefit of the
short-wave " intelligentsia," the coil winding data is .given in
the text that follows:

Capacity A-75-120 waif.,

INTERMEDIATE TRANS.
lot and 2nd—
Pri.-211 turns No. 41 S.S.E. Litz wire
Sec.-211 turns No. 41 S.S.E. Litz wire
Wound on %" form—spaced 1,7s " with loss
ring between coils
3rd—
Pri.-211 turns No. 41 S.S.E. Litz wire .
Sec.-211 turns No. 41 S.S.E. Litz wire—
tapped at 150 turns.
Wound on %" form—spaced 17s "
BROADCAST OSC. COIL:
Tank-95 turns
No.
27 P.E. wire—space
wound 60 T.P.I. on 17/
4 " dia. form.
Grid-36 turns No. $6 P.E.—close wound
Plate-46 turns No. 36 P.E.—close wond
Pickup- 13 turns No. 36 P.E. space wound
Grid, plate, pickup wound on Vs" dia. form.
SHORT WAVE OSC. COIL:
Tank-29 turns No. 20 P.E.—space wound—
winding length 11
/ " wound on 174" dia.
4
form.
Plate-26 turns No. 36 S.E.—space wound—
winding length I%" wound on Vs" ern.
form.
Grid-9 turns No. 36 S.E.—wound in spacing
of tank
ANTENNA COIL—BROADCAST:
Secondary—Approx. 121 turns No. 30 P.E.
wire—space wound-83 T.P.I.
Primary-450 turns No. 34 D.C.C. wire—random wound.
SHORT WAVE COILS
1st COIL.
Secondary-34 turns No. 27 P.E. wire—space
wound
Pickup-20 turns No. 36 S.E. wire—close
wound spaced le from sec.
Wound on 174" dia. form'
2nd COIL:
Secondary- 19% turns No. 21 P.R. wire—
space wound
Pickup-20 turns No. 36 S.E. wire—close
wound spaced %" from sec.
Wound on 343" dia. form.
3rd COIL:
Secondary-6% turns No. 19 P.E. wire—
space wound—length, Vs "
Pickup-20 turns No. 36 S.E. wire—close
wound spaced 743" from sec.
Wound on 3/8 " dia, form.
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100-120
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Wiring diagram of the new Silver- Marshall short
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',7iring diagram of S- M " Bearcat" receiver for short waves.
It employs a stage of shie:d grid radio
erative detector and two stages of special audio frequency amplificat'on.

With this receiver it is possible to
spread the crowded ham bands and
secure close tuning on foreign phone stations, without dismantling the set, by
using a little midget condenser that is
built right into the circuit.
To that
unique feature has been added the in-

frequency,

regen-

:leased amplification of the tuned radio steel cassis.
It has one tuning dial
frequency screen-grid stage and also the with series antenna condenser and rescreeigrid first audio stage; still main- generative control, switch, and vernier.
taming the convenience of single- dial
The receiver can be purchased in kit
operation.
It uses, as well, a ' 27 type form o- completely wired. Plug-in coils
detector, '45 output, and '80 rectifier.
are furnished, giving a range from 16.6
The " Bearcat" is built on a rugged up to 200 meters.
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VOLUME
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o
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Cl VARIABLE CONDENSER
C2 EQUALIZING CONDENSER
C3 ADJUSTING CONDENSER
Li TUNING COIL
LIS IF TRANSFORMER
L17 OSCILLATOR COIL

Operates on any A. C. or D. C. current, 100 to 130 volts and 200 to 260 volts—ANY
cycle.
Tunes all stations from 540 to 1503 on regular broadcast band, and from 1500 to 5003
kilocycles on short wave band ( 200 meters to 60 meters).
Antenna tuning that permits exact matching of receiver to any antenna, which makes
for maxirillum sensitivity.
Sparton latest type precision- built high efficiency tubes:
1 78 detector oscillator.
1 78 intermediate amplifier.
1 75 second detector- automatic volume control.
1 43 power pentode.
1 25Z5 dual rectifier.

VOLTAGE ANALYSIS
Line Voltage 120

Tube

LDcation

Position of Volume Control Full with Antenna Disconnected

Heater or
Filament

Plate

Control
Grid —

Grid +

98 - 108

Screen

Plate Cur ren t
M. A.

25Z5

Rectifier

22 - 28*

43

Power

22 - 28*

92 - 98

14 - 18

75

Detector-A.V.C.

5.9 - 7*

35 - 45

.4 - . 65

78

I. F. Amplifier

5.9 - 7* .

98 - 108

1.8 - 2.5

98 - 108

7 - 10

78

Det.-Oscillator

5.9 - 7*

98 - 108

14 - 18

98 - 108

4 -6

Voltage across speaker field is 100 -120 volts.
*Readings slightly less when taken with a low resistance voltmeter.

18 - 25
.19 - .22
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RECEIVE
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CHASSIS MODEL 105 RECEIVER MODELS 50 to 59
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1144.
Mont Part
No. Nu.

3

540
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VOLTAGE TABLE L
INE VOLTAGE
';'..i.S...

rs....'i.

sh0r1 Viese
0.011•10r

p.
-

2.4

81

17

Bromleam
0,0111n1ee
IleVaTor

NOTE,
Unit.

Use an

tube in She

Power

2.4

ss

2.4

1188

21

1.9

182

2.4

2.4

142

58

2.4

181

182

88

282

118

111

"

A. V. I:.

17

2•44

Amend
Dole..

27

2.42

Outpat

47

Ree1114.

8.2

PI

2.4

4.9

5

0

S

'
2.2
-39
-112

MI

177

CAUTION

1"

Reading nest be taken with the set tuned
to one of the short wave ranges, and the
local - distance switch polled out.
All D.C. voltages are measured between
the tube locket terminal and chants, using
a high resistance voltmeter of 1000 ohms
per volt. Readings will vary depending upon
voltage range of meter, being higher for
higher range instruments. This variation is
most marked for all detector and oscillator
D.C. volts gen.
Readings taken with set testers plugged
into tube sockets may deviate considerably
from the values given in this table, due to
their internal circuit arrangements.
A,

18

23
24

273 .

Sheet Were
Delector

"il:.:.." ''ehn:."1.."

-

FIldoehamle
«47
FIT m mid
1023

YCC25121ie

t h'..s.'

MdlblA81279
Dih ea
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171 .
178 . RL4 209) 530 3 . Mdl
bl(A81274
,
1144
non.eamemy

FRONT OF SET

qUi.

11.1
Prime

.23
.25
1
eS

SS

67351

5
'7

6
61
77
'
62
6

.20
.
25

59

8
11
13.8
139

.24

60

67000

..2»3

61

181347

.25
.
35
63
.25
"

I
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I:0291
1
1042
01093
51016
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81098
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.94

.60
. 02 001,1. 400 V. M•ed œmbrainty
•• 4•• Tuning Doll • •
•• 0- Tenn.. end
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Tuning euil
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Input 0sish-001 1 1. ..... 0 °.
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No.

""81.
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."

51243
ss .1 suer

01437
81111
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67296
81191
67297
81343
67299
81331
81156
111415
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111157
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81283

43
81445
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45 $ 11115
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81406
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81171
49 $ 12.14
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81200
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01276
52
01305

No

5:4

.
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1.35
100100 ohm tone enntru1
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Rtir i Inn V li• - 4 e.t.a
. 1Mfd. 400
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. 00025
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COND.

SHORT WAVE SWITCH
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Circuit Data of Stewart-Warner Short Wave Converter R301-A, B, and E
67423
BIND/N6 P057- 5712/P
Am: 6NO OUTPUT
•

67400 CONeEN5E2 4/9tY
67260

,
27

67425
23 :
0 0.3ce
o

213NIIIVM -INVM3IS

Plate Supply
Plug
c‘i
67430
MOTH OW/7-01-1E5
AleKE ONE UNIT

.5W1TCH POSITION5
A

laeeerpoitrort, PM
•ory• reasmoef
7V our/Pur POiT

2 Of cuecrez eviro,

Or..s.etecroe ertrey

P031770e1 I

8. TO COIL In P05/T/0/Y5 Z /MD 3

tfp'irreos/r/ory / O 5ELECree SWITCH
i-,— 'oef•lelP03/770/1 2 Pea, 3 cexacrae aware
67551
67656 - 60"
67673 - 25 .Ne
67672 - 230V. 60'v

Plate supply plug (# 67398) must be connected to some source of filtered
D.C. at a potential of 180 to 280 volts. Recommended voltage is 250.
The Ground Post of the converter is the negative return and must be connected to the negative side of the external plate supply. The table below
gives plate voltages at both tubes for three different plate supply voltages.
Plate Supply
Voltage
180
250
280

e

'24 Plate
26
34
37

e

'27 Plate
70
93
102

•
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SUPERTONE PRODUCTS CO.
4 TUBE

A.C.
0.1- MF

30 HENRIES

1800 OHMS
FiELO COIL

(EACH) \---„‘

110., AC

Interesting diagram showing the hook-up of the Supertone 4-Tube A.C. operated short-wave
Output tube; also connections of power supply unit.

receiver,

utilizing

the

new

2A5

able hunes being transferred through the
power transformer from the 110 volt A.C.
60 cycle supply circuit, 0.1 mf.. condensers
are connected from either side of the 110
volt primary circuit to ground.
One of the most usual sources of hum,
whenever an A.C. operated plate supply
unit is employed, lies in the filter circuit;
in the ' articular filter network two 30
henry iron-core chokes are used together
with the field winding on the loud speaker
as an additional inductance to smooth out
the rectified current.
As but two plate
voltages, 45 and 250 volts respectively, are
necessarj, for oper.ting this set, two resistors, one of 3000 and one of 30,000 ohms,
only are required to form the voltage divider. Three liberal sized electrolytic condensers are used in the high voltage filter,
two of 8 mf. each and one of 16 mf. No
condenser is used between the B minus
side of the filter and the juncture between
the speaker field winding and the 30 henry
choke.

A glance at the diagram herewith
shows that a tuned stage of radio frequency amplification, employing a 58
tube, is used to build up the signal
strength before it is detected.
Next
we come to the tuned three coil coupler
which links the R.F. stage with the
regenerative detector, employing a 57
tube.
Dual regeneration control is
provided through the medium of the
variable condenser conneçted between the
R.F. choke and ground, the second regeneration control being the 25,000 ohm potentiometer, the arm of which connects to
the shield grid of the 57 detector tube.
The output from the detector stage is
resistance coupled as shown into the first
audio stage which uses a 56 tube.
This
tube is biased by a 2,000 ohm resistor
shunted by a 1 mf. condenser. Out of this
first audio tube we pass into à resistancecoupled network, and once more into the
grid of the output stage tube, which is a
2A5. 250 volts B plus plate supply is applied •to the screen-grid and plate of the
2A5, through the loud speaker transformer
as shown in the diagram.
Both the R.F. and detector stages are
tuned by means of .00014 mf. variable condensers and standard plug-in coils, which
have been described many times in this
journal, as well as the present number,
can be used with them. The antenna stage

utilizes a 4- pin hase coil having two windings on it; the detector stage employs a
6- pin base coil, having three windings on
it, a primary, secondary, and tickler winding. A wavelength range from 15 to 200
meters is thus made available by the use
of these coils, which can be easily purchased on the market or wound from data
given in this as well as past numbers of
SHORT W AVE CRAFT.
The potentiometer
used to regulate the voltage applied to the
screen grid of the detector besides acting
as a regeneration auxiliary control, also
serves the useful purpose of a volume leveler. The R.F. choke used in the plate circuit of the detector may be one of the Hammarlund type, the new 10 MH., size being
all right.
If motor- boating should result
a lower value of grid resistors in the audio
circuit may be used than those shown. If
motor- boating occurs one may also try
using lower value plate resistors in the
resistance- loaded plate circuits. Note that
the 400 ohm biasing resistor for the 2A5
output tube is shunted by a high capacity
electrolytic condenser, having 20 mf.

Power Supply Unit Details
A great deal of experimenting was done
on not only the placement but also the
make-up of the plate supply unit, and as
the diagram shows it is very simple in
its make-up. As a protection against tun-

List of Parts
Coms:
One set of UX-base short-wave plug-in
coils, foir coils to a set. ( See page 213.)
One set of six- pin, three- winding, plugin coils, four coils to a set. ( See page 213.)
One Hammarlund radio-frequency choke
coil.
CONDENSERS:
Three Hammarlund 0.00014 mf. tuning
condensers.
Six 0.01 mf. condensers.
One 1 mf. bypass condenser.
One l"..0 mf. electrolytic bypass condenser.
One 00001 mf. grid condenser.
RESISTORS:
Two 400- ohm pigtail resisters.
One 0.1 meg. pigtail resistor.
One 2 meg. pigtail resistor.
Two 0.25 meg. pigtail resistors.
Two C.5 meg. pigtail resistors.
All above resistors are 1 watt.
One 25,000 ohm potentiometer.
OTHER FEQUIREMENTS:
Four Fix-pin and two UY sockets ( extra
UY is for volt-ige cable, extra six- pin per
coil; one UX socket, for other coil).
One dynamic speaker for 2A5 output,
with ow put transformer "built in ; " field
coil, 1,800 ohms.
Cone diameter is 6
inches.
One chassis.
Two % ernier dials.
Two knobs.
Two Ube shields and bases.
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SUPERTONE PRODUCTS CO.
4 TUBE

D. C.

L5
.006

2 MEG
140 MMF

58

s

100

PF
CH

\I

COèL

MF
I

OUTPUT
TRANS.

2A5

'00

F+

VOICE

.01
ç6

F_

C>

Me

01
MF

u.

3C)

C

••••--

F+

BAND.
SPRf AD
CONO
20
MMF

140
MMF

140 _
MMF

0.1MEG

0.5
MEG

.01MF

0.1- 1
MEG

1-

MF

400
OHMS

.01MF

.01
MF

20
MF

2,000
OHMS

400
OHMS
.11111•••

0.25
MEG

25, 000
OHMS

7

0ND

B+,45v

How the Supertone Band- Spread

Here's

15, 000
OHMS

B+, 250v

4-tuber lines

the new Supertone 4- tube Band- Spread short-wave receiver.

up the

stages.

As can be seen from the
wiring diagram, the receiver has two
main tuning controls, one controls the
tuning of the R.F. stage and the other
the detector. As most of us know, the
R.F. stage on a tuned R. F. short-wave
receiver is usually rather broad in comparison with the detector tuned circuit
and the most critical adjustment, of
course, is the detector tuning condenser.
It can be readily appreciated that if a
small condenser around 20 mmf. were
shunted across a 140 mmf. tuning condenser, the small condenser could be
tuned over a considerable range without getting entirely out of 'resonance
with the R.F. stage grid circuit and in
this manner provide a very efficient
and economical means of obtaining
band spread.
The method of tuning
this receiver would be to tune the
two
140 mmf. condensers together
to a definite short-wave broadcast
band, and then do all other tuning
with the added 20 mmf. condenser.

•
CIRCUIT RESISTANCE ANALYSIS
esit

Model 240 Socket to ground
Grid

Cathode

Heater

Screen Suppr Space
G
G
G

Plate

4leA

Autodyne

4.0

10,300

0.15

20,400

8,400

lst.I.F. 850,000

200

0.2

20,400

8,400

2nd.I.F. 850,000

200

0.25

19,400

8,400

0.33

0.11

0.25

0.15

8,400

0.1

0.12

120,000

0.25

20,000

Dio Dec. 250,000
Oscillator . . 100,000
Infinity

Audio. .

0.17

Pentode. 500,000
Rectifier. .

II•escre
11.1W 6
,1)el ‘

acePA
..,..

Infinity

asA

/00Pri,

0.1
19,400
19,400

1.320
1,360

19,900
19,900

er..e4

115151r
OS

VOLTAGE ANALYSIS
Model 240

L

Stage

Tube

B

C

K

Sc.C.,

0

....

3.0

7E

2.0 ....

75

2.0 ....

1 Autodyne. . . .

24 , 2.0

230

6.0 10

2

Oscillator. . .

27

2.0

100

0

3,

1.Jt... I P

51

2.0

LOU

4

2nd. I F

.0

75

51

2.0

250

5 Audio

58

2.0

190

O

Dio Det . . . .

56

2.0

7

Output

47

2.25 250 16.0 ....

80

4.8

I fectifier . . .
,.

0

0 3.0
.4
0

300 .._..

control " full on".
,LA
switch " broadcast".
i'ested with Weston model 565 analyzer.
ine: 115 Volts.

Ip. Su.g
.6 ....
7.0

0

25

1.0

0

0

0

....

0000or
+1H°
/M172

4-11-

(am.

00Q.40
1

000000
pvj

Note:
Readings of one megohm and over are given as " infinity". • The first three significant figurer,
only are
interpreted from the ohm meter „ n each reading;
the individual resistance in the circuit can be readily checked
upon removal of chassis.

No.

1A 00'
.0e... 0. 28 11

Teter]

....

.4
....

250 30.....
....

....

....

--01501515-

o.esA

MeTINVIN OICIVki 3AVM .1.k1OHS 1VIDIA.A0

Stage

-.
0
‘ch
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The two-tube Wallace receiver, illustrated herewith, can be operated with type
30 tubes and dry cells. The extremely low
filament drain of the type 30 tubes enables
the user to operate the receiver from an
ordinary 4% volt " C" battery for filament
/ -45 volt " B" bat2
lighting and a single 22 1
tery for plate current. A reasonable amount
of volume is secured when this method is
used but the receiver will still bring in all
stations that are otherwise heard when a
larger number of tubes is used.
In fact,
a one- tube receiver will bring in as many
stations as a 3- or 4- tube receiver, but
the signals are not received with sufficient
volume to make reception enjoyable.
The coil winding data are as follows:
15 to 40 meter coil, antenna coupler-16
turns ( 2 windings of 8 turns each). Secondary coil, 6% turns, double space wound,
No. 14 DCC wire.
Regeneration coil 6%
.urns, closely wound, spaced %" from secondary winding. Use No. 14 DCC wire.
40 to 75 meter coil. Antenna coupler—
Same for all coils. Secondary coil-16 turns,
closely wound. Use No. 22DCC wire. Regeneration coil-15 turns, closely wound,
spaced about 11
/ " from secondary coil. Use
2

(
(

(

No. 22 DCC wire.

Connections used in the new receiver here
described; note split antenna coil.

The Circuit
As an examination of the diagram
will show, the set uses a standard regenerative detector fed into a power
pentode audio stage, coupled by the resistance-condenser method. One variation from the standard type of circuit
is in the aerial series condenser.
Instead of placing a semi- variable capacity in the set, a variable condenser
of 60 mmf. is mounted directly on the
panel.
The adjustment of this condenser is extremely important in a
short-wave receiver, as many of you
know.
By correctly adjusting this condenser, the natural wavelength of the
aerial is shifted and this often results
in an unconscious selection of halfwave and quarter-wave aerial conditions.
Whatever the merits of the
"measured" aerials may be, at least it
is true that the regenerative effect in
the detector is increased by decreasing the series capacity which assures
satisfactory oscillation on even the
highest frequencies.
The flexibility of this little receiver
is of course due to the use of the 25Z5
as a rectifier when A.C. is the supply;
the tube being floated otherwise on the
D.C. line. For D.C. operation the only
use of the tube is for the resistance of
its heater, as you can see by referring
to the circuit diagram. The filament of
this tube in addition to the 200 ohm,
20 watt series resistor serves to reduce
the line voltage to the correct value for
the two other tubes.

75 to 150 meter coil. Antenna coupler—
Same for all coils.
Secondary coil-28
turns, closely wound. Use No. 22 DCC wire.
Regeneration coil-26 turns, closely wound.
Use No. 22 DCC wire. Space as far as
possible from secondary coil ( about 1").
160 to 200 meter coil—Antenna coupler
—same for all coils.
Secondary ccil-70
turns No. 26 DCC wire, closely wound. Regeneration coil-20 turns, No. 26 DCC wire,
spaced about 1
/ " from secondary coil.
2
Coil forms 1%" diameter.

UNIVERSAL A.C.-D.C. PORTABLE

Simple wiring diagram used in the 110-volt A.C.-D.C. portable
illustrated above. The plate current is rectified by a 25Z5 tube.
The whole outfit is very light.
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TRY- MO RADIO CO.
REGENT - FOUR.

•

SW SET

PHONE
JACK
•.
00015ne

34

.0/- MF

R

CHOKE
Pl

FT

530

;

—1
—Ticztf\--11F

0.5MEG
f
5
MEG

.00014MF ."

0.1MEG.

.00014'
MF

(EACH)

.01
MF

0.2-MEG.
10 OHMS
•
A-

8-

A-4-

6+
90 V.

67 V

Here

•

is

Parts List

the

way

the

for " Regent- Four."

1—Try -Mo "Regent- Four" Foundation Kit
(including drilled panel and base)
1—Powertest
special
2- gang
cond ,mser
.00014 mf.
1—Powertest .
00014 mf. variable condenser
1—Powertest set of 4 plug-in coils (Alder,
or other make coils suited to operation
with a .00014 mf. tuning condenser may
be used.
(See page 236.)
1—Powertest R.F. Choke, 60 mh.
2—Powertest . 01 mf. condensers
1—Powertest 2 mf. condenser

various

C13 /
2
1
V

of

components
hooked up.

8+
"5 V

the " Regent- Four"

2—Powertest 200,000 ohm resistor
1—Powertest 100,000 ohm resistor
1—Powertest 500,000 ohm resistor
1— Rheostat, 10 ohms
2-5- prong sockets (Eby, Na -aid, National
or Hammarlund.)
2-4- prong sockets (Eby, Na -aid, National
or Hammarlund.)
1—Powertest special phone jack
1—Audio transformer
4— Eby binding posts
1—Powertest . 00015 mf. condenser
1—Powertest 5 megohm grid- leak

are

1—Powe-test 7 wire battery cable
1—Powertest Regent dial with escutcheon
plate
3—Matciled knobs
3—Screen-grid caps
2—Triad S-30 tubes
1—Triac 33 power pentode tube
1—Triad 34 screen-grid tube
2— No. E dry cell batteries
3-45 volt " B" batteries
1-22 1h volt " C" battery
2—tube shields

POWER. TON E - 4
ANT ( re P

3 MEG

4>
'8000!

MF.

.00 01MF

ji

..>0014MF

85 He
'RFC
#

•

E LI,"
PHONES

47

.01MF
j

47

56

G

SIN OLE
CIRCUIT
JACK

P

mi

0-0
OUT PUT

0.2,4E6

7,500
OHMS

80

II

50 000

8

OHMS

MF

30
8MP

HENRY
Cu

(E LLCT) •

•

II
8 MF
(E!CT) )

110 V..
AC.
e SWITCH

.30 HENRY

Above—we see the handsome appearance of the new A.C. operated short wave 4- tube receh cr. here described, as well as dia
gram showing the efficient arrangement of the circuit.
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WIRING DIAGRAM — MODEL 108 POLICE CAR RADIO
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UNITED AMERICAN BOSCH CDRP.
MODEL 260-C
WORLD

CRUISER_

The oscillator and antenna coils are changed for each band, thus providing practically four separate and complete short-wave
receivers in one instrument.

• ONE of the latest and finely engineered multi-wave receivers is that
here illustrated. Whenever one of the
various short-wave bands are selected,
the operator is automatically notified
of the fact by a change in color ot the
illuminated full-vision scale. A tuning
meter, placed just above the main tuning scale, facilitates and simplifies the
tuning operation. Whenever a d:cferent
frequency band is selected, a different
set of antenna and oscillator coils are
automatically switched into circuit, so
that practically four separate and complete 10-tube receivers are provided in
one set. Automatic volume control is
provided on all bands; other features
include—silent tuning control; truepitch tone control; properly blended,
dual loud speakers; push-pull poweroutput stage using two 45 type tubes.
Following are numerous constants or
values of the condensers and resistors
used in this new Bosch Multi- Wave
Superheterodyne Receiver. Those interested in the values of the coils and tuning condensers in the oscillator and antenna circuits may refer to back num'fers of SHORT W AVE CRAFT in which
details or constants of such circuits
have been repeatedly given.

R1-500,000 ohms
R2-5,000 ohms
R3-1,000 ohms
R4-100,000 ohms
R9-1,000 ohms
R10-350 ohms
R11-1,000 ohms
t12-500.000 ohms
`03-1 megohm
tt14-100.000 ohms
R15-10.000 ohms

R5-1.500 ohms
R6-1.000 ohms
R7-100,000 ohms
R8-1.500 ohms
C15—.05 mfd.
C16—.005 raid.
C17—.005 mfd.
C18—.05 mfd.
C19—.005 mfd.
C20—.05 mfd.
C21—.005 mfd.

"Close-up" of the 10- tube multi- wave superhet chassis.

R16-600,000 ohms
R17-100,000 ohms
R18-1,500 ohms
R19-25.000 ohms
R20-100,000 ohms
R21-10,000 ohms
R22-60,000 ohms
R23-150 ohms
R24-10.000 ohms
R25-10.000 ohms
R26-3700 ohms
R27-2270 ohms
R28-230 ohms
R29-1280 ohms
R30-10,000 ohms
R31—Mid tap
R32— Mid tap

C22—.05 mfd.
C23-100 mfd.
C24—.05 mfd.
C25-100 mmf.
C26—.25 mfd.
C27—.05 mfd.
C28—.026 mfd.
C29-4. mfd.
C30—.001 mfd.
C31—.5 mfd.
C32—.05 mfd.
C33—.05 mfd.
C34—.05 mfd.
C35—.05 mfd.
C36—.25 mfd.
C37—.05 mfd.
C38-100 mmf.
C39—alignment

C40—alignment
Cl—Tuning
C41—alignment
C2—Tuning
C42—alignment
C3—Tuning
C43—alignment
C4-100 mmf.
C5—.05 mfd.
C44—alignment
C45—alignment
C6—alignment
C7—alignment
C46—alignment
C8—algnment
C47—.01 mfd.
C9—alignment
C48-41 mfd.
C10—alignment
C49—at mfd.
C50-1 mfd.
Cu—alignment
C51-1.000 mmf.
C12—alignment
C13—.005 mfd.
C52-8 mfd.
C14—.005 mfd.
C63-4 mfd.
Note: R26, 1127, RU. R29—tapped unit; C13.
C14, C16, C17. C19. C21 —single unit; C29 C48.
C49. C50—single unit.
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UNITED AMERICAN BOSCH CORP.
MODEL

360

ALL-WAVE
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SCHEMATIC WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE MODEL 360 RECEIVER

R-1
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-6
R-6
R-7
R-8
R-9
R-10
R-11
R-12
R-13
R-14
R-16
R-16

1/2 meg. 1/4 watt
300 ohms 1/4 matt
Multiple
300 ohms 0
watt
5000 ohms 0
watt
500,000 ohms vol.
2 meg. 1/4 watt
100,000 ohms 1/4 watt
260,000 ohms 1/4 watt
0
meg. 1/4 watt
Variable
6000 ohms 0
watt
1 meg. 1/4 watt
0
meg. 1/4 watt
400 ohms

1watt

R-17
R-18
R-19
R-20
R-21

C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-9

2500 ohms 1/2 watt
50 ohms 1/2 watt
20,000 ohms 1/4 watt
2000 ohms y4 watt
200 ohms 14 watt

Variable condenser
Trim condenser
Trim condenser
.05 mfd. 2-ply
100 mmf mica
.05 mfd.
.05 mfd.

C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
C-15
C4.6
C-17
C-18
C-19

C-21
C-22
C-23
C-24

.06 mfd.
.26 mfd.
- .06 mfd.
30 - 100 mmf mica
ft
n

ti

100 mmf mica
.006 mfd. 3- ply
100 mmf mica
.006 mid. 3- ply
.05 mfd. 2- ply

C-26
C-26
C-27
C-28
C..29
C-30
C-31
C-32
C-33
C-34
C-35
C-36
C-37
C-36
C-39
C-40
C-41

.006 mfd. 3- ply
.05 2- ply
.05 mfd. 3- ply
100 mmf mica
.06 mfd. 2-ply
7 - 70 mmf
300 mmf variable
7 - 70 mnif
1200 mmf variable
1200 mmf variable
1500 mmf variable
.06 mfd. 2- ply
.05 mfd.
.01 mfd. 4- ply
8 mfd. electro
4 mfd. electro
20 ed. electro
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WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.
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BOOKS

'ROUND THE WORLD FANS USE THESE GREAT SHORT WAVE BOOKS

These great books contain ever thing on short waves that is realls
worth knowing—they are books which have been most enthusias
tically welcomed by short-wave fans. The cost of the books is
extremely low in comparison with the valuable material which
they contain.

Ten Most Popular Short Wave Receivers.
How to Make and Work Them

MOSTIP?PULAII
t

R
s
a

•

Tio.s new volume is a revelation to
those who wish to build their own
short wave receivers. The editors of
SHORT
WAVE
CRAFT
have
selected ten outstanding short wave
receiver,. and these are described in
tile new volume.
Each receiver ie
fully illustrated with • complete
layout,
pictorial
repreeentatke.
photographe of the 'et complete.
hookup and all worthwhile epecificaeons. Everything from the simplest
one tube cet to • 5- tube T. R. F. receiver is presented. Complete liste
of parta are given to make each :et
complete. You are shown how to
operate the receiver to ite maximum
efficiency.

CONTENTS
2-R.F.

StIORI
WAVE
(RAFT

', OP',

NUN

Pentode SW

Receiver having two

of Tuned Radio Frequency. by
Clifford E. Denton and If. W. Seem.
My de Lute t3- W Receiver. by Edward
G. Ingram.
The Mamie« 2- Tube 12.000 Mile DX
Receiver. by A. Binnevree. Jr.
Build • Short Wave Receiver in your
"Brief- Cam: by Hugo Genial.* and
Clifford E. Denton.
The Denton 2-Tube All- Wm. Receiver,
by Clifford E. Denton.
The Denton " Stand- Br." by Clifford E.
Denton.
The " Stand- By" Electrified.
The Short- Wave MEGA DY NE. by Hugo
Germbaek.
ACOAT. POCKET Short Wave ftreeeiver.

40 PAGES
OVER 75 ILLUSTRATIONS
IMPORTANT
THERE IS NO DUPLICATION BETWEEN THIS BOOK
AND OUR OTHER VOLUME—•IHOW TO BUILD AND
OPERATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS.- ALL THE MATERIAL PUBLISHED IN THE NEW BOOK HAS NEVER APPEARED IN ANY BOOK BEFORE. .

bye.2
“goD
G Te b
e ri nl
d
n% l
trtrieen•DI=I
By
E.o Deneton.o

The S- W PENTODE- 4. by H. G. Cie',

Louie Martin'. Idea of A GOOD fl.T/
RECEIVER. by Louie Martin.

25c

4S

f
4'

Over ISO Illustrations
Pages
7xI0 Inches

t
7

50c

IM- 18 Park Place,
New York, N. Y.

CLIP — MAIL

AND

L'N

Jf
If

„

AMATEUR
ADIU OPERATOR
and secure a
L'S Government License

i

»CRT
WAVE
(RAFT
..-..

Cont.». agile Ynwe
Ouemen• an» eeeee Ceverina
tat t.cens••••.• ten.
Lott, nov•niv rtoot,
oSON. en .

NEW

YORK

95 PARK PLACE

\
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e
»
enoammz.

Orves.-

( ) Ten Most Popular Short Wave Receivers.
How to Make and Work Them.. 2Se each
2Sc each

NEW Y01.«

1=1
8< z3m:Emookt,
5W. 11.1934

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
16 111 Park Places, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Ienclose berevnth my remittance for the amount of
me, postpaid, the books checked below.

(I The Short Wave beginner's
Book

SHORT
WAVE
CRAFT

for which >au arc to send

) How to Build and Operate She, t Wave
Receivers
'Ay each
How
0

to

Become

an

Arnateue Radio
50c each

circuit.

are

analyzed.

Description.

of

by amateum.
You are tali how to build and operate them set. Amateur tremmitter• Diagram.
with • pecificatione are fundehed so emetructinn
is made eaay. Power equipment that may he
used with trawmitter, end receivers. rrrr ifiera
filter». battering. etc Regolatiom that apply to
amateur operators. Appendix which contain.
the International " CI"
converaion tablea
for reference purpores. etc.

Over Ile Illustrations
72 Paw.*
7xto Inches

50c
These Books are
Authentic For
All Short Wave
Work and LOW
in Price

Name
Addle»
City

Partial Last at Contests
Way• of kerning
the eode A ey•tern of *ending
and receiving with necemary drill worde ie OUPOiled
be
that coo way work with approved
method». Comiee.' auth..ritative definition. cf
radio term.. unit» and lane, brief deeeription• of
commonly used pierce. of .. dio equipment. This
chapter elves t
he weorkina I_wrminology of the radio
OINfalOY. Graphic symbol. are ueed to indicate
the eerie. parts oft radio amine. General radio
theory particularly a• it RIpliee to the beeliner.
The electron theory it brwIly given. then waver,
—their creation. propagation end remotion.
Fundamental law. of electric circuit». particultirly
those med in radio are earlained neat and tYlfie• I
modern reeelvene the. are I- nine wed with were»

,

i.
't

W. ehoe• Lieut. Myron 2. Eddy to writ. thi.
book because hie long yeare of eaperienee in the
amateur field hare madr him pre-eminent in
this line. For many year, he was instructor of
radio telegraphy at the IL.C.A. Intuiting. H.
ie • member of the 1.11.72. tInetitute of Radio
Engineer.). also the Vetee it Wireleee Operator,
Amociation.
If you intend to become • licensed code operator.
If you wish to take at ', hate work eventually. if
you wish to prepare youtmlf for thia important
aubiect—tho• is the boot YOU nine get.
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pgati , ntri

PARK Pl. At, r

NEW SOSO

25c
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MST
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A:Gel:Monition for S. W. Receiver..
How to Couple the Speaker to the wit.
Learning the Code— for eeeeeee antenna/it
with the 13AV set.
Wave leneth to Kilocycle Chart.
Wire Chart—to &mist in the construction of

'
t

,,,iti

72

•

110W TO BUILD

,.

How to Become an A:nateur Radio Operator

RECEIVERS

-

SHORT WAVE
CRAFT

Getting Started on Short Way. - the fund..
mental. of eleetricity. Symbol.. the Short
Hand of Radio— hoer to read echemoitie
diagram..
Sheet Wave Coil•— various
tepee and kinke in mekine them
Short Wave Aerial•— the point* that determine • good aerial from se inefficient one.
The Transomed Lead-in for reducing Man
Made Static.
The Beginner's Short- Wave Reeeivar-•
OIMPill one tube get that anyone..., build.
The Beginmr'e Set Grote an ARM**.
too
the volume may be Mereued by adobe an
amplifier.
How to Tune the Short-Wm. Set—telling
the Important points to jet good reunite.
Regeneration Control in Short Wave

_.,

This book in sold only at 'such a ridicuously low price because it in our aim to
ton titis valuable work into the hand. of
even short-wave enthusiast.
We know that if you are at all interested in short waves you will not wish
to do without chi. book. It le • moat
important and timely radio publica -

All the books shown
on this page are publisied exclusively by

Partial List of
Contents
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SHORT
T
HWAVE
BEGINNER'S
e BOOK

Kink. in the construction of S- W Receiver..

How to Build and Operate Short Wave
Receivers
a
ethe heat and most on- to-date hook on
the 011tUfeet.
It is edited and metered by
the editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
and contains a wealth of material on the
building and operation, not only uf
typical short-wave receivers, but abortwave converter. as well.
Dote. of
.hort-wave 'eta are found in thie book,
which contains hundreds of illuntrations;
actual photographs of neta built, hookups
and diagram, galore.
This book comes with • heavy colored
cover, and is printed throughout on firstola.ss paper. No expense has been spared
to mete %hie the outstanding volume of
Its kind.
The book measures

llore is a book that will solve your piton Nave prohierne—leadong
the simpleet fundamentals to the present attne of the art as it in known
low-priced reference book on short
waves for the beginner.
The book ie profusely illustrated
with all /torte of photos. explanatione
and everything worthwhile knowing
about short waves— the book is not
"technical." It ban no mathematic'',
no "high-faluting" language and no
chnical jargon.
You are ehown
how to interpret • diagram and • few
eimple sets are also given to show
you how to go about it in making
them.
It abound, with many illustration,. photograph., Mamie charts
hookup., etc.. all in simple language
It also gives you • tremendou•mount of very important informa
tion which you mutely do not find
in other books, such as time conversion tables, ail about serials, noise
elimination, how to get verification
carda from foreign stalk:ma, all about
radio tube., data on coil winding and
dozen, of other ' object..

ewes

1,11l1,141.0

08 PARR PUB(

The Short Wave Beginner's Book

The Deerle 2.Tube Receiver That
Reach.. the 12.500 Mlle Mark, by
waiter C. Doerle.

HOW TO MAKE AND
WORK TU tri

There is not a short- slve fan, experimenter or interested radio.
minded reader who will not want these books. Right up-to-theminute with new material on outstanding developments in the
short wave field. The books are authoritative, completely illustrated and not too highly technical.

State

(Send remittance in form of check or money order. If letter contains cash or unused U. C. Poe.age
Stamps, register it.)

COUPON TODAY?
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WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.
MODEL N-39
58

CIRCUIT

58

N9
58

N-41

SET
14--1

55 —

vOLum€
CONTROL

TONE

.
47

'47

CONTROL

FIELD CCIL

110V, A

VOICE COIL

Diagram of Lafayette all wave, non " plug-in" receiver, using latest tubes and A.V.C.
IF. = 508
• ONE of the things that retarded the
development and commercialization
of combination short-wave and broadcast receivers for a long time was a
commonly held prejudice against the
use of anything but removable plug-in
coils for the various wave ranges. Radio
men who were brought up on coppertubing inductances, bus-bar wiring and
open-face baseboards threw up their
hands in horror at the mere mention of
wave-changing switches or tapped coils.
Now we all admit that plug-in coils,
if properly made and employed, possess
certain low-loss characteristics. Dyedin-the-wool "hams" of the old school
still swear by 'em, but the new and
uprising generation, perhaps spoiled a
little by some of the other conveniences
of modern life, swear at them. People
nowadays don't want to wrestle with
delicate coils that stick in their receptacles as if bolted down. They have
"free-wheeling" in their cars; they
want the equivalent of free-wheeling in
their radio receivers.
This new set is a superheterodyne,
consisting of a 56 oscillator, 58 first detector, two stages of intermediate amplification using 58's, ( tuned to 508 kc.)
55 second detector, push-pull 47 audios,
and 80 rectifier, The 55, known as the
"duplex diode triode", provides automatic volume control, a desirable feature for broadcast operation and a high-

1(C

ly important one for short-wave reception, in which fading effects are often
very pronounced. The peculiar circuit
connections of this interesting tube,
which has just recently appeared on the
market, merit considerable study. The
two diodes and the triode are independent of each other except for the common cathode sleeve, which has one emitting surface for the diodes and another
for the triode. In this particular circuit the two diode plates are tied together to form a single diode, which
performs at the same time the functions of perfect half-wave rectification
and automatic volume control; in addition, the triode unit works independently as an audio amplifier under its own
optimum conditions.
Manual volume control is provided
by a potentiometer in the audio grid
circuit. Tone. control is effected by a
filter between the triode section of the
55 and the 47 output tubes.
These
controls are marked in the schematic
diagram.
Instead of the usual conglomeration
of coils usually associated with all-wave
receivers, there are only two coils in
this outfit, one for the oscillator ( L1)
and the other for the first detector input circuit, L2. The top end of each is
connected, respectively, to the grids of
the oscillator and first detector tubes.
Each coil is tapped in four places, the
tans being brought out to contacts on a

simple rotating switch. A wavelength
range of .12 to 555 meters is covered by
this arrangement, in four steps as follows: 12 to 33 meters; 32.3 to 96.2 meters; 72.4
to 216 meters; and 195 to 555 meters.
Wave
changing is accomplished by turning the lower
left knob on the front of the set.
For the convenience of the operator, the indicator scale, which is illuminated,ois divided into
four sections.
The lowest one, covering the
broadcast band, is calibrated in kilocycles; the
upper three, for the high-frequency bands, in
megacycles. Different units are used here merely for the sake of convenience, as kilocycle figures would occupy too much space on the scale.
In addition, the vernier dial which controls the
dual tuning condensers has two "speeds" or driving ratios: a medium ratio for the broadcast
band, and a very high ratio for the short wave
bands.
This little feature will undoubtedly be
applauded by people who have had experience
with short-wave superhets and know how critically fine the tuning can sometimes be!
An incidental provision in the set is made
for a phonograph pick-up or microphone, with a
switch on the back of the chassis to turn the
instrument on or off. The chassis, of course, is
of modern all-metal construction with all sensitive units completely shielded.
Overall the receiver stands 19 inches high, 16 inches wide and
11 1
/ deep.
2
With the tubes once installed, tuning and
wave changing are accomplished from the front
of the set.
There are four knobs, as follows:
lower left, wave changing: upper center, tuning; lower center, volume control: lower right,
tone control.
The wave-changing switch, being
of light and simple construction, turns easily,
and saves the temper of the operator.
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•
Your next step to keep abreast
of short wave developments
Subscribe to SHORT WAVE CRAFT
The Qreatest Magazine on Short Waves

T

HIS popular short-wave magazine is of interest to the great army of "hams,"
broadcast listeners, and general radio students who are interested in experimental as well as scientific angles of short-wave development and application. In each monthly issue appears the largest and most correct Short- Wave
Station "CALL LIST" that has ever been compiled. Important construction articles on new receivers and transmitters are published, including " picturized" diagrams which are easily understood by anyone. This feature was originated by
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. You will also find the latest news about short-wave
physics, micro- and ultra- short waves and other applications of this newest
branch of radio.

Many Short-Wave Sets to Build

•

Many outstanding sets, designed by famous men in the short-wave radio field,
appear in each issue. These sets are described with complete instructions to build
them properly, and their construction made easy by the " picture" diagrams. The
sets you can build vary from a simple one- and two-tube job to those of more
advanced design, five and eight tubes.

A Brief Outline of Each Monthly Issue
Every issue brings you articles by prominent authors—articles about the latest
developments in the short-wav'e field.
monthly features:
Editorials—By

We mention only a few of the regular

Hugo Gernsback

Novel Ultra Short-Wave Receivers
World-Wide Short-Wave Review
Practical Answers to Short-Wave
Questions
What's New in Short-Wave Apparatus
Short-Wave League
Portable, Battery-type Short-Wave
Receivers
Construetion of
Frequencies

Transmitters

of

All

When to Listen-In
Short-Wave Stations of the World
Short-Wave Question Box
Short-Wave Scouts
Book Reviews
Short-Wave Kinks
Superheterodyne Short-Wave Receivers
Construction of One- and Two-Tube
Seta, also five-, six-, seven- and
eight-tube sets.
Operation and Construction of Longand All-Wave Receivers

Big Silver Tropny FREE!
Recently inaugurated by Mr. Hugo Gernsback, Editor, was the
"Short-Wave Scouts." To the Short- Wave "fan" who has logged
and obtained verification of the largest number of short-wave
stations from all over the world, during one month, will be
awarded a magnificent silver Short- Wave Trophy.

SPECIAL OFFER:

We offer to the readers of this Manual the opportunity
of subscribing to SHORT WAVE CRAFT at a saving.
Mention that you read this advertisement in this book and a subscription will be sent
to you for one year at a saving of fifty cents. Just send us Two Dollars with your
name and address and we will promptly send your first issue.
Send your remittance
in check or money order—register letter if it contains stamps, currency or unused
U. S. Postage Stamps. ( Canadian and foreign rate is 12.50.)

•

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

95.98 PARK
NEW
YORK,

PLACE
N.
Y
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WIRELESS EGERT ENG. CO.
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Schematic circuit of the " SWS-9" short-wave super; the volume control is potentiometer RR, in the first audio input.
R9 is a regeneration control for the second detector. The oscillator condenser Cl and antenna tuning condenser C3
are ganged.

\ \IS T. NR. 32 ENAM. ILO-771MR. IN.
47 T. Nil. 32 S. C.C.
5 r NA 24 D.S.C.

Specifications of I.F. transformers, in
the following order: A, L2; B, L3; C,
L4—second- detector, with feed-back
coil having terminals 5 and 6.

Assembly of the Receiver
Let us begin with the chassis, which
consists of an inverted tray measuring
10 x 20 x 2 inches; it is made of 3/32inch aluminum, bent over on all edges.
In the specifications which follow, both
in the figures and in the text, dimensions
for holes for audio transformers and
chokes are not included; since it is felt
that most constructors will prefer to use
their own transformers. The placement
)f the transformers, in the factory model,
however, is shown in the photogranh reproduced here.
The shield can for the oscillator and
first detector tubes and tuning condensers is made of 1/16- in, aluminum and
measures 4% x 5 1/5 x 81
2
/
inches; it is
provided with a cover.
The shield can for the inductances of

the oscillator and first detector circuits
is made of 12-ounce copper and measures 2 x
x 2% inches deep; into its
rectangular opening fits a bakelite plate
2 x 317a x 4
1 - inch thick, which is drilled
for five General Radio pin- plugs ( four
of these being spaced fe in., and the last
one, to " polarize" the construction, 1in.).
Since both oscillator and detector coils
are wound on the same tube forms, the
coupling between them is rather high. It
is therefore necessary to use a high intermediate frequency ( 1,600 kc.) in order
to prevent the detector from being
blocked by the oscillator.
List of Parts
Two Hammariund "Type ML-7" 140-mf.
able condensers ( Cl. CS):
One robe Drutachmann .00015-mf, fixed condenser ( C2—to be mounted directly on cap
of screen-grid tube) ;
One Pilot "Type J-23" . 0001-mf., variable con
denser. ( C4) ;
One Dubilier . 00015-mf, fixed condenser, ( C5) ;
Four P00/met "sinmese" 0.25-mf., by-pass Coll densere ( C6, C7, CD. C10, C13, C14, C19,
('20)
Three Hammarlund "Type Er-so" SO-mmf.
equalizing condensers ( CS, C11, C15) ;
Two Rangamo .
01-mf, fixed condensers, ( CU,
C16) •,
One P00/met .
0002-mf, fixed condenser ( C17) :
Two Polymet .
002-mt, fixed condensers, ( Cl)),
C241;
One Dubilier 1,000-volt 1-mf. fixed condenser
(C21) ;
Two Polymct electrolytic 8-mt, fixed condensers
(C22, C23) ;
One P00/met 0.5-mf. fixed condenser, ( C25);
(hie Durham 25,000-ohm fixed resistor ( R1) ;
Two Durham 2-meg. resistors ( R2. R7) ;
Three Lynch 10,000-ohm fixed resistors ( R3.
R4, RIO) ;
Two Durham 500-ohm fixed resistors (115, 118)
One Clarostot 500,000-ohm potentiometer ( RS) ;
(hue Ciaroatat 50,000-ohm potentiometer ( RO) ;
One Durham 5,000-ohm fixed resistor ( 1111) :
Ono Lynch 10.000-ohm heavy duty limiting resistor ( R12) ;
Two Durham 20-ohm center-tapped resistors
(R13, R15);
One Cresradio 780-ohm 25-watt resistor ( 1114) ;
One Electrad 20,000-ohm tapped voltage divider ( RIS):
One Durham 2,000-ohm resistor ( 1117)
Four W.E.E.Co.
115- millihenry
11.F.
chokes
(RFC1, RFC2, RFC3. RFC4) ;
Five Ocnerol Radio plug-in Jacks and plug,
(J1, J2, J3, J4, J5; these mind be insulated
from
the metal front panel.— Technical
Editor):

Winding data for the short-wave oscillator and first-detector inductances,
that are combined in one shielded coil
unit, Li; this plugs into a front- ofpanel receptacle.
One Notional "Type VIICC" drum dial;
One Arreze-.11.A41. toggle switch, Sw.;
One Metal front panel:
Three W.E.E.Co. "Types LL, MI, and LIP
shielded plug-in inductances, one each ( Li :
see text) :
Three
IV.R.R.Co.
"Types ¡ FI,
IF2,
Tin"
shielded II.'. transformers ( one each L2, Ls,
IA ; see text) ;
One A mcrtran first stage MeLuxe" A.F. transformer ( Ti) ;
One Amertran "Type 151" Input push-pull A.F.
transformer ( T2) ;
One Amertran " Type 443" ( for dynamic reproducer), or "Type 442" ( magnetic reproducer), output push-pull A.F. transformer
(T3) ;
Two Thordarson 30-henry, 75- ma, filter chokes
(Ch. 1. Ch. 2)
One IV.E.R.Co. "Type PT 116" power transformer ( PT) :
Nine Cinch tube sockets, three UX and aix
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Go with BYRD to the South Pole
Now in use in more than

60 Foreign Countries
Price
Reduced
from 5.00 to

$2- 50
Per Set of
Four Coils.
Sent l'ostpaid
U. S. only.

Wavelength
Range
15 to 225
Meters.
----------'

Will B A N DSPREAD with
.00005'
variable

midget
c o n-

denser.
Wound

with

Noe. 12, 14, 16,
25
enamelled
wire on Bake-

SHORTWAVE & TELEVISION CORPN.
70 Brookline Ave., Boston.
Enclo-3ed find $

for

SHORTWAVE & TELEVISION CO.
Sets

of OCTO COILS ( including FREE DIAGRAMS),
ei.hich you will send to me postpaid.
Name ( print)

(Division of General Electronics CDrpn.)
70 BROOKLINE AVE.

BOSTCN, MASS.

Pioneer Operators of Television Station WIXAV

Address

Listen in to WIXAL-15,000 Watts, 25.4 Meters

lite

forms,

ing

DISTINC-

us-

TIVE colors.

2 & 3 TUBE DIAGRAMS MAILED
free to readers of
this manual -if
postage ( 3c) ineluded.

at your fingertips

NEARLY 9,000 WORLD-WIDE LISTINGS
of Short Wave Stations
ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND
• THE OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LOG AND CALL MAGAZINE
is the only publication in print that publishes ALL the shortwave 'phone stations of the world.
Thousands of stations that
the anerage listener hears are listed here, and you need no longer
be puzzled as to whence the call emanates.
There are nearly 9,000 listings of radio ' phone short-wave stations in this magazine, and, from the very nature of it, you
appreciate how many changes occur from month to month.

Partial Contents
THE OFFICIAI, SHORT WAVE LOG AND
(
- ALL
MAGAZINE cont•ins the largest listlag of abort- wave stations in the world.
So
sunny short-wave stations which normally canme be !winded in any monthly magazine are
ft.:Went:3, heard.
You must know where they
come
from
and
TILE OFFICIAL
SHORT
WAVE LOG AND CALL MAGAZINE gives
ynu [hi, information.
Log List.
The log section give, still settinge, time, date, rail letters, location, etc.
When you hear a station, you ran matte •
tiermanent record.

approximate distance between prinelpal cities
of the world.
A new "Meter to kilocycle" conversion chart.
A chart anyone can read.
List of International abbreviations used In
radio transmission.
Chart of complete Morse and Conti nen t
al
International Code Signals.
World Time Chart.
Thu tell, you instantly
what the time lo. anywhere lo the world.
Improving your Short Wave Reception.
An
Invaluable chapter by the well-known authority
on short waves. Clifford E. Denton.
Identification rhart of stations by call letters.
Anoth.r
large
section
has
sQuared-paper
Mais giving Use standard time zones of the
Pages on whirls you ran All in your own (re'
entire world.
owenry wave- length) curve for your particular
New and complete list of phone stations on
receiver.
This helpe you to find etations which
the orean
abeam's., could never be logged by 3
,011.
These "Q" readability systems. "T" Tone ayatcm. " It" audibility system.
Invaluable to
lusting eosins sze listed In two sessions ,
reading
to 1550degree
to 100tuning
degrees
0

World

and the other from

Airline Distance Chart,

showing

the

amateurs.
International
New Straight- Line World Distanee
prefixes which make
recognized

calls

Chart.
foreign

An iheited quantities are pointed. It Is pessalblo that your imersdaslar said out his supply.
Should you not be able to secure • Hwy at your newsstand, ardor 'Mostly hem
pubitsbers.
TM. is ono el the finest books that the publishers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT bays mar
tublished.
You will be proud to possess It.
The size of this book Is the tame size as SHORT WAVE CRAFT oiemtbly Howie,.
It Is
Pointed en • need grade if paper. and has • hoary durable mimed sever.

be

Send 25c in unused I'. S. stamps, eheck or money order to the publishers
for your ropy of the OFFICIAL BLIORT WAVE LOG A-ND CALL BOOK
MAG AZI NE.
Order today

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
96-98M PARK PLACE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

25e.

The Copy

'I his maga:inc mrasures 9 e '
12
inchcs and contains numerous
illustrations.
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WORKRITE RADIO CORP.
WALKER

SUPER.

CON VERTER_

75V-fR.F. C.
TO " ANT."
POST OF
RECEIVER_

50V+

R.F.C.
71E super- heterodyne converter gives
every indication of providing the
75V.4- 180V.+
ultimate in efficient short-wave reception. Every short-wave radio fan already possesses a broadcast band receiver of some sort.
Now remains the
means of converting the broadcast band
receiver, so that short-wave stations
throughout the world may be tuned in,
with simplicity and sensitivity the prime
factors.
The Walker Super- Converter—a handy
and efficient means of converting your
present broadcast band receiver to tune
in short-wave programs and police calls,
over the band from 15 to 200 meters.
This converter, which depends upon the
electric-light socket for its source of
power, may be used with all types of
receivers, whether A.C., or battery type, amplification ahead of the detector to
and including superheterodynes.
further boost the volume. The signal is
The principle of converting your pres- picked up by the converter and passed
ent T.R.F. or neutrodyne receiver into on to the receiver for additional amplia short-wave superheterodyne is quite fication; thereby utilizing each circuit
simple.
All receivers have an R.F. of the receiver and making unnecessary
"tuning circuit", which covers the broad- the purchase of an extra speaker or thé
cast band of 200-550 meters ( equivalent erection of a special antenna. All tunto 1,500-500 kilocycles).
In addition, ing is done with the simplified controls
there is the audio amplifier circuit, which of the converter.
greatly increases the volume of the sigThe receiver is not disturbed, since
nal detected and amplified at radio fre- there is no need to " plug in" to furnish
quency by the tuning circuit.
In all the power necessary to operate a consuperheterodyne receivers there are, in verter. A connection is made from the
addition to these circuits possessed by converter directly to the antenna post
T.R.F. or neutrodyne receivers, the oscil- of the receiver. There is no overloading
lator and first-detector circuits.
The of the receiver's power supply; since
Walker Super- Converter contains an this new converter draws its power dioscillator and a first detector, as well rectly from the light socket. There can
as a stage of screen- grid radio- frequency be no possible damage to the receiver.

MODEL
1e. R.F.
24

.0001- MF

.0001- MF

180V

75V.

50V.

PWR. RESISTOR_

Regeneration provides a degree of sensitivity and selectivity otherwise unattainable; it has been credited with the
efficiency of an additional tube. Where
is there a " dyed in the wool" short-wave
fan who does not insist upon regeneration? A stage of screen-grid, radio-frequency amplification, ahead of the regenerative detector, not only insures
greater volume, but also provides for
the use of any length of antenna; in addition, it prevents radiation, which might
disturb your neighbor's short-wave set.
The oscillator and the detector tuning
condensers are ganged and provided with
a fine vernier dial for sharp tuning. A
small midget condenser, connected in
parallel with the oscillator condenser,
permits obtaining exact resonance at all
wavelengths.

4X CONVERTER_
DE I"
.24

CHOKE

.0001.MF

ál50` o
OUTPUT

R.F
CHOKE

002

11 .
I

MF •
0;›,C.

150
t MMF

750
OHMS

0.1 F

The Model 4X super-converter here
illustrated was designed by Mr. George
W. Walker, who has carried on a tremendous amount of experimenting and
research on converters of every description; if anyone knows how to design and
build a converter it is Mr. Walker. The
converter here shown employs four tubes
—2-'24 screen grid, 1-'27, and 1-'80
tubes. The wavelength range covered is
14 to 200 meters; the popular band from
23 to 50 meters is tuned without changing the coils.

•
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"Air- Tuned"
INTERMEDIATE
NeuCRYSTAL
UNIT

TRANSFORMERS
WHERE
cent

and

COMET
"PRO"

per

lutomatic

and stability are es-

g: obi rrar

sential requirements,

Con trol

these new laboratory-

Way be

type

Added to

units

the Stand-

lute necessity.

ard .Vodel
"PRO"

-air

are

- tuned"

an

abso-

Litz- wound and tuned
by air- dielectric variable condensers,
the

F

100

efficiency

The Most Talked of Receiver
in Radiodom

ROM the Arctic wastes to torrid Africa—from New Yor k
to humidity- drenched Singapore, the Hammarlund COMET
"PRO" holds unquestioned leadership among professional
short-wave receivers.
Now built in four models, for battery, D. C. and A. C. Operation, in all voltages and all cycles, with or without Crystal Filter
and Automatic Volume Control.

selectivity

of

these transformers is
unequalled

and

a

gain in excess of 20C
per stage is accomplished.
The use of air- dielectric condensers. having

Isoantite bases,

eliminates the variations in gain and selectivity
tuned

inherent

by

in

I.

F.

transformers

compression- type

condensers

having mica dielectric. Thus, Hammerlund I. F. Transformers hold their peak
efficiency, unaffected by temperature c) ,humidity.
These

I.

F.

transformers

are

standaro

equipment in the famous COMET ' PRO Receiver, and they can also be adapted
to other superheterodyne circuits.

R-F CHOKES
The Hammarlund Radio Frequency
Choke is designed particularly for
short-wave and ultra short-wave receivers and transformers, but its effi•
ciency extends well over the regular
broadca.t band.
Its compactness
permits mounting in isolated positions well removed from stray r. f.
fields, which together with its load

ilarnniarhinel Condensers hold first
place for recei ring and transmitting
on standard or short waves.
There
is a lia nt marlund variable ni odd
for every condenser requirement,
all priced so moderaiely there is
little excuse for using condensers of
a lower grade.

COIL FORMS
SOCKETS
Sockets have Isolantite
base and perfect spring
contacts, for 4, 5. 6 and
7 prongs. Isolantite Coil
Forms for Short and Ultra Short Waves.
No
drilling.
4 5 and 6
prongs.

characteristics, specially recommend
it as a grid choke for multi- stage
transmitters. Isotentite form. Moisture- proof windirgs.

Mail Coupon for Details

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.
424 W. 33rd St., New York
—Check here for new booklet describing the
COMET -PRO - containing information about
adding Crystal Filter or Automatic Volume Control to the Standard -PRO. --Check here for
General Catalog 34 of Radio Parts.
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